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The measurements over the ocean made by S193, a combination 
scanning pencil beam radar scatterometer and passive microwave re-
ceiver, in the noncontiguous modes during SKYLAB 2, 3, and 4 are 
analysed to show that the passi.ve microwave measurements can be used 
to correct the radar measurements for attenuation and to eliminate 
areas of large cloud drops and rain and that the radar backscatte~ 
measurements can be used to compute the wind,speecl near the sea surface. 
The wind speeds so determined are at least as accurate as those that 
would have been reported by a weather ship located at each useable 
cell scanned by the inst~~ment • 
The total error variance, 
'Le; f 1 (U • - U .) 2 is stratified according to the methods used 
i=1 n m1 r~, 
to obtain the surface truth, that is, the meteQrologically determined 
wind speeds al'ld directions at each cell. This total error variance is 
compared to estimates of the error variances from the meteorological 
analyses, which were independently obtained, and from intercomparisons 
of the radar determined winds. The above conclusion is a conservative 
interpretatio~ of these results. The standard deviations of the errors 
in the radar measured winds may well be less than half that' of the weather 
ships as shown solely by the SKYLAB data. 
Chapter 1 outlines the chapters in this report, which describe haw 
the experiment was planned and carried out, and hO~07 the. data we'r'e ·analyse~. 
rt'also-g:f:~es some. o.f the majOr' con'clusions~ chapter"iiixie des~rIbes~" - -
the application of the results of this final report to the measurements 
to be made by SEASAT-A. 
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Four appendicies accompany this final report. Appendix A 
tabulates all of the useable data from the experiment and merges it. 
with the meteorological and oceanographic surface truth. Appendix B 
gives the data for the analysis of surface truth errors. Appendix C 
is a report by A.K. Fung and H.L. Chan on the present status of 
radar backscatter theory. Appendix D by J.D. Young describes the 
methods he used to correct the backscatter data for various effects 























































Recently, one of us gave a paper on our results. When the long 
list of authors of the paper was read by the chairman of the session, 
the audience laughed. This program required the talents of many 
others as well as those Hsted as authors of this final report. Also 
much help was given by people not directly connected to the program. 
At the CUNY Institute of Marine and Atmospheric Sciences, John 
Hayes and Walter Spring were most helpful in managing the data flow 
and carrying out the preliminary surface truth analyses. Emanuel 
Mehr began the development of some of the computer programs required 
in this study at the start of the theoretical phase of this study. 
At the Remote Sensing Laboratory, Arun Sobti and John Claassen 
respectively made fundamental inputs to data reduction problems and 
to the interpretation of the passive microwave data • 
In oceanography, those who obtained the data are considered to 
have made as important a contribution as those who analysed it. TIle 
nine astronauts who manned SKYLAB, repa:i.red the spacecraft and the 
instrument, and got the data should be listed as co-authors of this 
report. 
The support given us by out co-principal investigator, E. Pa:al 
McClain and his associates of NOAA/NESS is very mucJ:1 appreciated" 
The data that they provided is described in Chapter 2. 
The New York Regional Office of the National Weather Service of 
NOAA supported the data taking phase of this program. Our thanks are 
extended to Harold Gibson, the meteorologist in charge, and his 
helpful and cooperative staff. The Satellite Field Service also 
provided useful information. 
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Duncan Ross of the Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological 
Laboratory, NOAA, provided advance data on his SKYLAB aircraft 
underflight program so that, in particular, the NOAA Cl30 flight 
into AVA could be used in the analysis. Peter Black of the 
National Hurricane Cent.er, NOAA, searched the archives and found 
the original records of some of the aircraft flights into Tropical 
Storm Christine. 
Major James Sartor of the Sixth Weather Wing, Andrews AFB, 
provided the liason required to obtain the DAPP data. 
Capt. E. A. Delaney and Cdr. Cromwell of the U.S. Coast Guard 
would have coordinated efforts to obtain surface truth with Weather 
Ship Hotel during a SKYLAB pass, but the opportunity never arose. 
At the United States Naval. Oceanographic Office, Jack J. Schule 
made possible the calculation of the wave! spectral hindcasts:. 
prepared as a backup for the interpretation of wave slope effects. 
Sheldon Lazanoff, the NAVOCEANO representative at the Fleet Numerical 
Weather Central, made the arrangements to provide the data files of 
sea surface analyses and reports from ships that provided the surface 
truth for this program. 
The international effort to obtain special weather ship observa-
tions during SKYLAB passes was aided by John A. Ewing of the Institute 
of Oceanographic Sciences in Great Britain, and by J. R. H. Noble, 
Paul Johns, and Read Allen of Canada, J. Romer of France, M. W. F. 
Schregardus of the Netherlands, and Capt. G. A. White of England. 
The continued interest in this program and the encouragement of 
Dallas Evans are very much appreciated. 
These acknowledgements perforce omit the names of the many NASA 
scientists who supported this program both scientifically and 
administratively. Their help was nevertheless essential to the 
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CBAP':tER 1 O'BJECTlVES, SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND MAJOR CONCLUSIONS 
OBJECTIVES 
"The priI&ciple objective of the use of the radar radiometer 
mode of S193 on Skylab [was] to prove conclusively that simultaneously 
measured values of the rad.ar scattering cross section matrix and 
microwave t~mperature for two polarizations at 13.9 Ghz [wo~ldJ provide 
data from which the winds in the planetary boundary layer ov~r the 
ocean can be inferreg. This principal objective of S193 [was] accom-
. , 
pUshed by operating the instrwnent over the oceans in appropriate 
aO T , and T , which are 
VH' b VV b~H 
scanning modes so as to measure the si~ quantities, aO aO crO 
.. HH' HV' V V ' 
functions of IV', X, e, sea surface 
tempe.rature, wave conditions, the amount of foam on the sea surface, 
the i~tervening liquid water in the atmosphere, and other minor 
effects, for as wide a range as possib Ie 0 f these parameters." 
The above paragraph, with the words in square brackets changed, 
is the opening paragraph, prepared in April 1971, describing the 
proposed procedures for the study of S193 data in the radar radiometer 
(radscat) mode. Details on the kinds of Z local vertical passes and 
on the techniques for processing the data followed. For example, the 
proposed prog;am suggested that, "During the second manned period, 
there is the opportunity to obtain data from a tropical hurricane."--
"Also typical of a hurricane is a spiral pattern of thick clouds and 
rain."--"The gaps are just large enough for the beam to scan to the 
wind driven surface. W 
In 1971, the strong dependence of backscatter on wind direction 
relative to the pointing direction of the radar beam 'was not well 
recognized. Also the theories relating backscatter to sea surface 
properties were not well developed. As the program of measurements 
1 
• 




with 5kylab, 5193, was accomplished, these theories were also refined 
so as to cover anistropic effects and account for the variation of 
backscatter with wind direction at the same nadir angle and wind speed. 
From the point of view of the analysis of the 5193 data, the 
problem becomes one of inferring the properties of a vector from 
essentially one measurement. Various techniques were developed to 
solve this problem and to obtain results related primari.ly to the 
magnitude of the vector wind and to errors in the determination of the 
magni~ude of the vector wind. 
The original proposal for the study of S193 data did not say much 
about demonstrating the accuracy of the determination of t.he wind from 
the backscat.ter measurement. It only described how both special and 
conventional data on winds would be obtained and how the backscatter 
measurements would be compared with these winds. It was, of course, 
expected that good agreement would be found. 
In support of instruments on SEASAT-A, which are four fan beam 
Doppler radars and a five frequency scanning passive microwave radio-
meter, quantitative results are required as to the accuracy of the 
radar determinations of the wind. These quantitative results will be 
presented in ~he chapters that follow. 
In addition to the primary objective of this program, there were 
many other objectives that had to be attained in order to accomplish 
the primary objective. One was to demonstrate applicability of the 
measurement system to different kinds of weather systems such as 
tropical circulations, tropical storms and hurricanes (or typhoons etc.) 
and extra tropical cyclones and wind patterns. A second was to use 
the passive data to calculate attenuation so as to correct the back-
scatter measurements for attenuation. A third was to detect "areas of 
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determine the 'W'ind. A fourth was to understand the effects of the 
spectrum of wind generated waves and swell, over all wave numbers, on 
backscatter. These objectives were attained as will be described 
in this final r~port. 
RESlJLTS 
During Sky1ab 2/3, there were 1563 measurements of aD , aO aO 
'IV v .. ' HV' 
and aO for the three largest nadir angles at somewhere near 350 different folio! 
cells. There were usually four measurements, one at each polarization 
combination, at each cell, but at times, some values could not be used. 
At each cell, there would be two measurements of the passive microwave 
temperatures, one for each polarization, for about 700 values. There 
were 1113 backscatter measurements at the two smallest nadir angles 
and about 556 passive microwave measurements. The sum of all measure-
ments of backscatter and passive microwave temperatures during SL 2/3 
was about 4000 values. 
During SL 4, the passive microwave temperatures could not be used. 
There were a total of 1927 measurements of backscatter at the three 
highest nadir angles all in the cross-track noncontiguous mode 
representing about 482 separate cells on the sea surface scanned by 
the instrument. The total number of useful cells scanned by S193 was 
about 830 for SL 2/3 and SL 4 combined. 
There were a total of twenty six passes in the ZLV mode that 
yielded useful data. Six were in the. in-track noncontiguous mode. All 
others were in the cross-track noncontiguous mode. Nine passes were 
in tropical, or subtropical, areas. One pass scanned portions of a 
tropical hurricane. Another scanned a tropical storm. The remaining 
thirte-:::n scanned northern hemisphere extratropical wind patterns. 
The wind speed and direction as effectively determined in a 
neutral atmosphere at 19.5 meters above the sea surface was found for 
each cell scanned by S193 by one of three different meteorological 
" , . 
\ I 
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techniques. One technique was a streamline isotach analysis of the 
available data in the area of the scan, which was used in tropical 
and subtropical areas. The second technique was a theoretical numerical 
tropical cycl~ne model, which applied to the friction layer in the air 
over the sea surface. The last was a planetary boundary layer model 
for the northern hemisphere oceans. In each case the wind field over 
the entire area was found, and then the winds were interpolated to the 
cells that were scanned by Skylab. 
Chapters.2 and 3 describe how the experiment was carried out and 
provide tables of the passes that were obtained. 
Chapter 4 provides a description of how the meteorological and 
oceanographic "surface truth" wa~obtained and evaluates the accuracy 
Off these determinatiot1.s of, the wind speed and direction. Meteorologists 
will not be particularly surprised by these results, but others may be. 
They need to be interpreted with great care. The data on which the 
analyses of the accuracy of the wind determinations is based are given 
in Appendix B. 
Chapter 5 describes how the S193 data and the meteorological and 
oceanographic data were merged to provide the data base for the study 
of the variation of radar backscatter with wind speed and direction. 
Appendix A of this report contains a listing of every pass that 
was found useful. The backscatter measurements and passive microwave 
temperatures that were measured, the wind speed and direction at each 
cell, as determined from meteorol~gical data, the sea surface temperature, 
the location of each cell and the time of the measurement are tabulated. 
The wind speeds at the cells scanned by S193 during SL 2/3 ranged 
from 2 or 3 knots to 51 knots as determined by the meteorological 
analyses. During SL 4, they ranged from 2 or 3 knots to 48 knots. 
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The higher winds during SL 2/3 tended to have a higher frequency 
of cross wind relative to the radar beam (aspect angle). The SL 4 
data were somewhat more evenly distributed over aspect angle. 
Chapter 6 reviews radar backscatter theory and brings the 
subject up-to-date with a theory that explains nearly all of the 
observed features of radar backscatter including differences between 
upwind and downwind and crosswind and the effects of the slopes of 
the larger waves. The details of this theory are given in Appendix C. 
Chapter 7 shows how the passive microwave measurements were used 
both to c-ompute the attenuation-of the radar beam and to detennine 
those cells where the backscatter measurement was suspect. There 
were only five cells in the entire analYSis (all in tropical cyclones) 
that could not be used because of the presence of rain. The attenuations 
that were calculated were small for SL 2/3. These low values explain 
why it was possible to obtain useful results with the SL 4 data. 
Chapter 8 describes how the radar data were corrected for the 
small variations in nadir angle so as to be able to use all measurements 
at a given nominal nadir angle. Six different regression schemes are 
descdbed, five of which are actually applied to the data. Results are 
given in tabular and graphical fonn for five of the methods, and two of 
them are described in greater detail by Young (1975) in Appendix D. 
Additional methods may be contained in Appendix D that are not described. 
The mean square errors representing the sums of the differences 
between the meteorological wind and the radar wind divided by the sample 
size are decomposed into the contributions from the errors in the 
meteorological data and the radar errors. The meteorological error 
contributions far exceed the radar error contributions. There is a 
strong relationship between the quality of the data used to obtain 
5 
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the meteorological winds and the root mean square differences between 
the wind determined from meteorological data and the wind predicted 
from the backscatter data. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Given the direction of the wind from some independent source, with 
the typical accuracy of measurement by presently available meteorological 
methods, a backscatter measurement at a nadir angle of 50°, 43° or 32° 
can be used to compute the speed of the wind averaged over the illumin-
ated area. This wind ~pe~d is at least as accurate as the wind speed 
that would have been obtained from weather ship data near that point 
in space and time. The error analysis strongly suggests that wind 
speeds from the radar measurements may actually have errors with 
standard deviations less than half that from nearby weather ships for 
winds greater than about 7 knots. 
The measurements to be made by S.EASAT-A will obtain not only 
the wind speed,but also the wind direction with an accuracy equal to 
or beeter than a weather ship. 
To calibrate SEASAT-A, it will be necessary to develop techniques 
that will reduce the error variances of conventional measurement and 
analysis pr~cedures by at least a factor of 25 so that the standard 
deviations will be reduced by a factor of 5. 
There are no marked differences between VV, llH and VB. Since 
VV is stronger, it is probably the best single backscatter value to 
measure. Cross polarized returns are to be preferred over HH because 
there will be no backscatter from large cloud drops and attenuation 
effects can be accounted for. 
The effects of attenuation are very small and can be omitted 
without degrading the winds too much. This had to be done for SL 4, 
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The errors in the initial value specification of the winds in the 
planetary boundary layer over the oceans that presently exist for 
numerical weather p'rediction are large and differ substantially from 
one area of the ocean to another, depending on the density of ship 
reports. SEASAT-A will yield uniformly spaced vector winds of far 
greater accuracy and with a uniform error distribution. Since the 
data density will be from one to two orders of magnitude greater, 
further smoothing will define the planetary boundary layer to an even 
greater accuracy. 
The winds in the tropical areas of the world ocean will be measured 
routinely by SEASAT-A with great accuracy. These areas are presently 
inadequately observed. 
The winds in hurricanes and tropical storms can be measured to an 
accuracy comparable to that presently obtained from aircraft re-
connaissance flights. The central pressure, radius of maximum wind, 
and area of gale force winds in a hurricane can probably be determined 
by inverting the procedures given in Chapter 4 that was used to specify 
the winds in Hurricane AVA and Tropical Storm Christine. A global 
capability for monitoring the winds in hurricanes and tropical storms 
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CHAP'rER 2 THE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND 
THE DATA TAKING PHASE 
THE INSTRUMENT 
Description of S193. The radar radiometer part of S193, called 
Radscat for short, was a scanning pencil beam combination radar and 
, * passive microwave receiver. It operated in a number of modes. The 
two ~odes used the most for this program were called the in-track 
nqn-contiguous mode and the cross-track non-contiguous mode. In these 
mQdes, the antenna was pOinted at nominal angles corresponding to 
nadir angles of 50°, 40°, 30°, 15°, and 0°, and; in each of these 
positions, a pulse was transmitted by the radar. The duration of the 
pulse was such that the leading edge of the pulse could travel all the 
w~y to the sea surface and return a~ost to the antenna before the 
pulse was turned off. Then the receiver for the radar would be 
activated, and the entire backscattered signal for this transmitted 
pulse t:i.:me would be received, .passed through an appropriate Doppler 
fi1ter, which depended upon the mode of operation, that is, whether it 
was in-track or cross-track, detected, and averaged. The result was a 
very stable measurement of the received power, which could be compared 
with the transmi.tted power measured with a small auxiliary bleeder 
circuit within t~he system, so as to calculate the radar backscattering 
cross section. Be~.ause of the long averaging time, it was calc~lated 
that the radar backscai::t:er was measured to a sampling variability of 
= 0.3 db. This sampling varb.bility was caused by the Rayleigh fading 
of the return signal and was reduced to this very low value by the long 
averaging time. For each position of the antenna at these five 
different nadir angles, six measurements were made. They were a~ , 
-0 ,.-. 0'0"'" 'rv 
C1 ,.a ., ander. for the radar part of the instrument. Also 
HH VH MV 
the horizontally polarized and vertically polarized passive microwave 
'* For many more details see Moore, Ulaby, Sobti et. al. (1975). 
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temperatures were measured by converting the instrument to a 
radiometer after the four radar measurem~nts. This was accomplished 
by increasing the bandwidth of the IF receiver system so as to be 
able to detect the very weak naturally radiated signals at these same 
frequencies. 
In the in-track non-contiguous mode, as the antenna cycled through 
these five different angles, the sequences were so chosen that all the 
measurements would be obtained at the same spot on the sea surface. Sets 
of cells, with varying diameters, but all very close together, were 
measured such that a total of 30 measurements were obtained from nearly 
the same area of the ocean. 
In the cross-track non-contiguous mode, the antenna would be pOinted 
out to the side so that the nadir angle would be near 50°, the six 
measurements would be made, the antenna would drop to the next lowest 
angle, and six more measurements would be made, and so on, until 
vertical measurements were obtained. Depending upon which of the three 
cross-track non-contiguous modes was chosen, -' the antenna could return 
to the same Side, either left or right, and repeat this sequence, or it 
could swing out to the other side and come back in to nadir. The result 
would be a checkerboard pattern of pOints with measurements at the 
intersections of corners of the checkerboard roughly on a square pattern 
witb a very wide swath. 
It was recognized in the design of the experiments with this 
instrument that these cross-track modes were very powerful for surveying 
the wind fields at the surface of the ocean of the dimensions of tropical 
cyclones, tropical, storms, and even substantial portions of extra-
tropical cyclon~s. The spacing of the pOints in the non-contiguous 
modes was much closer together than is achieved in typical synoptic 
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of measurements, compared to that possible with conventional meteoro-
logical data sources, namely ships at sea, a very few aircraft 
measurements, and data buoy measurements, would be the data base for 
the program. The value of the instrument as an operational system 
is, of course, for the synoptic scale analysis of the wind fields over 
the ocean. 
The experiment was designed in an attempt to obtain the widest 
possible range of wind speeds and wind directions relative to the 
pOinting vector of the radar beam and the widest possible range of 
cloud thicknesses and drop size distributions within the clouds for 
nadir angles of 30°,40°, and 50°. As a part of the theory of the 
combined use of passive and active systems in the same instrument, it 
had been demonstrated that the passive systems would respond very 
quickly to the thick wet clouds with large cloud drops that would be 
capable of affecting the radar return signal in the radar mode. The 
plan was to calibrate out the effect of these clouds on the radar 
signal by means of the data obtained with the passive system so as to 
obtain a better measure of the radar backscattering cross-section when 
there were clouds between the spacecraft and the cell at the sea surface 
being scanned. 
As the experiment eVOlved, that is after SKYLAB was actually 
launched and after its repair during SKYLAB 2 , it became apparent 
that the in-track non-contiguous mode had much less chance of recording 
backscatter for high winds. Also the in-track non-contiguous mode was 
lost at the conclusion of SKYLAB 3 (the second manned period). The 
scanning mechanism for the antenna was repaired at the beginning of 
SKYLAB 4 in such a way that only the cross-track non-contiguous mode 
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5193 as an Anemometer. To measure the winds, an anemometer is 
needed. The anemometer for the SKYIAB experiment is the roughened 
surface of the sea as the wind blows over the ocean. The sea becomes 
increasingly rougher, e,specia11y in the capillary wave region, as the 
speed of the wind increases. The capillary waves that are generated 
have a vector wave number spectrum that is a function of the speed 
and direction of the wind in the first few meters above the ocean 
surface. The backscatter measurements made with 5193 provide a measure 
of the variation of the roughness of the sea surface caused by the 
wind. This measure has in turn been related to the wind over the ocean. 
By means of a planetary boundary layer theory developed by Cardone 
(1969), these measurements of the capillary waves have been related to 
"the vector wind that would have been measured in a neutrally stratified 
a~osphere at an elevation above the sea surface of 19.5 meters. 
The choice of 19.5 meters goes back to early work done on other 
programs where the ships that were used to relate wave parameters to 
wind speed had anemometers mounted at this height on their masts. Any 
other reference height, as long as it had been consistently employed, 
cou,lc~ have been used equally we 11. 
" P~st research has indicated that wind reports from ships without 
anemometers more closely approximate winds at this elevation than they 
do at ten meters above the sea surface, as had been previously assumed. 
Reference" is made to Pierson (1964) for some interesting paints on this 
subject. The measurement at this height can be imagined to have been 
obtained by a ship at a fixed paint on the ocean surface equipped with a 
well designed properly exposed cup anemometer and a wind vane. There 
are standard routines to correct the measurements made when the ship is 
under way that are applied by the transient ships equipped with anemo-
meters for measuring the wind. One of the major problems, however, is 
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at many different heights, and the reports are not corrected to a 
standard height of 19.5 meters, or any other appropriate standard 
height, for the analysis of the wind field. This source of vari-
ability has been carefully removed whenever possible in the 
analysis of all of the meteorological data provided to this program. 
The design of an anemometer is subject to many constraints, and 
anemometers have many different kinds of shortcomings. For example, 
if an anemometer is subjected to a step response gust, it has a start 
up ttme and it will generally overshoot the wind value given by the 
step response. If it responds to direction, it will oscillate about 
the mean value of the step response before it settles down to the 
correct value. Anemometers have a ttme lag, and anemometers can give 
erroneous readings if they are mounted or calibrated improperly. If 
the measurements are not averaged for a long enough time, the average 
wind can have errors because the turbulent components have not been 
properly filtered out. The radar backscatter measurements by S193 
are subject to these same kinds of errors. They have to be discussed 
and interpreted in a way analogous to a discussion of the proper 
calibration of an ordinary anemometer. 
The radar part of the S193 system can be considered to be the 
data link between the anemometer, which is the wind roughened sea 
surface, and the recording system, which is the spacecraft. The 
information transmitted on the data link is the strength of the back~ 
. 
scattered signal which is a function of how rough and how high the 
capillary waves (and larger waves) are on that portion of the sea 
surface illuminated by the radar. The waves, in turn, will vary as a 
function of the wind over the ocean. 
The portion of the ocean illuminated by the radar varies in 
dimensions depending upon the nadir angle. Table 1.1 shows the 
12 
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dimensions of the cell as a function of scan angle for SKYIAB. Many 
tens of square kilometers are illuminated by the radar beam during 
the process of making the measurement, which is accomplished in a 
fraction of a second. The area average due to the dimensions of the 
beam replaces the time average of a measurement made by a conventional 
anemometer, and, in fact, it is far superior to such a time average. 
The dimensions of the patch that is illuminated, especially at nadir 
angles of 30°,40°, and 50°, effectively filters out all of the short 
period gusts and temporal fluctuations in the wind with periods shorter 
than twenty minutes; or so. The measurement made by the radar is thus 
analogous to having had 20 or 30 ships uniformly spaced over this area, 
each making a twenty minute measurement of the wind at the appropriate 
anemometer height, each averaging that measurement, and then averaging 
these averages to obtain, in principle, given well calibrated instruments, 
a very stable number to represent the wind for synoptic scale purposes. 
Table 1.1 Dimensions and areas of the patch of sea surface scanned 
by S193 as a function of the angle of the antenna scan. 
(as designed)* 
Angle 0° 15.6° 29.4° 40.1 ° 48° 
Approximate Length (KM) 11 12 15 21 29 
Approximate Width (KM) 11 12 13 15 17 
Area (KM)2 95 108 151 236 385 
Incremental Area 21 39 68 97 142 
(caused by movement of SKYLAB during measurement time) 
- ---~~-
The measurements made from SKYLAB should be expected to be much mote 
stable and much more representative of the quantities required for 
synoptic scale meteorological purposes and global numerical weather 
predictions than those that are usually obtained from ships at sea. 
Only in scientifi'c investigations is the wind typically averaged for 
a full twenty minutes. Most observers on ships do not average the winds 
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for this length of time, and an element of sampling variability 
represented by the residual effect of the gustiness is us\:~Uy present 
even in the most carefully made observation of the wind by a ship. 
The waves that respond to the wind and are the anemometer for 
this experiment have a time lag similar to the time lag of an 
anemometer. The time lag for the response of the capillary waves is 
negligible. Capillary waves can be shown to track the gustiness of the 
local winds within the illuminated spot. The most dramatic example of 
this effect is the so-called cats paws. 
However, the larger gravity waves, on which the capillary wave 
ride, do have time lags, and these wav~s need not necessarily correspond 
to the local Wind conditions. As the discussion of radar backscatter 
theory shows, in another section of this report, this one feature is 
probably the last problem of radar backscatter theory that needs to be 
resolved. In the work of Fung and Chan (1975), fully developed wind 
generated seas were assumed, and the probability density function for the 
slopes was based upon such an assumption. However, for actual ocean 
conditions, the gravity waves need not necessarifY be lined up in the 
appropriate direction with reference to the local wind, they need not 
necessarily be, either as high or as low as that Wind speed alone requires 
they should be according to the fully developed spectrum described by 
Pierson and Moskowitz (1964). The effect of the tilts and the slopes of 
these larger gravity waves may cause, and probably do cause, fluctuations 
in the measurements of the backscatter of some as yet to be determined 
amount, perhaps a half db or so, that need to be corrected for. 
Unfortunately, the wavelengths for most of the tilting mechanisms in 
these theories are of the order of perhaps 100 to 1000 times the length 
of the radar wavelength~ which is two and a fraction centimeters, so that 
the slopes of pieces of the ocean of two meters to twenty meters in 
d1;ameter are involved. These slopes are controlled by the local winds and 
, 
p~obably reach equilibrium with the local winds within an hour or so even 
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Any additional contribution to the slopes thae provide a tilting 
mechanism for a more adequate Bragg .scattering theory due to the larger 
and longer gravity waves will cause small perturbations. It would be 
expected that these effects would be most pronounced for the lighter 
winds. If the winds are perhaps seven and a half meters per second, 
the theories for the generation of waves will indicate that the fully 
developed waves would be 1.2 meters high. The actual waves could be 
two, three, or four ttmes higher than thiS, and have come from some 
other part of the ocean. They would be long gravity waves, but they 
could contribute enough to the slope variances that enter into the theory 
of Fung and Chan so as to change the theoretical value of backscatter 
measurement by an amount that would be sufficient to generate some error 
in the estimate of the wind speed. 
SURFACE TRUTH STRATEGY 
Plans. Extensive plans were made for underflights by aircraft to 
make measurements at some of the cells scanned by S193. However, it 
was recognized from the start of the program that this subset of cells 
would be an extremely small fraction of the total number of cells that 
would- be scanned. Aircraft simply cannot keep up with spacecraft. 
For this reason, plans were made to acquire data from the more 
conventional meteorological sou.rces distributed over the oceans. At the 
time of SKYLAB, these conventional sources consisted mainly of the 
various on statiO!l weather ships and of the ships at sea that radio in 
weather reports every six hours for synoptic weather map analysis. Plans 
were also made to acquire whatever data might be useful from other types 
of spacecraft, such as the NOAA and Air Force spacecraft, which were then 
in operation. 
The surface truth strategy for this part of the program was very 
stmple. It consisted of contacting every available known source of 
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routine basis and obtaining copies of these data before and after the pass 
of SKYLAB over a given portion of the ocean. 
As .a part of these data taking operations, plans were made to have 
the weather ships take special wind and wave observations at the time of 
passage of SKYLAB, starting ten minutes before and ending ten minutes 
after a pass. Special forms were distributed to the ships which were 
mailed back upon completion of each cruise. Ships from Canada, the 
Netherlands, France, and Great Britain participated in this program. 
It took a number of months to acquire, collate, and utilize this 
large amount of conventionally obtained data, and the. data were used not 
only for the times of the passes but during the entire second and third 
manned periods of SKYlAB, (SKYlAB 3 and SKYLAB 4). The synoptic data 
used for weather forecasts on a global basis, or on a northern hemisphere 
basis, is a transient kind of data. It exists at the time it is needed 
for the purpose of preparing meteorological forecasts. Shortly thereafter, 
some of it, but not all of it, becomes archived in the meteorological and 
oceanog't'aphic centers of various nations, and it is often very difficult 
to retrieve these data once they have been archived • 
The AVA Pass. Some idea of the importance of getting data for S193, 
even in the presence of the many difficulties experienced with the 
spacecraft, can be obtained by a brief description of what happened when 
the pass over AVA was made. At this pOint in time, the solar shield, or 
umbrella, had been deployed on the spacecraft, but one solar panel for 
electrical power was still stuck in its undep10yed position. A second 
solar panel had torn away from the spacecraft, and only the panels for the 
astronomical units were operational. A disturbance has formed over 
Hexico and had moved out over the North Pacific Ocean, as a back door 
tropical cyclone. 
Predictions indicated that SKYLAB would pass near tropical cyclone 
AVA which would be just barely in range of the cross-track non-contiguous 
16 
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mode, scanning off to the appropriate side. It was also indicated that 
the spacecraft would accidentally be nearly in the z local vertical 
mode. Usually, for all of the measurements with the EREP package, the 
spacecraft had to be rotated to a new position by means of three 
gyroscopes on the spacecraft so that the instrument package pointed 
straight down and a zero degree nadir angle could be achieved. 
These facts were ascertained about six to eight hours before the 
spacecraft was ~u~ to pass the tropical hurricane and, in view of the 
iml'ortance of obtaining data for this program, only 5193 was turned on 
during the time that SKYLAB was passing AVA, roughly from the moment 
it passed the southern tip of Baja, California until it had gone several 
hundred miles past the eye, which was off to the right of the direction 
of the spacecraft travel. No other instruments were turned on, and 
SKYLAB was not maneuvered to stay in z local vertical during the pass. 
It was necessary to correct the measurements for slight deviations 
from the nominal design nadir angles and to correct f:or the effects of 
the Doppler filters tor the extreme end of the pass. A good set of data 
was recovered from this one tropical cyclone, even with SKYLAB still in a 
crippled condition, without adequate electrical power. Two ado:tEional 
passes were made duririg'"thisfirst manneclper10·d ·over the Gulf 'ofMexico 
that provided 'additional data for light winds, and an aircraft fli.ght under 
the spacecraft in the Gulf of Mexico provided a cross calibration between 
the AAFE Langley radar on an aircraft and 5193 on the spacecraft for wind 
near 13 knots. 
Once the pass for AVA was decided upon, a NOAA aircraft operating 
under a di·fferent proposal, EPN 440, was dispatched. It arrived in 
Acapulco, Mexico at about the time of the spacecraft passage, and flew 
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In all of the analyses that follow, it has been necessary to 
extrapolate and interpolate the measurements made by aircraft, ships, 
data buoys and other spacecraft to the time of the measurements made 
by, 5193 on SKYIAB. The details of this wi,ll be discussed later. 
However, the penetration of AVA by the NOAA aircraft, plus other 
penetrations by Navy and Air Force aircraft, both before and after the 
time of the SKYLAB pass, provided data that allowed the wind field for 
the hurricane to be reconstructed for the time of the pass according to 
theories that had been developed and tested on numerous other hurricanes 
in the Gulf of Mexico. 
The Routine for a Particular 5193 Pass. The events that tra'nspired 
to acquire data for tropical hurricane AVA have already been described. 
For the other passes that were obtained, a routine was followed that 
should be described. When the SKYLAB spacecraft was manned and in 
operating condition, several, perhaps as many as four, candidate segments 
of different orbits would be selected at the MaImed Spacecraft Center 
during Which, for one of these orbits, SKYLAB would be put into the z 
local vertical mode and the various instruments of the Earth Resources 
Experiment Package would be operated o These candidate orbit sections 
were announced 48 hours in a~vance by telephone, and the principal 
in~estigators for the various programs could obtain a list of them. Some 
of these orbit segments would continue out over the ocean, or could he 
started over the ocean. 
At the time of the data taking phase for SKYLAB, the group associated 
with the City University of New York had access' to the complete facilities 
, 
of: the National Weather Service offices alld data acquisition network. All 
of the numerical weather forecasting products produced by the National 
Weather Service, plus all of the analyses of the surface synoptic charts 
fo;!:' the North Atlanti,c and North Pacific, plus information on hurricanes, 
plus teletype data, plus spacecraft cloud imagery were available on a real 
time operational basis. The 48 hour ~lrface prognostic chart based on the 
18 
six level primitive equation model then operational at the National 
Weather Service was most helpful. 
Gi,ven the candidate passes, the 48 hour forecasts for the 
northenl hemisphere were used to obtain a forecast of what the wind 
speeds and directions would be for the different scanning modes for 
the different orbit segments. If the potential pass would yield ·wind 
speeds and directions that would help complete the range of values 
desired, it was requested along with concurrent operation of the 
cameras and the other instruments, with the exception of the high data 
rate multifrequency scanner. At times, opttmum conditions for the 
operation of the other instruments would not occur when there were high 
winds, and the use of the other instruments was waived in order to obtain 
S193 data. 
The pass would be confirmed, or denied, 24 hours prior to the time 
it would take place. Once the pass was confirmed, along with the scanning 
mode, numerous telephone calls were made, and, if needed, telegrams 
were sent. The telephone calls requested hemispherical surface charts 
prior to and after the pass, geostationary cloud imagery near the pass, 
VTPR data near the pass, sea surface IR temperature fields, and other 
useful material from ()Ur co-principal investigators at the National 
Environmental Satellite Cent6r. They also requested the Air Force DAPP 
data prepared just before and just after the pass. Either a telephone 
call or a telegram alerted either European or Canadian weather centers, 
who then radioed the weather ships as to the time of the SKYLAB pass so 
that they could take special observations. 
During the peak period of activity, the volume of mail of use to the 
analysis of the S193 SKYLAB data reached an amount such that a canvas 
lined cart roughly three feet deep by three feet wide by four feet long 
wQu1d be completely full when delivered during the day. These data were 
sorted according to the particular pass 'and used to define the cloud 
conditions, the atmospheric conditions:, the sea surface temperatures, and the 
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The swath width of S193 in the cross track non-contiguous 
mode was so great that the cameras and other sensors on SKYLAB 
could not cover the cells scanned in this mode. This was the main 
reason for the plan to gather cloud and sea surface temperature 
data from other sources. A second reason was that S193 could have 
stood by itself as an instrument even in the absense of any other 
instruments on SKYLAB, should such an eventuallity have arisen. 
The conventional data base was sufficient to provide supplementary 
surface truth for sea surface temperature, clouds, and atmospheric 
structure. Ship reports of wind speed were acquired to supplement 
the aircraft underflights and special weather ship reports. 
SUMMARY OF DATA USED AS SURFACE TRUTH 
Meteorological and oceanographic data to be used as the sur-
face truth in providing esttmates of the wind in the planetary boundary 
layer and of the waves, cloud conditions, and atmospheric structure 
were obtained from NASA, NOAA, DOD, and UCAR and from international 
sources including the World Meteorological Organization. Some data 
were redundant; some data were not used for various reasons; but, 
at least, all,data of any possible use were collected in near real 
time during the expertment. 
~. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration pro-
vided surface truth in terms of aircraft underf1ights planned for 
several purposes. Winds were measured by means of the aircraft it-
self flying at a low altitude and comparing air speed with data 
from an inertial navigation system. The radar backscattering cross 
section was measured by means of a radar quite stmilar to S193 except 
for modifications needed so that it could be used on an aircraft. 
This area of NASA support was in part provided by the L.B. Johnson 
Manned Space Center and in part by the Advanced Applications Flight 





NOAA. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
provided support at the Regional Office in New York City by per-
mitting unlimited access to the NOAA data products and forecasting 
products. The schedules for the facsimile machines were changed 
so as to provide analysed fields and other data, depending on the 
potential swaths for SKYLAB. 
The Atlantic Oceanog~aphic and Meteorological Laboratory of 
NOAA provided additional aircraft underflights that obtained wind 
speeds and directions, wave heights, cloud data, microwave data and 
other data in a program called EPN 460 The aircraft data from 
AVA were most important for the analysis of the winds in that hurri-
cane. 
Copies of the reconnaissance reports and in-flight logs of 
the aircraft that penetrated tropical storm CHRISTINE were made 
available from the files of the National Hurricane Center. The data 
were for the six hour period up to the time of the pass and in-
cluded dropsonde data, eye penetration reports and special low level 
wind measurements. 
Our co-investigators at the National Environmental Satellite 
Center of NOAA intercepted the real time meteorological data that 
are obtained by NOAA for each SKYLAB pass that used S193. These data 
consisted of the six hourly surface synoptic chart analyses, the 
various NOAA satellite cloud images in both the visible and infrared, 
the~ atmospher}c' s-ouIldings -from-VTPR·~-a.iid· surface temperature fields. 
~. The Department of Defense provided support in terms of 
magnetic tapes of ship reports, surface pressure fields, sea surface 
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every six hours for the synoptic weather map times and maintained 
on a permanent file at the Fleet Numerical Weather Facility at 
Monterey, California, along with six hourly analyses for the northern 
hemisphere of the sea level pressure field, and 12 hourly analyses 
of the air temperature and vapor pressure field. These files were 
for the continuous period from 00 Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) 
July 15, 1973 to 12 GMT February 2, 1974. Approximately 300,000 
ship reports were obtained. The reports were not homogeneously 
distributed in time. For example, for the North Atlantic Ocean 
there were typically 150 ship reports at 00 GMT, about a hundred 
reports at 06 GMT, about 250 reports at 12 GMT and 200 at 18 GMT. 
Also made available were the DAPP cloud data from another 
source in DOD. These analyses describe the cloud structures as a 
function of height over the northern hemisphere. The plan was to 
use these data to supplement the passive microwave measurements 
for calculating attenuation effects. 
UCAR. At the time of the passes over the North Pacific, 
the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research was conducting 
research with aircraft and buoys off the coast of the states of 
Washington and Oregon. Several SKYLAB passes during SKYLAB 3 
were coordinated with aircraft flights made by UCAR. Unfortunately, 
the cells that might have been used also included some land, and 
the data from UCAR could not be used. 
International Support. International support was provided 
by the Weather Ships operated by Canada, the United Kingdom, France, 
and the Netherlands. When a Weather Ship was at a location where 
22 
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the CTNC mode scanning pattern would have points surrounding that 
ship, special observations starting ten minutes before and ending 
ten minutes after SKYLAB passage were made. Successive one minute 
averages of wind speed and direction entered on a special ,form and 
a wave record made with the Tucker Shipborne wave record~r were ob-
tained and mailed to us. 
Finally, the World Meteorological Organization collected data 
on all weather reporting ships and published the data in, liThe 
International List of Selected, Supplementary and Auxiliary Ships", 
WMO Publication, No. 47 (1974). Included were the call letters of 
the ship, information on whether or not the ship had an anemometer, 
and, if it had one, what the height of the .anemometer ~.,as above the 
sea surface, if it was known. The data in the tables of this document 
were also available on a magnetic tape which was purchased, repro-
cessed at the National Weather Records Center, and used in the analysis 
of the ship reports obtained from the Fleet Numerical Weather Center. 
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ERRORS IN THE MEASUREMENT OF THE WIND 
A perfectly designed experiment is not easily achieved. Frequently, 
something will go wrong, or some essential component required for a com-
plete understanding of the data obtained will have been overlooked in the 
description of the program to be carried out. In this program, there 
were two aspects of the problem that were missed in the planning and ex-
ecution stages that have just been described. 
The first aspect that was missed was that of the effect of wind 
direction on the backscatter measurements. A vector cannot be fully 
specified by ~ measurement. The other aspect of the experiment that 
was missed in the experimental design was that of being able to evaluate 
quantitatively the accuracy of the independently obtained wind speeds 
and directions against which the radar backscatter measurements were to 
be compared. These essential aspects of the experiment could have in-
validated it if solutions had not been obtained during the analysis phase. 
One of the challenges of doing research is to b~ able to devise adequate 
solutions to unforseen problems when they arise. 
It was not particularly difficult to account for the effect of 
wind direction and to relate the backscatter measurement to the magni-
tude of the vector wind. This was done by means of two techniques, one 
being the equivalent upwind technique of Young using the AFFE data 
and the theory of Fung and Chan as given in Appel'ldix D. The other 
was to treat the wind direction as known from the meteorological data 
and to correct the analysis for possible errors in this wind direction. 
The second problem, namely that of the quality of the surface 
truth was not solved until the very end of the program. It was, in a 








of the preliminary results of this program there was one persistent 
skeptic who kept asking the embarassing question, "HQW <:lid you measure 
the winds that provided the surface truth for this experiment, and 
how accurate were they?" Questions of this nature can be ignored,. or 
answered with a cliche, or thought about, and eventually answered 
cor:t;'ectly. 
It was not possible to measure the winds at every ceil scanned by 
Skylab. In fact, three different methods had to be used to obtain the 
winds that were used as surface truth. These methods are described .in 
Chapter 4. These methods had errors of a particular and rather peculiar 
nature associated with them. The last and very important part of this 
investigation was that of quantifying these errors and relating them to 
the basic objectives of remote sensing. 
Three anemometers, side by Side, at the same elevation apove the 
sea surface each recording the wind speed and direction on a continuous 
recorder could, at a particular instant, record three completely different 
values of the wind speed and direction, and, yet, each could be. properly 
designed and calibrated and each value would be correct. The time con-
stant of the instruments would be different, and the instruments would 
then respond t,o different eddy scales in the wind. Although the three 
measurements would be different, the differences are not necessarily 
errors and can be explained in terms of the properties of the instrument 
and the nature of turbulence. 
In this program, the problem is to compare wind measurements made 
by a radar on a spacecraft with wind measurements made by more conven-
tional methods, and With winds computed from meteorological theory. 
Although the differences in the measurements made in these different ways 
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such as radar wind variability, meteorological wind variability and 
mean square wind magnitude difference might have been more apt. 
The proper wind to use for a particular application depends on 
that application. High frequency fluctuations in the wind are tm-
P9rtant to ,:t;~);dy turbulence and Reynold I s stresses. Other measures 
such as the peak five minute and two minute gusts in a one hour record 
are important in building design. The application of this method of 
remote sensing is the improved measurement of the synoptic scale winds 
in the planetary boundary layer so as both to define these winds more 
effectively over the global ocean and also to permit a more accurate 
initial value specification of the planetary boundary layer for numerical 
weather prediction methods. 
For the second application, the wind needs to be averaged over an 
appropriate time and space scale that in part depends on the grid spac-
ing of the meteorological prediction model. Spatial fluctuation~ with 
high wavenumbers need to be suppressed so that they will not alias into 
low wavenumbers and propagate, in turn, into forecast errors. Also 
to same extent the amount of smoothing, or averaging, of the wind depends 
on the particular theory used to parameteri~e the effects of turbulence 
in the equations of motion for the mean flow that are used for numerical 
weather prediction. 
A goal of this particular remote sensing technique is to define the 
winds in the planetary boundary layer over a time,or space,average that will 
yield the best possible numerical prediction for appropriate forecast 
ranges for particular prediction models. It is here that the radar method 
has a clear superiority over other methods, not only because of the greater 
volume of data but also on a one to one comparison basis. It trades an 
extensive spatial average over an area for a time average at a point. 
26 
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Although the wind could in principal be measured accurately and, correctly 
by a ship or a data buoy, and the value reported could be an absolutely 
correct value for the wind at that point in space as averaged over a 
minute, or ten minutes, or twenty minutes, that measurement at a point 
far fr~ a grid point of the numerical model is not the measurement that 
needs to be made. 
In this sense, then, it is not that the wind measurements reported 
by ships have errors, since in one sense they are correctly made, but it 
is that these measurements are inadequate in that both the way they are 
made and their irregular spacing and low density over the oceans do not 
permit a definition of the full wind field for the purposes of modern 
meteorological theory. 
The so-called errors in the meteorological winds described in 
Chapters 4 and 8 not only take into account such effects as the brief 
averaging time for most measurements but also the effects of trying to 
define a vector field from a limited amount of data irregularly and un-
evenly spaced over the oceans. From the point of view of specifying 
the vector wind field completely over the global ocean on a uniform 
grid of points to a required accuracy, ship reports introduce errors, 
and it is in this sense that the errors in the meteorologically specified 
winds will be discussed. 
From the point of view of the goals of numerical weather pre-
diction, other systems could be concieved that could, in prinCipal, do 
as well. A weather ship, or a data buoy, at almost every five degree 
intersection of latitude and longitude might be almost as good, and 
would certainly, if it existed, improve weather forecasts. Inexpensive 
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have been suggested. Other ideas have undoubtedly also been put forth. 
None have the potential of one single instrument on a single platform 
capable of measuring the winds at about 320,000 pOints per day. 
As the material in this report is presented, it will show that 
the errors, in the sense just defined, are surprisingly large, at least 
for the planetary boundary layer model that was used, and that the 
ability to specify the wind field in the planetary boundary degrades 
systematically as a function of Whether or not a weather ship was 
nearby, or an aircraft underflight occurred, for a particular cell, 
or whether or not a ship report was available near the cell, or, as the 
last recourse, the isobaric field, extrapolated (or intet'polated?) into 
the area of the cell that was scanned was used to compute the wind. 
The errors increase as the quality of the information used in the 
analysis degrades, but in each category, the errors still appear to 
be random. 
The analysis, as carried out, has features that appear to be 
unique, and that have not been discussed in the meteorological literature 
(to our knowledge). With such large inherent errors in the analysis of 
the most complicated portion of the atmosphere for numerical prediction 
methods, it should be no longer surprising that certain kinds of errors 
consistently occur in numerical weather forecasts in the three to four 
day time frame. The errors in the initial value specification over the 
oceans have simply proPllgated and magnified to the pOint where consistent 


















































THE S193 RADSCAT HEASUREMENTS IN 
NONCONTIGUOUS MODES OVER THE OCEAN 
Between June 5, 1973 and Februa~ 1, 1974, SKYLAB made 26 
pas~es in the z local vertical mode over the oceans during which 
useable 8193 data in a non-con~iguous scanning mode were obtained. 
For these 26 passes, the instrument was operated for a total of 
140 minutes and 29 seconds, or the equivalent of 1.51 orbits of 
SKYLAB. 
Information on these 26 passes is given in Table 3.1 in which 
the pass is identified and the general location, scanning mode, the 
beginning and ending time of the pass and the duration are tabulated. 
In the analysis and reduction of the data, the data from SKYLAB 2 
and S~ 3 were treated as one set, and the data from SKYLAB 4 
were treated as a second set for reasons to be explained later. 
SKYLAB 2 
During SKYLAB 2, three useful passes were obtained on June 5, 6 
and 11, 1973. The one on June 6 was the Hurricane AVA pass. Winds 
from 6 or 7 knots to over 40 knots were present in the vario'Us cells 
scanned by the instrument on these three different days. The back-
scattering coefficient at 50° nominal nadir angle for aO varied by 
HH 
about 20 db. An AAFE Radscat underflight in the Gulf of Mexico 
on June 5 where 13 knot winds occurred demonstrated close agree-
ment between the aircraft measurements and the spacecraft measure-
ments as reported in Grantham et.al. (1975). 
29 
































156-1 June 5 
157-1 June 6 
162-1 June 11 
216-1 Aug. 4 
216-2 Aug. 4 
220-1 Aug. 8 
220-2 Aug. 8 
220-3 Aug. 8 
220-4 Aug. 8 
245-2 Sept. 2 
247-1 Sept. 4 
252-1 Sept. 9 
.... ~..,--'~-~- - .......... ~ ... ~ .. .. 
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S-193 RADSCAT NONCONTIGUOUS MEASUREMENTS OVER THE OCEANS 
LOCATION 
Gulf of Mexico, 
Caribbean· 
Hurricane Ava 





Gulf of Mexico 
Gulf of Mexico 
Tropical Storm 
Christine 
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Nov. 30 Gulf of Mexico 
Dec. 4 North Pacific 
1974 
Jan. 4 North Atlantic 
Jan. 8 North Atlantic 
Jan. 9 North Atlantic 
Jan. 11 North Atlantic 
Jan. 24 North Pacific 
Jan. 25 North Pacific 
Jan. 27 West of Mexico 
Jan. 29 North Pacific 
Jan. 29 Gulf of Mexico 
Jan. 30 North Pacific 
Jan. 30 Gulf of Mexico 
Feb. 1 North Pacific 
GlT START GMT STOP 
MODE- TRACK h / m/ s h / m/ s 
CTNC-L/R 19 16/41/20 16/42/17 
CTNC-L/R 6 16/41/00 16/50/23 
CTNC-L.!R 29 19/32/00 19/42/00 
CTNC-L/R 14 16/37/27 16/43/00 
CTNC-L/R 28 15/53/14 16/00/00 
CTNC-L/R 58 17/43/52 17/53/00 
CTNC-L/R 33 17/47/06 17/51/20 
CTNC-L/R 47 17/03/30 17/08/00 
CTNC-L/R 2 12/15/30 12/25/16 
CTNC-L/R 34 17/25/11 17/30/06 
CTNC-L/R 34 17/37/24 17/40/03 
CTNC-L/R 48 16/4'2/06 16/46/00 
CTNC-L/R 48 16/53/34 16/57/45 
CTNC-L/R 6 16/49/00 16/58/00 
..... "~ . 
-.... r.;.:.:~ r:::; ;t.t· ...., .. ,~ to.-. 
DURA.TION 
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SKYLAB 3 
SKYLAB 3 obtained 9 data sets between August 4, 1973 and 
September 9, 1973. The North Pacific passes on August 4 and August 8 
were over portions of weak extratropical cyclones, typical of mid-
summer. Tropical storm Christine provided additional measurements 
during conditions of high winds. Two days after the pass over Tro-
pical Stor.m Christine, a second pass made measurements north of 
Venezuela that yielded valuable data on tropical wind circulations 
after a decayed tropical storm. 
Various reports and analyses of the SKYLAB 2 and SKYLAB 3 data 
(all labeled preliminary) have been published. The data and analyses 
contained in this final report represent all possible corrections 
to the original data. They supercede the previously published re-
sults since they contain various refinements of analysis not con-
tained in the preliminary results. 
Toward the end of SKYLAB.3, a malfunction occurred in S193 
that caused the antenna to jam up against the stops and to be unable 
to scan in any mode. Had the instrument not been repaired during 
SKYLAB 4, this would have ended the data taking phase. 
SKYLAB 4 
At the start of SKYLAB 4, an EVA repaired the antenna scanning 
mechanism so that the CTNC mode could be used but not the ITNC mode. 
Unfortunately, the tip of the antenna was dislodged during the repair 
operation. By comparing before and after photographs of S193, the 
nature of the damage was ascertained, and a copy of the antenna, 
available on earth, was used to determine the antenna pattern of the 







































main lobe in the middle (one way gain pattern). 
About 20 db of. gain was lost Jor the radar part qf S193, and 
the backscat.ter from some of th~weaker winds .could not be detected. 
Fortunately, the square of the antenna pattern is needed for backscatter, 
and the antenna pattern could still be used to re-calibrate the meas-
urements. However, the one way gain is involved in passive microwave 
measurements, and these were so badly degra4ed by the hemispherical 
part of the new antenna pattern, that the passive microwave measure-
ments could not be used for SKYLAB 4. 
PROBLEMS IN DATA REDUCTION 
For some of the passes, SKYLAB was deliberately not put into 
the exact z local vertical mode, and roll angles were allowed. For 
other passes, the pitch of the spacecraft was also allowed to vary. 
Also during SKYLAB"4, one of the three control moment gyroscopes 
failed so that the spacecraft could not be easily maneuvered. More-
over, even if in the nominal z local vertical mode, the antenna did 
not scan to the desired command angles. 
The compounded effects of different roll angles, pitch angles, 
ap.d yaw angles, and different realized antenna sc,anning motions, as 
opposed to the commanded motions, produced variations in the nadir 
angle (or the incident angle), in the locations of the centers of 
the cells, and in the slant range. These effects complicate the 
problem of interpreting the data and require the calculation of 
each value of the backscattering cross section as corrected for all 
of these variations. 
A great amount of effort went into refining and reprocessing 
the raw data from 8193 so as to obtain the correct nadir angles, 
cell centers, backscatter values, and passive microwave tempera-
* tures. This was necessary because the various variations could 








have a cumulative effect that would mask the results being sought. 
On January 9, 1974, the left side CTNC scan mode failed, and, 
although the passes are indicated as CTNC-L/R in Table 3.1, only 
the right side scan achieved the nearly nominal desired nadir angles. 
The actual incident (or nadir) angles that were achieved for each of 
the S193 passes are given in Table 3.2. 
For SKYLAB 4, approximately 160 different cells were scanned at 
each of the three largest nadir angles. With four different back-
scatter measurements at each cell, the data base for this period con-
sisted of about 1920 values of radar backscatter and 482 wind speeds 
and directions. The data had to be treated separately because of other 
possible effects caused by the damage to the antenna. 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PASSES 
The Sensor Coverage Sununary Map for S193 found in the "Skylab 
Earth Resources Data Catalogue (JSC 09016)" shows the subsatellite 
tracks of SKYLAB when S193 was operated in the radiometer, scatter-
ometer mode in purple. One group of passes begins over the North 
Pacific, reaches a maximum northward latitude near 1550 W longitude 
and curves southward into the west coast. A second group of south-
bound passes occurred over the Gulf of Mexico. The two northbound 
passes leaving South America were for Christine and the wind field 
two days later as Christine was dissipating. The last group of passes 
were those over the North Atlantic starting off the East Coast of the 
USA, or Labrador, or Newfoundland and often extending all the way 
to Europe. 
The time of the passes was controlled by the work/sleep schedule 



























SKYLAB 2, (the first manned period), data were obtained over the Gulf 
of Mexico, the Caribbean, and for AVA. SKYLAB 3 data were obtained 
over the North Pacific, and because of its importance, for Christine 
and her aftermath. SKYLAB 4 data were obtained over the North Atlantic 
at first and later over the North Pacific and Gulf of Mexico. 
The hour to hour and day to day changes in the winds over the 
ocean made each pass a unique event, never to be duplicated in con-
trast, for example, to summertime passes over a city, which would not 
be expected to be very much different, if repeated a week later. 
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:i Table 3.2 Nominal incident angles (or nadir angles) for each 
~i -, , 
. , S-193 noncontiguous data segment over the oceans • f " i' , 
H .. 11 
" '1~ II II DOY-SEG. No. COMMAND ANGLE jl 
1 2 3 4 5 1 
'- ' 
156-1 50.5 44 32 17 1 SL 2 
. ' 157-1 50.5-52 44-46 34-36 20-23 4-10 ~. . 
, ' 162-1 51 44.5 33 18 1.5 \ : 
" 
" 'r! 2l6-1L 49 41.5 30.5 18 2 SL 3 r-' 
I, 
1. 216-1R 48 41.5 31.5 18 2 
lJ 
" 
" 216-2 50.8-51.8 44.3 33 17.6 1.6 
220-1L . 49 41 30 15.6 0.5 
220-1R 49 42 32 17.7 1.6 
220-2 49.7 43 31.5 16.5 0.9 
220-3 49.6 43 31.5 16.5 0.7-1.5 
220-4 49 41.4 30.4 15.9 0.3 
245-2 49.5 42 31 16-20 1-10 
247-1 47 41 30.7 1.6.7 1 
252-1 50.7 44 32.5 17.5 1.3 
334··1L 50.1 42.4 31.3 16.7 0.7 SL 4 
334-1R 48.3 41.6 31.0 16.7 0.7 
338··1L 50.2 42.,4 31.3 16.7 1.1 
338-1R 48 41.5 30.9 16.7 1.1 
4-1L 50.5 42.8 32 16 1 
4-1R 47 40.6 30 17 0 
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Table 3.2 (Cont. ) 
DOY-SEG. No. COMMAND ANGLE 
, ~i U ~ 1 ~t = )i ~ t 
n 
1 2 3 4 5 
8-1L 50,.7-52.3 43.1 31.5 17.3 1.5 
8-1R 4t 40.7 28.8 15.9 O.~ 
9-1R 47.6-48.9 It° .. 8- 41.4 30.2-30.4 16.0-17.4 0.2-9.7 
!I ~'l 
[.i-. ft 1 
11-2R 49 41 30 17 14 
24-2R 50.0 42.3 31.8 23.1-24.3 10.3-13.0 
25-1R 50 42 32 24 11 
27-1R 49 42 31 23 15 
29-1R 50.3 42.6 32.2 23.4-25.4 12.5-14.7 
29-2R 50.5 42.9 32.3 24.3 12.3 
30 ... 1R 50 42.2 31.6 22.5-23.9 11. 7-15.2 
30-2R 49.9 42.4 31.8 23.1-23.9 11. 7-14. 5 
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CHAPTER 4 mE ANALYSIS OF THE METEOROLOGICAL AND 
OCEANOGRAPHIC SURFACE TRUTH 
Introduction. A famous statistician is quoted by CramJr (1946) 
as having remarked to the effect that, "Everybody believes in the 
law of errors, the experimente~s because they think it is a mathe-
matical theorem, the mathematicians because they think it is an 
ex~erimental fact." The important feature of this quotation is that 
two different groups of people, one theoretically inclined and the 
other experimentally inclined, look at the same body of theory and data 
in two different ways. In the study of S193 as a potential anemometer, 
there were two different types of people. One type consisted of people 
wbo specialized in radar techniques and in the interpretation of radar 
backscatter theory; the other type consisted of meteorologists and 
oceanographers who specialize in the interpretation and analysis of 
meteorological and oceanographic data over the oceans. The radar 
theoretician would tend to think of the meteorologically provided values 
of the winds over the ocean as "the surface truth" whereas the meteoro-
10gists and oceanographers w~re fully aware of the difficulty of 
providing a value for the wind speed and direction at a pOint on the 
ocean a great,distance from any kind of ship. 
In carrying out this program, a great deal of care was exercised in 
keeping the two independent parts of the analysis separate. The radar 
data were corrected, processed, and edited, errors were removed, and so on, 
until such a time as the centers of the illuminated cells could be provided 
to those doing the meteorological and oceanographic analysis. Those doing 
the meteorological analysis, analysed the entire area involved and 
developed the capability to provide, given the coordinates of the cells, 
the vector wind at each cell. After the longitudes, latitudes, and times 
of the measurements were provided to the meteorologists, each of the 
fields, that had been analyzed by one of three different techniques, 
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was used to determine the winds at each cell. This information was 
returned to the scientists who studied the radar backscatter SO that 
both groups could then proceed to analyze the jOintly merged data. 
The Three Types of Meteorological Analxsis That Were Used. The 
nature of the SKYLAB passes over different types of weather systems 
for different parts of the northern hemisphere oceans necessitated 
thl~e different kinds of analysis in order to produce the surface 
trutl; meteorological estimates of the winds at the cells that were 
scanned. The first kind of analysis was specifically developed for 
tropical storms and hurricanes. The second was the manuscript, or 
hand analysis of plotted weather data. The third was an objective 
analysis for the winds over the northern hemisphere oceans. 
The first of the three analysis techniques was one for tropical 
storms and tropical cyclones that was developed as part of a program 
for forecasting waves in hurricanes in the Gulf of Mexico. This 
particular model for the winds in a hurricane has many features known 
to agree well with the observed wind fields in hurricanes and was 
calibrated against winds as hurricanes passed anemometers near the 
coastline in the Gulf of Hexico for a number of different tropical 
hurricanes and tropical storms of varying intensities and varying radii 
of maximum winds. One of the important features of this model of the 
wind field is that it makes a distinction between the radius of maximum 
wind and the parameter that describes the shape of the isobaric pressure 
profile as a function of distance from the center of the storm. The 
model also accounts for the effect of movement of the tropical hurricane, 
or tropical cyclone, in a rather unique way. The output of this model 
is a horizontal vector wind field that is uniquely defined by a number 
of parameters that serve as input to the model. Once these parameters 
are determined the winds throughout the entire field are given. At the 
outskirts of AVA, supplementary meteorological information was used to 
merge the numerically generated wind field with the observations from 
other sources. 
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The second type of procedure that was used to specify the winds 
at the locations scanned by S193 on SKYIAB was the procedure generally 
described as manuscript analysis of synoptic weather charts. This 
particular procedure is almost a lost art because of the computerization 
of these techniques at the larger centers for weather forecasting and 
analysis. However, it is still carried out in numerous places to obtain 
a description of what the weather is like over a portion of the world. 
In particular, manuscript analyses of the Wind fields for the North 
Atlantic Ocean, North America and port. ions of Europe for the North 
Pacific and the Northern Hemisphere are produced by the National Weather 
Service and issued to those weather stations that have a need for them • 
In the production of a manuscript analysis of a weather chart all 
of the available reports both from islands, continents, and ships are 
gathered, as of a certain synoptic map time, plotted on the chart as a 
coded set of symbols that contain information on the characteristics 
of the clouds, the horizontal visibility, the sea level pressure, the 
pressure tendency, the air temperature, the water temperature, the 
relative humidity, and the wind speed and direction. In particular, the 
winds are reported to the nearest knot and to the nearest 10° in 
direction by each of the reporting stations. Also at times some of the 
ships report wave conditions, but these observ~.tions of waves are the 
least reliable of all of the data provided by such a system. 
Once all of the reports have been plotted, it is possible to carry 
out several kinds of analysis of the data. The one used in our study is 
called a streamline isotach analysis. Lines called streamlines, which are 
everywhere parallel to the reported wind directions are drawn. These lines 
can converge in areas where the air is rising. They can diverge from 
regions where the air sinking. They can form peculiarly fascinating 
patterns in the subtropical regions of the oceans with cols and zones of 
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on the streamlines are the isotachs, which are lines comlecting those 
points of constant reported wind speed. It is necessary to judge the 
quality of reports that are close together if one report differs by 
several knots from another nearby report. Such a technique, although 
subjective, can produce a field over the area scanned by the spacecraft 
that provides an estimate of the direction and speed of the wind at 
each of the cells of the particular pattern that occurred. 
The manuscript analysis ,,"'':1S carried out by V. J. Cardone, in all 
cases, after obtaining data from many different sources and using the 
teChniques with which he had become proficient over the course of more 
than a decade of practical application of these procedures. Figures 
illustrating the manuscript analysis of several of the fields that were 
produced for this program are given when certain days are discussed. The 
most interesting manuscript analysis is the one of the wind field in the 
Caribbean several days after the pass over Christine after the storm had 
dissipated and yet in which there was a great deal of structure to the 
wind field in the area where the pass was obtained. Other examples of 
manuscript analyses are those that were done for two passes over the 
Gulf of Mexico in the first manned period. 
The final type of analysis that was employed was an objective analysis 
in the same sense that the analysis of the wind fields for the tropical 
cyclone was objective. This technique was applied to the analysis of the 
winds over the entire Northern Hemisphere Oceans based on computer based 
procedures that were developed during past programs sponsored by various 
government organizations. In particular, this development, which goes back 
to Cardone (1969), was a part of the attempt to improve on numerical wave 
forecasting procedures, which are extremely sensitive to a correct analysiS 
of the wind field in the planetary boundary layer. 
The method applies the planetary boundary layer model developed by 
Cardone (1969) to ship observations of wind, pressure, sea temperature 
and air temperature to produce an analysis of the vector stress of the 
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wind on the sea surface, the vector wind at 19.5 meters above the sea 
surface and a measure of the atmospheric stability called the Monin 
Obukov stability length. A summary of this theory is given in a 
following section. The highlights of the theory are described briefly 
in what follows. It is not the only existing planetary boundary layer 
theory, but it does have many desirable features, and it has been tested 
extensively in the development of numerical wave prediction models and in 
other applications both by the group carrying the research for 5193 and by 
others such as Elsberry et. ale (1974), Kaitala (1974), and Isozaki and Uji (1975). 
The Cardone planetary boundary layer theory describes the mean wind, 
U, as a function of height, z, above the sea surface in terms of a vector 
that for the first several hundred meters above the surface does not change 
direction with height. Above a certain level, the wind vector begins to 
change direction so that the wind becomes the same as the gradient wind at 
an: elevation of approximately 1 kilometer above t~e sea surface. The 
variation of the average wind with height for the first 20 or 50 meters 
above the sea surface is controlled by the stability of the atmosphere over 
the water, the friction velocity, and the roughness length Zoe For all 
cases, if the stress of the wind on the sea surface, which When divided by 
the density of the air represents the square of the friction velocity, is 
specified, the wind increases with height for the first meter or so above 
the sea surface according to a prescribed rate. At an elevation of about 
10 meters above the sea surface, the change of wind with height begins to 
be influenced by the stability of the atmosphere. For the same stress at 
the sea surface, if the air is colder than the water, the wind 10 meters 
above the surface will be less than it would be if the air temperature and 
water temperature were equal. Conversely, if the air is warmer than the 
water, the wind at 10 meters will be greater than it would be if the air 
had the same temperature as the water. St.ated another way, the same wind 
speed measured 10 meters above the surface for cold air over warm water 
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would produce a stronger stress than that wind speed for warm air over 
cold wat.er. At an elevation of 20 meters above the sea surface, the 
differences between the winds at 20 meters fo~ the same wind stress 
but different stabilities at the sea surface can be substantial. This is 
especially true if the winds are fairly light; about five to ten meters 
per second. 
The other important aspect of this boundary layer theory is the 
problem of defining the direction of the wind. This direction is 
generally defined in terms of the angle that the wind in the surface layer 
ma~es with the isobaric analysis of the pressure measurements reported 
by'ships at sea. This cross isobar flow can vary frOm 200 to 45° depending 
upon the nature of the atmosphere around the pOint under consideration. 
This direction is particularly affected by a quantity called the thermal 
wind, which is a measure of the rate of rotation of the isobars with 
height in the first 50 to 100 meters above the sea surface. The Cardone 
boundary layer theory correctly accounts for this inflow angle and yields 
a very high quality estimate of both the magnitude and the direction of the 
wind in the first 20 to 50 meters above the sea surface. These theories 
in turn merge into the gradient winds at an elevation of about a kilometer. 
ANALYSIS OF ~ SURFACE WIND FIELD IN TROPICAL CYCLONES AVA AND CHRISTINE 
A Tropical Cyclone Boundary Layer Model. Standard objective and 
subjective wind analysis techniques cannot be applied to the specification 
of' the surface winds in. strong tropical cyclones (tropical storms, hurricanes, 
typhoons etc.) since the required direct measurements of surface wind at 
sea Simply are not available in the Vicinity of such storms. Usually, for 
storms far out at sea, the only quantitative data available are what are 
gathered by aircraft that penetrate the storm at 5,000 - 20;000 feet, measure 
flight level pressure, wind and temperature and drop radiosondes in the 
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of a recently completed research program that developed ways to specify 
the winds in the boundary layer of hurricanes for application to 
numerical forecasting of wav~s could be applied to specify the winds in 
Ava and Christine (Cardone, Pierson and Ward, 1975). 
The methods developed in the previous program are based upon a theoretical 
m~de1 (Chow, 1971) of the horizontal air flow in the boundary layer of a 
moving. vor.tex. The model is initialized by a specification of the storm 
motion and the sea level pressure distribution and provides a specification 
of the wind speed and direction referred to an an~~~eter level of 19.5 
met~rs on a high resolution grid of points about the storm. 
The model is based upon the numerical integration of the equations 
of motion, vertically averaged over the depth of a boundary layer that is 
subject to horizontal and vertical shear stresses. In vector form,the 
equation of motion is written in coordinates fixed to the rotating earth 
as in equation (4.1) 
!l. dt + ... 1 ... C ...... x V = - p VP + V' • <K H VV) - -t 1 V 1 V (4.1) 
... 
where V is the vertically averaged horizontal velocity; f is the Coriolis 
... 
parameter k th~ unit vector in the vertical direction; p the mean density 
of air, P the pressure; KH the horizontal eddy viscosity coefficient Co 
the drag coefficient and h the depth of the boundary layer. This equation 
is resolved in a Cartesian coordinate system, whose origin is allowed to 
translate at constant velocity (Vf) with the center of the pressure field 
associated with the vortex, in this case the eye of the tropical cyclone. 
Variations in storm intenSity and motion with time are represented by a 
series of steady states so that the pressure gradient becomes independent 
of time and may be Simply prescribed. The nonlinear system of equations 
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is solved numerically on a fine mesh nested grid system as an initial 
value problem for the steady state solution of the horizontal component 
of the vertically averaged velocity; that is, until the wind field on 
the moving grid becomes approximately steady. A simple transformation 
then yields the wind field w:i.th respect to the fixed earth coordinate 
system • 












model was developed. The hurricane pressure field is considered to be 
composed of the sum of an axially symmetric part (P) of a constant gradient, 
which can be interpreted as the gradient associated with the mean surface 
... 
geostrophic flow (Vg) in which the storm is embedded as determined from 
equation (4.2). 
...... l_ 
flex V = - - 'VP g P (4.2) 
The symmetric variation of pressure with radius (r) away from the storm 
central pressure (Po) is described as equation (4.3). 
~ -R/r 
P = Po +!::.P • e (4.3) 
where R is a scale radius and !::.P is the pressure drop across the (symmetric) 
storm. 
. ... 
Typically, V can be inferred from either large scale synoptic weather g 
maps or climatology, and !::.P is obtained from Po' while R is either 
calculated from a pressure profile across the storm or can be inferred 
from a model derived relationship between R and the radius to maximum 
wind R • 
max 
The methods were tested against several hurricanes in the Gulf of 
Mexico, including intense hurricane Camille (1969), that passed near 
several instrumented oil rigs during a special industry sponsored program 









































As an example of the results of that study, Figure 4.1 shows the 
track of intense hurricane Camille with respect to the instrumented oil 
rigs, and the radial distribution of surface pressure as defined by a 
composite of pressure measurements from coastal sites in the path of the 
storm. Shown in the figure is the fit of equation (4.3) to the pressure 
variation with radius. In small but intense storms like Camille (and 
Ava) R, in this case 10 n.mi, is equal to the radius of maximum wind 
while in larger often less intense storms R is l~rger than the radius 
to maximum wind. Aircraft eye penetrations usually provide R which 
max 
then be converted to R for consistent model initialization. 
A comparison of the modelled wind field and the measured winds at a 
site that experienced 30 minute average wind speeds at an elevation of 
65 feet of over 100 knot~ is shown in Figure 4.2. Agreement is excellent 
overall but note the inability of the model to specify some of the fine 
structure apparent in the wind trace and that represents smaller scale 
variations in the storm circulation. This fine structure is associated 
with the spiral rain bands that show up so well on weather radar images 
of tropical cyclones. As shown in the figure, these bands can be 
associated with local wind anomalies of at least 10 knots. The relatively 
small footpri~t of S193 cells would allow such fine structure to be 
resolved so that these potential anomalies must be kept in mind when the 
model provided vector winds are cOmpared to the Ava and Christine 8193 
measurements. Depending on its direction of movement, the effects of a 
spiral rain band passing a fixed point can last for a wide range of times. 
Instantaneously, as a function of two horiZontal space coordinates the 
rain band effect may occupy a very small area compared to the area of the 
full cyclone. Since the storms were far out at sea when scanned it was 
not possible to define from the surface the particular rain band ~tructure 
at the time of the pass. 
A critical test of any marine wind specification program is its 
ability to produce accurate wave hindcasts when coupled to a state of the 
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art wave specification model. As shown by Cardone, Pierson and Ward 
(1974), ~hese wind fields proved just such ability when tested against 
six Gulf of Mexico hurricanes of various sizes and intensities and 
verified against wave spectra calculated from wave records taken 
from carefully instrumented oil ~igs. 
Hurricane Ava. On the afternoon of June 6, 1973, Ava became 
the most intense hurricane of record in the eastern North Pacific 
Ocean and at the same time was observed by a unique complement of 
aircraft and satellite mounted remote sensors. The rather unusual 
set of circumstances that led to the S193 pass over Ava were reviewed 
in Chapter 2. This section presents the meteorological analysis that 
specified the surface wind distribution in and around Ava at the t~e 
of the pass and for the 30 hour period in its life history required 
to perform a numerical hindcast of wave conditions at the t~e of the 
pass. 
Ava started as a weak tropical depression near the coast of 
Central America on June 1. It moved westward and strengthened slowly, 
becoming a hurricane on June ;3 when Air Force reconnaissance obsery~d 
maximum wind of 70 knots. Daily Air Force reconnaissance thereafter 
documented the explosive deepening observed between June 4 and June 6 
as shown in Figure 4.3, which is a history of dropsonde measured 
minimum. eye pressure. At the time of maximum. intenSity, Ava was a 
classical hurricane with a dense cirrus canopy, a banded cloud structure 
and a small circular clear eye. All of these features are visible in 
the NOAA-2 satellite visible and infrared images of Ava made on June 6 
when she was about 500 miles southwest of Acapulco Mexico and shown in 
Figure 4.4. Figure 4.4a shows the full visible and infrared images from 
NOAA-2, and Figure 4.4b shows an enlargement of the visible image of Ava. 
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Figure 4 . 4(a) NOAA- 2 (left 
infrared, right visible) images 











Figure 4.4(b) Enlarged view of 
NOAA-2 visible ~age of 
Hurricane AVA made at 1616 GMT, 
























The track of Ava on June 5 and 6 is shown in Figure 4.5 and is 
reasonably well defined by satellite and aircraft fixes. Apparently 
Ava attained maximum intensity and minimum latitude on the day of the 
pass and began to weaken as it curved northwestward on June 7. 
The Air Force and NOAA aircraft flights into Ava on June 6 
consistently defined the basic structure of Ava. The Air Force 
aircraft penetration of Ava at 1930 GMT, June 6 provided the fo llowing 
q~antitative information: minimum central pressure - 915 millibars; 
maximum flight level wind - 125 knots; radius of maximum winds - 10 
nautical miles. An interesting account of the NOAA Cl30 mission into 
Ava is given by Davis (1973). The low level wind and laser profilomet.er 
wave data collected on this mission will be discussed in more detail 
beIOT-T. Figure 4.6, taken from that paper shows the variation of the 
flight level winds and extrapolated surface pressure encountered in the 
penetration of Ava about four hours after the Air Force mission. Since 
this penetration was made at 10,000 feet, these profiles cannot be used 
to specify the boundary layer wind or pressure profiles directly. 
However, it is well established that the location of the radius of 
maximum wind does not vary with height in intense storms (Shea and Gray, 
1973), which i,n the case of Ava was approximately 10 nautical miles. 
The data provided by the aircraft were sufficient to prescribe the 
initial conditions of the boundary layer model de.scribed above reliably. 
That is, in equation (4.3), Po 'was set to 915 mb, t,p to 98 mb (1013-Po) 
and R to 10 nautical miles. The storm track defined an average westerly 
drift' of 12 knots (Vf ) and on the basis of this track and climatology, 
... 
the mean steering flow (V ) was specified to be westerly at 9 m/sec. g 
The numerical steady state solution of equation (4.1) subject to the 
above initial conditions is shown in Figure 4.7. 'l'he figure shows the 
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Figure 4.6 Variation of flight level wind and pressure 
(extrapolated to surface pressure) at 10,000 
feet in the NOAA C130 penetration of Hurricane 
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Figure 4.7 TheoreU ,!al boundary layer model solution for the surface wind 
distrib\li.:ion in AVA, shown in the form of streamlines and 
isotachs (knots). 
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center, in the form of streamlines drawn everywhere parallel to the 
wind direction and isotachs (in knots) of the integrated boundary 
layer wind speed after a scaling law has been applied that reduces 
the wind speed to al."r~mometer (19.5 meters) level. That scaling law 
is part of the model itself and was developed in the prior research 
program cited above. Note the overall asymmetry in the modelled wind 
pattern with stronger winds in the northern half of the storm, the 
location of the maximum wind in the right front quadrant &td greater 
inflow to the east of the storm than to the west. 
All possible sources of data were sought in order to check and, if 
necessary, modify the modelled wind distribution prior to a final 
specification of surface winds at the locations of the S193 cells. The 
NOAA underflight provided flight level winds in the eastern sides of 
the s~orm as derived from the inertial navigation system. Part of the 
flight track is shown in Figure 4.8. Since this part of the mission 
spanned nearly four hours, the pOints are plotted with respect to the 
moving center of Ava. The winds measured along the low level portions 
of the flight are compared to the modelled winds in the eastern quadrant 
of Ava in Figure 4.9. The agreement is considered to be quite good, in 
view of the uncertainties associated with the location of the observations 
with r~spect to the eye. Particularly, for those pOints close to the eye., 
where the variation of wind With radius is extreme, the agreement is what 
should be expected. In the wind speed comparisons, the flight level 
winds, generally at 500 feet, are compared directly to the modelled winds 
which are considered to represent the 19.5 meter wind speed referred to 
neutral stability. While there are no direct measurements available 
in hurricanes to verify th~g procedure, a' study will be presented in a 
later section that demonstrates that in a very unstably stratified 
boundary layer the winds speeds at 500 feet are very nearly the equivalent 
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NOAA CI30 INS WINDS ON AVA MISSION JUNE 6, 1975 
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Figure 4.8 Flight level winds 
measured on the low level (150m) 
portions of the NOAA C130 
mission into Hurricane AVA, 
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NOAA CI30 INS WINOS IN AVA JUNE 6.1975 
FLIGHT LEVEL 455 - 605 FEET 
WINDS AVERAGED OVER 5-10 MINUTES 
AVA BOUNDARY LAYER MODEL SOLUTION 
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of averaged 
flight level (150m) wind speeds 
and model winds in the eastern 
(rear) quadrant of AVA. 
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While the aircraft data provided information inside the zone of 
gale force winds*,other sources of data were available for the outer 
region of the storm circulation in which most of the 5193 cells were 
located. Figure 4.10 is a plot of all available surface ship weather 
reports near the time of the pass. The winds in this figure are encoded 
in a special way as proposed by Moskowitz (1966). The first digit 
gives the tens place of the wind direction and the second gives the unit 
pla:ce of the wind in knots. Each full barb means that the speed is 
close to a multiple of ten and a half barb means it is close to an 
additional five knots. For example, the southernmost ship reported 
a wind from 200° with a speE~d of 20 knots, the ship nearest the eye 
report.ed a wind from 190° and a speed of 44 knots, and the ship near 
100 no'rth reported a wind from 180° and a speed of 19 knots. The 
reports reveal a significant deficiency in the modelled winds in the 
upper half of the area scamled by 5193. That is the actual winds are 
much weaker in speed and more northerly in direction than modelled, and 
this is attributable to horizontal variations in the sea level pressure 
gradient that are not well modelled by the simple steering flow specifi-
cation used. The ship reports confirmed the roughness derived wind 
pattern provided by Strong (personal communication) from an analYSis of 
the passage of the sung lint pattern across the area on AT5-3 ph9tographs 
using methods given by Strong and Ruff (1970). 
The finaliilna1ysis of the surface wind field f91:' Ava is shown in 
Figure 4.11 and is a simple smoothed composite of the modelled winds 
inside the 30 knot isotach and a hand produced streamline isotach pattern 
drawn closely to the sung1int derived and ship winds outside the area of 
high winds. The pattern of cells scanned by S193 is superimposed on 
the streamline isotach analysis in Figure 4.11. 

















Figure 4.10 Conventional ship 
reports and sung1int derived 
wind information around AVA. 
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Figure 4 . 11 Composite analysis of 
the surface wind field in AVA . 
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Figure 4.12 Composite of NIMBUS 5 
ESMR brightness map and outer 
incidence angle S193 scans in 
AVA. All data plotted with 
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It should be reemphasized at this point that some features of the 
hurricane surface wind field will be missed by this final analysis. 
The actual surface wind might be significantly higher or lower in the 
vicinity of spiral rain bands. While these bands cannot be precisely 
located in Ava some indication of those 5193 cells that might be 
susceptible to such anow.alies is provided by the passive microwave 
brightness pattern in Ava determined by the electrically scanned 
microwave radiometer (ESMR) on NIMBUS-5. This instrument operates a,t 
19.35 GHz, has a field of view of 25 x 25 km at nadir and provides a 
pattern of brightness that can be transformed to categories of light, 
moderate or heavy precipitation averaged within the field of view 
(Allison et. al., 1974). The pat~ern of brightness temperature returned 
from Ava several hours before the Skylab pass is shown in Figure 4.12. 
The pattern has been shifted westward to account for the time difference, 
and some of the outer cells of the S193 scan of Ava have been super-
imposed. Because of uncertainties in position introduced by the shift 
in the pattern and possible changes in the precipitation pattern in the 
time between the NIMBUS and SKYLAB passes, Figure 4.12 should not be used 
to assign precipitation rates to the specific cells shown. However, it 
can be reliably stated that between scan 9 and 11, the 51° and 45° S193 
cells were located either in or adjacent to one of the major bands 
feeding into Ava. Thus the backscatter at those cells could have been 
affected by the heavy rain itself associated with the band and by local 
increases and'decreases in the wind speed. 
Tropical Storm Christine. A tropical depression that was first 
noti.ced as it moved westward from the west African Coast on August 25, 1973, 
became a tropical storm in the central tropical Atlantic on August 30th 
and was named Christine. 'The storm was investigated by Air Force and 
Navy reconnaissance aircraft each day~ thereafter, until it weakened 
64 
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into a tropical wave on September 3. Christine never attained hurricane 
strength. However, it was intensifying toward hurricane strength late 
on September 1. At that time, the National Hurricane Center forecast 
continued strengthening to hurricane intensity and forecast it to 
continue moving westnorthwestward on a track that would bring the storm 
circulation within an S193 CTNC left scan pattern of a ZLV pass available 
the following day. In addition, a Navy reconnaissance aircraft was 
schsduled to investigate Christine on September 2. Thus, a nominal ZLV 
S193 pass was scheduled, and the Navy was requested to have its aircraft 
make low level wind observations and record them on their special in 
flight data logging system. 
The general location of Christine at the time of pass and the region 
within which useful 5193 data were taken is shown in Figure 4.13. This 
was a northbound pass and the instrument scanned only to the left of the 
track. Thus, the outer three rows of cells corresponding to the higher 
incidence angles scanned the most interesting part of Christine, that is 
the inner region of high winds around the center. In addition, the swath 
includes the wind gradient northeast of the storm where the trade winds 
are decreasing into the area of very light winds near the center of the 
subtropical high pressure system. The conventional surface wind data 
available from ships are shown in Figure 4.13. The almost total lack of 
such data within the area scanned is evident. This lack of surface wind 
data is also typical on a global scale of the information available about 
the winds in a tropical cyclone over most parts of the world ocean. The 
specification of the vector surface wind at the locations of the cells 
scanned therefore relied on the use of the tropical cyclone boundary layer 
model described above and applied to Ava. 
The specification of the boundary layer model input parameters for 
Christine made use of the aircr~ft reconnaissan~e data almost exclusively. 
Unfortunately, the parameters are not as well defined as in the much more 
intense storm Ava. Christine was always a poorly organized cyclone, and 
65 
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Figure 4.13 Location of 8193 
pass over tropical storm 
Christine" 
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was apparently never in a steady state, particularly on the day of the 
pass. The track of the storm between September 1 and 3 and the variation 
of central pressure with time are shown in Figure 4.14. The storm 
reached maximum intensity about eight hours before the pass, at which 
time the Navy reconnaissance aircraft in the storm measured a central 
pressure of 996 millibars, maximum sustained winds of 62 knots at 
10,000 feet, and estimated surface winds of about 65 knots. A dropsonde 
from the same aircraft made about an hour before the SKYLAB pass 
measured a central pressure of 1004 mb indicating that the storm had 
weakened considerably. This weakening was confirmed by Similar 
Qbservations from an Air Force reconnaissancp. aircraft that entered the 
storm center about six hours after the pass. From large scale pressure 
analyses at the time of the pass, the peripheral pressure was estimated 
at 1016 mb; thus the storm pressure anomaly at the time of the pass could 
be reliably fixed at 12 mb. 
The determination of the characteristic scale of the storm, or R in 
equation (4.3), was not as simple. Christine was a large poorly 
organized storm, and the structure of its eye and eye wa:!.l was always 
poorly defined or non-existent. Indeed, Christine may never have had 
a well defined wind maximum at a single radius from the center. The data 
provided in the aircraft reconnaissance reports between September 1 and 3 
were not consistent in this regard. Estimates of the radius to maximum 
wind ranged from 10 to 70 miles in this period. Greatest weight was 
given to the data in the "detailed vortex center messages" prepared by 
the observer on the Navy reconnaissance aircraft on the basiS of 
penetrations at 094'SGMT'and 1638 GMT on the day of the pass, which 
occurred between 1756 and 1801 GMT. In both penetrations, the maximum 
flight level wind was reported to be located 40 miles north of the center. 
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Figure 4.14 The track and 
variation of central pressure 
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measurements made by the aircraft described below. Also, from the 
characteristics of the boundary lay~, model, it is known that for a 
slow moving storm like Christ ine, a t >,'ius to maximlll'll wind of 40 nautical 
miles implies an exponential scale pre.'.'.ure (R) of about 60 nautical 
miles. The pressure profile correspondi:1~ to /),P of 12 mb and R of 
60 nautical miles. A pressure profile fo\" Rp = 60 n.mi and L\ P = 12 mb and 
Po = 1004 is shown in Figure 4.15 wherein ii,- is compared to available observations. 
The specification of the" steering flow" in Christ:ine was com-
plicated by the need to specify winds objectively from near the storm 
center and on into the subtropical high pressure cell." With regard to 
.... 
equation (4.2), the pressure pattern implies a variation of V across g 
Christine in a direction perpendicular to the track. This effect was 
such that the magnitude of 
.... 
modelled by a specification of a variable V g 
... 
V decreased exponentially with distance normal to the track away from a 
g 
maximum value at the sto'rnl center. The direction, which is parallel to 
the storm track, did not change. In Christine, the large scale pressure 
-+ field was close to the climatological pattern, and so V was spe~ified g 
to be oriented along the track with a magnitude of 10 mIser;. at the storm 
--center, with half power pOints <IV I = 5 ml sec) located 750 kilometers g 
away from the center in a direction normal to the track. 
The boun4ary layer model solution for the storm input parameters 
described above is shown in Figure 4.16. There is a pronounced asymmetrj 
in the isotach pattern with m~~imum surface winds of 40-50 knots located 
40 miles nor.th and northeast of the center. The winds decrease to less 
than 10 knots in the northeast corner of the grid shown and to 2 knots on 
the outer most of the model nested grids (not shown). The location of 
the cells scanned by 8193 and the vector winds specified by the model 
solution at' those cells are shown schematically in Figure 4.17. The 
plot also shows the backscatter data for vertical polarization and 
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Figure 4.15 The variation of surface pressure with distance from the 
center of Christine in a direction along the track ~ear the 
time of the S193 pass and the pressure profile used to 
initialize the boundary layer model. 
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Figure 4.16 Boundary layer model 
solution for the effective 19.5 
meter wind speed (isotach in 
knots) and direction (stream-
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Figure 4.17 Comparison of the 
uncorrected backscatter measure-
ments in Christine and the 
ve,ctor winds at the cells 
scanned. 


































































It is not possible to determine the precipitation pattern in 
Christine precisely at the ttme of the pass. NIMBUS-5 ESMR data were 
not available for Christine on this day. An Air Force PAPP v,isible 
tmage made about 90 minutes before the S193 pass shows the overall 
cloud structure as given in Figure 4.18. The center of the storm is 
visible as a small relatively clear area surrounded by curved bands 
of moderately bright clouds. The dense cirrus canopy associated with 
Christine is seen to be displaced to the northeast of the low level 
circulation pattern of the storm and shields from view the cloud b~nds 
seen curving in from the south. That the banded cloud structure 
represents b&nds of heavy rain was verified by the Navy aircraft in 
its investigation of the northern and western parts of the storm. The 
following quote is taken from the remarks section of the 1638 GMT 
detailed vortex center message: 
"RADAR PRESEN'rATION IMPROVED MARKEDLY, FIRST INDICA.TION HVY 
BUILD UP SW QUAD AROUND VORTEX. FEEDER ACTIVIlY EXTENDS IN 
MULTIPLE HARD BANDS 150 NMI W SEMICIRCLE AND 100 NMI NE QUAD. 
SCTD TO BRKN CLOUDS IN EYE. TEMP PRESSURE AND WIND EYE 
COINCIDE." 
This description is consistent with the DAPP image shown in Figure 4.18. 
Some of the cells scanned in Christine were quite obviously 
affected by the rain bands. Additionally, it should be expected that 
the actual winds both at and near the cells affected will differ from 
those specified from the boundary layer model because of the character-
istic anomalies in wind associated with the bands • 
A study of the above description of how Christine was modelled for 
a SKYLAB pass between 1756 and 1801 shows that the central pressure was 







Figure 4.18 Air Force DAPP system 
visible image of Christine at 
1623 GMT, September 2, 1973. 
(Thin straight streaks oriented 
northwest to southeast were 
introduced in the reproduction 







































and about six hours after the pass. The aircraft radar data were 
quoted for 1638 GMT and the DAPP pass was obtained at about 1630 GMT. 
Tropical storms and tropical hurricanes change in intensity with time 
over time scales of three to six hours and translate slowly at speeds 
of' 5 to 10 m/ s along a curved track. The universally applied technique 
for the study of these temporal and spatial changes is that of inter-
polation in space and time to bring all observations into agreement 
at a chosen time, which, in this situation, is the time of the SKYLAB 
pass. Because of the large scale coherency of the pressure and wind 
fields, these interpolation procedures yield reliable results. 
A quantitative comparison of the modelled Christine winds with the 
low level winds measured by the Navy aircraft was not possible because 
the latter contained large systematic errors whose source has not yet 
been adequately explained. The winds measured by the aircraft at low 
flight levels around Christine between about 1200 GMT and 1700 GMT are 
shown in Figure 4.19. The pOints plotted represe':1t 5 to 10 minute 
average flight level winds except for one detailed section south of the 
center where one minute averaged winds are plotted. The latter section 
particularly suggests a systematic error in one of the navigational 
parameters. The winds measured on the outbound leg appear to be too low 
in magnitude and exhibited too much inflow while the winds on the 
inbound leg appear to be too high in magnitude and exhibit too much 
outflow. The same can be said of the winds in the outbound and inbound 
legs measured north and west of the storm. Indeed, streamlines drawn 
parallel to the observed wind vectors would have anticyclonic rather 
than cycloniC curvature! 
This type of error is reminiscent of the systematic error in winds 
derived from inertial navigation systems that is introduced by errors in 
* the true air speed measurement. Ross developed a technique to remove 
* personal communication 
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Figure 4.19 Flight level winds at 
1000-1500 feet measured by a 
U.S. Navy reconnaissance 
aircraft in Christin:e on 
September 2, 1973. 
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this source of error from the measurements. 
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The technique requires 
t~at on each aircraft mission, upwind and downwind runs be made in 
q~ick succession in a steady homogeneous wind field. In the case of 
Christine, the measurements were all made with the aircraft in a 
crosswind configuration. The large errors apparent in the data could, 
for example, occur from either a systematic error in the drift angle 
~asurement or from a combination of true air speed and drift angle 
e~ors. It was not possible to correct the measurements since the 
source of the error is not precisely known and since the low level 
flight legs are all in regions of large wind variability. 
SPECIFICATION OF THE WIND FIELD BY MANUSCRIPT SYNOPTIC ANALYSIS 
Introduction. In a previous section, the subjective technique 
known as hand or manuscript synoptic analysis was described briefly. 
This section describes in detail the application of the method to 
the three passes for which it was used to specify the winds at the 
locations of all cells scanned by S193. The same technique was used 
to specify the winds at some of the cells scanned by S193 in the AVA 
pass as described in a previous section. 
This technique was applied in favor of the objective techniques 
for several reasons. First, the three pertinent passes were all 
made over subtropical or tropical latitude - the passes of June 5 and 
11 extended from the Gulf of Mexico southeastward into the Caribbean 
Sea and the pass of September 4 extended from the Caribbean northeast-
ward into the subtropical North Atlantic. The analysis methods 
described in the previous section were inappropriate since tropical 
cyclones were not scanned in thes2 cases. The objective technique to 
be described in the next section only works well in extratropical 
latitudes where the r~lationship between the sea level pressure dis-
tribution and the surface wind field is well defined and where the 
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reports. The pressure-wind relationship is more complex in the tropics 
and in addition the objective analyses of pressure that are possible 
in the tropics usually do not resolve the scales appropriate to the 
definition of the wind field. It is, therefore, generally accepted 
that the field of motion shouid be determined directly from the 
observations in the tropics. The basic problem, however, is that 
observations there, particularly over the tropical oceans, are very 
sparsely distributed. The observations that are available often do not 
represent the synoptic scale well because of local diur.nal, orographic 
(in the case of land and coastal observations), or convective influences. 
As a result, the objective analysis programs that do extend to tropical 
latitudes usually define a field there that differs little from climato-
logical presistence. 
'the subjective technique applied here allows the maximum utilization 
of available observations of the surface wind. The analyst is able to 
assess, at least qualitatively, the accuracy and representativeness of 
reports available at the synoptic observing time near the pass and to 
assimilate information from observations at adjacent observation times, 
say 6 to 12 hours on either side of the synoptic time near the pass. 
The subjectivity in the analysis derived from the fact that the 
streamlines and isotachs are not drawn to fit the observations exactly, 
but to form a pattern that is the most likely a representation of the flow 
on the synoptic scale as deduced from all available information. The 
information includes the basic observations of surface winds from ships 
of various types, wind observations from island coastal land based 
stations, the large scale pressure pattern, and satellite photographs. 
AlSo, for the portions of twe passes over the Gulf of Mexico that were 
underflowll by NOAA Cl30 aircraft, the winds derived from the l·~ level 
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analysis could be made to fit these data most closely. The analyst also 
employs the concept of co~tinuity in the process - that is; the pattern 
analyzed should be a logical evolution of the flow pattern in the recent 
past, say 24 to 48 hours. 
A description of the data available and the analyses performed for 
each of these passes will now be provided. 
June 5. The EREP made near 1800 GMT on June 5, 1923 in the ITNC 
mode, was the first pass in the Skylab experiment to provide S193 
data. A preliminary analyses of the winds on this pass was reported 
in August, 1973 (Hayes et. ale 1973) at which time it was thought that 
S193 were taken only on the Gulf of Mexico portion track between the 
Texas and the Yucatan Peninsula. Actually, S193 data in the ITNC mode 
were acquired continuously until the track entered Panama. This final 
analysis, therefore, supercedes and extends the coverage of surface 
truth for this pass southt;;\astward across the Caribbean Sea. 
The general synoptic pattern in the Vicinity of the June 5 pass and 
the surface data available near the pass time are shown in Figure 4.20. 
Since this was an ITNC pass, S193 data are available only very near the 
subsatellite track shown. Along this track, the data cluster into 
groups of five cells; one for each incidei.1Ce angle, with the groups spaced 
about 60 miles apart along the track. Plotted in the figure are surface 
ship reports of weather, cloud cover, pressure and wind speed and 
direction and reports of pressure and occasionally wind at coastal 
stations. The reports at 1800 GMT were made within several minutes of 
th~ pass. Notice that there is not a single ship report within about 
100 miles of the track for its entire length. Ship reports made at 1200 
GMT June 5 and 0000 GMT June 6 are also plotted. 
The pressure reports were used to draw the isobaric (lines of equal 
pressure) pattern over the region. This isobaric pattern is very much 
smoothed and is useful as an overall guide to the analysis of the winds. 
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Except within about 50 miles of the coast the synoptic scale winds over 
the sea should follow this pattern in that the flow should be nearly 
parallel to the isobars with the wind direction turned about 15 to 20
0 
toward lower pressure and the speed of the wind inversely proportional 
to the spacing between the isobars. Even if the relationship between 
wind and pressure were known perfectly, it would not be possible to 
compute the surface flow from the pressure analysis shown since the 
gradients are too weak to be accurately defined by the sparce and error 
contaminated pressure measurements from the ships. Note the inconsis-
tencies between the pressures reported by the cluster of four ships 
near 150 N 73°W and the smoothed analysis. 
Within about 50 miles of a coast, the surface flow is strongly 
affected by the diurnal sea breeze circulation. That is, there is a 
component of the surface flow from sea to land from late morning through 
early evening and the reverse component at other times. The effect is 
particularly noticeable in Figure 4.20 in the reports from the northern, 
western and southern coasts of Cuba. While the sea breeze c~rculation 
is a mesoscale phenomenon, some of the 8193 cells appear to have been 
affected by this effect, and the streamline isotach analysis was drawn 
to account for the expected influence of the sea breeze. 
The final streamline-isotach analysis in the vicinity of the pass is 
shown in Figure 4.21. The surface wind measurements at 1800 GI.'1T and winds 
derived from the low level portions of the NOAA C130 underflight are 
plotted in Figure 4.20. The aircraft measurements ~ere useful in placing 
the 10, and e~~~ci~lly the 13 knot, isotachs in the western Gulf of 
MexicO. The zone of 25 knot winds north of Panama is well defined by 
both on and off time ship reports. The report from Swan Island after 
adjustment to an equivalent over water wind was used to confirm the 
smooth increase in wind speed bet~een Yucatan and Panama. The feature 
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Figure 4.20 A eomposite of 
surface weather reports avail-
able in the region scanned by 
S193 on June 5, 1973, with a 
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Figure 4.21 The surface wind 
stream1ine-isotach (knots) 
pattern in the Vicinity of the 
area scanned by S193 on 
June 5, 1973. 
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Figure 4.22 AT8-3 visible image 
made at 1851 GMT of the area 
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known as the intertropical convergence zone was positioned across the 
northern coast of Panama. This zone is accompanied by a trough of low 
pressure and near calm winds and thus caused the sharp gradient in the 
isotach pattern in that area. The wind speed and direction at each S193 
cell was obtained by visual interpolation of values to the locations of 
the cells from the appropriate streamlines and isotachs in the Vicinity 
of the cell. 
Figure 4.22 is an ATS visible image of the area near the time of the 
pass. As verified also by the ship reports, and in great detail by .a 
mosaic of photographs made from Skylab, most of the Gulf of Mexico and 
northern Caribbean were characterized by scattered patches and lines of 
shallow cumulus clouds. Dense patches of cloudiness covered the south-
western Caribbean. Several ships located beneath '~:his cloud pattern 
indicate rain showers that are apparently ':videly scattered. 
June 11. A nominal EREP pass was made on June 11, 1973 with S193 
operated over water between 1520 GMT and 1524 GMT. In this pass over 
ocean S193 data were obtained continuously from just south of the 
Louisiana Coast southeastward across the Gulf of Mexico and on into the 
Caribbean Sea. The subsatellite track just touched the western tip of 
Cuba and some pf the cells were apparently affected by that land mass. 
Since the pass occurred almost midway between the standard six 
hourly surface weather reporting times, ship reports from 1200 GMT and 
1800 GMT were examined to reveal the wind distributione Reports from a 
then experimental data buoy located about 90 miles east of the track in the 
north central Gulf of Mexico were available at three J:1our intervals. A 
NOAA C130 low level underflight provided important wind measurements 
berteath the pass from near the northern coast of Cuba northwestward for 
abOut 300 miles along the track. Winds reported by the ships, the buoy 
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Figure 4.23 Surface wind 
streamline-isotach (knots) 
pattern in the area scanned by 
S193 on June 11, 1973, with the 
available surface wind reports 
shown. 
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The streamline-isotach analysis drawn to the available observations 
is superimposed on Figure 4.23. In contrast to the June 5 pass, there are 
quite a few reports in the ~ediate vicinity of the track, though except 
for the buoy and aircraft reports, the observations were made three hours 
before, or after, the pass. Nevertheless, the overall synoptic pattern 
should be quite stable j.n this area. The data allowed the resolution of 
the indicated detailed structure in the isotach pattern. The aircraft 
reports defined the gradual increase in ~nd speed southeastward along 
the tri~~,!t in the Gulf of Mexico along ~th the shift in ~nd direction 
from southeasterly west of the buoy position to easterly just north of 
Cub~. The numerous ship reports near'~d south of the western tip of Cuba 
define the area of very light ~nds there. In general, winds were quite 
light along the entire pass ~th maximwn ~nds of about 15 knots indicated 
toward the end of the pass in the northern Caribbean Sea. 
The cloud cover beneath the pass is shown in the ATS-3 visible image 
made at 1456 GMT (Figure 4.24). Only the northwestern end of the track is 
seen to be affected by the mass of cloudiness extending into the north 
central Gulf of Mexico from LOUisiana. The nature of this cloud mass is 
shown in a high resolution visible DAPP image made at 1753 GMT (Figure 4.25) •. 
The image reveals numerous convective cloud clusters embedded in the cloud 
mass ~th more widely scattered convective ~iements east and south of the 
pas~ that were not resolved in the ATS image. The gray area in the DAPP 
image represents cirrus cloudiness formed at the tops of the cumulonimbus-
clouds that are present or have recently dissipated. Several active 
thunderstorms are evident, so that heavy rain could have affected some of 
the S193 cells in the northwestern portion of the pass. 
September 4. Two days after the S193 pass over tropical storm 
Christine, S193 data-~~ acquired on a northbound track that extended 










Figure 4.24 ATS-3 visible image 
made at 1456 GMT of the area 
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subtropical North Atlantic. The instrument scanned to the right of the 
track in the CTNC mode-between 1802 and 1809 GMT. Of the 29 scans made, 
22 were over water with the excep~ion of a few cells that were affected 
by Puerto Rico and the Virgin ~d Leeward Islands. 
Early on September 4, the NOAA National Hurricane Center had down-
graded Christine to a tropical wave, which meant that a closed cyclonic 
circulation no longer existed and that peak winds were well bel.ow tropical 
storm strength. The wave pt"ogressed westward during the fourth and we,:; 
positioned at about the longitude of central Puerto Rico at the ti~ of 
the pass. Its passage across the eastern end of that island was accompanied 
by heavy squalls and gusty winds. San Juan experienced winds of 35 mph 
with gusts to 50 mph on the morning of the fourth but this heavy squall 
activity diminshed considel~ably by the time of the pass. 
Ship reports near the pass time (1800 GMT) and those at 1200 GMT and 
0000 GMT, September 5 are plotted in Figure 4.26. The smooth streamline-
isotach analysis 'drawn to the observations is based upon the assumption that 
Christine had completely degenerated into an easterly wave at the time of 
the pass. It is, however, quite possible that a small closed circulation 
was embedded in the wave just north of Puerto Rico as evidenced by the 
light southwesterly wind at San Juan at 1800 GMT. However, in the absence 
of over ocean measurements either from ships or aircraft in the area as 
well as along the axis of the wave over the Caribbean, it was not possible 
even to attempt to define such a feature. The complete absence of 
ship reports in the Caribbean within the scan pattern also makes the isotach 
ana1ysis there suspect. The analysis is much lQore reliable northeast of 
the islands where the available observations define the smooth streamline 
pattern and fairly .complex isotach pattern. In this portion of the pass 
the winds decrease from 20 to 25 knots just north of the Leeward and 
Virgin Islands to less than 5 knots very close to the center of the sub-
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Figure 4.26 Streamline~isotach 
pattern in the vicinity of the 
tropical wave scanned by 5193 
on September 4, 1973. Surface 
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At that time of the pass, the tropical wave was accompanied by 
considerable rain shower activity, particularly along and just east of ' 
the axis of the wave. The pass1ve S193 measurements indicated that 
some of the cells were indeed affected by these heavy rain showers. 
NORmaN HEMISPHERE OBJE(;'TlVE WIND FIELD ANALYSIS 
The Objective Analysis Program. For all SL 4 passes and for those 
5L 2/3 passes not discussed previously, the surface winds at the S193 
cells were calculated by linear interpolation in space and time from 
a file of surface ( effective 19.5 ",eter) winds available at six hour 
intervals on a grid of points coverl,ng the oceanic parts of the 
Northern Hemisphere. This file of surface wind analyses was produced 
by the application of computer based procedures described by Cardone 
(1969) and since modified as described herein. The basic structure of 
the' objective analysis scheme actually dates back to the study of 
Thomasell and Welsh (1963). In this section the overall objective 
analysis procedure will be, outlined. The planetary boundary layer 
(PBL) model employed in the procedure will be outlined in the next 
section. Then the objective winds will be compared to special measure-
ments made by aircraft and weather ships for certain passes. Finally 
the results of a study of the errors in the specification of the vector 
wind by the objective procedure will be presented • 
The basic components of the analysis scheme and the flow o:e the 
computer procedure are shown in Figure 4.27. The basic input 
information available at six hour intervals consists of ship reports of 
the standard meteorological va:r-iab1es: wind speed and direction, sea 
level pressure, air temperature and sea. surface temperature. The 
procedures either directly or indirectly use all of this information in 
the specification of the vector surface wind and stress. For the 




was obtained from FNWC. In addition, the analyzed fields of sea level 
pressure and air temperature as produced objectively in the operational 
analysis-forecast cycle at FNWC were also obtained. These analyses 
are available at siX hour intervals for pressure and twelve hour 
intervals for surface air temperature on a grid system known as the 
JNWP, or more recently the NMC grid, which consists of a rectangular 
array of grid pOints on a polar stereographic projection of the 
Northern Hemisphere, with a grid spacing in mid-latitudes of about 
200 n.mi. 
The first step in the analysis procedure at a given synoptic time 
is a calculation at each grid pOint of the wind distribution as a 
function of height in the boundary layer from the marine planetary 
boundary layer theory described by Cardone (1969), which was reviewed 
qualitatively in the introduction to this chapter. 5asically, the sea 
level pressure fi,eld and air temperature field are used to compute the 
surface geostrophic wind speed and direction, the thermal wind speed 
and direction and the angle between the thermal wind and geostrophic 
wind. The pressure-vector wind relationship implied in the boundary 
layer model then provides an estimate of the vector wind and stress at 
each grid pOint that can be used even if no direct observations of the 
wind are available. The accuracy of this estimate will be limited both 
by the quality of the input fields, which can be quite in error over 
data sparse ocean areas and by certain theoretical limitations in the 
PBL theory as discussed below. 
It is known that conventional ships observations of wind speed &ld 
direction despite their inherent errors can improve estimates of the wind 
derived from pressure wind relationships (see e.g. Thomasell and Welsh, 
(1963)more recently Lewis and Grayson, (1972». Much of the procedure as 
shown schematically in Figure 4.27 involves the incorporation of these 
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Figure 4.27 Generalized flow 
chart of the objective analysis 
program for surface winds in 
the planetary boundary layer in 
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observations into the initial guess field and also to allow for the 
possibility of a smaller scale analysis where the data permit, the 
initial guess field is expanded to a grid system in which the JNWP 
grid spacing has been halved, creating four times as many grid 
points (125 x 125). The grid is shown in Figure 4.28 on which the 
land-sea distribution is shown. The analysis scheme is operative 
only on the "sea" grid pOints. In the procedure new grid pOint 
information is generated by fitting a curvilinear surface to the four 
grid points surrounding the generated grid point and interpolating the 
surface to the position of the grid point. 
The objective analysis procedure incorporates ships' wind 
observations in a manner consistent with the nature and suspected 
accuracy of the observations. Observations from fixed weather ships 
are given highest priority, followed by winds from ships with anemo-
meters at a known height, winds from ships with anemometer a,t some 
unknown height, and finally by winds estimated with the Beaufort scale. 
Each report is converted to the so-called effective 19.5 meter wind, 
that is, the wind that would exist at 19.5 m in neutral stability for 
the indicated surface stress. 
Prior to incorporation into the analysis, the ship reports are 
individually checked for gross errors by comparing the reported wind 
speed and direction to that interpolated to the pOSition of the ship 
from the initial guess field. If the difference of either exceeds a 
preset limit, the observation is discarded; otherwise, the ship report 
is used to correct the nearest grid pOint. For the analyses performed 
for the Skylab study, the limits on the wind were 30 knots for speed 
and 700 for di,rection. 
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Figure 4.28 Expanded NMC grid used to specify 
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The influence of ship reports is expanded to portions of the grid 
not directly corrected by the observations by the applic~t10n of the 
so-called Conditional Relaxation Analysis Method (CRAM) (see e.g., Harris, 
Thomasell and Welsh, (1966) ). CRAM is applied to meridional and zonal 
effective 19.5 meter winds separately. The method requires grid pOint 
(i,j) values of the analysis parameter, say, Q(i.j) to satisfy Poisson's 
equation 
2 
.-Q(i,j) = F(i,j) (4."') 
where .2 is the two-dimensional finite difference Laplacian operator, 
subject to the constraints of the observations acting as internal 
boundary points and a set of perimeter boundary pOints. The forcing 
function F(i,j) defines the shape of the Q field and is computed from 
the initial guess field of the parameter, Qg(i,j) as in equation (4.5). 
F(i,j) (4.5) 
The initial guess field determin~s the values of Q along the boundary 
of the grid system and may also be employed to translate observations to 
grid points prior to CRAM. If the grid spacing is small enough, this may 
be done accurately by interpolating the initial guess field to the 
position of the observation through curvilinear surface fitting to the 
four grid pOints surrounding the observation and translating the difference 
between the observed and interpolated values to the nearest grid pOint, 
thereby creating an internal boundary pOint. 
After all observations have been translated to grid point~, Poisson's 
equation is sOlved by a relaxation procedure. The small-scale noise in 
the resulting analysis due to fitting erroneous or unrepresentative data 
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Q(i,j) + bQ(i,1) Q(i,j) = 1 + b (4.6) 
where b is a parameter controlling the degree of smoothing, and 
-Q(i,j) = Jz; [Q(i+l,j) + Q(i -l,j) + Q(i,j +1) + Q(i,j -1)] (4.7) 
The current wind field analysis program actually applies CRAM 
twice. That is, after one pas~ through the ship observations and 
the application of CRAM, the final smoothed wind field is treated as 
an improved initial guess field, and the ship incorporation procedure is 
repeated with the complete (retained and iiscarded) file of observa-
tions. The procedure makes the error check on ships' observations less 
sensitive to gross errors in the pressure field, allows more "good" 
ship reports to be incorporated into the analysis and in general 
increases the influence of ships' wind obs,ervations in the final 
analysis. 
The specification of the vector 19.5 meter effective wind at each 
S193 cell for a specific pass required the use of the two six hourly 
analy~ed wind fields that straddled the time of the pass. For each 
cell,values of the meridional and zonal wind were calculated at the 
precise location of the cell by curvilinear surface fitting to the four 
grid points surrounding the cell. This was done for each wind field and 
a value obtained at the precise time of the pass by linear interpolation 
in time. 
Planetary Boundary Layer Model. An important element of the 
objective analysis program just described is the calculation of an 
initial guess wind field from the analyzed pressure and temperature 
fields. In many parts of the grid, particularly outside the normal 
ship traffic lanes, the final analysis will "remember" entirely this 
initial guess field and even in the vicinity of ships' wind observations, 





determines the shape of the field. In addition, as dascribed by 
Pierson, Cardone and Greenwood (1974), a PBL will be needed to 
assimilate satellite derived winds into operational pressure analysb 
procedures when they become routinely available. In this section 
a brief summary of the PBL theory, as originally described by 
Cardone (1969), is presented. 
'rhe object of a PBL model is to describe the vertical variation 
of the vector wind and stress from the sea surface up to the height 
in the atm9sphere at which the frictional forces caused by the 
• earth's surface can be neglected. For an atmosphere in which time 
changes and horizontal gradients in the mean wind are small the 
flow at ~he top of the PBL will be in nearly gradient balance. Even 
under these assumptions, the problem is very complicated. Close to 
the ground, in the so-called surface boundarylayeT the wind variation 
with height is dominated by the physical processes associated with 
the lower boundary - namely the effective roughness of the surface and 
the heat .flux across the interface. In this lower layer, the wind 
and stress vectors do not turn with height and the wind speed increases 
apl)t'oximately logarithmically with height. In the surface boundary 
layer, the fluxes of heat and momentum vary little with height and 
are assumed to be constant thus simplifying the formulation considerably. 
Above the surface boundary 1ayeT, which is of the order of 10 to 100 
meters in depth, the frictional forces decrease with height, corio1is 
forces become significant and the wind vector begins to turn to become 
more neaTly parallel to the local horizontal gradient of pressure. 
The pBL developed by Cardone (1969) is an extension of B1ackadar's 
(1965) model in which the PBL is divided into two 1ayeTs. However, 
B1ackadaT tTeated only an pBL that was neutrally stTatified and in which 
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(a solid surface). Cardone (1969) extended the theory to include a 
realistic description of the effective roughness of the sea surface 
and the effect of non-neutral stratification as expressed in terms of 
the air sea temperature difference. 
In the lower layer of the model, the mea'n wind speed varies with 
height according to equation (4.8). 
1: 
where U is the wind speed, u* = (7'lp)2, 7' is the surface stress, 
p is the air density, k = 0.4, z is the height, Zo is t.he roughness 
parameter, and L' is a modified form of the Monin-Obukov stability 
length. The wind profile stability dependence enters through the 
function, ~, which is defined as equation (4.9), 
zIt' 
¢(z/t') = So (4.9) 
where ~ (zIt') is given as 
cZt (zIt') = 1 + B (zIt') stable 
4 3 ~ - (5 z/t')~ - 1 .. 0 unstable 
cZt (z/L') = 0 neutral 
with B' and 5' estimated at 7 and 18 respectively (Panofsky, 1963). Also, 
in this constant stress layer, the eddy viscosity, km, can be written 
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The upper layer of the two layer PBL model is a so-called Ekman 
layer in which the boundary layer is assumed to be a region in which 
the mean wind is steady and homogeneous and uniform at every 
level and in which the density may be considered to be independent of 
height. The equations of motion are then written as equations (4.11), 
f(v - v ) + ..!!. [k ..!!. g dz m dz 
(4.11) 
-f(u - u ) + ..!!. rk ..!!. (v - v ) ] = 0 g dz L m dz g 
where u, v are the horizontal wind components, u ,v are the corres-g g 
ponding geostrophic wind components and f is the corio lis parameter. 
The value of km is constant in this layer at a value defined by the 
height of the interface between the two layers, h, 
h = 13 G/f 
o 




The solution for the boundary layer is determined from the 
equations for each layer by imposing the conditions of continuity of 
wind and its derivative at the interface. 
For the situation in which the pressure field itself does not 
vary with height through the PBL, the solution is closed by the " 
follOWing four equations that are solved iteratively: 
-5 2 -2 
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I 1: 'N 
-Z is the height at which the air temperature e is taken, e 
a a 
is the mean potential temperature of the boundary layer, 8
a 
- 8s 
is the air sea temperature difference and I./J
o 
is the angle between 
the surface isobars and the direction of the wind in the surface 
boundary layer. Thus, given the air sea temperature difference and 
the magnitude and direction of the surface geostrophic wind, which 
~s computed from the sea level pressure field, the solution provides 
the magnitude and direction of the surface stress and L'D These 
quantities then define the vector wind at any height in the surface 
boundary layer according to equation (4.8) which usually is valid up 
to the 19.5 meter level. 
The quantity Ro_ th~t appears in the equations is called the 
surface Rossby number: 
For neutral conditions, the solution obeys Rossby number 





]n the non-neutral barotropic case, an additional nondimensional 
number, G/fL' , describes the stability influence. Cardone (1969) 
describes a solution for the more general case in which the pressure 
gradient can vary with height. This variation depends on the 
horizontal air temperature gradient, which can be quite large near 
meteorological fronts. 
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Cardone (1969) compared the published empirical determinations of 
u*!G, U19 •5!G and Wo over th
e sea with model predictions with excellent 
results. The model has also been evaluated at the Fleet Numerical 
Weather Central (Kaitala, 1974). It was concluded in that study that 
the model provided a good representation of the-surface wind field. 
Elements of the model have been incorporated into the operational 
I 
multi-level numerical weather prediction model at FNWC. Recently, the 
mg~el was evaluated and tested by Isozaki and Uji (1975) in connection 
with the specification of marine boundary layer winds input to an 
Pacific Ocean spectral wave prediction model. They' found that the 
PBL wind input provided better wave hindcasts than winds produced by 
synoptic analyses based upon ship observations. 
gomparison of Objective Winds and Special Aircraft and Weather 
Ship Measurements. As described in Chapter 2, the real time aspects 
of the experiment included an effort to obtain special measu~ements of 
the surface wind beneath an S193 pass from the ocean station vessels and 
NOAA and NASA aircraft. Whenever an EREP pass was planned during which 
S193 could scan close to a weather ship, that ship was requested to make 
special wind and wave measurements at the expected time of the passage of 
Skylab. An example of the special observations made at Ocean Station 
"Papa" in SL 4 is shown in Figure 4.29. These special observations 
were available, typically, within several days of the pass and, for 
ships equipped with wave recorders, were accompanied by the actual wave 
record for the comparable 20 minute poariod. Summary wave information, 
however, was provided along with the winds. 
Aircraft underf1ights were conducted for several passes in SL 2 and 
SL 3. These passes have already been described. In SL 4, the NASA 
JSC C130 conducted two underf1ights in the North Atlantic Ocean east 





SPECIAL METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS MADE AT 
OCEAN WEATHER STATION "PAPA" IN CONNECTION 
WITH SKYLAB PASSES ON JANUARY 24, 25. and 27, 1974 
Hean wind direction (0 True) and speed (knots) over one minute interva11 
besi.nning at: 
Jlnuarx 24. 1974 





















.!!!!!: Average 23 ft. 
Maximum 31 ft. 
POlition of ship: 
500 00' N 
1450 00' W 
Januarx 25. 1974 














~: Average 10 ft. 
HaxiDlUlll 14 ft. 
Position of ship: 
500 00' N 
1450 00' W 
Janua£X 27.1974, 







1847 260/28 ' 
1848 257/26 
1849 250/26 










~: Average 8 ft. 
KaxiJDum 14 ft. 
Position of shU: 
490 51 1 N 
1450 20' W 
F~gUre 4.29 An example of the 'special observations made at OSVP in the 
North Pacific in connection with actual or anticipated 8193 
passes. 
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the Eastern Pacific Ocean. Several additional flights were conducted 
beneath passes in which S193 was operated in the altillieter mode or in 
the CTC scatterometer mode ~d will not be discussed here. 
The locations of the low level wind measurement runs made by the 
aircraft in SL 4 beneath the three pertinent CTNC passes are shown in 
Figures 4.30, 4.31, and 4.32. Shown in the figures are the locations 
of the nearby S193 cells and the winds at the cells calculated by the 
objective procedures just described. The flight level winds were 
$.eneral1y representative of the 150 meter level. The surface boundary 
layer wind profile (that is equation 4.8) was assumed to be valid to 
this altitude,~eee.g. Ross and Cardone, 1974), and was used to reduce 
the winds to the 19.5 meter level on the basis of the observed air-sea 
temperature difference. The 19.5 meter winds were then converted to 
effective 19.5 meter winds to make them comparable to the objective 
winds. Even though the aircraft data were not used in the objective 
analysis procedure, the agreement between the aircraft derived winds 
and the objective winds is excellent in all three cases. 
Many more special weather ship observations were made than were 
actually accompanied by S193 measurements' since many planned S193 
passes were cancelled on short notice. Table 4.1 summarizes all special 
aircraft and weather observations that were made within 150 miles of 
$193 cells at which good scatterometer measurements were made. ~le 
table includes the objective winds at the closest cell or cells and 
, 
the distance between the special measurement and the cell. There are 
only 14 cases in which the special aircraft or ship observations are 
available to provide an independent check on the accuracy of the surface 
truth and only in five cases are the data near cells with incidence 
~gles of 30° or greater! This high quality surface truth subset is 
obviously insufficient to evaluate S193 as a wind sensor. ,The 
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~ 277°/40 kts. 
----=.. DOWNWIND RUN 




AVERAGE Or 3 RUNS AT 500 FT. 
278141 kts. 
EFFECTIVE 19.5 m WIND 
278/39 kts. 





47.01 I I I • 50 49 48 47 46 
LONGITUDE 
Figure 4.30 Winds measured by 
the NASA C-130 aircraft east of 
New Foundland beneath the S193 
CTNC pass of January 4, 1974. 
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CROSSWIND RUN' 295°/43 kts. 
UPWIND RUN 
297°/44 kts ........... 
99~ 
CELL 
AVERAG.E Of 2. RUNS AT 500 FT. 
296°/43.5 kts TA -Ts =-12°C 
EFFECTIVE 19.5 m WI NO 
296°l41 kts 
OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS WIND AT CELL 7-3 
292°/39 kts 
7-3 I 
I 56 42.5~8 57 LONGITUDE 55 54 
Figure 4.31 Winds measured by the 
NASA C-130 aircraft east of 
New Found1and beneath the S193 
CTNC pass of January 9, 1973. 
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AVERAGE wmO AT !l00 FT (1828GMT -19~1 GMT) ~~·/43"ISi ~ ... ·yS· .Z-C 
EFfECTiVE .9.5 METER WIND ~56·/28 "Is 





AVERAGE WIHD AT:sao FT. 119!>4G11T·JDIOIM'fI 
235-/39""s T ... ·TS • +2-C 
EFFECTiVE '95 NETER W'oNO 
235·/23 ... 
08JECTrV[ ANto\.YSIS WINO AT CELL n-s 
239-'22 "It 
___ .~-+.._ ... _ :7 
tiiI 1.-::': 
I 1 1 _______ ~(~----------~1~------------i-------------~ 
140 139 138 137 136 135 134 19 
LONGITUDE 
Figure 4.32 Winds measured by 
the NOAA C-130 aircraft in the 
eastern North Pacific Ocean 
beneath the S193 CTNC pass of 
January 24, 1973. 
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Table 4.1 Comparison of surface truth provided by objective analysis program and special wind 
obse+Vat-ionsfrom Ocean Station Vessels, the NASA cno and the NOAA cno. Speeds are 
in knots, . directions are in degcees, Ta = air temperature (degrees F), Ts = water 
., 
temperature (degrees F), and distances are in nautical miles. V19 •5 is the observed ~ 
wind speed referred to 19.5 meters elevation and neutral stability. The tabulated 
distance is the distance between the location of the special observation and the 
closest cell or cells. 
SPECIAL OBSERVATION OBJECTIVE ANALYSIS OFV19 •5 
No. Day Date Site Time (WT) Dir/Speed T -T V19 •5 Cell Time Dir/Speed Distance 
,,j 
. I 
a S ; 
~I 1 216 8/4/73 OSV P 1700-1714 247/23 + .4 22.4 14-5 1111 239/23 5 ~ 
2 220 8/8/73 OSV P 1540-1559 239/9 .1 10 13-5 1554 243/11 50 j ..... o. 3 252 9/9/73 OSV K 1925-1935 90/5 - 1.9 6 29-3 1933 106/12 92 00: ~ 
4 338 12/4/73 OSV P 1640-1659 267/26 - 2.0 21 3-4 1645 253/22 21 1 ~ 
5 4 1/4/74 OSV J 1925-1935 230/26 - 2.8 27 35-2 1938 216/28 60 'J ~ 
6 4 1/4/74 OSV K 1925-1935 220/31 - 2.8 32 40-2 1940 233/28 34 
1 11 1/11/74 OSV K 1755-1805 220/53 + .1 53 21-4 1750 235/49 53 
8 24 1/24/74 OSV P 1740-1159 215/41 + .5 40 3-5 1748 282/40 81 
9 25 1/25/74 OSV P 1707-1720 223/20 ± O. 20 3-5 1704 228/18 130 
• 1 
10 32 2/1/74 OSV P 1110-1729 219/30 ± O. 30 17-5 1653 217/20 124 ! 
-I , 
11 4 1/4/74 C130 1724-1747 27:8/41 -12.0 39 16-3/18-3 1911 282/40 30 .,. 1 
.J 
. 
12 9 1/9/74 C130 1740-1800 296/43 -12.0 41 7-3 1555 292/39 30 
.1 
.J 
13 24 1/24/74 cno 1828-1941 256/43 + 2.0 28 7-5/8-5 1749 250/25 5 
:1 
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cases shown is 3.9 knots RMS in speed and 10° RMS in direction. 
A portion of this difference is attributable to the distance between 
the measure,mant and the cell. 
ERRORS IN THE SPECIFICATION OF THE VECTOR WIND 
The measurement of the winds involves the measurement of a 
vector quantity with both a magnitude and a direction. The specifi-
ca~ion of the winds in a wind field also involves magnitudes and 
directions. A value for the vector wind that has the correct 
magnitude but that has an error of 90° in direction has a much 
greater error than a value with the correct direction and an error 
in magnitude of 30%. 
The measurement of light winds by ships at sea, even if the ship 
has an anemometer, is particularly difficult, except for weather 
ships hove to on their assigned positions, because the ship is under 
way at a speed that can vary from 7 to 10 meters per second. The cup 
anemometer then measures its own movement through relatively still air, 
where the air is moving at, say, 2 or 3 meters per second. If the 
light wind is blowing at right angles to the course of the ship, for 
example, then a correct vector difference must be obtained. 
The measurement of high winds is also difficult because they can 
be very gusty and because, if the measurement is by anemometer on a 
ship, the ship motions in heave, pitch and roll because of the waves 
cause the anemometer to change elevation and to be swept through the 
air due to the motion of the mast. Winds are consequently best measured 
over a range of speeds from about 5 to 20 meters per second and the errors 
of measurement are greater for both lower and higher speeds. 
The magnitude of the vector wind in the planetary boundary layer 
at a fixed elevation above the sea surface is essentially a linearly 







calm to about 50 meters per second. A range frQm zero to 35 meters 
per second would be adequate since 20 minute mean wl·,d speeds much 
greater than this are rare and are found only near the centers of 
intense hurricane force tropical cyclones. 
The User Agency Working Group for SEASAT-A has required that 
backscatter measurements capable of yielding wind speeds within 
% 2 meters per second or ± 10% of the true value, whichever is worse, 
and wind directions within ± 20% of the true value be obtained by that 
spacecraft. The relaxation of the requirement for high winds is in 
recognition of the difficulty of measuring high winds. The accuracy 
of the direction measurement for light winds may also have to be 
relaxed because, in a vector sense, it is contradicted by the ± 2 meters 
per second specification. The User Agency Working Group did not, 
however, provide guidance as to exactly how it could be proved that the 
specifications have been met. The results that follow will provide a 
means to accomplish this objective. 
Moreover, if the errors in measurement were truly random, they 
could be distributed about the true value in such a way that it would 
be (almost) correct in most meteorological applications to assume that 
the ± 2 meters per second requirement mentioned above represents the 
standard deviation of a normally distributed error in magnitude. 
The only problem here is that when the magnitude of the wind vector 
is used as the defining parameter it is difficult to treat a ± 2 meters 
per second standard deviation for a 1 meter per second wind. A way out 
of this difficulty is to treat the vector wind and a vector error, 
which for light winds can mean that the true vector wind plus a typical 
vector error can be 1800 away from the true wind. 
All of these remarks are equally applicable to the problem of 
specifying the wind field on a grid of points. Errors caused by 
no 
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interpolation and smoothing can produce marked changes in the 
direction of a light Wind and, with st~ong gradients of the ~~nd in 
areas of high wind, both the magnitude and direction of the wind can 
be altered. The techniques that have been used to speci.fy the 
surface truth meteorological winds at the cells scanned by 5193 are 
the best possible available procedures and are comparable in all 
respects to the procedures used in the major operational meteorological 
forecasting centers around the world. Nevertheless, errors in the 
original measurements exist and errors in the interpolation to a grid 
of ~oints exist, and it is necessary to understand these errors 
before the errors in the 5193 specification of the winds can be under-
stood. 
At a pOint in space and time, consider a true measurement of the 
wind given by I VT! and XT in the meteorological sense with winds from 
the north corresponding to X = 0 and winds from the east corresponding 
to X :a 90°. Also consider the reported wind,i V
M 
I and \t. In vector 
form, 
... ... ... 
V = V + E (4.10) M T 
... 
where E is an error vector that has been added to the true wind. In 
component form 
and 
VM :a ~ VM.!COILXM, I vMI sin XMJ 
VT = Q vTI cos XT, I vTI sin XTJ 





\. .. ...J 
Without loss in generality, let XM = XT + D. X and let XT = O~ 
so that errors in direction are given as departures from the true 
direction. To simplify notation, let I VT 1 .. VT and I VM I • VM • 
'It follows then that 
... 
(VT EaJ V • + E1 , M 
and that [2 a 







which represents the difference between the magnitudes of the true 
and meteorological winds. The last approximation is pretty good if 





which represents the difference in direction between the meteorologi,ca1 
·and the true wind. 
Now suppose that El and E:a have a bivariate normal distribution, 












From the other definition of El and Ea 
1-







The error vector has a Raleigh distribution in magnitude and a 
uniform rectangular distribution in direction under these assumptions. 
Also the expected value of E is given by equation (4.24). 
dE 
- = ..r:;rr D = 1.253 D 
D 
:3 The expected value of E is given by equation (4.25). 
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
The effect of a vector error with components given by equation 
(4.13:) on the true wind is markedly different as a function of VT • 
For the situation where D = 2 and where El = :!: 2 and Ea = ± 2 so that 
both errors are :!: one standard deviation, the errors in magnitude and 
direction are given below in Table 4.2. Other examples for 
El = 0, Ea = :!: 2 can also easily be calculated. Clearly t. X ca.n 
exceed 90° and be near 1800 for a range of conditions. 
If these assumptions correspond to reality, the errors in light 
winds can be tr>70 or three times the magnitude of the true wind and can 
have large direction errors. Errors in the magnitude of moderate and 
fairly high winds will depend on the variability of the component of the 
vector error in the direction of the true wind. The direction errors 
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Table 4.2 Errors in wind magnitude and direction for various values 
of the true wi,nd and El = ± 2, Ea = ± 2 • 
True Wind Magnitude (meters per second) 
True Wind 1 3 10 20 
Magnitude 2.61 4.39 2.17 2.09 
Errors 1.24 -0.76 -1. 75 -1.88 
Direction ±33" ± 26 0 ± 9.40 ±5° 
Errors ±63° ::1::450 ::I:: 14° ±6.3° 
A STUDY OF THE ACCURACY OF THE METEOROLOGICAL WINDS 
As described previously in this chapter, the meteorological 
surface truth was determined in three different ways. For the third 
way, the analysis technique spanned the entire ocean involved and 
used all available ship reports. These reports in order of accuracy 
came from weather ships [Type A] on station manned by professionals 
to record the weather and report it every six hours, from transient 
ships [Type BJ equipr'ed with anemometers at known heights, from 
transient ships [Type C] with anemometers at an unknown height, and 
from transient ships [Type D] that estimated the speed and direction 
of the wind. The grid points in the PBL model had their wind values 
set by using· the above types of ships in descending order of priority. 
There were also pOints in the analysis where the winds were computed 
from the isobaric pressure gradients thus provid~ng a fifth category 
[Type +]. 
The winds determined in this way were used to provide the wind 
speeds and directions at each of the cells scanned by S193 many of the 
passes in SL 2/3 and for all of SL 4. Early in the program, the 
important question of how good these meteorologically determined winds 
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At the suggestion of Young (1975), a withheld data analysis 
of a set of wind fields was carried out using the same procedures 
that were used to specify the winds for the S193 cells. The wind 
fields were first calculated for the North Atlantic Ocean with the 
weather ship reports included in the data base. Then the weather 
ships were ramoved from the data base, the winds were recomputed, 
and the category of ship report, if one could be 'used, that 
replaced the weather ship was noted. 
One of the hypothesis that can then be entertained is that 
wind speeds computed from backscatter measurements might be 
comparable to the quality of measurements of winds by weather 
ships on station, or by one of the remaining three ship categories. 
If the weather ships are thought of as making the best possible 
measurement of the wind, then the differences between the weather 
ship winds and the winds determined in their absense is a measure 
of how well, or how poorly, the winds were specified at the other 
cells scanned by S193. 
The withheld data analysis used reports from the North Atlantic 
thirtyf, hours apart beginning on July 15, 1973 and ending on 
February 2, ~974. Weather Ships A" B, C, I, J, K, and M were 
involved. Appendix B shows the results of these calculations 
sorted for winds from zero to ten knots, ten knots to twenty knots, 
twenty knots to thirty knots and over thirty knots. The date, time, 
ship and its position appear first. 
Although, these are additional error sources both in the Wind 
measurement by the weather ship and in the interpolation to the 
... ... -to ..... 








preceding analysis so as to learn about the kinds of "errors" present 
in the planetary boundary layer analysis. This assumption ~Yill be 
removed in the next section, and more realistic results will then 
be possible.. 
The values, VWS and CHIWS, represent the wind speed and direction 
interpolated to the nearest grid pOint of the NMC double resolution 
grid as obtained from a weather ship report. The values, VSYN and 
CRlSYN; represent the winds at that same grid pOint follOWing a 
complete reanalysis after the weather ship report was removed. VE 
and CHIE are the magnitude and direction of the vector difference 
between the weather ship wind and the synoptic wind. Since the weather 
ship report is probably the cll:)sest to the true wind and the synoptic 
wind represents the usual wind in areas away from the weather ships, 
these vector differences represent the kind of errors possible in 
computer based analyses of wind fields over the oceans. 
The vector"error"is resolved both into east-west and north-south 
components and into components parallel and normal to the weather 
ship wind. The difference in direction between the weather ship wind 
and the, synoptic wind is also shown. 
The final column is the "Type" representing the nature of the 
data that replaced the weather ship that was used in the first analysis. 
Of course, there are no "Type A" values in this column since two 
weather ships are never on station simultaneously. 
The data in Appendix B can be scanned to see some of the kinds of 
differences (which are akin to errors) that can result. For example, 
on 7/21/73 Weather Ship B yielded a wind magnitude of 10.7 knots, the 
synoptic analysis yielded 15.1 knots, but the vector error was 21 
knots' because of large differences in direction. Other large difference 
116 
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values are found for Weather Ship A on 7/26/73, Weather Ship C on 
8/14/73, Weather Ship B on 10/11/73, Weather Ship I on 10/21/73 
(VE OIl 40 knots), Weather Ship M on 11/8/73, Weather Ship K "on 
1/28/74, and Weather Ship I on 1/31/74. 
Tables 4.3 and 4.4 present various statistics calculated from 
this sample. The first group in the first table stratifies the data 
ad cording to the type of information that replaced the weather 
ship, that is, one of three kinds of ships or the pressure field • 
The second group stratifies all data according to wind ranges and 
includes all types of replacement data in each range. 
As described previously, the last step of the analysis consists 
of the application of a smoothing operator over the entire field. 
The final smoothed field was then interpolated to the position of the 
weather ship and compared to the weather ship report. The result is 
given in the third group called ANAL (BCD +). That these values are 
smaller than all the others is to be expected. They repre~ent the 
base line error in attempts using present techniques for the analysis 
of wind fields over the ocean. The group labeled SHIP (BCD) compares 
the wind reported by the ship that replaced the weather ship with the 
weather ship wind without any corrections for the fact that the two 
ships are not at the same place in the field. These numbers are 
surprisingly large, and indicate the need for the various smoothing 
routines that are used in the synoptic analysis. 
The last group in this first table is most instructive. The first 
step in the synoptic analysis is to compute the wind from the pressure 
gradient. This initial guess wind value is compared with the weather 
ship report. The initial guess compared as well with the weather 
ship as the full analysis using all of the available sr,ip reports. 
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TABLE 4.3 STATISTICS OF THE VECTOR ERROR STRATIFIED ACCORDING TO TYPE, J 
- -- -- WIND SPEED RANGES, AND OTHER EFFECTS* 'j '~ 
NORM PAR NORM NORM PAR PAR. 
MEAN 2ND SQ E-W N-S WIND WIND E-W E-W N-S N-S WIND WIND WIND WIND ~ 
BASE TYPE N E MOM - RT BIAS BIAS BIAS BIAS VAR STD VAR STD VAR STD VAR :STD 1 
SYN B 21 8.7 111.6 10.6 -.64 -.37 -1.77 .75 80.5 9.0 31.1 5.6 70.4 8.4 41.2 6.4 --~ 
SYN C 32 8.0 87.6 9.4 -1.20 -1.29 -.80 1.75 39.0 6.2 48.7 7.0 57.2 7.6 30.4 5.5 
i 
SYN D 100 8.3 109.2 10.5 -.45 .44 .00 .92 55.1 7.4 54.1 7.4 58.8 7.7 50.4 7.1 l SYN + 603 9.4 126.4 11.2 -.52 -.09 -.08 1.93 69.5 8.3 56.9 7.5 68.1 8.3 58.3 7.S l j 
SYN 0-10 111 5.4 39.6 6.3 1.15 .19 .26 -3.02 18.7 4.3 20.9 4.6 12.6 3.5 27.0 5.2 i 
SYN 10-20 284 7.5 76.0 8.7 .37 -.10 -.35 -.47 41.1 6.4 34.9 5.9 44.1 6.6 31.8 5.6 .~ 
SYN 20-30 243 9.9 130.8 11.4 -.65 -.15 .12 3.27 13.8 8.6 57.0 7.5 75.8 8.7 55.0 7.4 
, 
--:1 
SYN GT 30 118 15.3 292.7 17.1 -4.11 -.11 -.57 8.46 158.1 12.6 134.5 11.6 151.8 12.3 140.8 11.9 
O~ 1 ~~ -toe c;':)-
ANAL B 21 3.6 20.0 4.5 -.12 -.26 -.58 1.26 14.5 3.8 5.6 2.4 11.4 3.4 8.6 2.9 ZC 
-j 
ANAL C 32 3.9 21.5 4.6 -.68 -.72 -.34 1.68 10.0 3.2 11.4 3.4 11.0 3.3 10.4 3.2 >c 
ANAL D 100 4.0 23.6 4.9 -.15 .13 -.12 1.59 11.6 3.4 12.0 3.5 11.8 3.4 11.8 3.4 
~c:: c 
ANAL + 603 3.1 14.2 3.8 -.14 -.07 .02 1.56 7.6 2.8 6.5 2.6 5.3 2.3 8.9 3.0 
~g 
Ot 
SHIP B 21 12.4 228.7 15.1 -1.27 -1.01 -.13 -4.18 140.8 11.9 87.9 9.4 152.4 12.3 76.3 8.7 
t:9 :::-; 
32 9.3 112.5 10.6 -.09 -1.62 -1.22 51.2 61.4 63.5 49.0 
_I-<': 
SHIP C -.80 7.2 7.8 8.0 7.0 
en 
SHIP D 100 10.8 188.8 13.7 .49 1.18 -.05 -2.53 98.1 9.9 90.7 9.5 88.3 9 .• 4 100.4 10.0 
~~ 
8:' 
IG B 21 8.5 105.6 10.3 -2.56 .26 .27 4.56 82.4 9.1 23.3 4.8 54.4 7.4 51.2 7.2 ~t:c t': 
C 32 9.2 130.3 11.4 -1.95 -1.26 .25 4.26 47.6 6.9 82.7 9.1 66.4 8.2 63,,8 8.0 IG 
IG D 100 8.2 93.9 9.7 -1.59 1.26 .08 3.46 49.7 7.1 44.2 6.6 53.2 7.3 40.7 6.4 
IG + 603 8.8 108.5 10.4 -.84 .52 .05 3.75 56.3 7.5 52.3 7.2 47.2 6.9 61.4 7.8 
* (assuming perfect weather ship winds) 
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~ TABLE 4.4 STATISTICS OF THE VECTOR ERROR IN A TWO-WAY STRATIFICATION ! ACCORDING TO TYPE AND WIND SPEED RANGES* 
, 
NORM PAR NORM NORM PAR PAR I! MEAN 2ND SQ E-W N-S WIND WIND E-W E-W N-S N-S WIND WIND WIND WIND TYPE RANGE N E "MOM RT BIAS BIAS BIAS BIAS VAR STD VAR STD VAR STD VAR STD .'~ ii 
B 0-10 2 4.4 19.4 4.4 -.31 -3.04 -3.40 -2.74 10.0 3.2 9.4 3.1 11.7 3.4 7.7 2.8 ~ t B 10-20 9 7.8 74.9 8.7 1.22 -2.17 1.34 -1.54 39.7 6.3 35.2 5.9 41.3 6.4 33.6 5.8 f\ B 20-30 6 7.8 95.5 9.8 -3.88 1.70 -3.38 .22 53.2 7.3 42.3 6.5 79.7 8.9 15.8 4.0 J B GT 30 4 14.1 264.4 16.3 
-.13 1.92 -5.54 8.45 24884 15.8 16.0 4.0 151.3 12.3 113.0 10.6 i ~ '., C 0-10 7 5.4 32.5 5.7 -.32 1.47 -2.42 -3.25 22.7 4.8 9.8 3.1 13.3 3 86 19.2 4.4 :1 c 10-20 10 5.7 38.3 6.2 .36 -.35 1.83 .37 15.2 3.9 23.1 4.8 23.9 4.9 14.5 3.8 C 20-30 10 8.4 89.0 9.4 .06 -.53 -2.92 2.77 55.4 7.4 33.6 5.8 66.4 8.1 22.7 4.8 :l ! I C GT 30 5 15.3 260.7 16.1 
-8.08 -8.58 .43 9.44 76.4 8.7 184.3 13.6 167.2 12.9 93.5 9.7 " ~~ I .~ ,. 
'\ 
, 
f~ D 0-10 18 4.0 24.4 489 1.25 
-.72 1.08 -1.14 15.7 4.0 8.8 3.0 8.8 3.0 15.6 3.'9 ~ 
, ;'t D 10-20 41 7.2 69.4 8.3 .29 .57 .21 -.13 35.6 6.0 33.8 5.8 41.3 6.4 28.1 5.3 
,;1 D 20-30 30 10.2 167.6 12.9 
-.61 .33 -.52 1.50 92.3 9,.6 75.3 8.7 85.3 9.2 82.2 9.1 4 D GT 30 11 14.1 237.4 15.4 
-5.59 2.15 -1.09 6.61 90.8 9.5 146.5 12.1 133.3 11.5 104.0 10.2 l I + 0-10 84 5.7 43.9 6.6, 1.29 .35 .39 -3.41 19.2 4.4 24.8 5.0 13.3 3.7 30.6 5.5 t + 10-20 224 7.6 78.9 8.9 835 -.13 -.61 -.52 43 g 3 6.6 35.6 6.0 45.7 6.8 33.2 5.8 .~ 
+ 20-30 197 10.0 128.4 11.3 -.60 -.26 .48 3.65 72.6 8.5 55.8 7.5 74.7 8.6 53.7 7.3 i + GT 30 98 15.5 301.6 17.4 -3.91 -.01 -.36 8.62 166.2 12.9 135.5 11.6 153.1 12.4 148.5 12.2 ~~ 
S~ ,~ 
* Zf (assuming perfect weather ship winds) ~c ok 
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The second table (Table 4.4) stratifies the data from the 
first two groups in the first table into sixteen categories to see 
if the'~e is a dependence betweel.l the type 0); ship and the different 
wind speed ranges. Some of the sample sizes are so small that the 
statistics are not very reliable. 
For each classification, the sample size, the mean magnitude 
of the vector error, the second moment of the magnitude of the 
vector error and its square root are given. The next twelve columns 
provide statistics on the vector llerror"reso1ved into east-west and 
north-south components and into components parallel and normal to 
the weather ship wind. Note that the sum of the E-W VAR plus the 
N-S'VAR equals the second moment of E as do the NOlU1 WIND VAR and PAR 
WIND yAR. sums, as it should. . 
If the normal components of the vector"error"are normally 
distributed about a 'mean of zero, then the variOUS biases are means 
of samples of size N from these populations. The expected value of 
the bias is zero. The standard deviation of the bias is given by the 
square root of the ratio of the appropriate variance and the sample 
size. A bias within plus or minus twice this value is not unusual. 
Values for the bias in Table 4.4 that do not lie within two standard 
deviations of the expected value of zero are those for E-W/BIAS for 
C GT 30, + 0-10, and + GT 30 and for PAR WIND BIAS for C GT 30, D GT 30, 
+ 0-10 , + 20-30, and + GT 30. With two sets of 16 pairs tabulated, these 
large biases are somewhat unusual. The biases for the synoptic analyses 
appears to be systematic. 
The EW and NS vector components are essentially uncorrelated. For 
Type D, the range of wind speed~ and the correlation coefficients 
were as follows: (0 - 10), -0.14; (10 - 20), -0.041; (20 - 30), -0.031; 
and (30+), +0.12. For Type +, they were as follows: (0 - 10), 
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Table 4.4 shows that there is little to choose between types 
B, C and D. Small samples require caution in interpretation. 
However, ships With anemometers are better than no ship at all. 
Tbe"errors"for winds greater than 30 knots are double the average 
o.f the '~rrors"for the lower w.inds. The sample sizes for Type D 
and Type + make it possib1~ to conclude that a ship without an 
anemometer yields a better Wind than the wind that can be computed 
from the pressure field. 
An important result from these tabulations is obtained from 
the values of the variances and standard deviations of the vector 
"error" components normal to the weather ship and parallel to :i,.t. 
For all types in Table 4.3 (SYN BCD +). The variance of the no~a1 
component exceeds the variance of the parallel component. There 
is a 0.06 probability that this could happen by cha.nce (one sided). 
For the pooled types stratified according to wind speed ranges, the 
same thing happens for the three highest ranges. For Table 4.4, of 
the sixteen categories, the normal wind"error"component variance 
exceeds the paralleled wind error component variance thirteen times. 
There is a 0.0106 probability that this could happen by chance 
(one sided) •. 
This can only occur if the ship reports are poorer in reporting 
wind direction than in reporting wind speed. The variance of the 
normal component appears to exceed the variance of the parallel 
component by about 20%, say, for simplicity, by a factor of about 
1.21. Equation (4.21) is therefore not quite correct and should be 
given by equation (4.26) where D2 is the variance of the parallel 
component of the II error" • 
"1 _{E~ + ---E; J 





All of the other equations that follow equation (4.21) are 
therefore not quite right and the magnitude of the vector error 
will have a probability density function that differs in some way 
from the Rayleigh distribution. Histograms of the magnitude of 
the vector error for Type + analyses are given in Figures 4.32, 
4.33, and 4.34 for ranges of the weather ship winds of 10 to 20, 
20 to 30 and greater than 30 knots. 
The marginal distribution of 0 can be found easily by trans-
forming from cartesian to polar coordinates. It is given by 
equation (4.27), 
1 (4.27) 
which shows that the directions of the vector error has a higher 
probability of being equal to :900 than to zero or 1800 • The 
magnitude and direction of the vector error are no longer independent. 
This result appears to be different from the error statistics in 
artillery shots at a distant target. The direction usually is very 
good and the range is poor so that for an equation similar to 
equation (4.26) the variance of El exceeds the variance of E:a. 
The conditional distribution of the magnitude of the vector 
"error" is given by equation (4.28), which is a Raleigh distribution 
that depends on 0.. The expected value of the magnitude of the 
vector "error" (given 0) is given by equation (4.29). 
f(E/6) = 
:a • 1(1 + 0.21 cos <5 \..:a 
(1 + 0.21 cos2 5.) e-~ 1.21 'if Ie 
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A Further Analysis With Different Assumptions. Although 
weather ship observations of the wind, presen~ly supplemented by 
an increasing number of data buoys, are undoubtedly the most 
accurate, these wind observations also undoubtedly have errors in 
them. The assumption that the weather ship wind represents the 
true Wind, made in the preceding section, needs to be examined 
critically. A start toward a further understanding of the errors 
in the specification of the winds in the planetary boundary layer 
is given in this section. 
Consider two ship reports of the vector wind made close 
enough together in space and time to represent the measurement of 
the same ~nd. Assume that each measurement consists of the true 
wind plus error components in the direction of the true wind and 
normal to the true wind with appropriate variances as in equations 
(4.30), (4.31), (4.32), and (4.33) • 
... .... .... 
V1 = VT + El = (VT + E ,E ) 11 12 
VAR E = D3 'VAR E = D2 
11 11' 12 12 
A linear combination of these two vector winds represents 
the best value of the wind to be used in a planetary boundary 
layer analysis as in equation (4.34). 
-........ 
.... 
V = a V1 + (1 - a) V2 
... - .... 
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... The residual error of the linear combination can be called E and 
res 
is given by equation (4.35) in component form. 
(4.35) 
... .... 
The vector difference between V:.and Va is defined as equation (4.36). 
(4.36) 
If the components of the error vectors are normally distributed 
independent random variables, the probability distribution functions 
for the error vectors would be given by equations (4.37) and (4.38). 
All of the data in Appendix B and the statistics in Tables 4.3 and 
4.4 support these assumptions. For example, the normal and parallel 
components are both normally distributed and independent. 
(4.37) 
(4.38) 
With all of these assumptions, the various expected values for 




and Edif can be found. They are given by the 
fo Hawing equations. 
.... 
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(4.42) 
... 2 22 2 22 2 e( IE f). ex (D~~ + D1 .. ) + (l-a) (D ... ~ + D ..... ) res I ....., .,.. "'''' (4.43) 
(4.44) 
The best linear combination of the two winds to use in a PBL 
analysis would be the one that would minimize the magnitude of the 
residual vector error in equation (4.43). This is obtained by 
setting the derivative with respect to a of equation (4.43) equal to 
zero and solving for a. The result is equation (4.45). 
(4.45) 
Now suppose that the errors of measurement of the first ship, Vl.' 
are less than those of the second ship and that the variance of the 
magnitude of the vector error is some constant, R, where 0 < R < 1, 
times the variance of the magnitude of the vector error of the second 
... 
ship, Va' as in equation (4.46). 
(4.46) 
Equation (4.45) then become® equation (4.47) and equation (4.43) 
becomes equation (4.48). 
a= 
























Since 1 - a = R/ (1 + R), the weight factor in the linear combination of 
the two ship reports that represents the best wind estimate are 
1/ (1 + R) and R/ (1 + R), and the residual error variance of the linear 
combination is R/ (1 + R) times the error variance of the poorer ship. 
The values of a and of R/(l+R) are given as a function of R in 
Table 4.5. 
Table 4.5 Values of a and R/ (1 + R) as a function of R. 
R O! R/(l+ R) 
0 1 0 
0.1 0.909 0.0909 
0.2 0.833 0.167 
0.3 0.769 0.231 
0.4 0.714 0.286 
0.5 0.667 0.333 
0.6 0.625 0.375 
0.7 0.588 0.412 
0.8 0.556 0.444 
0.9 0.526 0.474 
1 0.500 0.500 
From equation (4.44), the va~iance of the magnitude of the 
difference vector can be written as equation (4.49). 
(4.49) 
The preceding withheld weather ship analysis started with the 
assumption that there were no errors in the weather ship 'winds. To 
emphasize this assumption,the word "error" has been put in quotation 
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marks in that section. This is a special case of the present analysis 
..... 
with R set equal to zero. For R = 0, a = 1, and since El is zero, 
equation (4.34) yields the true wind with no error as the best linear 
combination. The difference vector is then a measure of the errors in 
the measurement of the second ship. 
In contrast, for the other extreme" suppose that the errors of the 
weather ship measur.ements are equal to the errors of the second ship 
so that R = 1. The best estimate of the wind to use at the pOint in 
question is then the vector average of the two winds. The residual 
error variance is reduced to one half of that for either ship, and the 
variance of the magnitude of the difference vector is double the variance 
of the error for either ship alone. The errors in those parts of the 
synoptic analysis that used ships of types B, C or D would be reduced 
to one half of the tabulated values for variances and second moments 
and to ~/2 for Mean E and the standard deviations. 
Neither of these two extremes is probably correct. The value of R 
is surely greater than zero and less than one, and the best answer 
lies somewhere between the values in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 and the values 
that would have been obtained by reducing all of the vector differences 
at the start of the withheld data analysis by )!/2. 
For the purpose of the analysis of the S,193 data to be carried 
out in Chapter 8, it is advisable to make a judgement on the value of R 
and to try to provide some idea of the size of the errors o,f the 
measurements of the wind provided by the five categories under discussion. 
This will be done next, subject to revision, if necessary, when the 
results of Chapter 8 are presented. Even on weather ships there are 
still many difficulties in measuring the wind. The speed is usually not 
averaged over a very long time so as to get a stable average, and the 
direction is not recorded continuously so as to get a true average value. 
The fact that the ship is not underway does make the measurement easier 
to carry out. 
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Some information on the variability of the winds as measured 
by a weather ship can be obtained from the tabulated one minute 
averages of wind speed and direction made during this program. 
Weather ships PAPA and CHARLIE provided these values whereas the 
other ships reported only the average for the longer than usual 
time interval. 
Fifteen such special reports are summarized in Table 4.5. 
Depending on which of the 11 to 21 minutes happened to be the one 
chosen for the synoptic report, the values for some of the observations 
could have ranged over as much as 12 knots for some of the speeds and 
61° for some of the directions. 
Even twenty minute averages of the wind present problems in 
terms of the theories of turbulence and the periods and wavelengths 
that should be filtered out to obtain the best value for a numerical 
weather prediction model. Four of the special observations tabulated 
above were used to obtain the average wind speed and direction and 
then the variances of the vector components normal and parallel to the 
mean wind vector were computed. The results are given in Table 4.6. 
These values are small compared to, say, one half of the values given 
in Table 4.4 for corresponding wind speed ranges. Some part of the 
interpolation error given under ANAL BCD in Table 4.3 must also be 
inVOlved in the use of a weather ship observation interpolated to a 
particular cell, which usually will not include the ship. 
Also, the turbulent spectra of the horizontal wind components 
have spectral contributions that are substantial at frequencies 
corresponding to periods of 10 to 30 minutes with a gap ill the 1 to 2 
hour range. As shown by Pierson and Moore (1972) the size of the cells 
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Table 4.5 Special Weather Ship Observations from PAPA and CHARLIE 
DATE GMT DIRECTIONS RANGE SPEEDS RANGE RECORD SHIP 
D /M / Y START KNOTS KNOTS LENGTH MIN 
13/ 6/73 1333 276-301° 26° 18-24 7 20 P 
4/ 8/73 1700 245-250° 6° 22-24 3 15 P 
5/ 8/73 1615 225-230° 6° 12-14 3 20 P 
8/ 8/73 1540 227-249° 23° 6:-12 7 20 P 
9/ 9/73 1920 100-160° 61° 4-7 4 21 C 
17/ 9/73 1510 350- 10° 21° 10-13 4 11 C 
4/12/73 1640 261-271° 11° ' 23-28 6 20 P 
5/12/73 1550 328-336° 9° 38-46 9 20 P 
10/12/73 1425 145-161° 17° 22-28 7 20 p 
24/ 1/74 1740 274-284° 11° 36-46 11 20 p 
25/ 1/74 1707 217-230° 14° 18-22 5 14 P 
27/ 1/74 1840 251-260° 10° 25-30 6 20 p 
29/ 1/74 1720 45- 58° 14° 9-11 3 20 P 
31/ 1/74 1550 304-320° 16° 22-33 12 20 P 
1/ 2/74 1710 215-223° 9° 29-32 4 20 P 
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Table 4.6 Selected statistics of special weather sh~p observations. 
Units are knots and (knots)2 and degrees. 
NORM PAR TOTAL 
DATE V X VAR VAR VAR 
9/ 9/73 5.2 1280 1.8 0.6 2.4 
7/12/73 25.1 1530 4.5 2.9 7.4 
24/ 1/74 40.9 2800 3.6 4.0 7.6 
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(neglecting the effects of area) the equivalent of 1.6 to 3 hour 
averages for 15 knot Winds, of 19 to 38 minute averages for 25 
knot winds and of 13 to 27 minute averages for 35 knot winds since this 
is the amount of time required for an eddy, based on Taylor's hypothesis., 
to be advected over a distance equal to a cell dimension at the wind 
speed indicated. 
From Table 4.4, there is not much difference between the values 
tabulated for the three different types of ships. A much larger 
Sample could probably show that they stratify according to the method 
of measurement. For the purposes here, the three types will be pooled 
into the category of transient ships, and weighted averages of the 
total variance using the sample size, N, for each wind speed range 
will be used. The weighted average for types B, C and D from 0 to 10 
knots is 27; for 10 to 20 knots, it is 65; for 20 to 30 knots, it is 
102; and for greater than 30 knots it is 237. 
The variance total introduced by the analysis procedure is 
14 to 23 (knots)2 depending on wind speed ranges. One half of these 
values plus the variance totals from Table 4.6 yield 12.4 for the 
o to 10 knot r&lge, 21.5 for the 20 to 30 knot range and 14 for the 
greater than 30 knot range. If the value of R is chosen to be 0.5, 
then the total variance of the formal and parallel error components 
for weather ships would be one third of the weighted averages for 
types B C and D as given in the preceding paragraph. 
If, then, R = 0.5, the weighted BCD variances must be divided 
by 1.5 to obtain the variances of the transient ship wind errors. 
These transient ship variances in turn must be divided by two to get 
the variances of the weather ship wind errors. For the synoptic 
errors, the variances of the weather ship errors must be subtracted 











Also since the tables showed that the normal wind error component 
variance was about 21% greater than the parallel wind error component 
variance, the totals must be divided by 2.21 to get the parallel 
error component and the normal component is then the total mi'nus 
this amount. 
The results of these assumptions, and of the calculations that 
they imply, are shown in Table 4.7. Additional tabl,es for other 
values of R, say, 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.7 could easily be generated. 
These kinds of errors in the presently available meteorological 
techniques for specifying the winds over the ocean exceed the User 
Agency Working Group's requirements for SEASAT-A in that the 
standard deviations imply errors in directions exceeding:!: 20° for low 
winds and errors in speed exceeding:!: 2 meters per second (:!: 4 knots) 
for winds under 40 knots for all but the weather ships. The require-
ment for SEASAT-A is thus for a remote sensing system for measuring 
winds as good as, if not' better than, a weather ship near every cell 
scanned by the instrument. 
Table 4.4 also shows that the inability to specify the direction 
of the wind in a PBL analysis produces larger normal components than 
parallel components to the error vector. The cross isobar flow, 
determined by the friction in the lower layers,of the atmosphere is 
thus a source of difficulty in defining the wind field. The same 
proportions; namely 1.21 to 1.00 have been used in all three categories 
for Table 4.7. 
The results of the withheld weather ship analysis and of the 
limited sets of one minute average winds over timed intervals from 
11 to 21 minutes are not completely consistent. Effects such as the 
differences in anemometer exposure from one weather ship to another, 
of less than one minute averages in the reports, if they occur, and 
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of sample size all compound to make the estimation (in a statistical 
sense) of the errors in using a weather ship observation of the wind 
and interpolating it to a given cell in an 5193 scanning pattern very 
difficult. The results of Chapter 8 Suggest for example that the 
errors for light winds should be sonewhat larger than those given in 
Table 4.7 for weather ships. 
The histograms in Figures 4.33, 4.34, and 4.35 can be reinterpreted 
in terms of Table 4.7. If the variances of the errors in weather ship 
measurements are half those of transient ship, than the total variances 
:for Type + must be reduced by the amounts given in the first column of 
Table 4.7. The magnitudes of the wind speed errors then scale according 
to (5.73/78.9)~, (94.4/128.4)~ and (223.6/301.6)~ which equal 0.85, 
0.86, and 0.86 respectively. The largest value in Fi~ure 4.34 is then 
38 knots. 
Moreover, in the analysis. of S193 data, the problem ariSes of 
whether or not the quality of the backscatter data can be demonstrat~d 
given these kinds of errors in the meteorologically determined winds 
that serve as the surface truth for this experiment. Strangely enough, 
this is still possible, and the results of the analysis of 5193 data to 
follow are most encouraging. 
AMtti-'ll1a1 Considerations of Synoptic Wind Field Analyses. The 
above analysis provides a procedure for the immediate improvement of 
wind field analyses in the PBL. In the presently used procedure, if a 
weather ship is used at a grid pOint, no other ship is used. If a 
Type B is llsed, no other is used, and so on. Once the error statistics 
of weather shipl:> are found, then properly weighted linear combinations 
of the vector winds reported by every ship that C,3.U influence a 




that wind. For two ships of the same quality, the error is reduced 
to 70% of that of one ship alone. For four ships, it would be 
reduced to one half that of one ship alone, and so on. 
The withheld data analysis technique can be, extended to Type C 
(or Type D or Type +), ships replacing Type B ships, Type D (or Type +) 
replacing Type C, and no ship (Type +) replacing Type D. The 
information gained would be particularly useful in defining the 
errors present in synoptic analysis procedures for less traveled 
parts of the ocean far from the locations of the weather ships. The 
error estimates in Table 4.6 will probably turn out to be the smallest 
that will be found and large areas of the ocean will have errors in 
the winds over them that are greater than those tabulated. 
Documentation of Theory used in the Error Analysis. The 
statistical model used in the error analysis follows the theoretical 
developments of Rapp (1952), Crutcher (1957), Crutcher (1962) and 
Crutcher and Moses (1963). The techniques in these references will 
also allow the theory to be extended to include measurements by 
SEASAT-A of the vector wind. The application of these techniques is 
illustrated by the upper wind charts prepared by Crutcher and Bailey 
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TABLE 4.7 ,Estimates of the Errors of the Vector Wind for Weather Ships, 
Transient Ships, and Synoptic Analyses for Various Wind Speed Ranges. 
WEATHER SHIP TRANSIENT SHIP I SYNOPTIC 
Total PAR PAR NORM NORM Total PAR PAR NORM NORM Total PAR PAR NORM 
VAR VAR SD VAR SD VAR VAR SD VAR SD VAR VAR SD VAR 
9 4.1 2 4.9 2.2 18 8.1 2.9 9.9 3.1 34.9 15.8 4 19.1 
21.7 9.8 3.1 11.9 3.4 43.3 19.6 4.4 23.7 4.9 57.2 25.9 5.1 31.3 
34 15.4 3.9 18.6 4.3 68 30.7 5.5 37.3 6.1 94.4 42.7 6.5 51. 7 
79 35.7 6 43.2 6.6 158 71.5 8.5 86.5 9.3 223.6 101 10 122 
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FIGURE 4.33 HISTOGRAM OF THE MAGNITUDE OF THE 
VECTOR WIND ERROR FOR TYPE +; 224 VALUES, 10 
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FIGURE 4.34 HISTOGRAM OF THE MAGNITUDE OF THE VECTOR 
WIND ERROR FOR TYPE +; 197 VALUES, 20 TO 30 KNOTS. 
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CHAPTER 5 THE MERGING OF THE METEOROLOGICAL, 
OCEANOGRAPHIC AND 6193 DA~. 
RECAPITULATION 
As described in Chapters 2, 3, and 4, there eventually came a 
time when the S193 data were believed to be correct, and the meteoro-
logical and oceanographic data had been assembled and analysed. The 
next step was to merge the two data sets for the final data analysis 
steps that were still to come. At this stage of the analysis, the 
effects of variations of incident angle were still rIot corrected for. 
Also, attenuation had not been computed and the effects of wind 
direction relative to the pOinting direction of the radar beam had not 
been treated. 
APPENDlX A 
Appendix A contains tables for every useful 8193 pass during 
SKYLAB. The merged data for each pass are given in the order in which 
the pass is tabulated in Table 3.1. The data for both ITNC and CTNC 
passes are given in similar formats. 
The heading on the page for the pass gives the DOY, the date, 
the type of pass and the location. The columns give the scan number, 
the incidence ,angle, the backscatter values in db for VV, HIl, VIi, and 
HV, the vertically and,horizontally polarized antenna temperatures in 
degrees absolute, the aspect angle of the wind in degrees, the wind 
speed in meters per second, the sea surface temperature in degrees 
celsius, the time of the measurement, the latitude and longitude of the 
ce:ll center (where - means west of Greenwich), and a data flag. Nearly 
all of the tabulated values are self explanatory except the values of 
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The azimuth angle and the aspect angle allow the wind direction to 
be referred to true north and to the pOinting direction of the radar 
beam. The azimuth angle gives the direction toward which the radar 
beam was pOinting at the time of the measurement. For example, on DOY 
156-1 (June 5, 1973), scan numbers 2.1 through 8.5 show azimuth angles 
near 132°, which for a southbound in track noncontiguous pass is correct 
fOr a pass over the Gulf of Mexico. Zero degrees aspect angle is 
defined to be upwind, and positive angles are clockwise relative to 
upWind. 
o 133.7 • 
The wind direction for scan number 2.1 (from which) is therefore 
The aspect angles vary from -179.9° to +179.9°, where those 
near zero degrees are for upwind, those near % 180° are for downwind. 
The data £lag can be a (1), a (2), a (4), or a (-2). A (1) 
represents land in a portion of the cell; a (2) means the cell is near 
land, a (4) represents rain and a (-2) means that some undetermined 
local phenomenon is occurring. For most analyses, these pOints were 
excluded from further analysis. 
For the·ITNC passes, the cells for the different incidence angles 
form groups of five all at nearly the same point except for the 50° 
incidence angle, which is slightly displaced from the other four. For 
example for D~ 156-1, the latitudes and longitudes for scan numb~rs 
3.2, 4.3, 5.4 and 6.5 are within 0.05 degrees latitude and 0.17 degrees 
longitude of each other, and scan number2.l is slightly displaced 
relative to the other four. For the CTNC passes, every cell is separate 
and distinct from all of the others. 
As explained in Chapter 3, the passive microwave temperatures were 
no~ good for all SKYLAB 4 passes because of the damage to the antenna. 
These remaining data were nevertheless processed and useful results were 
obtained. 
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THE PURPOSE OF THE TABULATIONS 
A study of this nature eventually reduces to the study of grouped 
sets of numbers obtaihed from various sources and manipulated accord-
ing to the present theoretical understanding of what was measured. The 
data in'Appendix A represent nearly all of the data needed for deter-
mining the relationship between winds and radar backscatter as measured 
by SKYLAB. The values tabulated are relatively untouched by theoretical 
manipulations at this stage of the presentation. The backscatter 
values have been corrected for the effects of the departure of the space-
craft from z local vertical, but the variability of the nominal incidence 
angles is still preserved. 
In this form, it is possible for theories other than those actually 
used to be tested aga.inst the data, and should additional sources o.f 
meteorological data or other ways to analyse the meteorological data 
become available, these tables would be a good place to start in any 
reanalysis of the 8KYLAB 8193 data. These tables represent, by them-
selves, a significant achievement of EPN 550, Since, of course, they 
are the only presently available measurements of radar backscatter from a 
spacecraft. Compared to the measurements that may eventually become 
available from 8EASAT-A, they form a relatively small sample, but even 
this sample is much bigger than is available from many years of effort 
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CHAPTER 6 BACKSCATTER THEORY, lolAVE SPECTRA, 
BACKSCATrER MEASUREMENTS, AND WAVE MEASUREMENTS 
,. 
Introduction. The measurement and theoretic.al understanding of 
the very short waves on the sea surface as a function of wind speed 
and direction and the measurement and theoretical understanding of 
radar backscatter as a func.tion of wind speed and direction are strongly 
i*terrelated. Prior to the research of Wright (1968) there was not 
~ch of an effort to connect the properties of waves on water to the 
measurement of radar backscatter. In this section, the interaction of 
the above four aspects of the problem will be treated from 1968 to the 
present. 
There are three different kinds of radar backsca.tter theories to 
be considered in this discussion. One applies for nadir angles near 
zero; that is with the antenna pOinting straight down. The other two 
apply for nadir angles of about 30°, or more, and are called Bragg 
scattering theories, or Rayleigh-Rice theories, as given for example in 
Rice (1951). Although of great theoretical interest, those theories for 
radar backscatter for nadir angles near zero are not particularly 
important in efforts to study the data from S193 on Skylab. The response 
to wind speed of the radar backscattering cross section is strongest 
and most useful for nadir angles greater than about 30°. For this 
reason, the near nadir angle theories will not be treated in this 
discussion except to note that examples can be found in articles by Bass 
and Bacharov (1958), Chia (1968), Fung and Chan (1973, 1975a), and Jackson (1974). 
Bragg scattering theory in its simplest form, as in Rice (1951), for 
example, involves only the spectrum of the waves evaluated at a specific 
value of the vector wave number spectrum wnere the vector component has 
the value, 2ko sin e as evaluated in the direction of the pOinting vector 
of the electromagnetic wave. In this expression, ko is the wave number of 




There are various extensions of the Bragg scattering theory. Some 
consider the higher order extensions of the theory involving sums and 
di.fferences of the wave numbers involved, multiple reflections from. the 
sea surface, and other effects. The extension that seems to have 
provided the most useful results is the composite theory that tilts the 
surface on which the shorter ocean waves are riding according to the 
probability density function of the slopes of the larger waves. 
This review will concentrate on X-band and K -band radar backscatter, 
u 
and in particular on backscatter for 8.9 and 13.9 GHz radio waves. For 
these two frequencies the radio waves are 3.37 and 2.15 em long, and at a 
300 nadir angle, 2ko sin e = ko' It is, therefore, important to know 
about the spectrum of waves on the sea surface with lengths near these 
values. The slopes of portions of the sea surface of dimensions, say 10 
to 100 times larger than these values, that is, about 20 centimeter~ to 
four meters are also important if slopes are to be considered in an 
improved theory. Of course, as the nadir angle, e, varies from angles 
less than 30°, for example 250 or so, up to angles like 60°, the wave 
number given by 2ko sin e varies, and values that correspond tl'l the 
wavelengths from 4 em to 1.25 em are the result. 
There are some differences in the definitions of the wave spectra 
involved between the oceanographic literature and the radar literature. 
In the radar literature a factor of rr seems to be omitted, and the 
spectrum is treated as a double sided function, such as would arise from 
the inversion of a typical covariance function for the sea surface, 
instead of a single sided function. These features are usually thoroughly 
taken care of in exact derivat.ions that use oceanographic representations 
for the wave spectrum. 
A First Attempt. The work of Wright (1968) was strongly influenced 
by the work of 0'. 1-1. Phillips (1966), as sunmarized in the book, "The 
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dimensional analysis of the properties of waves from which it was 
concluded than an equilibrium range existed for gravity waves &ld 
for capillary waves. According to this theory, the wave number 
spectrum that should be used in radar theory would be given by 
equation (6.1) where the symbol, K, represents the magnitude of the 
vector wave number. 
W(k) = BK-4 (6.1) 
If an isotropic spectrum is assumed, then K is given by equation 
(6.2). 
(6.2) 
There are some semantic differences between the concept of an 
equilibrium spectrum and a saturation spectrum, but Wright interpreted 
Phillips' work to mean that over a large range of wind speeds the 
spectrum was of the form given by equation (6.1), and assumed that the 
spectrum was isotropic, that is completely independent of wind direction, 
so that the second equation could be substituted into the first equation. 
The only remaining unknown constant in such an expression for the 
spectrum is the value of B, and on the basis of the material found in 
Phillips it assumed that the value of B was 6 x -3 w~s 10 for gra'Vi ty 
waves and 1. 5 -2 capillary waves. x 10 for the 
The first order Bragg scattering equation for the normalized radar 
backscattering coefficient for vertical polarization is given by 
equation (6.3) where e is the nadir angle and a vv is a not-too-rapid1y 
varying function of the dielectric constant, e, and the nadir angle. 
4 4 
= 41Tkocos e a vv W(K, K) x y (6.3) 
In this context, then, once all of these assumptions are granted, and 
if the equilibrium range for what is loosely referred to as capillary 
waves with wavelengths such as those mentioned immediately above can be 
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! p , 
would apparently be solved. The substitution of th~ equation for the 
wave spectrum into the equation for radar backscatter, with Kx = 2kosine 
in this particular case for aD , yields equation (6.4). 
vv 
o -3, 4 (1v v = 3. 75'11 x 10 (X v v cot e (6.4) 
If the capillary spectrum saturates, and if it saturates for a 
relatively low wind speed, then this equation states that the radar 
backscattering cross section depends only upon the dielectric constant 
of sea water, and the nadir angle. In the above equation, the value of 
B is that that would be obtained for "saturated" capillary waves. Guinard 
(1969), for example, gives a similar equation (his equation 8) evaluated 
for gravity waves. Since the ratio of the saturation value for capillary 
waves to that for gravity waves, according to these assumptions, is 
-3 -3 15/6, the constant 1.5 x 2 has been increased to 3.75 x 10 • 
Both Wright (1968) and Guinard (1969) accepted the idea that the radar 
backscattering cross section at X-band saturated for a quite low wind 
speed and did not increase above this wind speed. At the time of the 
preparatiOn of the second reference, Guinard (1969) concluded that: 
"Lastly, the data collected with the X-band system 
at 30 0 grazing angle have been used to determine an 
... 
optimistic estimate of the variation of RCS" with wind 
and a conservative estimate of the wind speed at which 
saturation occurs. The results have shown that the 
saturation condition, defined to hold in the region 
where the RCS varies as the square root of the wind, applies 
for winds in excess of ten knots. This is indicated by the 
fact that the increase in RCS for an increase of wind from 
the 10 knot to the 48 knot wind condition is approximately 
3 dB. Further experiments are planned to further explore the 
critical region in the wind speed range from 5 to 20 knots." 
(A grazing angle of 300 corresponds to a nadir angle of 60°). 
The data and measurements at 8.9 gigahertz at the time of the 
presentation of this paper were a very strong indication that the 
measurement of radar backscattering cross section would not depend very 
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R~\DAR SEA RETURN 
FREQUENCY: 8910 MHz 
POLARIZATION: VERTI CAL 
• 40Kts (SNOW) (6) 
'.0 46 -48Kts ( II ) 
37 -40Kts ( 14) 
o 35-39Kts (13) 
- 29 Kts .(20) 
o 22 Kts ( 18) 
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FIGURE 6.1 VERTICAL POLARIZATION BACKSCATTER AT 8.91 GHz ACCORQING 
TO GUINARD (1969). 
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RADAR SEA RETURN 
FREQUENCY: 8910MHz 
POLARIZATION: HORIZONTAL 
• 40Kts (SNOW) (6) 
o 46-48Kts (II) 
• 37 -40 Kts (!4) o 35 -39 Kts (l3) 
• 29 Kts (20) 
o 22Kts (IS) 
x 5 Kts (17) 
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FIGURE 6.2 HORIZONTAL POLARIZATION BACKSCATTER AT a.91GHz ACCORDING 
TO GUINARD (:969). 






















Also a plausible explanation of an increase in the slope of the sea 
surface with wind speed as observed by Cox and Munk (1954) was obtained 
within the saturation theory by letting the high wave numb!'( part of the 
wave number spectrum grow toward higher wave numbers with increasing 
wind speed. 'rhe expression fOr the slope integrated over direction has 
a iogarithmic singularity which allowed an explanation of an apparent 
increase. in sea surface slope~ 
Additional efforts to measure radar backscatter had been initiated 
by NASA, and at the conference where the report by Guinard (1969) was 
given, an analysis of the larger graVity wave conditions and the winds 
that were observed over the oceans for a range of conditions encountered 
during a mission based at Shannon Ireland and called Mission 88, was 
given by Cardone (1969). Moore and Bradley (1969) reported on the analysis 
of the radar data obtained with a 13.3 GHz (K -band) fan beam Doppler u . 
radar on Missions 70 and 88 of this program. 
The fan beam Doppler, which had calibration problems, had obtained 
the shape of the backscatter curve, aO as a function of e for a fixed 
vv 
wind speed, However, the absolute level of the measurements fluctuated 
from one measurement set for one wind speed to another measurement set 
for a second wind speed by as much as 10 decibels. It had long been 
recognized that at nadir the backscattering cross section decreases with 
increasing wind speed and that at higher angles such as 30°, or greater, 
it increased with increasing wind speed. It was assumed that all the 
cvrves at different wind speeds crossed over at a nadir angle of about 
10° and the relative shapes of these backscattering curves as normalized 
were compared for wind speeds varying from 12.5 to 49 knots for upwind 
for Missions 88 and 70 and for upwind and crosswind for Mission 88. The 
data that were available were for wind speeds of 49, 31, 26, 13, and 
lZ.5 knots. For upwind measurements at a 35° nadir angle, Moore and 
Bradley reported a backscatter increase of 14 decibels, and for cross-















































speeds from 12.5 to 49 knots. The upwind difference between 12.5 and 49 
knots differed from the crosswind difference by 3 or 4 decibels with the 
upwind value e~ceeding the crosswind value. Since 49/12.5 is 3.92, or 
5.9 decibels, the 11 decibels in the backscatter suggest a backscatter 
dependence on the wind speed proportional to the 1.86 power. 
The conclusions of Moore and Bradley (1969) are quoted below. 
"1. At 13.3 GHz the shape of the scattering coefficient versus 
angle curve is truly dependent upon wind speed, with a difference in the 
ratio of 35° scattering coefficient to 10° scattering coefficient of 
more than 10 db for the wind speed range from 12 to 50 knots." 
"2. Experimental error is sufficient that the absolute level of 
the curves must be established by better experiments. Hopefully, these 
can be conducted during the spring of 1970. Even with the error of 
measurement, however, the measured "absolute" value of scattering co-
efficient at 35° increases with increasing wind speed." 
"3. The difference between the measureme~t made by the Naval 
Research Laboratory at 9 GHz and the NASA MSC aircraft at 13.3 GHz must 
be resolved. The Naval Research Laboratory measurements indicate a 
variation with wind speed of about 3 db over the same range where the 
NASA measurements indicate a variation of more than 10 db. Although it 
is possible that part of this may be due to differences in technique 
and calibration, a real difference due to this relatively small range of 
frequencies (a 50% increase over the 9 GHz) may exist." 
A Model with Wind Speed Dependence. The next effort that tried to 
relate backscatter to the wave spectrum was that of Valenzuela, Laing and 
Daley (1971). The radar backscattering measurements as described by 
Guinard (1969), and available to these authors, covered nadir angles that 
ranged from 15° to 85° and included the angles, 30°, 45°, 60°, 70°, and 
80°, in addition to the first two angles mentioned. There were four 
different frequencies available for the radars at 428 MHz, 1.228 GHz, 
4.455 GHz, and 8.91 Gaz. The radar wavelength are, for these frequencies, 
70 em, 24 om, 6.73 om, and 3.37 om. By use of the Bragg scattering 
condition, namely K = 2ko sin e , and with the variations in the angles 
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mentioned above, wave lengths from 135 em to 1.7 em can be sensed in 
the wave spectrum, if the assumption of the theory is correct; namely, 
that the first order Bragg scattering theory dete,rmines the radar 
backscatter completely. 
Since the wave number spectrum has the dimensions of cm-4 , and 
isotrophy is assumed, one can write equation (6.5). There is a constant 
needed that is assumed to be a universal constant. In this form, the 
quantity to be determined is V, and it is assumed to be a constant that 
does not vary aver the entire range of wave numbers in the spectrum • 
The dimensional analysis with L for length and T for time of the above 
equation is given below in equation (6.6). This shows that the analysis 
is dimensionally consistent. 
(6.7) 
-v 2v 4-1) 
w(K) = Ag U K (6.5) 
L-v 2v -4 -4 
( -2V) (12V) t-v-) = L T 'T 1. (6.6) 
Valenzuela, Laing and Daley SOIVEld equation (6.3) to obtain equation 
(10 
w 
W(K) =--~--4 4 47Tko cos C( vv 
(6.7) 
The backscatter measurements were used to determine the value of V 
in equation (6.5). The spectrum that finally resulted was of the form 
given by equation (6.8). 
W(K) = AU 0.64 -0.32 -3.68 
19.5 g K (6.8) 
This representation for the vector wave number spectrum still has no 
azimuthal angle dependence, and one would still use equation (6.2), given 
previously, in this equation in order to describe the variation of the 
spectrum as a function of two orthogonal wave numbers. With no azimuthal 
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angle dependence in this representation, 
it follows that the radar 
0.5 
backscattering cross section grows sligh
tly faster than U ; that is, 
o 0.64 
(j "" U 
where the wind is measured at about 19 or
 20 meters above the sea surface. 
A study of the 4ata tabulated by Valenzu
ela, Laing and Daley (1971) 
suggests some interesting features. For
 example, the crosswind measurements 
provided a different constant then the up
wind-downwind measurements. There 
are indications that the upwind-downwind 
values for the constants that 
were determined were nearly double the c
orresponding constants for cross-
wind for many of the data sets. This fe
ature indicates the possibility 
of ani so trophy in the data but it was no
t highlighted in the analysis 
carried out by the authors of the study. 
Fan Beam Doppler at Ku-Band. Meanwhile, 
Bradley (1971) had completed 
an analYSis of a much larger set of data
 obtained with the fan beam 
Doppler system, subject to the condition that the cu
rves for crO could be 
vv 
normalized to an angle of 100. He deter.m
ined the constants A and B in 
equation (6.10) for several different values of e 
over a range of wind 
speeds and for upwind and crosswind cond
itions. The winds were referred 
to a height of 19.5 meters, and the surfa
ce truth, in general, was 
provided by Cardone, who analyzed the win
d data obtained at the time of 
the various flights. The range of wind 
speeds involved varied from 6 to 33 
knots (3.08 to 17 meters per second). The values 
for A and B for different 
nadir angl~s and for upwind and crosswin
d conditions as obtained by 








In antilog form, equation (6.10) transforms to equation (6.11). 
crO = 10A/10 UB/ 10 
vv 
(6.11) 
The results of Bradley are not in agreement with the results of Valenzuela, 
Laing and Daley (1971). If they are correct, they show that the higher the 
nadir angle, the stronger the power law. The table also shows that there 
is a difference between crosswind conditions and upwind conditions. These 
particular featu''"e:3 cannot possibly be derived frDnl a wave number spectrum 
such as the one assumed by equations (6.2) and (6.8). For these equations, 
if· first order Bragg scattering is correct, the exact same power law ['!'~'1tld 
be observed with any frequency radar. 
A Study of the Wave Spectrum. Pierson and Stacy (1973) undertook the 
study of wave data and the oceanographic literature in order to define the 
wave spectrum at high frequencies and high wave numbers, as well as the full 
range of the wave spectrum as might be observed on the open ocean. For 
their purposes, the wave number spectrum can be defined as equati(\~.l (6.12). 
* §ill. [. co S (k, 4») = '" 1 + ~ an cos (6.12) 
for 0 < It < co 
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This spectrum has the property that its integral as given by equation 
(6.13) equals the total variance of the wavy·surface. 
tI1o=r 
')0 
rt'/2 S * (k, ~) k d k d ~ 
')."'/2 
(6.13) 
Fully developed wind seas with no swell waves traveling in directions 
outside of 900 to the wind direction were assumed in the analysis. Under 
certain assumptions, if follows that equation (6.14) can be obtained, 
(6.14) 
and this, in turn, if wave number and frequency can be related by the 
dispersion equation, can be calculated from records of the rise and fall of 
the waV'; sea surface at a pOint. Also some idea of the total contribution 
to the slopes and curvatures of the sea surface can be obtained from 
k~S(k) and k4S(k). 
As a part of this study, wave spectral data for waves measured in 
wind water tunnels were assembled and analyzed. The data were from a 
study conducted at NYU, from meaSUl.'ements by Toba (1973), and from a study 
by Sutherland (1967). These data were used to study that portion of the 
wave frequency. spectrum from five hertz (f = wI 217) upward to a viscous 
cut off frequency that was wind speed dependent. There were a total of 67 
spectra available for values of u* that ranged from 3.3 centimeters per 
second to 170.2 centimeters per second. These friction velocities correspond 
to winds at an elevation of 19.5 meters above the sea surface that would 
vary from 3.5 meters per second to over 28 meters per second. The lengths 
of the fetch in the various ~nnd water tunnels varied from about 2 meters 
to over 18 meters. 
At that time, it was believed that the gravity wave spectrum behaved 
like equation (6.15) at high frequencies. 
S(w) = a.g2 /w5 (6.15) 
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From the dispersion relationship for gravity waves, namely ~ = gk, it 
follows that equation (6.16) can be obtained. 
3 S(k) = cd 2k 
-3 * In this equation, the constant ~was given as 8.1 x 10 • 
(6.16) 
The region of interest was called the capillary wave spectrum, 
although surface tension does not completely determine the dispersion 
relationship for these waves and Mitsuyasu and Honda (1974) questioned 
the terminology. But, nevertheless it was assumed that the capillary 
wave spectrum was given by equation (6.17) in wave number form. 
S(k) = B/k3 (6.17) 
The dispersion relation for all waves can be given by equation (6.18). 
(6.18) 
where T is the surface tension, the p density and g the acceleration of 
gravity. The appropriate root of the cubic in k that results from the 
square of equation (6.18) yields an inverse solution for k as a function 
of w suggested by equation (6.19) 0 
k = k(w) 
~from S(k)dk it is then possible to obtain equation (6.20) as a 
candidate for the frequency function for the wave spectrum. 
-3 SeW) = B (k(w) ) dk(W) d dw • W 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
Given the estimate of the spectrum in this frequency range, as in 
it. 
sew; u*, F) for different friction velocities and fetches. The quantity 




A 3 S(w, u'.!-, F) (k(w» F) = .. (6.21) 
«(Xj2) (dk(w)/dw 
in equation (6.3) has nothing to do with this tl, nor with the 
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If the assumptions are correct, H(w, u*, F) should be a constant over a 
range of W from about 1011 to 3011, or so. Finally from this quantity by 
integrating over a range of frequencies wherE~ the function appears to be 
constant, the quantity given by equation (6.22) can be computed. 
D(u*, F) F)dW (6.22) 
The quantity D(u*, F) is a number for each one of the 67 spectra available 
in the study. 
Pierson and Stacy (1973) were making a mistake in the analysis at 
this point that was not realized until a year or so later. Nevertheless, 
the quantity, D(u*, F), was calculated and shown to be independent of the 
different fetches. The spectrum for this range of frequencies was then 
defined to be equation (6.23) 
(6.23) 
with D(u*) defined to be equal to equation (6.24) for u* greater than 12 em 
per second. 
(6.24) 
The results were plotted in a number of different ways and discussed 
in the report. One of these ways is shown here in Figure 6.3. The most 
interesting feature of this particular plot is probably the four order 
of magnitude increase in the value of Dtu) that occurs roughly as a friction 
velocity of 12 centimeLcrs per second is reached. This was interpreted to 
be the onset of the generation of these high frequency waves. It indicates 
that backscatter measurement should drop off very sharply below a threshold 
wind speed of approximately 3.5 meters per second over the ocean since the 
Bragg scatterers will not be generated for wind speed less than this. The 
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FIGURE 6.3 D( u*) VERSUS u* (FROM PIERSON AND STACY 
( 1973»). DATA FROM AN EARLIER BACKSCATTER 
THEORY. HAVE BEEN OMITTED. 


































second important feature of this plot is that the quantity, D(u*), 
continues to increase by a considerable amount after the frictional 
velocity exceeds the value of 12 cm per second. For u* ranging from 
12 to approximately 190 em per second, the quantity D(u*) varied from 
2:5 to approximately 60. On a double log plot, the curve is not 
quite straight so that the analysis does not yield a straightforward 
power law. However, the range indicated yields an 11 db increase in 
U* and a 14 db increase in D(u*) which imply, in a crude sense, a 
power law dependence of u to the 1.25 power. *.--
In forming the function H(&); u*, F), the actual form of the 
function was graphed for a number of different values of u*, and the 
result of this operation is shown in ]l'igure (6.4) for values of the 
friction velocity ranging from about 57 to 169. The feature that was 
missed in the analysis was clearly shown in this set of plots. The 
curve for the lowest value of u* slopes downward with increasing W, 
and the curves in the middle lie half way between this downward slope 
and the decidedly upward slope of the values graphed for the highest 
value of u*. If the function, H(W; u*, F), had been fitted by a 
straight line between W 1 and WN as
 shown on this figure, its slope 
would have changed with an increase in u* from a negative slope to a 
positive slope. The difficulty in seeing this feature, which is now 
obvious on the basis of the results of others, can in part be attributed 
to the high degree of sampling variability in the spectral estimates, as 
indicated by the length of the 90% confidence interval shown on the figure. 
Pierson and Stacy were also concerned with the fact that the wave 
number spectrum had to be anisotropic. Stated in another way, equation 
(6.2) given much earlier, could not possibly hold at these frequencies, 
and an attempt was made to determine something about the coeffiCients, a , n 
in equation (6.12). Even now, this particular Fourier series is not well 
known for waves with these wavelengths, and it is increasingly more 
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wave numbers and frequencies. However, from the study of the data 
obtained by Bradley and the Cox and Munk (1954) study of sea surface 
glitter patterns and probability distribution functions, it was 
possible to obtain two estimates of the coefficient a1 in equation 
(6.12). The data from Cox and Munk are the result of certain integral 
operations on the spectrum given by equation (6.12) in which for up-
wind and downwind, it is multiplied by k2(cos cp)2 and for crosswind, 
2 2 it is multiplied by k (sin cp) • Similarly, for the upwind, downwind 
and crosswind values in the results obtained by Bradley to be different, 
the value of aI' at least, has to change. The results of this part of 
the analysis were that the quantity a l was wind speed dependent and 
increased from approximately 0.32 to 0.5 as u* varied from 12 to 150 
based on the data from Bradley. Based on the glitter measurements of 
Cox and Munk, a l increased from 0.1 near 12 em per second to approxi-
mately 0.4 near 150 em per second. 
Even at this time, there were data available in the oceanographic 
literature, that, if interpreted properly, might have shed more light on 
the interrelationship between wave spectra and radar backscatter. Two 
reports of great importance are those of Leykin and Rosenberg (1970) and 
Kondo, Fujinawa, and Naito (1973). Both of these studies showed graphs 
of the frequency spectrum SeW), or S(f), as the case may be, for different 
wind speeds. The study by Kondo et. ale is more readily available, and 
reference to it shows, for example, in Figure 3 of that paper, that the 
frequ~ucy spectrum in the high frequency portion of the wind generated 
wave spectrum lies substantially above the proposed asymptomatic form 
2 -5 given by a. g W Moreover, the growth of the spectrum is gre~f;:er at the 
higher frequencies than at the lower frequencies over the range of interest. 
In addition, both of these studies indicate that there is no saturation 
in this portion of the frequency spectrum. The study b~ Sutherland (1967) 
also indicated that there was no saturation in the spectrum. The 
conclusion of Kondo et. ale can be quoted as follows: 
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"However, our field results do not indicate the 
capillary saturation limit, at least within the range 
of winds encountered (about 1 to 16 meters per second 
measured at a height of 10 meters).11 
The appropriate quote from Sutherland (1967) is: 
liThe present data do not show a true equilibrium 
range as predicted by Phillips (1958).11 
More on Equation (6.5). Daley (1973) continued the analysis 
technique originally employed by Valenzuela et. ale (1971) using a 
much more extensive data set that employed the same four aifferent 
radars and the same set of nadir angles. The data set consisted of 
the v~lues used by Guinard (1969) obtained in 1969, values obtained 
in 1965, and a new set of values obtained in 1970 for wind speeds 
from 5.7 to 12.9 meters per second. The full range of wind speeds was 
from 5.7 to 24.2 meters per second. Still of the belief that radar 
backscattering could be e~plained by means of a first order Bragg 
scattering theory and the derivation summarized previously, Daley re-
solved these equations for the entire data set. However, a separate 
check was made of what the wind speed dependence of crO would be as a 
power law function of the wind speed. The conclusions of Daley can be 
summarized in 'two tables, and by some general statements based on these 
tables. Only the results for the 8.91 GHz radar are discussed. 
Table 6.2 based on the results of Daley (1973) gives the values of 
the power law that yields the best fit to the measured radar back scattering 
cross section in terms of a proportionality to the wind speed. Onlr 
values of wind speed greater than 5 meters per second were used. The 
l~ts of error, ± 2 standard deviations for the estimates of the mean 
values, that are given are ± 0.6. The power law dependence of crO on 
wind speed according to these results, and ignoring polarization for the 


































and if an error as large as
 two standard deviations is
 admitted as 
a possibility, the highest 
possible power law dependen
ce would be 
2.6 at 45° for crosswind cr
oss polarized return. For 
co-polarized 
returns, of the 18 values o
f 2 v tabulated, half of the
m equal or 
exceed one, and the values 
are not too strongly in disa
greement with 
Bradley (1971). The stronger dep
endence at crosswind compar
ed with 
Upwl.lid is strange, and does
 not seem to check with oth
er data. 
Still under the assumption 
that the wave number spectru
m had to 
be of the form given by equ
ation (6.5), ~ven these results w
ere further 
averaged and smoothed to yi
eld a value for 2 v in the 
equation for the 
spectrum wh:i.ch was supposed
 to hold over the full rang
e of wavelengths 
arid corresponding wave numb
ers mentioned above in the w
ork of Valenzuela 
eta ale (1971). Table 6.3 gives 
these values, and again the
 power law 
dependence of radar backsc
atter is roughly, according 
to these results, 
proportional to the square 
root of the wind speed with
 very small 
deviations from this variat
ion, depending upon whether
 the measurements 
were made upwind, downwind,
 or crosswind. The stronge
r wind speed 
dependence shown in Table 6
.2 was probably lost in the 
scatter of the 
values for the constant A i
n equation (6.5) • 
Table 6.2 Values of 2 V fro
m best fit of (j0 _ U
2 11 for U > 5 m/ s for 
X-band r;dar and for upwind
 (U), downwind (D), and crosswind (
C) 
measurements. Limits of e
rror equal to two standard 
deviations about 





Nadir Angle U D 
C U D C U 
D C 
3D" 0.3 0.4 1.1 
0.6 0.5 0.8 1.1 1.2 
1.7 
45° 0.8 1.0 1.2 
1.2 1.3 1.8 1.7 1.8 
2.0 
60° 0.6 0.4 0.4 









Table 6.3 Values for 2v for equation (6.5) 
Upwind 0.56 ± 0.3 
Downwind 0.46 ± 0.3 
Crosswind 0.39 ± 0.3 
Although it was noted that the use of the power laws in the first 
of these two tables would give a better fit to the data, the final set 




in db over a range of wind speeds from well under five meters per second 
to 24 meters per second for 8.91 gigahertz and for nadir angles of 30°, 
45° and 80°. These results are plotted in figure 9 of that reference 
an4 are well worth studying in the light of the review being undertaken 
here. The theoretical curves, of course, show an increase of only about 
3.5 db as the wind increases from 5 to 25 meters per second. The 
variation with wind speed is the same for all nadir angles and is obtained 
simply by displacing the same shaped curve up and down on the coordinate 
system. The data points scatter about the theoretical curves by as much 
as 20 db. In some places, some of the plotted values are 15 db higher 
than the corresponding pOint on the curve, and other plotted values are 
20. db lower than the corresponding points on the curve. The measured 
values for upwind conditions at a nadir angle of 80° are plotted as small 
diamonds in the figure. There are 20 values plotted. Of these 20 values, 
only four lie on the line and touch it. None lie over the line and the 
remainder average five or six db below the line. One pOint at a wind 
velocity of six meters per second is 15 db below the theoretical curve. 
Daley (1973) still believed in a theoretical upper bound to sea 
return and in an equilibrium spectrum. All of the wind speed power laws 
given have no indication of a wind speed above which they no longer 
apply. It is interesting to note that these weaknesses in the model show 
up in the tabulated data. The power law wind speed dependence is less 
and less as the radar wavelength increases, and becomes negligible for 
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The data analyzed by Daley (1973) was made readily available in 
its original form, and Claassen and Fung (1972) analyzed the data taken 
during different years separately to see if a different power law could 
be obtained. The results of this study are also found in Claassen, 
Fung, =-t_.~'!.~Q~72) ' .. A technique was developed to permit comparisons 
between two sets of data and to test the hypothesis that sets of data 
taken under different conditions such as, for example, a year apart, 
came from different populations. There were reasons to believe that 
Daley's results, especially those for upwind and downwind vertical 
polarization in Table 6.2, gave too low a power law. For the power law 
e~ponents of pooled sets of data, all but two of sixteen power laws 
exceeded one for four different nadir angles between 300 and 40°, and two 
polarizations and upwind and downwind. A further discussion of the 
matter can be found in Jackson (1974) and Daley (1973). 
More Measurements of Backscatter and Capillary Waves. As these 
studies were under way and being carried out, SKYLAB was being planned, 
~ld an Advanced Application Flight Experiment Program was being 
initiated. The radar scatterometer passive microwave part of 5193 on 
SKYLAB was also built for an aircraft version, with appropriate 
modifications, and independent observations of radar backscatter were 
obtained with this instrument as installed on an aircraft prior to, 
during, and after the SKYLAB experiment. Also new results on the high 
frequency part of the water wave spectrum as generated by the winds 
became available in papers by Mitsuyasu and Honda (1974, 1975). The 
wlnd tunnel used by Mitsuyasu and Honda was 80 centimeters high with 
available fetches from 105 to 825 em. The water in the tunnel was 38 em 
deep, leaving 42 em for the air over the water. 
Table 6.4 from Mitsuyasu and Honda shows the values of u* measured 
for each reference wind at the wind tunnel entrance at the different 
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The friction velocity, u*, increased with increasing fetch for the same 
reference wind speed in the wind water tunnel. The larger gravity waves 
grow down the fetl~h in such a tunnel, and the crests constrict the flow 
of the air between the top of the wind tunnel and the waves, thus, 
increasing the wind speeds over the waves and the stress of the wind on 
the water. It is very important to measure the profile of the wind 
over the wavy water surface at each fetch in order to correct for these 
e~fects in the analysis of the data. The various spectra that they 
published and the tabulated data about the different wave properties as 
a function of fetch clearly show that the capillary waves are growing 
as a function of the increase in u* and can be correlated very well with 
the locally measured values of this parameter. 
Table 6.4 Wind data (from Mitsuyasu and Honda (1974». 
U
r 
= reference wind tunnel wind at entrance. 
U m/s Station Fem u* em/s Zo em r 
105 14.9 -4 5.0 1 2.24xlO_3 2 225 22.2 2.40xlO_3 3 345 21.6 ~.94xlO_3 
5 585 21.6 3.05xlO_2 7 825 25.9 1. 47x10 
29.4 -3 7.5 1 105 1. 19x10 -3 
2 225 34.3 4. 79x10_2 3 345 44.9 2.97x10_2 5 585 49.6 4.28xlO_2 
7 825 50.5 7.49x10 
36.9 -5 10.0 1 105 4.07x10_2 2 225 51 .. 2 1.06x10_2 3 345 66.9 4.95x10_2 5 585 64.5 3.99x10_2 
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Continuation of Table 6.4 
U m/s Station F em u* em/s zo em U10 m/s r 
105 47.8 -3 12.5 1 1.67xlO_2 15.9 2 225 64.2 1.S3xlO_2 17.8 3 345 77 .1 :~.41xlO_2 19.3 
5 585 80.9 S,33xlO_2 19.9 
7 825 83.5 i'" '5OxlO 19.8 
,,~ 
15.0 1 105 79.6 -2 22.7 1.0,' ~10 
2 225 109.0 -2 25.4 8.76x15 
3 345 126.4 1.63x10-1 27.5 
5 585 157.2 3.83xlO-l 30.9 
7 825 179.6 6.l5x10- l 33.2 
Figure 6.5 from Mitsuyasu and Honda show the frequency spectra of the 
waves at the longest fetch and for the largest u* values for each reference 
wind. The spectra correspond to winds at 10 meters in the free atmosphere 
ranging from 7.2 to 33.2 meters per second. If the fetches had been longer 
and the waves for the gravity wave portion of the spectrum had continued 
to grow, it would be expected that some of the oscillations in these 
spectra in the range from 5 to 10 hertz, which are due to second order 
corrections to the larger gravity waves where the spectral peak is near 
two to four hertz would disappear and the nearly straight lines that go 
from 10 hertz out to 30 or 40 hertz on this graph would continue as nearly 
straight lines back into the range including these frequencies from 5 to 10 
hertz. 
As graphed, these spectra are extremely revealing. The frequency 
spectra on a double log plot are substantially strai5:1t lines, at least 
in the range from 10 to 30 hertz. This means that the spectrum can be 
expressed as a power law in frequency over this range. Also the spectra 
are closer together at 10 hertz than they are at 20 or 30 hertz. At 10 
hertz, the spectra increase by approximately a factor of 10 for the five 
nominal wind tunnel speeds, and at 30 hertz the spectra increase by 
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FIGURE 6.5 THE SPECTRA OF MITSUYASU AND HONDA (1974) 















































The spectra proposed by Pierson and Stacy (1973) were modified in 
several ways by Pierson (1975), the most important being that the curves 
shown in Figure 6.5 were fitted in frequency space by equation (6.25). 
S(w) = ...!... (2'17fO )p (6.25) 
2'17 W 
for w> 10'17, and for fa = 1, A = 0.875, u*> 12 and p = 5 - 10glOu* 
Given the spectrum in frequency form defined for frequencies greater 
than 5 hertz, the spectrum can be transformed to a wave number spectrum 
by means of equation (6.18) so as to obtain equation (6.26). The high 
frequency end of the spectrum was still cut off according to the ~esults 
of Cox (1958). Also an additional modification of that spectrum are 
given in Pierson (1975). 
(6.26) 
Two figures from Pierson (1975) are reproduced here for purposes of 
further discussion. Figure 6.6 shows the wave number spectrum for five 
different values of the friction velocity, u*, corresponding to winds at 
19.5 meters above the sea surface from 3.5 to 34.3 meters per second. 
The activity in the spectrum at the higher wave numbers corresponding to 
k = 10.2 to k = 101 is quite evident. In this spectral plot, these changes 
would produce almost trivial changes in the height of the waves for 
problems in naval architecture, for example. For the interpretation of 
radar backscatter theory they are essential. The part of the wave number 
spectrum that is important in the calculation of radar backscatter using 
simple backscattering theories is that part that extends from k = 1 to 
k = 10, approximately, and k = 1 corresponds to a water wave length of 
6.28 on on this graph. 
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Figure 6.7 shows the graph of the slope spectrum plotted in a 
special way that is area preserving. The slope spectrum, strictly 
2 
speaking, is given by k S(k), and it should be plotted on a linear 
wave number scale. However, since the contributions to the slope come 
-4 1 from wave numbers ranging from 10 to 10 such a plot is not very 
practical. To compress the needed information onto one single figure, 
the slope spectrum has been multiplied by k and the resulting function 
has been plotted on a linear scale .for the vertical axis and a logarithmic 
scale for the horizontal axis. Such a plot is area preserving and snQws, 
for example, that the gravity wave contribution to the slope of the sea 
surface ill the "trict definition of slope, (for an infinite,simal change 
in the horizontal for the denominator and for an equally infinitesimal 
change in the vertical for the numerator) is very small compared to the 
contribution to the slope for waves with lengths from approximately 6 
meters to waves with lengths of 0.6 em. 
The results of Mitsuyasu and Honda, which show that the wave number 
spectra spread further apart with increasing wave number and grows more 
rapidly at high wave numbers than at low wave numbers,begin to explain 
some of the differences in the pow~r law derivations obtained by those 
who ~~rk at X-band and at K -band. 
u' 
The water wave number for say X-band 
could be indicated by the subscript, 1, and that for K -band 
u 
indicated by the subscript, 2. The problem would then be to 
could be 
find the 
nadir angle that would be looking at the same water wave number on the 
sea surface. This is indicated by equation (6.27). 
(6.27) 
If the appropriate values at"e substituted into this equation for the 
wave numbers, the result is equation (6.28), and it is possible to solve 










































u* [ em/sec] UI9.~ [m/sec ] 
12 3.5 
18 5~6 





t 0-2 10-1 10 1 
k [ 1/ em] 
FIGURE 6.7 k3 S(k) versus log k for wind speeds up to 12.3 m/s. The graphs 
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sin 6 1 = 1.56 sin 62 (6.28) 
J.n essence, this result says that 9 1 has to be increased by some 
amount such that its sine is 1.56 times the sine of the andir angle for 
the higher frequency radar. Clearly, for certain angles there exists no 
solution for this equation but solutions do exist for nadir angles of 200 , 
30°, and 40° as given in Table 6.5 below. 
Table 6.5 o Nadir angle at 8.91 GHz ( 91) required to yield same a as at 
tabulated nadir angle ( 9 2) for 13.9 GHz. 
e 






This table shows that if one is probing the sea surface with a 
K -band radar at 13.9 GHz and at a nadir angle of 30°, it is necessary 
u 
to use a nadir angle of 51° at 8.91 gigahertz in order to observe the 
same power law, under the assumption that the linear Bragg scattering 
° theory presently under discussion is correct. At 20 , the corresponding 
angle for the X-band radar is 32°. and at a 40° nadir angle for a 
K -band radar the corresponding to nadir angle for a X-band radar would 
u 
have to be 90°. 
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The fact that the frequency spectra observed by Mitsuyasu and 
Honda spreads apart with increasing frequencies implies that the wave 
number spectra also spread apart with increasing wave number, and this 
means that the higher the nadir angle the greater the power law 
should be. 
If sets of 0'0 versus a curves for different wind speeds are all 
plotted on the same graph it would also follow that the different curves 
would come closer together with decreasing nadir angle. This has been a 
fact that was long observed. However, most attempts to explain it 
involve a transition to the theories of the Kirchoff type instead of 
theories of the Bragg type and begin to evoke an undefined region of 
these curves as a function of nadir angle somewhere near 30° where the 
Bragg scattering theory was thought to begin to fail. The results of 
Mitsuyasu and Honda, as confirmed at least in part by observations in the 
Black Sea and in the open ocean around Japan as described previously, all 
suggest that the convergence of the r::fJ curve with decreasing nadi.r angle 
is simply a function of the chara,cteristics of the wave spectrum in the 
wave number region for the appropriate frequencies of the radar. These 
results also indicate a reason why the power law dependencies reported by 
Guinard (1969),-Valenzuela et. al. (1971) and Daley (1973) are all lower than 
the power law dependencies detected with the radars being used in the 
various NASA programs that had frequencies of 13.3 and 13.9 gigahertz. 
The discrepancies, however, are larger than this simple explanation 
indi.cates and are partly due to the different techniques in smoothing 
and interpreting the data. The tables extracted from the work of 
Daley (1973) provide a partial explanation for this part of the discrepancy. 
The !APE Program. The work of the advapced application flight 
experiment program that used the s~ type of radar as the one used on 






















power law depend~ncies of the radar backscatter at 13.9 gigahertz. These 
results are summarized by Table 6.6 given by Grantham et. ale (1975) for 
nadir angles from 20° to 50° and for vertical and horizontal polarizations. 
These power laws are all close to one or greater. At 30°, they are very 
° nearly equal to two, and at SO , some of them are actually equal to two. 
These results are in much closer agreement to the work of Bradley (1971) 
than to the work of Daley (1973), and they indicate a very strong 
dependence of radar backscatter on wind speed. These results can be con-
firmed by both theoretical investigations and on the basis of the SKYLAB 
me~surements with S193. 
Table 6.6 Power law dependencies for AAFE Langley Radscat Program at 13.9 
GHz (Preliminary) as in r:I,... r! . 
Polarization Direction 
20° 
vv Upwind 1.0 
Downwind .99 
Crosswind .99 



























A new maneuver was developed for the airborne AAFE radar. It consisted 
of' pOinting the antenna straight down for level flight, and then banking the 
aircraft to a bank of 30° and flying around in a tight circle a great 
many times. The result was a graph of radar backscatter as a function of 
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a plot of the actual data obtained during these circle flights for 
wind speeds of 3, 6.5, and 15 meters per second. The only thing that 
has been done to these data is to have the upwind direction placed 
in the center and referred to 0°. Figure 6.10 shows a smooth version 
of these results as taken from Grantham et. ale (1975). In their 
smooth form, the curves show that upwind return is stronger than downwind 
return, and that crosswind is much lower than either upwind or downwind 
return for the same wind speed. For winds of 15 meters per second there 
is a 4 db difference between upwind and crosswind return~ for 6.5 meters 
per second there is again about a 4 db difference, and for 3.0 meters per 
second there is a~ost a 6 db difference. From 3 to 6.5 meters per second 
there is a 4 db increase in backscatter, indicating a power law of 1.19. 
For upwind conditions for winds from 3 to 15 meters per second there is an 
11 db increase in backscatter indicating a power law of 1.57, and at 
crosswind from 3 to 15 meters per second there is a 12 db increase in 
backscatter indicating a power law of 1.72. It is interesting to note 
t~at there is a range of 4 db for the same wind speed depending upon 
azimuth angle. These results should be contrasted with the quotation from 
Guinard (1969) where it was claimed that only a 3 db increase could be 
detected as the winds increased from 10 knots (approximately 5 meters per 
second) to 48 knots (approxim~tely 24 meters per second) in measurements 
made at that t:i.me. 
The reduction of these circle flight data had n~ny difficulties 
a~d therefore the details of the last t~ro figures may change upon 
further analysis. The ~oll angle of the aircraft did not remain constant 
but fluctuated about the nominal angle of 300 introducing trends caused 
by a changing nadir angle that had to be re~oved in the analysis. 
Details in the numerous problems that were encountered can be found in 
Afarani (1975). 
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Results of Fung and Chan. There still remains the challenge of 
providing an adequate theory for radar backscatter for nadir angles 
from approximately 250 to 600 based on a more adequate Bragg scattering 
theory. The most questionable aspect of the various theories reviewed 
above was the fact that the effect of tilt on the capillary waves was 
not included in the calculation of the backscatter. The use of the 
spectra defined immediately above in wave number space as derived from 
the observations of Mitsuyasu and Honda would yield some very useful 
first order Bragg scattering theories that would be somewhat closer to 
reality than those obtained using equation (6.8) and the results of 
Daley (1973). 
However, the most useful presently available theory for radar 
backscatter at these nadir angles is that due to Fung and Chan (l975b), 
which is given as Appendix C to this report. This theory will be 
briefly reviewed here and some of its consequences will be described. 
The essence of the results of Fung and Chan can be summarized by 
equation (6.29) 
app(e, u*, X, O'x' 0',.) = Sao rO'pp(e' ,X> Pe (Zxl' Z~,,) d ZxdZy 
-= -cot e 
where 




given in equation (6.12) where 2ko sin e has produced the nadir angle 
dependence by introducing the Bragg condition into the spectrum. This 
equation shows that the radar backscattering cross section measured 
for VV, HH, or VH, depending upon the values of p and q used, is a 
function of the wind speed through the frictional velocity u*, as 
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layer, the nadir angle, the azimuth angle, XI the slope of the sea 
surface in the x' direction, and the slope of the sea surface in the 
y' direction. This value for the radar backscattering cross section 
is computed by calculating the radar backscattering cross section for 
a range of different nadir angles, a', at a given wind speed, defined 
by u*, and nadir angle, and summing the st,:ifength of these returns as 
a function of the probability density function of the tilts of small 
portions of the sea surface toward and away from the pointing direction 
of the radar beam. This operation is indicated by the function 
P a (Zx' , ZY' ), where the x' and y' axes are lined up so that ~, is in 
the direction of the wind. The average tilt of the sea surface is near 
z~ro and these would correspond to the nominal nadir angle, but those 
portions of the sea surface that tilt toward the radar beam will have a 
smaller value of a' and a larger backscatter and those that tilt away 
from the radar beam will have a larger value of, the nadir angle and a 
smaller value for the backscatter. The integration over all possible 
tilts, properly weighted according to an appropriately derived 
probability density fun~tion, then yields the value of the radar back-
scatter. 
The subs~ript, a, in this equation for the probability density 
function for the slopes indicates that the probability dellsity function 
must be calculated with reference to a plane normal to the direction 
of the radar beam. It is not the same probability density function that 
would be obtained by calculating the slopes that would be observed 
relative to a horizontal plane at the mean position of the sea surface. 
This point will be explained in greater detail below. However, the 
fa.ct that the slope distribution of the sea surface was observed to 
be skewed toward the upwind direction by Cox and Munk, plus the 
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FIGURE 6.11 PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF SLOPES CORRECTED 













































density function allows for the explanation of the difference between 
the upwind and downwind measurements of backscatter, and the variation 
with X of the wave number spectrum, assuming a very simple variation, 
when compounded with the effect of slopes, explains the observations 
of the circle flights made during the tV..FE Langley Radscat Program. 
Figure 6.11 illustrates a section along a wavy sea surface and a 
radar beam trave ling toward the sea surface at a nadir angle o.f 45° • 
Equal sections ~ormal to the radar beam are illustrated. Some of these 
Sections reach the sea surface where the wavy surface is tilted t'oward 
the radar and other sections reach the sea surface where it is tilted 
away from the radar. The projection onto the horizontal plane of the 
portion of the sea surface tilted toward the radar is much shorter than 
the projection onto the horizontal plane of that portion tilted away 
from the sea surface. This means that the probability density function 
for the sea surface slopes, as typically derived, has to be corrected 
for the effect of nadir angle, except for the special case Where the 
beam points straight down. Slopes toward the radar occupy more of the 
beam than slopes away from the radar and therefore have a higher 
probability of occurring. If the probability density function derived 
by the classical oceanographic procedures is given by equation (6.32), 
then the corrected probability density function for a radar beam 
approaching the sea surface at an angle e is given by equation (6.33) 
Since the slopes of the sea surface can be represented in a more 
ref!ned way in terms of a Gram Charlier series that puts the maximum 
slightly forward of zero slopes in the downwind direction, the 
combined effect of this, plus this correction, yields an enhanced 
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(6.33) 
Fung and Chan have compared various obEK'!rvations from vari.ous 
so~rces such as the NRL data and the !APE progtam data with the 
theory indicated by the above equation and found quite good agreement .• 
They have also calculated the variation with aziuruth angle of the 
radar backscatter based on different values of the first term in the 
Fourier series expansion of the angular variation of the wave number 
spectrum. Clearly if more can be learned about the angular variation 
of the vector wave number spectrum, this aspect of the theory can 
be improved. 
Figure 6.12 shows the results of the application of this theory 
to conditions Where the wind speed was 25 knots, the nadir angle was 
30°, and VV polarization was used. The coded lines indicate that 
amplitude of the second harmonic of the Fourier e'xpansion given in 
equation (6.12) as 0.35, 0.4, and Oft45 to show the variability due to 
this effect. The circles and squares indicate the yalues of back-
scatter normalized to zero a't upwind for a full 360° circle. The 
differences between one part of the 360° circle from 0 to 180 and then 
back from l80'to 360 are a measure of the variability in the measure-
ment system. The theory seems to fit the data quite well within half 
a db, or so, over the full range for a value of au equal to 0.4. 
Figure 6.13 shows a very important feature of this theory. The 
calculations for the Bragg scattering theory with tilt effects 
included for three different coefficients for the Fourier series 
expansion of the anisotropic behavior shows that the range of 
variability for these three different coefficients is not tremedously 
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the middle value of these coefficients i
s shown. The first order 
small perturbat.ion theory misses the dif
ference between upwind and 
downwind and over predicts the minimum a
t crosswind. The effect of 
tilt tenc1s to smooth out and reduce the 
effects of very strong 
angular variations in the capillary wav
e spectrum at the Bragg 
scattering wave number. This is a very 
important consequence of 
the theory. It will be necessary to und
erstand both the slopes of 
the larger waves and the capillary wave 
spectrum thoroughly before a 
complete theory ~or backscatter will be 
possible. 
Finally, equation (6.29), suggests a number of re
asons why 
there may be more scattet' in the compar
isons of backscatter measure-
ment$ with wind speed at low winds then at hig
h winds. If the radar 
backscattering cross section depends upo
n the sea surface slope, it 
can be expected that this slope will dif
fer from one place on the 
ocean to another when the winds are ligh
t simply because of the 
presence or absence of the larger gravit
y waves that contribute to 
that slope and that are not in instantan
eous equilibrium with the 
local wind speed and direction. The rad
ar backscatter from the ocean 
according to this theory is no longer un
iquely a function of wind 
speed and direction. It will undoubted
ly be possible in the future 
to account for these effects as wave fo
recasting models are improved 
because the sensitivity to the slope eff
ect will not be too great. 
In this connection reference is made to 
Figure 6.7 given earlier. 
Consider for example a u* of 30 centime
ters per second corresponding to 
an 8.7 meter per second wind at 19.5 met
ers above the sea surface. The 
part that contributes to the slopes of t
he sea surface near k = 10-
1 
in this figure and that corresponds to w
aves with lengths of 60 em or 
so will be present when the wind is blow
ing. However, the part toward 
-3 
low frequencies near k = 10 might actu
ally have some swell running, 
186 
produced by 20 or 25 meters per second winds a day or two earlier 
that would cause a large contribution in the region of the spectrum 
b k 10-4 and k = 10-3 • etween = These numbers would never e~ceed a 
nominal value of .004 but they coul~ occupy an area on such a plot 
over approximately a decade of wave number space. This would cause 
the parameters for the slope distribution needed in this theory to 
increase by 20 or 30%, and, in turn, this would produce a new value 
for the backscatter compared to the value that would be calculated 
under the assumption of a fully developed wind sea. 
The effects o.f the larger gravity waves on backscatter. In 
planning a. research program with a time span of many years (1971 to 
the present), the need to acquire certain kinds of supplementary data 
to permit a complete understanding of the prirosry quantities being 
measured is sometimes indicated. As an example, suppose that some of 
the theories available at the start of a program indicated that in-
dependent measurements of some property would be n:ecessary to correct 
the primary measurements and interpret them properly. Suppose" also, 
that other theories indicated that the e'ffects of this property were 
relatively insignificant. Suppose, also, that the data for this pro-
perty could be recovered, or generated, either in time to be used in 
the analysis of the primary data, ot' at a much later time with an ad-
ditional delay. Suppose finally, that there is a deadline for the sub-
mission of a final report en the experiment Simply because the t'csults 
are needed for further planning of new systems. 
There are two decisions that can be made at the start of suc~ 
program, and there are two possible consequences of each decision. 
The process is similar to certain aspects of statistical decision 
theory, but much less quantitative. The two deciSions are (1) to 































made, either the data will eventually turn out to, be useful, and 
decision (l) will have been correct, or the data will turn out not 
to be useful and decision (1) will not have been correct, because 
money and effort had to be expended to get the data. If decision 
(2) is made, either. the data will turn out not to be useful and 
decision (2) will have been correct, or the data will turn out to 
be needed and decision (2) will not hav~ been correct. If decision 
(2) is made, and it is incorrect, there is always the (remote) 
possib;lity of an additional extention of the contract until the 
data can be obta.ined, or artalyzed. 
At the start of thi~ program, the effect~ o~ the large gravity 
waves on backscatter, see Chapter 1, page 1, were l10t well under-
stood.E'or example, simple Bragg scattering does not depend on the 
large waves, but the results of both Chia (1968) and Jackson (1974) 
required the full spectrum. Also the nature of the wave number 
spectrum for intermediate wavelengths was almost completely unknown. 
The decision was made to acquire wave data from weather ships 
and to develop the ability to hindcast the wave spectrum over the 
Northern Hemisphere oceans. This was done by completing a program 
under development for many years; wave spect.ra were calculated from 
wave records and hindcasted for the Sky lab passes over the North 
Pacific and North Atlantic and for AVA. 
From the pOint of view of the theory of backscatter, the deci,sion 
was correct because the results of Fung and Chan, discussed above, 
determine the slopes of the tilted pieces of the sea surface, in 
prinCipal, from the full wave spectrum of waves longer than about 100 
times the Bragg wave number. 
There will be variations in the probability density function of 
the wave slopes that will be caused by the larger gravity waves and 
these variations are required for a complete evaluation of this theory 
188 
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and for a complete calculation of backscatter values from first 
principles. However. these variations will p'robably only change 
the slope parameters by significant amounts for low winds in the 
range from 5 to 15 knots as explained in other parts of this text. 
A work.ing tool during this program. has been plots of measured 
o 
values of (J in db versus the log of the wi.nd speed as illustrated 
by Figure 8.7, as an example (one of hundreds). For a fixed low 
value of the wind speed, the range of the values of (10 is very large. 
When the win~s are lOW, the background gravity waves are poorly 
correlated with the wind speed (see Moskowitz (1964) for example) 
and therefore it seemed plausible, until about a month ago, that the 
variations in backscatter at a low wind speed could be explained on 
the basis of the variations of the gravity waves. 
This rationale collapsed after the error analysis givI:ln in 
Chapter 4 was compLeted and when Figure 8.3 was drafted and dis-
cussed. The large range of backscatter values in such plots for a 
given wind speed is primarily caused by the errors in the meteoro-
logical specification of the wind speed and secondarily caused by 
the variations in slopes of the larger gravity waves. 
To study the secondary effect, it is necessary to control the 
primary effect by obtaining wind speed measurements such that the 
variances of the vector error components are at least a factor of 25 
smaller than those achieved, so that the standard deviations are at 
least a factor of 5 smaller. 
Therefore, at the very end of this program, the effort to refine 
the prediction of the wind sl'eed based on a correction for the effects 
of the larger gravity waves had to be abandoned. The situation is 
somewhat like that of looking for a signal when the signal to noise 
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of long enough averaging times £~:)r both the signal and the noise and 
meteorologists do not know how to handle t~e similar prob1em. 
The decision to obtain the wave data was correct £rom a theoretical 
pOint of view, but not from a practical pOint of view, since the data 
could not be used to achieve the major abjective of this investigation • 
The major objective has been achieved, anyway. 
In a larger sense, the time, effort and funds were not wasted. The 
U.S. Navy has a wave climatology, the Fleet Numerical Weather Facility 
at Monterey has an operational spectral wave forecasting program and 
hurricane. wave forecasts are being actively '!:ested at AOML in NOAA. 
These tools, if used properly, can play an unportant role in the analysis 
of GEOS~3 altimeter data this winter and SEASAT-A altimeter data and 
synthetic aperture wave imagery when SEASAT-A becomes SEASAT-l. Even 
now steps are being taken to improve the model at Monterey. 
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CHAPTER 7 PASSIVE MICROWAVE THEORY AND THE CALCULATION OF ATTENUATION 
AND DETr~CTION OF HEAVY RAIN WITH THE PASSIVE MICROWAVE DATA. 
PASSIVE MICROWAVE THEORY AND APPLICATIONS 
Passive microwave systems are currently used on spacecraft as 
illustrated by Figure 4.12, and a more elaborate system is being de-
veloped and studied for use on SEASAX-A. The SEASA~-A system is 
called SMMR and will scan a swath approximately 500 K.m to each side 
of the sub satellite track with five frequencies ranging from about 500 
megahertz to 20 gigahertz. Both theory and aircraft observations in-
dicate that the combination of these ten measurements (two polariza-
tions) will make it possible to determine the wind speed near the 
sea surface, the sea surface temperature even through clouds, the liquid 
water in the clouds, and the water vapor in the air at nearly all nadir 
angles.' Pert,inent references are Claassen and Fung (1973), Droppleman 
(1970), Fung and Chan (1975), Hollinger (1970, 1971), Moore and Pierson 
(1971), Nordberg et a1. (1971), Ross et ale (1970), Ross and Cardone 
(1974), Stogryn (1967), Webster et a1. (1974), Wentz (1975), Wu (1973) 
and Wu and Fung (1973). 
The theories and presently available measurements using passive 
microwave systems all involve the determination of a matrix that re-
moves the small effects of three of the four variables at a given' fre-
quency so as to recover the dominant effect of the remaining variable 
as in the following matrix equati,on, where U = wind speed, T = sea 
s 











a1,2 , ••••••••••••••••• a1,lO T1H 
= a2,2 ~ ••••••••••••••••• a2,10 
T1V 
a3,2 •••••••••••••••••• T2H (7.1) 




The values of the aij,i = 1 to 4, j = 1 to 10, are nadir angle depend-
ent. The values of U will probably turn out to be dependent on the full 
wave spectrum and on the percentage of foam so that fetch and duration 
effects will have to be removed. Also, there may prove to be a weak 
aspect angle dependence, but this is not axpected to be anywhere near as 
strong as the aspect angle dependence of radar backscatter. 
The Sky1ab EREP package did not carry the full cOmplement of 
passive microwave sensors that these theories and measurements require. 
The way that the full complement of five sensors will function has yet 
to be demonstrated. However, measurements from other spacecraft have 
demonstrated the ability to determine liquid water and water vapor and 
measurements from aircraft have demonstrated the effect of wind speed 
on passive microwave temperatures at nadir. The microwave data during 
Sky1ab 2 and 3 at 13.9 GHz did not appear to show any clear correlation 
with wind speed. 
THE USE OF PASSIVE MICROWAVE DATA FROM S193 
Purpose and Theory. The passive microwave part of S193 on SKYLAB 
had two separate purposes compared to the planned uses of SMMR on 
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tion effects as the tadar beam propagated through the atmosphere and 
through clouds and rain drops to the sea surface and back. The other 
was to detect areas of heavy precipitation such that the co-polarized 
backscattet from the precipitation would be so strong that it would 
mask the return from the sea surface. The radar measurement cannot 
be used to find the wind speed under these conditions. 
The physical reasoning and. theoretical justification for this 
application of passive microwave measurements was given by Moore and 
Pierson (1971), and the design of a comb1nation active radar and pas-
sive microwave radiometer was described by Moore and Ulaby (1969). 
A slight paraphrase of the reasoning given by Moore and Pierson 
(1971) follows: 
Although experiments show that the microwave radiometer 
response is proportional to windspeed, the experiments also 
show that a much greater effective temperature increase occurs 
when the radiometer flies over precipitation. Since precipi-
tation is a cause of significant absorption of microwaves, and 
any absorber is also a radiator, this effect was to be expected 
as shown by Kreiss (1969) and Singer and Williams (1968). If 
the absorption is sufficiently strong, the effective temperature 
seen by the antenna is essentially the actual temperature of 
the absorbing medium. Since this temperature is always far 
above the effective temperature of the ocean surface, flying 
over a precipitating cloud causes large increases in the appa.rent 
temperature seen by the radiometer. 
Although this increase in radiation from a precipitating 
cloud has been observ~d many times, the most significant mea-
surements for our purpose relate the attenuation through the 
193 
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precipitation, or cloud, with the emission !rom it. Wilson (1969) 
used an upward-looking radiometer to compare attenuation of micro-
wave solar radiation with brightness temperature from the attenu-
ating region. The agreement between attenuation computed on the 
basis of microwave emission from the preCipitation and that mea-
sured for the solar radiation is excellent for attenuations leSS 
than about 10 db. 
The accuracy of the calculations of attenuation based on 
measured microwav~ brightness depends on the stability of the 
model atmosphere used. The total emission is directly proportic1nal 
to total absorption, but emission from the more distant parts 
of the atmosphere is attenuated itself, and the model must take 
this into account. Since Wilson's observations were in New Jers(:y, 
where most attenuation and radiation comes from rain, a different 
model is undoubtedly required in the wet tropics, where dense 
clouds may be a major source of attenuation and radiation. Further·· 
more, the model should account differently for absorption and 
scattering. 
It might be added that the attenuations found by Wilson (1969) 
were quite hig~ ranging from 1 to 12 db compared to those that were 
obtained from Skylab S193 measurements. The microwave frequencies were 
16 and 30 gigahertz for this experiment. 
Theoretical Development The most direct application of passive 
microwave temperatures is to measure them at a nadir angle near 50°, 
where sea surface roughness does not theoretically affect the value. 
It is then possible, given an independent measurement of the sea surface 

















































radar beam. !his was done for ,all 50~ measurements for SKYLAB 2 anq 3." 
In the in tr~ck noncontiguous mode, it was then possible to calculate the-
at;enuation, for the other nadir angles since theattenuatiQn is prqportional 
to the total path length_,!::l.d_can be calculated ,from appropt'iate ratios 
of the s~~ant of the zenith angle. 
Measurements by Hollinger (1971) and theories developed by Hollinger 
(1971), Stogryn (1967), Wu and Fung (1973) and Claassen ~~. ale (1971) 
* made it possible for Claassen to develop a series of computer sub-
routines to calculate the attenuation of the radar given apparent micro-
wave temperature measurements at a 50° nadir angle. Figure 7.1 shows 
the results of various theories for the variation of the vertically polar-
ized microwave temperatures and the measurements of Hollinger (1971). 
The variation with wind speed near 50° is very small. Komen (1975) put 
these programs into final form, and YOQng (1975) applied them to the 
Skylab 2 and 3 data. 
Claassen also developed other algorithms for more complex situations 
that involve all iterati,;re technique at nadir angles different from 50° • 
As illustrated in Figure 7.2, the surf~ce brightness given by the sea 
surface temperature and wind speed was subtracted from the apparent tem-
perature to yield an excess temperature, which then yielded an attenuation 
'to correct the backscatter measurement. In principal, the new back-
scatter measurement yielded a new wind, that in turn change,d the bright-
ness temperature., The new excess temperature could then be used to obtain 
a new attenuation and so on. Successive over estjmates and under esti-
mates should converge to a true value for the wind and the attenuation. 
The surface truth wind speeds and directions for the Skylab ex-
periment had errors of such a magnitude that this degree of sophistica-
tion was not possible. Also, the passive microwave data were not good 
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The situation becomes much simpler at nadir angles near 50° be-
cause both theory and observation show as in Figure 7.1 that sea surface 
roughness no longer enters into the problem (except perhaps for thick foam). 
Actually, a slightly higher angle would be better and the curves suggest 
a small residual variation at 50°. At this angle, if the measured passi'lTe 
microwave temperature exceeds the amount radiated from the sea surface 
at a given temperature and salinity, the excess is caused only by the 
atmosphere (including clouds and rain) and can then be used to detennin.e 
attenua.tion. 
The first step is to calculate the vertically polarized brightness 
temperature. This is calculated from the water temperature and the 
emissivity, which in tum is calculated from Fresnel theory. 
Thus accordillg to Komen (1975), for example, for vertical polariza-
tion, 
T = £ (SOo,T ) -(T ) 
By y' w w 
(7.2) 
and 
( e,T ) =1-1 R (e,T) I 
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8.36 GHz VERTICAL POLARIZATION , 
E:r = 54- j 38.5 I 200 + Hollinger:s Data 10.1 knots :'1+ 
-
o Holl in gers Data 24.6 knots t,v/ z - Composite Theory m = 0.09 
- 190 k 0", = 0.15 kt = 2.0 ~ I' '-·Composite Theory m=O.12 I.LJ kOj=O.17 kt=2.0 ~ I U) 180 ---StoQryn s Theory m=O.09 
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"* I~: -~ 
The notation, £ (T), represents the complex relative dielec-
r w 
trio constant of sea water of temperature, T , and salinity, S. 
w 
Climatological values for salinity, which does not vary much over the 
ocean (in this context), are sufficient. Given the sea surface tem-
perature as provided by our NOAA colleagues at each cell, the value 
of TBV could be found. 
The measured microwave temperatures could exceed this value as 
in equation (7.5) 
T = T • T 
ex V app V BV 
which defines the excess temperature. 
The excess temperature is caused by the same effects that cause 
attenuation. The next step is to compute the theoretical values of 
excess temperature and electromagnetic wave attenuation so as to 
establish a relationship between the two. 
(7.5) 
Examples of such calculations are shown in Figure 7.3 for various 
model atmospheres and for atmospheres measured near various passes for 
Skylab 2 and 3 as determined from NIMBUS VTPR soundings. The theory 
of these calculations and the various computer programs involved are 
given by Komen (1975). 
These curves yield a relationship between the excess tempera-
ture and the attenuation in db as given by equation (7.6) where 
a (50°) is given in decibels • 
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FIGURE 7.3 THEORETICAL VALUES OF TWO-WAY ATTENUATION 





















It was also possible to relate the horizontally polarized excess 
temperature to the vertical excess temperat~re so as to check for 
internal consistency as in equation (7.7). 
T 
ex H 
The correction to the radar backscatter measurement for the at~ 
tenuation calculated from equation (7.6) is given by equation (7.8). 
a~(db) = a O (db) + a (db) 
Once the attenuation at 50° is known, as a (50°), the attenua-
tion at other nadir angles can be found for the same area of the ocean 
as scanned by the in track noncontiguous mode as in equation (7.9). 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
sec e ° cos 50° 
a (8) = sec500 a (50 ) = cose a (50°) (7.9) 
The attenuation at 30° and 40° is therefore less than that at 50°. 
Attenuation results for SKYLAB 2 and 3 The attenuation for 
each 50° nadir angle passive measurement during SKYLAB 2 and 3 was 
calculated. The results are given in Table 7.1. The minimum calcu-
lated value was 0.07 db [noy 252-1 Scan 2.1J and the maximum was 
0.~2 [noy 157-1 Scan 9.1J in AVA. A histogram of the number of times 
each attenuation value occurred is given in Figure 7 1+ where 0.07 
and 0.08 form one group, 0.09 and 0.10 the next, 0.11 and 0.12 
the next, and so on. The average of the attenuation values (averaged 
as db), was 0.20 db. 
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* The DOY 247-1 data for the two largest nadir angles failed to pass the screening test imposed by Young (1975) 
as described in Chapter 8 so that these attenuation values were not used to correct the backscatter measure-
ments. They are not included in the discussion, and the 19 values tabulated are not in the histogram given 
in Figure 7.4. The mean would change from 0.20 to 0.21 if these values were included. Note the high at-
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FIGURE 7.4 HISTOGRAM OF TWO-WAY ATTENUATION VALUES IN db 


































The range of values for aO at 50° nadir angle was 43 db, 
v v 
and so these small increases to correct for attenuation had a very 
small effect on the analysis. It is clear that not correcting for 
attenuation at nadir angles other than 50° for the cross track mode 
w~ld not have too serious an effect in attempts to relate wind speed 
to backscatter. 
These res~lts also explain, in part, why the use of backscatter 
data alone for SKYLAB 4 was possible. Effectively the average value 
of the attenuation can be thought to reduce the backscatter values 
by about 0.2 db. The return from clear areas might then be 0.1 db 
stronger than this reduced value and the return from cloudy areas 
from 0.2 to 0.4 db weaker. The net result would be to introduce an 
additional small error component in th~ wind determined from the 
radar measurement. 
Elimination of Areas of Heavy Rain Very high excess tempera-
tures indicate high attenuation values that can be caused only by 
large water drops as in heavy rain. Under these conditions the volume 
backscatter from the rain may be larger than the attenuated backscatter 
£'rom the sea surface for the co-polarized return. High values of the 
passive microwave temperatures were used to locate those cells where 
effects would prohibit the use of the backscatter data to calculate 
wind speed. These high values occurred only in Hurricane AVA and in 
Tropical Storm Christine. 
Graphs of the vertically polarized and horizontally polarized 
passive microwave temperatures for 50° and 44° nadir angles are shown 
for Hurricane AVA in Figure 7.5. The calculated attenuations from 
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for the 50° nadir angle. The value of T jumped to 238.5° K at scan 
. v 
10 compared to 193.3° K at scan 9. From Figure 7.3, the excess tem-
perature at scan 9 was about 28° K so that the excess temperature at 
scan 10 was about 73°. This yields an attenuation of about 2.7 db 
at scan 10. This attenuation is substantial and indicates that the 
measured backscatter probably did not come from the sea surface. 
Therefore the values for the backscatter at 50° scan 10 were not 
used to find the wind speed. The values for the attenuation are quite 
reasonable and increase toward the eye of AVA as the clouds thicken. 
The sharp jump at scan 10 probably corresponds to a rain band. 
For scans 12, 13, and 14, the pitch of the spacecraft put the 
backscatter signals outside of the doppler pass band. These data 
also could not be used in the final analysis. 
For a nadir angle of 44° in Hurricane AVA, the passive tem-
perature suggests possible attenuation effects. However, no "hot 
spots" are evident so that scane 1 through 9 were used. Scans 10 
through 14 had to be discarded for the same reasons as scan 12 to 
14 at 50° nadir angle. 
Similar graphs for Tropical Storm Christine and shown in Fig-
ures 7.6 and 7,7 for 50°,42° and 31° nadir angles. For scan num-
ber 12 at 50°, the backscatter values were not used by Young (1975). 
However, a similar calculation as the one above shows that the at-
tenuaticn was only about 0.6 db so that they might have been used. 
Clearly, the increases for scan 13 at 42° and for scans 10 and 12 at 
31° ~quire that these backscatter values be eliminated. 
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CHAPTER 8 THE MEASUREM;SNT OF WINDS BY MEANS OF A RADAR ON A SPACECRAFT 
INTRODUCTION 
All that precedes is prelude. It might all have been put into 
one chapter entitled "Introduction". The actual page length of 
Chapters 2 through 7 is not an indication of the length of time re-
quired to accomplish the various stages of this investigation. Getting 
the data into the form described in Chapter 5 was the pacing item • 
The theories and procedure~ could be carried along in parallel, but 
the lengthy task of producing the data given in Appendj.x A was a very 
difficult part of the program. The results of all of the previous 
chapters is almost to have ready sets of number triplets of the form, 
[u ,X ,aO] , in which U is the meteorologically determined wind speed m m m 
at a cell scanned by S193, X is the wind direction relative to the 
m 
pointing direction of the radar beam, and aO is a backscatter measure-
ment at one of five nadir angles and one of four different polariza-
tions. The value of ~ is a meteorologically determined variable 
given the geometry of the orbit and the position of the antenna. 
To show that winds can be measured from a spacecraft, it is nec-
essary to show, that the values of aO contain information on wind speed, 
given the wind direction, as in U = U (X ,ao), such that U pre-
r r m r 
dicts the meteorological wind, U , with the accuracy to be expected, 
m 
given the difficult5.es in specifying the winds as discussed in Chap-
ter 4. Since both the meteorologically determined wind speed and 
direction can have errors, it is also necessary to investigate the 
contributions to the di.fference between the radar wind and the 
., 
meteorological wind caused by errors in the wind direction. 
Six, different techniques were used to investigate the interre-




are described in greater detail by Young (1975) in Appendix D of 
this report, and three others are .~=-s:7~bed here. TI:e t.ec::~~iques 'of 
Young (197.5) are also described in this chapter and are contrasted 
with the other two techniques that were used. 
Also, Young (1975) obtained relationships for the. power law de-
pendence of aO on wind speed, which is the inverse problem as far 
as a regression analysis is concerned. Before discussing the vari-
ous regression techniques that were used, a general discussion of 
regression techniques is required to set the stage for the techniques 
that were actually u~ed. 
There was one last step of straight data correction required 
before the analysis could proceed. Because of various problems, the 
nadir angles for the five command angles were not always the same. 
So that larger sets of data for each nominal nadir angle could be 
studied as a unit, it was necessary to remove the small changes in 
backscatter expected because of the departure of the nadir angles 
from their nominal values. Once this was accomplished, the data sets 
could be studied by numerous methods to determine wind and back-
scatter interdependencies. 
In summary, this chapter will first discuss the small correc-
tions required to get all the nadir angles to five nominal values. 
This will be followed by a general discussion of curve fitting and 
regression techniques. Then the results of Young (1975) will be 
summarized. His suggestion of a withheld weather ship analysis as 
described in Chapter 4 has already had a profound effect on the final 
interpretation of the results. Then various efforts to e:liminate 
some of the deficiencies in most regression technique will be de-
scribed, and ways to determine the effects of wind direction errors 
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according to data quality and method of analysis and the conclusions 
on the validity of a radar system on a spacecraft for measuring the 
winds over the ocean will be presented. 
CORRECTIONS TO NOMINAL NADIR (OR INCIDENT) ANGLES FOR ALL OF THE DATA 
Young (1975) developed a set of formulas to correct the back-
scatter values to the nominal values of 1°,17°,32°,43°, and 50° 
for all measurements. The corrections, in general, were quite small 
and done in such a way that if the actual nadir angle exceeded the 
nominal angle the correction was positive, and conversely. The tech-
nique, quoting Young (1975), with the notation and table numbers 
changed to conform to this report is described below. 
"The S-193 noncontiguous data were taken at five connnand angle 
numbers having nominal incident angles of 1°, 17°, 32°, and 50° for 
SL2 and 3 and for part of SL-4. During most of SL-4 the incident 
angles deviated substantially fram the 1° and 17° values for the 
right-side scans and remained near nadir for left-side scan. Table 3.2 
gives a summary of the typical incident angles for each connnand angle 
within a particular data segment or for one side of a left/right data 
segment • 
'~easurement fluctuations caused by incident angle variations 
were removed from the backscattet' data by using Fung and Chan's (1.975a) 
theoretical model. For each polarization, pq, and command angle num-






~ ..... , " 
and e. = 50°, 43°, 32°, 17°, and 1° for j = 1 through 5 respectively. 
J 
The wind speed dependent partial of aO with respect to incident pq 
angle cam be appro~imated by equation (8.2). 
o rl pq (U,el/s 
= a . + b . 10glO U 
o e 9 = e pqJ pqJ 
j 
The values of a . and b . used to correct the backscatter data are pqJ pqJ 
given in Table 8.1, for U in meters per second. 
liThe incident angle correction was only used for Ie. - e I ~ 2° 
J 
Data measured further than 2° from the nominal incident angles were 
not included in the regression analysis because of decreased accuracy 
of the correction for large incident angle variations." 
Some examples of these corrections are given in Table 8.2 for 
Tropical Storm Christine on DOY-24S-2 (9/2/73). Data for the first 
ten measurements have vanished because of the effects of the data 
flags shown on page All of the appendix. The entries in Table 8.2 
should be compared with the uncorrected data in the table on page 
A2l. 
For scan number 3.1, the nadir (or inc'ident) angle was 49.6 
The backscatter values tabulated on page A2l were corrected to a 
50° nadir angle by adding the (negative) values in db given in 
columns 5 through 8 of Table 8.2 to the values in A2l. Scan number 
4.2 had a nadir angle of 42° which was corrected to 43° by adding 
-0.33, -0.63, -0.24 and -0.24 to the corresponding backscatter 
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TABLE 8.2 DOY 14'-2. 91 2173 CTNC-L~ TROPICAL STOR" CHIlISTl~E CVE"UON M3J 1 ICAN CORRECTED SCAT COEFFICIENTS INCID ANGLE CORRECTION5 AS~ECT ANGLE cORRECTIONS ATTEN TIN 1 HUH' VII HH VH WV VV HH VH HV VV H~ ~H HV ~ tDB) lOB) CDBi (fiB) COB) CDB) (DB) CDB) (DI) (De) cte, CDe) (DB) (DEG) j 1 
<j 3'1 -32:16 ~33.32 ~36.j6 0·31.42 -0~11 ;0:24 ;0;10 vOtlO 0.Z4 0.47 0.l2 0~32 0,2+ 83:14 
.J :I. 
- .. ~ 3. 
1 3.i ~o.ei -1.3' -16.~' -1~.25 -0~47 ~0;'6 1 3.' i'.13 13.5' ~3.t' -3,54 -0.03 -0.03 
, 4.' -211.95 -23.91 -32.77 ~3.,S9 -o~u ;0~24 ;0.10 -O,tO 1.16 1 .• "c,O? 2.01 0,29 12~7"iIl j 4'1 -2e.14 -29,62 -35.01 ~4i.75 -0.33 ;0~63 ;0.24 ·0,24 0.35 0.57 0.40 0,40 4. -la.li -U.55 -33.,,9 _37.23 -0;37 ;0.53 ~0.22 tlO~12 O. O. 0. O. 
' 4.' 0.32 0.09 -1'.7' "15,38 -0.52 ;O~51 
' , 
4.' 13.20 -3.~4 ;4,17 ;'0:02 
'1 q 
1 , '.S -26.83 ~31.73 .34.21 -J5.11 -0~11 ~0:25 ;0.10 ~O.IO 2,01 2.4' 3.'8 3.68 0,11 ":'7 ~ 5.~ -23,69 -24.75 -32.00 -26,87 -0~31 ~O;" ~0.22 ~0.22 1.18 1.46 1.9, 1.91 1 ". -23,38 -i9.28 -35,.5 v46.03 -0.36 -0.51 -0.21 -0.11 O. o. O. O. ~ 5.. ~O.28 -0.53 -15.4l .~~.93 -0~43 ~0:42 ~ ,.t 13.05 12.91 • •• !l ~'.15 -0.01 -0.01 1 6.i -21.69 ~26.33 -3a.l' .3a,35~ -0 , 10 ~0~23 !0.09 010.09 2.'2 2.51 3.94 3;94 0.22 "~'3 ~ 6.t -13.71 -27.71 .36,2' -36.80 -0,30 -0.57 .0.21 eO.ll 1.07 1.24 1.91 1,91 
" ~ 6., -1 9 .00 -20.13 .~'.27 -35.27 -0.33 ~0.'8 ;0.20 -o •• e 0.11 0.1' 0.1' 0.11 1 I .. , 6.' -1.23 -1.69 p16.31 -1~145 -0,48 ~0,'7 { ~ 6.. 14.00 14.01 -3.0' -3,54 -0.02 -0.02 
t.i -19:5~ -22.17 ~29.14 -3fi. 39 -0,11 ~0~24 ;0.09 ~O.D. 9 1,'2. 1.8' 3.05 3,05 0.24 ":03 I I' 7.1 -17.98 ~22.D3 .34.81 -31,70 -0.30 -0.57 -0.21 -0,11 0,42 0.4' 0.7. 0.7' ~ " '.;¥1 7,' -~3~21 -15,23 -29.t9 -2!.63 -0.29 ~0~42 ;0,17 "'0.17 o.eo 0.08 0.01 0~81 ~ , 'I,':J !.. "0.32 -0.78 -15.53 -1~,74 -0.41 ~0.40 l ,j ~- 7.' U.54 -3.115 -3,66 -0:01 .~ ~ j 8.' -16.21 -21.33 .28.00 -2~,68 -0,08 ~O~19 ~O,07 -0.e7 1.~4 1.71 2.94 2;.4 O,2~ 17~14 ~ • ~l I.~ -15.24 -!7.90 -27.80 -a,.50 -0,26 ~0.51 !O,1 9 -0.,9 0,14 0.1' 0.27 0,27 
. ~ ••• -12.56 -13,11 -28.51 -al.Ol -0.27 -0.40 -0,16 -0.S6 0.08 0.01 0.1' 0,1' .~ I.. 0.24 ;0.19 -15.0' -15,38 -0;45 ;'0:45 ~ ••• 12.90 i3.21 .4.02 -4.0' -0.01 ;0.01 
SO/itl7, 
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Table 8.1 Coefficients for incident angle correction 
of backscatter measurements for wind speeds between 
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The largest correction in this table for nadir angle effects 
is -0.63 db. All but 9 of the 86 co~rections shown are under 
0.50 db and 54 are under 0.25 db. The measured values for crO 
HH 
varied by 13 db for scans 4.2 to 8.2 so that these corrections 
are a small part of the total range of the signal. A review of all 
of the corrections for nadir angle effects made in the entire analysis 
shows that the largest single value was -1.16 db for HH on DOY 338-1 
scan number 2.1 and that about 70% were between -0.25 and +0.25 db. 
The columns labeled "aspect angle correction" are particular 
to the studies by Young (1975) and will be discussed later. The 
attenuation values were discussed and tabulated in Chapter 7. 
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF CURVE FITTING AND REGRESSION TECHNIQUES 
Principles It would be wonderful if the theories relating 
wave spectra, the winds, and backscatter measurements to each other 
were complete and perfect so that the theory could be used to compute 
the wind speed given a backscatter measurement and a wind direction. 
Despite the tremendous advances over the past few years in under-
standing the problem, as described in Chapter 6, there are gaps in 
the theory with reference to the full anisotropic properties of the 
capillary wave spectrum and to the details of the slope distribution 
that defines the tilting mechanism. The spectrum proposed by 
pierson (1975) will undoubtedly be superseded as better, data became 
available. The progress to date does provide a rational for and 
an explanation of the large variations of backscatter as a function 
of wind speed and of the variation of backscatter with aspec~ angle. 
In a few more years, it may be possible to close the gap, determine 
the l~ger scale slopes, z and z ,that enter into the tilt theory, 
x y 
and compute backscatter for any nadir angle, wind speed, and slope 
spectrum from first principles. 
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With this in mind, i.t was necessary to use less sophisticated 
methods to determine t.he relationship between the number triplets, 
(U, X, crO), for the different polarizations and nadir angles. The 
goal of the program is to obtain winds from radar measurements and 
not radar measurements from winds. Once the attempt to uje pure 
theory is abandoned, many possible techniques for obtaining a pre-
diction of the wind from the radar measurement became available. 
These techniques fall into the general category of multiple re-
gression techniques of various degrees of complexity and ingenuity. 
They all have several things in common. One is that they try to 
minimize the sums of the squares of the differences between the 
va~ues given by the "predictor" parameters (cro and \n in this case) 
an4 the "predictand" which is the wind speed. Another is that they 
start by assuming a functional relationship between the "predictor" 
parameters and the quantity to be predicted. When all of the para-
meters in the set have errors, the choice of the proper function is 
often masked, and perhaps the greatest danger is the use of such 
techniques lies in having a preconcelved notion of the appropriate 
function to be used. The data can often serve as a -guide to the bes~ 
functional form to be used. 
Although the sums of the squares of the predicted and observed 
values will be a minimum for the particular functional form that was 
chosen, and although the bias over all values ~ypically averages to 
ze~o, such curve fitting procedures frequently have biases over more 
restricted ranges of the data. For example in their application 
here, the radar predicted wind may be consistently high for low winds 
and consistently low for high winds. 
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is the true equation relating. y to x over the range, 0 < x < 1. 
Also suppose that one insists that the data be fitted by a straight 
line of the form 
The requirement that 
122 ~ (x + x - bO - b l x) dx = min o 
yields, on setting the two partials with respect to bO and bl 
equal to zero, the result tnat 
* 1 Y =--+2x 
6 
which is the best least square prediction of y given the assumed 
* form of y. Scatter in the basic data only obscures the fact that 
the be~t function was not chosen to start with. 




2 1 x x x (x + x - 2x + 6') dx = '3 - '2 + '6 1 
'0 '0 
= 0 
However, the straight line underpredicts y for low values of x, 
overpredicts it for the~~ddle range, and underpredicts it again for 
high values of x as shown in Figure 8.1. Much the same kinds of 
problems arise if too simple an assumption is made about the functional 













FIGURE 8.1 EXAMPLE FOR THE DISCUSSION OF 
LEAST SQUARES FITTING TECHNIQUES. 
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Comments on the scatter of plots of backscatter versus wind speed. 
One of the r~rollaries to the legendary laws attributed to a scientist 
named Murphy as applied in meteorology and oceanography is the maxim; 
"If the data scatter, plot them on semilog scales, and if they still 
scatter, plot them on double log scales." This maxim is believed to 
produce scatter diagrams and groups of points that more clearly de-
lineate power law relationships and to cluster the points into more 
easily discernable patterns. Like all such beliefs, exceptions occur, 
and the purpose of this section is to illustrate the problems that 
arise in the study of radar backscatter versus wind speed when semi-
log plots and double log plots are employed. Two alternatives are 
given for the more realistic interpretation of the data from 5193. 
It is almost a tradition that measurements of the normalized 
rada.r backscattering cross section be given in terms of decibels. If 
the variation of aO for a given polarization combination as a function 
of nadir angle as that angle varies from zero to 80° is being graphed 
then decibels are the logical unit to use because the values can span 
50 db, or more. 
In the study of the variation ,;·f backscatter versus wind speed 
at a given nadir angle, aO, for a given polarization, appears to 
increase by only about 20 db as the wind varies fran about 5 knots 
to 50 knots. It is, therefore, not prohibitively difficult to 
plot aO against wind speed on linear scales. 
The decibel unit evolved from scientific notation via the bel to 
the decibel as a convenient measure of gain and loss in communication 
systems. Its use in the study of backscatter data in general, and 
S193 data in particular, needs to be questioned. A 3 db error in 






speed exactly, does not seem like much of au error. The re-10cation of 
the decimal point in going from bels to decibels is not much of an 
advantage when measurements are given to four or five significant figures. 
How~ver, given an exact upwind measurement of aO, a 3 db error in wind 
40 knots is not a 
speed (with zero db equal to 1 knot) for a wind of 
trivial error. 
The 5193 expertment was designed without a full awareness of the 
tmpact of wind direction on the values of backscatter so that midway 
through the expertment, after the data were taken, it was necessary to 
devise a strategy to remove, or to treat, the variation in aspect angle. 
This problem wil~ be treated in detail later on in this chapter. 
For purposes of illustration, assume a nadir angle and a polariza-
tion that yields the relationship between backscatter and wind speed 
given in Equation 8.8 for measurements that are all upwind. 
(8.8) 
An equally valid equation is then Equation 8.9 
-5 2 
aO = 2.5 x 10 U 
Also assume, for purposes of illustration, either that all of the error 
of measurement lies in the wind speed and not the backscatter or that 
all of the error lies in the backscatter measurement and not the wind 
speed. 
(8.9) 
Figure 8.2 shows aO in db versus wind speed on a linear scale. 



















































due entirely to the winds can be shown by simply displacing the "true" 
curve an appropriate distance to the left or right. 
If the errors in the magnitudes of the winds scatter so that 65% 
of them are within ± 4 knots, 90% are within :l: 8 knots and 10% are 
outside this range, then detecting the true curve within the scatter 
would be most difficult. Conversely backscatter errors of ± 3 db 
would totally mask the dependence of wind on backscatter above 20 m/ s 
whereas for light winds :l: 3 db lie within :l: 4 knQts . 
Figure 8.3 shows the same curves as those on Figure 8.2 but now 
both scales are logarithmic. The "true" curve is a stra,i.ght line. 
Were the same scatter of points on Fig. 8.2 plotted on this new figure, 
the pattern that they would produce would look quite different. Winds 
over 20 knots would bunch up into a very small narrow area in the up-
per right. Light winds would scatter over a much larger area. The 
kinds of errors in the wind vector discussed in Chapter 4 can produce 
points to the left of the true curve that are 20 db apart. If one 
were to believe the winds as being "exact", the plot would imply ex-
treme variations in the measurement of the backscatter for the same 
light wind • 
The difficulty with this form of presentation is that it asSumes 
that the errors in the measurements of both the wind and the back-
scatter are percentage deviations from the true value. A 10% error 
in the measurement of the magnitude of a 50 knot wind is ± 5 knots, 
but a 10% error in the measurement of a 4 knot wind is ± 0.4 knots. 
For low winds, this is not within the capability of either measure-
ment and reporting techniques or analysis techniques in meteorology. 
The scatter in plots such as these is a real unavoidable effect of 
the way winds are measured and analysed for synoptic meteorological 
purposes and for input to numerical weather prediction models. 
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Plotting the data in this fotm can do no particular harm (except, 
perhaps, confuse one's understanding), but the next step can yield 
poor results. The next step is usually to regress 10g10u on aO 
in db or aO in db on 10glOU so as to predict the least squares a 
as a function of U or the least squares U as a f~nction of a. If 
there are many more points for low winds than for high, the errors in 
the low winds of factors of two and three are given much more weight 
than errors in high winds of 20 or 30% whereas both could be compar-
able in magnitude on a linear scale. The two regression equations 
can therefore produce lines on this plot that are ~~kedly different 
in slope. 
Still a third way to plot the data is shown in Figure 8.4 where 
both aO and U are on linear scales. As U varies from 0 to 60 knots, 
aO varies from 0 to 0.09 and the curve is a simple parabola. Errors 
in U are produced by simply translating the "true" curve an ap-
propriate distance to the left or right. This p~ot shows the relative 
importance of winds above, or below, say 20 knots. 
There is one additional way to use these equations. Th\a stress 
of the wind in the sea surface expressed in terms of the drag coefficient 
at 19.5 meters' is given by 
and so backscatter for this example on a linear scale would be a direct 
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The equations of hydrodynamics do not involve the logarithm of 
the wind speed. The square of the wind speed is important in calculat-
ing the wind stress and the height of 'wind generated gravity waves. 
It seems therefore more appropriate 1:0 minimize scatter on diagrams 
such as Figure 8.4 than on diag.rams such as Figure 8.3. Were it 
certain that the PBL theory used in this study was absolutely correct, 
2 
then it might be advisable to regress U *( = Tip) on a and obtain 
the wind stress. However, the variation of wind with height also in-
volves z = z (u*) and the effects of stability so that the prediction 
o 0 
of U19 •S from 
aD seems to be more appropriate. 
The final graphical procedure is perhaps the best of all. From 
equation 8.8, if it were correct, it would be possible to calculate 
the wind speed that aD implies and call it the radar wind, 







and plot U versus U on .linear scales as in Figure 8.5. The 
r m 
horizontal and vertical distances are then a measure of the contribu-
tion to the discrepancy between U and U of the errors in the radar 
r m 
measurement and the errors in determining the magnitude of the vector 
wind. The problem that remains however is that U is not .only a 
r 
function of aD but also a function of X, and it is not as simple 
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FIGURE 8.3 U m VERSUS (TO ON DOUBLE LOG SCALES 
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Strategies for avoiding various problems Multiple regression 
methods require care in their application. During the early stages 
of the study of radar backscatter versus wind speed with limited data 
sets, it makes sense to look for the various power law relationships 
that were discussed in Chapter 6 • These methods can distinguish be-
° D.S 0 1.5 tween say, C1 --..l U and (] '" U If x were the log of the wind 
and y the backscatter in db in Equation 8.3, with some additional 
constants, other than ones and zeros, then equation (8.5) would not be 
the best possible prediction of aD, for example. 
Although regressing 10glO U
m 
on (] in db,either way, can yield 
a fit that may be useful, it is also necessary to regress the values 
of U on aO in antilog form for an unknown power. Also, even the m 
assumption of some simple power law relationship has to be looked at 
skeptically and eliminated, if possible, if the fit can be improved. 
It can be noted for example that the theoretical curves from Fung 
and Chan (1975b) in Appendix C are no longer straight lines on a 
double log plot. 
There is no guarantee that what would appear to be systematic 
biases for various ranges of ~ind speed will be eliminated if too sim-
ple a set of regression equations is used to predict the winds from 
the radar measurements. For different ranges of wind speed the "ap-
patent" power law may be quite different. With these introductory 
comments, the time has now arrived to see how well backscatter mea-
surements predict the winds. 
RESULTS ON LOG-LOG AND POWER LAW REGRESSIONS 
Introduction Two of many possible ways to study the relation-
ship between backscatter and the wind is to refer all the winds to 
upwind and then find (1) the best fit constants for the two log-log 
relationships, equations (8.13) and (8.14), 
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10g10 U = bO + b1 aO (db) 
by finding the constants, aO' a1, bO and b l , that minimize 
n 
2 1: (ao 
- a - a1 10g10 Ui ) i = 1 i 0 
and 
n 2 I 
(ao db) i) 1: \,10g10 Ui .. b - b i = 1 o 1 
and (2) the best fit constants for two power law re1~aion~hips as in 
equations (8.17) and (8.18) where a is equal to 10 0 db /10, 
o 
by finding the constants QO'~' ~o and f31 that minimize 
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This was done by Young (1975) as described in greater detail in 
Appendix D. Some of these results are summarized here. 
The question might be asked of the radar designers as to whether 
or not the use of equation (8.13) (instea.d. of 8.17) is really ap-
propriate, even in radar design. Especially for high winds, the dif-
ference can be large. 
The other two equations predict U, for upwind measurements only 
given an upwind measurement of aO. 
Equation 8.14 minimizes ~ (log Ui 
The same comments can be made. 
log U .)2 over the data set, and pl. 
E (l~g U. - log U.) will be near zero. Equation (8.18) minimizes 
l. 2 pl. 
'E (Ui, - U .) and ~ (U. - U .) will be near zero. pl. 1. pl. 
In the situat10n wherc- the wind is predicted from the backscatter 
measurement, of these two choices only equation (8.20) is useful. 
There is little, if any, practical use for a prediction of the 
logarithm of the wind speed. 
Equations (8.13), (8.14), (8.17) and (8.18) all have a different 
meaning. In equation (8.13), a wind speed, Ul is given, and the equa-
h ~ 0 0)2 T e sum, I.J (a. - a. , 1. --- pl. tion yields a value of aO, say aO., in db. pl. 
will be a minimum over the particular set of observed data. Also, in 
general, the sum, (ao - aO ), will be close to zero. If the value of 
. 0 po 
aO to be used in a radar design is desired, this equation may be the 
one to be used. Alternatively equation (8.17) night have been used and 
2 
aO obtained in antilog form. The sum ~ (a~ - a .) , in antilog l. . pl. 
form will be a min~, and the sum, ~ (a. - a.) will be close to 
1. pI. 
zero. If the values, of aO are changed from db to antilog form or 
from antilog form to db after the use of the appropriate equation the 
s~ of squares will not be a minimum and the sums of the difference 
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Referring the backscatter measurements to upwind The first step 
in this particular analysis is to refer to backscatter measurements 
to upwind by using the theoretical results of Fung and Chan for the 
three highest nadir angles. The technique, quoting Young (1975), is 
described below with appropriate changes as to chapters, figures and equations. 
"The experimental measurements (Grantham et a1. (1975);(Afarani, 1975) 
and a theoretical model (Fung and Chan) describing the wind direction 
dependence of backscatter measurements were discussed in Chapter 6. 
These measurements and [the corresponding] model reveal the basic shape 
and wind dependence of the anisotopic sea response, but the measurements 
include only a few wind conditions and some parameters in the model are 
still tentative. 
An approximate wind-direction characteristic for the backscatter 
data was determined by finding a regression fit of the AAFE Radscat 
data shown in Figure 6.8 and scaling the amplitude of the variations 
to agree with the theoretical upwind/cross-wind ratio. The wind-direction 
correction to modify the backscatter measurements to that expected for 
upwind conditions is 
A., aO • (X U) = 
-x pqJ ' (c . + d . log U)· pqJ pqJ 
(0.4980 - 0.1916 cos X - 0.4042 cos 2X + 0.0978 cos 4 X), 
u ~ 3 m/sec 
= 0, U < 3 m/sec 
where A.. aO . is in dB, U is in m/sec, and j = 1, 2, or 3 correspond 
-x. pqJ 
to the nominal incident angles 50°, 43°, and 32° respectively. The 
values used for c . and d . are given in Table 8.3. pqJ pqJ 
(8.21) 
No aspect angle corrections were applied to the backscatter measure-
ments near 17° and 1° nor to any of the radiometric measurements. The 
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HH 1 -3~OOl 6.879 
HH 2 
-2.898 6.543 
HH 3 -3.349 6.615 
to; 
HV or 1 -6.823 13.268 I I , 
VH 2 
-6.821 13.200 
































direction of the wind should have little effect on microwave measure-
ments near nadir and expertmenta1 measurements have thus far not revealed 
a wind direction effect on brightness temperature. Hence, not cor-
recting these. data for aspect angle should have little effect on the 
data analysis." 
Tabulation of regression constants and examples of results The 
regression esttmates for the constants given in equation (8.13) and 
(8~4) for SL 2/3 and SL 4 are given in Tables 8.4, 8.5, 8.6 and 8.7. 
Scatter diagrams of aO in db versus wind speed in knots (SL 2/3), 
v v 
for 32°. 43° and 50° are shown in Figure 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8. The re-
semblance to Figure 8.3 is notable • 
For SL 2/3 50° nadir angle, the best prediction of aO in db, 
given U, is 
aO ~ - 33.4 + 16.9 10g10 U 
vv(db) 
and the best prediction of U, given aO in db is 
vv 
l0sta U = 1.:387 + 0.029 cr~.lI-<-dh) 
These two equations can be put into another form as in equa-
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Table 8.4 Linear regression estimates of parameter in the model 
Nadir 
aO(in dB) = a
o 
+ al log (ground-truth wind speed in m/sec) 
for SL 2 and 3 data. The scattering coefficients were 
adjusted to upwind and to the nadi~ angles indicated 
before regression. 
Estimated 
Standard Standard No. of 
al Error of al a Error of a Observations 0 0 Angle Pol. 
vv 16.9 

























































-33.4 3.85 124 
-38.7 3.77 121 
-46.4 3.69 110 
-45.5 3.53 114 
-33.1 4.02 134 
-36.0 3.77 133 
-45.5 3.28 126 
-45.4 3.46 127 
-23.9 2.70 147 
-24.3 2.66 146 
-43.7 3.94 141 
-42.7 3.39 140 
.. 2.5 1.31 146 
- 2.3 1.45 145 
-17.9 1.21 136 
-17.9 1.22 141 
1502 0.92 134 
15.2 0.94 140 
- 1.6 0.87 136 




















aO (in dB) = a + al log (ground-truth wind speed in m/sec) 
o 
for SL 4 data. The scattering coefficients were adjusted 
to' upwj.nd and to the nadir angles indicated before regression. 
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Table 8.6 Linear regression estimates of parameters in the model log 
'I 
(ground-truth wind speed in m/sec) = b + b1 OOO(in dB) for 0 
" 
.... ~ SL. 2 and 3 data. The scattering coefficients were adjusted 
;: to upwind and the nadir angles listed before :', regression. 
Estimated 
_ t Nadir Standard Standard No. of 
Angle Pol. b1 Error of b1 b Error of b lOS Observations 
° ° 
: ~. 10 VV 0.029,0 ,0.0,027 1.387 ,0.159 1.44 124 
I • 
50° HH 0.03,01 0.0,025 1.541 0.154, 
1.43 121 
VB 0.0311 ,0.0,025 1.786 0.150 1.41 110 
"'''' HV 0.0322 0.0026 1.811 ,0.149 1.41 114 J~ 
tiJ(J VV 0.0260 ,0.0023 1.279 ,0.149 1.41 134 
43° HH ,0.0277 ,0.0023 1.389 0.144 
1.39 133 
VH ,0.0317 0.0,023 1.762 0.133 1.36 126 
!;!!J HV ,0.,03,03 0.0,023 1.721 0.137 1.37 127 
:- ~'t 
VV ,0.0342 0.Q,030 1.236 ,0.134 1.36 147 
!.:~ HH ,0.,0345 0.0,031 1.271 0.136 1.37 146 32° 
va 0.0238 0.,0021 1.445 ,0.133 1.36 141 
'.' 




VV ,0.0827 0.0100 0.731 ,0.190 1.55 146 1 
17° HH 0.0706 ,0.0,098 0.737 
0.198 1.58 145 
va 0.0905 ,0.0116 2.164 0.195 1.57 136 
HV ,0.,0887 iO.0112 2.131 0 •. 195 1.57 141 
VV -,0.1163 !0.,o179 2.368 0.218 1.65 134 
1° HH -0.1148 ,0.0177 2.349 
0.223 1.67 140 
va -,0.1425 0.0167 ,0.274 ,0.2,08 1.61 136 
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Table 8.7 Linear regression estimates of parameters in the model log 
(ground-truth wind speed in m/sec) = b
o 
+ b1 oP (in dB) for 
SL 4 data. The scattering coefficients were adjusted to 
upwind and to the nadir angles indicated before regression. 
Estimated 
Nadir Standard Standard No. of 
Angle Pol. b1 Error of b.1 b Error of b lOs Observations 0 0 
W 0.0622 0.0046 1.379 0.140 1.38 140 
500 HH 0.0406 0.0050 1.365 0.171 1.48 149 
VH 0.0406 0.0032 1.306 0.140 1.38 140 
UV 0.0369 0.0035 1.283 0.155 1.43 140 
W 0.0593 0.0049 1.289 0.160 1.44 147 
430 HH 0.0560 0.0057 1.412 0.175 1.50 148 
VH 0.0435 0.0034 1.287 0.155 1.43 144 
ltV 0.0416 0.0035 1.282 0.161 1.45 147 
W 0.0551 0.0031 1.143 0.138 1.:n 192 
320 -- HH 0.0516 0.0031 1.298 0.146 1.40 197 
VH 0.0367 0.0020 1.215 0.137 1.37 190 
ltV 0.0366 0.0020 1.272 0.133 1.36 193 
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Equation (8.25)can be inverted to obtain equation {8.26) 
aO = 1.65 x 10-5 U3•448 
vv 
Equation(8.24)can be inverted to obtain equation (8.27) 
These inverses are not very close together nor should they be 
expected to be close together. The heavy weighting of low winds and 
low values of aO determines the fits, and they do not yield realistic 
results for high winds. 
The regressions of aO on U given in Tables 8.6 and 8.7 were used 
tOi predict the wind from the. backscatter. The results were not good, 
because the log of the wind was ac~ually predicted and when the 
meteorological wind was compared to the radar wind in antilog form, 
the high winds were missed by large amounts. This was to be expected 
for reasons given at the start of this chapter. 
The power law regressions of the wind speed predicted from aO 
as in equation,(8.l8) were much better. Tables 8.8, 8.9, 8.10, 8.11, 
and 8.12 summarize these results. One pair shows the result of 
predicting aO from U for SL 2/3 and SL 4. The other three show the 
result of predicting U from aO for SL 2/3 and SL 4. The last table 
given results for SL 4 for winds greater than 12 knots. 
The root mean square differences (or errors) between the meteoro-
logical winds and the winds predicted from the backscatter measurements 
are given in Tables 8.10, 8.11, and 8.12. For SL 2/3 for all observa-
tions the largest root mean square difference was 5.5 knots and the 
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Table 8.8 Power law regression estimates o~ the parameter 0 0 
(in antilog form) in the model r:i' = a ua1 (in knots) 
o 
* for SL 2/3. 
a o -_5 Number of 
x 10- a l Cases RMSD 
VV 22.67 1+635 124 0.0139 
50° HH 0.5991 2.456 121 0.0088 
VH 0.0111 3.262 110 0.0038 
HV 0.0133 3.212 140 0.0032 
VV 56.26 1.471 134 0.0202 
43° HH 15.74 1.672 133 0.0106 
VH 0.07741 2.759 126 0.0024 
HV 0,,06589 2.805 127 0.0024 
VV 40.59 1.933 147 0.0227 
32° HH 54.41 1.739 146 0.0159 
VH 0.04778 3.169 141 0.0025 
HV 0.03534 3.268· 140 0.0026 
VV 0.5209 0~3417 146 0.0228 
150 HH 0.5736 0~3084 144 0.0159 
VH 0.0138 0.3279 136 0.0072 
HV 0.0143 0.3133 141 0.0074 
VV 37.76 -0.1899 134 6.1 
0° HH 37;01 -0.1811 140 6.3 
VH 0.7939 -0.2306 136 0.115 
HV 0.7839 -0.2225 136 0.117 
_5 



































Table 8.9 Power law regression estimates of the parameter 0'0 
(in antilog form) in the model (10 = G! 0 UG!l (in knots) 
for SL 4. 
No. of 
G!o G!:l Points = N RMSD 
VV 0.00266 1.495 140 0.11 
50 0 1m 0.00701 
0.973 149 0.08 
VH (LOO011 2.427 140 0.16 
RV (J.00014 2.329 140 0.17 
VV 0.00448 1-420 147 0.15 
43° 1m 0.00548 1.170 
148. 0.09 
VH 0.00023 2.263 144 0.19 
HV 0.00028 2.189 147 0.20 
VV 0.00366 1.672 192 0.30 
32° 1m 0.00189 
1.655 197 0.16 
VH 0.000031 2.959 190 0.37 
HV 0.000038 2.895 193 0.36 
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Number of q 
i \i (30 8 1 Cases RMSD 
VV 82.87 0.4196 124 5.5 
50° 
1m 102.5 0.3748 121 5.2 
/''il. VH 137.2 0.3263 110 4.4 
140.9 0.3318 114 4.4 
Ill"'· 
HV 
VV 61.64 0.3881 134 5 .. 2 
t-" 43° 1m 84.40 0.4000 
133 4.9 
VH 136.1 0.3414 126 4.1 
HV 134.0 0.340 127 4.2 
VV 36.41 0.3594 147 3.8 
32° 1m 42.55 0.3847 
146 3.9 
1 VH 75.90 0.2881 141 3.7 
HV 75.75 0.2878 140 3.7 
VV 11.82 0.6284 146 4.7 
15° 1m 12.16 
0.484 144 5.2 
VH 279.8 0.8778 136 4.9 
HV 206.4 0.7924 141 5.0 
\TV 373.2 -1.070 134 4.7 
0° 1m 529.3 -1.182 
140 4.7 
va 4.250 -1.345 136 4.7 
HV 3.571 -1.533 136 4.2 
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500 HH VH 
RV 
VV 






Power law regression estimates of the parameter U (in knots) 
_ 8'1 for SL 4. in the model U = Bo(aO) 
No. of 
f3 0 81, 
POints == N BMSD 
45.24 0.5695 140 5.3 
47.98 0.4019 149 7.4 
38.90 0.3725 140 5.5 
38.02 0.3496 140 6.3 
37.98 0.5483 147 5.8 
50.26 0.5220 148 6.6 
36.64 0.3829 144 5.5 
36.53 0.3657 147 5.8 
27.65 0.5055 192 5.2 
38.65 0.4767 197 5.6 
31.75 0.3198 190 5.3 






I Table B.12 Power la~ regression estimates of the parameter U i 
I (in knots) for U ~ 12 knots in the model U = ao(ao)~ 
L 
I' for SL 4. 
j 
No. of I ao C¥1, POints = Ii RMSD 1-- . 
i 
VV 44.13 0.500B 115 4.5 
500 lUI 53.13 0.4087 122 6.1 
VIi 38.29 0.3226 116 4.9 
~, HV 37.13 0.2942 116 5.B 
. 
VV 37.71 0.4731 121 4.9 
43 0 lUI 51.03 0.4757 121 5.0 
VIi 36.21 0.3242 119 4.B 
HV 36.09 0.3073 121 5.1 
VV 28.31 0.4431 166 4.8 
32!0 lUI 37.B2. 0.4071 168 5.1 
VIi 32.00 0.2800 164 4.B 
HV 32.08 0.2826 167 4.B 
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was 7.4 knots and the smallest was 5.2 knots. These values have to 
be studied in greater detail in te~s of the type of surface truth 
that provides the meteorological wind. 
All in all, the simple power law regressions, for upwind 
conditions only, do a creditable job of predicting the magnitude of 
the vector wind from a radar measurement when the wind speed is 
verified against the meteorologically obtained surface truth. 
The three tables that yield regression coefficients for the 
prediction of the magnitude of the vector wind from the backscatter 
contain a total of 44 categories. Examples of scatter plots of the 
radar wind prediction of the meteorological wind are given in the 
next eight figures, fo~r for SL 2/3 and four for SL 4. For SL 2/3, 
Fig. 8.9 is for VH 43°, Fig. 8.10 is for VH 50°, 8.11 is for HH 50°, 
and 8.12 is for VV 50°. An M represents either Hurricane AVA or 
Tropical Storm Christine. For SL 4, 8.13 is for VV 50°; 8.14 is for 
HV 32°; 8.15 is for 32° HR, and 8.16 is for 50° HR. The SL 4 plots 
are for all winds. The codes, A, B, C, D, and + were explained in 
Chapter 4. If several pOints fallon the same location the total 
number of pOints is printed, and the code is unfortunately lost • 
These eight plots, as well as the others in the total set appear 
to have one common feature. They tend to given radar winds that are 
higher than the meteorological wind when the winds are low and to 
give radar winds that are lower than the meteorological wind when the 
winds are high. Figure 8.9 is a particularly good example of this 
tendency. Figure 8.12 is the clearest example of the under prediction 
of the high winds for SL 2/3. Similarly Figure 8.13 and Figure 8.16 
are examples for SL 4. 
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Y Rr.NGE = 
1 STDEV = 
2 STDEV = 
3 STDEII = 
Ur (KNOTS> ~ 
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THE X-AXIS IS EST HIS VH43 ThE V-AXIS IS GND Ti HIS 
FIGURE 8.9 RADAR PREDICTED WIND VERSUS METEOROLOGICAL WIND FOR SL 2/3 VH 43° 
(EQUIVALENT UPWIND ANAYSIS) 
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I HIN X = 
I HAX X = 
I 
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6 0.0 00 
THE X-AXIS IS EST HIS VH50 THE V-AXIS IS GND TK W/S 
FIGURE 8.10 RADAR PREDICTED WIND VERSUS METEOROLOGICAL WIND FOR SL 2/3 VH 500 
(EQUIVALENT UPWIND ANALYSIS) 
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FIGURE 8.11 RADAR PREDICTED WINO VERSUS METEOROLOGICAL WINO FOR SL 2/3 HH 50
0 
(EQUIVALENT UPWIND ANALYSIS) 
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FIGURE 8. ,12 RADAR PREDICTED WINO VERSUS METEO.RQLOGICAL WINO fOR SL2I3 VV 500 
(EQUIVALENT UPWIND ANALYSIS) 
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FIGURE 8.13 RADAR PREDICTED WIND VERSUS MEtEOROLOGICAL WIND FOR SL 4. VV 50° 
(EQUIVALENT UPWIND ANALYSIS) 
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FIGURE 8.14 RADAR PREDICTED WIND VERSUS METEQROLOGICAL WIND FOR SL 4, HV 32° 
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FIGURE 8.15 RADAR PREDICTED WIND VERSUS METEOR0LOGICAL WIND FOR SL 4 • HH 32° 
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FIGURE 8.16 RADAR PREDICTED WIND VERSUS METEOROLOGICAL WIND FOR SL 4. HH 50° 
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In general, the inverses of the power law relationships given 
in Tables 8.8 to 8.11 are closer together than the corresponding 
inverses from the log-log regressions. For example, Table 8.S yields 
crO= 2.267 x 10-4(U)1.635 
and Table 8.10 yields 
U = 82.87 (cro)0.4196 
for 50oVV. The corresponding inverses are 
U = 169.4 (aO)0.6ll6 
and 
~o 2 68 10-o(y~)2.3S32 
v =. x u 







1.69); equation (S.25) (24.38 and 0.29); equation (8.27) (94.9 and 
_5 
0.592) and equation (8.26) (1.65 x 10 and 3.448) are much farther 
apart than these values based on PQwer law regressions. 
Tables 8.10 and 8.11 give values for the regression constants 
for both VH and HV polarizations. The differences are attributable 
in part to slightly different sample sizes and in part to slightly 
different measurements of cr~v and ~H at each cell. The wind speeds 
can be treated as identical despit,. the few miles separating the cell 
centers. The values for 500 VH and 500 HV in Table 8.10, for ~o= 0.01. 
Yi~ld wind speeds of 30.53 knots and 30.49 knots. At cro= 0.001 they 
yield 14.4 and 14.6 knots. For practical purposes the two equations 
are identical. This conclusion is essentially the same for all 
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Table 8.10 alao provides values for 15° and 0° nadir angles. 
For these angles~ no corrections for wind direction effects were 
used. The dependence of wind speed on aO is still evident. The 
wind speed still increases with increasing backscatter at 15°, and 
all but the HH polarization yields power laws close to one. At a 
nadir angle of 0°, the wind speed decreases with increasing back-
° scatter according to a nearly linear relationship. For a 15 
nadir angle, a~H equal to 0.1 yields 37.7 knots and ~v yields 
40.86 knots, which are satisfactorily close together. With aO and 
VH 
~v equal to 0.02833, both equations yield 12.25 knots • 
The signs of the exponent in Tables 8.8 and 8.10 change between 
15° and. 0°. The assumption made by Bradley (1971) that the backscatter 
data that were obtained during the early NASA aircraft program could 
be normalized to 10° is further substantiated by this result. 
There is one possible objection to these results. It is that 
the meteorological wind was used to correct the backscatter to the 
equivalent upwind backscatter value. Then this backscatter value was 
used to predict the magnitude of the wind vector. The theory used is 
somewhat circular in that knowledge of the wind is used to get a 
result that i~ then used to predict the wind. This question and others 
of a meteorological nature are investigated in the next section. 
PREDICTIONS OF WIND SPEED GIVEN WIND DIRECTION AND BACKSCA'lTER VALUE 
Introduction. One way to avoid the step of correcting all 
backscatter values to the equivalent upwind values, as was done in 
the preceding section, is to try to represent the radar wind as a 
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This step assumes that the wind direction given by the meteorological 
analysis is correct, and assigns all error effects to the differences 
between the magnitudes of the meteorological wind and the radar wind. 
Four procedures, referred to as methods three through six were 
devised to determine the relationship given by equation(S.32). Two were 
based on the preceding tables as a start and then applied successive 
corrections to the regressions that were obtained. Another started 
from first principles,obtained the desired function, and then corrected 
the magnitudes of the winds by an a~ditional quadratic fit. The theory 
of three of the methods will be given first, and then the results will be 
* analyzed. 
Methods 5 and 6. From Table 8.10, for example for VV50o, equation (8.33) 
can be obtained where U represents an upwind measurement. To simplify 
u 
notation, Au and Bu have been used instead of ~o and ~l. 
(8.33) 
From the AAFE Langley program, it is known that at 15 mls (29.16 
knots) crO is about 1 db down from upwind at downwind and about 4 db 
qown from upwind at crosswind. From this information, four new 
coefficients Ac ' ,Bc ' Ad' and Bd can be calculated that will yield 
~hese values for U and crO at this wind speed, subject to the additional 
~estriction that all curves pass through the same point at U = 1 knot. 
The equations are derived for cross wind and changing One constant 
produces the equations for downwind. 
From equation (8.33), it is pOSSible to solve for aO as in 
** equation (S.34). 
.en crO = (8.34) 
J. 
"'Method three was-"an- earlier version of methoas five and six and did 
not give as'good results. 
** 
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This value for the backscatter must be reduced by 4 db at crosswind. 
Let 
(8.35) 
The equation for crosswind 
(8.36) 
must yield the same wind speed at 29.16 knots (i.e. Uu = U
c
) so that 
equation (8.37) must be satisfied. 
nAB (I-n 29.16 - I-n Au tn (29.16) = ~n c + c 
Bu 
also for Uc = Uu = 1 knot, the requirements are that 
o 
I-n a = -I-n Au/Bu 
and hence that 
(8.38) 
(8.39) 
equation (8.37) can be put into the form given by equation (8.40) by 
means of equation (8.39). 
[ I-n (29.16) J Be = Bu I-n (29.16) - KcBu (8.40) 
The values of au and ~ are in the tables, and Kc is known so 
that Bc can be found from equation (8.40») and then Ac ' from equation 
(8.39). 
.-.---. 
To find Ad and Bd' Kd is used instead of Kc as in equation (8.41) 
(8.41) 
For 50° VV SL 2/3, the three equations that result are given by 
equation (8.33) above and equations (8.42) and (8.43). 
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Given ~(= 80) and B(= ~l)' for all polarizations and the three 
largest nadir angles, equations for Uu ' Uc ' and Ud can be found. 
The first guess for the radar wind is then obtained as a Fourier 
series involving Uu ' Uc ' and Ud as in equation (8.44). 
UrI = A + B cos X + C cos 2 X + D cos 4 X (8.44) 
For X = 0, upwind, 
(8.45) 
For X = 180°, downwind, 
Uri = Ud = A - B + C + D (8.46) 
For X = 90°, crOSSWind, 
Ur1 = Uc = A - C + D (8.47) 
With D = KA, i.e. with the assumption that the fourth harmonic is 
linearly related to the constant term, these equations can be solved, 
and the radar wind expressed as a function Uu ' Uc ' and Ud and X . 
+ ~ [Uu + Ud - 2 Uc ] cos 2 X 
K 


























This equation was used to obtain values of the radar wind, 
Ur1 • Various regression equations were then applied in sequence 
to Ur1 to try to improve on this first estimate. Given Url(aO, X) 




* * such that A and B would make 
(8.50) 
a minimum. 
Method five used equation (8.49). Method six left it out. 
The next step was to form 
(8.51) 
(8.52) 
The next step was to form 
(8.53) . 
and to find Do' D1 , and D2 to minimize 
(8.54) 
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The final result of this seri ... , of regressions is either 
equation (8.55a) or equation (8.55b) lor methods five and six 
respectively. 
Ur4 = Ur/Urs {X , Urz (Ur1 (0'0, X») 
Ur4 = Ur4 (Ur3 (X, Ur1 (ao, X») 
(8.55a) 
(8.55b) 
If equation (8.48) were the best possib';' \~ least squares fit 
to the data, the application of these additional steps would 
* * "do nothing". For example, both A and B would be one, Co would 
be 1 and C1 , Cz ' C3 , and C4 would be zero. Do and Da would be zero, 
and Dl would be 1. The successive regressions are not quite 
"do nothing" regressions as will be discussed when the results of 
their application to three different nadir angles, three polari-
zations and SL 2/3 and SL 4. It is difficult to see how all of the 
various operations interact. A simple power law equation vanishes 
along the way. 
Method 4. Method 4 was a two step regression that assumed very 
little about a starting form for U = U(O', X) and corrected the first 
result by a quadratic improvement. 
The first step was to find the constants Eo' E1 , Ea , E3 , E4 , 
F 0' F1 , Fa' Fs ' and F4 in equation (8.56) with 0'0 in db. 
,en Urs OIl Eo+El cos X + Ea cos 2X +Es cos 3X +E4 cos 4X 
+ 0'°[Fo+F1 cos X+Fz cos 2X+Fs cos 3X+F4 cos 4X] 
(8.56) 
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The minimization ~-]!!S c,lrried out in such a way as to weight l~rge 
values of U and a O in antilog form more heavily than the usual 
techniques. For small v,a1ues of the difference in equation (8.57) 
the weighting is exactly the right one. For large values, some 
bias is introduced, but th.is is mostly removed by the quadratic fit 
that follows. 
o Once the ten constants were found, U ,computed from a and 
re 
X, was used to find three more constants Go' G1 and G2 as in 
equation (8.58) 
(8.58) 
so as to minimize 
(8.59) 
Given the constants Ej and Fj' equation (8.56) can be trans-
formed to an interesting form as in equation (8.60) 
or 




= eE(Ej, X) 
and finally 
4 

















[E 0 + El cos X + E2 CelS 2 X + E3 cos 3 X + E cos 4 X ] ~ (X) = e 4 
o (8.64) 








1 For crosswind, 
(8.70) 
(8.71) 
The quadratic correction in equation (8.58) has a particularly 
simple interpretation in this method. The exponents are simply 
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~Regression Constants for Methods 4. 5 and 6. Five tables, 
Tables 8.13 through 8.17, give the values of the regression const.ants 
for methods 4, 5. and 6. Method 4 did not give good results for 
51 2/3, because the distribution of wind dir.ections for high winds 
was not uniform, and so it was only used for SL 4. The uneven 
distribution of wind directions for high winds caused problems for 
SL 2/3 even for methods 5 and 6, but they were not as severe. 
Method 5 for SL 2/3 is given in Table 8.13. The values of Au, 
Bu ' Ad' Bd, Ac and Bc are listed first for each command angle and 
polar,ization. The cross polarized backscatter values were simply 
averaged and treated as one value. If either was missing the other 
was used alone. The numbers are what would be expected. The values 
of M and N are the A* and B* of equation (8.49). The piS are the 
CiS of equation (8.51). The Q's are the D's of equation (8.5.3). 
The power law transformation, equation (8.40) is difficult to 
interpret in terms of what it eloes to equation (8.48). The Fourier 
series, equation (8.5l),undoes some of the effects of M in equation 
(8.49) because the constant term is less than one. 
Except for the coefficient of the cosine of 4 X, the other 
trigonometric terms have small effects compared to that produced by 
requiring a 4 db difference between upwind and crosswind. The first 
harmonic strengthens the upwind downwind difference. The second 
harmonic weakens the upwind crosswind difference. The third harmonic 
was assumed to be zero and is non present with the same sign in all 
but command angle 1, HV + VH. The fourth harmonic is quite large and 
more or less knocks out the original fourth harmonic variation in 
equation (8.48). 
The quadratic correction shQWS an important feature. The 
parabolas represented by these coefficients, except for one, have a 
minimum for Ur3 greater than zero and predict a larger Ur4 for values 
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This and other results demonstrate a difficulty with low wind 
speeds that appears to be caused by the sudden disappearance of 
capillary waves at wind speed near 5 or 7 knots, compounded with the 
inherent errors in measuring low winds discussed in Chapter 4. 
Method 6 for SL 2/3 is given in Table 8.14. The values of Au, 
B.u ' and so on are the same. The power law transformation is omitted 
(equatLon 8.49). The P's represent the C' sand the quadratic law is 
given by the S's. 
The overall level is amplified by the constant term in the Fourier 
series. Upwind downwind is strengthened. Upwind crosswind is 
weakened except for l-VV. Some third harmonic is present, and the 
fourth harmonic is grea1:1y weakened. These are the effects that 
might be expected given the kinds of errors present in the meteoro-
logical value.s of the wind direction o 
The quadratic correction for six of the nine terms has a minimum 
at Ur3 = 0, given by SO. A wind speed less than this value cannot be 
predicted. These values are between 7.3 and 4.2 knots. The other 
three with negative values for Sl have mintmums at 5.4 knots, 0.58 
knots and 4.49 knots in the order shows and predict 9.98, 7.1 and 8.65 
knots respectively. 
All in all, method 6 gave somewhat better results than method 5 
for SL 2/3. Scatter diagrams of the radar wind versus the meteorological 
wind will be given later. Despite an initial guess function that would 
have produced the required backscatter differences for upwind, downwind 
and crosswind, these effects are wiped out for SL 2/3 by the final 
results of the method. 
Table 8.15 shows the values for method 4 for SL 4. The notations 
is back in phase with the theory. The first group of five numbers 
:capt'esents Bo (X) as in equation (8.64) and the second group represents 
267 
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~o(X) as in equation (8.65). The value of ~o(X) is a minimum for 
upWind, semel·mat la.rger for downwind (except l-In! and 2-HV), and a 
maximum for cl:osswi.nd. The same can be said for ,81 (X) except that 
Fl has the wrong effect twice, and F2 four times. 
Nearly all of the quadratic corrections go through zero for 
Urs when Ursis near zero. Th
e effect of the squared term is very 
small. 
Table 8.16 shows the values for method 5 for SL 4. The same 
kinds ~f conclusions can be reached as with Table 8.13. 
Table 8.17 shows the values of method 6 for SL 4. RO through R3 
are close to a "do nothing" transformation. The value of R4 greatly 
reduces the cos 4 X term. 
Tabulation of the Predicted Radar Winds for each Observation and 
for each Method. The wind speeds predicted by these three different 
* 
methods are given in Table 8.18, which requires quite a few pages. 
The DOY , scan number, meteorological wind speed and direction, 
backscatter value, as corrected, and radar wind speed for each regression 
*I: 
method are tabulated. These values are the "output" of this study and 
represent how well the wind speed can be predicted from a radar 
measurement, given the wind direction and a backscatter measurement of 
known nadir angle, polarization and instrum9.nt characteristics (i.e. 
the change from SL 2/3 to SL 4). Once in a while there are "busts" but 
the results for all three polarizations, all three nadir angles and all 
three methods are not very far apart. 
Scatter Plots. Eleven scatter plots showing the results of method 6 
for VV polarization for all three nadir angles and stratified according 
to "Type A" meteorological winds, "Type B" winds, and so on are given 
next. Figure 8.22 for SL 2/3 combines Hurricane AVA and Tropical Storm 
Christine 0 These s~~atter plots will be discussed later on in this 
ch~pter. Fig. 8.23 shows VH/HV for AVA and Christine. 
*19 in fact 
**Method 4 is tabulated for SL 2/3, for those who might wonder how 
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~ r J TABLE 8.16 
SL 4 : REDUCTION 5 
j (uIViMANO ANGLE 1 2 
3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
I PU L AR 11 A T ION VV VV VV HH 
HH HH HV+VH HV+VH HV+VH 
I AU 45,2400 37.9800 27.6500 47.9800 50.2600 38.6500 38.4600 36.5850 31.8250 
~ ~, u .5695 .5483 
.5055 .~\019 .5220 .4767 .3610 .371. :3 .3199 
J 
Au 52.7735 43.7432 31.1292 53 .• 5096 58. 0787 43.6997 
42.1716 40.2024 34.3782 
80 .5925 .5696 .5235 .4132 .5413 .4927 
.3702 .3841 .3270 
AC 
'°1 ':1.2843 72.0615 47.0518 77.3212 96.3912 66.7846 57.3289 55.1167 44.3211 ~ Be 0 .6744 .6449 .5865 .4514 .6088 .5480 .4005 .4169 .3505 ~g ,I 
1'1 ~d 2.9285 3.5454 3.3212 4.7490 4.3475 3.7199 3.5616 3.5911 3.0985 
!'1 ~~ .7430 .6837 .6'999 .6032 .6259 .6668 .7359 .7373 .7787 
.1 
1 
P .J ~~ .b658 .8491 .8858 .8004 .8248 .8714 .8236 .8261 .8687 pl -.0106 -.0102 .0106 -.0368 -.0324 -.0009 -.0371 -.0319 -.:0117 
~\ N P) to -.0224 -.0379 -.0612 -.0531 -.0347 -.0581 -.0679 -.0682 
-.0923 
!' ~, pi I-d~ -.0750 -.0194 .0110 .0075 .0200 .0575 -.0286 -.0062 .0235 
•. 1 ~~ '"' P.:., -.opoo -.1628 -.1686 -.0721 -.1743 -.1736 -.0921 -.1839 - .1948 ~: 
,; G.J 12.0814 -5.1493 -3.4060 -34.8985 -18.4023 -7.3288 31.3459 
22.3003 -.5446 
,. Q1 -.4197 1.2966 1.0258 4.5327 2.6874 1.3902 -2.2496 -1.5933 
.6291 
i' 02 .03811 -.00215 .00513 -.08589 -.03685 -.00263 .08077 .07059 .01656 
[i' 
~, ' TABLE 8.17 , Sl 4 : REDUCTION 6 r ,. 
t CGr.MAND ANf:LE 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 i\ 




R I 1.2222 1.2237 1.2242 1.2480 1 .2491 1.2297 1.4525 
1.4818 1.4726 
l 
F< 1 .0301 .0443 .0559 .U004 .0113 .0455 -.0295 
-.0205 .0028 
:( ftc! .0255 .0169 -.0171 -.0135 .026S 
-.0094 -.0746 -.0765 -.1187 
t"" H3 -.1342 -.0518 -.0041 .0212 .0381 .·0769 
-.0661 - .. 0259 .0279 
l' , R4 -.1835 -.3121 -.3086 -.220R -.3707 -.3308 -.2545 
-.4202 -.4057 
t; 
• l ;:" $" 8.4297 -7.2184 -3.5999 -14.0300 -15.5195 -5.2505 26.1577 8.0065 
-4.35:53 
Sl .1155 1.7400 1.3C58 2.6770 2.5833 1. 511 7 -1.6526 
-.0302 1.1334 
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TABLE 8. 18 (I) --~ 
';L2-3 ( 0 I~~' AND AN G l E 
A~prCT J1E T. SIGMA ~ DB REDUcTION 4 REDUCT JON 5 REDlICTlOI~ 6 QUAl 
11 A'.fU WIND VV HH HV·VH VV HH HV+VIl VV HH HV+VH VV HH HV+VH 
! 
~ 15bl02 1.7 13.0 -17.50 -22.66 -32.72 12.02 12.81 13.37 13.3713.1612.89 13.69 13.40 12.82 A 156103 1 .4 13.0 -17.12 -22.42 -32.46 11.89 12.72 13.23 13.80 13.50 13.14 14.13 13.75 13.07 A 15(.104 -4.0 13.0 -16.43 -22.28 -32.02 11.68 12.65 12.97 1 4 • 69 13. 68 1 3. 5 9 15.0313.9513.51 A 
15t,105 -9.3 13.0 -le.64 -24.32 -36.48 12.34 12.86 15.01 12.24 11.97 10.32 12.59 12.18 10.32 A 
150106 -19.7 10.v -20.69 -25.72 -35.80 12.08 11.90 12.75 10.85 10.91 10.48 11.18 11.09 10.47 + 
,{l lSo107 -25.0 8.0 -20.52 -25.80 -37.81 11.64 11.27 11.30 10.8110.71 9.55 11.16 10.89 9.59 + 
I 156108 -35.3 5.0 -19.88 -25.79 -35.29 11.29 lu.41 10.28 10.92 10.49 10.21 11.30 10.65 10.21 + 
156112 -61.6 12.0 -21.61 -2~.06 -35.12 10.45 10.50 9.43 11.21 11.90 11.22 11.48 12.05 11.20 + 1.1-. 
15L113 -5t-.e 14.0 -18.49 -23.7P -32.51 13.73 12.38 12.58 13.39 13.20 13.03 13.77 13.47 12.96 + I 
150114 -47.1 15.0 -19.45 -23'bO -32.52 11.61 11.66 12.fr8 11.44 12.14 12.05 11.84 12.43 11.99 + 
156115 -47.4 16.0 -12.38 -19.78 -30.01 12.73 17.04 10.01 12.26 16.26 14.77 12.72 16.77 14.67 + 
156116 -47.5 18.0 -15.69 -20.49 -29.79 17.33 15.71 16.47 15.74 15.30 15.09 16.37 15.77 14.98 + 
156119 -6f.l 22.0 -15.38 -20.38 -28.69 30.01 25.45 25.50 23.51 21.00 21.37 23.51 21.08 21.32 + 
156120 -Cf .4 23.0 -16.11 -21.23 -29.56 25.62 21.82 21.83 21.15 19.23 19.26 21.09 19.31 19.20 + 
156121 -63.6 25.0 -16.80 -21.52 -29.57 20.07 18.68 20.76 17.81 17.50 18.55 18.02 17.73 18.47 • 
156122 -6~ .7 26.0 
-17.60 -21.96 -30.62 17.37 17.45 17.46 16.15 16.80 16.55 16.34 17.03 16.47 + 
157101 167.1 12.0 -15.17 -24.93 -29.67 18.28 12.18 16.83 18.66 14.51 18.46 17.51 14.25 18.59 M 
157102 17L6 13.0 -16.37 -23.41 -29.30 16.60 14.70 17'86 17 • 1 6 1 6 • 76 1 9.38 15.97 16.28 19.57 M 
157103 163.2 16.0 -15.88 -23.29 -29.46 17.88 14.43 17.19 18.54 16.29 18.64 17.63 16.01 18.74 M 1 157104 169.0 18.0 -14.02 -21.02 -21.71 25.68 20.67 22.41 23.53 20.81 23.20 21.71 20.12 23.43 M 
157105 174.8 25.0 -12.93 -19.58 -26.84 33.46 27.94 26'07 27 .30 24.73 25.99 24.68 23.61 26.33 H 
~ 157106 -179.7 34.0 -13.96 -la.01 -25.89 26.62 39.43 30.77 23.32 29.86 29.44 2'.04 28.30 29.86 M !j rnl07 -174.1 42.0 -12.90 -18.45 -25.68 33.58 34.98 31.67 27.43 28.11 3C.24 24.84 26.76 30.65 M N 1~7108 -153.3 51.0 -12.07 -14.88 -21.69 34.43 44.78 52.91 32.60 37.61 48.18 32.20 31.18 48.29 M 157109 -112.6 50.0 -12.78 -13.97 -2t.16 41.82 47.87 46.06 51.14 58.42 57.69 53.27 58.56 57.47 M 157111 -46.1 31.0 -13.04 -15.44 -24.Q4 24.57 29.71 30.73 21.7125.01 25.75 22.83 25.86 25.53 M fl 157113 -21.6 18.0 -13.26 -18.83 .00 12.38 12.75 .00 20.08 17.22 .00 21.02 17.77 .00 M ,. 
.: 157114 -17.9 16.0 -16.56 .00 .00 12. 00 .00 .00 14.15 .00 .00 14.66 .00 .00 M 
~. 1(;2104 -2£.8 7.0 -25.50 -29.80 -38.05 10.29 9.92 10.27 10.12 9.23 9.39 10.04 9.17 9.44 + r~ ~~ .. 162105 -29.1 9.0 -24.36 -29.17 -41.54 n.45 10.02 9.21 10.10 9.39 8.73 10.14 9.36 8.86 + 
i ;; t~\ 102106 -34.5 9.0 -21.14 -25.72 -38.96 ~0.80 10.49 8.72 10.49 10.52 9.08 10. 78 '0.69 9.16 + 
,. ~;:: ~ 102107 -31,.7 9.U -2'.12 -26.33 -32.19 10.80 10.25 12.27 10.49 10.26 12.15 10.78 10.39 12.08 + 
.. ,' .:::> 162109 -n .3 5.0 -22.23 -27.79 -35.70 10.98 10.40 9.67 11.66 11.77 11.22 11.73 11.75 1~.23 + 
t. ",. ::::1 102110 -7e.7 12.0 -;9.36 -21,.12 -33.30 14.51 14.38 12.48 14.35 14.94 13.31 14.35 15.00 13.29 + I;· :t_ _."1 Ii-: ~,- 0 10;: 111 -7~·. 9 15.0 -17.56 -23.0R -32.68 21.59 18.27 14.16 18.81 17.14 14.11 18.3~ 17.04 14.11 + 
r lr:i!112 -106.2 13.0 -19.70 -24.33 -34.51 18.18 17.71 12.94 16.97 16.44 12.30 16.70 16.39 12.29 + 
fi. ,..~ Ed 162113 -lJt.5 7.0 -25.37 -31.82 -34.66 11.15 10.50 12.78 10.70 10.01 12.17 10.83 9.91 12.17 + ! 
~. 
;r:. ;,.... lc..2il4 -Bt.7 8.0 -26.97 -31.87 -37.85 9.32 9.12 8.73 10.17 9.91 9.96 10.19 9.75 10.01 + J 
if ;,1 !:-' 211)202 16~.6 17 .4 -15.23 -22.08 -30.48 20.25 17.55 15.16 19.90 18.77 17.04 18.46 18.21 17.17 + I :rt ,.~ , 
il 
i " 
216203 179.6 1 .~ 14.8 -16.65 -23.66 -31.76 15.86 14.36 12.94 16.48 16.54 15.14 15.28 16.03 15.27 + !. 
.. ~ ~.~ 216204 -167.5 13.3 -18.97 -23.81 -31.97 11.82 13.79 12.61 13.30 15.92 14.74 12.90 15.57 14.82 B j 
• C.> 2H205 -157.6 12.7 -18.81 -22.96 -32.49 12.30 14.60 11.96 13.58 16.15 13.60 13.41 15.99 13.62 B ~ .~ ,.., "::I:j 216206 -14S.7 12.6 -16.85 -22.12 -30.60 15.81 15.40 14.79 16.60 16.42 15.30 16.44 16.42 15.29 8 ;~ , y< 216207 -142.7 12.9 -16.03 -19.19 -29.11 18.11 20.15 17.51 18.72 21.18 17.10 18 • 67 21.23 17.06 + , i 
1'\ fl ._,. 216208 -13f.8 13.7 -16.13 -20.24 -29.80 18.37 17.89 16.39 19.00 18.99 15.89 19.02 19.13 15.84 + -I. .. -..t..., 1 
.: ~ :>=j 216209 -13t.7 14,6 -16.96 -18.t,~ -29.22 17.01 2{).68 17.49 17.40 22.59 16.92 17.46 22.73 16.86 D , 
220202 -114.5 14.0 -23.45 -26.99 -35.70 12. ~.4 13.51 11.47 11.58 12.71 11· 2 3 11.74 12.80 11.22 D ~ 
220203 -113.6 14.7 -24.53 -29.18 -33.49 11.66 11.95 13.73 10.96 11.14 13.22 11.13 11.17 13.19 C 1 
." 'j 
,.~ 220205 -123.~ 12.4 -27.63 -23.?7 -35.80 9.78 ~5.13 10.78 10.10 15.22 10.74 10.1115.4010.74 C 
220206 -135.8 11 .8 -26.78 -28.1~ -36.28 9.40 10.63 9<. ~ 'I 10.10 10.63 10.09 10.09 10.66 10.11 + 
220207 -142.9 11.4 -24.32 -31.04 -37.92 9.65 9.13 .... " ·t d 10.29 9.53 9.51 10.41 9.42 9.57 B 




l ~ .. " .. -. ~ ~"V l· <'_:"~..o.k,_~ .... ,;:.,-•• ,.~~~t.:o..dI~~'!ia'rth. Htitft;i~,~~btJ ....... ;.f~~~",.-,_~~"",----, 
r ~ -'"'_':.j~-'O - 'r -1'1 '.1 
• I 
-1 ~ ~ ,5 TABLE 8.18(2) ~~ 
22021 a -13~. 7 9.2 -22.27 -29.2 Q -33.02 10.73 9.89 12.02 10.9c, 10.11 12.10 11.16 10.08 12.08 C 
220211 -13C. 7 8.3 -25.15 -21.26 -32.15 10.16 lb.9l 13.67 10.27 17.98 13.26 10.4016.1813.21 C 
n0303 1 ~ • n 10.1 -16.77 .00 .00 11 .94 .00 .CO 14.0.0 .00 .00 14.46 .00 .00 c 
, . 220304 -5.4 9.9 -16.31 .00 .00 11.66 .00 .00 14.85 .00 .00 15.21 .00 .00 C I •• 220305 -17.8 12.! -24.36 .00 .00 12.51 .00 Oli 10.12 .00 .flO 10.20 .00 .00 C ~' · -220307 -15.5 17 .1 -24,26 .00 .00 13 .01 .00 .00 10.13 .00 .00 10.22 .0 a .00 C 
220308 -17.8 16.9 -22.09 .00 .00 12.35 .00 • (ro 10.43 .00 .00 10.68 .00 .00 C 
220309 -23.2 15.2 -21.19 .00 .00 ".71 .00 .ao 10.61 .00 .00 10.92 .00 .00 + 
2~O310 -26.6 14 .4 -21.61 .00 .00 11.30 .00 • 00 10.45 .00 .00 10.72 .00 .00 + 220402 3f .8 7.1 .00 -32.88 .00 .00 &.40 • ao .00 8.60 .00 .00 8.34 .00 + 22u404 31.2 8.6 .00 -:!!)'10 .00 .00 9.56 .00 .00 9.13 .00 .00 9.0 4 .00 + 
.j 
220405 27.7 9.0 .00 -29.76 .00 .00 10.09 .00 .00 9.26 .00 .00 9.20 .00 + ,,~ , 220406 25.6 9.3 ~;:o -29.44 .00 .00 10.47 .00 .00 9.38 .00 .00 9.34 .00 + , 
22L 407 22.4 9.3 .00 -31.33 .00 .00 10.79 • vO .00 8.99 .-00 .00 8.86 .00 + 245204 117.1 10.0 -27.41 -25.71 -36.U5 10.11 14.34 11.04 10.15 13.75 10.90 lU.21 13.87 10.90 M 
245205 95.9 12.0 -28.99 -34.31 -38.47 9.25 B.93 9.02 10.10 9.21 9.74 10.04 8.98 9.80 M 
I 245206 7t.1 14.0 -24.00 -29.03 -35.39 9.82 9.63 10.09 10.72 11.00 11.44 10.82 10.96 11.45 M 245207 57.7 18.0 -21.41 -24.31 -33.47 10.42 11.85 11.22 11.06 12.84 12.20 11.35 13.08 12.16 M 24520& 51.6 24.0 -18.04 -23.35 -30.62 13.69 12.28 15.49 13.10 12.84 14.53 13.55 13.15 14.44 M ' ' [! 245209 64.6 33.0 -18.04 -21.59 -28.99 16.35 18.88 23.25 15.52 17.63 20.05 15.69 17.84 19.96 M 245210 8f.4 39.0 -15.19 -19.32 -25.51 39.85 40.51 46.58 30.24 28.06 33.10 28.87 27.25 33.31 M 245211 107.3 37.0 -14.36 -18.75 -25.96 37.,53107831.!l.J 39.61 30.91 32.52 39.83 30.54 32.52 M 
245213 12f.9 28.0 -14.03 -19.64 -26.78 27.00 19.95 23.40 31.77 22.28 24.54 32.41 22.47 24.44 M 
ri 
24,) 214 132.8 24.0 -15.62 -22.38 -28.85 20.65 15.32 18.42 22.03 15.92 17.98 22.15 16.11 17.91 M .j 
245215 136.5 21.0 -16.86 -22.62 -29.41 17.24 14.73 17.17 17.67 15.30 16.60 17.72 15.46 16.54 M 1 
245216 14t.3 18.0 -17.43 -24.05 -31.32 15.65 13.08 14.02 15.97 13.59 13.82 16.02 13.71 13.78 M 
N 245217 143.(, 15.0 -18.02 -21.16 -31.73 14.40 16.53 13.35 14.78 17.37 13.42 14.83 17.46 13 .39 ... 
"'-f 245218 146.9 12.0 -21.34 -28.42 -33.39 10.72 9.87 11.25 11.36 10.64 12.02 11.52 10.63 12.02 M 4 , .... ~ 245219 15(.7 9 .. 0 -26.73 -33.45 -38.93 8.98 8.32 7.22 10.10 9.06 9.37 10.06 8.84 9.44 M -Ii f 245220 152.3 7.0 -30.43 -34.28 -38.51 8.91 8016 7035 10.41 8.92 9.53 10.00 8.67 9.60 M ,1 I;. :.':)~ 252103 126.2 11 .7 -23.01 -34.75 -37.94 9.58 9.14 9.18 10.11 8.77 9.66 10.05 8.52 9.70 C 
~ ;:d i7~ 2:;2104 120.9 11 .8 -26.52 -30.40 -jS.84 10.28 10.84 10.96 10.21 10.17 10.86 10.31 10.15 10.86 C 
~ '-I "i 252105 11l. .8 11 .1 -24.48 -28.06 -36.~1 11.64 12.63 10.57 10.95 11.83 10.53 11.13 11.89 10.54 ~ ;:;; t>-rJ 2~2106 106.6 11 .1 -24.87 -29.56 -35.7( 11.1,8 11.84 11.64 10.91 11.14 11.28 11.04 11.11 11.29 D 
• 
~J b 252.107 9~.5 10 .9 -23.36 -30.21 -38.49 12.12 10.77 8.98 11.6810.BO 9.73 11.6710.69 9.79 D I ,(--< r.:j 252108 '16.1 11 .5 -30.71 -37.20 -40.01 f.90 7.97 7.31 10.27 8.59 9.23 9.99 8.23 9.32 + , ;::::;'d f, 252110 79.9 10. 1 -16.50 -21.17 -29.76 28.50 27.16 22.63 22.87 21.58 19.03 22.00 21.22 19.07 + ~. ... C".l "dEd 252111 74.7 7.5 -20.32 -24.03 -34.81 13.39 13.93 10.66 13.48 14.51 11.90 13.42 14.50 11.90 + f :;::: .~ 252112 59.5 4.4 -24.96 -30.84 -39.01 9.09 8.30 6.64 10.15 9.44 9.35 10.24 9.36 9.41 + 
r. '::1 .~ 252113 -11.6 2.4 -35.94 -39.11 -41.01 19.20 14.56 16.76 11.46 8.17 8.96 10.27 7.67 9.06 + ~. ::., ... ,,¥ 25.2114 -57.8- 5.3 -24.60 -28.67 -37.84 9.15 8.88 7.27 10.16 10.11 9.67 10.27 10.15 9.70 + ~; .. ~-t t. 252115 -63.B 8.7 -19.60 -23.82 -31.85 12.89 13.45 14.49 13.12 14.28 14.66 1 3.35 14.48 14 ~6 0 + T'" ' 
252116 -61.0 11.4 
-21.58 -25.85 -35.87 10.44 10.63 8.70 11.19 11.99 10.71 11.46 12.15 10.71 0 i 
, 
r ~.o 2:-2117 -52.1 13.5 -17.18 -22.26 -31.55 15.35 13.79 13.80 14.27 13.98 1 3.4 7 14.76 14.35 13.39 + 1 r;" ... '-'~ ~ 252118 -41.2 15.1 -14.46 -19.35 -29.57 17>40 15.79 15.56 16.97 15.98 14.85 17.76 16.52 14.74 + j ~ 252'/19 -U .3 17.7 -17.43 -22.27 -32.29 12.29 12.07 12.33 12.68 12.86 12.41 13.21 13.23 12.33 D 1 
-.... ~j2120 -20.4 18.9 -23.27 -27.37 -36.86 11.97 11.64 12.60 10.20 10.15 9.99 10.37 10.24 10.00 D ~ ! ... 1 2:-2121 -11..5 20.8 -20.37 -25.63 -35.52 12.51 12.52 13.71 11.07 11.09 10.75 11.40 11.25 10.73 0 
252122 -11.5 20.6 -24.28 -26.95 -36.54 13.89 13.0C 14.63 10.14 10.48 10.28 10.23 10.58 10.28 B 
2:;2123 -11.5 20.5 -26.59 -31.21 -37.07 14.70 13.52 14.67 10.13 9.12 10.05 10.02 9.00 10.06 B 
..;l ~ 2;:)2124 -11.6 20.0 -24.15 -27.26 -37.06 13.82 13.03 14.84 10.15 10.35 10.05 10.25 10.43 10.06 B ~i 
l 252127 -6.6 i3.4 -14.63 -16.64 -27.89 11.24 11.65 11.15 17.78 22.30 20.11 18.22 22.75 19.96 A 252128 .5 11 .5 -13.12 -16.09 -26.85 10.77 11.,~3 10.57 21.59 23.73 22.66 22.13 24.15 22.50 A 
l 252129 11 .5 10.0 -13.21 -18.07 -27.97 11.18 12.06 11.51 21.05 19.18 19.81 21.77 19.64 19.65 B 
~ 2>2130 22.6 10.0 -13.92 -18.17 -28.49 12.49 12.98 12.93 18.37 18.20 17.85 19.20 18.79 17.69 B 2,2131 3r'.7 9.0 -15.87 -21.21 -3fJ.91 13.14 12.58 13.00 14.36 13.71 13.58 15.00 14.15 13.48 B 
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TABLE 8.18 (3) 
-16.13 -23.39 -29.S7 17.74 13.62 16.63 
-17.13 -23.7 R -30.25 15.82 13.23 15.4k 
-17.94 -25.05 -30.96 14.78 12.20 14.49 
-21.21 -25.54 -31.96 13.70 13.73 14.72 
-20.94 -25.u5 -31.74 14.54 14.72 15.40 
-19.68 -24.25 -30.99 15.22 14.62 15.83 
-13.13 -20.35 -29.54 14.26 19.09 19.06 
-25.74 -26.10 -36.22 9.37 11.43 9.22 
-27.07 -33.96 -37.18 9.16 b.S8 8.64 
-23.72 -30.26 -35.13 10.50 9.92 10.51 
-22.64 -29.10 -34.58 13.49 12.18 12.81 
-20.87 -26.29 -32.17 15.46 14.36 15.48 
-19.63 -25.4R -32.25 15.92 13.99 14.52 
-19.12 -24.07 -30.66 19.07 17.67 18.31 
-25.78 -29.37 -36.61 10.87 11.77 10.73 
-34.82 -37.10 -35.90 8.91 8.77 11.52 
-3r.60 -34.05 -36.44 8.90 8.17 9.29 
-27.23 -32.42 -36.68 8.97 8.22 8.50 
-31.19 -34.06 -35.93 8.90 8.18 9.34 
\ 
t:.,~-!~ ~ --_ .. _ ..... ~ :.,--. __ .- .... iI'j 
18.34 14.38 16.4u 16.27 14.48 
16.29 13.93 15.30 16.28 14.02 
15.06 12.67 14.25 15.12 12.77 
12.98 13.37 14.36 13.14 13.52 
13.74 14.30 15.08 13.85 14.44 
14.79 14.58 15.53 14.91 14.75 
13.72 17.48 17.06 14.11 17.89 
10.13 1'.E6 10.12 10.17 11.93 
10.11 8.82 9.73 10.04 8.57 
10.51, 9.78 10.70 10.73 9.73 
12.47 11.39 12.24 12.53 11.39 
14.47 13.53 14.94 14.48 13.60 
15.46 13.59 14.15 15.54 13.73 
18.20 16.67 17.61 17 .97 16.68 
10.46 10.98 10.65 10.61 11.00 
10.80 8.63 11.19 1 C.1 0 8.31 
10.30 9.13 10.72 9.99 8.90 
10.27 8.69 9.66 9.99 8.47 
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TABLE 8.18 (4) j I ~L,-3 COMI'ANO ANGLE 2 1 
ASPfCT ~lE T • SlCi1A, DB RED U C T lOr. 4 REDUCTION ') REDuCTION 6 QUAL 1 
A r.( Ll: IdNl) VV HH HV+VH VV HH HV+VH VII HH HV+VH VII HH HI/+I/H 1 
I 
6.& ., lSil02 14.0 -17.81 -20.37 -33.11 13.32 12.84 14.13 11.84 11.20 10.82 12.08 11.39 10.86 • j 15t.l03 1 .4 13.0 -15.93 -18.93 -31.28 13.24 12.97 14.C9 13.35 12.~8 12.12 13.67 12.28 12.18 A 
1 156104 1 .0 13.0 -15.56 -18.92 -30.14 13.22 12.97 13.96 1 3 .72 12. 08 1 3.1 6 14.07 12.29 13.24 A , 
156105 -I. .3 13.il -16.2E -19.39 -31.09 13.28 12.94 14.06 13.06 11. 79 1 2.34 13.36 11.99 12.40 A 1 
156106 -14.7 12.0 .00 -21.22 .00 .00 12.74 .00 .00 11. 09 • (l 0 .0011.27 .00 A 1 l lHl07 -2Q.0 10.0 -18.85 -21.64 -33.41 13.11 12.60 12.79 11.50 11.10 11.00 11.65 11.27 11.02 • 1 1561\)8 -2~.4 8.0 -1R.~4 -21.12 -32.79 13.24 12.83 12.46 12.00 11.66 11.46 12.11 11.82 11.48 • ,$~ 
156109 -35.6 4.0 -19.19 -22.79 -33.74 12.31 11.51 10.42 11.20 10.71 10.53 11.25 10.80 10.53 + '« 1 156113 -61.8 13.0 -18.18 -2).91 -31.59 11.99 12.21 11.24 11.92 12.48 12.32 12.25 12.86 12.42 + 1 156114 -;7.0 14.0 -17.31 -20.03 -30.84 12.94 13.25 12.48 12.87 13.48 13.18 13.15 13.85 13.27 + 1 i 15611S -47.4 15.0 -,7.63 -20.19 -30.67 13.09 13.42 13.22 12.45 13.01 13.12 12.55 13.19 13.16 + 
15.0116 -47.6 17 .0 -14.51 -17.54 -28.17 16.67 16.82 18.01 16.21 16.35 16.19 16.46 16.75 16.28 + .] 
15el17 -47.8 18.0 -13.80 -17.27 -27.18 17.66 17.22 20.46 17.37 16.78 17.73 17.72 17.23 17.85 • 1 1 150118 -67.9 20.0 -13.16 -16.47 -27.10 16.47 16.92 18.68 17.84 17.89 17.42 18.96 19.04 17.70 + 
·1 ,-156120 -6f.4 23.0 -14.21 -17.44 -27.00 15.28 15.62 18.82 15.98 16.15 17.49 16.82 17.03 17.77 + ~ !, 156121 -61'.5 24.0 -15.23 -17.83 -27.52 14.27 15.13 17.70 14.50 15.54 16.64 15.15 16.33 16.90 + 1 15 t,122 -63.8 25.0 -15.38 -17.84 -27.81 14.45 15.47 17.68 14.83 16.11 16.87 15.43 16.92 17.10 + j 157101 161.7 11.0 -17.76 -22.3( -30.19 12.12 12.06 13.79 13 • 0 6 1 2 • 86 1 4. 4 3 12.76 12.50 14.35 M 
157102 172.6 12.0 -15.45 -21.51 -29.94 13.62 12.23 14.04 13.46 12.55 13.96 13.16 12.25 13.91 M 
, 
1571Q3 16:!.5 16.0 -lL.iO -19.59 -28.24 17.42 15.58 17.56 17 • 37 1 5 • 83 17.64 17.01 15.37 17.58 M 1 157104 164.3 18.0 -~2.66 -18.12 -27.12 20.32 18.09 19.57 1 9 • 75 17. 99 1 9. 3 8 19.46 17.53 19.33 M 
1 
,..,·157105 -179.8 ?2 .0 -11.95 -16.77 -25.95 18.98 19.19 20.24 17.39 18.16 19.06 16.95 17.75 19.02 M li: 157106 -159.1 29.0 -12.95 -16.19 -26.36 2,.59 24.07 22.37 21.14 23.34 22.02 20.80 22.91 21.95 M 
. ::i;'~ 157107 -157.9 38.0 -13.73 -17.91 -27.57 20.04 19.85 19.87 1 9 • 8 7 1 9 • 66 1 9.7 9 19.43 19.08 19.70 PI 
1 '~ b7108 -14e.1 41.0 -13.96 -15.05 -25.36 25.97 33.83 29.26 24.12 31.04 26.98 23.11 30.35 26.79 M I r", 157109 -111.1 39.0 -11.98 -14.46 -24.32 24.74 25.02 24.21 33.38 33.80 31.27 35.41 35.50 31.52 M 1 
-., ;~\, 102104 -2f .7 6.u -23.41 -26.08 -36.38 10.63 10.15 9.62 9.23 9.17 9.14 9.35 9.28 9.13 + 'I 
, ~ ;';',ht 162105 -2E.9 Y.O -22.15 -2~.13 -37.09 11.15 10.58 9.17 9.69 9.52 P.79 9.81 9.63 8.77 + j ~~~~~ I 162106 -34.4 9.u -20.81 -23.2° -34.46 11.34 11.24 9.97 10.25 10.42 10.10 10.34 10.52 10.09 + 1 1.,-« 16 2107 -34.7 9.0 -17.48 -20.9p -31.71 13.61 12.89 12.55 1 2 • 54 11. 94 1 2.1 3 12.58 12.05 12.15 + ..I (~\ 
. ',;;\ 102108 -34.9 9.0 -20.22 -22.81 -33.65 11.67 11.52 10.60 10.57 10.69 1 0.62 10.64 10.78 10.62 + 
:r;.. t:~1 1 oZl 10 -7'5.5 8.0 -19.44 -22.7 A -33.94 11.20 10.83 9. 1)8 10.18 10.15 9.37 10.49 10.4, 9.43 + 
,j\ 162111 -70.9 14.0 -16.31 -19.17 -31.04 13.24 13.59 11.86 12.95 13.48 12.01 13.46 14.03 12.14 + 102112 -81.0 15.0 -15.90 -18.84 -29.94 13.54 13.82 13.23 12.55 12.75 11.77 12.93 13.06 11.87 + 
""i, ,."~ 162113 -1J£.5 10.0 -19.67 -22.25 -34.86 13.76 13.62 11.17 13.09 13.10 10.68 13.10 13.01 10.66 + 
'::~"l C). 162114 -10t.7 5.0 -22.71 -25.96 -37.66 11.66 11.09 9.40 10.61 lO.21 e.93 10.65 10.19 8.91 + 
21(.202 164.7 18.9 -12.56 -16.47 -26.41 20.42 21.74 20.98 19.80 21.16 20.63 19.51 20.78 20.59 + ~~ j 
216203 171.6 16.5 -1:!.76 -18.2R -28.22 16.32 16.79 16.62 15.69 16.43 16.24 15.33 16.01 16.19 + d:\ 216204 -177.5 14.2 -14.81 -19.35 -29.53 14.17 14.76 14.41 13.64 14.47 14.05 i3.30 14.09 14.00 8 1 .. "'" 216205 -166.5 1301 -17.12 -20.30 -30.72 12.23 14.16 13.45 12.82 14.47 13.87 12.56 14.07 13.81 8 trl 216206 -155.6 12.7 -15.38 -20.46 -30.25 17.11 15.31 15.27 17.44 15.70 15.7f 16.90 15.tl 15.b7 8 ~ 
r 
216207 -147.7 12.7 -14.95 -18.21 -28.34 20.59 21.40 20.00 20.01 ZO.51 19.37 19.18 19.63 19.21 8 , 1 216Z08 -141.8 13.1 -13.91 -18.62 -28.38 25.68 21.32 20.64 23.85 20.24 19.64 22.el 19.25 19.46 + 
·1 
216209 -131).8 14.u 
-13.92 -1~.35 -26.39 26.4' 28.61 26.07 24.57 26.70 24.34 23.54 25.76 24.14 • i ! I 
f 
216210 -137.8 14.8 
-18.22 -18.89 -29.42 15.63 21.02 18.69 15.71 20.09 18.06 14.86 19.07 17.87 0 j 220202 -IF.6 11 .5 -21.23 -23.32 -33.52 12.83 13.61 12.78 13.03 13.71 13.30 lZ.65 13.28 13.21 0 ~ , 220Z03 -113.6 15.4 -19.61 -22.18 -31.43 14.40 14.41 14.64 14.49 14.55 15.40 14.24 14.26 15.37 ( f~ r 
t 220206 -12f.9 12.1 -22.95 -22.19 -32.13 10.56 15.10 14.43 11.33 15.09 14.73 lV.95 14.38 14.58 C 1 220207 -138 .• 8 11.6 -23.05 -26.25 -36.09 9.50 10.12 9.49 10.81 10.&1 10.51 10.48 10.45 10.40 8 j ;1 
I: 220208 -146.8 11.4 -20.78 -24.84 -36.09 10.78 10.79 9.01 12.06 11.62 1,.,.4, 11.63 11.20 10.30 B j 
, 220209 -14f1.8 10.b -17.83 -21.29 -31.09 14.33 14.95 14.72 14.99 15.14 15.08 14.35 14.46 14.95 + 1 
f 
~<:n10 -141..7 9.8 -17.27 -21.3 R -31.11 16.15 15.31 15.11 16.30 15.25 15.20 15.49 14.51 15.05 + 










TABLE 8.18 (6) 
25212& -i..4 12.5 
-11.46 -13.71 -25.33 13.20 13.77 13.58 
252129 ~.6 11.2 -12.39 -14.69 -26.50 13.18 13.58 13.63 
2:)2130 14.7 10.5 
-11.77 -14.52 -26.14 14.46 1~.91 15.05 
2S2131 2~.e 9.7 -11.77 -15.44 -27.07 17.07 16.81 17.J9 
252132 32.9 B.5 -13.97 -17.68 -29.54 16.61 15.B5 15.16 
2:>2133 23. C 5.7 -23.22 -27.28 -37.31 11.46 10.21 10.4B 
216103 -142.5 16.3 -18.94 -24.10 -32.18 13.72 11.89 13.68 
21c..105 -139.7 14.3 -15.69 -21.53 -30.17 20.79 15.57 17.14 
21 :..107 -135.1 13.2 
-16.55 -21.15 -30.02 19.38 16.54 17.64 
216109 -12f<.4 13.5 -19.33 -22.69 -32.00 14.79 14.43 14.61 
216111 -12(,,7 17 .4 -1~.45 -21.43 -31.33 16.18 15.87 15.30 
216113 -118.r 22.1 -17.05 -20.25 -29.16 18.06 17.19 18.00 
21c102 4:!.9 17.9 -14.03 -17.85 -28.47 17.36 16.33 17.32 
216104 4S.B 1 &.1 -14.44 -la.37 -28.85 16.80 15.64 16.54 
21el06 47.3 18.3 -15.70 -19.S7 -30.12 15.16 13.78 14.13 
216108 4~.1 17 .4 -15.89 -19.bl -30.25 14.86 13.79 13.84 
cH110 50.8 15.9 -15.95 -19.41 -30.08 14.71 14.20 14.05 
21c112 51.3 13.5 -16.14 -19.98 -30.70 14.47 13.53 12.98 
2le114 55.C 13 .8 -15.71 -18.62 -28.80 14.74 15.02 16.31 
a0103 -13~.5 13.4 -18.12 -23.16 -32.62 16.12 13.54 13.53 
nOl0S -13E.9 14.2 
-21.52 -25.46 -35.06 10.94 to.80 10.47 
220107 -139.1 14.1 -21.59 -26.54 -35.25 10.84 9.87 10.26 
220109 -112.6 15.0 -19.07 -23.44 -32.57 14.88 13.16 13.42 
220111 -112 • .8 13.7 -22.89 -26.72 -35.34 11.5610.77 11.08 
220113 -11 c .O 13.7 -2:l.91 -25 .2~ -33.45 13.17 11.81 12.84 
220102 94.6 10.5 -14.EO -18.77 -28.29 15.59 14.85 15.60 
2,0104 <;(..4 8.2 -18.23 -21.76 -31.52 13.56 12.87 12.77 
220106 91.0 6.2 -35.56 -35.74 -38.00 6.97 7.01 8.\}3 
~ 220108 71.6 5.1 
-38.18 -40.22 -38.93 5.23 5.22 5.61 ..... 
..... 220110 4 C .3 5.4 -32.19 -32.15 -37.73 5.71 6.41 5.94 
22 ° 112 4~.O 5.7 -35.53 -35.44 -38.09 5.20 5.78 6.04 
;, 
-~~~ -'-'--'-"---''''''~~ . ....L.<ili0 ..... _:&....... ... ':;''':~:''~) •. __ .. .u;..,b ~;w..:"''i)i'iif bMw· t, t·,*,t~~"i""" 
19.1.'7 18.53 19.77 
16.10 16.86 17.76 
20.19 18.55 19.19 
20.88 18.35 17.97 
16.77 15.31 14.37 
9.31 B.15 8.15 
14.26 12.l4 13.9~ 
19.95 15.32 16.73 
18.95 16.20 17.28 
15.10 14.44 14.93 
16.80 16.35 16.12 
19.36 18.23 19.15 
16.79 15.60 15.62 
16.23 15.02 15.17 
14.53 13.34 13.70 
14.36 13.49 13.63 
14.34 14.01 13.88 
14.12 13.40 13.22 
14.13 15.19 15.65 
1 6 • 13 13. 54 13.74 
11.93 11.35 11.29 
11.86 10.62 11.13 
15.07 12.93 13.81 
11.15 10.36 11.12 
13.36 11.75 13.35 
15.78 14.01 14.39 
12.18 11.46 11.44 
7.64 7.41 7.34 
7.65 7.29 7.39 
7.75 7.86 8.31 
7.66 7.54 8.14 
T' 
20.92 19.30 19.99 A 
16.89 11.43 11.93 A 
21.15 19.34 19.31 B 
21.63 18.99 18.09 B 
16.91 15.51 14.42 B 
9.45 B.B7 8.74 B 
13.57 11.82 13.e2 + 
18.92 14.53 16.55 + 
17.92 15.35 17.10 + 
14.36 13.79 14.78 + 
16.21 15.78 16.02 8 
18.90 11.76 19.69 8 
17.01 15.89 15.68 + 
16.45 15.30 15.24 + 
14.68 13.53 13.76 + 
14.53 13.71 13.69 + 
14.55 14.30 13.95 • 
14.33 13.65 13.28 C 
15.07 15.66 15.78 B 
15.25 12.89 13.58 + 
11.4510.9311.16 D 
11.39 10.29 11.01 D 
14.85 12.71 13.77 C 
11.05 10.26 11.08 8 
12.97 11.46 13.27 8 
16.19 14.10 14.47 + 
12.37 11.49 11.47 + 
7.53 1.37 7.33 .., 
7.47 7.19 7.41 + 
7.78 7.92 8.30 + 

























TABLE 8.18 (8) -~ 
.2 u 310 -21.3 16.4 -13.62 .UO .00 1Z .e7 .00 .00 12.21 • CO '.00 12.19 .00 ,.00 • 
220402 5 f .8 11.6 .00 -22.61 .00 .00 6.89 • ..::> .00 e .01 .00 .00 8.15 .00 D 
av4Q3 53.8 11.0 .00 -17.55 .00 • JO 9.47 .uo .00 9.64 '.00 .Oll 9.87 .00 0 
'2.C·404 4~.5 11.6 .00 -16.35 .00 .00 10.42 .(,0 .00 10.25 .0 u .00 10.48 .00 0 
220405 4~. [, 11 .1 .uo -19.37 .00 .00 8.35 .00 .0.0 8.79 .00 .00 8.93 .00 + 
220406 4C.7 10.4 .00 -17 .81' .00 .00 9.44 .00 .0:0 9.39 .00 .00 9.51 .00 + 
245204 132.6 s.u -18.11 -18.55 -35.36 9.571u.19 8.30 9.9'1 10.23 P.93 9.71 9.98 8.1'"( 1'1 
24 ~ 20 5 99.6 5.0 -23.38 -19.28 -40.74 9.18 11.32 8.27 7.20 8.91 6.69 7.34 8.89 6.68 1'1 
245206 52.5 7.11 -19.12 -20.27 -35.45 7.20 7.80 6.57 8.26 8.54 7.94 8.47 8.71 8.07 1'1 
245207 11.3 9.0 ~13.20 -15.22 -28.89 13.51 12.47 13.69 12.87 11.53 12.56 12.67 11.28 12.41 ,.. 
:1 24520B -22.'5 14.0 -12.64 -13.8Q -28.41 13.65 13.34 13.40 13.07 12.56 12.61 13.09 12.58 12.66 I'l ;~ 245209 -92 .9 18.0 -10.32 -11.64 -24.45 14.59 13.63 14.74 15.34 14.24 15.29 15.41 14.06 15.30 M 
245211 iS2.7 4C.O -4.46 -6.06 -16.35 37.46 38.42 40.75 31.94 34.00 37.02 33.13 35.91 38.38 1'1 
245213 144.5 28.0 -6.72 -9.01 -20.46 26.70 23.57 26.21 25.54 23.99 25.51 26.01 24.19 25.68 M 
245214 14~.2 2t..v -7.91 -9.99 -·22.41 23.03 21.02 21.73 22.57 21.51 21.58 22.52 21.23 21.34 M 
245215 14t.9 21.0 -10.37 -12.22 -24.92 11.08 16.21 17.09 17.72 17.06 17.63 17.15 16.28 17.13 M 
245216 14E.9. 18.0 -11.43 -13.52 ~26.21 14.98 13.90 15.00 16.08 15.10 15.99 15.40 14.22 15.42 M 
245217 151 .5 15.0 -13.29 -14.20 -28.48 12.00 12.71 11.97 i~.71 14.26 13.61 13.00 13.32 13.00 M 
2452H lSt..Z 12.0 -14.31 -15.43 -29.66 10.56 10.90 10.53 12.63 12.89 12.58 11.91 11.98 11.96 M ,~ 1 24~22() 159.8 7.(j -16.60 -17.11 -32.86 8.10 8.75 7.56 10.64 11.39 10.28 10.01 10.54 9.72 M i 
247106 -50.0 9.0 -20.12 -20.69 -36.02 6.73 7.58 6.32 7.89 8.41 7.73 8.09 8.56 7.84 C \ 
247107 -4C.2 8.0 -18.54 -2D.4} -35.61 7.92 7.89 7.02 8.48 8.48 7.92 8.62 8.59 7.99 C .. i 247108 -4('.6 7.0 -16.68 -17.89 -32.72 9.13 9.44 8.13 9.33 9.38 9.03 9.46 9.51 9.13 C .~ 247109 -40.5 8.0 -15.53 -17.01 -31.95 10.06 10.10 9.29 9.98 9.81 9.40 10.11 9.94 9.50 C 
24711 0 -2(.9 9.0 -14.37 -15.59 -30.31 12.33 11.97 12.23 11.60 11.19 11.27 11.56 11.13 11.26 C 
2 .. 7111 -11 .1 12.u -11.36 -13.41 -26.43 14.61 13.70 14.88 14.84 13.18 14.81 14.74 12.96 14.75 C 
247112 -11.0 16.0 -13.06 -13.84 -28.12 13.56 13.39 14.01 12.99 12.74 13.20 12.82 12.51 13.08 C " 
247113 -11.5 23.0 -14.58 -15.65 -30.17 12.69 12.17 13.00 11.65 11.21 11.5E 11.48 11.0111.45 C 1 ~ 247114 -11.6 2to.fI -7.68 -9.04 -23.03 17.37 17.61 16.89 20.48 19.52 19.07 21.05 20.06 19.33 C j 
'" 247115 -11.7 25.0 -7.09 -8 .1 6 - 21 .88 17.89 18.60 17.64 21.65 21.37 20.87 22.43 22.32 21.33 C , 
247116 -22. C 20.0 -8.47 -9.84 -23.37 18.i3 17.80 17.68 18.54 17.88 18.07 19.14 18.60 18.52 C 
247117 -22.3 17 .0 -9.85 -11.23 -24.56 16.48 16.08 16.57 16.39 15.68 16.51 16.69 16.02 16.80 C 
247118 -22 .6 15.0 -9.93 -11.51 -25.25 16,41 15.77 15.96 16.2~ 15.28 15.67 16.55 15.57 15.90 C 
247119 -32.1: 13.0 -11.02 -12.50 -26.31 15.49 14.88 15.00 14.09 13.56 13.68 14.34 13.86 13.92 C 
247120 -43.1 12.0 -12.07 -13.61 -27.04 13.85 13.35 13.83 12.66 12.25 12.54 12.93 12.57 12.82 C 
247121 -53 .. 5 11 .0 -12.27 -12.92 -27.26 13.21 13.86 13.11 12.77 13. 32 1 2.5 7 13.22 13.99 12.97 C 
247122 -53.6 11.0 
-12.67 -14.33 -27.92 12.66 12.24 12.35 12.38 11.81 12.02 12.78 12.32 12.38 C 
247123 -54.0 12.0 -13.68 -14.13 -28.88 11.43 12.45 11.33 11 .48 12. 07 11.30 11.80 12.55 11.61 C 
247124 -51,.5 t2.0 -14.57 -15.63 -30.47 10.49 10.99 9.87 10.79 10.84 10.27 11.07 11.17 10.51 C 
247125 -14 .4 6.0 -15.26 -16.14 -31.50 12.16 11.78 12.16 11 • 09 1 0 • 86 1 0.6 7 lG.97 10.72 10.58 C 
247126 -2~.' 6.0 -16.31 -17.01 -31.96 10.63 10.76 10.79 10.08 10.16 10.0e 10.0~ 10.17 10.09 C 
247127 -15.4 5.0 -17.77 -18.98 -34.73 10.77 lu.l0 10.60 9.51 9.33 8.99 9.46 9;27 8.92 c 
252102 14 ( .7 9.9 -lG.35 -19.50 -34.43 7.93 8.64 8.02 9.09 9.66 9.32 0.90 9.39 9.07 + 
2:'2103 131.6 10.9 -20.30 -20.92 -35.38 8.43 8.91 8.40 1I~75 9.04 ~.94 8.66 8.92 8.79 .. 
2~2104 127.5 11 .4 -22.40 -23.54 -36.85 7.94 8.25 8.08 7.97 8.24 8.39 7.98 8.23 8.29 C 
252105 122.4 11.5 -17.79 -18.12 -33.29 10.82 11.42 10.47 10.39 10.~2 10.25 10.29 10.50 10.16 C ~ ·1 2:'2106 117.1 11 .4 -14.61 -14.1B -28.99 13.13 13.82 13.35 13.24 14.48 13.66 13.25 14.63 13.72 C 
1 252107 111.0 11 .1 -13.70 -14.20 -28.55 13.64 13.56 13.49 13.93 13.88 13.74 14.08 14.06 13.86 • 25210f 100.8 10.9 -13.52 -13.49 -28.55 13.20 13.27 12.97 12.74 13.15 12.37 12.77 13.11 12.38 D , 1 252109 9 ". 7 11.0 -15.77 -16.48 -31.53 11.33 11.65 10.91 9.84 9.74 9.3 E 9.78 9.61 9.29 • 
1 25211 0 83.4 11 .5 -22.39 -21.01 -39.19 7.84 9.44 7.18 7.10 8.08 6.68 7.24 8.11 6.67 ~ 2:'2111 8('.4 10.9 -10.04 -11.06 -24.43 14.85 14.11 14.83 14.96 14.66 14.72 15.24 14.90 14.93 • 
2:'2112 77 .3 9.3 -10.33 -11.3 11 -25.16 14.68 14.06 14.33 14 • 69 14.45 1 4.1 0 15.08 14.88 14.39 + 
252113 6'1.9 6.4 -12.87 -13.~1 -27.77 12.19 12.41 12.18 12.20 12.19 12.11 12.58 12.65 12.46 • 
252114 44.P 3.2 -24.29 ~26.50 -50.67 5.35 5.46 2.1,4 6.86 7.60 5.4 'i 7.06 7.60 5.42 .. 
2;;2115 -39.4 3.1 -2i.E2 -20.4 7 -36.92 6.82 7.90 6.43 7.70 8.48 7.53 7.86 6.59 7.59 .. 
2,2116 -63.4 6.~ -13.89 -14.04 -28.47 11.14 12.31 11.57 11.44 12.23 11.74 11.82 12.80 12.12 .. 
lL: "";~-'-".'-.';";';""!.\:lkd~~~~...rli.~~ ........ o:'I.U~ 7# -, -nPt#i 't hdtei"'*%t' it .. ;:w.t.g.,J; '"n..,... '",,"'dUg It ' ... ' .. 0 ........ ; ..... ~"--~~~ .... ~~ In' -t '&p' -1m -_ n"lllll!:tlili:ztb' :;"_'b~t;*,_t -* t e Mr'.... II 1 Sf" ,.. .. 
r.',~~-~ ., - • po ':frl~.":'rl".~:~""~':~~""~~'~~.~':~"~':"~'~3~~~;":~~,~~,~~.~~_W~~~~~~.I.t9'-C,.,I~JI_'~ f' . -.' , ~ '..-' ""1-- T; 
r r ~ t-....... 
"""'-:-i t-i t ~ 
;: 4 , , • ~ ,"-' " . 1" _' • • :'-;~~>~ ~ j ''''J .;~.j ~ ~ h'!!I iI!i!!!!!!I ~ ¥ If " 'It' 'i 1[ ..... -_. 'y ~~O:W·b::r.",,' it . ";'<~ .. l a~~:_ ' ~::t. : .. ,.,; " '.': .' , (,/ ~. TABLE 8.18 (9) r '1 2~2117 -64.6 9.7 -13.17 -13.14 -27.00 11.87 13.14 12.99 12.07 13.16 12.97 12.50 13.B8 13.46 + \ '",", Y' 252118 -59.7 12.2 -17.13 -12.75 -27.71 13.18 13.78 12.38 13.11 13.69 12.35 13.66 14.53 12.18 D ,2)2119 -49.7 13.9 -10.51 -11.97 ~25.46 16.20 15.33 1~.65 14.58 14.29 14.11 15.19 B.07 14.61 ~ 2.52120 -37.8 lS.il -9.38 -10.7Q -25.21 18.46 17.46 16.35 15.B7 15.57 14.41 lc.42 16.30 14.77 + 
r 
2:j2121 -2t .8 17.9 -1~.79 -13.Bl -28.90 13.41 13.39 12.78 12.67 12.48 1,.Q6 12.73 12.57 12.03 D 
252122 -2(.1 19.4 -12.50 -13.2E -27.63 13.81 13.88 14.06 13.32 13.24 13.41 13.32 13.25 13.l.5 D 
252123 -15.3 20.9 -14.62 -15.31 -31.32 12.48 12.31 12.17 l'.5t 11.46 10.?7 11.44 11.32 10.69 8 
2j2124 -12.1 20.3 -15.84 -16.64 -33.95 12.00 11.54 11.32 10.71 '0.54 9.37 10.56 10.37 9.27 8 
2:)2125 -12.1 20.5 -16.66 -17.25 -32.31 11.59 11.19 12.00 10.18 10.18 10.22 10.06 10.03 10.11 ~ 
r 252126 -13 .4 19.1 -13.76 -13.46 -28.06 13.08 13.68 13.98 12.31 13.12 13.l3 12.17 12.96 13.15 B , i 2;'2127 -13.3 17 .0 -11.05 -11.75 -25.11 14.87 15.09 15.60 15.18 15.13 1~.~7 15.15 15.09 16.34 A i 11 252128 -11.1 14.9 -13.15 -13.45 -27.27 13.50 13.67 14.44 12.90 13.13 13k9! 12.73 12.91 13.88 A .~ 252129 -5.2 12.5 -7.73 -8.07 -22.43 16.72 17.51 16.79 20.42 20.17 19.99 2:).78 20.55 20.18 A· 1 252130 3.8 11 .1 '-6.16 -9.40 -23.20 16.37 16.78 16.35 19.61 18.73 18.82 19.83 18.82 18.88 A 
l' 2:>2131 14.9 10.5 -7.60 -8.1S -22.52 17.93 18.30 17.58 20.53 20.11 19.77 21.23 20.96 2G.20 B 252132 25.0 9.7 -tl.46 -9.75 -23.90 18.63 18.24 17.43 18.28 17.86 17.09 16.93 18.70 17.50 B tl 252133 32.2 B.4 -10.38 -11.59 -26.24 16.43 16.09 15.09 14.89 14. 69 13.8 (i 15.22 15.13 14.03 B [j 252134 23.3 5.B -16.74 -18.12 -34.23 10.53 10.13 9.73 9.89 9.63 9.02 9.89 9.63 9.0.2 8 ; ,j II 216103 -140.3 16.6 -14.29 -14.71 -28.56 11.94 12.87 12.82 12.76 13.49 13.39 12.30 12.91 13.01 + 
1 r' 216105 -137.5 14.8 -11.39 -12.B6 -25.75 15.89 15.34 16.32 16.46 16.02 16.54 16.10 15.57 16.26 + .1 ~ ! 216107 -132.8 14.0 -14.47 -14.63 -28.77 12.45 13.19 13.11 12.85 13.49 13.37 12.53 13.11 13.12 8 , i 216109 -127.2 15.5 -13.03 -14.51 -27.50 14.23 13.67 14.53 14.90 14.08 15.01 14.75 13.89 14.91 B I t i 216111 -122.5 20.3 -12.28 -13.57 -26.36 15.D3 14.40 15.53 16.25 15.50 16.68 16.35 15.toO 16.82 B Ie' 216113 -122.0 23.2 -11.49 -12.82 -25.34 15.79 14.98 16.46 17.54 16.74 18.15 17.80 17.02 18.42 B .~ ,I ~ 216102 4!.2 17.7 -9.93 -11.68 -~5.03 17.48 16.00 16.53 15.07 14.39 14.42 15.62 15.02 14.85 + 216104 4t.9 17 .9 -10.84 -12.~8 -25.69 15.70 14.17 15.45 1 4 • 0 5 13. 08 13 • 7 9 14.53 13.58 14.22 + i 
!, ~ 216106 49.8 17 .9 -12.37 -13.69 -27.48 13.20 13.07 13.01 12.52 12.35 12.26 12.89 12.80 12.60 + ~ !! ~ t' o 21010B 51.3 17 .6 -13.51 -14.01 -28.73 11.69 12.65 11.58 11.54 12.09 11.34 11.84 12.53 11.62 + :) Ii 216110 53.1 17.1 -13.86 -13.90 -28.46 ".2~ 12.72 11.79 11.31 12.26 11.59 11.61 12.75 11.91 + l 
,I 216112 52.b 16.4 -12.84 -14.39 -27.60 12.48 12.21 12.74 12.18 11.79 12.24 12.55 12.21 12.61 C I ~ I ! 216114 53.4 17 .1 -10.95 -12.62 -25.24 15.24 14.25 15.76 14.24 13.67 14.50 14.86 14.40 15.10 A j l: 220103 -130.£ 14.8 -12.36 -14.79 -27.17 14.86 13.31 14.80 15.55 13.60 15.16 15.33 13.28 14.98 + 
" fl 220105 -131.0 14.7 -14.92 -16.56 -30.99 12.1B 11.79 11.33 12.50 11.76 11.56 12.21 11.'5 11.35 D 
22(il07 -124.4 15.0 -13.88 -14.33 -28.24 13.53 13.84 13.90 13.99 14.39 14.35 13.B7 14.32 14.29 B ~ ~ 220109 -112.7 15.0 -12.71 -14.42 -27.32 14.35 13.53 14.33 15.38 13. 79 1 5.2 5 15.65 13.95 15.47 B !"i 220111 -11 5 .2 12.8 -15.60 -15.37 -29.84 12.53 13.12 12.81 12.16 12.89 1 2.8 0 12.16 12.94 12.84 B , 
220113 -119.1 12.8 -14.58 -14.72 -29.21 13.12 13.54 13.21 13.30 13.86 13.48 13.27 13.90 13.49 B 
tl 220102 3f .S 13.1 -10.30 -12.06 -23.92 14.59 13.45 15.26 14.61 13.36 15.31 14.£4 13.46 15.56 + .J 220104 31.2 10.5 -12.93 -13.45 -27.02 12.38 12.61 12.85 11.73 11.87 12.18 11.76 11.85 12.23 + ,< 'I I rl 220106 79.7 8.8 -14.06 -15.71 -29.61 11.50 11.35 11.11 10.81 10.17 10.34 10.87 10.18 10.38 + : i: 22010B 67.3 7.1 -21.00 -22.40 -36.03 6.BO 7.44 6.75 7.62 8.00 7.74 7.B5 8.14 7.88 + i Ii 220110 52.8 7.6 -20.57 -20.6P -34.93 6.51 7.60 6.85 7.76 1!.43 8.13 7.97 8.59 8.27 e I .1 J ~ I 
,J 
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TABLE 8.18 (II) 
"l 9110 151.9 33,.5 -6.85 -11.52 -10.96 21.66 20.08 20.C6 20.08 20.33 10.34 20.27 19.56 18.20 + 9112 14C.3 36.7 -5.36 -12.24 -10.39 2f.8l 2~.32 22.13 24.15 19.71 18.90 25.08 18.46 18.77 D 
9114 127.8 40.c -6.09 -12.31 -10.01 26.94 21.73 25.29 24.45 21.54 21.58 24.98 20.38 21.64 e 
9116 12t.2 45.2 -5 .24 -10.13 -8.64 34.30 24.45 32.89 32.30 24.64 2B.62 33.45 24.88 30.18 D 
9118 117 .5 45.5 -4.79 -10.53 
-8.' 9 38.56 24.35 34.74 36.93 24.61 31.99 38.55 24.76 34.41 D i 
9120 114.5 43.0 -4.28 -7.'15 -8.00 44.07 26.06 35.16 43.21 24.07 34.71 45.50 24.51 31.64 D ~ j 9122 11:15.5 39.1, -5.30 -9.54 -8.66 38.98 25.41 31.74 40.62 24.70 36.03 40.49 25.47 37.59 D 1 9124 94.6 37.5 -6.26 -9.35 -9.38 35.41 25.32 28.97 3e.04 24.49 35.16 36.59 25.44 35.19 D j 9126 84.5 30.3 -7.33 -11.72 -11.54 30.62 23.95 25.80 33.04 24.49 26.69 31.84 23.90 25.50 D 
1 11202 111.0 11.3 -10.,97 -13.11 -11.94, 13.00 23.04 19.26 15.60 23.10 22.40 14.47 21.17 21.44 a 11204 102.8 1'8.6 -9.70 -11.71 -11.90 18.05 24.41 21.90 19.52 24.60 24.24 17.98 24.19 22.83 e 
-1 11206 98.5 26.0 -10.27 -14.04 -11.51 17.31 23.40 24.02 lR.lO 22.67 26.05 17.06 20.41 24.54 + 1120B 96.1 32.8 -8.02 -11.h3 -10.26 25.82 24.43 27.17 26.98 24.59 30.94 25.10 23.99 30.07 + 
11210 <:5.8 38.1 -6.04 -12.68 -9.89 36.50 24.07 27.95 39.22 24.03 32.56 37.89 22.74 32.01 D 1 11212 93.7 39.0 -6.77 -13.31 -10.87 32.54 23.80 26.14 34.68 23.45 2E.80 33.01 21.63 27.49 D 
11214 90.4 37.5 -7.03 -12.93 -9.78 31.66 23.87 28.16 33.86 23.75 33.67 32.23 22.19 33.38 D j 
'J 11216 88.'!. 33.3 -7.64 -12.03 -10.38 28.86 24.10 27.24 30.62 24.39 31.04 28.96 23.55 30.29 D , ., 
11218 91 .1 30.0 -9.31 -14.71 -17.82 21.70 23.20 15.76 22.63 21.77 16.3(} 20.80 18.91 15.59 D I 
11222 71,.3 39.2 -7.74 -10.89 -11.71 28.01 23.15 25.03 30.23 21,.55 24.79 30.10 24.59 24.48 + '1 , 11224 62.4 40.8 -6.54 -10.40 -11.51 30.28 21.76 22.93 32.10 23.81 21.56 34.04 24.14 21.86 D J 11226 52.5 37.4 -6.46 -1'.u9 -9.75 27.05 19.89 25.08 25.77 20.96 21.19 27.44 21.09 22.27 D I 1 11228 60.8 29.4 -7.22 -14.43 -11.77 26.81 18.86 22.00 27.51 18.12 20.51 28.69 16.74 20.66 B .~ 11230 29.2 24.1 -6.83 -11.88 -'~.94 19.31 16.62 17.46 17.29 16.25 16.47 18.22 17.15 16.68 D 11232 2.6 22.7 -6.73 -9.88 -9.37 H.09 20.05 18.57 16.42 19.21 16.79 17.34 21.30 17.29 B 
11231, -5.0 20.6 -7.16 -11.44 -.9.75 16.27 16.95 17.93 15.81 16.91 16.59 16.54 1a.66 16.97 B , 
11236 -13.3 14.4 .00 -13.15 -14.28 .00 13.76, 10.06 .00 14.25 15.71 .00 15.53 15.51 c ~ 24106 1,)2 .6 25.2 -6.66 -9.58 -9.47 30.95 25.40 29.02 32.33 24.67 33.02 3u.99 25.48 33.21 + " N 24108 90.4 23.4 -7.28 -12.34 -10.67 30.34 24.09 26.74 32.2724.23 29.82 30.56 23.15 28.72 + ~ 0> N Hl10 74.9 21.8 -8.7r -10.30 -11.30 24.27 23.45 25.62 25.60 24.81 26.15 24.94 25.14 26.06 + " .~ 24112 64.6 20.1 -8.26 -11.47 -10.30 23.96 21.46 25.66 24.75 23.12 25.51 25.06 22.98 26.82 + I 
25102 64.5 13,.4 -9.26 -9.138 -10.31 20.67 22.34 25.b4 21.15 24.1,4 25.46 21.00 24.92 26.76 + 
, i 
.J 2~lQ4 13.5 B.O -11.53 -13.92 -13.93 15.98 21.78 22.08 16.94 21.49 19.75 15.96 19.74 18.83 + I 1 25106 89.3 12.1:! -8.78 -1'.1P -12.06 23.87 24.46 24.70 24.90 24.80 25.09 23.10 24.63 23.42 + 
25108 110.0 14.3 -6.96 -11.17 -10.64 27.13 24.40 24.48 27.84 24.67 26.21 27.04 24.62 25.77 + 
25110 128.8 17.7 -7.47 -10.48 -10.29 20.42 23.41 23.64 19.64 23.50 20.74 19.54 23.27 20.66 + 
25112 137.5 23.1 -7.16 -9.77 -10.10 20.74 23.24 23.15 18.97 23.15 19.52 19.00 23.06 19.47 D 
O~ ':5114 137.2 27.0 -7.65 -9.53 -10.53 18.95 23.50 21.68 17.87 23.42 18.93 17.74 23.44 18.75 C 
~t"j 25116 lle.O 27'.,0 -6.75 -10.74 -11.23 23.27 23.04 18.72 21.43 23.07 18.96 21.61 22.67 18.59 C Si'd 27106 l!'.O 5.9 -7.53 -14.63 -12.56 16.D2 11.27 12.96 15.56 11.82 15.76 16.21 12.81 15.67 + 
z§ 27108 3.6 8.5 -10.56 -14.60 -14.10 10.94 11.00 10.75 12.56 11.79 15.72 12.19 12.92 15.53 + 27110 -4.7 10 .• 1 -9.75 -l'.Vl -12.30 12.01 15.89 13.48 13.11 16.08 15.74 12.95 17.70 15.63 + 
>d 27112 -S·.9 10.5 -9.00 -13.96 -11.15 13.19 12.2'!. 15.52 13.78 12.90 16.04 13.86 14.09 16.12 D r·o 27114 -14.4 10 .. 5 -7.72 -12.80 -11.98 15.~O 14.43 14.04 15.29 14.83 15.86 15.85 16.16 15.84 + 
~S3 27116 -. f .8 H.l -8.41 -16.34 -13.10 14.62 8.87 11.88 14.58 8.95 15.72 14.89 9.69 15.59 + g;t=l ~ 7116 -23.2 1'2.3 -8.17 -13.86 -11.12 15.44 13.03 16.34 14.98 13.04 16.26 '15.36 13-.86 16.47 + 27120 -2S.6 13.6 -8.63 -14.12 -13.09 15.24 13.21 12.10 14.66 12.55 15.76 14.83 12.97 15.64 • 1 ~ 1 :~ .::7122 -3E.] 14 .9 -10.17 -12.49 -12.41 13.45 16.50 14.77 13.60 15.75 16.07 13.31 15.94 15.97 • ; 1 27124 -46.7 15.9 -8.94 -12.46 -10.61 17.49 17.69 21.54 16.41 17.36 18.17 16.50 17.15 18.51 c . I 00 0 0::7126 -SL.5 16.1 -8.91 -12.42 -11.92 19.36 19.05 19.89 18.75 19.55 18.42 18.90 19.13 18.44 C 'I I t-dl-:rj 27128 -61.2 15.3 -9.84 -12.45 -12.11 lB.35 20.27 21.43 18.59 21.24 20.05 18.35 20.68 20.05 + 
.J 0 £1130 -71.9 15.0 -12.88 -12.35 -12.70 13.15 22.20 23.31 14.62 23.19 21.80 13.64 22.44 21.21 + ~ 08 27132 -St.6 14.9 -9.19 -13.b5 -12.59 22.66 23.34 24.30 23.60 22.68 23.65 21.92 20.45 22.01 + ., ~::c: ! .. 27134 -109.4 13.4 -8.87 -13.95 -12.66 19.18 22.62 17.26 20.56 22.26 21.20 '9.39 ?0.35 20.03 + t?::1 27136 -131..3 12.5 -9.~6 -12.93 -13.40 14.80 20.24 9.6? 15.56 19.45 16.46 15.09 17.89 16.02 + 
27138 -15!.4 11.4 -8.80 -18.01 -12.04 16.11 13.12 18.15 16.42 9.76 17.41 16.06 7 .. 68 17.11 + 
.:9102 10.9 16.8 -8.54 -12.70 -11.17 13.97 14.54 15.50 14.26 14.96 16.05 14.49 16.38 16.14 B 
2"104 22.4 14.3 -8.32 -13.21 -11.57 15.08 14.04 15.20 14.78 14.12 16.08 15.11 15.09 16.11 a 
r 
k~ ~, I"j ..... ~~~~ .• l' ,">-H"4~,W3;"·~·:"~'.~ ..... '1" ... .,,i;4.i;.~'i··;;;i'~"'·;":·· , . ..-;;..;..~ ..... ", - _ .. ' .. ,~, ....... ~.~. 
,...; ....... Am -'t_ to; t ',&:1l:1t'7'*i"hVd f 'd,"rJ&& t 'i rt*V"'Wiw-»: k' 'M0~~<-... 1. '. 
,.. .......... ..h.'-··~,-l.~~': .. wi(M ..... ·k,.J:!t» .. ln~rtf! » ttl *'rl*t' i*i~·m~' ~ ... " :h, .. """, 
r-- . .. 
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I ~ ~ ,I 
. -, ,~ TABLE 8.18 (12) I q 
29106 4' .4 13.5 -~.24 -13.16 -14.51 15.59 1~.92 lC.oa 14.83 14.92 15.69 14.79 14.83 15.51 B j 
.:'il08 5!.O 15.3 .00 -12.62 .:JC .00 18.61 • \1(\ .00 18.liZ .00 .Ol) 18.35 .00 f) j 291H 4'J.8 17.0 -8.05 -9.73 -10.97 20.62 2D.85 21.16 19.18 22.10 18.42 19.66 22.74 18.69 e 
29112 5(,.9 17 .2 -8.92 -11.52 -11.37 18.48 19.27 2Q.33 17 .58 19. 93 1 8.20 17 • 70 1 9.92 18.35 B I ~, ,~ ~<;114 51'.8 16.1 -9.95 -14.56 -13.13 17.58 IB.29 18.4? 17.68 17.33 17.95 17.46 15.99 17.67 • j r 2~116 6C.B 15.U -8.89 -11.50 -10.82 20.95 2U.82 23.97 21.07 22.38 22.44 21.18 22.27 23.17 • , 
i 2'1118 62.6 13.6 .00 -14.71 .00 .00 19.11 .;)0 .O~ 1801!, • 00 .00 16.56 .0'0 • 1 , 29202 -140.2 11.0 -4.21 -6.05 -7.12 36.04 26.13 36.51 29.10 24.87 25.67 31.10 25.30 27.S3 • f 29204 -14E'.0 11.6 -8.01 -9.3t- -12.30 17.74 22.67 15.6i 17.1223.0116.95 16.93 23.11 16.60 • ~ , 
~1 I' 
292;)6 -159.5 7.1 -10.15 -11.12"-10.84. 13.60 20.02 20.86 14 .86 2 0 • 91 1 8 .9 0 14.28 20.33 18.84 • 
29208 -149.4 4.3 -11.21 -12.14 -11~98 10.76 19.59 1.6.85 13.14 19.44 17.23 12.39 18.37 16.91 • 
30102 51' .3 IB.2 -8.38 -1'.0~ -11.44 21.92 20.76 22.04 21.71 22.42 20.24 22.09 22.52 20.52 8 Ii 30104 66.8 17.2 -~~72 -11.81 -1G.1S 22.87 21.63 26.17 23.71 23.10 26.94 23.67 22.76 28.40 8 
r 
30H.l6 44.5 14.9 -6.73 -12.29 -11.49 23.34 17.56 18.52 20.69 17.14 17.00 21.79 17.06 17.04 • 
3010e 1f'.3 16.4 -8.56 -12.17 -12.40 14.31 15.68 13.28 14.40 15.84 15.~1 14.65 17.20 15.76 + 
.50110 7.0 18.8 -7.69 -13.25 -10.41 15.32 13.47 16.78 15.14 14.04 16. 2B 15.65 15.38 16.50 • ,J i ,-I 30112 t.8 19.8 -6.75 -10.36 -10.40 17.16 19.07 16.80 't6.46 18.55 16.29 17 .,4 0 .20.5 2 16.5 0 • 1 I 30114 5.6 17 .4 -8.88 -13.1 0 -11.43 13.28 13.56 14.93 13.83 14.13 15.91 13.'92 15.49 1.5.91 D .1 
30202 -1;.0 8.1 -5.59 -8.18 -9.15 20.17 23.11 19.68 18.78 21.54 17.18 20.49 23.75 17.94 • 
'1 30206 -162.7 7.5 -11.02 -11.75 -1D.54 12.38 19.24 21.34 14.10 20.07 19.47 13.39 19.19 19.50 f) 
3020B -151'.6 9.0 -11.01 -10.58 -10.52 11.98 20.62 21.29 13.85 21.61 19.28 13.15 21.26 19.32 • 
'1 30210 -13e.3 7.4 -10.61 -14.18 -1'.8B 11.26 lB.36 15.64 13.48 16.84 1 7.35 12.78 14.85 16.95 D 
.:j0212 -117.0 6.2 -10.11 -12.16 -12.45 14.90 23.61 17.07 17.02 23.92 21.08 15.94 23.22 20.06 • 
1 
321Q2 41.2 19.4 -8.14 -11.99 -12.07 18.31 17.48 16.2J 16.60 16.98 16.35 16.93 17.14 16.28 + 
32104 31.0 20.0 -7.22 -11.53 -10.72 18.65 17.25 18.34 16.7716.83 16.64 17.49 17.70 16.90 D 
32106 23.8 19.3 -6.&3 -11.45 -10.00 18.47 17.10 19.25 16.97 16.94 16.93 17.95 18.25 17.47 D 
32108 22.5 18.3 -7.25 -11.40 
-9.40 17.30 17.15 20.6~ 16.22 17.03 17.35 16.99 18.40 18.16 0 ., 1 32110 24.9 16.6 -8.90 -11.39 -12.61 14.23 17.23 12.96 H.21 17.02 15.82 14.33 lB.2B 15.75 • ~ 
N ~2112 24.8 16.2 -8.34 -12.34 -10.31 15.27 15.62 18.58 14.82 H.51 16.75 15.13 16.54 17.17 B 1 ()I) 32114 21.4 18.2 -7.95 -10.49 -11.43 15.70 18.75 15.46 15.20 18.42 16.12 15.6720.06 16.24 • w 
!I 32116 11'.3 20.1 -6.20 -8.95 -9.66 19.28 21.56 19.34 17.84 20.59 17.02 19.19 22.64 17.67 • 3211G 17.1 21.7 -5.52 -11.17 -9.29 20.91 17.49 20.~6 19.1917.4'117.26 21.01 19.04 18.07 • 
.!2120 1t .1 21.7 -8.44 -lD.67 -11.94 14.3B 18.43 14.16 14.48 18.17 15.89 14.77 19.95 15.89 f) 
32122 20.9 20.7 -8.23 -12.99 -12.70 15.12 14.34 12.69 14.85 14.50 15.78 15.22 15.59 15.70 • 
32124 35.1 19.4 
-8.66 -12.58 -l'.GB 15.97 16.03 17.93 14.99 15.31 16.57 15.13 15.67 16.70 • 
i 32126 49.1 18.2 -1'.~8 -16.91 -12.83 12.37 13.72 16.09 13.33 10.24 16.62 12.76 9.12 16.1,5 + 32128 64.3 17.3 -12.13 -11.87 -13.85 13.77 21.18 19.25 14.92 22.62 18.28 14.19 22.28 17.79 • I 32130 17 .6 17 .0 -9.31 -16.~4 -13.10 22.37 21.25 23.77 23.39 17.50 21.87 22.35 14.11 20.77 ~ , 
32132 9(,.2 17 .4 -9.60 -16.63 -12.81 20.84 22.32 23.42 21.74 18.57 23.07 19.96 14.57 21.2a • . I, 32134 96.4 IB.l -10.47 -10.39 -10.98 17.16 25.00 25.59 18.47 24.89 2e.1O 16.81 25.33 26.76 B 
Ii 
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TABLE 8.18 (14) J 
',,14 12~.5 42 .• 6 -4.65 -7.75 -7.74 30.60 30.88 35.41 29.15 21.83 31.98 28.95 
78.60 31.69 B , 
9116 12f .9 1,6.0 -3.37 -6.62 -6.99 39.74 lb.33 42.64 36.06 29.94 4D
.13 34.21 29.24 39.87 D 
, 
~ 
9118 l1r •. 2 46.0 -3.73 -7.45 -8.36 37.52 32.87 32.55 35.18 29.16 33.73
 33.69 29.54 33.25 D '1 
9120 115.1 43.2 -4.21 -7.27 -8.59 34.75 33.43 31.T5 33.71 29.40 33.1
9 32.68 29.55 32.67 D 
Sl122 lQ~.3 40.0 -3.96 -6.97 -7.56 35.74 33.31 36.71 34.87 29.39 38
.18 33.38 29.55 37.69 D 
9124 95.2 37.7 -4.57 -7.83 -7.96 32.22 28.72 32.95 31.94 27.08 33
.42 31.15 27.90 32.78 0 
9126 8t..3 35.5 -5.96 -9.47 -9.53 27.53 24.04 26.97 27.47 23.39 26.68
 27.46 23.23 26.46 D I 
11.2.02 10C'.7 15.6 -10.21 -11.27 -12.59 13.33 18.19 15.55 16.11 22.27 20.24 14
.44 21.15 19.30 B 
, 
j 
112'04 103.5 22.7 -8.02 -".15 -11.79 20.30 19.34 18.81 21.74 21.76 21.
53 20,.51 20.41 20.b2 B J 
'I 
11206 9<;.0 29.1 -6.55 -11.99 -9.93 25.43 17.73 25.33 25.63 19.26 26.2
1 24.95 16.73 25.41 • l 
1120B 96.6 34.9 -6.62 -9.83 -10.66 25.41 23.47 23.08 25.31 23.4
9 23.61 24.62 22.97 22.76 0 ;.I 
11210 9:!.4 38.4 -5.21 -8.35 -8.93 29.93 27.13 29.00 29.65 2
5.98 28.99 29.16 26.53 28.31 D ~ 
11212 91.2 39.5 -4.64 -9.28 -8.40 31.71 24.74 30.87 31 .64 24. 03 3
0.95 31.02 23.83 30.41 n J 
11214 BP.O 36.4 -6.21 -9.81 -9.39 26.96 23.46 21.39 26.54 22.75 27.01 26.27 22.08 
26.54 D 
.j 
11216 87.0 30.6 -7.11 -10.47 -10.32 24.65 22.12 24.62 23.93 21.35 24.0
4 23.45 20.06 23.51 D ~ 
11218 87.8 28.9 -6.25 -9.80 -9.73 26.85 23.49 26.34 26.42 22.77 25.8
7 26.15 22.12 25.36 • 
, 
11220 82.7 32.4 -5.84 -7.98 -10.24 27.84 26.87 24.93 28.C 2 26. 28 24.5
 2 28.13 27.29 24.29 • i 
11222 7(.9 36.0 -8.28 -10.64 -10.36 21.37 21.18 24.20 21.60 21.52 24.91 21.61 21.3
4 25.46 • I 
" 
11224 5f.9 40.9 -6.]9 -8.93 -9.76 23.95 23.20 24.73 25.45 24.46 24.72 26.37 25.78 
25.63 + ~ 
11226 Slo.O 39.5 -3.76 -7.46 -7.98 31.33 25.95 31.04 32.27 26.43 28.6
3 32.90 26.21 30.24 D 
:1 1122B 49.3 32.3 -5.65 -9.59 -9.23 24.27 20.57 25.04 24.59 21.46 22.59 25.68 21.81
 23.52 B 
11230 20.8 26.4 -5.59 -9.56 -9.48 18.84 16.34 18.07 17.92 16.23 16.
17 19.93 17.46 17.23 B 
11232 -.9 24.9 -5.00 -7.76 -8.74 18.44 17.39 17.65 16 • 44 1 6 • 62 14 • 6 9 19.22 2
0.05 15.28 B 
11234 t.7 20.0 -5.30 -8.60 -8.75 17.98 16.45 17.19 16.2615.52 "'.94 18.80
18.1815'.12 B ~ 
24102 115.8 27.3 -7.06 -9.67 -9.13 21.43 23." 28.12 24.39 25.71 30.
71 23.71 26.05 30.14 + 
24104 l1C.6 29.6 -7.01 -1~.2S -10.28 22.39 21.45 23.11 24.74 24.35 26~54 24.04 24.21 25.85 + 
24106 101.3 ~7.8 -6.98 -9.66 -9.76 23.81 23.91 25.82 24.50 24.48 27.16 23.6
9 24.42 26.39 • 
24108 57.0 24.4 -5.67 -8.54 -9.28 28.43 26.10 27.75 28.28 25.25 21.44 28.1
2 25.72 27.05 • 
21; 110 73.7 22.5 -7.02 -9.67 -10.79 24.45 23.09 23.22 25.04 23.~1 23.59 25.49 
23.95 23.86 ... 
t-> 
21, 112 61,.3 20.1 -7.00 -9.74 -9.46 23.30 22.16 26.39 24.70 23.34 27.21 2
5.42 24.16 28.28 • 
co 25102 66.5 15.0 -9.77 -12.35 -12.22 17.74 17.82 18.96 17 • 84 17.94 1 9.
99 17.04 16.2~ 20.Q5 ... 
U'I 25104 73.4 14.9 -8.84 -11.33 -12.08 20.51 20.22 20.06 20. 14 1 9 • 9
7 2, 1).4 2 19.72 18.93 20.34 + 
25106 St.l 15.0 -7.10 -10.41 -11.42 24.70 22.24 21.77 24.0a 21.46 21.2
1 23.58 2~.27 20.56 • 
I 25108 10«;.0 15.6 -6.25 -9.85 -10.43 25.48 23.07 22.67 27.03 25.05 
25.95 26.S!} 25.22 25.22 • ~ 
~~ 2511 0 121].7 18.5 -5.48 -9.&0 
-B.79 26.31 21.95 28.63 26.53 24.20 2~.73 26.29 23.83 27.31 D i 
25112 137.5 24.0 -5.67 -10.52 -10.01 23.24 18.78 21.50 23.54 21.39 2
1.79 23.29 19.96 21.41 ~ ~ HI"d 25114 137.1 27.2 -5.57 -8.78 -10.57 24.59 25.19 19.42 24.45 24.85 20.63 24.30 25.01 20.12 + 




'-7104 21t.3 3.3 -6.81 -12.13 -12.01 16.50 12.55 13.09 16.20 12.16 14.56 17.19 
10.97 1~.23 + J 
~d 271(;6 4.0 5.8 -8.12 -12.00 -11.96 12.69 12.11 12.20 11.55 9 .• 31 13.50 12.
02 9.'13 12.18 • '~ 
0 27108 -2.4 8.1 -10.1
0 -11.83 -11.84 9.88 12.30 12.35 8.92 9.50 13.50 8.18 9.47 12.21
 • 1 
~td 27110 -t.7 10.3 -~.68 -10.3~ -12.48 11.68 14.15 
11.53 10.96 12.40 13.45 11.06 13.53 11.96 • 
27112 -10.9 10.6 -7.5C -10.3Q -11.16 13.94 14.38 13.62 13 • 09 13. 07 " • 9 5 13.98 14.15 n
.4 7 D I 
Ot=! 27114 -lL.l 10.7 -7.57 -9.70 -10.35 13.99 15.43 15.li 13.40 14.71 14.61 14.21 16.20 14.83 + 1 ( t?=.lH 27116 -17.5 11.4 -7.55 -10.96 -12.48 14.27 13.85 1'.B5 13.92 13.07 13.87 14.66 13.30 13 .04 + 
41 _K. ~7118 -20.1 12.6 -6*97 -10.92 -
10.62 15.66 14.09 15.39 15.28 13.61 15.08 16.3,4 13.70 15.43 • 
I' 
UJ c 27120 -26.5 14.3 -6.82 -1'.1R
 -11.37 16.78 14.23 14.56 16.50 14.21 15.18 17.37 13.59 15.21 • ~ j 
"01-:1:J 17122 -35.3 15.7 -7.21 -10.49 -11.51 17.25 
16.53 15.42 17.16 16.86 15.87 17.40 16.21 15.78 • 
81-3 27124 -43.7 16.3 -8.17 -11.14 -12.01 16.51 16.45 15.56 16.97 17.13 It.3e 16.56
 15.78 16.10 C 
27126 -5(.3 15.9 -9.38 -11.80 -11.44 15.22 16.19 18.17 16.0517.1418.·40 15.07 15.4' 18.48 
• 
1 




". 27130 -71.8 15.2 -9.37 -11.79 -12.53 19.31 19.33 18.94 18 • 9 0 19. 06 1 9. 5 5 18.
24 17.67 19.40 • ] 
27132 -8S'.3 14.9 -B.65 -11.63 -11.33 20.87 19.70 21.81 19.77 18.91 21.40 18.39 1
6.42 20.63 • 1 
I 27134 -115.4 13.5 -10.1
7 -11.73 -13.80 12.24 15.95 11.69 16.68 21.61 17.9B 14.44 20.0B 16.88 + 1 
27136 -139.2 12.7 -7.50 -12.73 -11.21 17.28 12.35 17.17 19.24 16.61 19.03 1
8.21 13.G9 18.45 ... 
l .:.7138 -155.2 11.1 -6.69 -9.61 -10.95 18.75 20.01 17.76 19.11 20
.03 17.57 ".18 19.62 17.61 + 
, ,9102 f .8 15.3 -6. 9,~ -9.51 -11.18 14.83 15.32 13.50 13.72 14.15 13.84 15.01 , 5.971.3.21 S 
; 
r-
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TABLE B.18 (15) . __ .J , 
2';106 Sl.l 13.7 -7,,51, .00 -10.29 20.49 .00 22.57 21.62 .00 22.35 21.98 .0
0 23.00 B ~ 
29108 67.7 17.6 -B.CO -10.87 -11.24 21.52 20.47 21.52 22.23 21.09 22.31 22.47 20.
82 22.68 D 1 
29110 6e.7 18.4 -8.73 -1~.08 -11.34 18.71 21.11 20.26 19.61 22.39 21.07 19.40 22.
86 21.42 B 
29112 62.3 18.0 -8.01 -10.93 -11.91 20.59 19.71 19.06 21.66 20.16 20.13 21.91
 20.47 20.30 e 
.:: 9114 6~.4 17.5 -7.99 -10.07 -10.75 21.17 21.65 22.54 22.08 22.70 23.3
6 22.34 23.23 23.92 + 
29116 63.7 16.4 -8.61 -10.76 -11.22 19.53 20.21 21.06 20.32 21.22 21.91 20
.23 21.11 22.32 + 
29118 61.5 15.1 -8.65 -11.54 -13.51 19.04 17.96 15.39 19.94 18.78 17.31 19.80 1
7.57 16.92 + 
.::92()2 -14f.3 10.5 -3.28 -5.49 -6,·.85 30.94 31.79 31.61 28.75 28. 37 28.52 29.58 29.44 29.72 
+ 
! , 




29206 -172.9 7.1 -9.27 -10.66 -11.04 15.72 18.86 17.88 12.64 14.34 1 5.
34 11.59 12.74 15.14 + 
'j 
2'i2u8 -14!'.4 3.7 -8.44 -9.94 -10.54 14.68 20.18 18.97 16.48 21.15 1
9.40 15.08 20.22 19.20 + J 
2 ~21 0 -9L .1 3.5 -9.39 -9.30 -11.14 18.58 24.79 21.89 lE.02 24.25 22.07
 16.06 24.10 21.20 B "i 
30102 52.1 14.8 -7.66 -11.21 -12.33 19.37 17.59 16.24 20.26 18.67 17.43 20
.41 17.61 17 .23 B I" '1 
S0104 48.6 14.7 -7.55 -11.23 -11 .31 18.94 17.03 18.21 19.56 17.97 lR.21 19.6
6 16.71 18.30 B 
"' 
30106 3 f'.2 15.5 -7. 05 -9.81 -11.38 16.80 17.16 15.02 16.64 17.35 15.
5 2 17.17 17.62 15.54 B i 
301118 ~.9 17 .0 -8.04 -9.04 -9.72 12.97 16.04 16.17 12.16 15.17 1'.59 12.68
 17.38 14.93 • 
30110 3.9 19.4 -6.93 -9.04 -9.62 14.67 15.73 16.01 13.31 14.44 14.
27 14.60 16.73 14.35 D 
30112 5.5 19.7 -B.GO -12.00 -10.12 12.91 12.12 15.15 11.82 9.42 14.10 1
2.37 9.24 13.93 D 
30114 3.5 16.7 -6,93 -8.96 -9.68 14.67 15.83 15.88 13.2914.56 14.2
3 14.59 16.93 14.26 D , 
.5ti202 4.9 8.ll -4.02 -5.49 -6.47 20.80 20.89 23.24 1 8 • 492 1 • 03 1 6.
 8 7 22.00 25.96 19.26 + 
",',' ) 
3(;206 -177.8 6.7 -8.13 -9.08 -9.54 16.88 18.45 18.48 14.27 16" 83 16.50 13.91 16.45 16.
94 0 I 
3020B -159.8 7.9 -9.46 .00 -13.56 14.10 .00 14.49· 13 .1.5 • vO 14.6
1 12.08 .00 13.62 0 -! i 
l(;210 -12«i.6 6.8 -10.56 -11.16 -12.84 9.74 16.78 12.70 14.37 21.50 17.86 11.74 19.82 16.84 
[) 1 
30212 -100.1 6.4 -8.24 -10.81 -12.14 20.31 20.64 18.39 21.01 21.95 20.36 19.63 
20.69 19.38 ~ 
I 
30214 -91.9 7 •. 2 -8.08 -9.67 -10.21 21.92 23.84 24.78 21.18 23.29 24.48 19.9
8 22.73 23.75 + '1 
' 30216 -95.4 6.6 -3.38 -7.{)7 -7.54 36.78 30.80 34.84 36.43 28.30 35.54 34.38 29.11 34.94 ~ 
'J 
,)2102 35.1 18.9 -6.27 -10.79 -10.38 19.59 15.92 18.32 19.05 16.25 17.11 19.90 15.35 17 •. 55 
• 
'( 
'" :! ~ , 52104 26.8 20.4 -6.19 -10.68 -10.18 18.31 15.11 17.34 17.75 15.18 16.29 19.03 14.95 16.97 [) 
, 32106 22.3 20.2 -5.40 -9.28 -9.68 19.56 17.02 17.82 18.57 17.;;2 16.19 20.63 18.39 
17.15 D 
32108 2~.1 18.8 -6.61 -9.84 -10.10 16.93 16.27 17.11 16.54 16.30 16.03 17.6
8 17.02 16.76 [) 
.1 
52110 2to7 16.7 -7.67 -9.76 -12.00 14.96 16.75 13.32 15.01 16.87 14.75 15.3Q 17.46 14.46 + 
~2112 2f .5 16.2 -9.83 -11.33 -12.61 11.19 14.16 12.35 11.79 14.24 14.51 10.6
9 13.32 13.91 B 
, 
~2114 26.3 17.1 -9.08 -9.81 -11.25 12.26 16.61 14.79 12.67 16.72 15.26 12.0
9 17.30 15.35 + 
321H 21.3 18.5 -5.05 -9.16 -9.71 20.2£ 17.09 17.6D 19.09 17.06 16.01 21.44
 18.60 16.95 + 
32118 15.9 20.8 -5.28 -9.01 -8.74 18.90 16.65 19.05 17.6616.3116.12 20.0
8 18.32 17.49 [) 
32120 S'.9 21.4 -6.40 -8.85 -9.85 15.93 16.31 15.90 14.74 15.51 14.51 16.4
3 17.88 14.76 D 
32122 1t .9 20.6 -7.39 -10.80 -11.56 14.52 14.05 13.32 14.09 13.26 14.21 1
4.96 13.66 13 .8.7 + 
32124 33.7 20.0 -8.65 -14.33 -12.46 13.88 9.82 13.16 14.28 9.55 14.95 1
3.66 6.18 14.43 .. 
32126 4«;.0 19.5 -10.19 -11.66 -12.31 13.43 16.27 15.75 14.23 17.18 16.89 1
2.73 15.55 16.61 + 
32128 61.2 18.b -11.40 -10.76 -14.26 13.88 19.88 13.91 14.04 21.03 16.32 12.22 
20.88 15.67 • 
32132 8~.9 18.2 -9.31 -11.55 -12.21 19.92 20.12 20.u2 18.45 1 '9.03 1 9.61 11.0
5 16.81 18.93 + 
32134 9( .1 18.5 -11.33 -9.97 -12.91 15.13 23.15 17.79 13.96 22.69 18.
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TABLE 8.18 (16) 1 SL4 (OMt'AND ANGLE 3 
ASPfCT "'ET. S I Gl'IA. DB REDUCTIOh 4 REDUCTION 5 REDUCTION 6 QUAL .~ 
A ~,r LE \.11 tl D VV HH HV+VH VV HH HV-'VH VV HH HV.VH VV HHHV.VH 
t,2;J;2 10f.O 17.5 -6.81 -8.48 -11.75 17.85 23.34 1~.9S 20.09 25.38 22.54 18.20 23.90 21.37 .. ~- 6203 102.5 18.5 -6.VO -3.91 -12.10 20.35 21.93 18.31 21.97 23.80 21.55 20.24 22.15 20.26 0 
r (',204 1 J3. 5 21.u -6.27 -7.99 -9.30 19.50 24.£5 25.45 21 • 3 1 26. 33 2 7. 7 9 19.53 24.97 26.98 D 
i 6205 10L.5 24.3 -5.35 -7.01 -9.09 22.12 2b.23 26.10 23.86 29.24 28.47 22.34 28.1527.71 C 6206 llf .6 26.6 -3.49 -7.34 -7.94 28.32 27.12 29.78 29.B9 28.78 31.96 28.92 27.63 31.43 c It. 6207 110.6 28.7 -3.15 -5.99 .00 29.51 31.95 .00 31.07 33.00 .00 30.22 32.07 .00 C i 
! 6208 111.8 29.4 -3.34 -6.00 -7.43 28.58 31.88 31.44 30.33 33.01 33.45 29.46 32.08 33.02 0 i 6209 111 .8 30.5 -3.69 -6.23 -1.86 27.17 31.02 29.85 29.10 32.28 32.15 28.15 31.33 31.61 0 ,!) ~ ~ .~ t c.?1C 112.7 33.0 -4.57 -7.66 -10.61 23.80 25.94 21.32 26.15 28.03 25.03 24.99 26.60 24.13 0 6211 lHo .8 33.7 -5.37 -8.00 -10.20 20.67 24.58 22.05 23.39 Z6.86 25.51 22.05 25.52 24.69 D i· 6212 l1L6 33.3 -5.42 -7.68 -9.59 20.14 25.37 23.48 22.82 27.37 26.40 21.49 26.11 25.69 • I~ 334103 -7,,6 11 • Q -8.17 -B.l1 -12.41 8.21 15.26 10.15 9.65 14.99 11.18 9.27 16.39 10.64 0 
334102 -16;.2 14.3 -5.97 -7.96 -11.94 13.11 14.2B 11.55 13.86 15.66 13.61 13.15 16.15 13.22 • 
33ill03 -12f.3 22.2 -5.51 -6 .71 -10.77 18.89 27.4B 19.43 21.13 28.45 22.16 19.Bl 27.45 21.2.3 A j 33 d 105 -1 2f' .1 22.5 . -4.20 -6.71 -9.08 22.67 26.91 23.71 24.15 21.75 25.15 23.25 26.75 24.55 ~ ",I 
333107 -lSl.2 21.6 -.95 -4.20 -5.88 27.56 26.17 26.95 25.61 25.G9 24.26 27.63 26.96 25.19 D ~ 1 3311109 171.9 24.0 -2.28 -4.80 -6.67 20.69 21.53 21.70 18. <} 3 18.73 1 8.02 20.84 20.95 19.24 D '-1 33 btl1 151,.9 19.9 -3.88 -6.99 -9.25 18.56 18.51 17.71 18.84 19.46 18.66 19.27 19.94 18.97 B 
ri. > 338113 lSi .1 18.6 -4.91 -7.6'8 -1 0 ~ 5 4 16.57 17.73 15.59 17.39 19.10 17.48 17.15 18.98 17.25 0 
~l 33b115 142.2 16.1 -5.79 -8 .04 -1 0.56 15.78 19.33 11.19 17.05 20.51 18.89 16.0019.58 Ul.28 0 33 [) 119 1HO.9 8.3 -5.91 -6.82 -10.74 19.05 28.55 20.63 2t .91 30.21 24.30 20.42 29.17 23.39 + , 33 b 102 40.5 17 .2 -6.36 -7.59 -10.31 15.45 20.29 18.06 15.07 18.B3 17.39 14.40 19.02 17.25 B 
332104 4S.6 20.6 -5.68 -7.29 -11.33 17.77 21.54 17.14 17 .32 20.39 16.63 16.89 20.~9 16.39 B 
33i1106 4l.5 20.3 -5.36 -8.29 -11.18 18.60 19.79 11.55 18.17 18.53 17.22 17.87 18.41 16.83 B 
3311108 43.3 15.8 -5.65 -7.93 -10.24 17.39 20.03 18.69 16.8818.63 17.96 16.45 18.65 17.82 -. 
·~W N 33i:1110 25.4 ,1 .0 -7.99 -9.05 -12.94 10.14 15.23 11.26 11.20 14.90 12.77 10.48 15.18 12.21 • rS> . ~ :: ~ 338112 -IS.1 12.5 -3.45 -5.67 -7.88 18.07 21.34 19.17 17.16 19.55 17.16 18.68 21.90 18.29 + 
, 1 331}114 -3!.2 16.0 -3.09 -6.3B -7.73 21.58 21.78 22.18 20.27 20.28 20.34 21.18 21.27 21.18 + 
11{ 331'.116 -35.8 16.0 -3.89 -5.91 -9.()3 20.72 23.57 20.45 19.77 22.19 19.19 20.11 23.16 19.44 + ), 33 E lHI -40.4 12.1 -6.60 -8.6fl -12.1B 14.97 18.26 14.88 14.64 16.76 14.94 13.89 1(,.51 14.28 D ) 
1 331>120 -43.0 6.9 -8.27 -8.84 -14.82 12.62 18.35 11.69 12.39 16.85 12.36 11.10 16.51 ".04 .. 
. l 410S -49.0 25.1 -2.17 -4.75 -7.02 27.34 27.22 26.82 27.14 27.31 25.27 28.30 28.77 26.16 + 
.. '} 4113 -61.1 38.2 -1.98 -4.07 -6.23 30.42 28.90 31.10 32.43 30.33 31.77 33.75 31.82 33.08 C . ; 4115 -5l .2 39.7 -1.90 -4.25 -6.46 29.68 29.49 29.60 31.00 30.94 29.36 32.36 32.60 30.55 D I 
'1 ., 4117 -6(..4 34.8 -.93 -3.b:! -5.50 33.88 31.84 33.18 36.41 34.00 33.71 38.00 35.66 35.23 0 
.:4 4119 
-6".6 34.9 -2.86 -5.29 -6.66 29.19 29.39 31.24 30.86 30.23 32.40 31.65 31.34 33.42 0 . J 
... .. 121 -St.l 30.2 -4.33 -7.62 -10.27 22.76 22.17 20.66 23.34 22.08 20.99 23.65 22.44 21.03 0 
4123 -47.3 28.6 -1.92 -3.94 -7.14 21.75 26.79 26.21 27.21 28.96 24.45 28.47 30.70 25.28 + 
4125 -4<;.7 24.2 -.49 -3.39 -4.90 33.08 3u.39 32.98 33.17 31.33 30.74 35.01 33.20 32.31 B 
'';'4 4127 -H.9 18.0 -.65 -2.92 -4.88 37.41 36.53 37.32 40.11 38.01 3a.33 41.17 38.92 39.73 • 
.' 
,,~ 4129 -104.5 16.3 -1.08 -3.44 -5.53 40.02 41.93 39.64 39.5741.1039.51 38.64 39.56 39.15 + 
.. 131 -123.6 18.2 -2.79 -5.e6 -7.67 28.94 30.9B 29.15 29.98 31.74 30.16 29.45 30.88 29.79 + 
4133 -HC.8 21.3 -.55 -3. S4 -S.Ol 34.26 34.39 35.27 31.25 32.32 30.~86 32.06 32.70 31.5B C 
' i 4135 -155.1 26.2 -1.14 -4.47 -6.30 21.12 26.19 25.84 25.36 24.B4 23.77 21.18 26.49 25.09 A : 4137 -163.3 26.9 -3.14 -5.24 -7.69 19.27 21.56 20.05 18.75 20.38 18.85 19.99 22.22 19.85 C 'I 
" I 4139 -169.8 24.0 -3.71 -5.21 -7.85 17.07 20.51 18.80 16.36 18.48 16.e5 17.43 20.48 17.68 B i 4141 -17l.6 22.0 -2.60 -5.70 -8.06 19.58 18.39 17.83 17.77 16.34 15.44 19.51 18.05 16.03 + , ... I 1,143 177 .3 20.5 -4.47 -7.51 -8.95 15.23 13.55 15.83 14.42 13.36 14.33 15.17 14.20 14.60 B • l ... ,45 167 .• 5 24.4 -.42 -3.15 -4.66 27.07 27.86 28.BO 24.17 23.38 22.61 27.08 26.48 24.79 B 41.47 155.5 29.0 -.88 -3.60 -s .42 28.00 29.12 28.78 25.98 26.81 25.46 27.~8 28.87 27.12 A I 4149 149.9 28.3 -1.51 -4.64 -7.06 27.16 27.27 24.75 25.61 26.16 23.64 26.£1 27.21 24.39 B 
4151 155.9 23.6 -2.02 -3.69 -6.28 23.84 28.67 25.69 22.87 26.44 23.56 24.30 28.51 24.93 C 
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I. 2.1, 1 
:3 5.06 
30.13 
''Y ,; ... _ v" ___ ,..,, 
1 
'! 
j; 1 Iii 
!!: "~I II. 
20.69 19.66 18.86 B 
25.51 28.19 27.49 B 
23.58 26.42 24.81 B 
27.40 28.24 27.65 D 
32.26 31.86 34.45 + 
32.38 35.59 34.41 0 
34.28 34.13 33.87 0 
31.89 35.67 37.43 + 
3B.32 36.10 37.04 + 
38.92 35.95 38.,1 p 
37.89 36.53 38.21 0 
38.45 36.31 38.63 + 
35.02 34.32 35.98 + 
31.45 30.33 31.13 + 
26.01 21.25 26.01 + 
24.51 23.32 21.75 C 
18.8B 22.75 20.11 A 
23.81 26.18 23.22 A 
26.85 28.15 22.35 0 
30.45 32.90 25.77 D 
16.89 21.19 16.04 0 
22.51 21.30 21.52 + 
.00 13.05 .00 B 
.00 24.39 .00 B 
.00 23.25 .00 C 
.00 26.59 .00 C 
.00 31.24 .00 C 
.00 31.65 .00 + 
27.06 26.41 24.47 C 
28.02 30.01 29.37 C 
26.61 .00 26.05 0 
22.75 27.24 24.14 + 
12.67 16.72 16.75 + 
15.80 16.55 17.07 + 
.00 33.61 .00 + 
29.85 .00 32.75 + 
13.46 14.55 14.13 D 
18.63 .00 19.76 D 
21.52 20.06 23.26 0 
.00 20.79 20.30 C 
14.73 16.15 16.57 C 
4.91 8.71 9.04 + 
6.71 10.77 11.70 • 
21.63 24.33 24.74 + 
11.96 12.91 12.70 + 
17.56 18.28 17.52 + 
22.12 23.61 23.88 + 
29.09 29.48 29.54 + 
30.31 30.09 29.58 + 
28.1.4 26.93 26.94 D 
33.46 30.95 32.60 D 
39.42 36.78 39.03 0 
41.32 38.70 40.79 + 
42.69 39.77 41.87 D 
40.11 38.48 42.11 D 
36.17 32.74 34.59 D 
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t~ .J '-~ TABLE 8.18 (18) ,1 
l 112il2 1lJ7.3 20.1l -5.83 -10.B4 -13.92 20.39 10.63 14.49 22.61 19.85 18.66 21.01 17.67 17.15 B i 11204 101.9 26.6 -s .11 -9.56 -10.42 23.08 20.02 22.35 24.39 22.14 24.94 22.89 20.28 23.94 + :~ 11206 97.7 32.3 -L.90 -6.75 -7.15 31.43 2£.77 32.64 31.36 28.72 32.82 3u.34 27.68 32.25 0 1 1120B 94.0 36.1 -2.20 -6.71 -6.70 34.36 2&w60 34.10 33.70 28.12 33S3 32.84 27.13 33.04 0 
11210 92. , 38.7 -1.91 -6.16 -6.10 35.55 30.30 36.25 34.74 29.36 35.12 33.98 28.56 34.75 D t" 11212 ae .8 39.1 -2.88 -6.15 -7.6'8 31.29 29.90 30.24 30.85 28.85 30.,04 30.13 28.20 29.58 D 
" 11214 .~'5 .6 33.4 -3.25 -6.73 -7.63 29.71 27.59 30.16 29.50 26.87 30.'00 28.92 26.25 29.72 D 
1121l 84.3 26.9 -4.63 -8.17 -9.23 25.07 23.15 25.39 25.04 23.05 25.93 24.15 22.01 25.43 D 
11218 34.3 26.8 -5.18 -7.40 -10.03 23.45 25.39 23.32 23.45 24.98 24.13 22.39 24.22 23.47 + , 
1122C n .5 31.3 -4.43 -8.07 -9.09 25.46 23.10 25.50 25.75 23.08 26.25 25.30 22.46 26.09 + j 
,1 11222 6f .4 36.6 -5.35 -7.65 -8.45 22.06 23.29 26.17 22.90 23.77 27.43 22.75 24.06 28.01 + 4 11224 5t:.5 41.5 -3.B4 -6~75 -8.42 24.10 23.98 24.66 24.84 24.23 24.77 25.38 24.98 25.36 + 
" 
11226 5('.8 42.6 -1.36 -4.B4 -5.99 30.28 27.27 29.93 30.55 27.61 28.36 32.08 29.05 29.6~ e , l 
F J 122e 42.0 36.1 -.65 -5.09 -.5 • 16 30.95 15.59 30.76 29.05 24.53 27.16 30.90 25.84 28.65 B 1 !, 11230 8.2 30.u -1.'66 -5.B5 -6.66 23.14 21.05 21.84 19.75 18.89 17.54 22.44 21.46 18.99 B j 112'!2 5.6 24.7 -1.06 -5.22 -6.13 25.23 22.83 23.28 20.74 19.ES 17.91 23.84 22.86 19.51 B , 11234 12.5 19.1 -2.68 -6.B3 -7.01 20.06 18.66 21.17 18.25 17.53 17.85 20.27 19.47 19.27 D 1 2i.l02 114 .9 32.9 -3.36 -8.28 -8.14 28.06 23.83 28.63 29.94 26.26 31.06 29.13 24.85 30.57 + ~'1i 241Q6 9P.2 29.3 -2.47 -7.29 -7.15 33.24 26.95 32.67 33.01 27.31 32.91 32.05 26.12 32.34 • 
.1 
24108 82.8 25.2 -2.67 -7.72 -6.69 31.60 24.32 32.98 31.62 24.07 32.62 31.42 23.32 32.71 D 
, 
24110 71.7 23.4 -3.79 -7.74 -8.42 26.61 23.34 26.60 27.76 23.70 27.78 28.10 23.78 28.24 D J 
1 24112 63.4 20.3 -5.24 -8 .73 -11. 11 21.72 2~.56 19.87 22.56 20.75 21.04 22.55 20.67 20.94 • 1 /- 25102 65.5 16.0 -6.91 -10.90 -13.29 18.30 16.46 16.25 18.75 16.46 17.67 18.03 15.49 16.99 + i r 25106 Bt.2 16.7 -4.07 -9.32 -9.46 26.92 20.10 24.84 26.78 20.49 25.43 25.92 18.94 24.79 + , 25108 10~.0 17 .0 -2.63 -7.87 ,.8.18 31.95 25.34 28.89 33.08 27.33 31.26 32.27 26.04 30.70 • 25110 13C.7 19.4 -2.34 -7.44 -6.94 29.18 24.16 30.35 28.98 25.16 29.41 2B.72 24.00 29.2b 0 ~ I <: 5112 13t.4 24.4 -2.20 -7.92 -7.76 26.25 21.30 26.04 "27.37 22.32 25.46 27.36 21.15 25.30 D 
", I ..., 25114 137.2 25.5 -2. 1 8 -10.25 -8.18 28.14 15.12 24.51 27.18 17.24 24.32 27.22 15.38 24.10 + 1 I QD '" 2 5116 13~.7 23.0 -2.51 -8.39 -8.0? 27.72 20.64 25.69 27.35 21.99 25.60 27.13 20.57 25.30 D 
1 
27104 -.7 3.1 -5.02 -9.11 -10.76 13.51 12.84 12.47 13.45 13.20 12.26 14.28 14.21 12.12 • -I 
2710t -7.8 5.9 -6.16 -8.92 -10.45 11.42 13.48 13.24 12.14 13.75 13.02 12.47 14.78 13.08 + I 2710B -e .9 8.7 -6.06 -9.90 -10.32 "'.67 11.58 13.53 1 2. :3 7 1 2 • 40 13 • 2 7 12.73 13.02 13.40 + 
27110 -~.3 10.2 -6.51 -9.97 -12.99 '0.&9 11.48 9.47 11.80 12.34 10.86 11.98 12.92 10.19 + 
27112 -11.7 10.7 -5.77 -8 .87 -12.40 12.41 13.87 10.43 13.01 14.11 11.64 13.47 15.09 11.19 • 
27114 -1:! .9 11.2 -3.64 -9.93 -8.83 17.45 11.98 16.88 16.66 12.73 15.71 18.11 13.21 16.47 + 
27116 -H .4 11.9 -5.0B -10.~4 -11.08 14.24 10.98 12.87 14.54 11.92 1~.56 15.21 12.06 13.59 + 
.17118 -H.9 13 .0 -4.80 -9.32 -9.92 15.15 13.76 15.~2 15.28 14.03 1 5.25 16.01 14.56 15.67 + 
H120 -2~.3 14 .9 -5.31 -9.46 -10.22 14.B9 14.43 15.5, 1 5 • 1 0 1 4 • 24 1 5 • 7 9 15.35 14.37 16.04 • 
27122 -32.1 16.4 -5.04 -10.75 -10.68 16.58 13.39 15.07 16.26 12.67 15.92 16.32 12.02 15.85 + 
al24 -39.6 16.6 -6.26 -10.10 -12.31 15.46 15.71 14.53 15.10 14.23 14.68 14.47 13.50 13.99 • 
27126 -47.1 15.7 -5.54 -8.88 -9.31 18.33 18.81 21.18 17.95 17.50 20.27 17.57 17.14 20.42 D 
27128 -43.9 15.9 -6.60 -10.70 -13.08 15.63 15.39 14.13 15.24 13.79 14.33 14.46 12.81 13.43 D 
27130 -72.7 15.6 -7.38 -10.64 -16.28 17.84 16.91 12.22 18.10 17.28 14.03 17.01 16.15 12.52 + 
d132 -9:.4 15.1 -6.07 -12.26 -12.23 20.78 13.16 18.33 21.24 15.26 20.34 19.49 12.71 18.99 + 
;:. 713 4 -122.0 14." -6.lE -11.41 -13.01 17.65 14.79 15.10 20.42 lB.l0 19.12 18.87 15.74 17.78 • 
2713~ -141.0 13.1 -5.18 -9.94 -11.59 17.41 14.92 15.25 18.51 17.00 17.52 17.61 15.40 16.63 + 
27138 -15(.9 10.9 -4.1L -9.94 -9.29 18.52 12.45 18.38 18.98 15.03 19.41 19.04 14.08 19.54 + 
2 S> 102 £;.7 12.1 -4.34 -7.74 -8.80 15.36 16.24 16.59 1S.0d 15.73 15.05 16.14 17.28 15.72 B 
,9104 41.2 10.5 -2.79 -7.3'3 -7.36 23.93 20.78 24.53 22.70 19.35 22.35 23.54 19.63 23.10 + . 
2910B 7~.B 18.7 -6.74 -8 .60 -12.99 19.32 21.51 17.05 19.58 21.73 18.61 18.56 21.18 17.74 D 
'J 
,9110 73.6 19.5 -6.22 -8.04 -9.42 20.40 22.75 24.28 20.84 23.01 2S.H 20.12 22.85 25.59 B '1 29112 75.5 19.4 -4.83 -9.10 -9.89 24.06 20.31 23.29 24.63 20.59 24.45 24.34 19.B7 24.34 B 
~ c9114 72 .5 1~.1 -5.50 -12.66 -11.59 22.01 13.15 19.53 22.7'() 13. 57 2 0.99 22.32 11.86 2C.59 C 
al16 6~.4 18.1 -5.11 -3.55 -10.87 22.29 21.06 20.50 23.22 21.37 21.78 23.24 21.34 21.74 • 
i 
29118 61.4 17.0 -5.86 -10.64 -10.57 20.04 16.88 20.71 20.64 16.58 21.68 20.35 15.74 21.71 + 
2';1202 17~ .6 9.9 -6.26 -7.57 -12.48 11.89 13.35 9.83 11.70 13.17 10.80 11.68 13.98 9.98 + 
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" TABLE 8.18 (19) . ,
, I 2';206 17t .3 6.9 -7.13 -9.74 -12.92 10.57 'j.05 9.31 10.66 10.30 1(l.5t: 10.33 10.32 9.65 • 1 29208 -125.$ 3.2 -7.69 -12.4 0 -12.94 13.63 12.15 14.84 16.42 15.45 18.52 14.49 12.a5 17.17 • I 
1 
2Y210 
-8".0 5.5 -7.17 -9.6? -13.00 18.22 19.25 16.91 18.46 19.96 1F.72 16.56 lB.17 17.30 B 1 
30102 31.0 10.8 
-5.31 -10.17 -11.86 15.El 14.15 13.72 15.66 13.48 1~.41 15.65 13.05 14 .02 B 
1 
30106 1:!.9 16.6 -4.88 -10.77 -9.90 14.44 lJ.46 14.70 14.58 11.57 14.45 15.40 11.75 14.83 B 30108 .9 17.6 -4.28 -8.70 -8.97 15.21 13.73 15.90 14.58 13.82 14.08 15.78 15.00 14.53 • 
-j 50110 -1.2 19.2 -4.53 -B .66 -9.39 14.61 13.81 15.02 14.19 13.87 1 '!.63 15.25 15.07 13.93 0 I 30112 7.2 1B.9 -5.90 -9.82 -11.66 11.74 11.41 l'.u6 12.2412.2111.4£ 12.68 12.92 11.08 D j ,1(j 114 -Fo7 14.7 -5.84 -9.21 -10.80 12.07 12.93 12.68 12.65 13.36 12.77 13.10 14.27 12.74 D 
'1 
3u202 1fot. 10.9 
-3.42 -5.12 -6.11 18.50 23.58 24.33 17.65 21.41 20.55 19.09 23.99 22.41 • 30206 168.9 5.7 -2.64 -5.87 -9.18 19.97 18.64 15.84 18 .• 68 17.49 15.33 20.35 19.12 15.71 D j 30208 -161.8 6.2 -5.87 -9.89 -10.24 13.32 10.18 14.54 14.07 12.70 15.69 13.98 12.44 15.82 • 30210 -117.5 5.6 -5.85 -9.91 -10.83 19.15 18.87 20.36 21.99 21.96 24.03 20.52 20.04 23.10 0 :.u212 -8~.5 6.5 -8.57 -10.10 -19.15 15.40 18.10 8.62 15.53 18.75 11.03 13.45 16.99 8.63 • 30214 -82.0 7.1 
-6.75 -10.77 -12.36 19.38 16.54 18.23 19.45 17.21 19.65 lb.04 15.47 18.62 • 30216 -9(..8 6.9 -5.97 -10.03 -10.51 21.17 18.40 22.26 21.39 19.41 23.44 19.74 17.45 22.43 D 32102 27.7 18.5 -4.18 
-6.91 -8.83 17.83 19.95 18.73 17<034 18.76 17.94 17.98 19.83 18.59 • J2104 23.6 20.li -3.37 -7.17 -8.40 19.28 18.87 19.Q2 1 B. 4 0 17.95 17.98 19.64 19.16 18.89 + 32106 22.3 2il.9 
-2.54 -7.15 
-7.50 21.50 18.7B 21.00 19.92 17.89 19.10 21.68 19.19 20.37 • 32108 25.9 19.2 -3.84 -7,.99 
-8.42 18.38 17.40 19.33 17.77 16.68 18.29 18.66 17.37 19.13 + 
I 
32110 30.6 16.8 
-6.0'! -10.31 -11.78 14.29 13.84 13.77 14.43 13.24 14.46 14.16 12.79 14.10 • ., ~t:112 32.6 15.8 -5.28 -9.60 -9.14 16.15 15.40 18.91 15.89 14.46 18.06 15.83 14.14 18.45 • ! J2114 3C.2 15.2 -5.24 -10.27 -11.05 15.82 13.84 14.91 15.70 13.28 15.29 15.76 12.87 15.16 • i 32116 23.0 16.3 -1.46 -6.35 -6.27 25.09 2Q.74 24.41 22.41 19.44 21.21 24.75 21.09 22.95 • I 32118 n.B 20.2 -1.31 -7.91 -6.98 24.73 16.17 21.36 21.27 15.B2 18.16 24.10 17.17 19.62 D 32120 ,.8 21.9 -2.77 -7.30 -8.66 19.32 17.05 16.58 17.18 16.06 14.48 19.20 17.91 15.05 D 32122 11.7 21.0 -4.85 -9.16 -9.74 14.3313.27 14.81 14.39 13.68 14.28 15.26 14.53 14.67 D 52124 3'!.8 20.9 -5.25 -10.58 -10.88 16.44 13.97 15.82 16 • 0 9 13. 02 1 5. B 3 16.00 12.34 15.65 • 
f 
32126 4S.0 20.7 -6.34 -9.76 -11.55 17.06 17.53 17.32 16.79 16.21 17.20 16.13 15.55 16.75 • ~ 32126 59.1 20.1 -7.24 -13.95 -12.84 16.93 11.75 16.49 17.11 10.80 17.43 16.27 9.08 16.82 + o 32130 6S.4 19.3 -5.90. -11.41 -13.13 20.84 15.49 16.69 21.50 15.71 18.24 21.10 14.47 17.54 • 32132 7r .6 19.0 -7.18 -11.36 -11.99 18.42 15.30 18.93 18.52 15.99 20.30 17.12 14.23 19.48 • 32134 9f.2 19.0 -7.71 -10.51 -13.04 16.92 17.15 16.79 17.30 18.30 18.71 15.22 16.22 17.26 B 
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Stratified root mean square difference analysis for Methods 4. 
5 and 6. The results of Table 8.18 are stratified according to wind 
speed, polariz~tion, type of meteorological surface truth, and the 
regression method in Table 8.19, which again requires quite a few 
pages. For example, if the radar wind speed predicted frQm regression 
method 4 during SL 4 for VV was between 10 and 19.99 knots and it 
was verified by a "Type D" meteorological wind, it and all others 
like it were collected as a subsample. The mean meteorological wind, 
the mean radar wind, the difference (to show bias) and the root mean 
square difference are tabulated. 
The number of observations in each class differs frQm method to 
method. For the same cell, for example one method might yield a radar 
wind of 18.7 knots and the other a radar wind of 20.2 knots. The 
values would then be grouped into different class intervals. 
For SL 2/3, in addition to Types A, B, C, D and + (for synoptic 
analyses), two other categories are included. One stratifies the data 
for Hurricane AVA and Tropical Storm Christine. The other stratifies 
the data for the manuscript synoptic analyses described in Chapter 4. 
The pOints for the manuscript synoptic analysis were also coded as to 
Type A, Type B, and so on, so that this subset is also included in t 
the totals for A, B, C, D and + in this and subsequent analyses. 
Also, the NASA C130 underflight for DOY 156 was treated as a ( 
Type A report and accounts for eleven of the nineteen points in 
Figure 8.17. (Command angle 1, 4 pOints; angle 2, 4 points, and angle 3, I 
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SL?-3 POLARIZATION VV QUALITY A 
REbUCTION 4. 
19. 13.06 13.33 -.2B 
10.00 19.99 
2~.OO 29.99 
19. 13.06 13.33 -.28 
.lie 0. .00 .00 
5L2-3 POLA~lZATION Vv QUALITY B 
REbUCTlON 4 
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TABLE 8.19 (I) 
REDUCTION 5 
19. 13.~6 15.51 -2.45 
17. 13.18 14.86 -1.68 
2. 12.00 21.00 -9.00 
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13.00 15.16 -2.15 
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13.00 15.39 -2.38 
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GUAL ITY ~. 
REDUCTIOr. t. 
21.1B la.71 2.46 
9.45 ~.53 .92 
17.19 14.03 3.16 
20.87 24.04 2.&4 
38.37 36.~4 2.33 
43.50 43.58 -.u8 
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B~ 24.89 21.44 
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REDUClION 4 
137. 26.11 23.65 2.46 7.66 
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137. •. 26.11 23 • .S3 
59. 17.85 16.27 
43. 27.75 24.66 
33. 37.90 33.94 
2. 40.25 41.99 
REDUCTION 6 
236. 18.48 20.24 
4. 8.97 9.33 
133. 15.18 16.27 
80. 21.35 24.02 
18. 30.69 33.99 
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ERROR ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE METEOROLOGICAL WIND 
AND THE RADAR WIND 
,. 
Introduction. In L~apter 4, Table 4.6 gave estimates of the errors 
in the meteorological winds. These errors represent the kinds of errors 
presently existing in the description of the vector wind field in the 
planetary boundary layer over the oceans. Although the instantaneously 
measured wind direction and speed are determined with greater claimed 
accuracy than this by well designed and properly installed anemometers, 
these errors arise because of the lack of adequate,te)llporal averaging 
procedures so as to obtain a stable estimate of the wind speed and 
direction truly representative of the desited synoptic scale and because 
of the need to interpolate to a grid of ;points in numerical analyses. 
In the preceding sections of Chapte.r 8, regression techniques have 
yielded ways to determine the magnitude of the vector wind from a radar 
backscatter measurement under the assumption that the meteorological 
wind direction corresponds to the radar wind direction. In this section, 
an analysis is given of the difference between the magnitude of the 
meteorological wind and the magnitude of the radar wind subject to this 
constraint. 
Analysis. As in an analysis paralleling the one in Chapter 4, when 
~ ~ 
two ships were compared, let Vm be the meteorological wind and Vr be the 
radar wind. 
~ 
Vm = (V T + Ell' Ea 1 ) (8.72) 
(8.73) 
The er:cor vectors are Ell' parallel to the true wind for the meteorological 
wind, E
a1 , normal to the true wind fo
r the meteorological wind, E1a 
parallel to' the true wind for the radar wind, and Eaa , normal to the 
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The difference between the meteorological wind and the radar wind 
is given by equation (8.74). 
(8.74) 
From Figure 8.29, the requirement that the radar wind be in the 
same direction as the meteorological wind imposes the constraint given 
by equation (8.75), 
E 
tan 6X = a~ VT + 11 
(8.75) 
Which yields the condition that 
(8.76) 
When this condition is bnposed, equation (8.74) becomes equation (8.77). 
(8.77) 
There is a common factor in each component, and equation (8.77) 
can be written as (8.78). 
(8.78) 
Since the two vectors are constrained to have the same direction, 6X, 
the difference in the magnitudes can also be found in equation (8.79), 
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FIGURE 8.29 ERROR ANALYSIS OF THE METEOROLOGICAL AND RADAR WlNDS 
SUBJECT TO THE CONSTRAINT THAT THEY BE PARALLEL. 
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I, 
or, in the notation of the preceding sections, as in equation (8.80). 
U -'0 = m r 
a 
, Eal -'2 
(Ell -E1a )(1+(VT+Ell
)a) (8.80) 
The calculation of e(t1m, - 'Or) and e(Um - 'Or )2 from equation (8.80) 
is not simple even under the further assumption that Ell' Ela , Eal , and 
E2a are normally distributed independe
nt random variables as in 
Chapter 4. The term in the denominator and the square root cause 
difficulties. The second term in equation (8.80) will be approxtmated 
in a way not strictly correct but that probably suffices. 
Consider the vector, 
... 
Vm = (VT + Ell ' Ea1 ) (8.81) 
The expected value of the variance is given by equation (8.82) and 
equation (8.83) for each component. 
e(VT +Ell)2 
a a 
= VT + Dll (8.82) 
and 
a a 
e(1!:al) = Dal (8.83) 
If the approximation that equation (8.80) can be represented by 
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The quantity represented by equation (8.86) was minimized in the 
regression techniques that ~07ere used to predict the meteorological wind 
from the radar wind. The root mean square difference between the 
~teorological wind and the radar wind is an estimate of the square 
root of the right hand side of equation (8.86) • Equation (8.86) 
also shows that the differences between the two wind values, Umi , and 
Uri' are dominantly related to errors in the component parallel to 
the true wind and secondarily related to the tangent of the angle 
:3 a :3 
between the true wind and meteorological wind. The ratio, Da'll (VT + D1.1) 
is an approximation to the variance of the tangent of the angle between 
the true wind and the meteorological wind. 
From Table 4.6, this ratio can be computed for the ranges, 0 to 10, 
10 to 20, and 20 to 30 knots by using the mid-value of each range for 
V-r ~ They are given in Table 8.20, along with the arctangent of the 
square root, and the factor by which the variances of the parallel 
component errors must be multiplied to account for errors in direction. 
Table 8.20 Approximate values for the difference correction and the 
standard deviation of the angle between the true wind and 
the meteorological wind for mid-range values of 5, 15, and 
25 knots. 
a '. :3 a a :3 a 
D
a1 /(V-r +Dll ) tJX 1+ (Da1 /(VT +Dl1 » 
We~ther Ship 
22° O. - 10 knots 0.17 1.17 
10 .. 20 knots 0.05 13° 1.05 
20 .. 30 knots 0.03 10° 1.03 
Transient Ship 
o .. 10 knots 0.30 29° 1~30 
10 .. 20 knots 0.09 17° 1.09 
20 .. 30 knots 0.06 13° 1.06 
Synoptic 
o - 10 knots 0.46 34° 1.46 
10 - 20 knots 0.12 19° 1.12 
20 .. 30 knots 0.08 16° 1.08 
315 
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. 
This, factor ranges from 1.03 for weather ship observations between 
20 and 30 knots to 1.46 for synoptic estimates between zero and 
10 knots. The value of D. X exceeds 20° for winds between zero and 
10 knots for all classifications. 
The values of (O~l)a, which account for the effects of direction 
errors, are given in Table 8.21 for comparison with the estimates 
obtained from the regression analyses. For wind speeds greater than 
30 knots, the additional effect of direction errors has been assumed 
negligible and 0~1 = 0 11 from Table 4.6. 
Table 8.21 Values of (0* )a computed f1;'om Table 8.20 and Table 4.6. 11 
Wind Range (knots) Weather Ship Transient Ship 
(O~l)a D~l 
Synoptic Analyses 
(O*,)a 0* * *' (011 )2 011 11 11 
0 to 10 5.7 2.4 12.9 3.6 27.9 5.3 
10 to 20 12.5 3.5 25.8 5.1 35.1 5.9 
20 to 30 19.1 4.4 39.5 6.3 55.8 7.5 






ERROR ANALYSIS OF THE RADAR WIND MAGNITUDES 
Introduction. A question that demands an answer is: "How much 0 f 
th~ mean square difference between the meteorological wind and the 
radar wind is caused by the errors in the meteorological wind and how 
much is caused by errors in the radar measurement?" This question is 
answered below under the assumption that the contribution of the radar 
wind to the total mean square dif£ere~ce is independent of the magnitude 
of the radar wind. 
Analysis. Let Uv be the radar wind predicted by a given method 
for VV polarization, let UM be the one for HH polarization, .and let 
Ux be the one for cross polarizat.ion. Then 
Uv = UT +Ev (8.87) 
UH = UT +EH (8.88) 
Ux '" UT +Ex (8.89) 
where Ev , EH and Ex are the radar errors in the wind speed estimates. 
The various expectations using the same assumptions as before 
about the distribution of errors are given below. 
-e(Uv - UH ) = e(E v - EH) = 0 (8.90) 
e(Uv - U ) = e(E v -E ) = 0 (8.91) x x 
e(UH -Ux) = e(EH -Ex) = 0 (8.92) 
2-. ~ . 2 
e(Uv :.- UH ).2_';' e(Ev) + e(EH) (8.93) 
e(U - Ux)2 = u e(E~) + e(E;) (8.94) 
e(UH - Ux )2 = e(E~) + e(E;) (8.95) 
The estimates of these quantities were calculated from the data 
and are given in Table 8.22. There were 382 values for SL 2/3 and 
470 values for SL 4. The bj,ases (equations (8.90), (8.91) and (8.92» 
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equations (8.93), (8.94) and (8.95) are also tabulated for three 
different methods and for SL 2/3 and SL 4. The estimate of the mean 
square differences are larger for SL 4 than for SL 2/3. 
Given the left hand side of equations (8.93), (8.94) and (8.95), 
the ve,riances and standard deviations of Ev , EH and Ex can be found. 
These are also given in Table 8.22. They are quite small for SL 2/3 
and modestly noticeable for SL 4. The largest standard deviation is 
3.24 knots for HH SL 4, method 6. Even with a damaged instrument, 
all values are under 2 meters per second. The increase in the radar 
error variance may have several explanations and be a combination of 
a number of factors such as the vartability due to attenuation effects, 
which are not treated, increased cross polarization interactions, and 
raised thresholds. The covariances of the differences should be 
investigated. The1;'e may be information on additional radar effects 
in a more detailed analysis of these data. 
It should be noted that Table 8.20 only finds the correction for 
2 b' (D-/.·)2 . . (8 86) Dl1 to 0 ta1n 11 as 1n equat10n • • The value of (:i~E)22) = 
for each polarization has been found in this section since v \ 
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Table 8.22 Cross comparisons between different polarizations fer SL 2/3 (382 values) and SL 4
 (470 values) 
and radar error variances derived therefrom. Units are knots and {knots)2. 
Method 4 5 
6 
Polarization 
Combination VV IHH VV IHV oo/vv VV IHH VV /HV HH/HV VV /00 VV IHV ID
l/HV 
SL 2/3 Bias 
SL 2/3 MSD 
SL 4 Bias .31 






SL4 Variance 6.59 
SL4 Stand. Dev. 2.57 
not used 0.11 0.14 
not used 2.82 2.89 
- .02 - .33 0.30 -0.01 
6.97 9.30 14.14 5.76 
lffi HV VV IDl 
not used 1.90 0.92 
not used 1.38 0.96 
8.93 0.38 5.35 8.78 
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COMPOSITE ERROR ANALYSIS 
Enough is now known to balance the error budg€t,. Before doing so, 
the last step in the analysis needs to be deri'ved. The problem is that 
neither the true meteorological wind, in the absence of substantial error, 
nor the true radar wind, which in a perfect theory ought to equal the 
meteorological wind, is known • 
Consider equation (8.96), which is an identity. 
Um - Ur = (Um .. UT) - (Ur - UT) (8.96) 
* This equation follows a technique of Lorenz (1971) ,-given in a presenta-
tion accompanying the cited paper, but the paper does not contain these 
equations. 
If the expectations of equation (8.96) and of its square are taken, 
and if the error structure is as has been assumed, the results are equa-
tions (8.97) and (8.98) 
e(Um - Ur) = 0 (8.97) 
e(Um - Ur )2 = e(Um - UT)2 -2e(l\n - UT ) (Ur - UT ) + e(iJ.: .. U1 )2 (8.98) 
By means of the regression techniques that have been employed, 
equation (8.97) holds for the data sets. Also, the left hand side 0,£ 
equation (8.98) has been minimized for the particular techni~ used. 
This does not necessarily mean that the absolute minimum has been found. 
A better model might be discovered. Also for wind speed ranges with 
sparse data, the models may underestimate the contributions to the left 
hand side. 
The first term on the right hand side of equation (8.98) was found 
for different wind speed ranges and different types of surface truth 
in Chapter 4 from essentially independent data. For the assumptions 
* Lorenz, E.N. 
Prediction. 
pp. 365-369 
(1971) Fundamental timitations in Ocean and A~ospheric 
Eight U.S. Navy Symposium of Military Oceanography, Vol. 1, 
Naval Post Graduate School, Monterey, California. 
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that have been used, the middle term is zero. The various sources of 
error in the meteorological winds arise fram factors that are different 
from the various sources of error in the radar winds. One possible 
coupling is through the very small corrections to the nominal nadir 
angles, and this effect must be small. The last term was found in 
the preceding section. Since the method for finding the first term on 
the right hand side could not detect a bias term, the bias in the meteo-
rological wind, if one exists, must be balanced by an equal and opposite 
bias in the radar winds, and these biasses can only be determined after 
the meteorological winds are measured much more accurately. 
With equation (8.98), the balance can now be found. This is done 
in Tables 8.23 and 8.24. The results are stratified ,according to 
type and the range in knots of the radar wind predictions by pooling the 
three largest nadir angles for the three polarizations and method 6. 
The results are sufficiently different for different polarizations to 
require some interpretation. The ranges in knots are really 0 to 9.99 
and so on. 
The total variance comes from Table 8.19. It equals the sum of 
the squares of the differences between the meteorological wind and the 
radar wind for all pairs in the appropriate category. The meteorological 
variances for Tables 8.23 and 8.24 comes fram Table 8.21 via Tables 8.20 
and 4.6. 
The total error variance should equal the meteorological error 
variance plus the radar error variance for each polarization combination 
within the effects of sampling variability which is large for small 
sizes. Equation 8.98 need not balance exactly because of the effects 
of sampling variability and sample size. 
321 
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Table 8.23 Sky1ab 2/3 Component variance analysis for the three highest nadir angles (method 6). 
Units are knots and (knots)2. 
UNEXP VAR* UNEXP SD** NUMBER TOTAL VAR MET 
RANGE TYJ)E,VV HH HV /VH VAR 
RADAR VAR 









0-10 B 35.5 52.1 
10-20 B 27.4 28.5 







C 6.5 8.8 
C 12.5 13.2 




0-10 BCD 15.4 22.6 
10-20 BCD 18.7 21.1 
20-30 BCD 75.1 44.6 
0-10 SYN+ 11 
10-20 SYN+ 15.7 






























































































3.3. 8.3 1.9 
58.3 9.2 
36.8 4.6 6.2 
1.7 0.5 1.3 















































































4/1/7 5/1/8 3/0/10 4/4 3/4 2/6 332 332 318 
COUNTS 
* Underlined numbers represent the amounts by Which the sum of the meteorological error variance 
and the radar error variance exceed the total variance. 












































Table 8.24 Sky1ab 4 component variance analysis for the three highest nadir angles (method 6). Units 
are knots and (knots)2. 








GT 30 B 
10-20 C 
20-30 C 

















64.3 41. 7 
0-10 BCD 2.65 57.8 
10-20 BCD 24.4 29.7 
20-30 BCD 43.6 87.6 
GT 30 BCD 67 49.8 
0-10 SYN+ 43.2 48.7 
10-20 SYN+ 32.1 28.5 
20-30 SYN+ 64.6 80.1 










































































































































































































COUNTS 5/2/10 8/1/8 7/0/8 4/1/5 5/1/4 5/0/4 479 494 480 
*Under1ined numbers represent the amounts bywbich the sum of the meteorological error variance 
and the radar error variance exceed the total variance. 
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The sample sizes are sometimes misleading in meteorological and oceano-
graphic data analysis because of spatial and temporal correlations be-
tween observations. Frequently an entire sequence of values can be too 
high or too low. The use of the F test and of fiducial confidence in-
tervals on these estimates of the various variances involves fewer than 
the apparent number of degrees of fre,~dom, and this correction has not 
been attempted. 
There is little need for this degree of sophistication in the in-
terpretation of these two tables except to note that the fiducial 
confidence inter\"als on samples of the size shown are quite broad and 
that F test of ratios of the various variances would lead in general 
to the conclusion that they may well have come from the same population • 
The overall features of Tables 8.23 and 8.24 are what should 
dominate their interpretation. In general the total variance increases 
with wind speed. The exceptions are all for the zero to ten knot 
range, and plausible explanations for this fact were given in Chapter 4 
and in the study of the regression methods. 
The 'i"alues for the unexplained variance represent the total vari-
ance minus the ~um of the meteorological error and radar error vari-
ances where underlined values indicate that the estimates of the two 
error variances add up to more than the estimate of the total variance. 
I'f t:le independently obtained total variance estimates and meteorological 
va.riance estimates had been from IIDlch larger samples, say one hundred 
times larger, then these sums could have balanced much more closely. 
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There are several ways to interpret these tables. One is to nota 
that, since the variances have been independently estimated, there is 
an even chance that the sums of the two error variances will be either 
larger or smaller than the total variance, if the choice of R was 
correct in Chapter 4. 
With this criterion, the unexplained variances exceed the sums of 
the meteorological and radar error variances, for Types A, B, C, D 
and SYN+, 4 out of 12 times for VV, 5 out of 12 times for HH and 3 out 
of 13 times for HV/VH for SL 2/3, and 5 but of 17 times for VV, 8 out 
of 17 times for HH, and 7 out of 15 times of HV/VH for SL 4. 
These values are shown in the row lab led counts along the bottom 
of the table in greater detail. For example 4/1/7 means that 4 of 
the values in the column above (excluding BCD) are positive, one 
required the radar error variance plus the meteorological error variance 
to make it negative, and 7 were such that the meteorological error vari-
ance exceeded the total variance. 
For types A, (BCD), and SYN + the corresponding values are 4 out 
of 8 times for VV, 3 out of 7 for HH, and 2 out of 8 times for HV/VH 
for SL 2/3, and 4 out of 10 times for VV, 5 out of 10 times for HH and 
5 out of 9 times for HV/VH in SL 4. The corresponding counts for 
A, (BCD),and SYN+ are under the unexplained standard deviations. 
If the results for A, (BCD),and SYN+ are pooled for SL 2/3 and 
SL 4, the values are 8 out of 18 for VV, 8 out of 17 for HH and 7 out 
of 17 for HV/VH. The values of 8, 8, and 7 are within one standard 
deviation of the expected values of 9, 8.5 and 8.5 from binomial dis-
tributions with parameters n = 18 and 17 and p = q = 0.5. The balance 
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Another way to interpret the table is to note how closely equa-
tion(8.98)nearly balances out category by category. That is, the terms 
that make up the balance are large compared to the amount of the imbalance. 
As examples, for SL 2/3 and SL 4 combined, and for A, B, C, D and SYN+, 
2 37% of the s~ balance to within ± 9 (knots) and 62% to within 
2 
± 16 (knots). For A, (BCD), and SYN+, the corresponding percentages 
are 40% and 67%. Since many of the terms from which the balances are 
2 
computecl range from 50 to 100 (knots ), the inbalances are small per-
centages of the totals involved. 
An imbalance greater than 26 (knots 2) in general is associated with 
a small sample size where 8 or fewer values were obtained. The notable 
exceptions are all for HH and HV/vn in Table 8.24. 
For those wind speed ranges where all three polarizations yield 
a total variance, the lowest of the three can be given a score of one, 
the next lowest a score of two, and the highest, a score of three. For 
SL 2/3, and A, B, C, D, +, the SCQ~es for VV, HH and HV/VH are in order 
24, 25, and 17 where the minimum possible (the best) would be 11 and the 
highest would be 33. For A (BCD) +, the scores for SL 2/3 are 17, 13, 
and 12 with the best equal to 7 and the poorest 21. Corresponding 
values for SL 4 are 23, 31 and 36 (best 15, worst 45) and 16, 18 and 
20 (best 9, worst 27). Cross polarized total variances score some-
what better for SL 2/3 than either VV or HH and VV polarization has 
the best score for SL 4. The scores are not that much different to 
make anyone polarization clearly and undeniably superior. 
Although the above analysis does not indicate a clear superiority 
for a particular polarization combination, VV,all in all, seems somewhat 
better followed by HV/VH. As the strongest of the backscatter values, 
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range that had smaller errors. The weaker signal for SL 4 also appears 
to have affected the ability of HH and HV/VH to measure low winds. 
There is little point in revising the value of R used to calculate 
the values of the weather ship and transient ship meteorological error 
va~iances. An increase of R to 0.6 would' increase the estimates of the' 
meteorological error variances for the weather ships and decrease the 
values for the transient ships and synoptic analyses. The number of un-
derlined terms for the unexplained variance entries would then decrease 
for the transient ships and synoptic analyses. For the pooled SL 2/3 
arId S1 4 totals, the number of times the total variance would exceed 
the sum of the meteorological and radar error variances would become 
10 out 18, 10 out of 18 and 11 out of 18, thus tipping the balance 
to the other side. A value for R of 0.5 to 0.6 is therefore suffi-
ciently close. 
The conclusion is obvious. The radar ba~kscatter measurements 
predict the winds to such an accuracy that the descrepancies between 
the radar prediction and the meteorological surface truth are almost 
entirely explainable by the inherent errors in both the way winds are 
eiither measured or determined from the pressure gradients and the way 
these values are smoothed and interpolated to a grid.of points in a 
vector wind field. This conclusion is stated with proper reserva~ 
tions more formally in Chapter 1. 
It i.s not possible to draw conclusions about how well radar back-
scatter can determine the vector wind on the basis of SKYLAB data. 
These results combined with circle flight data and the deSign features 
of the SEASAT-A system may make it possible to improve somewhat on 
the error analysis of Pierson, Cardone and Greenwood (1974) for 
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To be completely consistent with the theory used in this analysis, 
it would be necessary to conclude that the radar error variances com-
pletely account. for the radar errors in measuring the magnitude of the 
vector wind. These were 1.9, 0.9 and 1.2 for SL 2/3 and 6.1, 10.5, 
and 1.2 for SL 4 with corresponding standard deviations all under 
4 knots of 1.4, 0.95, 1.1, 2.5, 3.2 and 1.1. Except for VV and HH on 
SL ~ these are all under half of the standard deviations shown in 
Table 8.21 for Weather Ships for all wind speed ranges. A somewhat more 
conservative conclusion is that the radar measurements are at least as 
accurate as having had a Weather Ship near each of the cells scanned 
by S193 and that the standard deviations of the errors in the radar 
winds for all wind greater than 7 knots may well be half that of the 
errors in analyses based on weather ship reports. 
AVA and Christine. The meteorologically determined winds for 
hurrican,e AVA and tropical storm Christine were not assigned a quantita-
tive esttmate of the errors in the winds determined by these theories. 
From the tabulated total error variances and standard deviations as 
given in Table 8.25, it can be noted that the values for tropical 
cyclones compare favorably with the total error variances from the com-
bined PBL and manuscript analysis data. The wind model for the hurri-
cane may well be almost as good as having had a transient ship at each 
of the cells scanned in these two cyclones. The few high winds in 
these cyclones are, of course, fitted in such a way as to minimize 
the error so that this conclusion requires some reservations. 
The results for llV/VH are noticably better than those for VV and 
HH for the 20 to 30 and greater than 30 knot ranges. The scatter photos 




Table 8.25 Skylab 2/3 Total Variance and Standard Deviations for 
Tropical Cyclones and Manuscript Analyses (Method 6). 
Units are knots and (knots)2 
J I TOTAL VAK. . ::lTAl.'lJ • lJ.t<V. l'llU=J!oK 
RAlIGE I 
KNOTS TYPE VV HH HV/vH W Iffi HV/vH W Iffi 
! 
I 0-10 I TC 6.3 7.08 5.34 2.51 2.66 2.31 7 10 
10-20 l TC I 30.6 33.5 30.0 I 5.53 5.79 5.48 39 37 
20-30 I I 76.0 52.6 I TC 32.8 8.72 7.25 5.73 14 10 
GT 30 I TC I 69.1 59.8 35.3 I 8.31 7.73 5.94 9 10 ; 
I 
I 
0~10 I MS 6.3 5.4 4.1 2.50 2.33 2.03 15 15 
I . 10-20 i MS 13.6 12.5 12.3 3.69 3.53 3.50 86 86 , 
t 
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Ten or twenty hurricanes from SEASAT-A should settle the question. 
The model can clearly be improved by iterating it with spacecraft data. 
The Manuscript Synoptic Analyses. There were 103 cells involved 
in the manuscript synoptic analyses described in Chapter 4. The total 
error stan~'ard deviations are under four knots , and it almost pays to 
sUQtract tb~ 1.9 to make them even sma1ler.* A skilled synoptic analyst 
can do as well, if not better than, sophisticated computer based pro-
cedures. 
For these analyses, it was possible to code each cell as in the 
compu,ter based analyses. Each cell was coded as to A, B, C, D or + 
on the basis of the nearby ship reports that were available for the 
analysis. Aircraft underflights were coded as type A. The details 
are given in Table 8.18. These data are a subset of the data in 
Table 8.23 and amount to about 32% of that data. 
The Scatter Plots. The scatter plots of U versus U in Figures r m 
8.9 
to 8.16 and 8.17 to 8.28 can now be studied on a more rational basis. The 
rule is to interpret the scatter in the data by picking a zone of the U r 
axis, perhaps 5 knots wide, and studying the scatter on the U axis by m 
looking up and down only within this zone. The errors are dominantly in 
U and the scatter in these errors is shown by the data. Some care in 
m 
interpretation is needed because the vertical and horizontal scales are 
not exactly equal. Also the seven, for example, in Figure 8.21 means 
that seven values all fall together at this point and are within a knot 
or two of being an exact prediction • 
It is also necessary to retract the comment about the first set of 
scatter plots from Young (1975). The apparent bias is nonexistent when 
interpreted in this way~ if due consideration is given of the fact that 
negative numbers cannot occur. Something must happen to the error structure 
for low winds that is not properly considered in this analysis since the 
e~ors can be so large. 
*For VV and the corresponding value for other po1arizat,ions 
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SURVIVORS 
For one reason, ()!", another, although the cells that were listed in 
Table 4.1 seemed to be m~b~rs_, of the useable data set, the :various 
screening procedures used by Young (1975), and other problems, caused 
most 'of them to be eliminated. Data from D~'S 156, 252 and 4 survived. 
The results of the predictions for these cells are given in Table 8.25. 
The Gulf Cl30 underflight On DOY 156 yielded the 13 knot wind speed 
tabulated, and method 6 missed it by 2.03 knots for cell 4 command' 
angle 1. The others are all closer. 
'Day 4 command angle 2 was missed by 5 knots. D~ 252 command angle 
3 missed by 15 knots, DOY 4 command angle 3, cells 16 and 18 missed by 
7 knots each. 
This is hardly a lal"ge enough sample from which to draw any firm 
conclusions. 
It is fQrtunate that contingency plans were made to obtain the 
routinely available meteorolQgical data since the aircraft underflight 
program failed to provide an adequate data base for the verification 
of the potential of 5193 and since the first level of back up based 
on special weather ship observations also led to little. 
CL05DIG THE CIRCLE 
Recapitulation. In Chapter 6, the present status of the theory 
of radar backscatter and of other measurement programs was reviewed. 
The belief was stated that the theory was not quite good enough to permit 
the prediction of wind speed from backscatter measurements. However, 
these results provided a -rcii:mulation tor'the 'first step of regression 
method 6. 
Simulated circle flights. Simulated circle flights were carried 
OUt based on regression method 6 for SL 2/3 and SL 4, and the results are 
shown in Figure 8.30 and Figure 8.31. The steps that follow the "first 
guess" model which was based on the AAFE Langley data can destroy the 
model. For SL 2/3, this happened. The maximum was not at upwind. 
331 
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Table 8.26 The survivors from Table 4.1 and DOY 156 
Command Angle 1 
DOY CELL ASPECT ANGLE 
156 ~ 1.7 




156 5 9.3 
Connnand Angle 2 
156 3 1.4 




4 35 154.8 
Command Angle 3 
156 4 1.0 




4 16 113.7 
4 18 08.5 
* 60 nautical miles aw2Jj' at J 
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Downwind exceeded upwind. The output of the model can involve 
trigonometric terms up to cos 16 X. Effectively the lack of an even 
distribution of the RL 2/3 data over angle forced the minimum to move 
from 90° to 120°. 
For SL 4, method 6 saw no need in the data to destroy the first 
guess and the simulated circle flights for 3, 6.5 and 15 mls compare 
favorably with corresponding figures in Chapter 6 except for absolute 
level, and this is explainable by what happened to the instrument, and 
the attempts to recalibrate it. Moreover, since the theory of Fung and 
Chan agrees with the AAFE circle flights, the time is drawing close 
when .. backscatter can be used to predict wind speed from first principles. 
Tables 8.26 and 8.27 show the variation of backscatter for upwind, 
downwind and crosswind for SL 2/3 and 8L 4 as predicted by regression 
method 6. For 8L 2/3, the results do not agree to well with theory but 
for SL4 they are quite gOOd. 
The values in Tables 8.27 and 8.28 are graph~d in Figure 8.32. The 
re-calibration problem for 8L 4 is ill~strated by the rise of the back-
scatter curves by about 5 db. The sharp drop from 4 m/s to 3 m/s is 
considered to be, for 8L 2/3, an effort of the regression analysis to 
fit the kind of sharp decrease in capillary wave heights and the sud-
den disappearance of backscatter predicted, for example, by Figure 6.3. 
The opposite curvature for 8L 2/3 compared to 5L 4 may also be the 
result of the regression methods trying to fit this sharp drop off. 
The curves for downwind upwind and crosswind are all quite. close 
together for 8L 2/3. This is misleading since at 120° the points from 
Figure 8.30 would produce the curve so labeled. These features of the 
8L 2/3 curve on this figure and the corresponding features of Figure 8.30 

























bution of the. wind directions and of the interaction of wind direction 
errors with the regression model. 
For SL 4, downwind and upwind have essentially the same backscatter 
values, and the model has denied the existence of the I db difference 
built in at the start. Crosswind checks well with the results of Chapter 6. 
It is 2.3 db down for low winds and 4.93 db down for high winds. The 
shape of the backscatter curve versus wind speed agrees well with the 
results of Fung and Chan in Appendix C. 
On the basis of these results, it .may be possible to decrease crO by 
about 5 db for SL 4 so that the various curves agree over the middle 
range of wind speeds and repeat the regression analyses using the entire 
sample. Some way to handle the sharp drop suggested by both theory and 
SL 2/3 might also be devised. 
The two curves in Figure 8.32 yield quite different power laws 
depending on how the power law is computed. For the middle range of 
wind speeds since the slopes are the same, the power law locally is 
the same. For SL 2/3 from 3 to 30 mls the power law would be 4.5. 
For higher speeds, it would be less. For lower winds, it would be 
higher. Conversely, for SL4, from 3 to 30 mls the power law would be 
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Figure 8.31 a~v for 15, 6.5 and 3 meters per second front Method 6 for SL 4. 
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CHAPTER 9. APPLICATIONS TO SEASAT-A 
REVIEW 
Upon the completion of an investigation, it is advisable to 
review what has been accomp lished before describing what still needs to 
be done. The suggestion for the use of a radar on a spacecraft to 
me.sure sea surface roughness appears in Ewing (1965) as a part of 
the report of the section chaired by W.J. Pierson in an article by 
R.K. Moore. The concepts were further refined by Moore and Pierson (1966), 
wh9 described a Doppler radar for a spacecraft to measure winds, and 
later Moore and pierson (1971) described the applications of an in-
strument called a radiometer·scatterometer to the measurement of the 
winds over the ocean. The design features of a radiometer~scattero­
meter were given by Moore and U1aby (1969). 
The use of aircraft to measure backscatter from the sea surface 
as a function of wind speed and wave conditions lead at first to re-
sults that disagreed with each other as described in Chapter 6. The 
results of this report on S193, of the AAFE Langley Program and of 
the fan beam D(Jpp1er program that preceeded the AAFE program all 
agree one with the other, and, in some respects, serve to cross check 
each other • 
In 1969, the Commission on Marine Science, Engineering and Re-
sources pointed out the need for more and better measurements of 
environmental conditions over the oceans in Chapter 5 of their re-
port. A figure on page 189 shows the global density of ship's reports 
in 1964 and cites Hanzana and Tourier (1968). Conditions have not 
changed very much since then. 
* OUr Nation and the Sea; a plan for National Action (1969). Report of 
the Commission on Marine Science, Engineering and Resources. J.A. Stratton, 
Chairman U.S. Govermnent Printing Office, Washington,D.C. January 1969. 
The Commission Report discussed both the satellite techniques 
tested on SKYLAB (page 193) and the ~evelopment of a National Data 
Buoy Net'to10rk. They commented that, "It is not yet possible, however, 
to envision the complete composition of a total system. The proper 
mix of platforms and instruments must be evaluated on the basis of per-
formance and costs." 
The papers by Moore and Pierson (1966) and MOore and Pierson (1971) 
discussed the problem of the initial value specification of the winds 
over the ocean and the input of this specification into numerical 
weather prediction methods. The study by Thomasell and Welsh (1964), 
who only compared weather ships with the calculation of winds from 
the pressure field, was mentioned in the 1966 paper and the possible 
sources of error in the specification of the wind in the planetary 
boundary layer were reviewed. Mentioned were different anemometer 
heights on the ships, incorrect isobaric analyses, variations of wind 
speed with elevation due to different temperature lapse rates and 
"th~ poor averaging time of two minutes :t;Qr the wind tba,t introduces 
considerable sampling variability in the estimate of a mean, which really 
* ought to have been estimated for a longer time interval." 
OVer the five year interval between the two papers, other concepts 
changed drastically, Much was learned in the interval, and much more 
has been learned since the 1971 paper. 
This final report brings to an end the "proof of concept" phase 
of a program that will eventually lead to an operational system for 
measuring winds over the ocean. from a spacecraft. It is part of the 
full program that has been in the planning stages since 1965. Pre-
liminary reports on the results of Sky lab and the AAFE Langley Radscat 
Program have already had an input to the design of a spacecraft called 
* The model in Chapter 4 accounted for all but this last source of error. 











SEASAT-A. In this last chapter, Some of the ways the results of this 
study can be applied to SEASAT-A will be given. 
APPLICATIONS OF THE ERROR ANALYSIS 
The scatter in the plots of radar wind versus meteorological wind 
h~s been shown to be almost entirely due to the errors in the specifica-
tion of the wind from meteorological sources. Except for low winds 
where special problems have been highlighted, the error increases 
with wind speed. There is a difference between winds from weather 
ships, transient ships and as calculated from synoptic isobaric patterns. 
To be able to produce plots of radar wind versus meteorological 
wind with greatly reduced scatter based on forthcoming SEASAT-A 
data, the errors in the meteorologically determined winds must be 
greatly reduced compared to what they were during the SKYLAB period. 
There are three possible ways to do this and all should be developed 
in parallel. One would be to improve aircraft underflight techniques. 
* This is well along. A second would be to improve the accuracy of the 
weather ship reports of the winds and to carry out successfully and 
routinely what was attempted, with little success, for SKYLAB. A 
third would be to use the National Data Buoy network as a prime source 
for surface truth. 
The data density from SEASAT-A, which will be a quasi-operational 
spacecraft, will be very high and the cells scanned by the spacecraft 
will be very close together. If the weather ship (or the data buoy) 
is within the swath, some cell will come within 25km of the weather 
ship. If the weather ship data are based on a wind averaged for 10 or 
20 minutes beginning prior to and ending after the spacecraft pass., 
* W.L. Jones personal communication. 
such measurements will eliminate error contributions from both spatial 
and temporal interpolation. The averaging time should be cho·~.;<n so as to 
reduce the standard deviations by a factor of five compared to those 
dete~ined in Chapter 4. 
Shortly before SKYLAB, the United States withdrew its Weather Ships 
and the ones that remained were operated by the European nations and 
by Canada. Present plans are that the European nations will re-occupy 
most of the stations formerly occupied by the U.S. Coas~ Guard and that 
by the time SEASAT-A is launched, the number of weather ships will be 
i'c 
substantially increased. If automatic weather stations are used ort the 
weather ships to record the meteorological parameters, and if the measure-
ment of wind direction can be improved, the weather ships can play an 
important role in calibrating SEAS.AX-A.. With about ten weather ships 
on station, and with about 70% probability that one will be in the 
SEASAX-A fan beam Doppler swath twice each day, about 1200 cells would 
become available during a three month period. In six months (October 
to March) a sufficient number of both low and high winds could be ob-
served to demonstrate the instrument capabilities and to begin to under-
stand the effects of wave slope as described in Chapter 6~ 
The National Data Buoy Network, plus data buoys from other nations, 
will be greatly increased in number by the time SEASAT-A is launched, 
providing potentially another 2000 observations during a three month period. 
T~;t1 to fifteen minute averages of l:he wind speed and direction are presently 
obtained each hour. Perhaps it might be worthwhile to schedule the ob-
servations during the times of the SEASAT-A passes. The variability of 
these measurements has been studied by Adamo, Withee et ale (1971). 
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SEASAX-A will make measurements that in principal can determine 
th,e vector wind, and, at most, three aliases. The regression equations 
in Chapter 8, are an improvement over three equations given by Pierson, 
Cardone and Greenwood (1974), and a search over X and X + 90° with the 
two different backscatter values that are measured will locate the possible 
wind speeds and directions. All three equations, and perhaps variants 
of them, should be tried. With more accurate wind speeds and directions, 
this prime data set should converge quickly to very accurate regression 
equations for the determination of the vector wind at each cell scanned 
* by SEASAX-A. 
APPLICATIONS OF THE PLANETARY BOUNDARY LAYER MODEL 
By means of a model that yielded crO = aO(u,X), and from informa-
t~on on the design error structure of the SEASAT-A measurements, Pierson, 
Cardone and Greenwood (1974) have demonstrated in a completely independent 
a~lysis that SEASAT-A has very small wind speed and direction errors 
fqr moderate and high winds. The above error analysis would simply be 
used to obtain the best possible algorithm for the implementation of the 
techniques described in that reference. The algorithm can already be 
simulated quite well on the basis of present knowledge. 
The PBL model described in Chapter 4 has a sound physical basis, 
but it can be improved by taking into account the errors in the different 
categories of ship reports. The method of Cressman (1959), and its 
current extensions, could perhaps be merged with this model to obtain a 
madel with the best features of both. The domain of influence of a 
ship report needs to be expanded so that many ships will influence an 
entire area and the errors in the individual reports will average out. 
*Alternatively, the errors in the meteorological winds can be accepted as 
they are. Based on a regression analysis, the 'radar winds would replace 
them at each cell and the improved meteorological measurements would 
never actually be required. 
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It would be useful even now to compare the results of other boundary 
layer models, and of any that may be derived in the futu~e, with the 
SL 4 data and with each other. 
There will always be, however, large areas of the oceans with 
poor ship coverage. It is also, we believe, evident that the number 
of data buoys required would be far too large to cover these areas 
adequately. The errors in the initial value specification of the PBt 
in such areas are much larger than those in the shipping lanes as 
demonstrated in Chapter 8. Moreover, they can easily be systematic 
instead of random over large areas. These errors must propagate into 
numerical weather prediction errorS in the two, three and four day 
forecast range. 
Efforts are underway to simulate the expected improvements in 
numerical weather prediction to be expected when SEASAX-A becomes 
operational. The error structure that has been modeled probably under-
estimates the present errors in the specification of the PBt and does 
not take into account their spatial variability and systematic features 
as caused by the variable density of ship reports from different areas 
of the ocean. SEASAT-A for example should make it possible for the 
first time to do numerical predictions for the southern hemisphere. 
The data from SEASi\:r-A will have a known error structure. The 
data density will be somewhere between 80,000 and 320,000 points per 
day on a unifo~ grid depending on the final design. These measurements 
must clearly greatly improve th; accuracy of the initi~l-~"alue specifica:' 
tion of the planetary boundary layer. 
The further reduction of any residual errors in the SEASAT-A 
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The smoothing technique would probably involve an area covered by N 
cells within some radius of definition, depending on thf! gradients in 
the field. A fit to these winds would then be requir.cd such that the 
differences between the fitted wind field and the SEASAT-A winds 
would exhibit the known error properties of the SEASAT-A measure-
ments. The error variances would be reduced by liN and the standard 
deviations by l/J;--. Over many ocean areas, the number of cells in-
volved could easily be as many as 25 so that another factor of five 
would become available. 
APPLICATIONS TO TROPICAL CYCLONES 
One of the more impressive figures of this final report is the one 
for the l'ropical Storm Christine pass. Had the pass been made by SEASAT-A 
the points,would have been about half as far apart and part of the swath 
would have had SMMR data. Infrared and cloud imagery would also have 
been. obtained. With so many more cells, more of them would be free from 
rain, the SMMR and other imagery would define the rain and wet cloud 
areas uniquely and the winds at the surface would be known for the full 
field. With such a data density, the tropical cyclone model can be 
integrated over a trial range of pressure fields and speeds of movement 
so as to find the values that give the best fit to the winds. 
After a sufficient number of tests of this nature with Simultaneous, 
but withheld, aircraft reconnaisance verification, this model and its 
inevitable successors, as more is learned, can be used to define these 
dangerous storms anywhere in the world on a routine basis. The im-
proved measurements of the winds and atmospheric conditions around 
these stor.ms may even make it possible to predict their movement in time 
to provide adequate warning to threatened landfall areas. These con-
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18 4 42.7 
11l 4 1,6.2 
U 4 49.1. 
2.1 Z8.~ !~ 4 52.2 
4.1 28.a 18 4 54.4 
6.2 29.0 18 4 57.9 
18 5 1.e. 
111 5 4.7 
16 5 7.1. 
2.1 28.Q 1~ S 9.6 
7.2 2g. C 13 




T.7 29.0 18 
7.2 29.0 18 

















18 5' 103.7 
111 5 .,1'.2 
18 :; SC! ... 
111 5 53.2 
18 5 55.10 
9.3 28.0 18 
n.8 29.0 til 
7.1' 3(1.0111 
7.2 29.0 1') 




6 'I ... 
6 10.6 
09/05/'15 


























-, " • __ ... :,... 'IJ 
.:-3.72 
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l· :;.~<:.~.:~l.~~~.:::=~:: ,yHfa:',rr; SZZW -!hiSlUlJZ!~t!L& In:me:e=:rn ~~~~....,,~~~~)-, .. -~ .. .~ __ .c __ .~. __ .. - • .I 

















18 .. 3 
18 lt l.a 
!. ~ tl5 
10 1 
_ .. " .... 
1 g. 2 
!.f3~3 
l.ch4 
1 q 1.5 
20.1 
2C.2 



















~4 .. 2 
2~.3. 






















. - ~ 
_, • u 
(l.9 
~G.5 















".~ .8 3: 01,1 
17 .1 
l.ti 
DOV 156-1. &1 5173 ITNC. GULF OF H~XICO/CA~I9B!AN 
SCATTE~ING COEFFICIENTS ANir:NtlA 
V 
(DEGI 
VV PH VH ~V 






























































-1. '} /I 














1. 7 0 






























- 3a. 27 






-2 ... &7 


















































-3G .10 175.ci7 
-27.d6 1&4.78 












- ... 52 
177 .57 























12 ... <,9 
13J.3: 
133.\)3 





















































~.."...::. -4-.. ----~ 
wrp;o seA GMT 
SPt:ED rEM? 
(MIS) (DEG' I~F. HIt.! SEC) 
9.8 23.C 1" 
9.3 z~.a· 16 
B.P. 29.0 i6 
7.7 3~.il 18 







10 • 3 2~ • 0 1.~ 
9.3 21.l.[l 1.13 






11.3 21l.C 111 
18 
1('.3 28.0 18 
9.3 2".'1 lh 
8.8 29.e 1i3 
5 41..7 
~ t.8.Z 
& 51 ... 
6 !;4.:2 
& 5€..4 
11.11 28.0 16 
11.8 2thfj 111 
1'1 
10.3 2!1.0 18 
9.3 :28.') III 
E': 59.9 











16 7 15.2 
16 7 13.7 
18 7 21.9 
18 7 24.7 
1/\ 7 26.'-' 
18 7 30,.10 
ln 7 33.9 
18 7 37.2 
11:1 1 39.9 
H '7 42,,1 
1S '7 45.7 
18 7 1.9.2 
Ie 7 52.4 
1:1 7 55.2 
18 7 57.10 
1" e [j. q 
~8 e 4.1t 
18 II 7.7 
15 8 1[:.10 






































13 ... 3 







-!1' .. 3r. 
-!l5.02 
-35.72 
-~b ... !l 
-33.23 
-83.73 
















-d 3 .. 9!! 




























































~t': C5 ~, 
22 
~c 

























































~ '~ fl"· 




~ ~ . It~a 
INCIO SCATTERING COEFFICIENTS A'HENNlI TEl'fPS NIlMa ANGLE VV I-tl V!i I<V V H WEG) (D8 ) (00) (D9) (DB) !DEC) (OEG) 
2!;.1 50.5 -1~.'76 
-16.13 
-27.20 








-25.53 149.24 125.92 25 ... 17.1 1.25 1.SS 
-1,+.36 -lS..~O 136.66 13J.46 25.5 0.9 12.37 12.4(' 
-5.13 





-13.95 2€.O.'36 245.'11 26.2 "3.8 -13.45 
-12.78 
-25.85 




-27.98 15S. E3 127.58 21; .'. 17.1 1.04 1.23 
-14.73 
-1".34 1J~.92 131.73 25 .~} 0.9 12.30 12.11 
-,+.91 
-4.'.0 135.42 IJ5.44 








-13.75 265.37 26 J .14 27. ;, 
27.1, 
27. !; 
JSC - 1/ 7/75 S. TRUTH _ 1121/7/0 lAST 1100 -
,'! !';PECT WIIlO seA GMT CELl. COO~OINATe:S A~)GLE SPEED TEMP LA! LONG (~EG) OUSt ( Of:G) fliP, HIN SEC' rOE:G) {;lEG' 
18 ,6 16.2 9.99 
-79.11 18 6 19.7 10.41 
-79.53 18 IJ 22.9 11.19 
-Ru.17 
18 ,/:I 25.7 11.9 .. 
-'H. Be. 15 e 27.'1 12.65 
-51.48 
1~ 11 :a." 9.25 
-la.52 1.'\ 8 3 ... 9 9.72 
-78.910 18 II 3'1.2 10.ItS 
-79.59 16 8 1,.0.9 11.2, 
-60.25 1!1 II 43.1 11dl 
-80.89 
18 
" 46.7 ., .49 
-77.93 15 a 50.2 8.96 
-7a.36 
PjlZIJ1'75 THIS LISTING - D9/~S/75 
5193 OATA 
AZ!!'!'H Fl.AG [OEG, 
139.~ 1 
































A4 n"'~'_·· '.,-- __ ''_-M~'~'.'. __ -'~'~::::::='M=!=-al" .. ~~ .. ftY"~"MB~ .. .emM __ ~ ____ ~·" . 
- . -'--~-""""'~ , ., 
,·;,.;F· .... i·L'-.~ ,~;'..;-. ..... 4 ........ f.-....-... ,~~l.o<~~.:.<--
",. •• _-•• ,,~ ... ~_._~ ~<,..&",:, .. ~<~,,,,.'~'."_~_i.~, ....... _. ...,~",..,.~~~~~ ........... ",,,--_._.: ____ ~ .. _~~_ ~: ........ , • ..", ........ ~_ ....... _, .... 




...... -'. ~ .. '.~.~ ........... ""'~. ," . 
t-' 
r' 
oov 15T-1. 61 &173 CTNC-R, HU~RICANE ~VA 






















































































3 r, .(i 
20.0 
4.7 





















VV HH VH HV 
























_t •• 0 C 
12.8':) 



















1 Z .43 
-2~.82 
-22.30 







11. C 1 
-21. 1,6 
-~. 9.85 
-1 , .. 4(, 











11. 7 G 
-19.~4 
-18.611 
-1~. 'J li 
-!. j 2 




















- 3 .• 98 
-26.17' 
-27.32 























'-~ .. :,;,. ,:..::.~.:-
-Z9.35 














- 21. 70 
-27.54 






















































































































































WINO SEA GMT 
SpEC:O TEMP 




























































2'i •. , 
1" 55 59.9 
111 5fl 3.4 
III 56 6.7 
16 56 9.4 
18 56 11.6 
18 5& 15.1 
18 56 16.7 
16 56 21.9 
16 56 24.7 
11\ 56 2(..9 
H ~6 30 ... 
111 56 33.9 
18 56 37.2 
111 56 3'3.9 
18 56 42.1. 
16 56 105.7 
18 56 4C1.2 
1~ 56 52.4 
18 S6 55.2 











16 57 16.2 
1B 57 19.7 
18 57 22.9 
1" S7 2!J.7 
19 57 27.9 
11l 57 31.4 
18 57 :5/i.9 
111 57 38.2 
lt1 57 4(.9 
111 '..>7 /.3.1 
18 157 4b.7 
III 57 Sn.2 
1'3 57 ':>3.4 
B <;7 56.2 



























































-lJ 6. 45 
-lil7.lt7 
-Bo.53 

















































































































































































































...... '-_ .............. 
Day 151-1. 61 6/13 CTNC-R. ~URRICANE A~A 
SCATTERING CDEF~ICIENTS 
VV Ji'i VI-( H V 


























































































t .. B • 310 
195.0il 







i 31.':' t;l 
122.71 
126.51 























































































































18 56 1.9 
Id 58 5.,+ 
18 58 6.7 
18 5~ 11.4 
1'3 53 1.3.6 
1858 17.2 
18 58 20.7 
113 50 23.9 
13 58 2&.7 
18 58 213.9 
IP, 58 32.4 
1>1 58 35. 0 
ill 58 39.1 
le '38 L.l~9 
1tl 58 44.1 
11l 58 47.1 
1~ 58 S1.2 
1[; :;8 54.5 
18 S8 57.2 
18 58 5'3.4 
18 59 2.9 
1tl 59 6.1< 
18 59 9.7 
18 59 12.1< 
111 59 14.6 
18 59 18.2 
18 59 21.7 
11l 59 21<.9 
18 59 2i.7 
113 59 29.'3 
1.8 ~9 31.4 
18 53 3F).9 
11l 59 !'C.2 
1659 1.2.9 
111 59 It!>.t 
1» 59 48.9 
1'1 59 52.2 
113 59 S5.I, 
1~ 59 58.2 
1'3 0 (j.It 
09/')5115 
~: 

































































-1~ J. ~3 
-lj3.56 
-1~ 2.79 
-la 1. 83 












-1) 1. 7J 
-1~O.91 
-93.9:; 


















































































113 ... 5 
...... ~' .. --- ~ 
QOY 157-1. 
IN.CrO 'SCATTERING 
ANGLE VV HH 










JSC - 11 3175 
&1 61i l CTNC-R, HURRICANE AVA 
COEI"FICIENTS ANTENNA 
Vf~ ~v V 



















lZu. 1 O 











TE\~p {(lEG; (H~ MIN SEC) 
19 0 4.1 
19 Il 7.4 
19 o 10. £, 
19 o 13.4 
19 o 19.2 
19 !} 22.7 
It:} o 25.9 
ill o 26. & 
1'3 o 30. '3 
, .. 
___ .<-_0.._ ___ .;· .. - .... 
CELL COO~OI~ATES 
LAT LONG 
(OEG' (3 E:f. i 
6.22 -1Jl.0a 
fl.SZ -100.30 



















THIS LISTING - 09/05/75 
'i"""....,,~:1 
















" J j 
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5 .. 2 
5.3 
5.4 














f ~. 4 
I, ~ 
, J 
•• "-0. .. _-,.:-&.....,.;r.~""' •. ~ ~ 
















































































HH V~ HV 








































-2.2 E -1.51 
-37.43 -3tl.11 
-36.47 -34.36 





-35.5~ - 32. 1,9 
-18.49 -17.~4 





-1." r -G .1t7 
-3Z.7C -45.67 
-35.25 -34.26 












































































































































WIND SEA GMT 
Sp::ED T[l1P 
(11/S I (OEG I (H~ HIN SEca 
3.1 28.( 















































4 ... ; 2geD 
3.1 2~.a 
4.1 19.(; 




15 20 25.8 
15 2G 28.9 
15 20 31.6 
15 20 37.0 
15 21) 101).6 
15 2Q 43.13 
15 2:) 4&.6 
15 20 46.8 
15 2u 52.3 
15 2(1 55.8 
15 2~ 5'3.1 
1? 21 1.iI 
15 21 4.0 
15 21 7.5 
15 21 11.1 
15 21 llt.3 
15 21 17.1 
15 21 19.3 
15 21 22.~ 
15 21 26.3 
15 21 29.6 
15 21 32.3 
15 21 34.5 
15 21 36.0 
15 21 1,1.& 
15 21 1. ... 6 
15 21 .. 7.& 
15 21 49.7 
15 21 53.1 
15 21 56.~ 
15 22 0.1 
15 22 2.8 
15 22 5.0 
15 22 8.5 
15 22 12.1 
15 22 15.3 
15 22 18.1 
















































-9 a .16 




























































































~"'.~ .• ~~- - • De ;1, 






~, DOY 1&2-1. &/11113 ITNC, GULF DF MEX!CO 






















'IUXB ANG lE 
IDEG) 
9.,1 50.9 

































































VV ~H yy yy 





































































































































- 33. 7U 
-1" .64 






































































































- '1~. 6 
-?1.G 
WINO SEA GMT 
SPEED TEMP 
«HIS) (DEG) (HR MIN SEC' 
2.& 29.0 
10.6 28.C 














































15 22 23.5 
15 22 27.3 
1S 22 3C.6 
15 22 33.3 
15 22 35.:; 
15 22 39.0 
15 22 .. 2.6 
15 22 45.~ 
15 22 48.6 
15 22 5~.8 
15 22 5".3 
15 22 57.8 
15 23 1.1 
15 23 3.6 
15 21 o.G 
15 23 g.s 
15 23 U.1 
15 23 16.3 
15 23 19.! 
15 23 21.2 
15 23 25.0 
15 23 28.3 
E 23 31.6 
15 23 34,3 
is 23 36.5 
15 23 40.0 
15 23 43.6 
15 23 46.8 
15 23 49.6 
15 23 51..7 
15 23 55.3 
152351j.8 
15 24 2.1 
1'> 24 4.d 




























































-d 1. '3;/ 
-1\ 2.5'3 
-~3 • .32 









-82. (j 5 
-g2.71 
L;\ST 1100 -. 8i26175 THIS LISTING - Oq/CS/75 
A9 
: 
5193 OAT A 
AZI"TH FLAG 




















































~-:-~....... __ • ..;:;-7''' 










o~ ~~ Q::u 
t::Ic::> 





























































































:; !. • Lt, 
17.3 
1.7 















































































































































-15 • .)2 
- ... 11 
ArnENNA 
II (OE G) 
160.85 
148.51 
14J .3 .. 




















































12 ... '3~ 
Ull.a4 
1ii~.1 .. 

























(11 EG ) 
-146.9 
-1 4 5.3 
-11<5. C 


































<; ... 9 
<l 5 • '5 
AIO 





























































1',. e, 17 
14.0 17 
12.5 17 
12. 7 17 
9.5 17 











lG. !: 17 
H.2 17 
12. ~ 17 






















9 24. I. 











14.2 l' 1e C.6 
13.9 17 10 ~.2 
13.10 17 1Q 7.4 
12.8 17!.!) In.!. 



















































































































































































1l. • :~ 





12: • '. 
12.5 
13.1-
13 .. :? 

















VI/ HH VH - H\I 










































49.0 • -20.OT 
'-1.5 -1&.59 














1 i.' ~~~. 
-1~. '-1 






















-19. 4 C 
-12.1Q 









-31.09 - 3 2 .ng 
-2T.21: -27 .ry7 
-l!;.11 -1.3.71 










- ... 15 - ... 74 
-3D.76 -29.06 
-30.:33 - 3C .37 






-1 ... 35 -13.'13 




-14.42 -1" .'3C 
-r..&& -5.1. C 
-J 0 .tH - 30.112 







































1 C7. 25 
110.79 





















































? r,. It 
eg.9 
105.30 "J2L..U 
-l:-S .. C 
~IND SEA GMT 
SPf.SO TEMP 






























11 10 15.9 
17 10 19.4 
17 10 22.7 
17 1C 25.4 
11 1J 27.6 
17 10 31.1 
!7 10 34.7 
17 10 37.9 
17 1~ It'1.7 
17 1C 42.!l 
9.4 17 1!i 41;.4 
':l.9 17 1(! 49.9 
1~.8 17 13 53.2 
11.2 17 10 ~5.9 
11.7 17 10 ~~.1 
13&4 17 11 1.~ 
13.t' 117 11 5.1 
12.~ 17 11 S.4 
12.G 17 11 11.1 
11.E 17!1 13.3 
3.9 1~.1 17 11 1&.9 
11.4 lG.3 17 11 2L./t 
11.Q la.7 11 11 23.7 
12.3 11.1 17 11 26.4 











11 11 32.1 
11 11 35. i 
17 11 38.<) 
1 ~ •• I • ~ 
1 ~ ... 
... 1 .J. 
41.7 
43.8 
8.2 lu.; 17 11 47." 

























































-1 .. 5.21 
-144.09 
54.11 -143.92 
5"1.23 -1 .. 3.76 


































1 .. 9.1 
e..D 
&.0 












































H n h ft 




















































,_ '_ -u.' ............ __ • ___ -'" ,,-. 












































VV HH VH HV 









































































- 27. Q 7. -26.44 
-22.11 -21.9(1 
-13.43 -12.9& 
- ... 99 -4.34 
-31.96 -32.12 
-23.91 -28.28 
-22.95 - 22.66 
-12.8& -12.::-1 
- ... T8 -1,.64 
-32. 8~ -32.!!2 
- 3'1. 36 -29 •.• 5 
-24.91, -210,&9 
-13. 20 -12.1)8 
-5.16 -1.,.59 
-~2.87 -32.57 












- 1 5. C., -14.74 




-13. liS -14.31 
-'f.e2 -3.-5/\ 
.'1'r 
























































11 j. El4 




























1 Et. 4 
t23.8 
-1 S7. £, 
-1;:'&.5 
-1.7'3.5 
















12J ." B 
-142.7 
-14 7 .7 





























































































1 ... 1 
14.2 
14.2 
17 12 6.& 
11 12 10.1 
17 12 13.3 
17 12 15.9 
11 12 21 ... 
17 12 24.9 
17 12 2!1.2 
17 l2 3ti. '1 
17 12 33.1 
17 12 36.7 
11 12 4~.2 
17 12 1.t3.4 
17 12 46.2 
17 12 48.:, 
17 12 51.'3 
17 12 55.,. 
11 12 58.7 
17 13 1.4 











17 13 22.4 
17 13 25.9 
17 13 29.2 
17 13 ,31.9 
17 13 34.1 
17 13 37.7 
17 13 41.2 
17 13 104.4 
17 13 47.2 
17 13 49.4 
17 13 52.9 
17 13 Sb." 
17 13 59.7 
:!.7 11, 2.4 
17 14 4.6 
r; q/r: 5175 
"-~fr--e' ~'*)tY.$'·C&1HM*t, AA Nt "& ":"''''':'''_''~j_.t 'g "'tit! .'b' '"1' . >L~ 











































































-12 B. 88 
-130.28 













































































f ..... ~.,<Y-~lI"'. 








.,-------~-"- .. ~ .. '. 









































VV titi "'( HV 
(09) (GIll (Of!) tOE) 
-11.15 -19.15 -29.52 -29.16 
-14.28 -17.'j] -26.87 -2b.32 
-10.08 -11.<.14 -25.37 -24.60 
1.97 2.67 -13.6!O -14.19 
13. C 6 1 ~.17 -4.32 -3.~1 
-33.11 -25.65 -31) .1!l -33.0<3 
~18.56 -1g.58 -30.L2 -2'1.21 
-10. 'to • 1.1.55 -23.69 -23. "l8 
2.59 2.95 -14.4(' -13.73 
12.68 J.~.26 -4.33 -3.90 
-11. 00 -l~_uQ -17.1C -17 .~1 
-9.21 - a.GII -15.26 -tS.41 
2l 9/75 'S. TRUT'" - 61 1/15 
AtIT ErmA TEMPS ASPECT WINO 
1/ H AN~LE SPEED 
ID(GI (CEG) <?::G, ( MIS) 
165.28 102.ijl -13&.7 7.5 
152.85 107.2S -138.8 7.2 
136.!J2 1!1~.62 -143.9 6.7 
122.!J2 115.63 -152.( 6.S 
124.10 121.49- 1.65 .• ,1 6.5 
180.00 109.7& -131';..6 6.0 
153.,.1 1(1 £0.65 -137.8 7.6 
138.?1l 112.26 -LS'3.9 7.2 
124.32 11.;.93 -14&.1 6.7 
121.!-j6 11.i .3b 171.7 1;.5 
261.92 2"3.7,, -136.6 1\.3 
2 .. 8.82 233.lJ2 -137.8 11.2 



















(H~ MIN SEC' 
17 14 S.2 
17 lit 1107 
17 14 1,..9 
17 110 17.7 
17 110 19.9 
17 14 23.4 
17 1t. 21).<3 
17 1,. 3C.2 
17 14 32.9 
17 lit 35.1 
11 14 38.7 












































































~. ~.,.. txj 
I. ~ ''0 !~.'l ;',: ~ .; ;~. e ,.. < ('~ : . -.". 11 n 
" 'i:: h=l ~ :J> ~ 
t, ~)::-' ~ '-' ..... ~ :.~ ~ 
~: 1,-"" . .,.. , ,:", t-:t:J 
: X 
... j >-3 






















































































oov 220-1. &1 8/7 3 CTNC-L/R. NOQT" PACIFIC 
SCATTE~ING COEFF~ClEN1S 
VV HH \lH 1-1" 
(09) (08) (De) WE!) 
-18.72 













13. ~ 8 
-:!6.73 































































- ... t 1 
-35.E.C 
-31.110 




- ~:.. () c. 
-30.42 


























• .... 1>0 












-29 ... 3 
-15.74 
-".37 
-3 .... 13 






































































11 !o.., q 
12 ~.32 
1:!1.~4 
1 V). r, 2 
H''>.26 
112.15 






























- t "1. 2 
- us.:; 






























wIlIO set. G~H 
SPEED TEMF 



















15 51 24.5 
15 51 2il.C 
15 51 31.~ 
15 51 33.8 
15 51 39.3 
15 51 42.8 
15 5!. .. 0.:1 
1S :'1 L,8.8 
15 51 51.t' 
'l.1 7.4 15 51 ~4.5 
S.9 6eO 15 51 5ll.~ 
1.6 g.a 15 52 1.3 
h.D lr.l 15 52 4.~ 
7.7 11.J 15 52 ~.2 
3.b 13.5 












1 ~ • ~ 
11.8 
15 52 '?.8 
15 52 13 • .3 
15 52 :'&.5 
15 ";2 19.3 
15 52 21.5 
15 52 25.J 
1<; 52 2e.5 
H' 52 ;H.3 
15 52 3 ... 5 
15 52 35.7 
2.5 13.5 15 52 4J.3 
~.2 12.9 15 52 43.8 
~.5 !7.J 15 52 41.( 
G.O 11.3 1~ S2 49.S 
7.3 l~.i 15 52 52.0 
7.U 8.7 15 52 55.5 
7.~ ~.2 15 52 59.~ 
7.7 Q.5 1~ 53 2.3 
~.4 1~.~ 1r, 53 5.ti 
7.7 1 ... 5 15 51 7.2 
1.~ 13.5 1S 53 1:.8 
2.& !3.n 15 5J 1~.3 
4.0 12.Q 1S 53 17.5 
5.~ 11.~ 1~ 5~ 2~.3 











































5;:' •. 09 
-1£>5.52 









- 161.. 93 
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JSC - 21 9/75 
HH Vft 1-411 








-2 .... 5& 
- 3. bl; 







-3 ... ~1l 
-2 '3. It'" 
-;.\~~ 
13.15 
-Z ... i:ll 
-24.24 
-13.% 













-3 ... '3;1 
-2'3.22 
-13.{;3 
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LAST ~aD - 8123/75 
AI5 
l . 




G"'T CELL COOROINATES 
(HR '1Ilf SEC I 
q.3 15 53 t').c 
'3.4' 15 51 23.5 
q.b 15 5:-5 32.8 
Y.!! is!.i3 35.5 
lu.~ 15 53 37.7 
13.5 15 53 ~1.3 
13.~ 15 53 44.8 
12.1 15 ~l 48.0 
11.1 15 53 53.~ 
1" • ~ 1:; ~ J S 3 • C 
1.6 15 S3 56.5 
9.11 1') 5,. C.O 
l".r 15 ~4 3.3 
!;.5 13 s~ ~.( 
1~.5 15 S4 ~.2 
14.~ 15 5" 11.8 
13.5 15 510 i~.3 
13.C 15 S~ 1~.5 
12.0 15 54 21.3 








15 51. 27.C 
15 54 3r. 5 
15 54 33.8 
1<;: 54 311.5 

















5t .; 1 
105.'3b 
40.71 
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DOY 220-2, 61 611 3 ITNC. NO~TH PACIFIC 
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VV HH VH PY 
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- 31. 57 
-1 ... 32 









- 27 • '~5 
-2.22 
-33.:.7 
-3 f: .15 
-JC.J19 
-1':; .. SV 
:5 .!.IJ 








































































-11 .. ~.& 
-J.U.6 
-1.?J. G 






~ '-,; ... 1. 





















-t?l} ... g 
-H~.~ 
-it). 'J 
- 1 7'). 4 
-1420'1 
-t ;'1.3 
- t3;. 1 
- t?:; _.' 
17:? ;; 
'B.24 -rl.~.a 
1 U • ,+;:' • tl .. :, • I) 




l,,,~ •. __ :..."'-.... ,'---,~~~,_ ..• ,l~l~;.u:~: ............ -~, 
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GM! CELL CO~~QIN~TES 
LAT LIJNG 





































































15 5:' 54.2 
15 54 57.7 
15 55 O.B 
15 55 3.5 
15 55 9.0 
15 55 12.:; 
15 55 15.7 
15 55 16.5 
15 SS 2~.7 
15 55 24.0 
1'5 55 27.7' 
1'1 55 3::,. ') 
1~ ::'5 33.7 
!5 5~ 35.9 
15 55 39.3 
15 55 43.f-
15 55 1,6.2 
15 55 49.0 
15 55 5~.2 
15 ~5 Sr..7 
15 55 53.2 
15 56 1.5 
15 5" 4.2 
!') 56 b.Io 
15 56 ':l.1l 
15 5!j 13.5 
!5 Sf 1~f\7 
1'5 So 1.j.5 
15 51: 21.7 
15 % 2:'.2 
i? 5'=> 2'1.7 
15 5~ ::~ • .., 
15 ~I) 24.7 
15 56 3f..9 
5.B 17.0 15 56 40." 
5.~ 1~.9 15 56 ~ .0 
f.~ !&.~ 15 ~~ f2 
S.2 It.2 IS~!j .~ 
?/) 1'.7 l~ ~5 .2 
t.'=i/~ 31 75 
It II .6:J ·133. 3& 
/oq.iJG ·133.25 
4~.20 -1"11.6G 
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- ... 57 
-17.63 
-16.03 











































s. r'!UfH - 61 1/75 
ANTENNA 
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11&. 52 ~1'<2. C 
121.2.. 17C.6 
102.25 -111.7 





























WINO SE~ G~T 
SPEED TEMP 
OilS) (OEG) (HP. !'l!N SEC) 
5.3 15.4 is 56 55.7 
S.6 15.2 1S 56 59.2 
5.9 1['.9 15 57 2.5 
b.~ IG.Q 13 57 5.2 
b.2 Ib.2 15 57 7.~ 
4.7 13.3 15 57 10.8 
5.0 14.0 15 57 14.5 
5.1i 15 57 17.7 
g.9 15 57 2~.5 
?u 15 57 22.7 
4.3 12.0 15 57 2&.2 
4~6 12.9 15 57 2g.7 
5.1 15 57 33.0 
~.6 15 57 35.7 
?9 15 57 37.9 
4.J 11.~ 15 57 41.4 
4.1 11.0 15 57 L5.~ 
10.5 15 57 4~.2 
5.1 15 57 51.0 

















15 57 %.7 
1558 ::.2 
~S;8 3 .. 5 




:5 58 12.0 
15 58 15.5 
1<; 58 1.6.7 
13 S~ 21.5 
15 58 23.7 
15 '78 27.2 
:5563&.7 
15 58 34.11 
15 58 31).7 






.. ; .12 -129.69 









.. :; .:'1, -127.35 
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1. '. 1 ~ ~3 
1.'7 
2.1 49.7 




























7 .. 5 ~.7 
5.1 49.7 
8.2 43.0 
8.3 31 ... 
11.4 :1;..5 
f,.5 (\ • .'1 
SCATTEqING COEFFtCIENTS 
VV hH VH r.v 









































































11+1 ... r. 
165.51 
151).29 

















:.t •• s 
52.? 



























-._ ... ---_. --" ... 
\.II tl!) SEA GMT CELL .COOROINUES~ S193 DATA AZ!MTH FI..\G 








































1& I. 55.C 
16 ~ 53.4 
1& 5 1.ft 
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2/16175 s. TRUTH - 61 1/15 I..IIST HOD -
AI9 
ASPE:CT loll fiO 
;;Uo;LE SPt:E:l 
I:JC:GI (til S) 
-21.2 7.11 
'·;>3. '+ '1.,+ 
-17.9 9.1 
"111.9 ~.6 
-'3 J.1 7.1 
"2').6 7.4 
··24.". 7.7 
~"?1. 3 b.'+ 
"1<;1.8 y.o 
11128/75 
SEA GMT CtLl COO~OIN4TES 
TEMP lAT lONG !Dt:.G) CHR MH, $::(';' fOEe) (OEG' 
1& 6 5b. a 2 ... 39 
-9:1.&3 
16 oS 5B.9 ;: .... 67 
-91.17 
1& 7 2.2 25.52 
-91.89 
1& 7 5.1 2'>.20 -92. &, 
16 7 1.3 zo.a .. 
-93.lf:! 
16 7 10.6 23.7S 
-90.02 
16 .,. 14.1 24.15 
-'30. Jo7 
1S 1 17.5 2r..~z 
-91.19 
16 7' 2~ • .3 25.5::1 
-91.9'+ 
















-J.I,', .... "' __ , 





















































o~ ~i'O ~~ Z1:::1 ~g 
!"OEd ~I=l 
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lJ ~. 7 
Lt9.C 
,·n<3 • ., 
22.4 
29.5 
W!ND SEA GMT 
SP('C) TEHP 
































16 7 42.0 
'1& i ':5.t, 
16 7 106.5 
1& r H.O 
16 7 ~5.& 
16 7 59.2 
16 6 2.5 
1& 8 5.C. 
16 Ij 7.7 
:,r, 8 1(..01 
1& 8 1".:' 
16 6 11.b 
16 a 20.6 
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5 •. 2 
5,. S 




5 • .3 
5.10 






















































OOy ZIoS-2. 91 2113 CTNC-l~ TROPICAL STO~11 CH?ISTINS !V=:~SHlrI H31 
SCATTER!NG COEF~ICIE~TS ANTeNNA TEMPS ASPECT W!N~ SEA GMT 
VV ~H V~ HV V 11 AHGLE SPEED TEMP 



























-12. q 3 






































































-3 ... S 
-H.D'3 

































































































12~ • :!~ 
111l.1ll\' 


































12:; .2!' -22.5 
127.14 -1~7.4 






11 Sit 15.7 
17 54 1'3.2 
11 54 22.3 
17 54 25.0 
2.~ 28.~ 11 54 3&.5 
2.1 25.C 17 Sit 34.Q 
1.0 26.u 17 54 ~7.l 
0.5 za.c 17;4 4r.n 
















17 5,. 45.7 
17 Sit 4<J..2 
17 54 52.:; 
17 Sr. 5:'.2 
17 5 .. 57.4 
11 55 1.0 
17 55 1t.5 
11 55 1.7 
17 SS Hi.S 
11 55 12.7 
17 :;5 10.2. 
17 55 19.7 
17 55 2l.G 
17 55 25.7 
11 55 27.9 
7.2 28.0 17 55 31.5 
5.7 23.(\ 11 55 35.U 
3.6 28.0 17 S5 3a.2 
1.0 2B.C 17 S5 "1.~ 






17 :;5 "&.7 
17 55 50'.2 
11 55 53.5 
17 55 5&.2 






2.6.0 11 56 Z.~ 
2e.1 17 5& 5.5 
2e.u 17 ~5 8.7 
28.0 17 56 11.5 
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1. 2. tJ'{~ 
-23.32 
-.26. C3 





-21. (; Po 
-14. C 2 





-5. C 4 
-2 ... 82 
-21.77 






-14. ~ 3 






























-5~ .. O 


























































17 () .Bi 
160..2,. 























1 .. #).69 
1:'5.6~ 
135.35 













































1! .. 5.2 
141.9 












W!N!J SEA GMT 
SPEE!) TEMP 
(HIS' IOEG) 1}4~ 'lIN SEC' 
17 .0 


































17 5f> l7.2 
17 56 za.7 
11 56 2':'.,~ 
17 S6 26.7 
17 55 2/1.9 
17 56 32.5 
17 5& 36.0 
11 56 39'.2 
17 56 42.D 
17 Sf: ~4. 2 
17 56 47.7 
17 56 51.2 
17 56 :;4.5 
17 55 57.2 
17 55 59.4 
17 51 3.0 
17 57 b.5 
17 57 9.8: 
17 <;7 12.5 
1i 57 14.7 
11 57 18.2 
17 57 21.1 
17 57 25. J 
17 57 27.7 
17 57 29.9 
11 57 33.5 
17 57 37.0 
17 51 4G.2 
17 ,1 43.!! 
17 57 "S.2 
1.8 21l.C 17 57 48.1 
1.8 28.0 17 57 52.2 
1.8 25.0 11 57 55.5 
1 •• 8 21.~ 1- 57 56.2 
lC.3 2e.~ 17 5a ~.4 
g.3 2H.G 17 ~8 ~.u 
Q.~ ~8.J 17 58 7.5 
q.3 2~~C !7 53 1~.7 
Q.3 2~.r 11 5~ 13.5 
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DOY 2/05-2. '3/ U73 CTNC-l. TROPICAL S'O~M CH~ISTINE CVE~SION Hl) 
SCATTER!NG COEFFICIENTS Il-tCIQ 
ANGt.E' 
WEG) 



































































































































































































































:'.. S5. Z 
159.11 
Hi.4 
WINO SE4 G~T 
SPEED TEHP 












17 sa 19.2 
17 58 22.7 
17 58 2&.0 
17 58 2a.1 
17 58 '3c.<1 
17 58 31,.5 
17 S8 38.0 
17 5" 41.2 
17 58 4 f •• a 
17 58 49.1 
17 58 53.5 
5.1 28.0 17 58 59.2 





11 59 5.C 
17 59 8.5 
17 59 11.7 
17 59 14.5 
17 59 2(;.2 
11 5923.7 
17 59 27.0 
i7 5'1 29.7 
17 59 35.5 
17 59 39.2 
17 59 42.2 
17 59 45~: 
17 59 1;7.2 
'17 5'3 SC. 7 
17 59 57.5 
tB il ~.2 
18 C 2.r. 
13 0 h!l 
15 ~ 9.3 
1t1 0 12.B 
111 I) 15,'. 








































































-It i'. 82 
-'+0.8& 































































J1 1 , 
." ...... .,"d.~~~~. ___ ~:_~ .. ~..I..~~ .. C~.,U,,:~~~=.~t .r:~~~=:::~'~.~..:::=::::~~=:~.:~:~~-~~,,~~.: __ ~~:~ ,~ .. _~~" ....... Mdlr~ ... ~"'"46,~~~ "R ....... Hrt " :,~';~."'~~<~';~*;;:;" ';;-::.w.xe'tsr i, 'oW' . W dSttn)' d'Wd tn, e. e # j , 
y? ~ C-.: 4~'''' ..... ! ~ .- - .. "T 
"1" • 
'-. 
~'r MY 245-2, 91 2/13 CTNC-L, TROPIC~L STORM CH~ISTINE (VErtSIort H3t 
~ 
SCM~ !NCIO SCATTERINC COEFFICIENTS !\NTEI>r.,:i< TEMpS ASPECT HIN:l SEA G~T CELL COaq'IN~TES 
~'JHB ANGLE VV HH VH H'J V H ANGLE SPE:EO TEMP Lt:r lO~IG 
!OEG) (OS) ( (lB; IDBl CD e, (DEG) « C;;:GI (')::C; 1 (M/SI IDEG) (~q MIN SEC) (i!EG' COEG' 
25.1 1,7.5 -3a.8Z -4.1. C 1 -42.98 lS9.31 11!1.64 1,8 [) 21.5 27.91 -46.68 
25.2 40.3 -3t1.31 -J8.~6 148.52 116.lI2 lP, o zS.n ZT.5!J -~7. el 
2;;.3 3G.2 -1.4.36 -4".tO !35.~1 12~.% 18 C 2B.3 2(..97 -4';".89 
~ 25.4 18.6 -27.88 -30.64 -3 th"1 123.61 1 Z E. Z€> 113 !) 3~.1l 26.3:3 - .. ::i. 96 
r 25.5 14.1 18 !) 32.1:1 25.&& - .. S.OIt 
• 
26.1 47.2 -34.51 -41.03 -33.1& 1S0.33 119.24 11' o 3~.1 2'.;1 -It1.;4 
~ 1 21).2: 40.~ -27.60 -ZPI.60 -311.32 -38.n5 147.1:3 lB.65 11~ o "c.o 211.29 - .. 6.'a 
26.3 30.6 -37.30 -33.32 -4".ll7 137.3:' 126.7.~ 1'1 fJ 4·3.1 27.74 -45. CO 
26. 10 21.2 -39. sa -~t.3E- 122 .It 2 121l.2C 1·~ o 46.1) 27.18 -:.5.llil 
2b.S 21.1 -29.45 16 C 108.2 26.65 - .. 3.69 
~, 27.1 47.3 -3b.S!! -3 <:l. 11 -31.4(' -38.15 153.23 115.23 1'1 o 51.7 2'3.51 -!to. SO 
~, 27.2 4D.6 -2':1.22 
18 () ~5.2 2'1.le -ItS.9! 
27. :3 31 • .5 -41,.07 137.59 12 ~ .65 111 o sr..it Z~.55 -1.5.0& 
27.1. 22.1 -3Y.31 ill 1 1.4 27'.'31 -'/~4, C 9 
27.5 20.0 -3<:1.23 111 1 3." 27.19 - .. 3.1a 
ZI:I.1 47.5 -1+3.22 -53.0'3 -53.C7 -42.97 150.22 115.91 13 1 7.0 3".32 - .. 5.11 .. 
28.2 t, 1.n -41.61 -4".00 -38.H 1 .. 1.69 122.1\1 1.'3 1 iC.E> 2~.30 -45. ~1. 
28.3 32.5 129.&7 13 J .1 q 18 1 .14.1 29.36 -~4.r8 
28.4 24.3 -39. '5D 119.23 13~.27 18 1 15.7 (1) .&9 -:.:; .1,3 
28.5 2~,.8 -35.26 -37.31, -53.1.8 121.21 133.13 16 1 18.7 27.95 -:.2.22 
29.1 4 a.l • -38.35 -38.11 -4').97 -53.03 146.67 120.13 18 1 22.2 31.15 -44.87 
29.2 4i~9 -1+1.56 -41.3" -41.31 -37. '16 138.35 127.62 111 1 25.1 3il.72 -4".0" 
29.3 33.9 "4,+.21 -43.95 -43.93 -43.97 126.4U U2:.1C 18 1 29.G 3~.15 -.3.1,4 
29.4 25.7 1~ 1 32.4 29.5G -:.2.13 
29.5 26.0 120. !l7 1 ~": .54- 1'\ 1 :~4 • .1 211.72 -101.21 
.30.1 1;3.7 -3'6.56 -38.!)6 -36.3" -38.(j1o i53.33 127. C e 1.'\ 1 37.5 31.'98 -103.89 
3tl.2 42.8 -I+t.50 -1,1..26 -1.1.2 e: -37.89 139.3.0 133.01 18 1 41.0 31.53 -It3.1l7 
30.3 39.1: -36.03 -"5.62 123.53 132.'3~ 1!l 1 .. 4.2 3'1.27 ·1,.1.82 
3'1.1, 28.9 -3b.~'3 12 ... 38 14:.62 10 1 46.9 3J .Zl -41.18 
3Q.5 29.0 -310.28 -3L..12 -41.95 -41 .. 56 11'+.68 135.E~ 1'3 1 4'3.2 29.t,.F -40.21 
I 31.1 4<;1 .6 -42.83 -37.99 139.3(, 12J.09 18 1 S3ttC 32. Bit -42.87 
I 31.2 44.1 16 1 56.~ 32.35 - .. 2.01 I 
I ::1.3 I, 3!.;' 
31.5 
" 
JSC' - 51 2/7'5 S. TI?,UTH - 7117175 LASTM00 - 11123/75 TH!S LISTING - Cg/C5/75 
i 
:( A 24 
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SCATTERING COEFFICIeNTS 
Htl Vii HV 



































































-3 <,. 10 
-J2.UI 
-1 '3. f> 7 
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1 .. 2. gJ 
13{o.45 
129.70 
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16 Z 2&.5 
18 2 30.0 
111 Z 33.2 
18 2 35.8 
H 2 1+1.3 
18 2 4it.8 
18 Z Ita.l 
18 2 5~.S 
18 2 ;3.0 
18 Z ~b.5 
18 3 C. 1 
1'33 3.3 
19 3 5.1 
1'~ 3 S.3 
16 31=..:1 
let 3 1544~ 
18 3 18.S 
1ft J 21.3 
11.1 J 23.~ 
18 3 n.!) 
18 3 3v.6 
11\ 3 33,6 
11l 3 ;::~, f> 
1'1 :3 ':;5.11 
1'1 3 42.3 
lB 3 1.5.0 
21.0 1F, 3 4'3.1 
27.~ 13 3 Sl.b 
21.0 18 3 54.0 
27.!l 18 
27 •. 0' 18 
~7.0 13 
3 57. <; 
I. 1.1 
It L..,. J 
2~.O 19 ~ 7.1 
2r.~ 1~ 4 g.! 
27.0 184 12.1) 
27.0 1~ 4 16.3 
2T.!; 18 It 19~,~ 
27.(' 16 ~ 22d 
27.(; 1'\ 4 24.:; 
09/05115 
-,,< 
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I" DOV 2101-1, 91 10/73 CTNC-R. NORTH OF VENEZUELA 
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~H I/H MI/ (09t (OJI (DO' 
-ZE.102 
-(2.39 
-1 E. 36 











1 ... 53 
-1.!.31 




















































-25 ... 3 
-21.66 
-13. r 7 
































-l!, ... a 






































1 B 3. 11l 
151.58 
1'te .05 
13". (j Z 
110. "'1 
16&.20 
































































































'<'-""'~'~'=":"*'''-='-'';:'';': • ..;:-~,:."...::;'!:.~~:-:;..:...:ck_"=-'_-~--'-~~''~'_=''=_~.~. _______ """ __ ~~ ___ .... ___ ..... 1 
'.,,"'_-.• ", •• 1 ',-~~ .~--
W!NO SE4 GMT 
SPEt:O TEMP 
(M/SJ !OEG) (11~ MIN SEC' 
5.1 27.0 111 
It.6 27 .. 0 18 
4.1 21. G Iii 
10.1 27.0 111 
4.1 27.C 16 
4 28.J 




































































































18 5 29 • .::1 
11l 5 32.6 
111 5 35.8 
Id 5 36.6 
16 5 loG. 8 
18 5 44.3 
113 5 107.B 
16 5 51.1 
18 5 53.6 
11\ 5 56.t! 
16 5 59.5 
16 & 3.1 
16 (, 6.3 
18 6 9.1 
18 6 11.3 
27.'0 lis 
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r .. ~ ;;;;:::~J-"'-" -"-.:r;+ e" -t> " 
I~~ ..·~' ,;,-. " :] !;,.T:W.,_~ .. ;~~-".-- ".-'-~. 
r 1 




ti Ii II 
! i II f! 
[I 
11 




























































































VV ~H VM HV 

































































































































































130 •. l: 3 
1Z r).39 






















1210 ... 0 
129.22 
































































WINO SEA G~T C~LL COOROIN~TES 
SPEEO TEMP 













































18 6 30.0 
18 I) 33. to 
18 6 3&.8 
16 6 39.4 
1.11 I) "1.6 
18 6 45.3 
18 6 ltf). 8 
18 6 52.1 
It! 6 54.8 
18 7 0.5 
18 7 It.l 
18 7 7.3 
111 7 1".'1 
lA ., 14.6 
18 1 19.3 
18 722.6 
16 ., 25.J 











It.& 27.u 18 
4.!) 27.0 18 
5." 27.0 13 
7.2 27.0 18 




7 55 ~8 
7 5i.1o:! 
10.6 27.0 1'1 
10.& 27.D 13 
6.2 27.0 18 
1).2 27.1; 111 
5.1 21.0 1.8 










la II 16.8 
16 e 2tl.J 
11! 8 23.6 
18 6 26.3 
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S133 DATA 
















































































































l,. ' .. 





t9:1 to:S1 S: 
C 
t." 


























VV HH VH HV 


















-22.77 -2£:.16 -35.13 -310.61 
-19.88 -22.1&. -310.16 -34.36 
-15.51 -1£,.36 -31.71 - 31.71 
-t.,}5 -2.15 -11.43 -11.1)3 
15.10 15.54 -1.46 -1 .')4 
-23.05 -26.a9 -35.14 -31.16 
-21.5t1 -24.13 -3'3.31 -36.&1 
-17.27 -111.25 -J5.39 -33 .... 7 
-3.82 -3.69 -19.17 -1'1.18 
-29.55 -~3.H -42.59 -1010.61 
-2'3.85 -33.\)5 -41.51 -101.11 
-31.11 -33.61 -48.67 -4b.f;7 
-22.60 -2(0.45 -B.9S -39.21 
10.86 11.09 -1. ~6 -2.106 
-32.4 ~ -37.22 -4S.C1 -41o.li8 
-33.19 -35.94 -45. '3 8 -:'3.'30 
-2'!.92 -49.31 


























































~'13 •. 5 
25.J 
-45.3 
















WINO SEA GHl 
SPEE~ TEMP 
(M/SI (DEC) (HI=! MIN SEC' 
5.7 27.0 















2.& 27 .• !l 
1.5 21.1: 
(l.5 21.C 
18 II 32.0 
B 8 35.6 
18 ~ 311.~ 
18 II 101.6 
18 a '+3.3 
11i C 107.3 
18 a 5fJ.~ 
111 II 5,+.1 
H 8 56.8 
18 8 59.0 
18 9 2.5 
18 '3 6.1 
18 9 9.3 
1t1 '3 12.1 
18 9 11.8 
18 9 21.3 
18 9 2 ... 6 
111 9 27.3 
1!J '3 29.5· 
3.1 27.0 16 
2 •. 5 27.!i 18 
1.5 27.0 18 
9 33.!l 




























































































. ..o! , 





.-... ---'--..... ., 



















1 t 4 
1,5 
2.! 
2 •. 2 
2.·3 
z.t.. 










































































VV .. ~ Vii HV 
































































































-41. a I. 
-32.28 
-28.85 
-Hi .• 15 
-3.41 























































































































































1 'l1. 6 
11 1. G 
11&.10 








.._,'~< ___ ~<,~O>-... _""-'-"'O~=,_, .... "";'"""= __ -;.:;·.,,=:..:.......~ ...... ..,...-~ •• J..::-~'4=<.,:~t;~",-~"-;''''~~~'=:~-';i;''=~.,._ 
.. .,.. .-<;~ > 
r,\,.",,) 
-, .. '" 
...:--
W!~D SEA GHT CELL CCO~OI"ATES 
SP'::E!) TEMP 

























11.~ 19 £5 !I.O 
1[;.7- 19 25 t1.5 
10.3 19 ZS 14.7 
lC.3 19 25 17.3 
12.0 1~ 25 22.6 
11.8 19 25 26.3 
1Q.7 19 25 29.6 
lD.~ 11 25 32.3 
1~.3 19 25 34.5 
i~.2 19 25 38.1 
11.8 19 25 41.6 
11.6 19 25 "4.9 
10.7 19 25 ~1.5 
10.3 1'3 ~5 49.8 
1S.5 19 25 53.3 
13.0 19 25 56.8 
11.6 19 26 C.l 
11.8 19 26 2.d 















20 • .3 
5.1 14.0 19 2& 23.11 
5.7 13.9 19 26 21.3 
5.9 13.4 19 2~ !u.6 
5.1 13.a 19 2! 33.3 





















19 26 39.1 
19 2& 42.0 
19 2& .. 5.a 
19 26 108.6 
19 26 50.8 
19 26 5,..3 
19 26 57.6 
1927 1.1 
1'327 3.8 
19 2.7 r,.G 
09/(;5.175 
1.. AT l.ONG 
(OEG) (::lEG) 
















































-49 •. 20 
-50.11 



























- .. 7.21 
S193 O.Tl 
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~ t>:1,-$Fa zg 
~g 
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12 • .1 
12.2 
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..... _ ...... _, __ .... >.1«'_ .. 111< ~t .... ,'" 
~~ k.'· 
d"'~_'_._._~' "-.... ; ....... i ... , ..... i., ",iii. ;; .:,.;:~---=--.:......-..::, .. =--:-~ ... -1~ 
~._~J ~: J :.:~ ~~~~ "",~\~ .~~! .. ,. 
............ _----
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Hli Vti t;V 




































-2 r:. 2<; 




















































































































































12 •• 00 




























































.. ;. J .. 4 




GMT wI NO 
SF~!::i) 















































1.& 1 ... 9 




























19 27 210.8 
1<;) 27 2S.3 
1q Z1 31.b 
1'3 273 ... 3 
19 21 3&.5 
1.9 27 4C.l 
19 27 43.5 
1'3 27 46.b 
19 21 49.5 
19 27 51.S 
19 27 55.l 
19 27 55.6 
19 2S 2.1 
1-3 2" 4.1S 
19 2~ 7.e 
19 26 11).5 
19 23 11..1 
1'1 28 17.3 
19 26 20.1 
19 26 22.3 
19 28 25.!! 
19 26 29.3 
19 26 32.f) 
19 28 35.3 
19 28 37.5 
19 28 1,1.1 
19 211 1,1,.& 
1.9 21S 47.11 
1'3 28 50.& 
1'3 28 5Z.11 
19 28 5 (. • .1 
1~ 23 :;9.~ 
1<J 29 3.1 
1) ~q S." 



















































- .. 1.3'1 


















































































1&.5 1.2 1&.58 
A 30 09/t5175 '~'. ".".,,~;7~-".'''~ I' L_"'d~=:=::.c .. _"_ uam:: ' ' ~ . ::::::u J!L 2tLIlSW .. _ ..... "_,, " .. ...Jt M!l"'lffr ""'.. • ,"- ' "!l!!Lz:e.:t L ," tiM ~-' 
r ... · "'"'-..t.....t-'"" ----;.,r .-~--.--.~ - $ _s ~--
, 
~.;« '"'""q~t""".=":,";;:":'''r.im'"",,, ",,: .. W"'"=~._. 
~I 
"i 
. -. -.... "'""-~ .,., ...... , ... 
u ~' ~i: 






























































































VV HH VI-! ' MV 






























































t ~. ~ U 
-2/.3t 













-31.2'3 - 32.00 
-30.87 -31.78 
-27.~ 32 -2(; .8,. 






- 32.54 -32.25 
-26.80 -28.31 
-25.57 -25.$5 
-14. H -1< .. 108 
-10 .4<1 -10.1;,6 
-3f,. r.1 • -37.31 
-33.31 -32.10 
-25. 7Q -24.'"Z 






-t~. It. -I..lt. 




























1 :'0 .14 
12&.10 


















































































































l'>f~ ::.3:,;;_, ""'... -"~''''''''-_c~~ .. ~_.6 .. ~_ ... , 
' ..... ~\-" ~-.. _.::.. :c, .. 
, .-- -_ - .. "!"...L.....~ .. 
,-,,,,,,,"'-' 
WINO SEA GMT 
SPEEI) TEMF 
(11/S I (:JEG' (H~ MI N SS::C' 



























































H .• !) 
1,6.4 
1&.3 
















19 2" 11.5 
19 2'3 15.1 
19 29 18.3 
19 29 21.1 
19 29 23.3 
19 2'J 26.8 
19 29 3G.3 
19 2'3 33.6 
19 29 3b.3 
19 29 42.1 
19 29 45.& 
19 29 :"8.6 
19 29 51.& 
19 2<:1 53.8 
19 29 51.3 
1'3 J() c.1I 
19 30 10.1 
1"1 30 6.8 
1<) 3~ 9.G 
19 3) 12.5 
19 3:; 16.l 
1<:t 31) 19.3 
19 3\l 22.1 
1,) 30 210.3 
10} 3) 27.P. 
1) 3j 21.3 
l~ !£ 34.5 
l'J 33 37.) 
19 30 39.5 
t'? 30 42.9 
1'J 30 4&.6 
19 30 49.6 
19 30 52.& 
19 3{! 510 .8 
19 3!l 58.3 
19 31 2.9 
19 31 5.1 
19 31 7.8 
1'1 31 !t.G 
09/(!5/iS 
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-----.",'-
',-~,. 
.. ... ~.~""->-, '1 
.. -._" ~-------- ..... -
;;;' 
-,-,-~, 


































































































































.. " ....... , , .... ,." ... ,." 
t , 













-12 •. 11 
1:".::: 3 
-!E.f!2 

































-2. '3 3 -2.99 
-27.51 -28.61 
-2tl.(,2 -28 • .!!) 
-20;.7(\ -?!~.'Z 
-~. 1\ 7 -:-'.:i7 
-Z7.1~ -2"..j~fj 








-It. 51. -Lt .83 







-22.12 - 22.510 
-13.71 -14.50 





































































































































WINO SE~ GMT 
SPEED TE'iP 













11 • ~ 






























































19 31 13.5 
19 31 li.1 
19 31 20.3 
19 31 23.1 
19 31 25.3 
19 31 28.8 
19 31 32.3 
19 31 35.6 
19 31 38.3 
19 31 40.5 
19 31 410.1 
19 31 47.& 
1'3 31 !;').~ 
11 ~1 ~\: .• ~ 
1':1 31 ~~I.) 
1" 31 50).3 
1'" 3Z 2.'1 
19 32 6.1 
i9 32 s.~ 
19 32 11.0 
19 32 11 •• ~ 
19 32 18.1 
19 32 21.3 
19 32 24.1 
193226.3 
19 32 23.'1 
19 32 33.3 
19 32 36.& 
19 32 39.3 
19 32 41.5 
19 32 1t5.1 
19 32 48.6 
1'l 12 51.6 
19 :!2 51o.€> 
19 32 Sb.B 
19 33 G.3 
19 '33 3.8 
19 33 1.1 
19 33 '3.8 















4f ... 33 
4&.54 
106.66 
l - .:> I ..... 
'-7. k ;1 
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1 ;~_. j __ _ 
11. ... 7 
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tlt~~:~~ 
~~~~ '. 
~~ ... ~ ...... -~--........, ........ , .:&, • 
00'1' 252-1. 91 9113 
'"","_1M~"m~""",,:~t;1.;i>X,*,"-.i:~~~::)I;:I.~~~,,~_ ....... ,..,,,,, ...... ,~-....-.. ... -., __ • • - ... t- ... , .... -~:..,~~'"===~---:-~~.:. ..... --;-.-:....~------~---"-----,--------- -:._~ 
. . 
"»"~-';:"-t 
.-.--. .. :~"" ~~l 












SCAN INCIO SCATTEP.ING COEFFICIENTS ANTENNA TEI'IPS ASPECT 
;IIf~GL.E 
(DEG) 






















:,jg,l '~ 61 




















VV HH VH - HV 
(De, (Del (08) (oSI 
-33 .• 10 -33.&4 -39.11:: "4~.8.1 
-Zh6r -26.13 -100.39 -34.~e 
-10.57 -11.86 -26.49 -26.18 
1.88 1. S5 -llt.Cn -lit .98 
12.77 13.33 -4 ... 7 -40,31t 
-11.01t -10.66 -16.61 -16.40 
-11.71 -'3'.184 -15.ft6 -lG.7!) 
-16.97 -18.45 -33.32 - 35.t, 1 
q.99 1.19 ,.11..97 ~14 .65: 
13.13 13.E2 ,-ft.29 -'-.15 
-11.92 -11.57 -17.9'3 -17.82 
-10.19 --"'3~ 7 9 -15.IiB -15.95 
ZI 9175 s. TRUT~ - 5/11/75 
V H 
(OEG' (OEG' 
1&8 .• 94 'l8~O9 
153,.51 1'02.00 
141.62 111.98 
13D., ",7 12J.71 
129.54 12ft.·8 I} 
,2&2.3Z 25-3.54 
,251.04 211.36 
136. '::7 111.,76 
de.25 11'3.75 
128. L,9 126.37 
261.53 257.72 
262. Sf> 261.8S 
LASTHO!) -
SPEEO TEMP LAY LONe; 
(HIS) tOE!» (HR MIN SEC' (OEG' (DES) 
"4-.1 2.6 19~1 19 33 15.5 43.85 -e.25 
23.0 2.9 1'3.1l 19 33 19.1 ..... 12 -9.0t 
32.2 10.3 19.4 19 33 22.3 41 .. 54 -10.21 
24.2 5.0 19.10 lq 33 25'.1 1t4.96 -il.lt7 
10.2 5.10 20.1 1'3 33 ,27.'3 1t5.31t -12.66 
~:n:'.9 3.0 19 33 30.8 43.40 -7.13 
-11 .9 2.7 19 33 34.3 43.57 -7.as 
25.3 3.0 19.0 19 33 3f~-& 44.1q: -9.04 
~2.5 4 .. '. 19.4 1q 33 4(j •. 3 44.sl -10.23 
2!!.1 5.0 19.1. 1t} 33 42.5 41...(33 -1l.1t6 
.. ,.7.8 2.'3 19 33 46.1 1t2.93 -6. DO 
•. 1.2.7 3.1} lq 33 49.6 43.21 -6.75 


































, E4 . ;~ 
A33 
·~=~='~::=~~~.""~,=:~:::;==.::7:;:;~~W.I.z~:::::::,:::=::.:=:11;:~;j::;::; :_~:.:::;: ~;;:=_:~::: :::;- :=:r;gt::e ~.MH!lF.!I:t!.tpe. 1m E;;W"tp It Bum: ;;;; Btas ¥;&Al9¥i W;;;;hi - is'" 
: ~-:r:""'-"-' -. _ ;f~~~ ~"_~~ ,~ 


























3 .. 2 
3 .. 3 
3.4 
3.5 






















HH VH HV 











---9. ~5 :9,61 -12.11 --'135.24 
o7.8l 
-8.74 -15.92 133,15 
1. 41 :':0.60 -0.73 127.24 


























wl/ilO ~EA GP1T CELL COOROtNAT~' 
SPEED Tt:NP t.Ai 1.0liG (HIS! fI;~G'OfR 'UN S~C) (OEO) (IlEG' 
e: " 16 41 28,6 27.18 1-6D •2O Il.~ 16 U "2,1 26.36 -6tL83 
e,tII 16 41 .5,,3 25.47 -69.55 
1l.2 16 41 37,9 24,56 ·70.32 
'.8 1& 41 ~e,7 2'.78 -66.86 
'.4 16 42 2!2 24.95 -67.49 
'.7 16 42 5,4 24.07 ""68.21 
6.2 16 42 6,2 23.16 ~61L98 6.' 16 42 10!4 22.31 -69.72 














... 1"'" ""t.'"'""""'''''~'-~'''''f''~'';'''-!:''''':~'i":<::' .. ;'J,t:;:o;~,>,:w:-.t~.:~~~r<~I+'l~""'~~~'.'t~_._,,.~~.,,~ ....... , .. ~,, , '~._~' •. _'_~_"~L"--"~_' 
































F* ~ :c::::a~:;;v:+" .. ",..?"'_W. __ ~ .C-=:f'-""· =-=-~':::. 
~ , 




.... ,-,.,.... "'~I.l"'T _."".,,. 'ft,.. .~:' .. -. __ . __ l~;c::: :=-"-'''-l'-''-c~-'--' -::-'---=.- ----." l -.,.-n!-<hT-:O--'· . 
• /C • .-t$I,;;""',._a 
--




































-~ "'-~---- ..:-, ................. ,< - - .- ... . 
DOY ~34"1, lV30173 CTNC-L/R, GUL~ or M~XJCO %~C!l) SCUTERHlG coerF'fCJE-NrS .. ANTENNA rEMr~~ AS~ECT ANGl.E VV HH YH HV V ,; MlGl.E COEG) (oa) (OS, (DB) ~OB) (OEti) COf:[p} {peGI 
.46;2 ·9.~2 
-10 ;6.2 .;n.r1· ;11 ,59 139.30 111,;0 -j.~4.6 ~1.6 ·3.80 "5'.95 
-}.80 
"7.40 1'IS'.22 126,12 "·'"~4. :5 31.0 .. ~.66 
-7.'2 ",11.19 
-11.78 140.9.5 12','3 
-H2.2 16.7' 5.59 3.99 1.61 1.66' 132.76 127 ,16 ;'1.!l.B 0;7 11.1.3 15.20 ;3.17 13.15 126.26 127.~6 :-1~U.5 48,3 
·".'13 -.6.04 
-B.oC6 
-7.24 149,.57 126,g2 -~,~; d. 41.6 -3·76 "6.93 ~9,19 
-6.89 153.91 13~.y5 :-:'~~·1 
JSC .' 7/311" s. !~UTH - etU11_' !.AST /100 - Yllll7' 
A35 
~ ~ ~, 4--0 L.:.::...., 
~. 
-.. ~'" -- ....... _-'_ ..... ---. 
(RIGtfT sloe) 
wtFlO SEA GHT CELl. COORDHUru Sl93 DATA--SPEED TEHP LA! LONG 'AIII'!TH nAt: (MIS, tC~G) r~R MIN S~C) (!lEG) (DeG) (Deal 
7,4 1~ '11'~3!" 20.66 
-73:.98 2201.6 7.9 16 41 ~"!9 21.08 "'73.~3 221,1.5 2 7 ... 16 "1 '0,2 21.66 
-72.33 224.2 7.1 16 41 52!9 22.31 "71.37 ' 223.e 7.0 16 "'1 !>5!1 22.97 
-70.45 186., 
1~" 16 '!2 13,9 3,'.2e -72.65 225.1 7., 16 0;2 11!4 19.69 
-71.09' 22'.1 
THJS I.ISTHIG - 10/21175 






































.;.e: '-....... ..-t.-._ L._ •• :-~, • __ .I:""*' ,,-, . .-.-~. 
-. ... " ___ w, .. I0.;",,-·_~ .. -... 
, __ 0' ______ "' ____ ,J 
;- j 











rl SCAR Hi C t" SCATTERING co~rrtcleNTS ANTENNA TEI1P~ AS~r:CT WIPI~ 
~E~ GMT C~L~ COOR~t"AT!1 Sin DATA 
!i "UMB A",O!.E vv HH VH HV V H !.rtlq!.E !PEED TEMP !.AT ,"ONa Alt"T" FLU 
.' (OEG) (DB) '(DB) (HIS' ~~~G' (HR ~lN S~C, l:, (DB' IDS, (DEG) (D~G' t I},i:~) C D5lH (Oe3) (D;G' ~ 1.1 !'.O,2 120.72 9i21~1 ~l.~'" 7 7 ;,7 16 ~~ 19!9 '3.22 "1H.51J 12.1 ~ 
~ 1.2 4.2.3 101.it5 :-1~1.1 
9.3 16 "l!:i HtO 52.23 -1 47.5" 13.1 .1 
1.3 31.3 125.53 109.13 -1!f/.1 10;0 16 0'\5 2.6,6 51.16 
-147.67 13.1 
i." 16.7 12th 50 1l".~f) ~1~~.9 '1.9 16 4~ 7.9 12 ~O.04 -147.eo 1;.9 1.5 ~; 3 .• 1 !::iO.2 -11 ... 2 -11.23 -10.11 -13,0" 12".55 9:>. ~4" :-l~U. 0 '1ill 16 45 ,!9,9 '2.74 -1~4.60 U.O 
3.2 1.2.5 -6.27 -10.J9 -10.98 -10.96 128 .11 1CJ!~O -1':'1.3 10.7 16 45 '3,5 51.77 
-lH.611 1'.3 ~~ 3 .• 3 31.3 .'.29 -6,41 ~9.10 -12,05 127.66 112,. :>2 -l~/).;i 11. 4 16 45 .'6i7 ,o.69 -2.44.82 16.3 
3.4 iO,a 6.2 4 4.2l 2.26 2,26 122. 64 1l~. ~~i -1:t1.5 !i." 16 4!J ~Qt5 49 j !i7 -1.(~·Ol 17,~ >.g 
3.5 1.2 15 •. 25 13.~6 ;1.26 10.94 117.77 1111 ,-10 1''.>,7 1l.; 2 10 46 1!7 
1;6.'H -1;J5.2J 74.3 j:"40 
5.1 ~0.2 -10,42 ·lO.!!J .. 12.03 -13,05 127.04 9'11.111 -1,:,,\.0 9;2 16 016 ilO!~ !i2 • .18 
.. 1<11. ()I! 17.0 pO'S 
5.2 .t2;4 -7.71 ;;9:16 ·i2.18 -12.17 131.50 107.65 "1£i.5 10.1 16 46 24,0 '1.21 -141.61 17.' ~~ 
5.3 3.1.3 ;'3.97 -6 • .,4 '~6,5'5 -9,19 131,09 l1~t"l,l -1~!J,1 11. 6 16 46 27,2 50.13 -142.01 18.1 tzj'3 
5.~ ~.rJ. 7 6.80 4.63 2.73 . 2,94 125.58 120.02 -1,<2.7 11·7 16 46 ;'0,0 
49.02 .. "142.26 19.7 1-4~ i 5.5 1.1 15.01 13.q9 ;1.01 11,06 120.71 122f~7 1~!>.1 11. 7 16 46 32,2 47.96 -142.53 77.9 m 1'00 
1.1 150.2 ;;6.06 -10.1~ -H. 3'~ '''10,,,\2 129.7'5 lO".qQ :-1*U.9 9.3 16 46 5019 '1, 55 -:'36.81 111,,9 9~ I 7.2 1c.5 ·".45 -a.19 ';'9.26 -0,03 133,98 11£,00 -1~1t1. 5 10,' 16 ~b !>01!5 ~0.,59 -138.99 lV.!li \-.: t-'3 
7,3 31;,3 -o.H -:r.92 ~5.93 -5,61 133.64 Utl.?J ;"1~'~. 2 11';1 16 46 '>7,7 49.50 ~139.26. 20.2. r,:...7---"' (i 
~ z ;i5.7 ·7.64 '5.~2 '3. eo 3.57 127,2.5 12J,tl6 -l~ij,l 11:1 16 47 0!'5 48."0 
-139.~7 22.1 .... " 
I ... 
7.5 1.0 14.93 13.03 ;0.73 10,87 123.59 123.il9 17.$·3 10.;:1 16 "7 2!5 ~7.3~ -13
9 .90 84 .• 7 
9.1 50.2 ":1.18 -9.91. -9.41 -10,42 131.55 106,~e 11~. 0 11,t! 
16 47 21,4 !'JO.e5 -136.03 21.0 
9.2 ,(2.4 ':5.00 -7~34 ~7.92 "10,04 136,04 lH.U5 112.1\ 12.' 16 "7 2~!O 49.88 -136.26 ·21.4 
9.3 31.2 0;2.1 5 -'I. ::17 :-!i.07 -7,49 134.86 120.~a 1110 9 j2.4 16 47 ,8,£ 45,81 -136.58 22.1 
9.4 16.7 7.81 5.69 3.99 3,61 128.92 122, ~1· 1/~,2 10.9 16 ci7 31!0 47 t 71 
"136.9:5 23.S 
9.5 'l,l 14.61 12.10 ;0,67 10,67 123.92 123,~0 HloO e~~ 16 f,7 ~3!2 46,66 
-137.32 a4.!> 
t,1 50 •. 2 ;;7.82 -12.08 .3,0.97 -11,75 129.77 106,!!6 1~2.1 11.9 16 47 51r9 50,07 
-133.33 22.9 
l·2 ~2'. 4 -6..74 -9.16 -iO.98 ·10,03 1H.61 114,';6 1~/.6 11.1 
16 417 :>;)!;; 419.,12 -133.62 23.4 
1.3 31,3 -3.70 -6.72 :'9.16 -9,07 .133.42 12.0.43 1~".9 10.? 16 47 ~8!7 <lllI.06 
-13.3.96 2".1 
1.'1 it,7 6.31 4;33 " 2,50 2,41 127.07 124,03 l:7C.·O 10;0 
16 .. 8 1!5 46.96 -134.40 26~0 
1.~ :L.l 14.93 13.61 p .. ~1 11,37 123.42 126~~~ r~~7 c;s 16 48 3'!7 4~.92 -134.82 88.3 
3.1 50.2 .8.92 "12.4" ;'11.33 -11,75 j31.75 110;14 t!:'!!.2 10,0 16 4" 22!" 49.25. -130.72 
201.8 
3.2 42.4 -3.99 -lQ.36 '''i2.18 "12,33 135.38 117i~2 tN.7 9;7 16 4\8 2!»!0 48.29 -131,(15 2',3 
3.3 31.3 • ... 69 -~,,~6 -iO.8~ ;;9,92 135,09 122iU6 l'~'l, 1 9.6 16 4629!2 47,'24 ·131.'" 
25.9 
3.4 .1 6 .8 6.49 '1 .• 4'8 c2.64 2,60 128.71 124(40 1~/).2 9J9 16 .. 8 -'2,0 46,,16 
-131. 93 27.8 




;'5.1 .50.1 "8,69 -11. 54 -11.33 -10,42 134.66 11~.13 ;l~!l. 4 7.e 16 48 ~2!9 40.35 ,-12a.22 26.6 
15.2 ~2.4 -9.79 -11.15 -12,17 -12,33 '137,63 1201~9 1q~·O 1.11 
16 48 561~ 41,Al -120.57 27.0 
I 15.3 ~:L 4 .. ,.57 -7.73 "10.83 -9.92 
136.30 124H2 1~2;2 e.3 16 .. 8 59!7 46,:57 -12 9 .03 27.8 
15.4 16 .7 5.98 4.00 "2.16 1,88 130.34 12~.~J ~~J.9 9.1 
16 .. 9 2!5 4~.29 -12 9 .54 29.1 
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I:NCIO SCATTERING co;rrICIENTS ANTE~NA TEI1P~ I.S~i:CT wrlle SeA ~"T CEL~ COORptHAT!S 5193 .DATA 
M-lGLE vv HH VH HV V H Mof'.iLE SPCl:D Tt:MP LAT I.ON~ AZiMTH FLAG 
LDES) fOB) (DB) ~OB' (oa, (OEG) (DrGI (~fG) (~/5' ~C~G' CHR ~JN S~C) (!rEG) ¢OEG1 CDE.G) 
!H.2 -9,33 -12.46 -1.2,!\O -11 t H 139,28 122~.~ 1 1;",6 '.0 16 49 23,4 47,H -125.78 2~.4 
~2.4 ';9,78 -9.73 -iO.98 ".12,33 144.58 130.Y6 117.2 '.41 16 '\9 27,0 46. -47 ·12~.19 26:. IS 
31.3 .7.12 -'10. '10 -i6,77· -16,13 1<43.66 13"(01 ' 1i2.4 6.1 a 49 30!2 >45.H -126.68 29,.6 -2' 
16 ;6 4.59 4'. Jl2 1.H 0.73 137.25 1.3'1 (23 Hl.9 6.8 16 49 33!0 44.37 -:127.22 31.1 
1.1 16.26 14.66 ;2.81, 12,72 1(,)0.88 nO'j~6 ~O.7 7,' 16 49 ~~y2 ,,3'.36 -'12 1.76 9Z.3 
~O.l -3.91 -'5.5'1 ;'7,69 -7.60 166,91 157,!6 lOot.a J.' 16 49 ~3!9 ~6.~1 -12~."5 3'. -0 1-~
42.5 ;3.54 -6,89 :'7.66 -6,91 172.14 167,~3 ii:? 6 3.; 7 ,16 49 !>:is:> 45.49 -123.03 3v.4 1 
31.2 -5.65 -6.44 .. 10.56 "10.58 166.]2 16Q,4t1 116.9 4.3 16 50 fit7 44,45 -124,41 ·3.1;1 
16.7 5.76 :3.69 -1.93 1,69 160.36 158,li3 Ul.9 4.6 16 '0 3!5 43.40 -121.9! 33'.1 
1.1 17.56 15.65 13.51 13,50 150.56 150.~5 ;iJ.5 .,.e l6 '0 5,6 42,41 -12'.54 96.5 
!l0.1 .. 8.91 185.70 1~l.4 2.3 16 '0 24,4 ~5.37 -121.20 Zl.~ 
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~C"R IRctD SCATTE~lNG Co~rrItIENTS ANTENNA TEI1P~ AS1'!:C! wIlle SEA G/1T CELL COOR~INATEI S193 DATA i 
'T~MP ·i "tiMe ANGLE vv HH VH }IV ~~ H A/fCil. ~ SP~ED l\H ~ONG - AltMTH F!'A!'l ! 
tD!':;:;) (OS) (DB' (DB) (DBI (OEG) to?9> 1U.t:G~ CHIS' ~C~G' tHR ~IN S~P) ( DJ:;G, (!)!:!l ) (OEG) I ~ 
2,.1 ~8.0 .e t 4! -11.23 .. 11.93 -1:5t 20 125,86 93;~~ ~2.4 ';'2 1645 34.7 4$.05 -14a.n 1"1.6 ~ 2.2 A. 1. 2 -6.<47 -8.76 el0.13 -12"'4 126,77 100.,9 ~j:;J. 2 V.O 16 45 jS;2 ~'.7a -1411.36 191.15 1 2.3 ;;0.8 ·".98 -7.05 ';9,13 -10-191 125.33 10~iH JIO,~ ~.9 16 45 ~lfS 46,69 -1.,7.7! 191.5 ; 
2 .• 4 16.6 5'.85 4.02 
. 
1.73 1,96 119'.39 114 ,23 ii7.0 9.5 16 45 ~4!2 41,69 -lH.l! 19D.0 1 2.5 1.1 15.25 -11,-42 11,36 117,36 11:~q7 1~2.2 10.2 16 4!! ~615 46,69 -146.61 130.! i 
4.1 .(S:l -9,73 -10.92 -11.49 -11,89 126.25 --9-4, g3 ~O.2 10.0 16 46 '!2 1;4,58 -146.34 193.g i ! 
<1.2 .(1.4 -7.27 -9.80 .. il.(\5 .. 10.11 128.48 100.Y~ '12.2 10.2 H 46 8,7 <1',29 -14'.71 1.9~.! i 4.3 3ff.8 -5.31 -6.77 -12.07 -5t!98 126,60 1ijll ~ 77 ;b.6 ,-0.6 16 46 12,0 46.20 -145.14 1~3.4 1 
'1.4 16.6 5.99 4.11 '2.H' 2,02 122,82 11',46 il'l.9 11'~ 16 46 14,7 47.19 -144.51 192.1 . .r;, 
- A 
<1.5 1,0 15.23 13 .• 15 ~lolij 10,90 116 • 99 1l9 .'!4 1·;1~9 11; (> 16 4/j 16,9 48,18 -143.91 136.1 
1 6.1 48,2 -9.05 -10.64 -U.i[)& -11.86 127.02 9~.l3 ~?1 9,9 16 46 35 11 44.05 -143."2 19',9 6.,.2 41.5 -8.40 -9.16 ':'9. 1;9 -14 t 15 129 .67 102,00 ~8,3 10.l 16 46 ,59,2 4~ •. 75 -H3.23 19'.1 
6.3 SO,9 -5.'01 -7.79 .. itJ~e9 -10,89 128.28 109,57 rtf", 5 10.' 16 46 12!5 45 .• 65 -H2.57 19' .• 5 ~ L p.1I 16.6 5.83: 3.'11 - ~ ,99 2,00 122,]1. 117,57 ;'4,5 10.9 1? '16 ~!i!2 46.6;3 -loU.!lt; 19~.' 6.5 1.0 1<1,54 12.89 1:°. 83 10,35 121.94 122.~4 19l.0 11.0 16 4t: ~1,4 47,60 "141-.24 lH.o ~ 
t B.l ~8.4 -10.M -11.66 .. ,11.46 -16,03 127.80 9'.'e ~1.1 8;6 16 47 6,2 43.45 -141.37. 197.9 8.2 41.5 ~7.2~ -9.78 .. il.02 -11,03 130,46 102.!5 ,:;'.2 e.J 16 47 9,7 H,t5 -140.75 197.a 1 S.3 30.9 -5.29 -7.42 ~9.97 -9,97 126 ,65 111; i!4 ~.313 !I.l 16 47 13,0 45,03 -140.-05 1,97.1 
L 8.4 16.7 6.43 ·.,51- 2.73 2,67 126.62 119,24 ~2.0 Bt ' 16 U 15!7 45.99 -139.33 1,96.0 ~ 8,5 ".1.2 1'1.18 12.55 ;0.0\2 10,26 124.02 120.~a ?9.4 9 ;.'1 16 47 17,9 (6,9~ -:,36.63 1:r7-.6 I 10.1 {~.4 -S.22 -11.64 -12.61 -11d4 128.11 95.~~ OIl.2 6.9 16 47 J6,7 ~2.!1 -13e~91 1~9.S 
[~ 1:l.2 41 •. 6 ';9,04 -9.71 -10.90 -12,37 131,62 10'i1!0 ~1.3 &.0 16 47 40,2 43.49 -133.32 1Q9.7 ) 
10 .• 3 .10.9 -7 ;M -6,55 -11,84 _13.62 129,41 11l) ,61;1 1::~.4 ,:7 16 47 43j5 ~4,35 -131.se 1-99.6 
10.4 1.6,7 5.-.>a 3.62 1.79 1186 12.6.51 120.44 7.2 6.8 16 47 ~!1!1 45.~O -136.e3 197.a 
:l0,5 1.1 14 ,66 12 .• 78 ~O.73 10.781 12'1,32 lZJ,~~ ~2.B 5.4 16 H ~a14 46,24 -13'&.10 I-t1.2 
12.1 1,5,4 -9,42 -11.63 -12.59 -10,51 128.86 97.~1} ;Cll.' 4." 16 48 7!2 42.10 -i~~.62 201.6 
! .' 12,2 41.6 -],79 -11. 29 -i1.13 -11,13 132.36 106,10 J,~ 4.9 16 48 lll!? 42.76 -1'3-5.-9' 201.' I' 12,3 31.0 ':3.1 6 -5.44 ~7."'9 -7.99 131,93 114 ,~o ·;t:;J,1 6.< 16 43 14,,0 43.61 "'135·1_9 201.1 12.i 16.a 5.71 3,98 1,90 1,69 127.70 121',20 -1.9,9 e.o l~ 48 16!7 H.54 -13~.'10 199.9 ~ I ~ . ' 12.5 1.2 1.<1,91 13.19 10.83 11.10 12'5·07 12.1,116 ~.7, 8 9i2 1.6 46 13!9 45,47 -133.63 139.2 .') ~8.4 -7.26 -14.26 -11.84 -10,51 131.70 99.~a ... 3.4.4 '.9 16 45 37t1 41.34 -134.33 203.4 ~ 1 ~4!1 
i· ; 
14, .z .("-6 ;:6 • .; O. -/J.64 ':9,98 "11,13 134,3& :108.013 .. ;r::. • jj 7.0 16 '1B ~112 ·U.99 ·133.~' 203.4 ~l 
~.;,3 31,0 ;"2.71 -5,91 :7.99 -6,99 133,1.4 114 ,~~ -,,05.2 e.2 16 48 ~4!5 1l2.!3 -132.86 203.2 . ! 
~4.l1 1Q.7 6.05 3.96 2.22 1,84 129 ,80 121,?6 -:)~,o 9.4 16 418 ~712 43.74 -132.04 202.0 j 
~ . :4.5 l,Z 15.21 13.34 ;1.20 11,20 126.30 12~.~3 i(2,Q V.8 16 48 49 t 4 "4.64 -131.24 1'14.0 1 
t l 
L 16.1 48.4 -6,84 -lO.aa 0010,5.2 -9,74 132.53 1QO,~l -r.J.3 7.~ H '19 8!2 ~O,' 53 -132.'11 20' •. 3 [ 1&.2 11,7 -6,02 -8.68 ':'9.28 -9,37 134,6; 108,03 .. ,1;!.1 7,9 16 49 11,7 '1i,15 -l~l.H 2!f-',l 
to,3 3l d) -3.56 -5.43 :7.49 -10,06 132,63 11 'I, 'i.7 -~Y'ta 1.1.2 16 49 15!0 'a,98 "'130.'59 204.5 
16.4 !.6.7 5.61 3.93 1.95 1.69 127.09 119,70 -~.s.7 8;6 16 '49 17~7 1,2,87 -1,2 9 • 7:'1 203 •. 7 
!~.5 1.1 16.30 14.14 12.29 11.95 126.61- 12::',,~O J.B a;e 16 49 19;9 43,76 -l26. 9~ . 152.2 
~ j 
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v;.FfJ 0'5 ~o ~~ ~~ ~~ 
OJ ,,;~ Sa ~$ 
I'IH VH (DB' ~DB) COB) 
-11.60 -:1,2.56 -11t~0 
-10!48 -:1,2.35 -12.53 
-8.11 -12.01 -11,83 
2.03 :-°.16 -0,57 
-.13. ~2 -:1,2,30 ·10.22 
-13.8~ -iO.59 -11,92 
-8.3'3 -:1,5.88 "13.33 
1.2" -0.57 -1.1~ 
16.16 ;4,50 14.01 













TeMP~ AS1'I::CT w!~O 5U GMT 
t1 ... r1UI.£: SPHD It:I'P 
LAT 
tD!:tH I~I:G' (~/5) tP~G) CMR ~tN S~C, CD~GJ 
100,12 '-i!2.9 6 •. !> 16 4?: ;1!lt' 
39.66 
107,b8 -;12.9 o.~ 16 49~212 40,28 
1.1', Y5 -;)u .~ ().2 16 ~9 ~~!5 "11.09 
12",~0 -~1.1. 6.2 16 ~9-~"8! 2 .1.96 
10~'Ii~? -16.3 3 6 
11~i1H .. i9.5 ;, ~ 
12Y.~9 "~.5.0 J 6 
1".b',,7 "~u.o 3.e 
16~'1 ~o :"1.9 3,9 
10 '0 9,2 38.75 
16 '0 12,7 ~9.3" 
1.6 '0 16,0 -~o· .. 1-4· 
16 ~o 16!7 40.99 
16 '0 20,9 41-.-B-?j 
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I !-lUriD ANGLE VV HH .' VH HV V H Mi§!.E S?eE~ 'T~MP I.AT LONG Azum, FLAG 
'I". (OE.G) (DS) (OBi (OS) (DB) (DEG) ID!::!?l cy!:G) (115) ~t~G) {HR KIN S~C) ~DEG) eDeO) (llEG) :1 
,: 1.1 ~O.~ 1f15,7C179'r~8 "~<!.9 3:2 19 29 ~9t2 - .. $,29 "'7t.,70 333.9 1 J I 1.2 42,S 200,16 193,~7 -~7,1 I.' 19 29 ~2I&. ~7.55 -'1;7~ 33~.1 1 1 
!:.' 1.,1 31,7 208.59 20?,~6 -'1.! ~.4 19 29 ~5[6- 45.~a -70.S1 3.3~.1 1 '.1 . 1.4 17.1 209,76 207~~6 -!4,8 v.2 1~ 2Y 58 !4 ~5./6 -69.eS J3~.8 1 1 , 1.'· .! ~II' 3.1. 'O~6 ~2.5! -4.01 ~5.5~ -5,80 184.67 177i~6 .!7,6 2~1 19 30 9!2 49~16 ~70.26 33',6 1 t1 ~,2 42.9 -5.21 -4.82 ~6.21 -9,03 191!2' 182,04 ·~~.6 2,~ 19 30 12,7 ~8.42 -69.33 33'.8 1 I~ 
3.3 31,5 0.68 .O,e~ -2.82 -2,98 205,12 200;~1 -?3.1 3:2 1 9 30 1610 47,54 ~65,ae 336.1 1 • : 
~ 3.4 17.'.1 ;0,01 -~.' .• 96 ~3.~9 -3.94 204,92 204,!6 -!5.~ 3:1 19 30 18,7 4~.59 ·67.~7 336.4 1 I 3.5 1.0 10.0' 8.17 5,92 7,39 195,80 19~,~Q -~a,6 212 19 3D 201' 45.&8 -66.67 330.6 1 .' 
f' 5.1 !Hl. ... 5 :'0,3' .. 2,07 -4,12 -3,77 175,93 16~,,~6 -~7.!i 3.0 19 ~O 39,7 ~O.01·67.66 '337,' ! 
~ 5.2 ~2.9 .~t72 -6,73 :6.99 -7,89 182,77 174,D3 -'~.5 4;2 19 ~O !3!2 49.2~ -66.76 337.' 1 r 5.3 31.a ~1.05 -2.97 ~4.75 -4,51 192,04 186~)O ·,7.0 ,.~ 19 30 ~614 4S,34· -65.f4 330.~ 1 
I 5.. 17.2 it.Se -2.36 ~4,51 -7.44 187,90 lSj.~U -'~.1 5.5 19 30 ~912 47,37 -64.97 338.1 1 IJ ! 5.' 1.0 176,C6 177~~6 .~Y.l ~.e 19 30 ~1!5 ~6.44 ~64.19 333~1 1 ~ 
tr 7.1 '0.5 -0.61 -1.93 ~3.!!4 ·3,95 163.96 152.p -'~~f!' 7.~ 19 31 ;n:2 50.79 -64.97 339.' 2 
, 7.2 42.9 -0,84 -2.74 ·~.54 -4 r 78 167.02 15~.~5 -43.7 7.9 19 31 ~317 50,00 -64.10 339.7 2 ! 7.3 31.8 ij2.32 -4,76 ~6.84 .61 63 162,77 15 4 176 -~1,7 3~7 19 31 ;6,9 49.n7 -63.22 339.7 2 i 7.4 17.2 6 •. 75 oj.H "3.01 2,96 157,73 15",'£ -lJ102 9;~ 1'; 31 19 17 43.09- -62.39 340.2 2 
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160,33 146·,,16 1~""1 
17~,69 163 f ll>6 i'fY,9 
165.65 157,16 149.9 
11S2. 6O 161 ~j2 l!IJt!9 
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1;).2 19 42 
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';11.36 ~ f ~ 2.1 46,9 -12', '9 .. 11.47 -10.'9 140.66 110.~2 :-112.9- !S.n 1,9 29 ~3,'1 tll.H -66.59 154.9 
!i 2.2 40.5 ~~,704 -H.~4 -i3.12 "11t61 147.76 121,J6 :-11-1.1 7.2 19 29 ~i!4 42.2D -66.73 1~'.1 , 
~ 1 2.5 ~o.o -10,86 -15:24 -1 4 .10 "16,89 156,53 138.'i7 :-111).2 '.0 19 30 O!'1 ~3.16 -67.01 1".2 
1 
2111 16,0 o.,,!! -1,66 ':'2.90 -3,11 1~8,62 1511,.h -l,!'1.4 2.~ 19 30 3." 4~.20 -67.40 1~'i4 2 
" 
2.5 0.1 21.07 1!i.42 p.oa 14,19 1-96,25 19J.?~ l~U.!) 1'.8 19 ~o 5;6 -15.21 -67.a5 12$'1.!. .1-
r , 
·,,3.67 . i 0\,1 ~7.1 .:a.90 -;2.5;; "11,46 143,411 llJ'''~O -i;!!). I) 7.0 19 ~o 24,4 42.18 -64.26 15~.6 
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~ 1 ".2 ~'J.7 ~9.43 -10. BS -11.6'0 -11,61 149 ,49 124.79 -1:!llr6 6.3 19 30 27!9 42.95 -64 .• 0 156.6 i .1.3 30.0 -12.{le -10.~! -l.2,23 -14,09 158.35 141.i7 -1,,5.,8 h:f 19 30 31,2 43.94 -fl4.e>' 156.8 2 I 
!! .(., 16.0 "2,78 -4.;14 ;'6.18 -6,65 180,95 11l,Y3 ' 1~i'. 2 2.9 19 JO 33.9 44.98 -65.00 156.8 1 '-;/ 
:-, tl.~ a.:!. 7.89 5,73 ' 3.69 4.03 190,2~ 191,i!0 -1~<1.6 3.6 ,.9 30 ~6;1 46.01 -65.40 6'.6 1 
'1 
II 
~ 6.1 on ,2 .r6.0.ll -11.111 -11 i 09 -13,07 141,34 111.~3 -1'1.,{, 0.2 19 :10 ~o\,9 ~2.88 -61.92 lsa.6 
1 ~ 
.:.2 i\O.6 ;7.05 -10.81 ':9.69 .. 9,60 147,39 121.01 -1/,5,7 ,.~ 19 30 !;>a!~ 43.66 '·62.01 1'''.1 
0.3 30,1 ;';7,03 "11. '2 -17.53 -14,43 151.32 133.75 n?3 '.7 19 Jl 1:7 41;.65 -62.23 1511.1 2 f 
f: ,..( ~6,O 1.80 -1,54 :-:2.91 -1.81 163,3i 154,~8 1j,!,;S 7.~ 19 31 1i!4 .',71 -62.53 158.7 1 
!j 
! l ! .5 0.1, 15.6a 11\,01 11.a4 11,97 157.50 157.~6 1~".1- 7.9 19 31 6!6 "6.73 -62.90 117.9 2 ! 
ii-· t,'.1 li7.3 ;:e.3' -11.71 -12.56 -12':;5 137.06 106t~0 1,?~.7 7.2 19 31 Z5!4 ~3.53 -59.~2 160.3 
-; i 
r" :2 <0.7 O:a.1 4 -1'" e1 .. 11. 4 8 "11,62 140.1" 112,94 1"7.,4 B.' 19 31 29!0 44.32 -59.51 160.6 ~ ! '1 
" ';.3 30.2 ':04.93 -8,'[15 142,!>5 1205,10 li!J,3 19 31 32!2 -59.74 
1 
ft ~ -,.2.64 -11,22 11·" 4~S.30 160.7 J* , , ~ • .t 16.\1 6.1 5 ;:\. ~2 1,'17 2,16 14".93 136, i1 1:!J1·1- 12.0 19 31 3~!9 46.37 -60.00 16tl.9 1 ~ i 'f (;',5 C.l 1 ... 72 13;04 ;1.14 10079 146.7-< 144,?2 -;;~.8 12.2 19 31 ,s7 , 1 ~7.1\l -60.32 323.8 2 .' '1 
: ~.1 47 .2 ~7.86 -11.69 -11.45 .. 10.58 134,49 103,"6 1~!>.8 10.2 19 31 :>5!9 44.13 .. ~7.0' 162.2 
!:--.2 40.6 -7.63 "10.13 -11.48 -10,61 139.27 113.~5 lst,.3 11.~ 19 31 ~9!4 ij4.91 -57.09 162.1 
: ~ ,3 30,1 ;;2.69 -5.21- ;;6.48 ·7,76 143,41 126'1'.51 1;'~.2 13: 4 19 32 2,7 "'~.90 "57..21 162.8 
: ... ~ 16 .0 7.05 4.94 - 2.99 2,98 148,00 140.~6 llB.1 3.".0 19 32 5,4 4!:.96 .. '57.~1 162.9 
: ~ .5 0.1 13.53 10,30 6,75 5,44 165.25 16!>.~~ :-t1,;? 1/1.3 19 32 7,6 48.01 -~7.67 ?98.2 .1 
;,:' .1 ~7 .3 ·7.07 -10.73 -1.0.2~ -9,56 136,61 10b,tl3 16b.~ 17.'.9 19 32 26,4 44.64 -54.56 164.6 
!::- •. 2 40.6 -6.74 ·10.14 -10.50 -9,78 142.6i 116.14 1~4 ... 14.9 19 32 29 19 45.44 -54.5~ 16~.6 
:.=' ,3 J:. i ;';3.39 -5.91 ':'7,76 -B,84 1.46.47 130.~~ 1.30.2 1'.0 19 32 "3,2 46.43 "54.61 16~.S 
. :. ~Z~ .. 1&.0 -0.28 ·1.·H :'2.92 -3.71 158.06 153-.12 l"~C. :3 14 ." 19 32 ;'5!9 47.49 -54.76 164,7 1 
; ~' .. 5 0.1 16.0a 12.n - 7.46 9,75 166,09 16~. ~6 -Gl.5 ,-'.0 19 32 J8!! 48.54 ",)4.91 313.5 1 
.. 1 
.17.2 .a,77 106'.92 1<!t!,5 1'~9 19 32 '6!9 14.1 -11.1l~ -12.12 -15,65 135,80 .(~.11 -52.00 166.5 I 
; '!. 2" .~~. 7 ;;5,99 -a,97 ':'1),9/i 910,60 140,16 a:>.o~ li!~.3 la.1! 19 n O~5 ~'.89 -51.93 166.7 'l: 
~4'l3 ~)o,' '2 -3,02 -6.15 ~a.27 -a,27 142,13 12~.U3 1211.0 17.4 19 33 3.7 .6.68 -51.96 ,.167.0 
~ ~.,~ :.6. c 6,2 4 4.2-4 "2,65 2.49 1 41.. 68 13~, <!c. 1113.9 18 .0 19 ;;3 6;4 47.95 -52.05 167.1 ~ 
:"':,5 0,.1 12.98 10.91 9.07 8,98 1 4 3.75 1';1,~4 ~Il.~ le.7 19 ~3 8!6 49.00 -52.20 211.7 
'1 
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~ 4",.2 f(),6 -!l.96 ·10.14 -~l),50 -9,02 137,16 llU>~3 116, Q l'/.!l 19 ;'3 31.0 46.28 -49.JO 169.0 
~~,3 ~JO .1 ~2,21 -5.1\5 ~i.31 ·6,13 1~7, 73 119 i?9 lP·7 20:0 19 33 ~1;? 47.27 -49.26 169.3 
~ ~ 1 ~ 16,0 6.42 4.34 2,75 ?t'\2 13 4 ,85 127,~2 111,;> 2D~4 19 33 36t9 48.34 
... 9.3..0 169.5 
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:.a.1 .7,2 .6,69 -10.1' -9,02 -10.'9 131,94 10~.~O 1!'J..1 21.0 19 ;'3 ~7!~ 4',82 -46.77 110.9 
113,2 4~.7 -4.79 "7.70 ;;0.43 -9,01 135,88 111, ~~ 1 g'l. 7 21;2 19 J4 1,4 4~.59 -046.62 1'71,3 • 
1.8.~ 3ll.1 -2,26 -4.30 ~5,83 -7,1l4 137.29 119 ,7V lUd.!I 21.3 19 ~4 4,7 4'1.59 .... 6.53 171 , 
I la." 16 ;1 6,64 ".36 2.42 2,66 1340'10 127.~e 1~1.7. 21,7 1'1 J4 7,4 45.65 
.';6.50 171.8 
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20.1 H.2 ;'6,20 -11 ... 5 -8,19 -9,72 134.03 106,~0 1~i,6 z::.~ 19 J4 2~!4 46,07 -H.l1 173.4 
f ,0:,2 ~().6 .. .c.37 -7.97 :'7,72 ~7,71 137.16 11'!.?4 11)·). ~ 22,4 1 9 ;'4 .s~!o ~6,e'\ -43.91 173.' 
I 2C,J 30.2 ':1.81 -4.71 ~6.77 -7,17 136.85 121.'2 111,).1 22.' 1 9 :H ~5!2 47,83 -.,3.77 1 73.9 
,. 
,D. ~ 16.1 6.53 <4.30 2,53 2,50 133.08 128,25 !\ib, a 22\~ 19 J4 "1,9 48.69 -"J.~IS 174.2 
I :<0.5 0.1 12,89 10.80 8,6' 0,59 132.10 130,79 ~U.6 21.9 19 34 ~O!l 49.95 -.3.6" ~:!1.4 
• 
I; 2.2,1 47.2 -5.62 -8.~6 -8 d.9 -9,12 134,"'9 lCO,~l 1 !1!1 • oj 24.2 19 ~H !1e!~ 46,25 -·H.40 17!t.6 
,2.2 40.6 ;';3,72 -6.93 '-7.72 -7.73 138.00 11.4,03 111-1. ;:; 24 .1 i9 35 214 '17.02 "·H.1S ii!l,? 
~, 22.3 ~O.2 -0.96' -<\.19 ~6, 41 -5,40 133. t6 1Z2.:~ 1U·I.7 23.11 1)) 35 5.7 4;.99 ."0.9S 176.3 22,!I 16 ,1 6,62 4.7Z 2.62 2 .• 79 133.96 126·,'12 lU!' ,5 .<:3.1 1937 6;4 4'),05 e40.83 176 .'3 [ 2:?5 0,1 12,20 10. ~9 6.23 8,25 130,60 129.?2 yg,? 20.7 19 35 10;6 50.11 -40.13 1B6,e 
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2A .1 47.3 -5.25 -9,04 -8.90 -8,38 134.05 10~ .~o lUU.l 2~.2 19 35 29,4 46.35 -38,71 177,9 , 
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24,5 0.1 14,26 12.Q ~o ,69 10,39 12 9 ,001 12!l~;? ~r,I.<\ 17.0 19 3~ ~lrl 50.18 "37.S0 193.6 
26.l .7,2 '';6.71 -0.11 -8,70 ;'10,80 13 4 ,-44 10o,~3 !.5,j 2~.O 19 35 !>9!9 46.38 -36.01 1DD.3 
Z6.,2 ~O.6 .:~.17 -6.62 '-7.24 -7,75 137.!53 114,16 !,O,~ 2'.0 :,9 ;'6 3.4 <17,13 -:5'.68 180.6 
26.3 ~C .,2 "0,57 ·3.29 ~4.63 -5,46 HIl,!'3 123,21 !lj. ;5 21\ ;8 19 36 6;7 48.09 "3~.37 18v.1 
r·j .~ 14,0 7.10 5.12 3.23, 3,32 132".4 127.J2 ~ft8 21.1 19 36 9;~ ~9.1" -3!J·.10 1!l1.2 
i~,5 0.1 13,50 ,,1. 73 9.~3 9,45 129,86 129i~3 ;!:- "~ 11.2 ~9 36 11,6 50.19 '34.S7 257,7 
n,l H.2 -6.24 ~7.35 -8.05 -9,76 1~H,41 107l;? ~t,5 24.1 19 36 ;;0,4 46,34 -3J.21l 1e2.5 
Z6.2 4Q~7 ':3,17 -6.11 -7.75 -i,82 138,~-4 1H,¥'i ".!,3 2J.2 19 36 33,9 47.07 -32.93 182.7 
;&,3 30 1 1 "0,90 ·3.04 :'4,65 -5,48 138.51 122. ~~ ~~.t: 21. 6 .3,9 36 37.2 <8,03 -32.56 la~.(1 
; ~, ~ 16.1 7.10 5.08 '3.09 3,02 133.1)3 127;J2 ;'f.8 19:1 J.9 36 J9;9 1,9.06 "32.23 183.2 
; 8.5 0.1 13.18 11.31 9,(12 8,94 129 ,,99 130.?.J :'!;. (I 1'.7 19 36 ~2;1 50.10 "31.93 20~.0 
1 ~ i 17 .3 .. 5.9 3 -9.08 -9.5Z -9,77 135.27 lO6,~6 ~') ., n.\.' 19 37 o!~ 4~.21 -30.59 1B!1.0 
... "" ~ .. " ." 
~ 
,':'.2 HI,7 0:3.99 -6.67 :'7,76 ·8.34 138,~5 112 ,~7 17,a ~O.,7 19 H ~.4 46.9~ -30.19 165.2 
': .:5 3::,2 "0.a 9 -3.11' ~4 ,'9{1 "'5,17 138.95 122.J3 'jt,.7 17.;) 19 37 7j7 47.88 -~9.7a 18'.3 
'~, ~ ~6 j G 6.43 4.59 2,49 2,64 132.55 12¢t~5 IC,J 16.'9 19 ~7 '-0,4 <1,9,92 "29 .39 18'.7 
~.5 C.1. 13.55 11.43 9,17 9.50 129.85 1JO,1~ i!).13 1~.!i 19 37 12!6 49.93 "'29.02 227.2 
": .1 H.2 -6.97 -9.08 -10,22 -10,51 133,53 1C:'.~7 I/J.O 19:3 19 37 311(. 46.02 "27.90 181.0 
l .2 ~C.6 "5.23 -i,6i ':8,23 -8,29 136.61 
112,tl3 ;tl,7 1 6 .:; 19 ~7 34,9 ~6.;4 -,;)1.tb 187,3 
- ~"",,;;: h.2 -1.62 -~,75 :-5.18 -6.11 136.72 ~2!J.l0 I'lu;,; :l,e.a l? 37 J13i2 47.66 -2(,.99 157 •. 6 
.?;' • .4 lC<.i 6.65 10,41 3.02 2,74 132.~2 12/,70 ('2,2 1:1.1 19 37 ~()!9 '!'l.M ";?6.!54 187,a 
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\ h - ~ 
m..,,,,. ."- •• _-,-"«-.. :..,,..,,,",,<>.i,:,;,~~.d2~"~~~-~ ; ,',,_ •. ,_'~,_~."""L.,...<._.",---, .. ~ ........ ~-~ ..... ,~ _" ..... --' ... ~ ...... 'm +en 
..I' p -J TF'b t tff,! $'>''',,#'* ,.,.it,. ';"ffoIl! 
-<- t ~I " ~ .~ -. ~. ~r-- -.-.., I'T ,'- T""'!I"'~i 7 r' :1 r' ~::;=:::"" ",.",.,,,:i, ~~""'.'"."'.,=.,=! .... . . '. ~ • 
c ~=-1 ""'."'_"'''''''_''''~''''''''''''t:!t 1#4 4C;sa~a Lbl -~'H '.c' t. .............. ~ ,,,,,.~,,",,·4~. 
..:. ;;'~.~L~.,:." 
~ ~ .. ~~~, ' , ,~-~<. ,. .. ~'jj .-...-.--.. .. , 
~ 
'I fi " ;'1 I; ;1 
DaY "·1, V "/14 CTNC-l/R, NORTH A!~AN!I~ (R.1.G~T SIDE) 
r' SCAR I'lCID SCATTERING CO~FrICIENTS 
ANTENNA TEMP.~ ASPeCT wl~D SEA ~HT C~lL COORDINATES SIn DATA 
~UMB ,INGLE vv HH VH HV v H I.NGl.E SPEED T~MP LAT ,"ONG AZII1TH .. LAG 
'.OEG) tOI:!) (08) lOB) (oa, (DEG, (peGI (~EGI (~/51 ~t~G' (HR MIN S~C, (OEG' (nEG) CDeO) 
~ 34,1 ~7.3 .. 7.21 -11.35 -11.04 -10.23 132.63 102.il6 09.6 17.' 19 ;!e 1!9 015.75 -2'.2:5 189.4 ~ ~ 
!~ 34.2 <lO.7 "i3.57 -7.28 ':7.28 -8,95 13"1,86 110,.§7 ~o.~ 16 • 411 19 36 
"" 
"6.45 -2~.77 189.6 4 
~: 3~ •. 3 30.2 -2.01 -4.57 ~6.41 -6.41 1311.44 110t1~ ~?9 1'.0 19 ;!8 Sf7 47.37 -24.26 190.1 :1 34.§ 16 .1 6.90 ~.92 3.06 2,96 130.28 l22.ti5 ~1?9 13.7 1 9 38 11,4 48.37 -23.7' 190.1 ; j ~4.i 0,1 13.15 11.19 8,B4 9,15 126,28 121,~O ~J.9 12.11 19 38 13j6 49,37 -2;'.27 200.1 9~ j 36.1 ~7.3 -6.70 -9.76 -9,83 .. 9,43 130,03 9~'i~9 ~~.4 1'.9 19 3D 3Z!4 45.41 -22.60 191.6 t ~~ 36.2 010.7 -5.77 -7.16 :':8.12 -9,51 132,69 10~.12 !.ItI.o 1" '.3 19 36 J5,9 46.10 -22.11 192.0 ~g 36.J 3-0.2 ;';2.67 -4,83 ~6.~~ -7,58 131.37 i13,'~9 H.9 13;~ 19 38 39i2 47.00 -21.54 192.1 i k 36.4 1 6 ,1 7,40 5.5~ 3,49 3.042 127.16 120,;~ /I'l.8 12~6 19 J8 ~1!9 47.99 -20.98 192.2 ~. 36.5 0.1 14.54 12.53 :;0.57 10,30 126.70 124.~? -i.~. 2 12.,~ 1 9 38 ~~!1 4C.96 ~ -:10.>45 253.2 ~<§ h~ ~ ~~ , 38.1 47.3 -r.37 -9.26 -9.84 "10.11 130.37 100,~8 ~.~ .1 1'.6 19 39 2!9 45.00 -20.02 193.9 ii 38.2 40.7 -5.78 -7.89 ':'0.12 -B,84 133,93 107.i!0 ~I).O 13.9 19 39 6,~ 45,ti8 "1.9.4a 194.0 i:;)~ 38.3 ~O.3 ·2.0 A. -5.27 :';8,67 -6,67 132,22 114.76 ~1.9 12;!';i 19 39 9j7 46.56 "18.a8 194.1 ~~ . ;'lB ... 16 .1 6.52 4,53 2.79 2.55 125.3.; l1Y • ..10 62.2 11;~ 19 39 12!4 47,54 -t8.211. 194.8 1 :33.5 O. 14,97 13.30 ;1.22 11.08 123.67 122,~5 101).6 11.3 19 39 14,6 4S.51 "'17i~69 11'.4 W I ~~ J 
t "0.1 ~7.3 ';6.05 -9.26 -9,21 -8,65 132,11 102;~~ ~l!2 1~1.~ 19 39 H,,, 41,53 e17.'17 193.8 '~ lo.2 "0.7 ':3.91 "6.28 :'7.18 -8,27 135,21 10'1,32 67.0 1'1.!i 19 39 36.9 45.19 -16.90 196.G ~,§: [1 ~o.:s 30.2 ·3.39 -5,04 ~7-.53 .8,03 131,78 114; 77 ~Y.7 13;1 19 39 ~Oi2 46.05 "16.26 196.3 
r 4j.4 16.1 6.3-1 ~3.76 2.11 2,5<: 130.21 122.J5 l.i. ~ Hi!; 19 39 ~2!1 t,7.01 ·1~.61 19~.6 I ~ 
I 4 0.5 0.1 14.21 12.-16 ;0,40 10,23 127.911 12?,~3 -~.j, 0 1016 
:1.9 39 45,1 47.97 -H.9a 24e.o r~ 
~: <2.1 47,3 • ';5. sa' -8.2! ';'l.0.13 .. 3.1.31 133.83 
10'l,U? ;'(u,1) 1';0 19 40 3,9 43.99 -14.97 190 •. 0 
_ 't 
t· 42.2 40.7 ';3.68 -6.87 ~7.20 -8,21 136,92 111,~~ «.1.6 1 4 .8 19 40 ';4 44,63 -11.39 19a.2 
F' 42.3 30 .• 2 "'1,29 -3.67 ;'5.37 -6.03 136.57 119.14 ~l).6 1J.6 19 40 1oi7 45.48 -1.3.70 19,8 •• H It·: 126.~Y r. '::,2,4 16.1 7.37 5.44 3. 4 9 3,56 132. 81 HI,2 1211 19 40 13,4 ~6,42 "1.3.01 196.3. 
t 
t) 
I <2 •. 5 0.1 
15.38 13.81] .';1.60 11,55 1'30.5.7 12B.~1 ~!~9:5 11 ;1 ,,9 40 15!6 47.36 -12.:34 31&.5 ; ~ 
.. > ~ 
:~ 4-1.1 -41,3 ;05.71 -e.84 -8.66 -8.87 139,02 llJ. ~4 ;U.1 1';6 19 ~o ~4 ,4 1!3.~7 "1<!.52 199.9 " 1 
~ ~4.2 40.7 "4.13 ·6.61 -7.7,. -7,76 143.75 12J,~5 
/,9 1'" er _ 1" '1C ~;!" ti4,Ol ·11.90 200.1 
~4 .3 30.2 0.31 -2. 6 l1 ~4.64 -'1.:;7 14/1,95 12'J.~O 'I.!> 1,.6 19 40 <:1.(' 44,84 -1.1.19 ZOO.5 
,1 
r 
44.A 16.1 7,52 6.17 4.10 3,86 142.06 137.~2 :2..9 14 ,6 19 40 43;9 .¢5.76 -10.",7 200.9 
'I 
44.5 0.1 11.60 9.85 9.24 9,29 1"0.06 141,12 :,0.4 13,1 19 40 46;1 46,68 -9.76 1 !i.,. ~ ~ 
46.1 "7.3 ';4.10 -6.~9 -7.7J -8,06 150.07 126.~1 ' .• 4 1C>,7 19 H 4 1 9 42.71 -1\'.12 201. 6 it ~j 
t 
<'6.2 ~Q.7 "2.32 -5.19 :'6.51 -6,89 157,39 136.'10 t.l 17,t! 19 "11 8,4 43,32 .9.~9 2D1.9 
'6.3 30.2 1.45 -0. 93 :-2.71 -3,03 155. 4 8 14J.13 ":?.01 1 7 .8 1'l '11 11,1 44.14 -S.7S 202.4 '~ 
.; ~. 1\ 16·.1 7.71, 5.90 4.0;3 3.90 14 9 ,5" 14!>.~4 ;~l. 7 17.2 19 11 14.4 4!S,!l4 -7.99 C02.7 
. ~. 
,: ~.5 0.1 12.75 11.15 0,59 6,99 145.65 144,(6 -F·4 17.0 19 ill 16;6 45.95 -7.25 20fJ.4 j 
". 
-'3.1 47.3 ';4.18 -5,65 -6,69 -7,24 173,14 15~,~O t.,4 IB.3 19 41 35,4 41.98 -7.711 203.6 1 
l·l" 2 4!l,7 ;';3.97 -5.93 ;;'7,41 ·7,37 178,70 16~.J.s ~,,2 llJ.:! 19 ·H JS!9 42.56 -7.13 -203.8 
l 
~ ~ t .~ ~., 3 SO .2 ;;3.45 -5.33 :';8.15 -7,64 180.04 172.BL iL7 1 7 .1 19 Al 4:2,2 "3.38 -6.37 204.3 4e,4 !.>''',1 6.0~ 3.93 .. 1.9J 1,97 160.51 158.i7 !",~11 16.3 19 0111 :H!9 ·!"1.26 ·3.58 20~.1 '1 
• 4 0 .5 G ' 1.5.59 13.84 ~1.44 11.49 152,97 15~,~4 J.6 15.3 :1,9 "1 ~7!1 45.15 ",·1. $1 1SS." ~ \~ ; . , -
f ~ 
~ ., 10/21175 ~ 
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fiiiii: i....---... .... :.....-... 
DOY 4-1, V 1,/14 CTNC-L/RJ NORTH ATLANtIC Ci9.0':\T !lDe)--
SCATTeRING co~rrtcIENTS ANTENNA TEMP.~ AS~':CT wn.o EA 9t1T CfL~ COO~D1NAT~; 
VV HI:/ VH HV V H ANljLE SP'£:cC T ",p - LA" 1.0NG 
fOB) (DB) lOB) (DB) <PEG) (Of:~) 'YI::G) (~/5) ~p G) (HR MIN S~C, (D£Cl) (oeG) 
·~,oo -6.07 -7.2' -7.604 1C3.6~ 170';~4 ~U.8 17.9 19 42 5.Q 41.19 -'.'1 
;;3.39 -5."7 ~7.43 -7,43 191.52 181.tl6 1:l.3 11 .0 19 1I~9i7 41.78 -4.1"4 
-1.33 -3.04 ;':5 .~l7 ~~~t 46 195,"2 lB!lI~? '9;<: l~·O 19 -12 12!7 112.56 -4.06 
10 85 '-0.45 ~1,17 ·1.33· 190,40 191,1l5 'J.G 12.15 19 <1tH!~ li3.~3 -3.24 
15.39 13.52 p .. Se 11;;33 176 •71 180i~7 V,;: 11.8 19 42 17f6 44.29 -2.·45 
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DOY 6-2. ;1 617~ eTNC~R, -NO~TW ATLANTIC 
\ ' 
" 
SCAN t~ctll SCAnER1~G cOt;frlC}ENrS AN1'ENNA lEKP~ AS~\:CT \oI!"O SEA G"'T CElL COOR.DlHA1E-I- ~--n9r-1'1. fA 
I 
1>.1.1""9 HIGI.E 'tV HH vH HV V H ANliL!: SPHD H:l'1? 
loAT ,"ONG . A2111TIi n.AG 
\ (OEG) (Dn, (DB) (Dll) (£)fJ, CCEG) tJ)l;:G) (gl;G) (~/S) ~t~G) (HR "IN S!C) (DEG) (DEG) <DcG) },' 1 +, ~i;Z 125.00 91.~~ 1~J,3 e,lJ 18 4 20,4 4~.~7 .59.31 153.2 
.... 
l.2 40 .~ 
126.61 100.14 UH .8 8.8 It 4 231~ 41 .• 35 
-59.49 153.2 
1,;3 30>1 
126.09 106,~1 11<1.5 6.9 1t! >4 2111 ~.2.32 .~9.83 153.5 \ 1.4 1:';9 125,65 119. ~5 1iu.2 6.9 18 4 29,7 43.35 
-60.a!S' 154.6 
! 1;' 1 
2.1 "7,3 
.9.99 .. ~O.6a :'U,43 
-12,30 121,29 9!)'i Il 1 1:!'1.7 9,2 18 
" 0$',2 40.95 ·55.26 154.3 
Z.2 40.7 
-',83 
-9.'4 "10.99 ·12,52 129.18 10c.QO 11fl.4 9.2 18 
" JS,' ';1,74 "55.43 154.6 
, 
2.3 30.1 ':6.31 
-7.12 -~1.96 ·10.98 128.67 10Y,46 19 0 '0 9.0 18 
" ~:hO 42.73 ·56.74 l~'.O 
Z.4 16.0 4.59 2.6~ 0.71 0.80 126.67 119. ~6 lUl.S 9;1 18 
" HI7 43.76 ·59.16 15'.1 
2.,5 0.3 15.55 13,57 11. !ll 11.09 130,12 131.~O ;i; .1 e., 16 
.. ~,6!9 4".77 -59.62 243.9 
3.1 41.:3 
-7.90 .. 12.97 ;'10,85 




-lO,98 "1,., 12 128.84 102.12 1l~.6 '1.6 i8 ~ '4.0 42.15 ·57.29 15'.01 
3.3 30,.1 ':5.54' 
-3.19 ~i3.85 
-9,91 12i,1)!i lOY,i3 11l1!.5 9.' 16 ~ "'7~2 43.13 
-57.56 15'.5 
3,0$ 16.a 5.14 3.25 1.33 1. 16 125.06 111.66 ~t.4 9.6 18 ~ ~o;o ~~,17 ·!H.9! 1'6.6 
3.5 0.4 15.89 13.61 ;1. 66 11,76 127,67 12'/d2 ~,~, 8 9.2 18 5 2,2 45,19 
-56.43 23".2 
4.1 ~7.5 
-'.01 ·1O. (10 
-s,as 
-10,5'4 126.21 9',i!6 li!,j.O 10.0 1~ , !h7 





-9.36 129.40 102.27 ll;! ~ 1 lll.1 18 5 9;3 <12.5<1 ·56.1~ 156.3 
4.3 30.1 
-5.83 
-7.30 ~9.n ~5,41 126.50 10tl,~9 1~.5.5 10: 8 18 5 12.5 43.52 -56.42 156.5 
4 ... 16 .1 5.36 3.37 
1.25 125,19 119.!>5 ?!J.9 ~ll.9 1~ 5 15;3 44.57 ·5~.7e 157.1 
4.5 0.,3 15.12 13.34 p,a 10,98 130,36 129,~O tlf3 10.' 18 ~ 17;4 il!i,59 
-57.22 2<15.7 
5,1 H.4 
--7.43 "10,23 ~;o,5Z 










-9,91 129 ,0-4 111,17 10~t5 12,' 18 ~ 27.7 43.~O -55.23 151 A5 
5,4 16.1 6.20 3.e2 2,13 2,16 126,60 12,-.40 1{)s.7 13:t: 18 5 30;5 
"".9S ·55.58 1511.3' 
5.; 0.3 14.2 7 12.52 ~O.54 3.0.25 131. 78 13'h~5 './.'(,0 i2. 9 1~ l' 32;7 45.96 ·55.99 23'.0 
6,1 .n.s ';9.26 
"11.64 
-10,51 "13.76 126.10 9~.!)6 11l.4 lt1~t: 18 5 J6!2 1,2.47 
·53.68 151.6 
~.2 40.7 
-6.05 .. 8.67 ;'8,62 
-12,53 130.48 10~.14 1:1:1.9 11 ;9 18 ~ 3~.7 43.28 "53.eo 3,5e.1 
6.3 30.2 
-3.08 
-6.70 .. 8,50 
-6,94 130,Ql 112, ~9 1~!.\. 6 13.7 1B 5 ~3itl oj~.27 
-54.03 15e.4 
6.4 16 .1 6.31 <4.14 2,42 2,36 129 ,76 12.5.07 FJ'l.7 15;9 18 !1 45.1 45,32 "54.'37 1'9.3 t 
.' 
6.5 1).3 14.41 12.25 ;0.59 10.45 135.30 137.~2 ~~t~ 13.6 11! 5 47~9 
.46.3!) -!H.74 229.' 
f 7,1 47,5 
-6.50 "10 • .., 
-11,64 




-11.12 130.15 10-l.i7 1i1,9 12;9 18 5 ~5;O ~~.63 
-52.60 159.1 
\' '.3 30,2 -2.15 ·5.36 ~6,55 -7.95 131,90 11",01 !lO.6 1~.8 HI :; !>fl!2 H.62 "52.82 159.4 
7,' 16 '.1;) 6.20 4.13 2.35 2.42 130.34 12~,O9 l1J • .o 1'.1 16 6 110 4~,6e 
-53.13 160.0 





·10.$2 "10,e4 127.11 97.;1 1:t,j,3 12.3 18 6 6!1 ot3.15 ·51.31 159.1 
r :'.2 f!i.7 
-6.86 
-9.1B 1"11.00 ·12,53 130,72 lO?J5 11:'.1 1~.O 18 6 lO!2 '13.96 
-51.39 1~9.9 
l t'~3 3D.2 -2.93 -5.~6 ~6i95 
-7,45 131,99 11 4
.i5 l:"t t a 15.1 1e 6 1'3t5 4.1\,96 "51.5a 160.2 
S .If 1.6.0 6.44 ':.JO <:.';2 2.12 130,-<13 12'i.j4 1::4,9 1 11 ,<1 18 6 10)2 46.02 "Sl.116 161.1 
ec.S n.3 1-4.99 12.9-4 10,67 10,81 134.64 1Jb,J'I ~I J,.,1, 1'1.1 16 6 18.4 ;'7.06 
-52.20 242,9 10121/75 A 48 
.-"':.. ..... "'-'.'"':-.:...-'..; ...• ~" -'""""~<. i~~-
k'" ... "'----;.;p~ =-v:o?_ , > --_ ........ ----------~ ',. --' '''; - --::.. -"~ ':':"F'':":'-
\ 
--
··'::~ltr~~.~~~~f~~_~ .. <e_"'~1.;._'..._....0~ ...... ~ ...... _.>.._~~,.".n=__'~',""H.....,.,_~ _____ .. .".__'U'O ..... _r'. __ '_ •• _____ _ 
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l..!!-~; 
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... ...,.,' .... ..; .. _." 
DOY 6-2. ;I 6174 CTNC-R. HORTI:! ATI.AtH1C 
SeMi IPieID SCATTERING COEffICIENTS AN!ENNA TEMP~ ASI'ECT wifeD SEA GMT CELL COORD1HATE~ Si93 DATA. 
'UMS JiNGLE YV HH vw- HV V H UH.iLE SPEf;O T~HP LU --'LONQ- AttMTH ~'LA(I IOEG) rDB) (DB) ~DB) (08) (DEG) (O!:G' ( yl:<i ) OilS) ~r;~G' CHfL!tUt S~C) (D~G) (DEG) (DEG) 
9.,1 47,5 ·8.22 ~12,57 .. ,,0..52 -11,43 127,24 97-;l2 l1Q.-4 13.6 .1 8 6.-22, I} ~;;,<7 
-50..11 160.6 
9.2 40.8 ·7.78 -9.11 -9.96 -11,12 130..81 10.4,19 1io.o 1'.2 16 6, 25!:> 44.21,\ -50..16 161.0. , 9.3 30..2 -3.28 -5.59 ~7.87 -7,39 129.46 :1.10. P , 111.5 l~l. 7 18 6-26,1 4',£8 -50.33 161.2 r 9.4 16:1 5.Q5 11.89 2.01 2.15 127.46 120,:iJ . lltl,o 1~.2 18 6 Jl 1 !i 46.34 -50.~O 162.0 
I 9,5 0.4 13,7:! 11.76 9.76 9,79 130.46 13U.~?· ~7,O 1!).6 111 6 J3,7 ·4'7.3U -50..91 .234.11) 
'. 
I 10.:1 47.5 -9,70' -1<4.27 "18,33 "11.05 126.90 90.92 1119.;; 1;);~ ill 6 J7,2 <13.77 d!.29 3.61.8 10.2 .c0,7 -e.36 -!0.~6 ... i2,37 -11. 12 130.90 104.~6 11(J,2 1&.7 18 6 ~0,7 44,59 -4~.92 161.a 10.3 30.2 .4.1
' 
-7.0.3 -~Q,ll3 -9,91 129,95 112,01 1l,~. 7 1;.0 10 e. 14!0 45.5G -49.07 162.3 l 10.4 16.0 6.13 4. 2i~ '2,46 2,48 127,:;'2 121.62 1:l:~. 9 16.~ 18 6 46,7 46,65 -49.31 163.1 10.5 0.3 13.60 11. 3;0 0;>. ·1'4 9.53 128.'11 12B.?9 ~tJ.o 16.7 ltl 6 ~8,9 47.70. -49.60. 2404.0 1! •. 1 47.5 -9.02 -14.21 -13.16 -10,85 120.70 91li26 1 £.1'1.;:1 17.1 16 6 'ZtS 44.06 -<17.63 162.7 
r 11.2 ,o.7 ':7.33 "9.12- :"9.97 "12.53 130,99 10:i.4l2 11U .2 1ll.' t13 6 :>6,0 44.88 ""'.61 162.6 11.3 30.2 ·".95· -7.36 ~9.92 -9,92 129 • 60. 1~2iC~ 110.!) 17.3 16 6 ~9,2 4'.57 -H.eo 163.2 , 11.4 16 .0 6.30 4.08 2.38 2,35 127. ".:' l;21'~9 12'1.1 1;.! 16 7 2!(J .46.95 .... a.Ol 163.9 
11,5 0.3 13.67 11.83 9.90 9,77 127.62- :!2tl.!l"O ~:~. 7 16.6 H 7 ~!? t,7 .99 -46.27 250 .• 3 ! I ~2.1 H.5 -6.23 ""11. 66 -11.04'1 -10,52 129.21 97 ,~3' 1l:l.~. 17 .2 la -, 1,7 44,3"1 ·46.40 163.' 
! ~2.2 40.7 "6.76 ·9.25 ~io.15 -8,64 131,111 106j!:>9 11'1.9 l'.J ill ? 11,2 45.1"1 • .,6.41 16403. 1.2.3 30.2 "4.99 -7.03. ~8.52 "10,05 1310 48 llJ, 0!2 .11'/.6 17 .1 18 11Jl,S 46.14 "46.51 164.4 
" !.2.4 16 .0 6.33 4,16 2.'11 2,28 127.27 12U.J5 11.01.6 1 6 .3 16 7 17!~ 47.22 -46.69 16'.2 . 
L 
12.5 0.3 13.55 l1~H 9.77 9.36 123,16 12tl,~1 ~~~,~1 16.3 1~ 1 19,4 4a.26 -46.92 237.6 
l3.1 47.5 • ~6.50 -11.11 -11.85 -9.77 129.73 99.JJ 11U,J 1'.6 is 7 23,0 44 .59 ·~'.141 164.7 13.2 40.7 -14.03 -10.49 ~10 .17 -12,53 133.26 107,!)G 1o!!i,.9 15.9 16 7 26,5 -45."10 -45.12 16'.1 1J,3 
13.< 
13.5 
.Jsc - 112517' s. IRUT'i - 8110n' LAST M9D - f/U/" THlS L1ST!NG - 10/21/75 
I 
I i i 
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:"i q 
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~~AS j ~~ 'J Lt8 
h 
., 
:. ~ t~ 1,1 
~' 't 1,2 ~ ., 
II 1,3 1." :l..5 
.. 1 i !1 3 • .1 5.2 I 3.3-I! ;},4 
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DOY 1-1, ;1 '1,,4 CTNC-\./R f NOfi':':i J TLAN1 1 ~ 
jliCfD stATTERING CO~FrICIENTS 
n~:;'LE VV HH - VH HV 








17.5 -3. ?2 
11!3 15.'16 













17 ,1 4.64 
1.5 14,65 
51.,,1 •. ~.1. 37 
~3.~ -8.30 
32. ;3 -~.2:1 
!. 7 • .7 5.3? 




17 .8 S.H 
1.6 13.28 
,1SC - 7/261'1' S, TRUTi-l - 6/1017' 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 





TEMP~ I.S~J:tT WIltD 
K A~I>t.E 5?Et;¥ 
(Deli' (¥l:~ ( 001i5) 
13~.~1 -lJJr. .3 2.6 
11;2,~4 • ~~/d) 2.1\ 
12'J,s9 ,·1).1,9 2.;~ 
12~'i~9 -~J. 5 2.1) 
111,70 ~y2,4 3.8 
134,~1 -yo." ,5;9 
126 ,21 -Y';·6 3.1 
12~f:;'O -0';. '1 2,1 
121,~2 7:)''1 1.9 
12 2 1'8 -~~. 0 5.0 
121,~7 -~Ij.l 6.1 
124,71 -!~,'J. 2 '.4 
12".1 3 -bO.9 3;6 
121,7f} -i~!. 8 2.' 
13Q.~3 -71.7 '.6-
,-3:>,0'1 -b'I.O '.11 
132,~ ... -~I' t 1 /I.e 
127';~9 -111:1.8 1;9 
12J,~4 -Q".2 3.0 
117 ,~o .!;,d.7 e.6 
121,10 ~~1j.7 8;2 
122.~7 -,/.6 7.4 
124,~~ -,".6 '.i 
120,~6 -,4o.l. 3.0 
10"~O .~d,:; 1~.9 
111,01 . -01.5 H.e 
110,~1 -o<!.8 10.1 
120,~2 ~H.2 e.o 
1.21. ;0 -~0.1 6.2 
100,tl5 -60.5 1'.6 
10·,,~5 -~J.6 14 ,6 
110 i ~5 -e~.6 121 9 
11':1'111 -~~.4 11; 1 
120,~9 -~4. 8 9.2 




tiMT CEl~ COORDI"ATE~ 1111.\ SEA S193 
-ri::l'P lAT 1.0NG A21'11M 'UG 
~tEG~ (HR MIN S~C) ~DeG} (DEG) (Ol:G) 
17 20 '2!~ 46,0, -64.1'2 329.! 1 
1;7 20 ~7!" ~5.:57 -63.0~ "330.0 1 
,,7 21 (J!4 44.'52 .. 62.04 ~29.9 2 
17 21 2,9 ~3,62 -61.06 32'1.5 
17 21 ,2,8 47,05 -61.86 33.1.4 
11 21 26 t 4 46.32 -60.se 331.4 2. 
17 21 29!7 45.46 -59.115 331.6 
17 21 32,6 4-4,56 -58.87 331.4 
17 21 ~~;9 ~3.6a -57.99 :322.9 
17 21 '3.3 45,03 .59.~S 333.0 
17 21 ~6;9 47,27 -58.~2 333.1 
11 22 O!2 "6,~O -57.51 333.2 
11 22 3,1 45,48 -56.56 332,.9 
11 22 5,4 44,58 -55.69 32·4.e 
17 22 t13,t\ '1~.93 -57.01 334.7 
17 22 27 t 4 4a,18 -56.05 33'.0 
17 22 30, 7 107,29 -55.0e 33~.1 
17 22 53,6 ~6.34 -54.15 334.8 
17 22 .35!9 ~'.42 -53."32 32~.2 
,,7 22 'II;t3 49.61 .. 54.14 336.7 
17 ,2 '1.9 ~~,O3 ,,"3.~3 336.7 
17 23 'lj2 48.10 -52.50 336.6 
17. 23 "!t 47 ,14 -:;1.61 336.6 
17 23 6!4 46.20 -50.a7 330.1 
17 23 24,8 50,61 ·51. a 0 33e., 
17 23 281-< <9,&0 -50.91 338.' 
11 23 "1,7 ~8,B7 -49.07 33!3.rJ 
17 23 H!6 47.6& .~9 • .12 338.2 
17 23 ;$(.,8 046,93 -48.35 329.1 
11 2.3 '5,3 51,36 -49.05 34·Q.' 
17 23~8;9 50.52 ."e.19 340.6 
17 24 2,2 49.51 -47.32 340.6 
17 24 'i1 48.51 -46.49 34D.4 
17 24 7~4 ~7.59 -<4'.77 329.8 
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Day '1-h ~I 717" CTNC-L/R. ~':R!~ AT',ANH~ (R~.n~T S~OEJ 
r~ClD SCATTERING CO~rrrctENTS ANTENNA 
1~'iGLf vv HH \lH HV v 
~t;cG' (08, COB' IDS'- (o:S) (DEG) 
46,9 -1Q-.80 
~!J.3 -9.59 
















29,8 .. 7,14 
~5.; 2,3 4 
0,5 li.89 
~6.9 -13.41 










JSC - 112617'J S, TRUTH - 6/10/75 
O">' ... h', ... · "~b ' ';t. 
TEHP~ AS~ECT HaO SEA 
H ctfWlE SPEED T::l1P 
GKT CeL~ COOnPJNATES 
. 1." T ~CNG 
(DES) (~!:Gl (MIS) CC~Gl (~R ~[N S~C) (OEQ) COcO) 
9~,~1 1;16.7 6.6 
10 3 ,;1 1.~ 5.3 4." 
11U,'15 1~ ~. 4 :S.3 
ll~.~o 11-1·7 3 •. 2 
12Z· .. ~6 ~U.iI 2.3 
98,"'? YY.l 3j~ 
101,:I!1 1~1l,9 1;4 
1.11, ~6 -U!$,3 1;9 
117, ~~ :-l~d .• 2 2.2 
12Jj~~ ~i!,4 l'le 
98',F 113,5 1,6 
10'l,~" ·1~4.B 1,4 
10"',~4 -1.:!<! .3 2.7 
11'. qS 7'l~j.B 2.' 122,~6 ';.8 J.~ 
97,,~8 .1t!4.8 1., 
101,64 r.lbij, J 1;2 
10fl,5.s -lE~.7 1.6 
11,,63 . 1§6. 7 2.J , -
122,U ::~.9 2.7 
941'jU~ 111.0 2.3 
10C,V6 l~IJ. 7 1;9 
10fl'(1l 1~·1. 2 2':2 
11 .... ~69 H9.3 2.B 
119 .. ~8 -.:!;t., ;;- I\.~ 
9~qO 1~2,O 3.2 
102·.45 109.6 3.1 
109·.37 llCl.4 4.3 
11~-;71 11h,6 '17 
1l9'i~3 -~9.0 7.7 
96,11 
~AST M~D. !/13/75 
A 51 
17 21 7,6 39.39 
17 21 1l!2 401,17 
17 21 14,5 41.13 
17 21 17!;S 42,16 
17 21 19,6 43,16 
17 2.1 ~a, 1 40,29 
17 21 ~1!7 'U,06 
17 21 ~:5!O 42,0<1 
17 21 ~7d! 43,07 
11 21~O!1 H.07 
17 22. S,6 41,12 
17 22 1.2!1 41.91 
17 22 15,5 42.88 
17 22 1S ,3 43.93 
17 22 20,6 H,95 
17 22 39,1 ~1.91 
17 22 ~2/7 42.69 
17 22 '16,0 '13,68 
17 22~a/e 044,73 
17 22 ~1!1 45.75 
11 23 9,S •. 2,64 
17 2313tl 43,43 
17 23 16,5 oH.41 
17 23 19,3 '15,47 
17 23 21!6 46.52 
P 23 ~O,l 43.32 
11 23 43,7 "4.1.2 
17 23 47,0 45.11 
17 23 ~9,!I '16,16 
17 23 !l2,l 47 .21 
17 24 10,6 43.94 
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: !, t 5 
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132 1 64 
130,95 
123,25 



















Wl~C SEA ~HT 
SFHI! H:l'!P (MIS! (DEn) (HR MlN s~e, 
110,36 -~S.7 14.e 
118,i7 p~S.8 lS.! 





























































































16 37 ,s~17 
16 37 ~V!2 
16 31 ~5!O 
16 38 6,0 
16 36 9,3 
16 38 1!1.3 
16 3a 17;5 
16 38 J6 l 3 
16 38 'II}, 0 
16 36 13 i 0 
16 33 4~.e 
l~ J8 ~5;O 
16 39 6!7 
16 39 10,3 
16 39 13.5 
1(: 39 16;3 
16 39 11l!S 
16 39 37!4 
16 J9 ~O.9 
16 39 44:2 
16 39 '16;& 









16 40 "8 1 5 
16 40 15 0 
16 40 47 (, 
16 .0 ~9 9 
16'1 B,S 
16 41 12.;; 
16 '1 l5;~ 
16 "1 1~;3 






II Z 111 THr-L,U-, 
(DEO) 
43,11 -61.0111 327.7 
43.74 ~61.~2 327.! 
























































































































.... -[ ",,""',C- """'" "'''" 'C·-·-- --'~ ,_ .. _ .."]II 
, 
.... .".-"""",,,;.. ~.",.~;,"".- " 
f 
~ !, ~ 
DOV a"l, ;l el7~ CTNC-L/R, NJf(1 Pi A T;'AN! 19 rI.:E~T SIDE) 
~~ , 'SCAR :1~C!p SCATT~RJ~G CO~rFICIENTS 
ANTENNA TEMf'~ JlSrcCi wI t,il SEt. GIn C~LL COoRnt"AT~' SU3 D:AU 
't,;"S [<t,g,u: vii HH . VH I1V V H A Ii',H.!: 9P!!E:1i T~~P LAT LONG AtH1TH VLAG 
·te;:;l (DB) (OS> ~DB' (08) (OEG) tDt:G) IIJ:G.1 (lilS) n;~G I Clift "lIN S;C) tOEG) cnEG) CDEG) 
:.7,:1 ~O.8 -12.14 -!.5.H -+".61 -14,62 125,46 96,<!O -?-5,,8 1 0 • 4 ,16 41 ~9!3 5'1,67 -42.84 ~41.e 
I 
!'7.2 ~J,c -11.34 "15.09 129,!)l -~~.B 1,·2 Ie: 41 .,~,o 5Q,33 -41.95 "341.3 
~'7,3 ;)7..0 -7,56 -10:39 _:1,4.1' "12.38 129,49 11<!,13 ,·t!.? ,,3.6 16 -a ~6;O 49,"7 -41 •. !6 341.9 
::'7,4 17,3 1,61 -0.37 ;'2.21- -2,17 124,85 lltl.~7 -Vl: 6 11. 9 16 41 ~8te "8.85 -O(lI.3! 341 .• 6 
;. 7,5. 1.9 9.94 B.OO "6,17 6.10 120,110 119,l6 -~~.1 10;3 16 "1 50,9 H.91 .. :W.71 334.1 I ;~ .1 50,5 ;7,O~ -9.79 -9.28 "10,29 126,69 97,~3 -~..!.B 16.7 16 42 9,a 52.29 ·39.93 343.8 =- q, 2. 4:>.1 -6.6;; -C.54 .. io,a:; -9,91 131.16 104,96 -lll,9 1~·9 16 4C! 13!3 51.-45 -39.11 3<43.9 , , !'''J :i1.9 -4.~6 llz,~5 -~4.1 14 •6 16 4Z l,{,,'5 50."6 ·38.39 34-4.1 
" r; :9.<1 1,7.4 1.01 4. !>o 3.01 2,92 125,25 11Y. ~2 -1:"'.6 13;3 16 42 19.3 ~9.U "37.65 
343.e 
I ! ~, 5 :L1 14.30 12.2'1 10.43 10,16 122.05 123,~O -~'}. 6 11.8 16 42 21;5 4~.42 "37.01 326.6 
f' "~ 1.1 !lO,7 ~7,iO -"9.28 -10,a3 .. 10,64 127.07 96,11 -~.l..9 16.8 16 42 40,3 32.55 
.. 37.02 345.9 
, 
~ ~: t: 2 ~3.1 ';!5, 85 -e.o~ -:9,07 -9,15 130.69 10-4.~2 -1.1U.6 16.2 16 42 ~3!a !l1,9B 
-36 .29 34".8 
t ~ 1.3 31.9 ':3.20 
-6.66 130.26 - ~1J, 1 15.-1 ,,6 ~2 ~7!2 50,98 -3'.'2 346.1 
Ji 1 
'l.~ !'.4 6.69 5,65 - 2,69 125,63 120,g6 -1(1,6 It,.~ 16 42 49,8 49.95 
-3'1,74 34'.8 
"1.5 1.7 1<1.62 12.68 ;0 ... 6 10,89 123.30 121.;~ -~1.2 1 3 . J 16 '12 '1,9 ~8.95 -:54.28 329.2 
...;sc • !/ 7J7'J- S. !RUnl - 6/1211' LAST 1100 - 'r/1317~ 1H!5 LISTlfiG - 10/21/75 
o~ 6j~ ~. 
~~ 












































































: 4 • 2: 
~4,3 
; ,; ... 
',4, ;> 
! 5 ~ 1 
1 ~,. 2 
!&,3 
~e,4 



















































































































































































































































































,~ . .; 
67.9 
.. ~d3. 6 
A 54 
~f.-~' 
""'~~_~~,--~~ _~~~ ... \ .. ~; __ , ,. __ .... ~-"'_.-'_--","" .......... ""- ,..",--'.~.i'~-'-'_~Y"<=--~or.'"- ~ 
«fl,:, G'1T SIDE) 
wl~D ~EA GMT 






































16 37 '0,5 
~6 31 !)I,!D 
16 ~Il ad.! 
16 38 2;2 
16 ;'6 2i!0 
16 38 24.5 
16 36 27;9 
16 J8 30,5 
16 38 32,7 
16 36 ~1,5 
3,6 36 '5,0 
16 36 ~8.5 
16 39 '1;1 
16 32 3;1 
16 39 22f1 
16 39 2315 
1.6 :\9 GO.f\ 
1,6 39 "1;~ 
16 39 .53,7 
16 J9 ~3!1 
16 39 ;'6 •. 3 
16 39 ~9;3 
16 <10 '2;0 
16 40 4,2 
~6 oliO 23,0 
16 <10 29,S 
16 40 34,7 
16 40 ~510 
16 H 0,3 
16"1 3.0 
16 lil !i;2 
1!l H 2-1!0 
16 4;1 :27,5 
lI'> U "0.1'1 
16 41 .53i5 











































































































































I,'. . 1~ ~ 












r,~ ~....I~ :::w~_. 
'1'" - ., ,~",",=<-., ... ;,.,,--,....-; .. ,,, ........ .;....,~,",-. Ii ~i ~: ! 
r'-
~ , .;...<{~<,~ •• .'t,~,~,.~t·, . ,'?'te,' ,. ~ ..... ,. . 
--'--;;" 
~ 









































































HH -- - VH HV 































ANTENNA T~HP~ AS~~CT 
V H ANGLE 

































wJtto ~EA 9~T 
spaEO Tf:tlP 












16 "1 ~I\" 
16 41 ~a!o 
16 ~2 1!~ 
16 ~2 4! 1 
16 42 25.0 
16 012 28;5 
16 42 31,e 
16 42 J'i,6 
16 ~2 ~6,7 
16 112'5,5 
16 42 :>9,0 
16';3 2,1 
CEL~ COO~D1N~TEI 

























LAST »~p - ¥/1317' T~IS L:STI~G - 10/21/15 
A 55 
..... 
l,,""<' It ·ow ... ..,..." ... " 
'); 
S193 DATA 





























l. . I,~, ' ,:"_.,,.~,..l., ...... " 'J..,~, _;1,>..... ,,,,,"""""~J.d:!" .. d~~"~~~,"".<bI. ..... ko..;! __ .·""'hh .. ,,,,,,_.~ ,J..,,"_'-'- .~:.~ ..... ~iI! ...... "" .... ~"ai"'t !:!:If .. -! ~, .. n: Hw =+*,0, ,1'd* if'! * mil ,a!., _I ,-'"o:M . Ii' +i1A++«iW-tt ' • .m"HZt t • 'T.V. "Ii' 








I -~." ,,, -,"~"",. --::~::::=~:~ :,,~-::=::::,=,.:,'=-:,~:::=:.-- ,L •. _~ ~_':"'~=_=~'=~~'~"""Mn'M ,-=.,,~~=~=:.: .:_~-:---,-~,-,=~'-~ 








DOy ·9-1, V 911~ CTNC-L/~,-NORTH AT~ANl!C (R~G~T SIDE) 
SCAR InelD SCATTERING co;rrrcIENTS ANTENNA TEMP.!i ASP!:CT wItte SEA GMT CEL~ COORplNATtS S193 DATA 
',U"8 AlIGLE VV Hf;l Vii Ii A~'(iLE SPEED TEMP \,ONG AZI"TH 'LAG 
! 
HV V LU I I 
! (J)E(; ~ (DB) (DB) (Da, (DB) (DEGI (D!:G) (l?hG) (K/Sj IcfG) (HR MIN S~CJ fDEG) (OEQ) (OEG) ~1 ! ~ 
-10,01 I 2 •. 1 .,7.5 -12.04 -13 .2Z "13,85 126.59 9J.UO -lJ!l.7 &;7 l' '3 J7,B 34,46 -57.41 1"-4.7 
i 2.2 .Io.a -a.51 -9 •. 26 -11.08 -11,:32 121.52 99.V6 -1}t!.9 6.1 15 '3 ~1!4 35.24 -~1.75 144.9 i 
I 2.;) :10.2 -5.64 -7.4~ -io,91 -9,24 127 .39 106 •• 1 ~ln.o 6.4 l' '3 44.6 36.1/3 ·58.23 14'.0 
I 
r 
2.4 16 .0 6.-44 4.45 "2.·49 2·.7(l 122,29 11!l,;;., l b1.7 , .6 1~ ~3 ~7!4 37,16 ·sa.1I3 1<',3 
2,5 0,2 15,52 13."" ;1,34 11,07 122.34 12c.~6 '1'1.6 9.8 1~ !)3 ~9!6 38.12 -59,41 211.4 
q r 1 ,17 •. 6 ;;a .11 -10 •. !lS "10.!)2 -12,36 128.23 9!l,U9 -1~2.0 G;1 1~ , .. 3!4 3~,5" -55.~5 146.D J 
4,2. ,10.9 -7.93 -.10,64 -~1,32 "11,46 130,.6 102,i2 ~1I!) .0 5.7 15 '4 11,9 
,I 
36,32 -55.86 1016.0 
4,3 :1(;,3 -3.43 -5.72 :-8,04 -8.12 128.72 11l,~6 167.7 10.4 15 54 lSit 37,28 -56.34 1016.3 
~, ~ :l6.1 7.a7 5.76 3,B!> 3.63 125.78 llCi ,J7 1:'7.0 12.!) l' !';4 17J9 38.27 . -56.92 1<1.0 
4.5 n.2 14,[)6 12.3.2 ;0.22 9,86 124.93 12.;.~2 11.3 14,1 15 '420!1 39.24 -57.54 230.7 
6.1 47.,6 ';6.3~ -11.25 ~10,92 -8.05 129,05 97~1~ l'S.8 .11.4 '" ,~ 30!e 36.59 -53.64 147.2 
~ 6.2 ·10.8 ~5.79 -8,3.5 '::8,19 -9,53 132.H 
10!l,fJO If>'1.5 12.6 "' ,,, 42r4 37,38 -'53.94 147.5 
~,3 ;30.2 -2.38 -4.86 :'6.33 -6,75 132,99 1l.J,~8 1~:>.3 11.5 15 5·1 "15,6 38.34 -54.39 1017.7 
5,4 16 .1, 8.57 6.43 4.66 4,53 128.:5-: 121,~9 1~!:!.O 16 .5 15 54 'i8j4 ;39,35 -54.9" Ha.o ; 
5.5 0.3 13,32 11.43 9.22 9,21 128.73 127,~3 .. '".5 18 .6 15 54 ~O!6 ';0,32 "5~.55 236.5 f £ 
" . .~7 • 6 ·6.51 -10.51 -8.85 -11. :ro :129.87 99,71 l!JU.~ 15.6 15 55 9,4 37.60 -51.61 1~a.6 .- , .... , 
la,2 .'0.8 ;'4.92 -6.42 :'9,54 -8.94 131j,67 107,;0 1~1!>. "I 16.-3 15 !)5 1<!9 38,40 "'51.94 14!"6 
,9.3 ;50,'3 -0.51 -3.38 ~4,84 -4.84 134,28 116,J6 19.9 17.5 15 !55 16!1. 39,36 -52.37 149.1 
!8 • 4 lO .1 8.06 6.18 4.39 4.35 130.95 1.2!>,oc6 li.S.5 18 •9 15 ~5 18,9 40,36 -52.91 14~ .5 
8.5 0,3 12.05 11. 40 9.16 9,06 125.27 128,/1 ~l.b 20.1 15 55 2111 41.36 -5J.';S 239,4 
10,1 .'8" 9 .-6.56 -10.69 :-9.76 -11,61 13::..51 99.~3 1;'1.9 1 7 .2 l' 55 .59.6 38.42 -49.54 150.1 
1:;,2 .a.A -3.6 9 -7.24 -8.24 -7,73 135,87 10tl.V 1'i7.] 17 ,'} 15 ~5 ~3;1l 39,32 .. ~9.(J5 150,J 
! C ,·3 :50 ~ 4 -0.43 -3 .• 55 ~5.14 -5.14 134,65 110.04 1;'..1;4 lQ;7 15 55 46,6 4\1.33 -50.29 150.6 
1:~;( 17.1 7.79 1.60 2,88 3,81 131.31 12J,F 1~1.0 19 , !i 15 55 49;4 U.3D "50.75 .1.51. 0 
!.:1.) 7.1 11.23 8.69 7.7J 9.39 130.78 127;?I,l l~~.O 20.! 1!5 '5 ~1,6 11.97 -51.0'; 153. (! . 
:2.1 It!! .8 ~4,99 ~11. 49 .. 1(}.34 -9!64 1:n.66 101i~3 l~!J.J 18,9 l!l ~6 1~1~ 39.~6 .. 47.46 151.7 
:'2.2 ·\1·.3 -4.33 ·0.34. ':'0.77 -7,68 134.52 10'1,06 1.:'9.2 1?,J 15 ~6 13.9 40.25 ·~; .. 7'; l'H.e 
!.2.3 ~;'Q t 4 -1.1 6 -4.89 ;'6.38 -6,39 135.01 117,53 l' C'.i 19.2 15 56 17~1 41.27 .. .;e.14 151.9 
!.2." :.7,1 7.77 1.30 . 2.64 3,69 131. 67 12.5,S7 1~/j.4 20.0 l' 56 19!9 <2.25 -48.57 1!52.6 
:'2.5 7,2 11,41 8.50 7,BO B,19 129,";2 131. ill 1~~2 .5 20.6 1!; '6 22!0 42.90 -48.e5 157.5 
:1 4.! ·18.6 -5.69 -11. <19 -10.37 -8,80 131,79 102,~B 1('7 oil 21;0 Hi 56 40.a 40,25 .45.32 153.2 
.4.2 -11w:3 ';4'15 -6.85 ;'&,76 -7,79 1;)7.43 112 • .57 1('9.;;; 21.9 15 '6 44;.t 41.13 -<5.57 153.5 
f; : fl f 3 .lO,3 -0.52 -4.34 :"6,05 -4,37 138.45 12().?~ 1~2.4 21.4 15 % 47,6 <1)2.16 .. 45.93 153.6 (, : .~ , 4 ;.7.0 7.18 1.<18 2.5.1 3,42 132,08 127.£3 1~'2 .B 21.'1 15 !l6 '0;4 ';-;;.15 -46.34 154.2 
! ,i. 5 7~1 11,13 6.10 7.24 9,36 133.26 131,~2 1~·1.1 22;7 1~ 56 '2!6 43.82 .. ~6.5a 1:;7.9 
~ t ~ Jt ,,1 .)8.,7 -4,89 -9.",0 -8,60 -7,Bl 135.18 10:;',63 1:!O.2 23~3 15 !>7 110 4 41.06 .. -43.11 154.8 
~ , 
.2 4!.3 -2.92 -5.78 -6,39 -6,82 138.68 11'; .~9 1<:0.9 2<1. D 15 ':;7 14;9 41,96 -43.32 15'.1 i' 
: : :.-3 ~I;J, 4 ':0.24 -J,70 -4.89 -4.89 14 0,17 123,'4 1£'~,7 24.1' 15 ')7 18!1 42.99 -4J.65 155.3 r 
" ' !i -; ., U 7.20 1.29 2,16 3.26 136.84 13Q.'26 lcJ.9 23.7 15 57 2~19 43,99 ","'Ln2 155.1 .... _, i~
! ~ ;. ~ £3 (. 10.56 7.7\ 6.139 8.91 134,92 13>4 ,'U4 11'4,9 23.2 15 ";.723,1 0\4.61 .. 44.21 1!58.1 ,;; 
,,' A 56 
HI/21175 
l7~."'~ . , .. ~~~:::=:"~:~~';:.~':;~':,::;:;=::=...,;:=::::!~ .:;;f!tIll!:!!I!1!RWI;Mlllt'mlO' .... "',,::;:c .;,,:;;: n ... 'm .. ,; .. =~""",- ~.""- ..... -'.~~"'--- '-.. ~ 
r P " :C::Z-t~ ~ ... #" *_ - Op? .. 'T'~'- . L ."] 
. 
I " t.} --" ~.-.-~~-. .- - -:-1 , .~ 
_., ~"""'-"'-" ~ ~< ~ ~ ~~ 1 , 
i ~ ~ ~ ~ j ~ 
! DOy 9-1, V 9/7~ CTNC-L/R,.NO~TH AT~AN!I~ (R.1.G~T !tDE) 1 
.1 
I SCAN tNCID SCATTERING CO~rftCIENTS ANTENN~ TEMp::; AS~'l:;CT W!IIO SEA GttT CELL COORD Z NA TES . '1'3 . DATA 1 ~i M,JHB 
-'N0t.E VV HH Vii HV V H /.THiLE 3PliED T~MP LAT LONG 
- A! fIo'T" 'LAG ~ to!:::;) (09) (DB) <DB) (DB) (OEG) tDf.!,l' (P~(j) (H/Si (~hG' fHR MIN S~C) (DEG) (DEG) (DEC) ~ 1 
.~,'" 1 1;8.1 ';8,9 -9.92 -:-7,33 -D.~7 135,11 107. ~e 117.5 2;jl~ 15 '7 ~1t8 <\1,82 -40.111 15&.5 , 1~.2 H.J -3.30 -6.63 -a.26 -7,75 1~0.32 116 .:12 1ill.2 23;7 l' !)7 ~!1t" 42.73 -"1,.02 156.8 Hi.3 33.4 0,12 -3.15 :'''.41 -~.65 139,66 12:>,~2 11Y.8 23.~ l' !)7 ,8 t 6 43 .• 7.7 ->4.~. 31 157.2 18 •• 17', .1 7.19 1.22 ' 1.09 3,18 138.96 1JJ.~<I !;(1· 9 22.6 l' '7 '1!" 44.77 -'41.64 151S.1 .j nl,' oj 
2P.1 "a.6 -3.96 -7.20 
-7,11 -B,33 137.1e 11Ud6 11"1.5 22<.1 l' '8 12!~ 412.57 .. 3G.:a 15a., ~ , ~ 20.2 H,3 -3.79 -6.~5 ':"7.09 -9,47 141010 117. i!9 ll~'l 22.2 l.~ '5 1;!9 43."5 -38.67 153.9 ~1 I 2( .. 3 30.1 0.1 9 -3.00 -4.50 -oJ,71 142.67 12().<\~ 11:>,8 21.6 15 ~8 1911 44.49 -38.91 159.2 





-5.01 .~ 22.1 -8,80 
-9.27 -7,68 137.10 109,4~ lV~ .5 20~1 l' '0 ~21B 43.23 -36.14 160.' 1 22.2 41.2 -3.5:6 -6.15 ;'7.05 -7,61 1<41.03 1l,,~4 106.3 21);6 15 58 46!~ 44.13 .~6.2" 160.7 22.J :;0.3 -o.sa -3."10 ~1,72 -~J75 142.60 12!),!)1 .1.\16.9 19.8 l' "J ~9!6 ~5.17 "36.44 1'61.1 22.>1 17 .3 6.64 0.02 1.07 2~76 13".~1 13L~1 lulL3 1 7 • 6 l' 58 ~2!4 46.17 "36.68 161.7 
1 
22. , 9.2 9.63 6.91 6.04 7.93 136,e6 136,~1 3.!17.6 
.1 6 ." 1=> ~8 :1416 46.73 -36.7S 16 ..... 
~ 2Ll -18.5 ';6.00 -S.65 -9.0~ -9,52 1'34.90 lO6.~1 '(4.6 19,3 l' '9 13,<4 ~3.84 -3J.71 162.4 ~ 2~.2 -\1.3 .04.23 -1.06 :'7.56 -6,13 138.41 11!),-:6 !~'2 1'i'. -4 l' 59 H,,9 -H,72. -3J.77 162.S :1 f 2';.3 30.3 ~1'17 -<1.58 :;6.601 -5,9.1- 136.83 122,~J y~.8 18 .0 1~ ~9 20!1 45,77 -3.3.92 16~.2 ., I 11 24, .. 17.3 6.72 -O.lj, 0.74 2,51 133.04 129,11 '{~.2 1 5 • c 1!; ~9 22!9 46,77 
-H.ll 1,63.!! ;1 li 21,5 9.5 10.0 4 7.:16 6.32 8.57 131.19 131,~1 l'~, 4 13.~ l' 59 25!O ~7.32 "31.15 165.6 j ~ 26,1 .1:/1.6 • ':7.09 
-11.07 133,98 lO~.~7 ~~4, ~ 1£1;7 l' !59."iJd~ 'I "11.76 -11.12 44,36 -31.21 164.5 i 26,2: ·!.l.Z "5,62 -8.66 
-iO.H -B,65 136.6~ 111, ?9 ~';,J 1~.3 l' ~9 F;..( 45.26 -31.22 164.7 1 ~6.3 30,4 
-2,26 -5.36 -6,l}a 
-6,00 138.52 121.01 a.,s.Q ,.6.1 15 ~9 !)Ot6 16.30 -31.32 16'.0 6.4 17.4 6.22 -0.6l} 0.01 2,10 133.4.J 126.11i) 19.8 12.6 l' ~9 !l3!~ ~7.31 -31.46 166.2 5.5 9.7 9,57 6,72 5.79 B.37 130.27 130, ~o fb.3 11.1 15 59 !)5!6 ~7 • .s5 -31.~8 167.7 
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: 1 OOY '~ U-2, ;111/14 CTNC-L/i1:, N::~TH 'T~ANT1C (R.l.G~T SI,DE) Ii !I ~ CMi I~CiO SCATTERtNG co~FrtcleNTS ANTENNA TEf1?~ AS~!:CT W't>P SEA GMT CELL COOROIHATES un tilT" 
' 1 
'<Ji'!S A~GLE vv HH VH HV V H A/IGLE Spe&D HI'1P LAT bONG AZJ"'TH FLAG 
H (neG) fn8) (DB' (DB) (DO' (DEG) (DI;:~1 (¥i:G) (MIS) tC~G' (HR ~IN S~C, (DEG) (oea) (DEO) 
L 2.1 -t5.7 -10,~2 -1'2.31 -11,21 ·12,06 132,Ai 10Q,~3 111.0 5.e 17 "4 15 t 3 46,13 .. ;12.23 119,0 I' rJ 2.2 01.1.3 "9,71 -10.29 -].2,17 "12,33 136. 41 108,/6 lily.7 6.0 '17 4~ 1a,9 ';1.!H, "51.93 179.3 ,Ii 
~ 1 2,3 3G,4 ·5.43 -1'0.22 ;"13.7( "13.71 137.J8 117.05 ~lO7.3 10.1 17 ~4 22f1 4a,04 -51.67 179.7 .~ 
P '2 •• 17.2 6.08 -2.'17 ~0.59 2.23 13<i.<9 126.;5 1~6,2 12 ... 17 ~" 24.9 49.05 -51.43 180.8 '2,' 9.2 10.23 7 .56 6.13 8.6.1 133.91 131,:!7 lUJ.9 lS.2 17 'H i:!7;O 1:9.59 -51.24 ~lS4.1 i 
4.1 48.9 ':9,45 .11. 09 -11,65 -11,60 127.77 9~.U2 1U<!.8 9.6 17 .... ;;5.8 416.12 ."9.'~ 181.2 
",2 41, ;; .. 7.59 -10.29 -12.17 ·10.93 130.56 10.<l.~2 1UJ.5 11.7 l7 ~'t ~9~4 47.01 ·49.19 181.5 
<4,3 3?3 "4.78 -9.Ul -lO.ll4 -9,75 132.55 IH.~l lQl.9 13.7 17 44 ~:2!6 48.04 -4.!!.61 182.! 
J,.~ 17 ,3 6,52 -1. ~5 0,20 2.63 128.78 121,14 lU.1.0 ,15." 17 H !75,4 ~9.03 _48.~7 11l;:!./) 
4.!; 9.5 9.76 6.81 6.09 8,09 12 6 • 73 :1.2fl,'1 YU,4 ~6.0 17 1'1 ~7!!i 49,55 -48.34 13".6 
6.1 48.9 ·10,07 -13.49 -,,0.26 -12,56 127.30 96,24 71;1·5 13,'1 17 45 16,3 46.05 -46.84 183.5 
6.2 4t,3. ';6.17 -11.19 -11. aS -8,44 132.09 10"'~ 'tY.O 1'.0 17 4, 19.9 <116.94 "'16.46 184.0 
6.3 30.3 -2.60 -6.25 ';'6,.84 -7.31 132,93 113./2 'f7,7 16.6 17 45 Lsi! 47.96 -4f1.06 184.3 ~ 
G.'( 17.4 6,22 -1.30 u,l? 2,50 130,52 12.3.U' 'f':> t 9 17.3 17 '1!l C!5,8 48.92 "45.72 18'.1 ., 
6.5 9,8 9.61 6.62 5,84 8,21 120,;2 12(), Y8 74 ,3 17.9 17 'i; 28lO 49,43 "4'.~6 136.7 , 
6.1 .{9.1 -7.S9 -11.<12 -9.49 . "10.99 129,66 9/j,J7 -!6,1 16.9 17 45 '16!8 415,89 -H.16 18'.9 
~ 
e.2 ~:'.3 -6.27 -9.07 :'9.97 .. 11.07 133,79 10/,U2 70.6 11l • 0 17 '15 ~O!4 046.79 -4J.73 186.4 1 
8,3 3li. 4 -1.95 -6.27 ~7,30 -6,04 133,37 116,73 74 .0 ill. eo 11 "15 53!6 047.79 .. 4J.30 t67.a 
e • .! ~J .5 6.0 7 -1.25 :-0.10 1.96 130.03 1.24.Jl ,?J,4 19.~ 17 "15 56,4 45.74 -42.89 187.6 
!L 5 :'0.0 8.92 6.39 5,;50 7.84 128.66 12/.7~ '!U.7 19 • 4 17 '15 ~8!5 "19.24 ·'12.60 189.3 
" J 49.2 .. 5.95 -12.34 -.,,0.27 -9,55 130.~2 100.02 't>. B , 1 9 .6 17 46 17!3 415.67 ·"1.50 185.2 
."fL', 
0'-.2 iij..3 -4.90 -7.65 ':'0.,46 -9.20 135.02 109.~1 '7'>.4 :.9.6 17 46 20.9 46.56 ·,41.02 lse.6 
:.,3 3:1.4 -1.6.8 -S.73 :'6,10 -6.09 135,07 11()i~7 n.1 19 • 9 17 '16 24;1 47.'S5 •• 4(3. 53 181l.9 
'0.4 17 .7 6.01 -0.85 :';0.29 2.17 130.43 12'.13 <! u, 1 1 9,9 17 46 26!9 <118 ... e -40.0B 18V.Q 
~.5 iC .3 10.1? 6,21 5.33 7,57 128,63 126.~3 UI.'1 1 9 ;8 17 46 29!0 '18.96 "39.76 191.6 
!:i!.1 48,8 .. 6.59 -12.76 ·10.65 -11,01 130.61 99,~7 YS.7 20.!> 17 ~6 ~7!8 4'.<113 ·315.~5 190.3 
14,2 1.1.4 -4.33 -8.'59 ':9,21 -7,41 13~,54 101l.~2 'll,<! 20." 17 ~6 ~1!4 '\6,26 ·36.34 190.S 
12.3 30 • .01 "2.65 -5.74 :'6,87 -0.48 .133,71 l1b,~4 ull.a 20.1 17 1\6 '4,6 47.24 -;,H.80 191.'-
12,4 <7.7 5.67 -1.15 -0.62 2,09 127.31 12;!.U3 11'.9 19.0 11 46 57,3 ~1!.j6 -:H.30 192.1 
12.5 l(t.s 10.28 6.27 5.02 7,70 126.43 122,?~ ~J.6 16 • 4 11 46 )915 "8.62 -36.96 194.4 
14.1 H1,8 -6.84 -12,38 -9,59 -9,86 129.71 9/j.~.s ?U.4 19.3 17 47 18.3 "I!l.09 -36.24 192.6 
14.2 41.4 -5.89 -9.U .. io,o;? -8.56 133.65 106.'15 fHI.O le.7 17 47 21;9 .. 5.90 "35.70 193.0 .. j 
I' i.4.3 ~J, 4 -2,99 -6.28 .-7 .l~3 -7.34 131.47 l1J.?7 1l~.6 17 .2 17 '\7 ni1 46.e6 -3'.11 193.4 
i !.4.~ i t .9 5.95 -1.92 ;'1.35 1,75 126.36 119. til UJ.6 1'.6 17 17 2;,9 '\7.75 -34.S!! 19~.4 
>. { 
!4,5 ;!~fa 9.29 6.29 5.23 8,35 125,96 121.C!1 ~1, 5 1'.0 17 ", SOtO 46.19 -34.20 19~., 
16.1 46,8 -7.44 IOU. ~6 -9.'9 ·11.04 126,00 90,Vl tt/j ,.J 17.1 17 41 '1811! 44.67 -3.s.6! 194.1 1 
~5.2 Al.3 -6.75 -9.70 -9,24 ·11.12 131.H lO) .... e tl; • 0 1!1.6 17 117 ')2.,4 4'.,U . -33. -'~ 19'~O 
l6,,3 :se • .; -'1.34 -7,68 -9.1:> -9115 130.11 111, "4 !l<1.3 lJ." 17 47 5516 046.40 -32 .~46 195,7 
l6.4 1 7 .9 5.64 -2.69 ;'2.24 1,89 125'{)2 11/j. Ul Ul.3 11.15 11 47 !:8!4 ~7.?6 "~1.58 196.7 
16.5 1C.9 9.67 6.72 5,7i 8,29 1<>3.32 I11J.tl9 il 1 3 10.7 17 ~B O!5 417.11 ·~n.51 196.7 
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OOy 11-2, V 11f ,.. CTNC"I./R, '!!)PTH "'~ANT I c: ~R.l.Gl!T SIDE) 
SCATTERING co;rrtclE~TS hNTENN4 !EHf!~ A~~~'~C T wI£,O SH GMT C~LL COORD1NATes 
VV HH Vii HV V H I.~UU: SPSEO 'i~MP I.AT LONG 
(09) (D3) ID8~ (08) (OEG) (Dt:~' (\:l;G) CM/Sj 't~G) (HR MIN S,C) coeG) (neG) 
-6.92 -il}. "1 -9.70 -9,52 134,83 lOl,t!2 ~~,o 10.6 17 ~2 23!3 3e,1~ -12.90 
;;-4,90 -7. 77 ;;8.82 -8,24 1411H llJ. ~6 ~,7 10.:5 17 '2 26,!9 38.78 -12.12 
-2,32 -6',21 -",17 -7,52 14B.14 120;21 li!.!J 9.13 17 !i2 JOf1 39.,5~ -11.25 
6.0 6 -1. 90 :'1.3:; 2.62 154,48 146.112 , " 9.2 17 '2 32!8 <10.24 -10.46 '" 
9.75 6.41 5,Ol, 6,81 159,09 154.~1; 4.0 9.7 ~7 52 ~5!O 40.54 -10.02 
·12.~0 _;,4.0~ 1 45,45 ~U.3 1;'1 17 '2 !i3!1 '31.19 -10.93 
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11 50 ~8;6 
17'1 1,4 
:!.7'1 3,5 
17 51 22!3 
17 '1 25,9 
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17 ~1 ,sil!O 
17 '1 '2./\ 
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12 16 Z9!8 
12 16 3313 
12 16 056.5 
12 16 J9;3 
12 16 ~.115 
12 17 O!3 
12 17 3,/J 
12 17 7;0 
12 17 9;8 
12 !7 12\ 0 
12 17 30,8 
12 17 34,;; 
12 17 .57;6 
12 17 .;().:; 






























12 19 J2!8 
12 19 .56.3 
12 19 .59;5 
12 19 <l.Z;:; 




L',.i . 1.0HG 
IDEO> (DeS) 
4.7,- -lH.!5 




















































-1 4 2 .• 96 






















-.~-- .. ' .. ' 
S.lU DATA 
Al J ~T-H "~AG 
(ilEG) 







































































roo ,""""_"':::;>_o_~d,,,_,:o,"",,"~__ =~"" "-'-"~. 0 _=,:;-,,00 
r 
-;;-#11'::."'O'R1-;:,- ~T}'!'?'n 
.~~~,;:.: .. ~~~: ~::::;':' __ :-'::':.:1..~_:::'::: 
-~~~1' ._- --~~; -_.. l.~:."'~ao' 
~j 
~-, 



















































































































































HH °VH HV 




























































































































































































11 Y, ~2 
9',09 
11)2,06 
110 , 10 
l1.6. J~ 
119 .'7 

























- 1), 4i 
- '~.!> 
-41;,.7 






















-V b .3 
A 64 
Wl~D SEA OKT 
SPEED T~I'IP 













7.0 12 2DJ3,Q 
7.4 12 20 37;3 
7.7 12 20 40;6 
7.9 12 20 43.3 






























































































































































































































f DOY 27-1. ;/21171, CTNC-L/R, tlEST O[ l'It:xlCO 
SCAN INCIO SC~TTERrNG COEffICIENTS 
.lNTENNA rEMf'~ ASil"I:CT 























































VI-! HV V H M~(JLE 
(DB) (DB) (DEG} 10.1:51 l!;fG) 
-l.Z.~6 ·12,59 126.63 91. ~-1 -J.!.-'7.1; 
-iO.01 -17.12 1:30.5 .. 100.'11 -:l.l~. 01 
-13.65 "12.06 128.79 10Y.54 -1i!2.!) 
-6.34 
-1,:)8- 126.;!I 11 6 ,70 -li:J.6 
3.1 4 2.96 125,44 11~,:it> ~1i!<;. 4 
-11,59 -104.904 126.58 9l.,?5 -1.l 4 ,3 
-iO,99 "10,87 130,53 100,16 :'1JY,2 
"12,00 -10.85 129.18 110, tJ O 
-l'il.o 
:"7.C9 
-0,82 120,02 l1!:1,3J -1<1U.5 
3,51 3.58 126.68 11",~O -1~~Y.3 
-12.52 -11,36 127.81 94.~1 -1!)~.<1 
-9.11 "12,35 133,04 104,12 
-1':',2 








~ li-"ij t,,,~i " ~. ;;...;."'...;.:;;; . ...; c 
-, 
(R,l.tl~T SlOE' 
wlr-D SEA GMT CELL COORDl~ATES SU3 DATA SPEE:D 1£:X? I. AT \eONG AZll1TH rl.AG IM/S) r~~G) CHR MIN S~C) tDEG) (UEG) ('DEG) 
6,9 12 24 7!~ 27.19 -123.58 -'137.4 
D.9 12 24 1018 28.0" -:'24.,417 131.4 7.2 12 2'1 H!O 28,95 -12~.OO 131.0 7.':) 12 24 16,8 29,58 
-125.35 136.6 7.7 12 2'; 19!O 30.09 -1:>5.71 136.4 
6.11 12 211 J7,~ 28,43 -122.31 138,3 
6.' ,,2 24 H!J 29.30 -122.82 f3!.2 6.7 12 24 44.') 30.22 -.173.012 138.0 7.0 12 24 'ii'!1 30,85 -123.!0 1·37.5 7.3 12 24 ~9!5 31.38 
-124.11 1,37.3 
'.9 12 25 a,l 29,67 
-120.71 139.4 
'.7 12 25 11;8 30.5" . -121. 20 139.2 
'.6 12 25 15 dl 31 0'17 -121.79 138 .• 9 
























'; :,-.: ! 
:'. 
·.l, .... _~, ,.'_ . ...-0. ,~ ..... "._,_,~.., .. ~",_, •. )~.;c,!,l:":~'_L...;""",~,~ "'"~~':~~~~~;,.I:;"?'.d..l 























































4, ~ 24.0 







.2 42 .• a 
.. "3 32\·2 
,.. •. ~ Z4,,5 
!l.S 1)...6 
~C.l 
~ ~'t 2" 
!r'.3 








































COY 29-1, ;/29174 CTNC-l/R, NO~TH F~~?tIC 
SC~TTERING Co~rflclENTS 
VII HH . VH HV 






































































































































































































































































wlhD ~EA GMT 
SP~~D ,i~p 































7.7 !I." 9.3 
10.0 
111. 9 
11 25 6;>.6 
17 2~ J1;3 
17 2~ 40,5 
17 2~ 413!3 
17 25 ~5,4 
17 26 4,2 
17 26 10,9 
17 26 13)8 
17 26 16,0 
17 26 ,54.7 
17 26 .38;5 
17 27 5 n 
17 27 8 6 
17 27 12 {) 
17 27 H,e 
17 27 1bt9 
17 27 35dl 
17 27,s'? ,3 
17 27 '1215 
17 27 45,3 
17 2,", 117!4 
V 28 6!2 
17 28 9.S 
17 28 13;0 
172'8 15;8 
17 26 17;9 
17 28 JlI! 7 
17 28 40.3 
17 28 43;5 
17 28 46;3 
17 28 ~a;4 
17 29 ;!2 
17 29 10,8 
17 29 14,0 
17 29 17.0 
17 29 19;0 
10121175 
CEl~ coo~gl~ATES 5193 DATA--



















































"13 9 .42 
-1~a.90 
-13 8 .31 
-137.63 























































It:., __  
, ..... ~~.'I:~.:: .• ,~.,.;:..-..l~.~= ... A~"'~'-L~ •• :..,,~~" ... ·M ,· ..... ·+';;+;-~;".iHlIi*"t't'D.t·'NW ~am:...I~"""""'-~.... 's!.''''''''"-4'1+S:fjij '.i. l'dUr 'fW He' .. Me :-, ti,t "')rt; 'tWN;'t"tt'C1 ii) antm. '~#it -w mO't_,.-jMC ·h- ri1i 
. ..... 
'1 
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00'1' 29-1, V2 9/ H CTNC.L/~. NORT~ P~~P~lC 
S.CAN It~C jl) SC~TTERl~G CO~Fr!OIENTS ~NTENNA TEMP~ A!;Jll=tT 
'.;JHS A~GlE: VV HH VH I{V V H ,\ ·'tlL 1: {OcOl (D9 ') (DB) IDB~ <DB) tDEG) (Dt:G' Il:fG) 
18,1 ~c<,4 . -1·,93 91.~9 
'h·:l.6 
~n,2 -<2.9 -8.6! -11.70 
-16 •2' -10,66 136.01 
'10~.U4 (11.5 
18.3 32.3 ';5.-93 -lQ.76 -lh66 -9,52 140,oe 11'1,;1 111·4 
la.~ 2~.3 -1.72 -7.46 ~8.16 -4,12 141.1,5 13tJ.~!;) 
rtl.3 
UU.G!;'T SiOE.L 
1oI'f\O SEA GMT CEL\. COORDINATES. $1'3 DATA 
SPEI:D Ti:I1P LAT I,.ONG A%l11TI4 rl.u (H/Sj <VI=Gt (HR MIN S~C, (OEG) (OEG) (DEG) 
7.0 17 29 37! 1 42,29 -2,29.13 201.4 
7.8 17 29 '4113 4·3.09 -128.40 201.5 
a.6 17 29 ~"!5 H,OO -127 .63 201.6 
9.4 17 29 ~1!3 44.48 -1~7.12 201.7 
a.s 
;: ,1. S().7 143.14 1~.1 6.6 





.)sc. 1/25175 s. TRUTH - 6/18/7' LAST M~D - Y/13/7' THIS LISTING - 10/21/75 . 
~~ S~ !Z!,~, 
~g 
C 




o~ :'~ t; 
A 67 




















~. .........~-""'"' -;;?".. 
,1 ' ----~--~-----~ -~ -:\" .~- ~. , 
,~-,,-'-a>~""'~:~~ "",,:,,:,<,:,_,--.;<;.,;:;;:!:::..c:,;: ,-~::"'--:;C.::~~..;;:~:~:~.;...~;:::;:_.:::::.--:;.;:;;;..~~.;:::.::~.:..:;_ ·:.::;:::::.=..:..::::::.:::::::r.::=:...-.:::::::.<:~. 
1~' .~'.. -.":':ii'O:q ~ c-·c· ~. ,.. __ ...... - -;...--.-~"+- ----~~-~---_+-.- .-.---- ~--.~. 7~ --t--
:...- ---....... "'--" '--" ,- -
COy 29-2. V2917~ CTSC-L/R, GU~r O~ Mc~ICO (RI,Q'':tT UOt:) __ 
L· 
! C Aft 
\~!ia 



















! ~ 1" 1 
::-1'2 
! .. t 3 
t~,.. 























































HH Vf.{ HV 







































































-5 .... 2 
7.~4 
JSC - 7/25/75 s. 1RUTH. 6/19/7' 
• "1P""·'" ",",,,", v' ~., ¢!""" ~~, ''I" 
~NTeNNA TEMP~ A,SnCT \011110 9t:A GMT Ct:tL COo~DtHAr~s 
V H A~ULE SPEED TeMP LAT \"ONO 



























































pb .• :5 
1 / 0.2 





































11 ~7 41.0 1~ 31 ~~;5 
17 J7 :>3,8 


























































































































; . .1.1 
~~1 


























~' ~-v"- -,.,. , - T - " • 
~. ~_" ."j,.. ,,"_ "" C." , ...... ,""_,.k.;-'''' ..::--~,u=.r)"_ 1).;;"'."'-'. ~.~,_==..<-."<:,~~:::<~:.::.:.:::::-X!::;._-.7'':::::-:~:'':::;;:::::::::.;;:'*::l\, 
[, 
..... ,'. i r""'-'· . ':' .... j r---'l 







DOY 30-1., ;/30/14 CTNC-\./R, :~Cr:!H P\~l~IC (Rl.O~T SIDEl 1 
S:AN INctD SCATTERING CO~FrrCIENTS ANTENNA TEMP~ A5~tCT wt~D SEA ~MT C~L~ COORDINATES 3193 DATA , 
'.(."9 A'iGLE VVHH VH HV V H ;\IIGLE SPEI:D Tf:tlP LU loON!) AlU':rM....,.LAG--. 1 (D~G) COB) (DB) (DR1 (DB) tOEG) (D~G' (U~G) ttl/sj ttEG) fHH "IN S~C) (DEG) COEG) tDEG) j 
. .. ~ - ' 1 
2.1 49.7 -8,28 -10.8~ -10.'5 -12,10 125.05 92.~2 '~.3 ?~ 16 42 J'!1 "',137 -1'7.05 lal.Y A 
2.2 ~(". -7,34 -10.65 -lO.H "13.68 12i. 97 101,~,5 !lld. 7.6 1t; 4~ 15816 46.el~ ... 46.71 181.9 .1 
2.3 Jl.4 -5.11 -9.88 -;3.16 -10 1 28 126,~O 10Y.Y3 ~l.O '.e 16 42 ~l!a 47.~~ -146.35 le2.0 1 
2.4 22.5 0.32 -6.26 -7.71 -1,41 lZ5.35 11~.JJ 11.7 '.3 16 42 4~,6 48.56 -146.04 1!1.3 1 
2.5 15.2 7.27 4.88 2.87 3~51 124,50 11J.~7 ~4.4 ,~~ 16 42 46,8 #~.09 -145.80 lS1.4 
•• 1 ~9.e -8.66 -11.68 -lU.~5 -9.71 126.57 9~.'7 ~b.8 8.9 16 4J 5,6 45," -1~4.~O 1!4.2 J 
4.2 t2.1 -7,23 -10.65 -11.62 -lC,44 131.36 10 4 ,05 ~tl.6 7.6 16 43 ?,1 4~.6e -143.99 164.4 1 ~.J 31.5 -6.65 -12.92 -26.33 -11,40 131.3~ l1J.~4 i6.6 7.2 16 4J 12!3 47.70 -.14J.~9 164.4 -2 ~~ 
4.4 23.0 -0.1~ -6.88 -10,16 -1.66 128.00 11e,~o 11.5 7.e 16 4,5 1511 48.36 -14J.~6 184.5 ~ 
4.5 14.3 a.itS 5.71 3.80 4,62 127.52 121.64 ~1.~ 7.6 16 4J 17,3 49.00 -1"12.97 184.5 .' ~.1 49.7 -6.61 -12.05. -12.11 -10.55 130.42 101,12 ~4.5 7.7 16 43 J6!1 4'457 -141.77 16~.5 .~: 
:.2 42,2 -6.78 -9.31 -11.76 -10.56 134,06 110.2J ~U.2 e.o 16 43 J9 16 ~6.47 -141.32 186.e • 
6.3 !1.6 -4.80 -10.63 -10.40 -9.39 131.84 11'1~6 IS.9 e., 16 4~ 42.8 47.48 -140.e5 167.1 ~.4 23.1 1.50 -5.66 ~7.31 ~0.83 130.26 121.~J ·~.o e.l 16 4J 45;6 4a.14 -140.48 187.0 ; 
'.5 IJ.5 8.96 6.65 5.02 5.76 129.31 12~.bJ :,.8 e.~ 16 ~3 47!8 48.82 -140.15 186.8 I 
~.1 49.8 -8.52 -12.06 -;2.10 ~12.65 130.68 100,72 ;tl.3 ~'4 16 44 6,6 45.30 -139.14 lS8,7 . 
1.2 42.2 -7.e5 -8.63 -B.69 -10.57 133.53 10ti.Y4 9.9 8.6 16 44 10,1 46.19 -13a.64 189.1 I 
3.3 31.6 -4,23 -a,60 ~8.63 -9,39 132.25 I1j,~6 u.9 9.1 16 44 13!~ 47.19 -IJ~-12 189.1 j 
3.4 23,5 0.76 -4.57 -5.A5 -1,31 129.79 l1 Y,'6 ~,.o 9.0 16 44 16!1 47.82 -137.73 189.0 J 
e.5 12.9 9.74 6.98 5.70 6,27 128.00 12,.q2 -;'.1 9;0 16 44 18,3 48.56 -137.34 189.1 1 j 
::.1 49.8 ~7,]1 -13,22 -~O.OJ -10.93 131.70 l02,~Y 7,0 9,7 16 44 J1,l ~4.96 -136.'5 191.0 l ~=.2 42.3 -6.]8 -6.69 .9,53 -9,62 135.63 10 9 .76 J.9 10.0 16 44 40!6 45.84 -131.00 191.1 ~ ~~.J ~1.7 -4.51 -8.60 -10.25 -8.66 132.23 11',l2 -1.2 9.9 16 41 ~3.a 46.82 -135.44 191.~ J ~'.4 23.5 0.52 -5.66 ~7.31 -1,31 131.54 l1Y.~4 ~~.8 9.6 16 44 ~6;6 47.44 -135.00 190.~ j 
. '.5 12.4 8.94 7,24 5.80 6,66 126.02 122.Q2 -;'.0 e:e 16 ~~ ,B!8 48.21 -134.59 191.0 ~ 
, 
~=.1 '9.~ ~6.78 -10.36 -10.03 -10,93 132.~7 101.1~ 6.8 10.2 16 4~ 7!6 ~4.55 -134.01 193.2 ~ :~.2 '2~3 -,.st -11.69 -10,56 -9.62 132,~7 10b.~0 ,.5 10.1 16 45 11!1 4'.42 -133.42 193.5 1 ~?3 31,7 ~5.B8 -9.78 -10.26 -13,19 12 9 .63 11J.'O ~.2 9.7 16 45 1~!3 46.39 -132.81 193.8 l' 
'2.4 2S.7 -0,20 -5.32 ~7.31 -2.35 i29.80 l1 Y./e ~~.7 8.5 16 45 17,1- 46,99 -132.35 1 93.7 .~., 12,~ 10.16 7.06 5.84 7.04 129,73 12),U~ -lQ.9 7.~ 16 4~ 19 ,3 47.77 -131.85 192,9 1 
, 1 
.'.1 49.9 -8.9.2 -13.22 -12.10. -10.94 130.~4 99.q2 ',6 9.0 16 45 Je,l 44.08 -131.50 19'.~ ,~ 
. =.2 ~2.3 -6.76 -6.63 -8.70 -10,57 132.67 106.J9 J.5 e.6 16 4~ 11,6 44.91 -130.87 19'.' ) j '~.3 31.8 -5.62 -9.16 -11.37 -10.29 132.25 I1J.~J ~d.7 7.6 16 15 ~4,e 45.e9-1JQ.22 19'.7 ,1 
: ~.4 2J,6 0.21 -6.86 -8.06 -2,60 131.96 122.J~ -1'/,7 7.1 16 ~5 17,6 46.47-129 .73 19'.7 • ~ 
:1.5 11.7 9.17 7.35 5,81 7,23 132.74 12Y.~2 -J,.6 6.9 16 45 49,8 47,28 -129 .19 19,,6 l 
i 
JSC _ 7/25/7' S. IRUT4 - 6/19/7' L4ST MUO· !/13/7' THIS ~15Tl~G - 10/21/75 
A 69 
_'_'.,' "_'_."')L, .. ,t."",,.'u...,..,I;~.'h:.. •• _~~......-.... ~·..:.~._,_~ ......... L~"~Ie;'!W."'i ...... "'rtit£ i*' ift I ~~ •• ....;~;~ ... 'u-_'""""" .... ~_.b .... ~d:Uii.;. ad. _ ....... u' 'U'-a if .... i~+ w're .... t1 Urt'tirilliitdib t Of> it1 . .,YtO· ten' fH"Ni· n .• t. " ,,- "S r 759 
..e .---
.' -------I
F.. . •. '"-i;-'.:;;= .... ~. . ~-. 





















































.... ,J .... 
:'~,2 
:').3 
. ~ ~ 







: 4 • 1 
~ t:. 2 
: : • J 
~ , , ~ 
~ , .:; 
: "" , 1 
: ' • 2' 
! I; I l 






































2 4 ,0 






.., . ':~;-:::';;". 













































HH • vH HV 




.. ~r. 71 
-11.98 





















































































































20 9 • 83 
217.38 




























































































































1:= . .".,,;,to;;;'w • .,"" .... ;,~."'-,..~_L.'-' .... _,;., ,,'""'_Nh»h' 01 ,,..,';"'" * .""""''''''';'' '" ..... riA. 
, , .. /;i .. • ~ .. ~ .;......;.;;"-_......,o"-'.:.;;.~ .... _ .... _O:,.~~"-'-"-, ................. =::~_'l'-,~~"--<_~;.""'~,.;cot;I!::;:.,~.,.,~,);.;:;._~.:.:..,u:.:.~\¢ • .....: 
(lU.cIl~ T S I !) E)- -
WlhD SEA OMY 
SPEeD l~MP 
("/5J 'C~G) (HR MIN S~C) 
•• 2 16 ~J '6!7 
4.' 16'" 0.2 
'.6 16 ~4 3;5 
'.8 16'4 6;2 



































16 !'l04 21,2 
16 H .50;7 
16 '4 .54,0 
16 '4 J6~7 
16 , .. .58;9 





16 '5 41!&,2 
16 " .51,6 
16 " 05501:1 
16 ,~ Hi] 
16 ,~ .59,9 
16 '5 :18,7 
16'6 2.2 
16 '6 5;5 
16'6 8,2 
16 56 10!04 
16 '6 4!9!2 
16 '6 .52.7 
16.'6 056;0 
16 '6 ,s8;7 
l6 56 40,9 
16 '0 !>9 , 7 
16 OJI 3,2 
16 '7 6!5 
16'7 9!2 
16 ,] 11,4 
16 '7 JO!2 
1651 "3 t 7 
16 '7 J7.0 
16 '1 ,,9;7 
16 '7 41!9 
101211/~ 























































































































































r . =- """'. _'r~", ,,' , .. ·of 
( i ". . ,'C""_.,,,._._ .~.-,,-.~ .•. ~,~~=""~~';"C-:~_~_~~'~~'::~:~:C~:~"~~:::=:'~.::~-:::~~~:".~~~~~ 
lR···
1
. .~-~... "",~>." •. ~.,-. '-"-- -- -- ...- _. "-- ~ ~" 
. . · J 
! ~~ . 
. 
i·, . [: 
~ Day 32-1. ~I 1/74 CTNC-L/R, NORJH PACJ~IC CR10~T SJoe) ! ,~ SCAN l~crD SCATTERING co~rrtoIENTS ANTENNA TEM~S A5~bCT wl~D SEA a~T CEL~ COORDIH.res Sl'3 DATA I 
I;: /'VHB MIGLE VV HH VH HV v H - ~N~I.E SP5fO TEMP LA! LONG' AZI"'T" ,.·uQI ~, (DEG) (OB) CDS) <os.) COB) (DEG) (Dr=G1CQIiG) oust !t:~G' CHR JIlIN S~C' (oeG) (neG) CDcG)l 
~.I 2.1 49.6 ~7.97 -11.6& -13.16 .1.C~'5 125.22 92)q4 !1.2 IG.O 16 49 J5,5 45.e9 -161.43 176.8 ~ ! 2.2 42.1 ~5.97 -~~.2A -11.09 -,,13 127,88 99,!J §'.1 ?1 16 49 J9,0 46,82 -161.18 176.9 1 
;
'.' 2.3. 31.4 ~3,9a -6.63 ~B,32 -9,.05 128.18 107.~l 11.7 9.' 16 49 42,2 47.88 -~66.96 177,3 J 
1 2.4 21.7 1,42 -4.84 -5.94 -0.89' 125.32 l1J,V2 ~J,6 8;& 16 49 ~5,o 4e.66 -166.75 177.2 1 
" 2.5 16.1 5.54 3.47 1.35 1,94 124.48 ~1~,~2 11.9 e~3 16 49 ~7!2 49.08 -166.5e 1 77.1 I 
r' .1.1 1,9.7 -7,10 -11.31 -;0.21 -10;95 125.20 9l.~2 ~1.0 10.3 16 '0 6!0 ~5.92 -:'64." 179.0 :: 
'.'.1 4,2 '2.2 -5.96 -10.24 ~9.99 ·9,99 128.77 101,15 l~.8 10.' 16'0 9,5 46.B5 -164.45 179.2 J ~ 4,3 31.6 .3.25 -7.00 -8.31 -8.34 127.76 10~1~~ ~J.6 10.1 1~ '0 lZ!7 47.90 -164.16 1 79 .4 ~ 
fl 4.4 22.3 2,(j6 -<1.26 ~5.43 -0.07 125.31 11 4 j11;1 11..8 10.' 1 6 '0 15,5 48.65 -16.5.91 119 .2 9~1 
1'1 4.' 15.8 6.42 4."3 2.46 2,79 123.59 111,~5 io'.8 10;4 1 6 '0 17,7 49.13 -1113.71 179.2 ~ ~ '1 
6.1 49.8 -6.76 -11.31 .. ;1.21 -8,69 '125.60 9~,~2 ;!.'.6 9.9 16 '0 J6,5 .".a8. -162.'07 1e1.2 ~ ~ .j 
6.2 "2.3 .. 5.20 -S.89. -9.99 -9.11 129.55 101,lJ ~2.3 1~." 16 '0 41),0 46.81-161.73 181,7 >- t;j I 
6.3 31..6 -2.44 -7,00 ;'7.70 -7.16 129.50 101l,~2 ll.3 10.8 16 50 ~3!2 ·P.86 -161.38 181.1 t"iC:: j 
6.4 22.S 1.01 -3.62 ~4.01 -1.95 127.46 116,U6 ~j.7 10;9 16 '0 46.0 ~8.56 -161.09 181.3 () ~ If~ 6.5 15.2 6.59 4.30 . 2.37 2.63 126.17 11t!.~4 iCJ;8 10. 9 16 '0 4a;2 49,12 -160.55 181.2 ~ ES ;i 
'~ 8.1 49.8 -7.21 -11.30 :-9,38 -9,36 12~,77 9J,i!4 ~t!,5 9.~ 16'1 7!0~,,18 -159.41 183.5 ~C ~ 
'i) 5.2 42.3 -6,40 -9.H :-9,85 el0.00 128.2~ 100.it5 i!<;.l 9.7 16 '1 ;O!5 46,70 -159.01 183.9 ~ 1 il~.· s.l 31.6 -3.72 -7 •. 82 -8,32 -8,34 128.16 10 / ,.15 l!),9 9.9 16'113:7 47.74 -158.61 184.1 .01. 1 
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APPENDIX D 
FORTRAN COMPUTER PROGRAMS 





Cr~ates Skylab Oceanographic Data Files. 
Uses subroutine AAFEAC. 
Cr~ates two Skylab Ocean::>sraphic Data Files, 
one of sC'Jns to the left andanol'her of scans to the 
right I from one Skylab Oceanographi c Data File 
whose data were taken in the CTNC Left/Right 
mode. 
Used to add components to the data vectors of 
Skylab Oc-eonc)graphic Data Files. 
Cre':ltes from on ITNe Skylab Oce~nographic 
Data File another Skyla'j Oceanographic Data 
File which has the delta vectors together which. 
cOr;1tain measurements from one cI uster of surface 
cells. The data vectors of the new file are 
arranged by surface-cell cluster rather than by 
scan. 
D • 1.2 Proaram To List Data from Skyla~ Oce'll10graphi c Data F. iI es 
Program List (LST) Lists c.:>mponei1ts~·· any function of the components 
ofda:'a vectors fro!'n Skylab Ocea:,ogra?hic Data 
Files. . 
I 
Uses Subroutine LIST 
D.1.3 Program To Create Sk~labOceano<ara2hic Temporary Data Files 
Program TRNGEN Creates a Skylab Ocea,ographic Temporary 
Data File (usually 011 disc) from a SkylaS 
Oceano<~raphic D;]l'a File (usually on ta?e). 
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0.1.4 Programs To Analyze and Dl~e!ay Data from Sk~la~ Oceanographic Temporary 
Data Files 
For CTC data: 
Program IMAGE P~oduce,5 images having 13 shades of gray by over-
priinHng on the line printer (See Figure 5.1 for an 
e~ample). The image may be of any component of 
tHe data vectors on the Skylab Oceanographic 
Temporary Data Files. The Program will also produce 
a :histogram of the component imaged • 
Uses Su~routine PITCHR and Subroutine DF (density 
function calculator). 
For noncontiguous data: 
Program SCATTERGRAM 
Program RE GRESS 





Produces sCIJttergramsof pairs of cl)mponents from 
Skylab Oceanographic Temporary D'.1ta Files. Symbols 
for the sC.Jttergrams Clln also be stored in the data 
vectors. 
Uses Subroutine SCAT. 
SGpervises linear regression ·:)f any components, of the 
data vectors. REGRESS prepares the data files and 
command files for the UCLA Biomed progra;n BMD02R. 
The R.EGRESS activity must be followed ':Jy a 3MD02K 
activity. 
Calculates the !itandard deviation of any component 
of the data vectOrs. 
Uses Subroutine STDV and Su':>routine FREEFORM. 
Calculates the a!Jtocorrelation function of any compon-
ent of the da~a vectors. The _stal1dard deviation program 
should be run first becl]IJse this. program,"equires an , 
estimate of the standard deviation apriori. 
Uses Subroutine AUTCOR and SubrouHne ~REEFORM 
Used to find sim'J!ta,1eolJsly the maximum likelihood 
esti mates of I i n~'Jr regressi on coeffi c i ents and el"rQ)-
c.,vari ance matri x. 
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Es,imates the effec~s of incident angle variation on 
ba:ckscatter measurements. 
i 
Estimates the effects of aspect angle variation on 
backsc.Jtter meqsurements. 
Estimates the attenuation at §Ooincident angle. 
0.1.6 $ubrolJtines Used To Remove Eff~cts Other Than Wind Speed From Radiometric 
Measurements 
Subroutine A TM50 
Subroutine TRANSREF 






R~moves effec~s of sea water temperature variations 
and excess temperature variations to estimate horizon-
tal emissi vity. 
! 
Removes effects of incident angle variations at all 
nominal incident angles and removes effects of sea 
water temperature vqriations and excess temperature 
,variations at nominal incident angles other than 50
0
• 
0.1.7 Other Utility SuSroutines 
Subroutine CATGOR Assigns a category designation to each data vector. 
Subroutine FFT Calc'Jlates the fast-Fourier Transform. 
'204 











0.2 PROGRAM ll.STlN~S 
The programs are listed in the following order (the order in which they are 
described in the previous section): 
I 
Routine Programmer Page 
Program Merge Young 206 
SluSroutine 
I 
AAFEAC Young 212 i 
Program Divide SuI! ivan 213 
P~ogram Append Sullivan 217 
I ! 
Program Skew Liang 223 
r I Program (ST young 226 S~broutine LIST Young 229 i ! 
Program 
I 
TRNGEN Kahn 230 
Program Directive Interpreter Kahn 242 
Pi-ogram 
I Image Crooks 250 
S~broutine D:: 255 
Program Scattergram Kahn 258 
S~broutine SCAT Kahn 270 
i 
Program Regress Birrer 281 
Progra:n Standard Deviation Birrer 287 
Subroutine STDV Birrer 290 I 
! 
fREEFORM Subroutine airrer 292 
P~ogram Autocc)rr~!ation Function Birrer 294 
i 
AUTCOR Subroutine Birrer 297 
Program Maximum Likelihood Estimator 300 
Subroutine FUNCl Birrer 306 
Subroutine INCANG Hiang 311 
Subroutine ASPCOR Hiang 312 
Subroutine ATM50 Komen 313 
Subroutine TRANSREF Komen 315 
Subroutin"e EPS Kornen 316 
Su':>routine HEXCI:SS Komen 316 
Subroutine TATM Komen 316 
Subroutine ATTENV Kornen 317 
Subroutine i FRESNEL Komen 317 
Subroutine CATGOR Birrer 318 
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PURPose To READ JSC RADSCAT OAf A CARDS (OR TAPe l~ CONTIGUOUS 
P,TA) PROOUCED BY ecOH ,NJ CU~v SUR, ACE TRUTH CARDS 
AND TO W~ITE STANDARD DATA 
VECTORS a~ TAPE ( riLE COOE 01 I. THE PROGR4H ALSO 
CALCULATeS ASPECT ~NGLe ANO AN ASPECr-ANGLE CORRE~TIONt 
DATA CARPS 
At 1 CARO--- 15 
NUMBER OF' F'ILES TO BE SKIPPED ON OUTPUT TAPe 
8t 1 CARD F'OR EACH DATA SEGMENT --- 212 
FILE CODE OF' JSC DATA. F'ILE COCE OF' CUNV OATA 
CA F'ILE CODE or ZERO rCR T~E CUNY OAT' DENOTES THAT NO 
SURF' ACE TRUTH IS AVAILAaLE, SO ALL SURFACE TRUTH 
VALUES WILL BE SET TO DEF'AULT) 
Ct 1 CARD F'OR EACH DATA SEGMENT --- 412,14,10".412 
~iA~f~ ~ECQ~u 1~'U~"AiIU~ A5 'C~LU~~ • . 
HOpE, MONTH. DAY. AND YEAR OF PASS, NUMBER OF DATA 
RECOROS~ TITLE, MONTH, DAV, YEAR or C~NY DATA, I'MT 
I,"T. 0 IF' SURF'ACE TR~TH IS IN KU FORMAT, (13.ll~12; 
11.F'2.0,F'3.0,312,,4,l) WITH VARIABLES pov. 
SEll. SCAN. CO.,. oISPD. IIOIR .1'10. DA. Y'l, SCA THP ~DA TIl 
or SURF'ACE TRUTH> 
• 1 Ir SURFACE TR~TH IS I~ CUNY 'OR~AT AND OHLY 
WIND SPEED A~D DIRECTION ARE TO 8~ INC~UU~D IN 
OAT~ VECTOR 
• 2 If' SURFACE TR~TH IS IN CUNY FORMAT AND ALL 
CUNY O~TA IS TO BE IN=~UOED I~ 04'A VECTOH 
(SeE SEPARATE WRITe-Up .OR DEScRIPTION 0' cu-y 
rORMAT) 
D) 1 BLANK CARD 
SIGNA~S END or PROceSSING 
•• NOTE •• 
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HODE~ ARE 45 fOLLOWS -
OTHER INPUT DATA 
OUTPUT 
JSC AND CUNY DATA ON fILES SPEClrleo BY DATA CARDS 
ABOVE 
OCEANOGR AP HI C DATA rILES TO rILE CODE 1 
LIST Of NUMBER Of DATA RECORDS WRITTEN TO rILE ~ODe 1 
AND NUMBER Of RCCO~DS INDICATED IN HEADER HecORp 

















D~TA 413-0377717777777/; 9/31*03777717777771, C/03777717777771 
EQUIVALENCE (A(11,11),(X.IX);(XC1).DOY),IXI21.NSEG),IY,IY) 
CHANGE TODAY'S DATE 'ROM eCD TO INTEGeR 
CALL ClCCK1CIDAT(2),IDATll1,JDATeJ» 





READ (5.107) NSKIP 
107 rORHAT<I5) 
WA1TEI6.108) NSKIP 
READ NUHijER OF fILES TO BE SKIPPED ON 
OUTPUT TAPE 
ECHO DATA CARDS 
108 rOR~ATIIII' EC~O INPUT DATA CARDS',11116l 
.. 
'AGE 2 





























'IF (NSKIP.EQ.OI GO TO 4 
DO 7 I=1,NSKIP 
S~IP NSKIP rILES 
I READ (I,END-,) 
GO TO-& . 







READ FILE NUMBERS fOR JSC AND CUNY ~.TA 
REAOI5;1DO,END=30) IJSC,ICUNY 
,ORHA T( 212' 
WRITE(6,109) IJSC,ICUNY 
fORHA TC 1)( , 21.21 
If&IJSC.EO,OI STOP 
REWIND rILE IJSC IF' WE AR~ TO USE IT 
AGAIN 
IfUJSC,EO.LASTJ) REWINDCIJSCI 
If' HJSC. NE ;I.UYJ.A.ND. LAST J, NE, a 1 CALI. F'CLOSE (!.AST J' 
\,AST.laIJSC 








1"HODE,GE,2.ANO,HOOE,LE,51 GO TO 20 
ASSIGN 21 TO olGa 
GO TO 23 
CONTIGUOUS HODE, JSC DATA C~ TAPE 
NONCONTIGUOUS MODE, JSC OAT A ON CARDS 
20 ASSIGN 22 TO JGO 
23 IF(,CUNY.EO,OI GO TO 17 
I"I'HT,NE.O) GO TO 40 
ASSIGN 31 TO ~GO 
SURfACE TRUTH IS AVAILASLE 
SET SWITCHES TO READ SURF"Ce TRUT~ 
WITH RIGHT 'ORHAT 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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GO TO H 
~O IFCIrHT.NE,l.AND,IF~T.NE.21 00 TO 42 
ASSIGN 32 TO I<GO 
GO TO H 
42W.RlTc(6.110) IFHT' 
110 FORHATC' IFln_', ra.' WHICH IS II.I.EGA\,') STOP 
SET SWITCH TO ADD DESIRED NUMBER or 
COMPONENTS TO DATA VECTOR 
41 IrCIFHT.EQ.O,OR,lfHT.EQ.1) GO TO 36 
ASSIGN "34 TO LGO 
ASSIGk 38 TO HGO 
GO TO 39 
36 ASSIGN 33 TO LGO 
ASSIGN 37 TO HGO 
39 IfClfHT.EO.O) GO TO 35 
RE~D fIRST SURfACE TRUTH CARU 
READCleU NV.112.END=10S) IDOY.ISEG,ISC4N.ICOH,V.WNU4NG.CY«I),1:1.~) 















GO TO 44 -
35 READlieUNy.l03) IDOv.ISEG.ISCAN.ICOH'V,WNOANG.IOATCU,SEATHP 
10..) tU"MAf' i,3,--IJ..ii, il';',v,r~.\i.;:-= .. f1.!.-~ 
44 ISRL~'tICOM.laOOO.ISCAN).10.ISEG).1000.IDOY 
ASSIGN 6 TO IGO 
GO TO 18 
NO SURFACE TRUTH 
17 DO 19 1=1;3 
19 IllAleu< 1> = 11 
ASSIGN 2 TQ IGO 
ASSIGN 33 TO 1.00 
RE4D EACH JSC CARD 
18 IREC=o 
1 GO TO JQO;(21,2'21 
READ JSC DATA FROM CARDS 
22 R£AD(IJSC;101,END~S) DOy,NSEG.NS:AN.NCOM.NTIME.XLAT,~LONG •• il~; 
1 THETA,SIG,T,ICESCR,IDATJS 
101 FORMAT413.rl,12,11,IB,FS.2.F6.2.f4.1,3f4.2.6FS.2. 4 121 
C~ANGE ALL DEFAULT V~LUES TO 
0377777777777 
209 
"~~~-;r-' ..... ,--;:-~,~ """'l"'"~"". '" 
,. 





















IF ( NTIHE.EO,999Q Q900) Ntl~E=11 
IF ( XLAT.EO.999,) ~LAT=A(1) 
:F (XLO~G.EQ.999.) MLONQ=A{l) 
IF CAZIH.EO,Q99.1 AZl":A(l) 
DO 11 1=1;3 
11 IF CTHETA(I),EO,99.) THETA'I~=A(l) 
DO 12 1:1.4 
12 IF CSIGC I).EO.99.) SIO( l)d(1) 
D,O 13 1=1,2 
1j JF' CUIl,Eo.a,) T(I)=A(1) 
NSRL:«(~COH·10000·N'CAN).10.NSEG).lOOO·DOY 
GO TO 24 
21 RE4DIlJSC';eN.o,,5) IX 
DO 25 1=8.16 
RE~D JSC DATA FROM TAFE 
lFIIX(I).NE.lI) xCl):'F'LOAT<lXCI»/l000,-200. 
25 CONTINUE ' 
NSR~=«Clx(S).10.lxC4')·1000+IX(3')·lC·IXC2)·1000+lx(1) 
J'CIX(6'.NE.II) GO TO 26 
NTl!1E= II 
GO TO 27 
26 NTIHE=lfIXeX(S)e100,+O,5l+10000-CIXC71+100 eIX(6)' 
27 xLAT=XIQ) 
XL,ONG=X(10) 
.. 7' ... ..,'1' , 
T~eTAi l);X Cl.21 
DO 28 1=1;'4 
28 5tGCII=)(1+12) 
DO 29 1=1~2 
29 T(J)=X(l+16) 
COUNT THE NUMBER OF JSC RECOHDS 
WRITe HE~DER RECORD FIRST TIME THROUGH 
1F'IIREc.eO.1) ~RITE(1) DOY.NSEG.MODE,NWORDS,NU~REC,!OATPS,IDATJ~. 
S lDATCU,I04T,ITITLE 
GO TO IGO, (6,2) 
If CUNY DATA IS HISSI~G WRITE RECORD WITH 
DErAULT SURFACE TRUTH VA~~ES 
6 lFtNSC'N.10.NCOM.LT.ISC~N.1C+ICOH) GO TO 2 



























I'CNSRL.NE.ISRL) GO TO 3 
CALCULATE ASPECT ANGLE 4ND ASPECT ANG~E 
CORRECTION IF WIND AND INSTRUMENT 'NG~ES 
ARE NONDEF'AULT 
I' CAZ!thNE,A(l',AN:I.I/NDANG.PlE.Ao.»GO TO 15 
ASPANG=,H 11 
UPCOR=AC1' 
GO TO 16 
15 CALL AArEAC(AZIH.WNDA~G,ASPANG,ASPCOR) 
l'(THETA(1',LE.25) ASPCOR=A(l) 
WRITE" DATA VECTOR ANC UPDATE SURrAC~ 
TRUTH INFO 
16 GO TO MGO;(37,Ja) 
38 WRITE(l) NSRL,NTIME,XLAT;XLONG;AZIH,THETA,SIG.T,V,ASPANG.ASPGOR; 
1 tDESCR,SEATHP,Y 
GO TO "3 37 ",RITE C 11- ~SRL, NT I HE, XLAT~ XLONQ. AZIH, THETA, S I G, T. V' ASPANG, ASPGOR, 
1 IOESCR,SEATHP 
43 GO TO KQO;CJ1,32) 
32 REAOltCUNY.112.END=105) IDOY.lSEG,ISC'N,ICOH.V,~NOANG,(Y(I).1:1'6) 
1 ,SEATHP,Y(7),!OATC!JC 3 1,CIDHCUCI),1=1,2',CYCI),I,",,·311 
GO TO "5 31 AEADIICUNY,103,END=105) IOOY,ISEG,ISCAN,!COH,V,wNDANG,IDATCU. 
1 SeATH~ 
~~ :!~~-~!:::~I!:~~~t:~:~~!:.t~):~~C:~!:::·:::~ 
GO TO 1 
105 lS~L=I!Slil.+l 
ISQAN=ISCAN+5QO 
GO TO ,1 
IF SURFACE TRUTH IS nE~lETeD, HOOl'¥ IS~L 
AND lSCA~ SO THAT THE ~E~AINING JSC DATA 
WILL BE TRANSFERRED TO TAPE WITH QEFAWLT 
SURFACE TRUTH VALUES 
2 GO TO LGO,CJJ,J4) 
33 WRITE{l) NSRL,NTIHE,XLAT~XLONG,AZIH,THETA,SIG,T",lOESCR,C 
GO TO 1 3" WRITE(l) NSRL,NTIHE,XLAT,XLONG,AZIH,T~ET.~SIG,T,4110EsCR,C.a 
GO TO 1 . 
5 ENDfll.E 01 In !CUNY,NE.O) CALL FCLOSE<!Cllt-lY) 
WRITE(6,106) DOY,NSEG.IREC,NUMREC 
106 'OR/1ATtl1X,'OQY ',13,'·'oI1ol10,':U'COFlDS WERE I;RITT!;N,',t4. 
1 ' RECORDS ~ERE DESIGNATED IN THE HEAOER RECORD') 
GO TO 4 -: 
3 WRITE\6,104) NSRL , 15RL 
104 rORHATe' ••••• NSRL =',110.' AND ISRL 
1 11/' EITHER SOME JSC DATA IS MISSIPlG 
tHCe, THEREFORE HER3E IS ABORTED,' 
30 STOP 
END 
:',110,' •• ·.'1 











c R~DANG INSTRUMENT ANGLe W.RtT. NORTH 
C 




C ASP~NG ASPECT ANGLE, ANGLE ov WIND W,R,T. THE INSTRUHENT 
C 
C ASPCQR ASPECT-ANGLE SCATTERING-COEVrIC!ENT CORR~CTION 
C C ~-.--.--------.----.~ ____ ~~_~ _________________________ ______ ._ ••• _ 
c 
ASPANC=WNOANG-RAOANG 
lr(ASPANG,GT,-lao.) Go TO 3 
ASPANG=ASPANG.360, 
GO TO 2 
3 iV(ASPA~G,LE,180,) GO TO 2 
ASRANQ=ASPANG-360. 
2 ANGLE=ASPANG/57.296 
,SPCOR: 2,745-1; 056 e CIl:S( ANGLE) -2, 228-C:S, 2. -ANGLE). O. !i39.CQS\ 4,. 
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TMIS PROGRAM TAKES AN INPUT rROM FlLECODE 01 

















































T~ERE IS oNLY ONE SUPPORT SUBROUTINE, "LASL5S", 
WHICH LISTS THE CO~TENTS Of A LA3EL ONTO FILEtODE 6, 
T~E COHHANDS ARE READ fROM tILECOOE 05, 
THE THREE COMMANDS ARE "SKIP","COPY",AND "DIVIDE", 
T~E COMMAND SHOULD BE IN COL. 1-6 LEfT-JUSTifIED, 
THE NUMBER OF FILES TO SKIP OR cOPy SHOULD BE IN 
CC~, 8-9, RtGHrr-JU5TlrlE~. IF T~E Nu H9ER Is BLANK, 
ZERO, OR NEGAT1VE, THEN ONE fILE IS ASSUMED. 
THE COMMAND -O_VIDE" CAusEs THE fiLE ON 01 TO 95 sPLIT 
INTO.T\oID fiLES; IF' rHI: tlOa!: OF THE INPUT FILE IS 5, 
IF THE MODE 151 5 THE~1 THE OPTIOIi FIE:LD (COL 8-131 
IS EXA~INED TO SEE I, THe FILE S~OULO BE PROC=SSEO WITH 
THE RIGHT SCAN REC1R~S OR THt LEfT SC~N REGCROS FIRST. 
IF TH~ 'IE~D IS aLAN~ THEN LEFT IS ASSUMED. 
IF "RtGHT " OR alErT "OR" ~ Is NOT THERE T~EN 
AN ERROR OCCURS. 
I, THE HODE IS N01 5 THEN ~N ERROR OCCURS. 
FOR EXAMPLE. SUPPOSE you HAVe A TAPE WITIl TI-lE THIRD rH.E 
BEING HODE 5. ALSO. THE FIRST fILE SHOULD BE SKIPPED AND 
THe S.E,COND F"l LE SHOULD BE cop I ED II I TM NO CH.H;::;ES, 
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~~AO(5,l,END=950) CARD 
W",ITE'6.2) CARD 
I~ IT A VALID VERB, 
Ilr (VERB.Ea."SKIP ") GO TO 200 r (VERB.EO."COPY ") GO TO 300 
IF fVERB.EQ."OI¥IDE~) GO TO 400 
NOTHjLIST. 
W"ITE<6,J) 
GO TO 900 
PROCESS "SKIP" ~ERE. 
DECODE(CARD,.) NUM9=R 
IF INUM9ER,LT.l) NJH9~R = 1 
KOUMT = 0 
~~~~ (1) lABEL 
"' . ., .... :..~3!.~~:t.:..C:!..:!:! !CREC ; 0 
REA0(1,ENO=220) 
!CREe • KREC • 1 
GO TO 210 
CALL,. FCLOSE(1) 
WRfTE(o.l2) I(REC 
!COUNT = KOUNT +1 
IF :(KOUNT.LT.~LJ"43ER) GO TO 205 
WRI~E(6.5) KOUNT 
GO TO 100 
PROCESS "COPY" HERE, 
DECODErCA~D.~) NUHijER 
IF fNUHBER,LT.1) N~H8ER = 1 
KOUNT = 0 
REI\O(l) LAl3EL. 
CALl:. U9LSS(L,.ABEL(1» 
J<REC = 0 
WR/rE(7) LAAEL 
RliAO/l,ENO=330) (iJATA( r), 1=1 NlJ'1WPR) 
WREC : I<REC • 1 " 
W"fTE(7) IlDATACI l,l=1,NUM\iPR) 
214 
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GO TO 320 
CALl. fCI.OSE(l) 
WAtTE(6.121 l<~EC 
CALL F'CI.OSE (7) 
KQUNT = KOUNT • 1 
IF I KOUNT. LT. NUt-lBEq') GO TO 310 
WRITE(6.6IKOUNT 
GO TO 100 
P"OCESS "DIVIDE~ HERE, 
R6AD(1) l.ABEL 
IF :IMODE.NE.S) GO TO 480 
NU~2 a NUHWIF/l0*5 
NU 1 s NUHWIF-NUH2 
K"EC ; a 
DECODECCARD.8) VERa 
IF IVERB.EO."RIGHT .) GO TO 406 
I' I VERB. EO. i'Len "I GO TO 404 IF IVE:RB.EO," ") GO To 404 
EIIR I 
WRlTE(6.9) 
GO TO 901) 












GO TO 410 
RIGHT SIDE IS rlf~ST. 
HODE=-3 










GO TO 420 
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PAGE • 
C LEfT SIDE. U90 
410 DO 420 J=1.5 150.0 READ(1,ENO=450) (IDATA(I).I=l.NU~WPR' 1510 I(REC = KREC • 1 15ilO WRITE(7) CIOATACI).I=l.NUMWPH) 1510 420 CONT I NUE 1540 
C RIGHT SIDE. 15'0 ~ .. 430 DO 440 J=1.5 1560 READ (1. EtlD'=450) (lOATA(I'.I=l.NU~WPR, 1570 
W"ITE(l1) (IDATA! 1I.1=l,NUHWf'R) 1580 440 CONTINUE 1590 (i' 
C 160.0 ;1 GO TO 410 1610 C 16ilO 4'0 CALL rCL.OSE (1) 1610 ~RITE(6.12) KREC 1640 CALL. rCLOSE(7) 1650 CAL.L rCLOSECll) 1660 REWiND 11 1670 READ (111 LASEL 1680 t, CALL LA8LSS(LA8EL(1» 1690 WRITE(71 LA8EL 170.0 KREC = 0 1710 f.: 
C 172.0 '~;' 460 READCll.END,..;70) CIDATA(II.I=l,NUHWPR) 1730 KREC ;: KREC ~ 1 17~O WR ITEe 7) (IOATA! I). l:l,NUHWPH) 17 ,0 GO TO 460 17~0 470 C.ALL rCLOSE t 7) tl~O WRITE(6.12) KREC 17.0 CAL.L fCLOSE(l1) 1790 REWIND 11 
GO TO 100 1800 
C 1810 480 CALL LABLSS{LASELI 1820 WRITE(6.10) 1830 
C 1840 
900 WRITE(6.11) 1850 :-. .;' 950 STOP 1860 
1 FORHAT C 460) 1870 
2 FORHATC1HO."OlRECTIVE = ",A&O) 1860 
;5 F'ORHATC1HO,"U/JK~JO\Ofl DIRECTlV!:'!) 1890 
~I F'ORHAT(?X.12) 1900 F'ORHATclHo~r2~" rILES WERE SKIPPED") 191Q 
61 FORMATC1HO.IZ." FILES WERE COPIEO") 1920 51 FORHAT(7X.A6) 1930 
9 FORHATC1HO."OPTION O~ DIVine IS ~OT RICHT OR "Eif" ) 19.0 
10 FORHATC1Ho."MODE NOT '"I 1950 
11 FORHATC1HO."PROGRAM TERMINATED A9NORHALLY~) 19/10 




































































I THIS PROGRAH TAKES AN I:NPUT FILE F'ROH F'lLECO!lE 01., 
AND 'PRODUCES A MODIFIED fILE ON rILECOD~-67. 
THE H.O.ilIFIED fiLE ::lNStSTS OF T'"= ORIGINAL INPUT 'fiLE 
WIT~ SPECIFIED VAL~ES ATT'CH~D T~ T"E tNDIVIDUA~ 
A6COfl DS. 
THIS PROGRAM WAS W~ITTEN BV H.L,SULLIVANT (OCT 1974' 
FOR 
i 
RE~OTE SENSING LAB 
THE CEtiTER fOR RESEARCH, 
UNIVERSITY OF ~A~SAS 
LAWRENCE, KANSAS 66044 
INC, (CRINC) 
THERE IS ONLY ONE SUPPORT SUBROUTINE FOR THIS PROGRAM, 
"L.BLSS"; WHICH PRODUCES (LIST OF THE CONTENTS OF 
T~E L.SEL ONTO FILECODE 06. 
THE COHHANDS, WHIC~ AR~ READ FRO~ FILECOPE 05, 
ARE--PSKIP ". "COpy ". HrOHHAT~, "DEFAUL", AND 
"APPEND" • 
THE COHMAND SHOULD BE IN COL. 1-6 LEF'T-Jus-IFIED, 
WITH TRAILING BLAN~S. WITH THE COMMANDS TO SKIP I~PUT FILES OR wtT~ THE COHM~NO TO COPy t~QuT rILES 
iu '!'it: OUI/"ut t lLI::;;Ot)(:, in!:: NUMH:=;' u> ~ 1\..1:;) Tu 5"i;: vi< 
: COpy SHOULD eE IN ::OL, 8-9 , RIG~T-JUSTIrtE:. IF 
THE NUMBER IS BLANK, ZERO. OH NE~ATIVE. THE~ O~E FILE 
IS ASSUMED, 
THE COHHA~D "FORMAr" DECLARES THAT THE IN?UTfORH.T fOR 
APPEND PROCESSt~G IS IN COL. 8-67. IF' 8LA~K. . 
THEN "(115.18,4.6.4)" IS .l,SSIJHED. 
THE fORMAT STAYS i'l EFFECT UNtIl. ~ NE'! ONE IS GIVE~, 
THE COMHAND "OEFAUL" nEFI~DS THE DEF.ULT VA\..Uej 
WHICH IS A REAL NU'~8ER 'IN COL. 8-16. 
WHEN A VALUE TO 8E APPENDED IS I~PUT, IT IS C~ECKEO A~D II' IT IS WIT~I~ .01 OF THE ~EFAULT VALUE 1~EN 
THE OCTAL CONSTANT 377777777777 IS SUaST!9U TED. 
THIS VALUE IS THE ~OISE WaRD FOR THE HONEY~~LL 
635 .NP WILL se PHINTED AS ALL 8LAN~S UNDER. F FIELD, 
THE COH"~ND "APPEN1" CAUSES A GR3UP of OAT. TO 8E 
APPENDED TO A rILE, ONE 'PP~ND CARD WILL PROCESS 
ONE INPUT FILE AND PRODUCE ONE OUTPUT FIL=. 
THE FIELDS ON T'"E .PPENO CA~D ARE COL. a-~a 





















































































































CARD, EACH DAT~ SET IS OBTAINED By ~XECUrING 4 
RE~D STATEHEhT hlT~ THE INPUT FORMAT, EACH DATA SET 
CONSISTS OF THE SE114L NuHeEH TO STA~' ~PPE~DING TO 
FOI:.LOhED ev THE NU'!BER OF RFcoRDS TO APPE'jO (',;PH 
TH~ CONvENTION OF JL~NK. ZERO. OR NEGATIV~ NUMOEHS 
EQUAL ONE), FOLLOWED BY THE UATA TO 9E APPENDED, 
THE NU~BER Of VARIABLES TO 8~ APPENDED IS OOTAINED 
FROM COL. 16-17 OF THE APPF,NU CARD, 
AS FILES ARE ENCOU~TERED THEIR LABSLS ARE DISPLAYED 
FOR THE USERS INFO~MATION. TrlE eND OF PROCESS1~G • 
FILE IS INJICATED By A MESSAGE TELLING THE ACTOAL 
RECORD couNT Of THAT FILE (LESS LABEL RECORDl. 
SERIAL NUMeERS ARE CHECKED. AND IF THE NUMBER INDICATES 
THAT THE REcORD HA3 ALREADY 8EEN PROCESSED, T~E 
H6SSAGE "BAD sERIAL NUMBER" Is DlsPL.YED AND PROCESSING 
STOPS. 
IF A rHOLE" OCCURS IN THE APPENDED D4TA (SERIAL 
NUHBER INoICATESS-:<IPPING INPUT qECO~DSl,THEI\I 
THE INTERVEINING R~C~ROS ARE GIVEN-DEFAULT (377777777777 
OCTAL) VALUES AND ~ MESSAGE IS OISPLAYED,JELLING 
THE useR THAT D[FAULT VALUES WERE INS~d·E~, 
THE SE~IAL NUHSER j, THE FIRST A~O LAST ~ECORD SO 
APPE~DED WILL Sf DISPLAYED rOR T~E USERS IN,ORHATION. 
IF,THE VALUES ARE IN THE LAST ~~~TIGUOuS BLOCK OF 
~Cf~iJi.i ~,.i".J 7H~i; :::;~'i' ":'"~~: ~'!' .... ~!!~!'! ... =~~~~;: ~~Pe,qS. 
, 
TaE ~OLUO~ING DECK SET UP SHOULD BE USED AS A GUIDE. 
S IOENT PROJECT-NUH.NAHE-OF-USER 
S OPTION FO~TRAN 
S O.BJECT 




S LIMITS ,11K 
S TAPE 01.X1DD •• 99~99.,INPUT-T'PE 




FO~ EXAMPLE. THE rOLLOWtNG DIRECTIVES ~OULD 
SKIP ~ FILES, coPy 5 rILES, AHAVE 2 VARIABLES 
APPENDED TO THe SiXTH FILE I~ 3 DATA SETS WITH A 
REnEFI~EO fORMAT AHO A DEFAULT VALUE or -99.0. 






















































··":'i;'1.~, .. ,,,,,,, ... ..J 
k 
" PAGE J 
C COL 1 8 16 1050 
C SKIP 1060 C 02 1070 
C COpy 05 1080 
C CEF'AUL -99.0 1090 
C F'ORHAl (19,13.F'4.0.f8.21 llQO I," 
,""" C APPEND 003 02 lpO 
C 200011156 02 0,0-145,14 1120 
C 500021156 50 1.0 700, 1f'O C 300531156133-1.0 3<45.0 1 ~ 0 
C COpy 03 1150 
C 11<>0 






C 1230 v C 1240 ( 
C 1251) 
C 1200 CHARACTER CARO~ao,VER8.6,rHAT.60,CHAR12.12 1270 
INTEGER LA8EL(27"IJATA(150);IDeF'~ULT/03777777777771 1280 
REAL RVAL(991 1291) 
INTEGER OLDSI/.E 1300 
LOGICAL F'LAG '1:3.1.0 
INTEGER IV~l.(99' 1320 
:i:QU I VALEtlCE (CARD.VER8l,(ICEfAUL7.RCEF'AULrl,ILABELI4'. 1:\30 
& NUHWPR) , (RVALI 1',1 VAL (1ll 1340 
C 1350 
F'H~T c "(115.la,4f8.4'" l~bO CEF'AUL T = 999.0 1370 100 READ(5.1.END=9~O) CARD 1;380 
WRITE(6,-:!) CARD 1390 
C 14QO 
C IS IT A VAI.ID VERB, 1410 
C 1420 
IF'I(VERB.EO."SKIP ", GO TO 200 1*30 
IF'I(VEF.B.EQ."COPY " ) GO TO 300 14·0 IF' (VER8.EO."OEfAUL", GO TO 400 14!10 
IF' ,(VEf18.EO."FORHAT") GO TO ~oo 1460 
IF' fVERB.EO."APPEN~") GO ro 600 1470 
C I 1480 
C NOTI IN I.IST. 1490 
C 1500 
WRtTE(6,:n 1510 
GO TO 900 1520 
C 1530 
C PROCESS "SKIP" HERE. 1540 
c 15~O ~. 





























If (NUHBER.LT,ll ~UMBER = 1 
KOUNT :: Q 
READ (1) L,lSEL 
CALL L~BLSSIL,l9EL(1») 
KREC :: 0 
REAOll.ENO=220) 
KREC :: KREC • 1 
GO TO 210 
CALL r:LOSE(1) 
wRITE(6.121 KREC 
KOUNT = KOUNT +1 
Ir (KOUNT.LT.NU~AE~) GO TO 205 
WRITEI6.5) KOUNT 
GO TO 100 
PROCESS "COPy" ~ERe. 
DECODE(CApD.4) NUHgER 
If (NUMBER,LT.l) NUMBER ~ 1 
. KOUNT ~ a 
READ (1) LABEL 
CALL LABLSS(LASELlll) 
KREC = 0 
WR ITE(7) L~BEL 
READ(l,ENO::33U) (IOATAII).I::l.NUHWPR) 
KREC = I<REC + 1 
WRITE(7) tIOATAI!).!=l.NUHWPRI 




KOUNT • KOUNT • 1 
If (KOUNT.LT.NUHBERI GO TO 310 
WRlTEt6.6)KOUNT 
GO TO iDa 
PROCE~S "DEFAUL" HERE. 
DECOOE(CARD.71 OEf~ULT 
GO TO 100 
PROCESS "FaRHAT" HERE. 
DECODE(CARD.a) rHAT 
If (fHAT.~a.~ ") F~4T :: "(115.16,4f8.4)" 
GO TO 100 
PROCESS "APpeND" HERE. 
DECOCE(CARO,9) NUH8ER.NUHVAR 
IF. (NUMBER.LT,!) N~H8ER :: 1 
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I ,- J • 
"". 
c 
C NUMBER = NU~BER OF SETS or OAr~. 





01.05 I ze = ~llJ~\oiPR 
NUH\oIPR = r~IJH\oIPI1 + 'JUl1V AR 
CALL LABLSS(LASEL(~ll 
II"PE(7) LABEL 
I<OUNT " a 
KREC ; 0 
r\..G = .rALS·E. 
w,qTE(6,16) 
6\0 RE.O\5.fH~T) ISTART,IKOUNT,(HV.\.(J),J=l,NUHVAR) 
DO 615 J = 1.NUHVA~ 
IF' (Aes(Rv.L(J)~PErAULT).LT. 0.01) lvAL(J) " IDefAULT 
615 corHI~UE 
WRI TEIO, 15) ISTART,IKOUNT.(RVAL(J) .Jd,NU~V·R) 
11= I SURT 1100 00 
12"U/l0~0 
11"11-( 12-1000) 
I~ • 12110 
Ii " 12 - IJ-l0 
14 a 11-1000 + 12-100 + !3 
620 REAO(1.ENOa700) (IDATA(II.I"1.0LOSIZE) 
KREC ;: KR EO •. 1 
Ir I!ST.RT.~a.loATA(l) GO TO 6~O 




13 = 12/.tO 
U " 12·13110 I~ ~. I.ltt1uiJo • 12.1.00 • t·J 
Ir 11~,~T.151 Go TO 699 
C Ir FLAG NOt SET. THEN SeT fLAG. 
c ~ND PR INT I'ESSAGE TELl.! NO USeR T"!AT VALUES 
C ~ERS I\SE~rED MERE. 




F"LAC ; • THIJE', 
c C NO HATCH. riLL ~ITH DEfAULT VALU5S. 
C 
c 
625 00 6JO J = 1,NUHVA~ 

















































































NUI'401..0 a 10ATA(1I . . 
GO TO 62Q 
I1ATCH. 
SET fl.AG OFF' 




flAG = .f#'L.SE' 
K : 0 
DO 660 J = l,NUHV~a 
ID~TA(J·Ol.DSIZE) = IVAL.CJ) 
CONT tNUE .-
~RITe(7) (IDAIAII"I~l.NuHWPH) 
K • K+1 
IF Ci(.GE.IKOyNTI OJ TO 665 
~EAO<l,END=7(0) (IJATA(II.I=1.0L.OSIZE) 
KREC = KREC + 1 
GO TO 650 
KOUNl = KOYNT + 1 
IF' CKOUNT,L.T.NUHBE~1 GO TO 610 
REAO(l,END=~901 (I~ATA(ll.I=l,OL.PSIZe) 
KREC " KREC • 1 




FLAG .. ,TRUe, 
00 680 J = l,NUHVAR 
IOATAeJ.O\.OSlZEl = lDEfAULT 
CO/lIT I'JUE 
WRSTE'" (IDATAII),I=l,NU~WPH) 
GO TO 670 
CALL fCL.OSE <;11 
WRITE(6,12) ~REC 
CALL FC\.QSE(7) 
GO TO HO 
SERIAl. ~UM8ER IS I~ 'ECE~DING ORDER, 
Me~NS 'AN ERROR ~AS OCCWRED, 
WRITE(6,14) ISTlRT 
GO TO 900 
700 WRlTE(o,101 
900 IoIR IT.H6,l1) 
9'50 STOP 
1 F'ORMATIASO) 
2 F'ORHAT(lHO."DIRECTIvE = ".AbO! 
3 rCRHAT(iHO,10X."UNKNOWN DrRECTtvE~) 
.. FCR'1AT(7X.I2) 
5 FORHATllHC,10X,I2," FIl.ES ~EHE SKIPPED") 





« "eNCOU~TEReO END or FI~E BEF'ORE FINISHING OIRSCTIVE~l 
11 rORHATI1HO,lDX,"pR~GRAK TERMINATED ASNCR~ALLY·) 
12 FORHAT(lHO,"4CTUAL RECORD CDUNT :"iI51. 
13 fORHATCA!,T62. 
,:"DEFAULT VAlUES IN$E~TEO STA~TtNG AT SeRIAL ':.·,51~' 
1<4 'f01HI4H1X."Il,lO sERIAl. ~UM8ER = ",115) 
1s FORHATllX,Il!,I8.IT2S.4FS.2/) 
16 FORMAT(lHo,"LIST or APPEND DATA", 
I 11,," SERIAL ~O. COUNT VAl.UES") 
17 rORHAT(lX.Te6,·STO~PING AT SERIAL. NO.",5l4) 
18 fOF/I'IATCI12) 




























































































































DeCK seT uP 
C~~NGE THE ITNe UATl gy GROU?I~G TOGETHEH THE OAT. 
wl~H SAHE CELL POINT ON THE SURfACE, 
TH~ HOOE Of SKEWED tTNC flL~ IS 0, 
DATA CARDS 
A', 1 CARD --~ 315 NO. OF FILES WANT TO S~IL ON THE INPUT TAPE. NO. 
Of fILES WANT TO SKI? ON THE OUTPUT TAPE, NO. OF 
fILES WANT TO SK~W ,O~ THE I~?UT TAPE 
( INpUT TAPE MUST BE IT~c ) 
8', 1 ,BLANK CARD --- SIGNALS THE END or PROCESS1~G 
••• NOTE ••• ' 







DATA cARDS !;.~:: ~!~!!.~~'.'~C:~~.;:4U~.!\! 
TAPe 02,A2:::l"OCOOQ"T.Af'E:OT,OV T 
ENDJOB c c 
c 
C 














NfSKIP --- ~O. OF F!LES TO S~IP ON INPUl TAPE ~fSKIP --- ~O, or FIL~S TO S~IP O~ ~UTPUT r,PE 
~fSKE~ --- ~O. OF rILES TO S~E~ ~N INPUT TAPE 
JX ,-- DATA VECTOR 
NcaH _-_ CO~1H~nD ANGLE NU~BER 
NSCAN --- SCAN NUMBER 
7 REAO!S;102.ENO=1) NrSKIP.MFSK1P,~rSKEW 
102 FORHAT<3IS) 
l'INFSKEw.eO.OI STOP 
If(NFSKIP.EO.O) GO TO 6 

























































GO TO 3 
5 ca~L rCLOSE(l) 
2 CONTI!'.U: 
6 IrCHrSKIP.EQ,O) GO TO 11 
DO 10 l:l;HFS~IP 
, IIUIJl2.END=91 
GO TO e 
9 C'~L F'CLOSE(2) 
10 CONTINUe 
11 CALL SKEII 
NF'5I<EW=NFSKEW-1 
IF"NF'SKEW.NE.O) GO TO 11 









TEST If THE MODE IS ITNC ( HODE=2 I 
IfrHODE,EO.21 GO TO 10 
~RrTe ERROR MESSAGE rOR HODE IS N~T A ITNC MODE 
WqITE(6.1~OO I 
1000 rORHU(5X. 'THE HODE IS NOT A ITtlC HODE AND HAVE TO STOP') 
STOP 
IrTHE MODE IS ITNC. WRITE HEAVER ON OUTPUT TAPE WITH HOOE=O 
HODE:o MEANS THAT ITNC AFTER ~HlrTING 
10 HODE:O 
WRITE (021 DOy.NSEG,MODE,NWORDS,NREC,IDATPS,IDATJS,!D~TCU.IO~THD 
I. !TITLE 
H=l 
'ORIGlliAD I , 




















DO 6 1;1.4 
IKfl-4 
DO 6 Jal.S 
IX'I.J;1,;OOY.l000·NSEG+iOOOOoo_J 
DO 12 ~;2,N~ORDS 
12 IXI1,J;KI=IDfLT 
6 CONTINUE 





19 DO i ..1=1.5 
9 READ ~Ol.eND.7) CIX(5,J,Kl.K=1,NWORDS) 

















47 00 100: J=l,' 
WRITE (6,6001 (1~(J,J.~I,K=1.NwOnOSl 
:too WIIITE(02) (IX(J.J.iO ,1<=l,NWOHDSI 






77 .00 22 1=-2;5 
lSIolIJt;l-l 
DO 21 ~=l,ISHlfT 





C PUT DEFAULT VALUES IN DATA VecTOR AFTER NSCAN IS CONE 
C 
7 NSCAN:NSCAN+l 
DO 13 J::l,5 
1~15.J,11=OOy.l000·~SEG.l0000.NSC~N.l000000.J 
DO 13 K=2.NWORDS 
13 Ixts.J.KI=IOfLT 
IF(M.LE.41 GO TO 33 
GO TO 44 
3;, M=H.l 
GO TO 47 












'1 ~~.H:,,_!_'l-'iII __ ? __ I~_·!'(iilijt~f~~~~_'~{>:·'~~~ 
r~~"~;r~-































































PItQGFlAH ! loST 
I 
DUE 
PURPOSE TO L.IST UP TO 1'50 nJNcTIO'-lS N'THE COMPONENTS or \lATA VECT08S or STA~OARU OATA rILES. O~E WRITE IS EXEGUTEO 
rOR eAcH DATA VECTOR. TW~ PROGRA" s~a~ENrl.I.LY 
11) REAOS A OAT_ V~CTO~ FPO" FILE COCE 01 
12) CALL.S A USER PHovI~ED ~OU'INE TR~GN2 W~lCH 
TRAN5FOR~S THE DAT~ VECTOR 
13) ~RITes THE TRA~SFO~MEO VECTOR, 
T~E USeR IS FReE TO SPeCIFV AN' rU~cTIONS IN TRNGNZ •. 
SUBROUTINE REQUIRED 
D4lA CARDS 
THE USeR MUSTPROVIOE A SUgROUTINE or THE ~OLLOWI~G 
rOFitl 
SUBROUTINE TRNG~l (NCOH,NITC,NSCAN,IX,X) 
~IH~~~I~~ iXilS::,~::~:: 




NOTE NCOH, AND NSCAN ARE THE CO~HAN~ ANGLE NU~HE~ 
AND SCAN NUM8~R RESPECTIvELY ~ND ARE PROVIDED 
FOR THE USERS CONvEN I ENeE. IX 4NIJ X ARE B(Fi:l 
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1 CARD ··-12 
F'ILE COOETO WRITE LISTING 
. 
, OR HO~E CARDS ( ~S ~EEDEO ) "-- 2!13 
NUMBER Of CU~PO~F.NrS or rRA~src~w:J VECTOR TO 
LIST AND sU~SCRIPTS OF' THESE Cow~O~cNTS 
• CA~DS--- 12A6 C COI.UMNS 1 T,",ROliGH 72 INCI.USIVE I 
HEADER ,9RMA' ~~ITTeN AT rep or EACH PAGS 
2 CARDS --. 12A6 ( COLUMNS 1 THROUGH 72 INCI.USIVE , 
fORMAT rOR $ET OF COMPONENTS rR~~ ONe VECTOR 
t USUALLX ONE I.INE I . 
, OR HORE CARDS ~~~ 215 
NUMBER OF FILeS TO SKIP, NUMaeR Jr ~ILES TO 
LIST. EACH CARD INDICATES 80TH ~UM~ERS 
1 BLANK CARD 
SIGNALS THE END OF LISTINGS 
S IDENT 99?9,USER 
S SELECT JYOVNG/LST 
I FORTRAN 
S INCODE r8MF " SUB~OUTINE rRNG~l (NCOH,NITC,~SCA~,lX,X) 
DIMENSION IX11501,X(150) 







$ LI~ITS 10,11K 






















'I 'I ~, 
.j 
.1 
~'!?'""'~"'-~"""T'" '~'·;··~·"""'···~=..-~-v;,.-..-·........,-.o""'~"""'·-"'''-<~~l"'''';~'''''''' ,~~,,,~~-,,,,",,,,-~: ... -.,...!,,, .. ~_ ...... ~-.,,~~- -.~:"l""~-": 
! '~ • ~ 

























C I ~PUT TAPE I 


























106 raRHAT(II' ECHO OF INPUT DATA CAROS' III) 
REAP ( 5.99 ) L 
99 FORMAT (12' 
WRlTE(t,10J) L 
103 FORHAHtJ) 
ReAD FILE CODE FOR OUTPUT LISTING 
~EAO THE NUMBER or eOMPo~ENTS TO ae 
L1STijO. ~. AND T~EIR SU8SC Q!PTS. NSUY, 












READ (5.101) fHTLN 
WRITE(6.1QS) fMTLh 
REAO THE fORMAT rORTHE HEAOEq ANO TH~ 
FaRHAT rOR ONe ~INE or ~ISTING 
READ NUHSER Of rILES TO S~IP AND NU~YER 
OF FILES TO LIST 
7 AEADI5.102,END~1) NFSKIP,NFLIST 
102 FOF.MAl(;Zl51 
C SKIP NSKIP rI~es 
c 
C 
Ir(NFSKIP.EO.O) GO TO 8 
DO 2 I=l.NFSlqP 
3 ~EADC1.END=5) 
GO TO-3 
5 C~I.L f'CLOSE(1) 
2 C.O~T1NUr: 
C LIST NFLIST FILES 
C 
1 IF (NFLIST,EO.O) STOP 
4 DO 6 I=l.NFLIST 
CALL LIST(N,NSU8,FHTHD,fMTLN.L) 
6 CAL~ FCLOSE(1) 









































THIS SUBROUTINE LISTS DATA fHOH ONE FIL~ 
INTEGER DOY DI~ENSlaN rHTHD(72).f"TL~124).ITITLE'lQI.IDATJSC3). 
1 IDATCUc31.IDATPS(31.IX(1501.l0ATHO(J).NSUB(100J 
DATA BLANK/1H I 
READ HEAOER RECORD 
READ, (1)1) DOY.NSEG.~'OOE.NWORDS.NREC.IOATPS.IDATJS.tOATCU.IDHHQ; 
~ (TITLE 
ASS IGN 11 TO JGO 
I',HODE.EO.Q) ASStG~ 12 TO JGQ 




l'lMODE,EO,l) GO TO 2 
ASSIGN 5 TO IGO 
NlTC=O 
GO TO e 
2 ASSIGN ~ ~O IGO 
~t' "" !:' 
ITC PASS 
WRITE DATE AT BOTTOH OF PAGE 
3 WRITE(L.l0J) IHO.I~ •• IVR 
103 fORHATt 190X.A2.'/'.A2.'/';A2) 
NLINES=l 
"SCAN ; "SCAN - 1 
WRITe HEADER fOR THIS FILE AT TOP OF 
EAcH PAGE 
8 WRITE (L.t01) OOY,NSEG.tOATPS,ITITLE.BLANK 
101 fORMAT (llll. 11I2QX.'DOY'.14"-'.I1,I.'.4)(.\2"/'1I2,'I',!2. 
14X.10A6./Al) 
WRlTE (l..nHHD) 
READ A D4TA VECTOR 
4 ~eAD (l.ENO=ll (lxtII.I=l.NWORDSl 
NCOH=tX(11/100 000ao a 
GO TO 100, 15.6) 
5 NSCAN=<IX(1)-NCOM 6 100000QOO)/100 0 Q 
GO TO 7 
6 NITCS(IX(11-NCOH.l000000001/100oaooo 
NSCA~:(lX(1)_NCOM.l:0000000-NITC.10000000)/1COOO 
SKIP A LINE BETWEEN SCANS (OH 8ETWEE~ 
CELLS IF MODE ~O INDICATING rHIS IS AN 
ITNe riLE THAT HAS 8EEN SKEWED) 
1 GO TO JGO~(11.12) 
11 If (HScAN.EO.NSCAN) GO TO 10 
WRlTEIL.l02) 
NL INES=NLt NES·l 
GO 'TO lil ' 
12 IfINLINES/6.6.NE.NLINES.ANO,NLINES,NE,1) GO TO 10 
WRITEIL.102) 
NI.INES=:-lLINES+t 
102 rORHA T (I) 
LeT THE USER TRANSGE~ERATE IX BErOR6 
L.ISTING IT 
10 CAI.I. TRNGN2 
WRITE (l..rMTLNI eIXINSUB(IJl,l=l.N) 
,..L I NE5=~:L I NES+l 
HSCAN=~SC Atl 
I' (NLINES.GE.~91 G~ TO 3 
GO TO 4 
1 ~RITE(I..1QO) IOATJS.IDATCU.IOAT~D.IMo,ln •• lvR 
...... r~~~.~r ~/'~~~'i'}~r - '.J;.',"·,l2.,"',12. ax.'s. TRIJTM - '.12.'/f; 
112.'/'.I2;'!!X,'LAST "lOD - '.12. i /',12.,,,.12.e X,'l'1l:' '-1:.;(",; - • 
1A2. '/i.,,2. '1' • .0\21 
. REnlRN 


























































L~NGUAGE _. ~ON~¥~ELL·S ~E::;tE5 E~~~ 
SYSTE~ R~LEA~E 8. 
i:>URPOSe: 
T~IS PROGQAM T~~~3FE?S ~'T~ F:~~S F~J~ ~AGN~T!C T~PE 
TO DISK. 1T!S C&P~5LE OF ~~~G14u TCPt F!~ES iNTO eNE 
DISK F!LE. PROG~~M OPEOtT!O'l is :;T~;~:N~J av =l~!:TI~ES 
RETU~NEC a'l' THE '1"~loO' S!J3":C:.lTI'l'!: PC!" FILE CO':! S. 
FILe: CCClES 6 AtlO :.~ r.o:lT,u'j i~E: "C:=O-.T:l ON P.IE c:i<::eT:::II£S 
AND THE DISK OUTPUT a!'E~TO~V. T~! z~?ur F;LE CCG! IS 1. 
OUTPUT FILE COJES ~P! 2 AN) 1 Wh!C~ :a~T'i~ THE fILE ~E~OE~S 
AND ThE O~TA, ?ESFECTIV~LV. r~E UiE~ ~UST SU?PLy ~ J~T~ 
PROCESSING ~OUT!NE FO~ TH!5 F~CR~~M. ·T~~GN1·. :T IS USE~ TO 
SET-UP SUS~OU'IME LI"K:~E5. W~:LS 'Tq~G"2' IS THE NON-'RGUMENTE~ !~T~V PQ!~T JSEr BY T~! ".:~ LI~i FO~ 
OATA PROCESS!~G OF TnE FIL~. ON E~C~ ~N'~Y T"~O~G~ 'T~HGN2' 
THE CATA ~o~A HILL CONt'!h T~E ~~T~ ~!:O~J ~~,~ Th5 HA~. 










ITe NU~9E~ of OAT! ~ECC~CI INTeGiR I. 
INPUT FILE ~€S[ER :~:GgD, SIZE - 27( INTEGE,( I. 
DATA RECORDS FROM T~~ I~PUT FILE ct~~"ISION~~ 
e' ~ECSIZE' I~T!G!= •• 







r~~j. t. 0 11 
U ... :; .. :12 
T~,,~r,n ,2 
T' ~''"1~ T;':~';~llt 
T: .... ~·:fitE 












T~\~~t:~ Z 3 















T~I'lG~~ .. e 
T~.>IG ~I 04 7 
T~.~t~p.;~I0.~ 








































































TITLES OUT~JT i'lL:, C;L\.II":j5 If! • 71: ~ONT.url 
TI'lE t!i;1i T:T;'::. F ';:J~ "',::-:::'1T. 1,.:; :lL.Q nn.E 
IS r.ETi\!N;:C, 
VA~IA!L.E FI::LCC C)~~H~5, 16 • 71 I 
COt-TA:tl! HE '1::10 5!!:'J" j.,E OUTPUT 'JAU 
RECOI(.OS. A:;S'.lM~C '1')'1:::::> IS 5~. 
SEbE~TS Hll'Jr F:L::S :Ce:~IT:FIE'O ,BY THE OH OF 
'lEAP. ANCt SE:;'1ENT 'ioJ"3~'H 1,=':. ~~S-1 I. FIL\'.:S 
TO GE MERGE) ~UST 35 s£~~~~T~O 2' ca~HAS. A'·' 
FULLowED BY A'l :Nr::~~; 'lU~JE~ L.E~S Trl4N 10 
ItlOICAT::S TI'IU TWE n'T'" Ftl.£ IS TO ~:: 
PROCI::SS':Q. ~ ::L!.';< It- rio" v~~t;'::L.E HUL 
IIILL r!:"!MINAT:: P;;'1:::SSI','; ,)1= T'iE VAHAEL.E FIEL.D 
AND CLOSE T'i! OUTF~T ~5~GE FILE. 
ALLOwS TrE v~~IteL. 
DIRECTIVE. TO 3:: C') 
ON TH5 NuHB::;;' OF : 
FIElO. SC~:1:5 To; 
wIT~ ~ ~L'~K IhST:: 
F!~.~ F~O~ T~E P 
TI!'u:,!:. 110 tIM 
'ITl~"J~ 1.0'1'3 of r .. 
~'!~~TEJ w~E·1 ~: 






























T'l.llt; NO 75 
HIIGt.;7f> 
H:I::Nn77 


















T ~,~"G tt'" ~:, 







T-,(N';" 1 :1. 
T"'1:;1.115 








, -i ~., 
~ h 
~ I-I! ; i " 
I 




























































ThE TtTLE OF l~E ~EeG~) OUTPUT Fl~! is ' 
TME FILES I'IE"CGE(; ~~E 1.-1, T'iE Si::CO'IJ ~:C'J~~~:; 
ANa -=~2. THE INPUT FIL:: B THUI ~::-~OU:I:, T-t 
IS TA~EN F~OM T~E INPUT FILE 2-1. ~rl!C~ IS T~ 
OUTPUT FILE. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR ~UALlTY 
XAMPLE A', 
OF .. -S. ;-1. 
TITLE 





































r= '1";11 t 4 7 
T~~lG '.! .. ,\ 




















































<....,,~~-·T;-·_~-· ..... --~ -:..-or~ --.. ~~--. 
tMPLICIT !"TEGE~I ~ - Z I PA~AM::TfP Ci"J$ '" It. HA)·~;'TA = 1:;1, ~~:;!: = ~7! )(~HA = 17, 
COHMA = " " EL ~';>< = ' , 
COMMON I~EI~G' f'~LI~~' ~~:~EC, iOc, ~£~-
ItlTEGE!; :lH~II't.X::'r:. I, .. ::;!::ll\ ,\>1:'~; I, ::HEI 1 I. F1LE~,~":::1 2 I, ;~C~jZE: I S') /, ;.;;:<:- ... :(.i I, 
TAEI' 30 " !T1TL'~1 1': I CH~~~CTE"'CO:':1t:I:' !I,PUT .. Ijq, nTL! • "'~ / ' • I. 
COMH:'Nr:;'\ C!"~C; I , 'T.r~;:', ,-::~:,:;", '::;:;CSIZ', 
'SELECT' "CH€" e, L'J':;!TI:J:1 .. ::;: 
I 30~\Tl"+'. T ,t3. '.'. tl,lI21 /. 
OLON~MI! • E~ EQUIVALENCE C F!L:::I\~M;:, ~E;'J:'~· I. 
C HOOf. ~=:A(jE~.1 '1 II, C :;::~t"l., :/IT!1 1 II. 
I TITLE, lTIlLS I. I II~G::CO~Ct, -i::A::::".1 :.11. 




FYOPT( H. o. t. 0 ) 
FYOPTI liS. 1. 10 t ) 
f)(foLT I $410 I 
CAI.L TFNt;II1( SCI:\N. HC. cn:lo ~::c:;:z:: ... ,,!.::::R. 
oATA. CAU I CALI. PEAOI lUFUT. COI'I'1A~:C, $IJrlF:::'-:l. :O~~!·IOS. 2 I 
C6LL OATtM( O~TE. 
OECOOE( O~T€, SOU 
'ARnE C I.e. 530 I 
wRITE( 6. S05 I 
GO TO 20 
WRITE( r::. 5tO 
~"LL PE/.(\~CHI) 
MO!H' I 








T~~4G:,:' S .. 
T~~'~ t ~5! 
































































00 30 HATC~ = 1, C~~S 
030 IFI ce~MANO .!t. CC~~.NOS( ~4TC~ I' GO TC 
1 I 1, 2. :!, It I. ",HC., 
W~ITE C 6, f;:!O I 
GO TO .0 








e •• ~ •••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• 
001 TITI.E = INPUT 
GO '0 20 
c •••••••••••••••••••••• ~···························~·· ••••• ~ •••••••••••• 
c • c 
c 
C 
C ~.EW!tlO COM~'IJ P"OCESSEO 
C 
C 
c ••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••• ~ •• ~ ••• •••• f •• ! •••••••••• 
002 ~EWI"O 1 
GO TO cO 




C P.ECO~O S1 Z E p~oc ESSE~ 
C 
C 




IF I SU6FI::~il ( 1 " 10. 10. 
234 
T-:: .. GN?"o 
P"G'l207 
n'~(;-':203 



































T" 'IGIO 21," 
T~NGII ZitS 






















.. ~r;o.J 51Z E :rH wIT"!N 
TO .. ::~~"C" 
IFC sU2FIEl;JC t I .(iT. '1t.XJHIo) GO TO 1C 
RECSIlE = SUBF!ELCC 1 , 








C •••••••••••• ···············,························· ••••• , •••••••••••• 




















TOTAl. = I! 
TAB" 30 
FlI.ES • 1 
LINES s 1. 
IFC ENOREe) • 70. 
IF C sueFI::I.C C 1. J) • t;s. 





















































T :>"IG!. ~ '11 
p'l:;jr~~Z 
p'jGk3n 
T"!"G': !~ .. 

























































00 30 qEsEr = 1. LINES 
BACKSPACE I,; 
CALL REACtlErlO 
ASSIGN 14Z TO ~.P~SS 
GO TO 110 
CALL FCLOSSC 1 , 
IFC ~SACE~( 5 I .E~. "ECOPJS GO TO ~Z 
W/UTEC 6, 600 I '<::C::I;:OS. HC::ADf~C51 
HEAOEql 5 I = R:CG;CS 
WRlTE C 2 I H:::AC'~" 
TOTAL = TOTAL + qECO~OS 
IF' ENCPEC 101),. 
ENOFIl: Z 
t:NOFILE .J 

















































T~~.::; ~ ~Sq 







iR. h--';", ~_.-.d 
., 
~ 
















































GO TO 20 
IFC EIIOU'I<' I 101t •• 
CALL iiEAONEIiO 
GO TO 106 
CALL SOpT 
IFC SUeF!ELOC 1)) • ':IS. 
SKIP: PEP'::ATS 
REAO C 1. ::~i,j = 1,70 '1E:'CE~ 
IF C SU!!FIELO C t 
IFC SI)BFIELOC 2 






1, ENa=tl~ I 
130 
FeLOSE( 1 I 
120 
S klo - 1 
.EO. F:;:L::"~:1C:( 2 II GO TO 1'+0 
TRY lIEn FII.:: 
CORRECT FILE FgU~C 
237 
PN:iNhZ 











































T?·,G'11.. .. 7 
T~'IGNIo~· 
T'l',GNIo09 















































































IFf SI(:P' •• 130 
GO TO BYPASS 
FIL::',~~~ "::"~~T r.OUNT 
ti:JT ::x~~~:Ti:) 
IFf TITlE .I~E. • • I GO TO 1 It It 
WRITE( Z, I H::~r::=!1 I I, I = i~. '<!7 I, 
IOATE, FILES. ~~CSIZ: 
WRITE ( 1,2. 5ltO I -ECS I Z::. Od:N;'",!: 
GO TO lit & 
WF:I'l'E::( 2 I IT!TLE, !CATE. F!LES. ~::O:Z:: 
WRITE ( 42. SItO I =ECS lZE. TI TLE 
TITLE = •• 
ASSIG'l 143 TO 9~gA5S 
t:'lCOO::1 LOC,I.T!C:-', ~50 T:'-3 
IFf ENC~EC I 150., 
WIlITE( It ... LOCATtCt-: I SU!;!F!::lCl'lI, ::.;'FrEt.::/21. 8LANJ( 
GO TO 15? 
WRITE« It2, LOCATICl'- I SU~F!::LO« 1). '~I.:"!::"'J(2', COt'I1A 
US = TAB • '" 



























T"~iC, N"~ ~ 
H~.r..Nr,H 
T"!NGNI. .. O 






























~ '-7-..... '"61.-'·~'.'·· ' .... '~':- ~.n .. ". ____ '..,.',...~_."" .. "..,.').".... ;r -::--,-:;,.~,-:;::-





























TAB .. 30 
wRITE C ItZ. 5&0 )' 
RECO~!lS • 0 
,IF', HOOE .L T. Z .OR. MOO::. GT. 13 I G ~ T~ 1':' 0 
ZERO .. 0 
SCA'II .. 0 
ITC = 0 
ENoeor' .. <; 
IF C '1'10'JE .L T. '" 
ZERO .. n:"10 + 1 
ENOCOI'! .. 12 
SCJ.N .. SCAt! + 1 
00 151 COU'lTE~ .. 
COM = eCUNT 
PE/.O (1. £~, 
RECO~OS = i> 
C~lI. TFNGt-< 
WI; In:.(. 3 I 
PP.;JCtSS, ST!t~,::..,.: MOCES 
GO TO 1;;0 
1, ::':N':':Ij~' 
" '. Z::'«J ='l~) (:JHCo ( ! ), t = 1. ;:·I~E.CO,(:J 
CC",OS t 1 










































TiI,'I·:;-'5 j 7 
























































OQ 165 ClE~~ a IN~~CO'J. ~!Cirl~ 
~ATA( CLEA~ I = Q 
CONTINUE 
GO TO tliO 
REAOC t, EHO = 90 I (DAUe I ), I = 1, IN=!ECORiJ 
COK z SERIAL I to •• 8 
ITe ... e 5:":;1IIL I 10 •• 7 I - ( CO:I a to I 
SCioN = ( S!:'!Ut. I tC .. '" ) - ( ITe • 1~ .. 3 I -
I CO~ • 1D •• 4 I 
REeo~OS = ;~COPDS + 
CALL TPNGN2 
WRITE I J I ('JA TId "I = 1. ,,~CSIZ:: I 
00 180CLEAP a tN~ECO~:, RECSIZE 
DATAl CL.A~ I = 0 
GO TO 170 
ENOFILE 2 
ENOf':LE 3 
WRITE ( 42. 570 ) 
IF ( PEPf.ATS - 1 I , ... 75 
WRITE( Ii. SSO I 5lJeF"lEl.il ( 
GO TO 4811 
WRITE( 6. ;''10 SU:3nC;l)( 
SUeF!Elil ( 3 I - ~I(IP 
CALl HEM( 610 • I 

























































































WQITf.! 42, 0;;70 I 
STOP' END OF rQ~lIs - GE:N!::~~rOl\ Acnvrrv' 
FODM~TI I;>, T4. 12, T7. 12 I -
FO~"1ATI '!l', Tlt7. 'T"'ANS" Get/tRATJ'! JI",f.CT!VE'. 
0ErO~T",'C;1 Ill! ' 
FO~I-j~_tl' ',51 '.' I.' F, SUflFIClO·· ", lB', lit, 
'-', It. 1'1'. ' !lLfG~l. l(itIOt!~:i.', il I II 
FO-MATI' " <.;1 '.' I. 'f Ol"r:~nvr. III1KNOIolII.', 
• IG~~P~~,', tl I II 
FoeMAfI '0', T7, 4~. T57, '~urpUT I'll!: :'I~::CTOtJ~', 
,q I I, T7. '~~Cf)~i)', TtC;. 'FIlE', T30, 'FILES' I 
T7., 'SlE', Tl'i.·TTTL;:;', T1f;, 'M~Pr,ED', J( I Ii 
FOCM.1T! ?( I I. f7., p, ,Tt5. lieD, 3 I I " 
FO~H~r( Tit, I~ l 
F'O"~;:' T C • , I 
FO'HeTI '0... ~CF· 
FO"H~TI • 51 .... ',I, 'T FIlEN;.t1E·t Hi', 13, '-',11, 
1"' •• \oj!;- tlCf FCU'I::' I 
Fv~:1,"TI", 51 I.' I, 'T FIlENM1I:', 1ri', 13,'·', It. 
1 .. • •• IoI'S O~LY FeUI'O " It, ' i:M~S' I 
Fi)~t1"'T( 'Q', 51 'e' I, • W T>i!:'~E WE ... E otllv " IS, 
, PECO~~S FOLN), EXP~OTING " IS, • ~~CO~~~' I 
FOFMATI '0'. TJO. 'T"E~:: 11;:0: '. 15, ' OAT~ ~::co"OS Itl THIS', 



























t ~Ni",r:t: 12 
T:"I,;"r,'n 
T!tNv ~jt; 14 
r;";U':;N';'l5 
TON~N51; 










e~E40 PRa~R'M DIRECTIvE INTE~PR!TE~ 
e 
e c LANGU_GE •• ~g~fvw~LL'S SEi~!S ~nQn ~~tT~~h 
e SYST:.M 11e:1.e:~SE II, 
e 
e 


















C C THIS ROUTINE SEAIOC'lES, FOR Co! ECT:VE~ C~I FIL~ COJE 5 
, ... r: .. \i:i ;id~:~ './:'~'::l.ct.~ r:=~~ ~.:~ :';! :'.i~ Tw~ ;JC't:;I". T~ TO 
~ ITS CIILLIHG liotJT!r.~, l~E 'ET~' ') :;:EeT.V:: I:i PRO:ES.EO 
C EXCLUSIVELY £:y TtllS =iOIJrlllE, : THE :)At~ Ftj;.'''H !S A O:::'1'1.lNO 
C DIRECTIVEC COLUI'4NS !) • 1~' ~~r OPTtC'l!l.I.Y "Ol.low::J "y 
C INFORMATIO'l IN ITS V·\;HA"L-: F E.U"C ~GL.IJ··:'5 10 - n" 
C EACh VARIaBLE FI!LD ON THE Cl G IS seF~g~TEJ 9' A ~C'1~~, 
C • eLANK MA~KS ThE EEGINN1N; OF TYE C:~~E'lT FIELr O~ T~E O~TA 
C CARD. THE~E t,I>E TI-~g~ S"EGI~L. C1'" ~Cr:::.~ LLL·~w::: IN to 
C vA~tAaLE FIELD, A ",' :~ T~E 'lU~9~~ M~~(S rT ~S A ~£lL 
C NUpj6E~. OT'lE,,"rS'O r'"::: ~SSU.-f;:O TVP., lS r"iTE:;;::>, ;l. '.' ~'jJ II 
C ••• ARE TH~ REM':~:~G SP[~~4L tHl~~:fE~~, ~~~!~ J?5~lTIO~ 
C IS IOENTIC~L. T~~ NUM~E~ FOLLOWlhG TNES! C~I:>ICTE~5 13 
C STOREO IN THE '~USF!ELJ' e,J.;~a. A t'Ll!!"tUI1 Je- TIoO IIC':ICS 
C ARE AV~ILAOLE FO~ STaR~GE, a P:>3V:S:C~ ~:S S£e-~ M~C::: FOQ 
C SPECI~L P~OCE5SI'jG 3V TI-i Ul£P OF ~i:T:I~ CJ1~'~J lI~E~TtVE~, 
C THESE SI~ C"A~.CTE; Dr~EGTIV~S ;l.~! Gt~TL!~!~ IN Th~ ~Q~'v 
C 'SPECiAL' ~NO V~~lA:!L'" ll!HElIS!JU:::J 5' ')CS"::IH'. !F ~() 


























R::i:cC r: C 17 
R'!'A!:IIlO 1" 
lI'!AjOr.to;l 
"EAO a oza 
P.:;~'002t 












IiE:A:' 0113 .. 
'lE:AOOO]r; 





l1E~:;IJC .. 1 
IiE:AO oo~" 
01!~C 00 .. 3 
REA'JOO .... 
REAPlif .. 5 
q'!;':l on .. 6 
~:A:lI)O:" 7 

































..... "' ......... 0 
1 f"""'''~-'' 
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~,.'~" ~",!!,,"""~'~-"-J1."':" :y"" :<'--_f .... ·w~ ... ,~~ 
SETS-UP THE SUS~OUTt~! Lr~K~;E ~N: :~G~M~NrS 
FOR USE av THI orHE~ E~TRV FO:~TS. 
REACS :N L N!~ CI~E:rIVt, !:~J cR:~TS IT, 
_NO OEGtNS SCA"HI~G OF THE V~~I.eLE FIELOS 
IN COLU Hl In. 
REAOS IN A NEW ~I~!CT:V! ~~o !EGI~S 5CAN~ING 
OF' THE \lAii'I~ilL.;;: FInos 'H~:;'TI'I" 1', 0:1.1:'1-' 1~. 
SCANS TII~ Y~~U,!?L:: FIfUS or: T>iS CU"'li::tij 
DIRECTIVE UNTIl. & CD~~l F:ElJ S~PE~.'o~ O~ A 
SLANt< SCAN TE';;l'lIrIHO~ IS "'JU'D. 
AN AR.~V Of SEX C~~~~CT!~ ~I'lt:TI'E5 l~lT 
'~E Nor TO BE P=~:ESSEJ ~, T~!S P;~;.~H. 
THESE WELL 3E ~t"lL£J C~LY ~y T~E CALLING 
P~OG~AH. 
THE ~U~BE~ ?~ SP!~:AL ~IgECTIVES. T~IS IS 
THE ~~~I~~L! lIHIS3!O~ of ·SP~CI~L'. ' 
STORAGE aUFFiD OF T~! V~Ol~~_! FIfL:S. 
COLUMNS 16-'6 C" 10 IIOIUS. «C";'FiA':TEP.1 
CON'Ar~S TH! DtFE~TI\l!. COlU~~S ~-1' OR 
6 CHA;;ACTF;R~. I ~I.j~~~,~n:~ I 
'lON-ZERO IF ~ "U~'l~q Fl:;::SEIH :/1 TH lI~iHA3LE 
FIELO. (!uT~GE~ O~"::~l I 
NON-~F.RO IF ~ ._. O't t •• ' p~::S ::IIT : N TI1E 
YAHA,}LE FI:L~. I !tlTE\iE~ 0'\ ~~AL I 
USEC IF SlIennt'f I 'i~o;; !\!!:~ F:L.L.r. ~NQ 
ANOTHER SPE;;t~1.. C ~-;~Cf'l:P "OJ'l'J I'I fHE 


























R~Ati Q orlt 
R:::A;j 0 0 l'S 







































c C READ CCfill10N .ARuUtHtiTS 
!: 
t: C ENOi.,tN£ tlOR~AL\. 't SET TO - t, 9lH SET TO 0 IF 0\ t\\.ANK 
C IS FOUNO OU~ING ~ SC~h Or T~5 V~Ri~1LE FIE\.JS 
C O~ '~E V.~IAql5 FI~\'~S .~! !XYAUSTEJ. 
C C INTC:GE:> ) 
C C £ND~E(; hO~HAI.I,. y s:::r TO -to ailT ~::T n Q 1F " VA:n~nlE 
c FIHO DOES :~OT EN::! t'l :. CO 11'1:' • 'INTEGC:~ 
t: C EOF NOIiI1ALL't SET TO -1. ;JUT SET TO 0 IF FI\.O;: 
C CODE 5 IS E)(!1AUST:;D. (HIr:::;:Z'i) 
C c REAL NOfiMA\'L,Y SET TO -t, f\\H SST TO Z IF .\ SU9FIl!LO 
C '~RAY EL,EHE~T CONTliNS ~ REAL NU~e£~. 














































REA: ~.i 15 
















kea ... U 1.10 
IIE~Oa1l0 
C!UODUO 
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SUBi(OUTI~E RE!:;'( IPIPU!.o Cl)'1"'~NO, :;UBFIE.D. SPrCIAL.. 
XSPE':.JlL I 
IM~LlCIT iNTEGER( ~ - Z I 
PA~AMETE~ 'Wl:T~ ~ 12. SUg~tZ! = 1, ~~LIM!T = '.', 
BLUlt< = ' '. COl'HA '" '", ::TC = 'ETC', 
P.EPE~T = '.', PE:IOG = ',' 
COMMON IREADCI ENDLINE, ~~~REC, iOF, PEAL 
CIURACTEP IUPUT - 60, CnM1.\'I(), Tt:'1Pi I ' , I, TtHP2 - 12, 
SPECHLI XSI'ECIAL I. 
FOR".:'T. 11/'C T ,A1" It [FO"!HAT -& 1'1 I I" I 
IlfTEGEP. SIJdFIELO ( sues lZE I 
SU3ROU'I~E L!~~AG~ ~E'-UP 
EOF • -1 
ENOREC • ~ 
ASSIGN 55 TO a~PASS3 
RETURN 
i EOF • 0 
I ENOREC = 0 
r,n"HANO :: 9L _NI< 
ENTRY I(EAJECHO 
IFI EOF ,. .• 5. 
OI~ECTI~::'S ::~:l-OF-FILE 
PROCESS ::0 
ENTRV TO ECMO PRI~T j[RECTtv~ 
I<E.OI 5, S10. EIlD =10 I CO:-1'1;l.t'D, I'IPUT 
WRlTEI 6. 515 , corMAN'), t~PUT 
INPUT IS :. COI'1MEIiT. 
tlO T A C 011M '\'1:' 
IFC COMM~~O ,EO, BL~NI< ~O TO 20 
GO TO 25 
ENTin REAONEHO 
IF lEaF' '" 
ENT~Y TO sUPP~::S~ OI~:CTIV~ 
EClia 
READI 0;;. 0;;10. ::NO .:10 I CO:1:1ANij, :;:~FUT 






""'A(, 0 1 't!o 



















R:;:C.C ~ 1:';" 
RiOA(lO 15<; 












REA:) 01'!> e 











































00.15 FETUR~:: 1. X5P!CI~L 
. iFI COMHANC .~a. ~gE:qALI ~ETU'<N " ~HugN 
DO; ze ZEPO 'I 10 SUcsIZ:: I 
, sueFIS:LOi ZERO I '" ~; 
IF( CCHfot.1NJ .NE. ETC I Go TO 311 
IF, ENe.fO I <;5 •• 
NRUEI 6. ~20' 'f-;OT' 
N~tTE( E, ';;;'0 I 
GO I TO co 
IFe END~EC ISs. 
w" In: ( fl, 5 ZC HANt( 
NRho:: ( ft, SloO 
BACKSPACE 5 
ENOREC :: II 
,eOMM~NO a SLANt( 
• RETURN 
. ENTRY SORT 
REAL. -1 
DO Ita ZE~O • 1, SUES!lE 
sueFIELOI ZERO I a 0 
IFe ENOREe • 50, 
IFe ENCLIN! 60. , 
,RETUP.M 
ASSIGN 105 TO BYPASSt 
REAL a -1 
STAQT :: 1 
EMQREt; :: -t 
EMOLINE ,. -1 
INO:;)( ~ 1 
STOP II FwIOTt' 
TALLY:: II 
TEMP? a BLANK 
INPUT ~ECORO ::XHAUSTEO 
VA~!\9LE FIeLDS ANOIa" ~Eco~n 
EXH~USr::D 
SET-UP FOP sc~~ of V~~IA3LE 
FIELG 
_. -, 
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DO 100 SE~gC~ " ST!~T, ~7 
SO~T J!~~CTIV!'S V~~!.3l~ 
nr.:LC 
ENCOJ~C FO~~~T, ~5C I SE:~~H 
DECOJ~ C ItlPIJT, Fe FMH I· TE 'iP 1 
C~A~ACTc~ IS ~ FleLC SCAN 
fE-!PI:W.T-:lf' 
IF C TEMPt .EO. SLAHI() GO 'ro 110 
C 
C CIF C"~~~CT~~ ~~L~MIT~ ~ REAL 
C NUHdER FIELJ, NOT THE USJAL 




1Ft TEMPt .EO, PE~IOO I FEAl a a 








XFC TEMPt .EO. CC~MA I GO TO BVP!SSl 
VA~:eeLE FI:~O CONT~:N~ MO~E 
THAN Ot,E E~IT~'( 
,. ... _ .. ,..-
""' ... I'" ';U 
c 
.C 
eIF VA!'l!A9lE FrEl!) COt:TAINS A 












.tFC TEMPl .EO. '!EPEAT I GO TO 90 
JF eSTOP • 100;' 
STOP " STOP - 1 
TAllY" UlL't + 1 
CI~ECT!VE'S V~,:~GlE FIE.J 
lOA.JEO 
ENCODE( FO~~AT. SIO' T~LLV 




















































.. C::!: liJl $ 
R::~COl1e. 
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GO TO 6VP~SS J 
ASSIGN 120 TC aVPASSl 
'SSIG~ 100 TC 9Vp~~SJ 
GO TO 100 
IF I ilEAL» ,9", 
VAR:~eL~ P:~L) CONr.lNS 
A R::'~ ".J"'3::~ 
COUVi~T :h,q~~Ti~ ST~IN~ TJ 
IN T~';!"; 
ENCOO£C !FO?'/'!'T. 550 I T~LlY 
DECO!)E C TEM P2. tFORM!\ r I su=~ H.L; I INJEX » 
GO TO 96 
CONV::~T ;~~~~CT~~ SrRlhG Te 
"E4l 
DECOOEt TE/'!~?, 510 I SUeFI!~JI I~OEX I 
~EAL .. 2 
INDEX .. IN~EX • 1 
fALU • 0 
STO~ ,. FHIOTH 
CONTINUE 
ENOLIN!:: .. 0 
ST4P.T • STA~r • 1 
RETURN 
SET-Wi> FO~ ~;EX' SUBF:ElD 
SE4RC" 
~I~ECT!Vi'S V!~l~el~ FIELuS 
El( 11;' ... STE:: 
IGIlO~i NULliJ VA?IASLi FIELO 
ENCODEC FOR~AT. 550 I sr~~~~ - 1 
OECOOE C INPUT. FO?I"AT' r::'iPl 
ENOLINE = 0 
ENOREe .. 0 
If"( TEI'Pl .EO. COIi"!.~' E,'IO"!;:C:-1-
GO TO 9YPASSl 
248 

































"£ACO~ .. ! 
REA': 0~4q 
REA:) 0 3S? 
Rs:aoo 351 






















































ST4RT • SEARCH + 1 
ASSIGN 105 TO eVPASSl 
ASSIGN 85 TO BYPASS3 
IF( REAL I • 13;), 
CIR~=T:V;"~ VA::~3LE FlE~JS 
•• OT E.x .. :.usr::;J 
VA~~A9LE ~IE~J CONTAIN~D A 
REAL. NUl4eE~ 
CO~Vc.~T CHA~.~TER STRING TO 
INrs;GE~ 
~NCOOE( IFO~HIT. 550 I TA~L' 
DECOOE( T~HP2. tFOF.HAT» $UaFI~L.O( IN~EX I 
RETUI<N 
CO:IVc:;:n CHA"~CT::~ 5HING TO 
P~1L •• 
o ECOO!': ( TEHP?, 510 I SUt'\F:;:ELO ( trHlEX 
RETU"'.N FO~HAT( T3. A6. T1£. IcO ) 
FORMATI • " Tl0. :.&, T20, A&O I 
FORHATe • , 5( •• ' I •• F " A3, 
• EXPECT!NG ETC 0I~ECTIV!. • I 
FORHAT ( • t·. Tr,1, 'rr,nC'<EC,', 3 ( / " 
FORHAT( '+'. T41. 'T"l£':'T AS ~ND 'JF P'EII!OUS " 
'OIRECTIVE,·. 31 / II 
FORHAT C 'If. 12 I 
FORH" T C I~I » 
FO.RHATC (i12.6 I 
END 
249 





































































































'1) TO PRODUCE IMAGE(S) of USER-SPECIfIED COMPO-ENTS 
0' THE DATA ~EcTORS or cREATEO OIS~ FILE5U51NG 
THE PITCHR SUBROUTINE--rOR THIS P~OGR4M. DATA 
RECORDS ARE ~EAD FROM flLECQDE OJ, ~~AOER 
RECORDS FROM fl~eCODE 02. ' 
(2) TO PRINT ADJACENT TO EACH IHAGE ROW THE NU~6~ICAL 
VALUE or THE SPECIFIED COMPONENT FOR E,CH CQHMANO 
ANULE or THE SCA~ ROW. 
(3) TO PRODucE HISTOGRAM(S) rOR use~-5PEClrIED 
COHPONENTS WHEN REQUeSTED--IF REQUESTED. A 
HISTOGRAM IS PROQUCEO FOR EACH DATA SEGMENT or A 
CREATED DISK FILE. 
DATA CARDS ONE OR r.uRE COHPONE~T-IM,GE REQUESTS·-iAe,. FfEQUSST CuhS I :;7:; \jr ~ - :; c:..n:~. ~:.C~: cr !. 
DISTlhOT TYPE. THE rIve POSSIBLE CARD TYPES AR~·. 
COL.8 COI..16 
(1) MAX (MAXIMUM VALUE OF COMP.--r~.3) (2, MIN (MINIH~H VALUE or COMP,_.rij.3) (31 HISTOG '(HISTOGRAM OPTION DESIRED--'.) 
ttUrOGRAM OPTIONS--
~a (NO HISTO~R4~ PROnUCEO) 
SAME (HISTUGRA~ IS PRODUCED USING MAX-MIN 
VA~UES A~READV SPF.CIFIEO) 
TRUE (HIST. US PRODUCE~ USING lCTU~L HAX-~I~ 
VALUES or DATA SEG~IM[J 
,., TITLE (COMPO~eNT DESCRIPTION--A51) 
(5) COHP (2-0IG[T COMP, NUMBER--IZ) 
INPUT VALUES rOR EAC~ CARD ARE LEFT-JUSTiFIED 1-
COI.IJI1NS a. 16. 
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l~ ~EWER THA~ 5 CARDS APPEAR IN THE CCMPONeNT-I~'GE 
"EOUEST. THOSE VARIA3LES rOR WHIC~ CARDS DO NOT 
APPEAR ARE ASSUH=~ T~ HAVE THE SAHE VALUES AS 
SPEClrlEO IN THE PReceDI~G HEQueST. 
DICK SET-UP 
S 'IDENT 9999,USER 
P9ECEDlNG ACTIVITIES 
I SE~ECT JYOUNG/~M'GE 
I ExECUTE 
I LIMITS 10,15~ 











OTHER. ACTIVITIES (OPTIONAL)····· c 
DECL.AAA TI 0"15 
Dl"ENSlON HDATE(3,.Nl(4,.N2C12' 
DJ~ENSICN DAT,V(100) 
IS A SINGLE DATA VECTOR READ FAOM ~ILECOOE OJ rROH WHIC~ TH~ 
APPROPRIATE COMPONENT VALUE ~lLL. BE SELECTED 
DI"ENS.I.CcN X(12) 
IS ~N ARRAY SE~T TO THE PITCNR SUBROUTINE CONTAlNING VAL.UeS 
or A SINGLE CO~PONENT FOH A ~ARfXCUL~R SC~N ROW 
tlHIENSION xX(12) 
IS AN ARRAY LIKE x, EXCEPT PRINTeO lNSTEAC OF BEING S~NT 
TO PlrC~R--~AY ALSO BE SENT TO HISTOGRAM suaROUT1~ES. 
CHARACTER tCHNOe6.CPNAHEe S4 
RerER TO INFOR~ATION TYPE of AN INPUT VALUE CGlvt~ IN COL, ., 









I ' i 




























HTITLE IS T~E TITLE or A PARTICULAR 04T~ SEG~E~T 
HTITLE IS T~E TITLE or A CRE~TEO DISK WOR~lNG FILE, 
LOGICAL LErTRT 
IS TRUE WHEN COMPONENT VALUES BEING cnLLEcTED I~ x ARRA¥ AND 
XX ARR~Y ARe FROM A LEfT-TO-~IGHT SATE~Llle SCAN 
DATA DEfLT/OJ777777777771 
IS THe DEFAULT VALue INDICATED FOR COHP~NENTS ON DISC 
CALL FMOPTC85,1,1,1' 
'.I.L FXAI.T(S201 
READ USER-SPECIFIED COHPO~ENT INFOR~ATlON-­
CARD~S READ UNT! L CO'1 P , NU!iSER 
SPEClr!CAT!ON IS FOUND, 
XHAX.XHIN ARE MAXIHU~ AND ~INIMUH 
VALU~S or A PARTICULAR CO~PO~ENT 
lCO~P IS COHP r N9, OF INTEREST TO USER 
READf5.saa.END=S09)ICMND 
raRHAT (7X ,,\6} 
8AC~SPACE S 
IrC:CHND .EQ, 'TITLE 'I GO TO 503 
JF', lC/'\ND .EQ, 'COHP 'I GO TO 5004 
Jr(lCHNlJ .EQ, 'HAX '1 GO TO 502 
JrC ICHND .EQ. 'MIN 'I GO TO SOl 
IrClcHND,EO.'HISTOG'1 GO TO 520 
WR 17E(6, 510) 
510 rORMATC'O'.'ILLEGAL COMMAND IN COL, 8 or USER INPUT,"I) 
GO TO 509 
501 READf5~505)XMIN 
50S FORHATllsx.fa.3) 
GO TO 506 
502 READfS.SOS) XMAX 
GO TO ;,)6 . 
50J READCS.507ICPNAHE 
507 FORHAT(15X.A54) 
GO TO 506 
520 READCS;S22IHISTOG 
522 FORHATC1SX,A041 
GO TO 506 
5004 ReADf5.~Oa)ICOMp 
508 rORHAT(15x.121 
ECHO-P~INT USSR'S COMPONENT SPECIFICATIQN 
252 
··~·····, .. ·I~ 















550 FORMATr'l',6X,'COHPONENT ~.i2,5X,A54,5X"HINIMUH l,r8.Jr5X"~AXIHU 1.M ., F 8 ,'ZIII /) 
WRITE(6,5231HISTOG 
523 FORHATC'O',6X, 'HISTOCRAM ';A4,1X, 'MAX.MIN VALUES,) 
C 
C READ HASTER HEADER FROM DISK 
C PROCESS Re~AJNDER O' DISK WORKING.rIL~, 
C MOSEC 15 NO, or DATA SEGMENTS IN CUHR~~T 
C WORWING fILE 




39 FORHAT(///lX,'HASTER HEADER'~6X,A60/1XI'NO. DAT~ SEGHeNTS'&'~/1X.f 1WOROS/DATA ReCORn'.(4) 
DO 30 L·:li.HDSEG 
C PROCESS St~GLE DATA SEGMENT IN WORKIN~.FILE 
C READ HEADEa RECORD 
C NRECRD IS ~O. or DATA RECORDS FOR T~A' 

















CALL PITCHR SUBROUTINE 
""II"W,,~gl:"D1'I/'? NSNAP=2.~OROW-
CALL PITCHR(X,1.12,NSNAP~O'XHINrXMAX,l,O.,129'100000~.3.,2 •• , 
CALL HISTOGRAM INITIALIZING RQUTINE I~ 
HlsT. IS TO 8E CALCULATED USING SAM!: 
HAX-MIN VALUES SENT TO PIJC~R. 
IF(HISTCG.EQ,'SAHE') CALL DrIN(12,NRECRD,XHIN,XH4X) 
PRoCess RE~AINDER or DATA S=GM~NT 
XXHINi XXHAX GIVE CURRE~T TRUE MIN. A~D 
TRUE HAX, FOR TME DATA SEGMENT i __ 
AEAO(03)(DATAVCI1,l a l,HWPRI 
XX~IN=OATAV(lCOHP! 









, , t 




































I~'LEFT~')GO TO 60 
DO 70 K;1";.12 
.... '~'~~:'" 
• , ~,""' ...... ,~ .. ,,~ ""' .... ~J"._fu.~' ......... 141 ZI!ll1ltl$!tts 
COLLECTIO~ O~ ROW VALUES FOR RT.LeFT ~CAN 
RE'UC03)IDATAV(I),I=l,M~PR) 
XlCCK)=DATAVCICOMP) 
IfCX~'K).LT.XXMIN.A~D.XX(K).N~.DE'LT) XXHIN • X)(CK) 
IfCXX(I<I.GT,XXMAXl X~HAX=XX(K) 
XCK)=DATAV(ICOMP) 
10 IFIICIK) .eQ. DEfLT)XCK)=XMIN 
DEfAULT VALUES fOR A COMPONENT ARE SET TO XHIN BEfORE SCAN BOW 
DATA IS SENT TO PITCHR. 
LEF'TRT=.TRUE. 
GO TO 90 
COLLeCTION or ~OW VALUES FOR LEfT-RT ~CAN 
60 DO 80 K:1;12 
REAP COJ)CDATAy(II,I=l,MWPR) 
X)(113-K)=DATAY(ICOM~1 
IF,'tXXUJ-KI,LT.XXMl".AND.XX<13-1<.),NE.DEfLTI XXHIN • XXC13-KI 
1,'jlt13-K),QT.XXHA)() XXMAX ~ XX(lJ-K) 
XC1J-K)=DATAV(ICOHPI 
80 IF'I)(113-I'"' .EQ. DEF'LTIX<13-IO=XHII! 
LEfTR"'. fALse. 
CALL SNAP fOR ROW IMAGE 
W~ITE COHPONEN~ VALUES NEXT TO IMAGe ~ow) 
CALL DENSITY fU~CTION C~LCULATING ROUTINE 
If. 'SAHE' OPTION WAS INDICATED, 
90 CALL SNAP 
WAlTe(6.100) INDEX.CXX(MI,H=1,12l 
100 fOAHAT(lM+.J9X.I2,2X.12f7.2) 
IffHISTOG,EQ.'SAME') CALL Of(XX) 
'0 CALL SNAP 




102 fOflHATUllIX, "RUE MINIMlIM VALUEfS ',Fl0,5/1X, 'TAUE MAXIMUI1 VALue 
1 IS '.Ha.5111l 
JFCHtSTOG.eQ.·S~ME') CALL DFOUTICPNAHE) 
tF(HlSTOG.NE.'TRUE'lGO TO 30 
rr ~ISTOGRAH OPTION WAS TRUE, HISTOGRAM 
rOR COMPo IS NOW CALCULATED USING TRUe 
HAX-llI N VALUES 
CALL DFINI12,NRECRD,XXHIN,XXHAXI 
DO 103 K=r.NRECRo 
10~ BACKSPACE 3 
tic 530 J=l,NOROW 
531 
530 






CLOSE CURRENT WORKING-'ILES~ 
CALL Fr.l.oS~(02) 
CALL F'CLOSECOJ) 
GO TO 10 
20 REWIND 2 
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liHRU=\ljPPCAL IFCNCALLoNPPCAL.~E,NTOTALI ITHRU-NTOTAL-CNCALL-l).NPPCAL 
,DO 1 1=1; lTHRU 
INDEX:CX(I)-XMr~)·DANGE·l. 
~rtINPeX.GT.O.AND.INDEX.LE.NG) GO TO , 
fTOTAL " ITOTAL - 1 
GO TO 1 
5 .MEAN • AMEAN + XCI) 
VAR ~ VAR • xCI)eXIIl 
rCINDEXI " f,!NDEX) • 1, 
1 CONTIN\JE 
4 IF(NCALL*NPPCAL .LT. NTOTAL) RETU~N 
DTOTAL = 1.JfLOAT(lTOTAt.) 
DO J ':1.NG 





cartN OrtN DEN SIT Y rUN C T ION CAL C V L A TOft 
















HOW TO USE 
NUMBER or POINTS PER CALL 
TOTAL NUHBER or POINTS 
X MINIHJH 
X M~XIH:JH 
CALL DflN TO INITIALJZE CALL or ON SUBSEQUENT CALLS uNTIL ALL PCINTS ARE COUNTED 
TO OUTPUT HISTOGRAM CALL DFOUT 
SUBROUTINE Or!N(NPPCAL.NTOTAL,X)(~IN,)(XMA)() 
COH~ON IDrBI F(!O) 































































RANGE = lItU X eXt'1! N 
DANGe a cFLOATcNGI-l,E-10)/RANGE 




CSCTF' 0 F' OUT 
COATE INFORHATION 7/22/72 RMH 
C 

















COt'1HON/OfS/PR 0 8(50),NPPCAL,NTOTAL,START,END,NCALL,INTERS 
COMMON IDfBI DA~GE,AHEAN,VAR 
DIHENSION NAI'EC91.fC6I,LI'lf;,(60) 
DATA IBLANK,LI~ISTAR,IOASH.IONE/lH ,1HI,lH-,lH- t lMil 




rIND MAXIMUM PROBABILITY 
DO 3 1=1.1 NTERS 
3 IfCPROBctl,GT.A) A=PROB(I) 
SET B TO PR09A81LITY INTERVA~ SIZE 
i = A I ~LUAT(LM1Sfl 
WRITe OUT ~EADER fOR HISTOGRA~ 







DO 6 l=l,tNTERS 
6 LINEII)=IBLANK 
riLL STA~S IN LINE ARRAY 'CCORDIN~ TO PRO 
00 4 l=iiLHIST 
, DO 5 J=l. INTERS 
5 IFIPROB(J).GE,A) LI~ECJ)=ISTAH 
WRITE(6,101) A.(LIN=<L),L=l,INTeRll 
4 A=A-e 
wRITe OUT TRAILER 



























































DO 7 l=ldNTERS 
7 LINEt I )=LI 
WRITE(6,1021 ILINEIII.I=1,INTER1) 
DO 8 1;1,INTERS . 
8 LINE«I)=IBLANK 
DO 9 1=5.INTERS,10 
9 LINECII;,LI WRJTE'6.~041 (LIN~Clt.l;iiINTeRl) 
NaO 
DO 10 1=5~INTERS'10 
NaN·l 
10 F(N):START.XDIV.FLOAl'fll 
W~ITEC6,103) (F CI1.l=1.Nt 
WIUTE(6,99) 
DO 12 I :: 1.60 
12 LINEe 11=ID~SH WRITE(6.1~7) (LINECIJ,I=l,59 1 
106 FQRI1AH1H,l.1 
107 FORHAT<9X,lHl,59Al,lHll 
100 FQRHAT(9~'lHl,11W,25HHISTOGRAH OF DISTRIBUTION. 
12~X,lHl/9X.1Hl,2X,9A6,3X.1Hl/9X,141111X, 
2 i3HINTERVAL SIZE,Fl0. 4 ,25X,lHl,/9k,lHl,11X, 
31 4M OATA STARTS AT,fl0.4.2X.UHANO ENOS ~T.Fl0.4. 4 iX,lHl/9X,lHl,11X,2'HN~HSEk Uf CLASS INTFRVALS, 
, 14,19~.1Hl/9X,lHl,59X,lHl/9X,lHl.12H PRO~ABI~IT', 647X,1~11 . 
105 'OR"AT(9X.1Hl.11XJ5HH~AN.,fl0.3,~X.l0H \ARlANCE:, 
1 F"lO.3,9X,lH1J 



































































































LA~GUAGE -- HD~EVWELL·S 5E~t~S 6000 FC~T~!" 
SYSTEM RELEASE 6. 
WRITTEN BV ~AHES KAH~ 
PURPOSE 
THIS PROGRAH P~OCUCES SCATTE~GR~HS F~OH lATA ON fILE 
CODES 2 AIIC3, W~ICH WE?:: C::NEi'AT£J !:lHIlIG T'1E F"'E"IOU~ 
TRANS-GF.N:::<ATO~ ACTIVITV. SCATTE"G;:>.~"S ~"::: PROCUC::il EY 
SUBP-DUHNE ·SC'T· ~';'J CONT~JL INFJ~H~TrO:j :i:S ItlT.;;~~::T::Q SY 
SU9ROUTINE ·~E.j· FROM F!L~ COfE S. A CO~T~~L Clj::~TIV:: . 
LISTING PLUS ERRO~ ~ESSaGE3 IS PRIhTEO OUT Jh FILE CJQ! S. 
THE SCATT::~G~A~S A~E pqI~T~) OUT TO FIL~ ~~)f ~2. 
SCATTE~GR'" G4TA POINTS ~~! CJLLE;T~: ~~O" ILL FILES 
"~T"TN I'"Tt1' r:nOf 3 O~ UNTIL THI" !)AT~ c,)!NT V::CTOi< ~"~AY'i 
C XVECTOR _NO YVEC10~ I ~R! FULL. NOTE !LS~ l~Ar ~:I~:~N 
FILE ~EARChES kh::~,Trl! C~T~ POINTS 4K! 2EI~G LISTEJ JH FILE 
COCE 42, THAT T~E CEFAULT VILUfS ARE ~E"DV~~ F~aH r~: a •• AYS 
T.HUS RESUL THG III LESS wtSrAGi;; JF .;roj'".~GE 5;:.C::. ~N fer O~ 
THE OI~ECTIVE IHPUT FILf W:LL ~ESJLT :~ sceTTE~GR~~ SWIPPING 
TO THE NEXT DATA FILE FO'". SU9SEaUENT ?~O:::SSING. 
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"SC~ Tn .. c. 
H5C!TO .. 5 
"SC:.T OltS 
"'SC~TO .. 7 
I!SC~TC'" 










































































TWO ~E~L VALU~3 COH 
W1ICH SP~CIFY T~E C 
tHE CS~TER OF T~E r 
~ULL FtELl ?ESULT$ 
T~E RESP~CTIVE AXIS 
:'I~II/lC ~ QECI"l~L. POINT 
Nr~~ OF T~E X':')r.!$ t.'D ' 
XIS OF TH~ SC~TTE~G~~M. A 
~I ~JT\l,'1~TIC C:'N1"!:i<IN4 OF 
OF T~E SCATTEkG~~H. 
TWO ~EAl Va~I'BLE3 WHIC~ lRE COH"~ ~EPE~ATEO 
DETERHINING THE ~~~~E OF TH~ X~YIS 'NO THE 
VAXIS OF THE SCATTE~G~.'1 •• ESP~CTIVE. EICH 
VARIA'3LE MUST END WIT"l A PE~I-t)O UNi..ESS IT IS 
TO BE NULLED. TH~S w~LL ~ESULT !~ Th~ ~U~~ENT 
RANGE FO~ Trl~T AXIS S~I~G RETAINED •. 
NO \AIHAcH.E FlELD. T"'';;:; JIR::CT:\I: RESULTS IN 
A SCATTERGR~~ BEING PfqFO.MEJ ust~G THE OAT' 
COLLEOTEO F,!O'1 Ti.oE LAST 'SOH' OI~E::TIVE. 
T~REE V~~I~3LES IN TH~ VA~!43LE FIE~~I CCLUMNS 
16 - 7? I W'lICr' O£TE"'J'WIE THE COO"O!NAES OF 
OF THE POINTS OF T~Z )V~CTO~ AN: T~~ YVE::TO~ 
A~RAYS'WHICw ~R~ INPUT TO T~E SC~TTS~G~~~ 
SUBROUTINE;. THE" Fu~M;'T O. !:;'CH VA~UBL:: IS THE 
COMFONt;rIT ,tllj'1aE:F. W.,;CH IS S[?".:R' TeO 'lY ~ '.' 
FRC,", ThE t::OI1'1~Nr, AN:;L~. T"'t:: Trl:~t. FIEl:! IS 
CPTIOHAL. IF USE) IT CONTAIHS T~E CCHPONEHT 
lOC~TION OF T~E USE~ SUFFL:!D GP~FH S'M~O~S. 
THESE THREE VA.IAdLES MUST BE COM"~ SEPEQATEO. 
TrlE 60 CHAR~CTEF V~~I;,eLE: FIELD( COLUMNS 
16 - 16 I 1'3 UStO ~3 Tt'E TITLE OF THE 
SCATTERG.AMS UNTI~ CHANGED av l NEW 'TITLE' 
DIRECTI~E. T~E JEFAULT TITLE IS Th£ TITLE 
FROM THE HA3T~R HE'~E~I ON FILE CO~E 3 I. 
THE 12.Ch.~lCl~F F!ELG 1S USE1 TC L~3EL THE 
THE XAXIS OF T'iE 3C~TTE~G~'M ~NC THE XVECTO~ 
LISTING. TdIS FlELj nCTEtl:lS F~Oi" CO~UMNS 
16 • 28. 
T~E 12-CHAQ~CTER F!~LJ IS US~O TO LA~EL TH~ 
THE YAXIS OF T~E SC~TTE~G~'M ~NC THE lveCTO~ 
LIS'I~G. TtIS FIELJ EXTE"NDS F~OM CO~UM~S 













IISCL reo; .. 
IISC~ T 00;5 
HSCA,TOb6 
t'!SCA:T'lE>7 












































,; f i 
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tl 4 it 1 













~~r" •• '•• ,..,r.,p~-~".a ._.",_~~. ",m,w_, .. 
~"""'''''''''':'' '<'t!-~" l: 




































































l/o .. Ij. 11-3, 10 
USE JEF~ULT FOP T~E •• XIS ~ANGE 
T~IS IS ~ C01~!hT 
• USE JEFolUL T H)'J;S ~!):G:: Vi-LU:: 
£xPLAIN~TION OF THE saHPlE p~OG~AH 
BOT~ SClTT~~GF~HS A~E TIT~Eu 'T~!5 :5 A S~MPLE 
SCATTEQG!;QM FNCGQ4P", 1"'E X4l1!S 1:5 L~'!EL:-:j 'x!xrs TIn::' AN!) 
THE '(AxIS IS lABELED 'Yt.XIS TITLE' 45 dEll'S THE ~ESFECTIVE 
XI/EC10R AU) VI/ECTa:: .1F~~y USHNGS. Tt1F. ;'lHi:: IS SET TO 10.0 
FOR THE Y4X!S !ND rH! XIXIS ~AhGE IS L!FT JEF4ULT. TH:: 
SCUTEPGP,1\11 ~;.X!S !'oWl'S c';nSIST OF !LL ;>:!'ITS FFC'1 CC'1PO~I.S~T 
NUM6ER 17 WHICH iI?£ ollH Of COI'H~N(j !t;C,lE t. T ... :: nus POUlTS 
OF TIoE S~HT;::~G:>,A" CO',SIST OF AI_L i'O:'.~~ ::>:J'i COHPIJN=:~IT 
15 OF THt OAT~ ~!CORD W~!C~ IS P~AT c~ C~~'1INl .~GL! 3. THE 
OEFAUl T Pt t1T ~'1"':t:'"ti .!.-, !: !.!::: :-:i: i~~ ::.: ... rc ..... \.r~,lM. 
THE sseONO SCAT1E"'G,:>611 ilL TE;;;S r,..::; "~I;>E JF li1~ x~'(!~ TO 
1055, BUT USES T": C'JF"iEI'-T ,~NG::: OF T~::; Y!.(!S. 10.0, Tf<:: 
~AXIS PCINTS COhS!ST G~ PC!~TS F~O' CC"P:~~\T ~U"e!q 1~ WHICrl 
A~E PART OF CCMH~~C ANGLE;, T~£ YA_r5 ~,[~rS CD~E FRD~ 
CO~PONSNT ~u~2£~ 11 ~~ICH IS Pt~T OF C~~M!~) AHGL! 3. ~SEq 
SYMBOLS F~OH CO..,>1t.t.C "'IGLE 5 Aloin COHFCl:E':T ~11)11f'.ER 10 :.:u: USEiJ 




















































































,....,Q .. j. ·~~;-~~.-,,;";~;~r1J;""m __ -''''''_A~--~~~~~'''77~:''''''''''''''-;;'·<'''~~~ 
" 
PARAMETER CHUS ~ 7, rSEGS : 5Q, VMAX :10Q2, XD~T~ = 50 
IMPLICIT !NTEuf~1 A - Z I 
COHMON I~E loci E~:JL !tIE. ::'I:;~f";C, EO"", "!:: ~L 
REAL PAt;Jr:FI i1 I 12" 10.0 I, "Ct.·HE~( .~ I, "FI~L!) 
INTEGE'I 3LAIII< I • , I, CE~ITEil;1 ? I I ? .. OJ77777777777 /, 
COMANGlE( 2 I, OATil XOAf .. I. O::""'UlT I 0377777771177 /, 
HASTF.PC tC; I, ~;'t-IjEC i? I, ,,(ECO,,!,J:tC ? I, " 
5UBFIE"LOC " I, SVH£!C'LS( v"'~X I. )(~EFC Vtf.lX I. 
IIVECTORC VMAX ), ,,\!:"CTOP.I VMAX iI, /'tFIt::,; I 1 I CH~~ICTt:": COM'1~t~u, INPUT • 50. TrTll .. :;0 I • , I, 
OlOTITlE • 50, X~XIS .. 12 I' '/, y~X!S "12 I' 'I, 
COMHANDS ( CI'CS I I ''?E:SCAT', 'TITLE',' 'X':')(IS', '",4XIS', 
'CENTER', 'RA~I';E', 'SC:'T' /, C:;VM9:JL( VM~X I, RLIE!EL, 
TOP" 12 / ''fASHR - l' I, Dt.T';S<:GI JS::GS I 
E'QUrVALEtICEC Xo.O"'. CO"'~NGL::( 1 II. C VI:C''f. COM~NGL::C 2 n, 
« )tREe. "!e;coQos C 1 , I, C VC:;::C, q::CO;::'S C ? II, 
« OLOTHL:::. ,..t.STr.~( 1 II, ( :;e;CSIZE. M.lST;r~C 15 II, 
« S!::~IAI.., OATt. C 1 II. C <~NG=, ~~N:::F I. 
C SYMBOLS. CS'0180L I, ( R::C:NTER, G£"TE~ I, 
C RFIELO, SUBFIELOC 2 II 
WRITEC 6, 500 I 
CALL READ C INPUT, CCM;oj:'NC. SUBF tELO, COM!iAN OS, It 
READ! 2, !::ND = w~O) ~~STC:~ 
RECER~OP = ~ECSIZE 6 1 
ASSIGN 150 TO ~PEN 
.SSIGN 250 TO CLOSE 
GO TO Z5 
ERRO~ PROCC:SSING R::T~~N 
WRITEC 6, 510 I SUBFIEI..OC t I, SU9F:i:n.OC 2 I 
CALI. REAOEClio 
NORH~L P~OCESSI~G R~TURN 
IF A D.F~CTIVE EOF OCCU"S. 
S~IP TO T~E t;EXT M'STER FILE 






































~SC" T 130 
"SeA T 1'17 
































Iff EOF. 50" 50 
C~LL FCLOSEC 2 , 
RE~OC 2. ~~o = 49C M£STER 
~EC£RQOR = RECSIZE + 1 
CALL FCLOSEC l I 
REWINQ .. 
WRITf C e. .?Zll 
ASSIGNi 150 TO 




EOF = FOF + 1. 
"FILES • HFIlES + 1 
fNCOOE ( TOP, 'i30 I IlFILES 
00 30 LO':'O = t. OSEGS 
LOAD ~LSTE~ ~~~~~~ A~O C~~c~ 
TO SE~ IF :~r~ FILES EXH~UST~O. 
RHDC 2. FND = 20 I 5U8Ft;::L,lC 
ENCODEC OAT~SEG( LOAD I. 540 I 
SU8FILLOC 2 I 
1 I. SU3FIELJI 2 
SJSF:=:LD 1 1 It 
CONTItIUE 
WRITE C 6, 550 I 
READ 1 2. ENO=20 
GO TO .. 0 
00 &O~ATCH = 1, C~DS 
C~ECK Fa~ V!L:? DIRECTIVE 4~O 
EXIT T~ T~E IPpgOP~IATE 
~NU~ESS1~b ~OUTINE • 
IFI COHHANu .EO. COMMINOS( 
( 1, 2, 3, ~, 5. &, 1 I, 
wRITEC 6. 560 • 
'i! TCr- I) 
M~TC~ 
GO TO 
GO TO 20 













IFC INOFlC . ~ 270. , 
IFI UTITlE I £:2. , EZ 
IIP.ITE C 102. 570 , OLOT lTL E .• 
ORIGINAl; PAGE IS 
OF POOR Q{J~ 
IF Tlie USE~ TI TLE !S NOT 










"'5e' Ht 7 
I'tsc:.r2t~ 
"sca Z 19 






























Plsc .. rZ5'1 
PlSC4T251 
MSC~ T 2·52 



















GO TO fl .. 
062 WIHTE( 102. 57(;1 fITl~. TOP 
U" CALI. FESCH 
wRitE( " ... 560 )(Al(!S, YAXIS 
GO TO 20 
c ••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••• , ••••.••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••• j ••••••• C 
C 
C 
C TITLE OI~!CT!VE PROCES$!J 
c •••••• ~ ••••••••••• & ••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• 
002 TITI.:: '" !IIFUT 
UTITI.! = UTITL! + 1 
GO TO 20 




e XAXIS OrRECTIVE P~OCE~SE~ .t 
c ••••• e:' •• , ••••• _I.,' ••• ~ • , ••••••••••• 1.1 ••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• 
003 XAXIS := INPU T 
GO TO 20 





• C ••••• ~~.ii~~~j_ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••• ; 
00" YAlIIS .. INPUT 
GO TO 20 





CENT~q D!PECTIV! P~CCESS£O t 
c •••••• « •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ It •• : •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 











CENTER! LOAD t ~ OE'AU~T 
If' C ~EAL 80. , 80 
X.Y-CE~TERS ~UST BE q5Al 
NU~ilUS. 
DETE~HIN~ IF 4XIS CiNTER IS 
POSITIVe O~ N!GIT!VE. 
IF( SU9FI::LO( Z II 7n., 70 
CENTEP! LO~O I = SUSFI::LO( 1 


















HSCA r 27'3 
"SCAT2'~ 
"SC~ T231 





















"SC~ n:n J 
"5e.:. T3!~:' 













~""-~"".,,\.~~"-$'=~-'W-''''''''-'''''''~~'- --f'--'F'UF""",~~,="",,,,,,,,,,~ ..., ... '-!t"'''_''''i''''''''''''~ "-'V~:-:c""'''''~'''''''''~'r'}''''~-1'l"~''~-"i'''~1T .""""7"":""";; .... ~=::;"II"=..-""'i! 
10--- ,-.... '"'~" , 
07" 
C!C 
RCENTt:P.1 La ~o , a • PFInc 
CALL SORT 
GO TO ~~ 




C I ,", • C.J~ •• i •• ~~ •••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••• 










GO TO 20 
90, , 90 
X,y-~~~;ES MUST Be ~EAL 
NUMS.!"!:. 
, = SU3FIELOC 1 , 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••• ~~ ••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 
c 
C 























00 110 LOAD a I, Z 
IFC ~EAL' ~ 1D. 10 
IFI suaFIELilC 1" ,10. 
GET CO~~'NJ '~GLE TO 2E p~OCESSEO 
~NO C~~~ON!~T LOCATIONS F~a, 
us cR. 
PEAL NU~3E;S ~hO NU~L FIELOS 
jlRE '~OT LE::'~L. 
THE CO"~ONE~T ~UH5iR NUST ~OT 
BE G~E:T~P T~~u ThE ~lX!'U~ 
DATl RE:JPJ $!ZE fO as LEG'L~ 
IFC SU9FIEL~C 1 I .LT. RECE~RO~ I ~: TO 100 
WI;JHC fl. CjqO, SU9FIELPC 1 I. $'JiF:a.ol 2 " =l;::;SIZE 
GO TO 20 
RECO~OSC LO~C , = SU~FtELOI 1 I 






























"SeA Tl .. " 
I1SC;1TJIt5 
I'ISCH3/o& 
"SCAn .. 7 
HSC:.r;J:.~ 





















~,",,;~":.:;..'" ................. ~,_~J 
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ASSIGN 200 TO 5Y~~SS 
SR EC .. SU:!F r ELrH t , 
CHECK ~O~ A V4LIO USE~ SV~30L 
lOCATION. IF LEG:'L. USE IT. 
IF. SREC .IT. ~ECER~OF' ASSIGN 185 TO 3VOASS 
IF ( Uf ITL! I 120.. l~O 
IF THE U5E~ TITL!;; IS NOT 
P~ESE~T, us~ THE MASTER FILE 
HEAOER TI T"E. 
WRITE ( 42. 570 CLDTITLE. TOP 
GO TO 1.30 
WRITE ( 42, 570 nnE. Top 
W~ITt( 42. 600 ~AxIS, Y~XIS. XAX:S, VAllIS 
INDEX '" 0 
lCINCEX '" 0 
VINCE)! '" '0 
DINOe:x " 0 
START '" 0 
xFULL: - VMA,l( 
YFULL= - ',/;'Ia 
REF :0 - Vi1Ax 
ASSIGW leO fO Nt'U~N 
GO TO OF:N 
REl:O C J. £110=230 I DATAl r " !: 1. RECSIZE 
WRITE( &. I «(jAr~1 I), 1= 1, "cCS:ZE) 
GO TO 170 
~E~O( 4, £111:=7.30 I D~TA( 1 I, 1= 1. p.EesIZE 
COM'" SERPL lB·· e 
ITe :: ( Se:i<IAL I 10 ... 7 I - C COM. 1Q 1 
SCAN" ( SE'UAL I 10 .... I - ( :TC • 10 .. l I _ 
( CC/1 • 10 .. " 1 
IT ThIS IS THE 9EGI~NING OF a 
NEW O~TA SEGMENT, GO p~INr r~E 
PREVIOUS ON:::. 
IF( SCAN .LT. I>EF I GO TO !too 
REF:: SCAN 
IF THIS !S TY~ SPECIF!ED 
eO!1t1~~:; ~NGI.E OF THE XIIEcrc"!, 
SAllE THE SPECtFI~O COI'PO:iEln. 
265 





































IISCA TltU ~ 
I1SCH4..i9 
I1S~t. T" t~' 
HSCLt41t 
M3C.;Ti!..1;! 
























































"":"''' ... ~ ': '''''rrt .... :~'f'''''~':~~,;~- ;.l"'."'1J'II".~~.......,.~ ··.,·"':'· ..... '!~f~ .,,'~ 
, , 
.Ft COM .NE'. XC"'1 I GC TO 210 
IFI XFULL I ,Zle • 
.FULL c XFULL • 1 
XINDEK = XINDEX • 1 
PRO:rECT ~GaIlj!iT XVr:.CTO~ 
STa~~GE vVE~F~OW. 
XVfCTO~1 xINO!X ) = OATAI ~4ZC ) 
.REFI XINO!X I ~ SCAN 
GO TO BY FliSS 
SYM30L • DATAl SP.EC 
LOAD TH! SYHS~L TABLE EITHER 
WIT~ TM! US!~ SYM50~S OR THE 
OEFAULT S'I''!3CL. 
I~ THE USE~ SY"30L IS LESS T~AN 
OCTAL ZO, U3~ T~: DEFAULT 
SYM30L. 
IF' SYI'eOL) 1'30, zoe, 
IF' SYM&OL .LT. aLAN~ I GQ TO ZO~ 
SYMBOLSI X!NDEX , = Sy~aOL 
GO TO 210 
CSYHSOLI XIN(lEX = '1' 
IF THIS :S T~~ SP~C!FIEO 
COHHAN~ lN~~~ OF Trlf YV~CTC~, 
SAVE T~~S=£::Fr:~ CO"FC~!NT. 
IFI Co,., .NE. YCOH GC TO 220 
FROTECT ~G!i~ST YViCra~ 
STOR~Gt JVE=~LOW. 
IFI YFULL I ,220, 
YFULL = YFULL • 1 
YINOEX = YlNOEX • 1 
YVtCTO~( YINDEX I = DATAl YP,EC I 
ORIGINAJJ PAGE m 
OF POOR QUALr.l.l1 
IF THE C~T~ !~~~YS CVE~FLO~, 





MSCAT .. ?6 
,.,Sr.A 11027 
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IF! XFULL • yFULL I 14D" 140 
IIRITE ( 6. 610 I 
ASSIGN 240 TO ~ETURN 
GO TO 1000 
GO TO CLOSE 
~SSIGN lb~ TO OPEN 
ASSIGN 260 TO CLOS~ 
TOP = •• 
t:NOFI i.E 4 
REIIINO I, 
1Ft IliOEX - It I • 2"0. 2"0 
W~ITE( 6, 620 I 
ENOREe • 0 
GO TO 20 
IF ( UT!TLE) 2':10" 2'10 
CHECK FOR ENOUGH POINTS TO GRAPH. 
IF. THE USER TI TLE :S NOT 
PRES~NT. USE THE HkSTER FILE 
HEA()E~ TI TLE. 
WRIT'£' ( 102, 570 I OLOTITLE, TOP 
'.GO TO :!ca 
WRITE ( 42, 570 I l'ITLE,TOP 
C:.:.~ ~C:';f X'JE!:!":!~ .. Y'!~CT"";)~. ~Vr"'f~0t.~· C::Tt.=T. pt.Nr;~. 1 l. 
R~NGE! 2 I, CENTERC 1 I. CtNTE~( 2 II 
'IIRITE ( 42, 580) XUH, v~XIS 
GO TO ,0 
STOP : ~I"I XINOEX, YINJEX I 
OINOEX = DINDEX • 1 
WRITE( 42, I;3() I DAT~~EG( JINOEX 
STAPT = ST~~T • 1 
PRINT = STA~T - STOP 
R~RINT = pOINT I ( - 2 I • STAFf 
100 .. 60 COMPACT STAPT. STOP 
IF ( PRINT I ,420, ",.0 
COHFRE~S 04TA A~~AYS ~NO LIST 
THE DATA ACCU'ULATEO ThL5 F~~. 
CECltE W~ET~E~ TO PR!NT 301H 
SIDES, THE LEFr SIJE ONLY. 
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RI.~8£1. = • • 
P~INT = PRINT + 2 
RFRINT = RF~I~T + 1 
I.A9EL yALU 5 SUPF~tSS£O FRCM T~E 
OAr.l A~~~Y os T~~ ~lG"T SIO~ OF 
THE LISTlN 
IFC ltVECTORC ;;C>~INT .EO.O"FAULT .0;;'. 
... VECTOi'!l ~PFINT I .::':'1. OEFAULT I ~LA5"L = ',.' 
I.ABEL vALUES T~~T ARE ~E1NG 
SUPP~ESSED F~O~ THE O~T.I A~~AYS 
WHlCri .:.~::: 011 T"~ LC:FT sIJE 0'-
THE LtSTIN:;. 
IFCiltY~CTOcc COr1F~CT i .EC. O;:F;.UL.T .~;. Y\/ECTO~C CCtlPACT I .EO. J"FAULT i t;o TO 1<10 NRIT~C 42. SItO I X?E"'C COHC~CT I, yvE:;TJPC. CO,"PIICT " 
VV~CTORI CO~P~CT I. SYMBO.5( CGMP~:T I, X~EFC RPFINT I. ~LlllEL, XV~CTO~( R~~I~T I. 
"'~ECTORI ~F~rNT I, S'~BOL~C ~P~INT I 
GO TO "50 N"HEC 42. 650 I X~EFI COI1c>:'CT I. 'l(IIE:TO,,1 Co"p,c.CT I, 
VVECTORC COMPACT I, SYI1"OL5C CO~C~CT I, 
ltREFC ~P~I~T I. ~L'3~L. XVSLTC~( ~p~r~T I, 
VVECTORC ~PFINT I. SYHeoLst RP~!NT I 
GO TO .. 60 
PRINT ~ P~I~T + 1 
I.AQEL YALU~S T~~T AR~ 3E!NG 
su~p~~SSED F~O~ ThE J~T~ A~~'Y5 
WHICrl ~RE O~ T~" LEFT S1JE. 
IF'e XVF.CTOc, C COI1P.1CT I .:::0. O~F~ULT .0 c. YVECTO~C CC~PACT I .Er'l. DEF:''JL.I I 'j:J TO 1<30 
NQITE( .. 2. &~O I X~.EF'( CO'1P;·CT I. XV::;:;TO"',( cot-F':.o:r I, 
'YYECTORC CC)'P~CT I, SYMBOLSI CC:1PACT I 
GO TO 4'3:0 
.. FiITEI 42, &7'0 I XQEFC CO!'1PACT I. XV:::TJP,( ;:;o"p:'CT I. 
VVECTORC COHP4CT I. SYHBQL~( CCHP'CT I 
GO TO 4&0 
FIN!SH CLEA:~N$ UP T~! ~AT~ 
t.R~HS. 
IFe )(VECTC?,( CO'1FACT I .EO. J:Ftl!lT .O~. 
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l~ :r . I ~i ~~,.1Jr 
INeEX :: Im:slC '" '1 
XVECTOR ( H;ClEx II ~ 
YVECTORI r~3EX I : 
S~l1eOLSI n!Of.~ I :: 
CONTI~IUE 
STAI(T :: 1~OEX 
XINOEX = STAPT 
VINOE)! = XIHO;;:x 
XFULL :: VINDEX - V~AX 
VFULI. :: XFULL 
GO to RETURN 
XV CTO~I COHPACT 
YV CTO~I COH~~CT 
SV 90LSI COMPACT 
STOF END CF SC~TTE~G~'H ~CTIVITY' ACT~VITY P!POQT', 51 I " FORIUTI SOX, 'SC:'TTE~GIiA'1 
FOf'I1ATI ' " 51 '.' I, ' F SU8FIELD - ,t~'. I~, IGt~CJPEO,', J I I " '-', 11, 1H', ' ILLEGAL. 
FOFM:'TI 'II I I) 
FORMATI 'l'1ASTEP -', tz 
FORM:'Te 13, '-', 11 I 
FORMATI 51 '.' ), '101 I)Ht. SC:GHErH U':IL!:: OV::~Fl.CW' I 
FaRHAT! ' " 51 '.' I, 'F UN~::COGNIZABL:' CIR.ECTIVE,', 
, IGNORED,', 3 ( I II 
FO~"ATI '1', 32)(, ~60, 2&)(, ~12 I 
FOR"1AT I '0 THE X-AllIS IS " A12, 70X. 'T;Ii:: V-AXIS IS. " 
A12 I FORMAT( , " 51 '.' I, ' F SUSI'"I2LO - .', l'i', 1;'. 
'_'. 11, lH'. ' "AS r,OHPt)NF.~H N'J'19f'< G~EAT::~ T.t-AN " 
t .. , " IGNOPE o IRHTI IIF ' I FO~MATe '0 DATA'. TX. ',INJ£)(-', ~X, 'XV~LUES', !ClI, 'VVALU;::S', 
CA. ·GRA~"', i.0~, ':::::::!'-. e~, ."',lfl .. 'I!:';':- .. 1nx. -"VALUES'.' 
ex, 'GRAPH' I SEG
'
1UIT',5X, 'ISCArl)', C;X, 1.12. '5X, 
A12, 5X, 'S'I'H90L', 12X, '(SCt.N)·, SlI, ,\12. 5X, ,l1Z, 5)(, 
'SVH'30L' /I I 
FOPH.4TI 51 '.' I, ' W 
• CATA ACOUISITION', 
r.O RH ATe ' " 5 I '.. ,. 
, SCATT~RGP'f,M' I 
OAT~ IASL! OVEQFLOIol, TE~H:N'TING', 
3(/11. 
• F INSUF'ICIENT caT. PO:"TS FO.", 
FOPM:'TI '0 ',AS) 
FOPI1AT I '.', lljX. '[3, 5.<. FIO,3, .7X, FlO,3, tOX, A1. I&X, 
I3, IX, A1, loX, nO,3. 7X, Fl0.3, 10X, .a, II , 
FORMATI '.t, 14X, lJ, •• ', ~x, ~10,3. 7X. F1~.3. laX, AI, 
1&)(, 13, lX. AI, loX. F10.J. 7X, FtO.3, lOX, A1 II I 
FO~"'ATI •• ', l .. X, I.l, 6X, flO,J. 7:<, Fl0.3, to), H II ) 





HSC .... T57~ 
'1SC!:' T5 74 
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esen SCAT VERSION 2 
c: 
C 
c LANGUAGr -- kONEY~ELL'S SERIES blOB FO~T~&N 
C SYSreM RelEASE ~, 
c 













































THIS SUBROUTINE P~ODUCES , SCATTEqG~AM OF T"! INPUT 
VECTORS USING T~E 0S~~ SUPPLIEr VSCT~R $'~~J.~ I~ J~"~I: I~~ 
VECTOR'S POSIT:ON 0" T~E GQ~p~. IF ~C~E T~~N :~E V~CTO~ SYMBOL 
OCCUPIES THE SAME POSITION ON THE SC~TTE~G~t" SPE~IAL 
INTE~NAl SYMBOLS w[lL EE SJ~STITuT~O AT T~:5 o:slr:CN. THIS 
SYMBOL IoIILL C'.),{FES~ONC TO Tn::: 2:;:rH~L 'WH3::~ ~:: :t,ERSzCrrONS 
AT T,..Ai POSITI0/1 • IF T.-lE N:J~JE'? OF ""E':5:::r:-;'15 ;xCE~;:;S '3, 
THE sy"eo~ •• ' WILL ~EFL'CS THE ~U~EiI: SfV!Ol .T T~aT 
POSITION. T~I! SCATT~Q0~A~ SUBROUTiNE ~L~? ::S!Tu~ES CPTtO~~L 
AUTOH~TIC 'XIs CENTE~!HG. ~N TH~ CIGHT SiD~ ~:: lh~ SC~TTE~G~A~ 
INI10P.I1ATIOtl CII T.,E tllJ!'a::F OF D~TA PO!:,j~, j:;!"- !:,T="v~L 
SIZES, ~NO STAtCA~C D[VI'TIO~ PERC£NT~GES :~! LiSI2J FOR r~E 
USER'S CONVIENCE, 
ORIGINAJ] PAGEl m 





























SCAT 002 7 
_ ... - ........... 














SCU 0 G"~ 
S~ATOO'+l 
SO TO O"e, 
S':t.T 0 0"5 
s,:.:. TU:J!.!i 























e XI/ECTOR AN A~~AY OF X-V"CTO~S C~I1~NSI01ifD GY IISH:: 
e TO BE GRAP~EOI ~E~L I, 
e 
, e YI/ECTOR AN AR~AY OF Y-l/tCTO~S )IHEN::itoNEO BY IIS!z!; 
C TO EE G~APHEJI ~EAL I, 
e C SYMBOLS AN 'QR~Y OF ~q~PH SY~e~LS FOR THE 
e CO""E5P (Nil!tIG VEer:l~ PCINTS. IT rs JII1F.NSIOlliED 
e 8 T IIStz':: I e,,11 ~ACTE:R I, 
e 
e IISIZE TIi!; DIHC;:rlSIJN OF f'1'E XVt::CTO~. YVEcro~. ~u.) 
C SYH90LS A~RAYSI I~rEGE~ I. 
C 
e RANGEX THE RANGE a:::TwEcN THE 11;t<!'1U>1 ANC MUItH,,!i 
; yaLIIC;'S 01'" T.iF )(:)({5 Ot: TI-'e: GR .. PH ( REAL I. 
C C RANGET THE R~NGE SETWEEN T~E H!NIKUM lI~b MAXI HUM 
e I/lL~ES Of,T~5 Y'X!S 0" TH~ GR~Phl RE~L I. 
C C CENTERX THE CENTE~ OF T~E XIXIS, IF DEFAULT. T~E 
C HIDRA~GE OR ~EAN OF T~E X~XIS WILL eE USEC 
e ( Ii EAI. ». 
C 
C CENTERT THE CENTER OF T~E ¥Axrs. IF OEF~ULTt 
C THE H:O~AhGE O~ H~'N CF THE Y~XIS ~tLL BE USED 












































S:;U 00 ~t 
S:;!TOO'? 
SO:::'Toe~3 
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sue~OUTIN! seeT! XU~CTOo, YVECTO~, S.~~~~S, ~!IZ€, ~ANG!X, 
.. .loNG:::'!, c~rIT5:"l(, C:;:t,Tt:U y I 
rl'1FLICIT INH':GE::>( ~ - P I 
ItHEGER C4LC, C~':'FI 1~ " \luH~'I' C 3 I, Fr.L, L:NEt ':15 I 
I. 9S· 1 /, VSI1E. S'IM3IJLSI usns I, tn:'IT::;1 3 I, 
YPOINTS! J I 
~£.i.L POI'lTS, SUTI:;! I 131 • .:137777"77777 7 /, VHUE( ~1 
/ 51 • 0317777777777 /, ,:IISCTOqt VSIE I, 1J~vTC"I vsIiE 
CHI;~ACTER 80A?.)! 51 I / 12 ~ '!', '.', 1?' '!', '.', 
12- 'I', '.'J 12 • 'I' /, Cf-~~;I lG } 
, ,,'!It -2·, .J., .:'., ~s~, -6-', -7"1'';'' '~', ',' I 
CHARI;CTER INFO' 101 51 ) I 4 ~' ',' Ii "i,S, =',' 
;5 .' " ' INTERVAL " ' SIZES X ,::z' 
y =',,." " ' HI U ~ ::',' '1:' X I. =' 
", "HEIHI X =', 'STO"V X = " 2 • , 
·X X W!Tt4 rN". ,. .. ... )( ~ANG~ = ", 
-1 STQ£,')" '2 STC~V =' ·3: STPEV = I, .. •• • t 
-MIN '( = 'M~)( V ::. I;, '.~~!.:.j 't =' 
"STCIEV V::" 2·" ", "1. Y W:T~!.~'·'" -, 
~~ ~ANG! = '1 srOEV = '2 sr:Ev = ' 
·;5STOE~=",,·i '/ 
EQUIVAlHICE (TEMP, ITF:'1F" I ;"JEFj\ULT, V:'l.JEI 1 II, 
e vClNT~I;!, lIeu.i'O i 21; ", ("IC)(. :.lU"''''V ( ! ,}. 
t1£~N>, OUiHVI ? II, « :1:,H, Ou'1IIYl 3 II. 
pqnns. SUif s 110 { )lI, 5T!TI 12 II. 
OVI' STAT I 11 '" I )(HfIIl, STAre tIs '), 
Af"AX, ~,~" 1'1 ,i. \ ,,;I::~H, :.i~r' i.1. ;i, 
XSC, ST~TI ?(! II, , YI1!'10 sT~r« 3S I), 
V~AJ(, STATt V: II, I V",;t'l, STATI 3.! II, 
'(50, STATf B II, I GH~~, CH~~S ) 
PC 1'.J ., !I I = I A I 3 I • 10 ~ , 
NOSWHCH = 0 
00 20 ORDt.~l ~ 1, VSrZE • 1 
THE X,v·vs:ra: P~I~S PLLS rrl r~ 
ACCQ<ipt.r;.:,,(; :'!F~ ::'Y~";CLS A E 
SORTc:.O III J'S:!:'l!1!r.G 'J~il::~ 0 
TH'! Y UE::TO";, 
00 ~O OROE~~ = O;Or~i + 1, VSIZE 
C~ECK FC~ ::S:£~~ING ORDER OF T~E 
Y IIECTO;: ':'::":::'Y, 
IF I YV EC lO~ t o~:n:::u I ,GE, '(vEer C" ( CROE,;? IJ 







S':AT a 10'i! 
SCO\TO 110. 
S::ATotu 
SC! TO ill 
seA Hal 
SCHOtt" 



















......... 1 ... __ • 
SCArL 13! 
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'" . 
sw~p X.Y-V~CT:~ P!IRS ~~) 
~C:OHP~ t;V!,..; :;,(~;lf; :.y:.t:lJLS TO 
ORJE~ , VE~TC~l ~NC SET RESOPT 
INO.I:,HOll • 
NOS~ITC~ ~ NO~W!TCH • t 
TEMf = XVECTO"C 0'<,'£"1 ) 
XVECTOPC OROE~l I = XV!:TQ~C ~~O~~2 
xVtbTopc OqrE~? , = T!~? 
TEHP = ~VECTO~I C~OECt I 
YVECfoRC O~C~~1 I = YVECTO~! OHuE~2 
YVECTORC CwrE~~ I = TE~? 
ITEMF = SYMoOL~C OReEPt I 
SYHBCLSI O~OE~l ) =,~Y~90LS( D~~~q2 
SYHBOLS! ORrERl , = ITEMP 
CONTJIIUE 
IFC Nos .. nCl'! I 10 •• 10 
XHAlC .. XVE,'::TOR ell 
lOHN XHA'( 
Y~AX :; YV~CTO~( 1 I 
Y~JN • YVECTO~( VSIZE 
II~U" • 0.· 
YSUtI • O. 
XSS = D. 
vss • o. 
DO 30 CALC:; 1, V~tlE 
TEMP = Xv:::crCq( CALC 
xsu~ :; XSU~ + TEMc 
XMf.)l = AM AlI1l )(:-\U. TE'1P 
)tHIN = MHNtC XHltl. r2'1" 
XSS = xss + TEMP •• 2 
CHECK ~HE R~S'~T INOICATO~ AND 
SORT T~E Y V~CTO~S ~~AIN IF IT 
IS ON. 
CAL'.)UL~r~ T~~ ~INIMU~ ~N:; 
HAXIHU" o~ r~~ x vECToqS. 
CALCUL~TE T~E S~~ !hC SL~ OF 
SOU'~ES JF T~~ X,Y-VECTeR PAI~5. 
'SUM ~ YSUM • YVECTOc( CALC 
VSS • YS5 • YVECTO~C C~LC I •• 2 
CONTINUE 
POtHTS .. VSIZS 
273 
5 4T(\1:; .. 
SHe 1(,0 
s ~T01&1 
S U Cl:.2 








































S~ ar 0 203 
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COMPUT';' Tto! )!:::'N A~,C ST;"ICl'iO 
CE'II~TIO:l O. Ttlt; )(,Y-V::CTil~ 
PAleS. 
~. :q • )(S~~ I ~OINT~ h:p • )I~S I cO:~H:; -_Xl1.t.~1 •• 2 
:ft T~"P .L T.'_l'" T:;.t'? =: 4j, 
lS: • SQ~TC TE~P ) 
'Mr:~ • ¥SJ~ I POINTS . _ TE-~ • YSS I POl~TS - 'M~Aj •• 2 
%'1 TE"P ,LT. U. I T!:~P = 'l. 
,Sf' " SC~TJ n:-P ) 
,'liT'!' ~,E3CAT 
00 40 1N1T· 1, 3 
)(P01'1 T S C !N!T 
"PO IUT S ( Ifl IT 
OUMM' C INIT I 
CONTINUE 
ilEA .. , = 0 
.=~NG! = ~~NGEX I 
Jr = X~'NGE I ~a. 
XG;~PM = ~PA~GE -
Y~~N~~ = RANG:~ I 
J' • ,-lANGE I 26. 
'~"M~~ a ,~~~~: -











IFC ACEN1E~ .EI). CEFAULT 
'CFNTE~ • CENTEFY 
INIT1~LiZE COUNTERS FO~ THE 
FOLLaW:~~ ~T~NPAPO 0i~;~r10N 
POINT CC~PUTA~ION. 
IF THE USE ijIJ 'ICT SUPFLY A'j 
XAXIS C~IIT "; "O~ T,,:. G~lgl', 
T~!N US~ T E DEFAULT ~d~IS 
Ce:IU':'!. 
)(C£NTE~ = « )(I\:X .. XMi!1 I / Z. 
IF TI1£ USE~ Dt') ~ICT 3U;:PL 1 A 
Y.\)(::; CEIITc:o, TI'IHI US=: Tn:; 
tEFAULT raXIS :ENTE~. 
HOC 'CtHTE" .Ea. Ot:FAlJl T) VCENT::'!. = I 'HAl( + 'fM!/I ) I 2. 
ORIGlNAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY! 
COHP~T~ T"E ~U~3E~ v. ~R.?~ 
POINTS THAT ~~! WIThIN C~! 
274 
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CALC" ., VS!ZE" 
STO. OEV •• T>lO 3TO. OEV .. AN::! 
T"REO:: STD. :1::11. 
COU"T T~E NUM9ER CF POINTS ON 
THE (j~'p" IF IT IS C:;;NTE~EJ 011 
THE XAXIS HIO~~NGE. 
IFC ASS( )l'VECTOO( CALC' - XCE~lTn j .LE. XG!HPI1 I 
1110'( .. 1'110X + 1 OlFF ~ ASS( ~VECTO~( CALC I - XHE~N ) 
COU~T THE NUM3ER OF POINTS ON THE 
GRAPH IF IT IS CENTER~D IN TME 
")(AXl3 t42AN. 
IF. 01FF .lE. X~~APH HEA"X = ~EANX + 1 
ITEH? ~ OIFF I XSO .. 1. 
COUIIT HI:: NUH9 ER OF (;,(AP'i POINTS 
O~ THE ~~)(r$ TriAT ARE WITHIN T~E 
THRE£ ~TQ. DEV. fM~GES. 
IF' ITEHP .IT. ~ xeotNTS( ITf"P ) = 
.. ! 
COU~T THE NUH~[~ OF POIhTS O~ THE 
GRAPH IF IT 15 C~N'E~EJ IN TME 
y~)(:S H!Oo:-tlr;!:. 
IF' A9S( VVEClO'« CAL: ) - VC:;NTEiI. ) .LE. VGRIIPH 
HIOY = ~10'l .. 1 
OIFF '" A6'S( YVECTO~( C~!"C ) - VrtE~N ) 
COUNT THE "UH3~~ OF DCIH'S OM THE 
GqlPH :~ IT IS CENTE~EO ~N T~E 
VAXI'i "';;:AN. 
IF( 01FF .LE. 'IG~.PH MEANV. ~~~N'I + 1 
tTEHP = JEFF I VSJ + ~. 
tOJUT THe NUHBt~ OF ~~APrl POINTS 
OF T1E YIXrs THAT ~~E WITH!N THE 
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s::.aoz .. a 
SCATO::!')! 
SC.'II C Z'!2 
S:;~Tn213 
5,;:.j ,n~?" 









































































IFC IT~HF .LT. ~ 










DO 60 CALC = 1, J 
STATe CALC" :.?7 
STATI CALC + 1010 
CONT.INUE 
VP(JIIIITS( !H.":: l : 
.. 1 




CALCULt"':: T~! FIN'L TOTAL 
NU~8t:;; c" "::NT:i WITojIN r~:: 
THPE::: sT:'. :::V. I<MIG::~. 
XPO!lIT: ( t 
)tPO!'lT~ ( Z 
VfOO:IIT£ ( 1 
VPO:IITS' ( 2 
CALCUL!T! T~E o::PCEN'~;E3 OF 
GR4Ph PCi~T5 W!T~Ih Oh~ STD. 
t::v •• TOol) 5TJ. :lEV., ~NJ TriR::E 
STD. 'J::V. 
= p~rl ~POIlllrS( C!LC I, PCI~TS 
= PCTI ypo.'ITS ( C!'~: if PCI:HS 
IF ThE J;t; 3U OPL!EJ AN XAX!S 
CENTER ~~= T~:: G~AF~t C~"T~~ IT 
'~~UT T~= (;VT~ MrO~4NGE. 
IFC CENTE~X .NE. C~FA~LT I GO TO 70 
IF T~E~E !~~ 'O'E ~OINTS eN TME 
GRAP~ :" T_~ ~~~rs :s ::NT~j~G 
ON ITS ~::=:~G£ T~'N !T~ M!IN, 
CENT!~ :T ;~ !TS MIJ~~~G~. 
IF( HEAtn .LT. MIOX I GO TO 70 
CENTE~ Toj:' ~~XIS eN ITS M::AN. 
IICEN TEP = X"IEAN 
STATe 27 I = PCTI "'ONX, POI'ITS I 
GO TO e~ 
STATI 27 I = fOeTI ~IOX, POIHTS I 
276 














SCAT C 329 
SCAT!!!J!) 
SCHOl31 
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.S:l T ~ ~~ 1 
5::'iOJ':i? 
S:! fl) l? J 
S::lTC~"'C; 
SCt T 0 ~"'& 
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IF TrlF. USE~ SUPPl:Eu ~ Y~~rs 
CE~rER FJ~ T~~ ~~IPh, CENTE~ IT 
'9JJT T~C 1'/I~ ~I:~~NGE. 
IFf CENTE~V .NE. CEFAULr I Go TO 90 
IF T~E~! A~S "O~! POINTS J~ T~E 
GPAPh IF T~£ Y;(!s IS C!~TE~£O 
O~ ITs M!D~~~~E T~.~ C~ :rs 
HE~N. THEN CENTE; IT ON ITS 
tlIO~;\NGi:. 
1Ft M£AtlY .L 1. MIOY I GO TO 90 
CENTER THE YAXIS ON Irs Mc4N. 
YCENTER .. YMEI1N 
STATt It~ I .. PCTI ~EA~Y, PlINTS J 
GO TO 100 
CENTER T~E y,xrs O~ rTS ~!D~ANGE 
STATf 44 I : PCTf MIOY. POINTS ) 
XO .. XCENTEq - X~A~GE 
XENO ~ xceNTE~ • X~ANG~ 
VO s YCENrE~ • V~~MG! 
YEND ~ YC,E'HEil - Y ;;~~G:; 
k'LFO~ = oc I 2. 
kALFO'l' = Dv 't 2. 
xTOP .. XEN) ~ HftLFCX 
XBOTTO~ = XO • ~4LFDX 
YTOP .. YO - ~ALCOY 
YBOTTOM = Y~NO + ~~LFCY 
XLOC .. XSOTTCM - JX 
YLOC : HOP • OY 
C~LCULATE r~[ G.4P~ ENCPOINTS OF 
ThE X 'NO Y IX:S. 
COMPUTE YAX!S V~LU~S ~EAqe!r TO 
THE CENT::~ OF' T~E YAXrs I"O~ floE 
G·R.~P., • 
VALIJE ( 1;J 
VUUEf .19 
:: ~CErlTE~ • 13. • i:v 
:: 'CENIF~ - 13. • Or 
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SCH 0 Bit 










C:f'AT C ~9:; 






S~lTt .. ]2 
s;~ rc;'13 
sr:n 01,0" 
SCATr .. iC: 
s::.rO"j'; 
SC~TC4)7 
SC~ To::.. 5 
Sc:.r 0(.')':1 




s:~r" .. tc. 
SCAT't.!~ 
SCAT 0 4H: 
S::AT 0417 
SC:';0413 





. _1~:t:':':~~.L. _..t 








CIF l' C ~ ! 
f c 





























~.nh • 1 
L_sr'l • 1 
.;;ITF.! IoZ. bOO I .0 
JO Z1n PRI~T = 1. VSIZE 
PRINT CUT T~! 3C~TTE~GRAM ON~ 
L!~E AT ~ T!~E ~OR ~~L T~E 
l'~lIuTS. 
:F A PO!IIT rs 'UTS:'::! TrlE 
eOUNJAR¥S OF TrlE GRA~rl. SKI~ IT~ 
IF! YVEtTOR{ F~tNl 
I(VEC TOR I Pol rNT , 
XV::OTO~ ( PI<!N T I 
.~E. YT!JF .OR. 
.L~. xnCTTO~ .~~. 
.G~. XTOP I GO T~ 19C 
IF TH~ P?I~T L:E5 2ELOW T~E Y~XI~ 
LOw!~ SOUH~.~Y. ENe T~E G~'~~. 
IF! YVECTO? ( I'''I~T I .LT. 'I:;OTTOP1 GO TO 20~ 
POSITICN IS T~E LOCATION OF THE 
~U •• ENT POI~T O~ T"~ ~~lNl LINE. 
POSITION = ! XVECTORC P~INT , - XLO= I I ex 
LINEUUPi: ( YLOC - YV~~TO"( P~INT II I OY 
IF Th! C~RR~~T Lr~E NUM9E. I~ 
DIFF~.EHT T~'~ T"i LAST LIN! 
NUM8ER. ~~:~T ~ ~~~p" LiNE. 
IF! LINEtlUI1 .EO. L~STY) ~() TO 170 
DO 1~O FILL: i. 95 
ORIGlNAD PAGE IS 
OF POOR. QUAJ:n;yJ 
I~SE~T DJPL.:~T~ POS!TIo~ 
SY~lOLS ~NJ 3~:N<S [NTO r~E 
"",,,,SENT LI·~::. 
IF A LINE ELE~E~r 
~.!~IoAC:: IT >I:TH ! 
-IS zeRo. p PL~CE I 
GUPLtC~TE ~SIT! J~ 
C~Z~FLow s ~:j~. 
278 
S "EG!T: V;;, 
L!llK. !I' IT 












s:arc .. 29 
s.:U 0 .. J!I 
5:';1'0 .. 11 
SCAT Ololi! 
s:ArOlolJ 
5:; .. 1'010310 
5: ~T ,,_J:; 





S::~T~ .. l,l 
St;HO .... 2 
S';'TCIoIoJ 
SC~T~I.Io .. 
SCUO .. 105 
S:~TO:.!t:t 
·s:&ro .... & 
~.~ ... i't..- .. i 
s,::aT'OIoIo~ 
5:4TO .. 109 
St;tH~5:: 
seAT 0 1,51 




























































IF I LItlE I FILL II 140,. 131 
LINEI fILL I :: C'lA~1 1') 
GO TO 140 
1Ft LINEI F!LL 
LIN! I FILL I :: 
CONTINUE 
IF A LINE £L!~ ~T! POSITIVE 
AN: LESS T~A" o. R PLACS IT 
wIT~ ITS CO~~! POhn HG sr~~o~, 
.LT. 10 I 
r.~AFI LI~EI FILL II 
WIOITEI 42, &10 I V I.. LoJ 0:: I L!STV I. GO .. R'J( LASH I, 
LINE, aOAROI LASTV I. INF~I L'STY I. ST,TI LAST' 
REI~ITI~LIZE T~E PRINT LINE. 
00 150 INIT = 1, '15 
L I tit:: I It< HI:: 1. 
LINEGAP :: LINEN~~ - LASTY - 2 
PRINT ALL 8L~NK LIhES SINCE 
THE U\ST tlor,-Sl.Ar'K L!NE. 
IFI LIN~GAP I !r.r:, , 
LINEGAP = LINSG'P • 1 WRITEi It2. &10 I I V:'LUEI!( I. S!)t"JI K I, 
e' ',J:: 1, qS I. 'l'J~"JII( I. I'IFOI K I. 
STATI K I. K '" lA~n + " L~STY + LI:·EGAP) 
IF ALL 51 G~AP~ LI~ES ~~YS 
SEErl Po',!'IT::;: .:;0 P"I~ T THE 
LOW::~ EC~O::~ 'NO GPaPM LAO!L5. 
IFI LINENUH .EO. 52) GO TO 22l 
LASH'" LH!ENUH 
IF TrlE CUPLICATE CCUNTE~ "'S 
OV~RF~QW~C. JO NOT P;'OCESS A~Y 
~og~ OuoLIC~TE5. 






$':; ~ T Olt 74 























SCAT o It':! 'I 













S::.\ TC 5 1 ~ 
S~~T')$t't 











ru'~.'''''+i('''''' '....-~....-'l'I"...-~ "--":·"""'··c,·,...,.,.--·.,,...----;:,..'""'l!'~'?"f:~'~--· 'iIt~-. - .. ~~F'='~Jl'T~~::'_~'-........,..-~~~.='l!'l" .... ~--.".,...,...-..,;--.:::."""""li1'"r."....--;:':~-''!--·::'''.='-..:-~-......--c;:.-n-ljII<V~~'----"."....,.lW"~··...,--~··~- --. 
1 • t"'" ... - .- ~~ Iff ., .. 3.':: . 
" II' 
, . 





i. ; ~ 
l 
IF r",Ei\:: IS ~o :>,; " 
FOSITION, I"S! T 
, OTriEFWrS£ r: •• _ 




lFe 1.1:'(1 PJS.TION I • i I .tdO" tao 
LI~EI POSITICH I = SYM301.S( P~INT I 
,,~ T:l 190 
INIT.ALIZE THE ~U~~:;)AT:: PJI~r 
POSITION COUNT::~, 
IFI LlN!:1 POSITIC~' I ,GE. 10 .OR. LIN:: ( ;::SITION 
,L.T, 1. I L:M::( POSITION' = 1 
L.lhE( POSITION I = LINEI POSITIO~ ) + 1 
:'1 LI~EI POSITION) ,Ea, to 
IF ThE c~r~ICAT:: ~:5ETIOh 
CO',;rHeF :;:)(C!!::;:s " SST THE 
COUN 1':;:0;; OVE~.FI.J.~ : ·,':I':oHOR. 
LINE 1 POS IT! ':'j ) -, a 
IF THIS :S T~~ L!sr PC!NT, 
FIN!SH T~E ~C!~H, 
rr I ",ttlT 0 -I;. 1/<:T7=' I I~n 'I'n :>. n 
I.It.!:NIJ/f • S2 
GC TO 110 
CCNTI'WE 
.. ;:T ( 102, &00 YC;:NC 
"":, ( 1,2, 1',20 :<0, )(CENT::~ - 24. • '))C, x:::'ns~, 
It sTE~ • 2~. • ex, XE~D 
T\.. '. 
f oW fl tA, Fll,3, '.',31231 '.' I. 'I'), 231 '.' I, '.' , 
;w TI!~. Ftl.l, 'HAt, 2:<, AiD, FO,l I 
















S~! T H!7 
SClTC5~iI 
S':!T05JQ 





























PROGRAM INTERfACE HE TWEEN TRNr,E~ AN~ BH002~ 
DUE 4/16/75 6/20/75 
C 








PUIIPose I lHtS FROGRAM INTEPrACES TRNGN(T~E T~~\S_GE~ERATCR MAI~ 
Ll~EI ~lTH THE LIB~ARY STEPWISE REG~E~SlaN A~ALYS1S PROGR.M(3MDn2~1. lHE USER MUST S~ECl'Y AS DlTA T~E 
CO"MAND A~GLtS(COMANGtll AND THE CC~~~~E~TS HE hlSHES 
TO USE fOR REGRESSION A~ALYSIS(CO";:\,'l'( I), 1<16: THE USER 
ALSO INCLUCES THE SET-un CAReS FOq gW~02H .5 ExP~AIN~D 
IN THE BMD WHITE~UP, EXCEPT LEAVE OUTI 11 'PRoaLE'" CARD 
2) IF·O~"1.T' C4R:J 
;3) , F' I'll 5,,' CAR:J 






c! THESE CARDS ~RE GENERATED BY THIS P~o~RA~ AT RUN TIHE, 
C: 
C: 

































CO~~.ND ANGLE CC~TROL CARD 
Co~ 8-13 COv.NG eo~ 16 ('~E COMHA~n l~GLE ~UvqEq(S);DIFFERENT 
ANGLES SHOULD 2;; SEP~~l~ED ~V CC~~!S. 
BLANKS MAV 6E r~EELv u~EO TO FACILITATE 
EASY READING, r.o ~CT I,CLUDE • CO~HA 
AFTER THE LAST .~GLe. ~ MAXIMU"1 OF' 5 






ThE, COMPQNE\TS or T;.= :lATA VECTOR TO 8E 
USED fOR REGRESSIO~ .~~LYSIS, PlrrpRENT 
COMPONENTS SHOULD SF SE~.RArED ay CD~MiSI BL.~KS HAY eE USED r~;ELv ~~ FACILItATE , 
e.SY REanlNG, :0 N:T !\CLU~E ~ CO"~' ~,lEM 
THE LAST COPP0NENT~. ~~~ CC~PC~E1T ~'S 
MUST BF. LISTED ~C C:~q=SPO'I:J wI TH THE 
APPROPRIATE V~RIAgL~ C'. r)Jti tLA~ELS' C1Re, 
rOR EXAMPLE, TH~ FI4ST CJMPO~E,r SELECTEe 
SHOULD BE T~E V~LuE cr VARIA8LE OO~l, • 
~A~IMUM OF 15 COHPO~isT5 H_Y BE CM05EN, 
zeRO Y-tNTERCEPY CAFD (O?TIuN.~) 
Co~ 8-12 Ze~oy THIS CARD ALLOWS TH~ USER TO SELECT 
Y-INTEIICEPT, IT SHOULD ee USEe ,OR 
28'\ 
. ~ 

















.. r·rr-~""""I'""""'"-='.--~"-'::-F.r--:-"T:"'-!"~"\-:O;'"':-~""'-"""'?"'7"""~1!""--~~'~~~~~~~~"V.\:sm.;;""'!"'i+' "",+- l., .-"'~~~~~·.-~~~.'~'~~W~"':"J--'''-·~ ~ .. -~. 
, ." ~C" c_~,_.~.~_ ..... _~)i{,(~''')t:i~-n>l!:''-KW''!!,.~'' ::t6iJ\:: .. _,'!i!"~~-'"'_"'''':-.... ~._.~~.. ,... "",._ ••• 111. 
WEIGHTED nATA, IF ~MITTED, THE PROGRA~ 





















(THE COHHA~O ANG~E *'5) (COMPONE~T "5 TO BE ~SED IN REGRESSION) 
9M002R CONTRO~ CARDS, 
'FINISH! CARDS, THIS 
A~~ VAR!Ae~ES MUST BE 
01'1!T 'PI<OA~M', II~OR"AT' AND 
PRor;RAH GErlEiUTES T"'eSE CARDS, 
L.A6ELEO, 
, 














,. a TAB~E or I~PORTANT VARIABL.ES ANO THEIR rUNCTION 
C 
C C !NA~e • rUNcTtON 



















. COt!Pt-;T ( I , 
, DUVEC( I) 




















COMMAND ANG~e NU~BE~(~) 
CONT~ISS .'5 or co~pa~E~TS TO BE 
USED IN REGReSSION 
DATA VECTOR GENERATEQ BY TRNGll 
FI~~~ OATA VECTOR rOR RE(JRESSION 
ANAl.ySIS 
NU~BER or DATA VECTOQS ACTUALL.Y 
useD IN REGRES510N 
NUMBeR or PR09I.E!'!S 

























~ >i<"~ ,,.,. • ".~"F.'" ,.~; 
C • TO e:.CH HEADER 
C • C ~UHSUB • NUMBER 0, SU9P~02LEMS 
C • 
C NUHVAFl • NU~9E~ 0, VARI4aLES USED IN 
C • REGHESSIO"l 
C 
••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •• * ••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••• 
c 
c 



















D4TA rERHAT/6H(7fl1.,eH4) ,14.6H I 
DATA ILANGIL)/72 WILLEGAL FORHAT rOR COMMAND ANGLE CONTROL CARD, ~H 
1ec~ FROGRAM WRITE-UP. j 







INITI'Llze EFIROR C~EC~ING ROUTINES fUH 
PROGRAM, SET POINTERS TO TOP or fiLES, 
CAL.L rp~eFOR~ctcHEC~,C"M~~n,5,~u~.~G,NULL.) 
WRITEC6.966) (CO~'Na(I', l=l,~U~'~G) 
966 'ORMAT,5x,'T~e CCH~ANU ANGLE hU~~E~S A~EI'II'X,5(12,2X)1 
1'(ICHECK.eQ,IC"ANG.A~D.CO"ANG(ICOUNTI.LE.5,ANC.COH.NG(lCOU~T),GT. 
10) GO TO 5 
CALL 'X~~(6t,ILANG,12) 
C READ IN T~E CO~PO~ENT .'5 '0 BE USED IN 
C THE BM002R REGRESSIO~ 4NA~YSIS ROuTINE 
C CONVERT F~OM FREE FO~wAT C~'RACTER 
C STRING TO INT:GER OA'4 
C 
C 











r-'""l~~~~'~w~'~-r~"-~~'P'~" <"'., """;~"""':""111"""'''~'~~="~~'''"'~'-~w.'' .. v''",:.~_'~-=_,~~~:~~",:;~~,.., 




















IFCICHPNT,EQ.ICHECKI GO TO S 
CA~L F~EH(61,ILC~PT,10) 
e WRITcC6,96 41 ccr."'P~TC!' ,1=l.NUMVARI '6~ FORMATC"'!K.~ThE CO~PONENTS TO BE SELECTeD r~R REGRESSION ANALYS 
11S ~He .,,3~'SI/'5X,l~(13.2X» 
CWECK FOR OPTIONAL Zi~O Y_INTERCEPT CARD 
20 RE~D(,.8991 ZEROVINT 
899 fORMAT(7X. A61 
IFCZEROYINT,~IE. 'ZEROY ') GO TO 22 
ZEROYI~Ta' yES ' 
GO TO 25 
22 ZEROYINh, 
BACKSPACE(5) 















GO TO 30 
CALL FCI,OseC051 
NUMPRO·O 
REAO MASTeR ~~A~EQ 
tNCREHENT THE PRC~L5~ COUNTER(NUHPROII 
WRITE OUT MASTER ~E1~ER DATA 
REACC2,END=300lITITLE(!),lal,10),(DATE(!),lal.3),NUMHED.WOPRO 
NUH.PROaNUHPRO·l 
w~tlE(6,950) NU~P~O FORMAT(lMl,'T~IS IS TWE DATA SET rOR PRC3L~~ ",12) 
wRITeC6.951ITIT~(.DAT~ 
























































DO 120 IREC.l,~U~REC 
Re'DC3ISERI'I.~CCATVEC(JI,J·2.WOP~D) 
PROCESS T~!S DATA VECTOR Ir IT H'S THE 
CORRECT CCHH~~O A~GLe 
IFCSEAIAL/1000noonO,Ne.COM'NGCICOU~T» GO TO 120 
NSCAN.,SERI1L-SERIAL/100g00QoelQOOCOOOI/10000 
,DfI..TcQ 
DQ 80 J=l,NUHVAR 
PICK OUT TWE PROPER C'~PO~ENTS: CHECK 
T~E~ reR cerlULT AN~ rLAG Ir OeflUI.T IS 
"OUND. IOfLT'"l 
I NOEl( ,.CO/tPHT C J) 
rtNDATCJI:oDATVECCtNOEX) 
IFCDATvECIINOEx',Eo,OErLT) IOfLT·1 
IrCIDF~T,NE.O) GO TO 100 
NUMOBS·NUHO~S·l 
SKIP PROCESSING TNIS SC'~ !r A DErAULT 
IS fOUJ'P. H NO IJt:f" 41.;LT / 1 ~C;:;EM1:~T 
OBseRV~'toN COUNT~~(\L~OSS) ~~D ~RITE 
T~IS SCAN IN fORMATTED srYLE ro~ aHD02R 




GO TO 120 
lol'lITE C 6.9551 (r!" c: 4T I! ) I !lIl, NUMVAR) 
rO~MAT(6X.' •• e·',15f8.31 
CONTINue 
GQ TO 60 
GQ AND PIC~ UP NEXT ~EAOER 
CLose OlTA riLES FO~ !~IS ~RC~LE~(~AST~R 
MEADER) ~ CREATE T~E ~H1J~2R C(WrRCL CARDS 












2~~ caLL FCLOSE(2) 
2«5 RE.D(3,ENO·21~' 
2~C C)LL rCLOSEIJ) 
\;HIH:(6,957) 9~7 fO~HA'Clha. 'If •••• APPEARS FO~ 'CAN #, THIS SCAN H~S A OEFAULT'1 
\ofPIT!:(6,956) ~'lJ"'P"O 9~6 rOHM4Tll~1,4X,IT~ESE ARE THE B~OO~R CO~TROLC4ROS FOR PR03LEH ,',I 






























REWIND '05' AND POSITION AT FIRST SHDO!R 




IrIZ~RCYINT,Nejl yeS ') GO TO 215 
!lEADCS) C;ATE 'PROBLMI ca~D 
215 "II I 11; I a, 95P. ) P'J', OJ TSEU, NI.'M08S, NU:W.R, N\,i"SUB I'''UI'VAR, ZEROy I NT 
9'; ~ r O~" a T I I j:'~ O::lL'" , ,3)1 , I J, 1_, , ! 1, 2~ , t 4 I 3:< , 12, lJX, ' ~ 9' , ;3 ~, 12,2)(, 12, 
l' YES yES '=0;' ,A#I, I~H) 01 I) wqlTe(6,95?)n~y'O'T~F.G,~VMO~$,NU~VAR,NU~SU9,~U~V4R,ZEROYI~T 
959 FMI'AT (5)(, IpQOnUII,3X, 13, ""', 11,2)(,14,;3)(,12,t~\(, '09' ,3X, 12,2)(, I~' 
l' VES 'l'E!. YES' ,Ho, INO (,1 i I) 
~E.D \LAge~S' CARD, WRITE IT eN '08' 
2?C R~&D(5,904)(CARn(t),I·l,16) 
9n~ fO~~.Tle(.6",,) . 




co TO 220 








GO TO 240 
300 REWZNDI02) 
REWf'lO(03) 
READ AND WRITE REST aF e~P02R CONTROL 
CARDS. WHEN Fl~S:~E~ TRANSFER TO pROCiSS 
NEXT MASTER "EAu;R(PRC6LEHI, 
i 
ICQU:oj,.ICOUNT+l 























CSTDV.~ STANDA~O DEvIATION M4IN~lNE 
c: c: , DUE 11/1175 
C i 
C ' AUTHOR B I RRER 
C i 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• C I ' 
C 
••••• P ••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• 
c C PURPOSE, 
C C THIS PROGR~~ ESTI~ATE THE STANDARO DEvIATIO~S OVDlrFERENT ~ CATEGORIES CV DATA, THE ~S'I~ATE IS uA:e BY COMPUTING THE 
ell" 5 eEvtATIDN OF T4E RESIDUALS FROM. LINEAR REG~ESSION 
C '1', THIS PRDGR_H pqeSUPPOShS A TRANSG~\E~ATlp~ ACTIVITY 
C DURING WHICH THE RESIDUALS VOP DlrF~RE~T CO~FONENTS ARE 
C COMPUTED ~hD STONED IN Olrr~~eNT ~OROS CF THE DATA VECTORS, 
C THE USER SUPPLIES DATA CARO~ ~Hlc4 SPEC!F. THE CO"~A~D 
C ANG~E(SI. T~E LOCATION OF THE RE5IDUAL~S). THE NUMBER OF 
C CATEGORIES. AMP THE LOCATIO~ OF JHE CATE~ORV NU~aER WITHIN 
C THE DATA VECTOR, 
C C THIS MAI~Lt~E H~NDLES 'HE V!LE HA~IPUL.TION. DATA CARD 
C PROCESSIN~. A~D CALLS THE SU8~OUTINE Q~lCK COMPUTES THE 
C FI M S DEViATIONS! 
C C ••• NOT£: ••• A Ml~51Nli CAIt:tiuriJ ii' inc tJuir"iji ""tEA:~:; 7H.!ti 'r:l~r\: 'r;~~~ 
C NO POINTS IN THS CLASS, 
C ••••••••••••••••• , •••• ~~ ••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••• ~ •••••• 
C 

























(T~E CO~HANO .hGLE ~~U8ER(SI. THESE 
SHOULD 8E FMEE fO~~AT I~TEGERS WITH 
DIFFERE~T ANGLES SEPAqlTED gy COHU,S, 
DO NOT INCLU~E A CjY~~ AFTER THE LAST 
ANGLE, A HAXIMUH O' 5 A~GLES ~HE 
ALLOWED,) 
RESIDUAL LOCATOR ClRD 
COL 8-12 RESID 
COL 16-80 (THE LOCATIONS IN 
WHICH CONTAI~ THE 
RESIDUALS, THESE 
THE DATA VECTOR 
T~E VALUES OV THE 



















INTEGERS ~!rH D!ffE~E~T L~~_TIO~S 
$EPAR~TFD BY COH~AS: 00 ~OT IhCLUOE 
A COMMA .fTER THE LAS~ LCCITJON, A 
MA~IHUH Of • ~ESI~UALS HAY BE CHOSEN,) 
CATECORV SPECIfICATION CARD 
COL 1-13 CArGOR 
COL 16-00 (TWO !NTEGEMS SEPA~ATEO ev A COMHA, 
THE fIRST !NT~G5R IS T~E LOCATIO~ Of 
CATEGORv VALV~ I~ THE gATA VECTOR, THE 
S~CONO I NTEGE''l I S HIE MAX I/o!Ui" NUJ.l8ER 
or-usER CAT'Ga~IESl THIS MUST ae ~ESS 
"'1M" nd 
••••••••••••••••••• •••••••• ·.·.~ •• f ••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• ci . .- - - _ ... .- - .. 
ci 
••••• ~ •••• ~ •••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~~ •••••••••••• ~ •••••••• @ •• i •• c' .-




















• CTRANSGe~ERATUR ACTIVITY TO PUT RESIDUALS AND CATEGORIes 
INTO THE OATA VECTOR.} 
OPTION ;GRTRA~;NO~AP (OBJEcT DEC~S FOR srA~OARO OEVIATloN PRoa~AH •• s 













LaC' TlON, '1A)(~UM 
, 
(5UBSF.QUE~T ACTIV!TIES) 
•••.•..•.......•...• ,.~ ... ~ ....•.•...••..........•............ , ..•...... 
c 
c 




INTeGeR NCASES(S,4.12), CO~&~~15',~ESIDU.L(4', TITLE(1C"O~TE(J', 
1 CHGOR(2).IOHVEC(15~).HEH1ERtlJ' 




















SET.UP ERPOR OVE~;I~~ TO PROCESS DOU8LE 





REWIND ,DATA fILES TO TOP 
INPUT DAT. CARDS fOR THIS PROGRAM 
~AOCESS COHMA~D A~GLe tARQ 
i ,rCNAHE,N.E, I CO)04U;G I) GO TO 12 

























GO TO 10 
IrcNAHc.N~, 'HEbiltJ l) \jCo ill .4 
CALL FREEFORH(NA~E.ReSIDU'LI4,NUMRES,NULL) 
GO TO 10 
PRocess C.TEGOR~ CAR~ 
IF(NA~E.NE.ICATGOR" GO TO 19 
CALL FREer ORM I·"~·E. CATGOA, 2 ,,'lULL' eor, 
GO TO 10 
" VOU GET HERE, AaORT--THe DATA CARD 
IS NOT PROCESS15~E 




INPUT NEXT MASTE~ ~EACEQ 
~EAD(02,END.aC)TtTLE,CATE,N~HHED,wcpRn 
CALL sueROUTI~E yo ccwPUTE AND S'ORE O~ 
'05'CIf REoUESTEJ) T"E NeSULT 




GO TO 50 





CLOSE'aJI AND ~:VE TO E~D AND CLDSE'02' 



























































SUBROUTINE TO C~LCUL.TE ST4NPARQ DEVIAT!O~ or RESIOUAL* SUijROUTI~e STCY(CATGOH,CD"A~G,pe51DUAL,STDEV!~EA~.NC~SES,~AXA~GI 
1 ~AX~ESIHAXCAT,NUHANG,~U~RES,WOPRJ,OATVEC'ID~TVEC'~EAOERI 
PURPOSE 
THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE R ~ S ~EVIATION '~D THE 
HUN FOR. SET cf RESIOtJALS CORRESP!l~;:'!I·.G "1.1 E.,CH COMMAND 
ANGLE COMPONENT PAIR, TME CALCUL'TIC~S APE DON~ IN 
P'AIULL.EL CUR I t~G ONE PASS THRouGH JHE 0. H. 
INIIUT ARGU'1ENTS 
A 2 e~E~E~T vecToR--CATGOP(l} ~ LOC~TION or 
CATEGORY 1~'OR~ATI0N IN CAT~ VECTOR, CATGOR(2) • 
NUM~ER or CATEGORIES fOR T~IS RUN 
YECYOR CO~TAINING COMMANO l~GL.ES TO BE PROOEsseo 
i 
VECTOR CO~TAINING ~OCATIONS ~r THE RESIDU.~S 
COMANO 














MATRIX USED TO COMPUTE STAN~ARn DEVIAtiON 
HATRIX U'lED TO CCM~UTE MEAN 
H.TRIX USED TO ~Eeg A ~U~~I~? TOTA~ or USABLE 
CAS~S 
HAX'MUH .~LOW'~Le NU~BERS or COHMAND A~GLES 
MAXIMUM POSSIBLE REStOUA~S 
MAXIMUH NUMBER Of CATEGORl:S 
NUMBER or ANGLES ACTUALLY US~D 
NUMBER Of RESIDUALS ACTUALLY USED 
WORDS PER RECORD IN THE DATA VECTOR 
1'0 WORD VECTOR rOR INPUTTI~G fROM OAT' riLE 
INTfGER EQUIV.LE~T 0; O~TVEC 
ADDRESS or THE HEADER RE~O~D 











'AGE l I )! 
I ~ .;: 
I ~ 



































DO 20 '21,NUH.~G 
DO 20 J=1,NUHRES 




Z~~O OUT MATRICES AND ARRAYS 
RE4D IN NEXT CATA VECTOR 
READCOJ,ENCal00) seRI'L.(CATVeC(JI,J=2,WOPRD) 
CKECK AND SEe ,F THIS IS A RE~UESTED 
COMMAND A~G~E, IF YES, SKIP TO CHECK fOR 
DE'AUL"O/~ SKIP TO READ 
DO 50 1·1,NUMA~G 
IFCSERIAL/100000000,Eg,CO~ANG(I») GO TO 55 
GO YO 40 
''''GLhCOMANCl ( I ) 
CATEGORY- CATGORll) + 1 -1 
DO 90 .1=1, NUH~es 
INDEK,.REsrOUAL(JI 
" DEFAULT, SKIP TO ~E'D 
'''CDATVECC l~:JEXI ,Eo.OI:F'LTI GO TO 90 
CATPOI~T.IOATVEC(CATE'ORY) 
n-II·:. IFCII.LT.200) w~ITe(42.90~) HEADER(1), ANGLE, D.TveC(l~).C.TPQINT 
FORMATe 14,12,F'6,2,13) 
ADD THE CONTRIRuiICN OF' THIS DATA 
YECJOR TO 'STOEV','~E~~' AND 'NCASES' 




GO TO 40 
c: C COMPUTE ,NO PRINT OUT RESU~TS 
C 100 od 120 1.1.NUNA~G 
~~ITE(6.951) U~ArEn, COMA~nll) 
951 rORMATct~1114X,10Ac,10XI12"I"12"I',121114X.'THE CO~M.ND ANGLE N 
lUMBER 15',12) 
00 120 J~l,NU~RES 
W~ITEC6,952) RESICUALCJl 
9'2 FORMATC1HOI/IT5"T~E CD~PONENT NU~fER IS',I~'IIT5, 'CATEGORy"T2 4 , 
1 'R " 5 OFVIATION"T.9,'ME~~'.T62I'NYH3ER or CASES') 
00 120 K_l,NUMCAT 





































































TO RE~D IN r~EE rOR~AT I~TEGER AQ~AYS r~~~ CATA CARDS A~D CO~VEQT IT TO INTEGER ARRAYS, 
DATA CAQOS SMOULD BE PUNCHEO AS rOLLO.SI 
COL 8-13 6 CHARACTER ~A"E 
COL 16-80 I~'EGER VALUES SE?A;iTED 9Y COM~AS, 
DO NOT INCLUOE A T~'I~lNG CO~MA, 
INPUT ARGUMENTS 
SllE DIMENSIONED SIZE OF A~RAY 
OUTP~T ARGU~ENTS 
NAME 6 CHARACTER ALPHANU~ERIC ~A~E 
COHPNT ARRAY CO~TAI~t~G THE I~TEGEq VA •• ES. THE VALUES 
ARE STORED I~ ORDER A5 READ r~C· ~ErT '0 RIGHT ON 
THE DATA CARDS, THEV ARE ST~~E: AT THE Top or THE 
ARflAy. 
EOr Eorai, IE END or fILE ENCOU~TERE=lOTMERWISE ECr-O 
INTEGER BLANK/' ",COM~~/',I/,ICHAR(6'),SIZE,::~PNT(SIZE), 
1 IfACT/010nOCcooooc/,eor 
CHARACTER NAI1Ea6 




DO 5 lal,51ZE 
, COl'1PNTCl,aO 
NUMCI1PT=SIZE 







REAC(,,901,END=401 NA~E, t=HAR 
901 rORHAYt7x,A6,2X,65Al) 
PROCESS THE C~RD IWA~= BY SCANNING 
rROH RIGHT TO ~ErT, 
DO 20 1.1.65 
lC a 66-1 
292 































I'CICMAR(K)JEO,BLANK) GO TO ~o 
Ir NON.SLANt< CHAA~CTE~ IS A CO"~A. A r~~L 
INTEGER H4S aEEN SCA~~ED, "O~E POI~TeR 
AND RESET 1:lIG, 
Ir(ICW.RCI<),~E,COMHA' 00 TO 10 
NUMCMPT=NU~CMPT~1 
101G-a 
GO TO 20 
I' NON~8L)NKCH'RACTEP IS A NU~9ERf ACD 
THE CONTRlaUTlO~ Of THIS DIGIT TO THE 
CURRENT I~TEnER, au~p DIGIT Cou~'eR, 
CO~PNTCNUMCMPT).COMPNT(NUMeHPT).ICHA~CK)/IFACT.l0 •• IOIG 
10IO=IDI0·1 
CONTINUE 
COMPUTE NUMCHPT, Ir \UMC~PT IS LESS 

















.. , ' 
~ ... -; ': 
; . 
CACO~,M AUTO-CORRE~ATtO~ rUNCTION eVALUATION 'HAIN~I~E' 
C 
C DUe 6/1175 
C 
C AUTHO~ 9tRRER 
C 




c C PURPose 
C C T~lS PROGRA~ PROVIDES Y~E ARGVMF.~TS rCR T~E ~UTO-CORRELATION 
C SUBROUTINFCAUTCORI, THE US~R PROVIDES AS DATA CAROS THE 
C COMMAND ANGLE NUMBEPS AND COMPON~NT ~uweE~S, T41S PROGRAM 
C WIL~ CALL AUTcOR WITH eVER, A~GLE-CO~PO~E\T COMRINATION 
C PoSSIBLE, IN ADUITION, THIS FourlHE ~~.J~ THE ~ASTER 
C HEApER AND SUPPLIES THE NUHqen o' hO~;S ~~~ RECORDfHDPRDl, 
C THIS ROUTINE ASSUMES • TRANGE~ ACTIVITY ~wICH STCRES THE 
C RESIDUALS IN THE CO~PONENTS SPECIFIED ON THE COMPONENT 
C seLeCTOR C*.RD, 
C 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• C ' 
C 






























C THE -COMMAND .\~.GLE NU!"?E~ (S) , THESE 
SHOULD BF fREE FOR~4T !~TEGERS WITH 
DIFfERENT 4~GL~S S;PAQ~TE' BY COM~AS, 
DO ~OT INCLUOE A :OY~4 ArTE~ 'HE LAST 
ANGLE, * MAXIMUM or 5 A~GLES ARE ALLO~E~t) 
21 COMPONENT SELECTOR C.~D 
COl. e-13 COM"'H COl. 16-80 CTHE COHPO~ENT NU~qE~(~) SELECTED, THESE 
SHOU~D BE rREE FORYAT INTEGERS WiTH 
DIFfERENT CO"?DNE~TS S~PA~ATE~ B' COMMAS, 
DO ~OT INCLUDE A CaM~A 4rTERT~E LAST 
CO~PONENT ~U"8E~! A wA~IMU~ O. 10 
COMPONENTS ARE ALLO~=J~' 
••• NOTE ••• THE COMMAND ANGLE ~ARO A~C COMPO\E~T CARD SHOULD BE 
IN PAIR~, THE COM~.ND ANGLE C4RJ MUST 8E rIRST, 
•••••••• o.~ •••••••••••••• ••••••• •• •••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• 
294 
.-'j 
~ .t j ; 




~ _~~.&.e:l ... 
c 























• crRANsnE~RATIO~ ACTIV1Ty TO STORE RESIOUALSI 
; , 
S OPTION FORTRA~/~OMAP 













COM'~G X1,X2,~, "X5 
COHPNT Yl,Y2,Y3t~,.,Y15 




























SET UP ERROR CVERRIDE FOR PROCESSING 
DOUBLE Ear HARK. RE~INO FILES TO TOP, 
INPUT NEXT OHII CARD, 
VALues IN COHPNTII'i 
LEAVE INTEGER 
CALL rREEFORM(NAKE.CO~PNT.10,~UHCMPT,EOr) 




,_ I· 5 





































Ir THIS IS • fCOM~\a' CARD, TRA~SrER 
VA~UES TO COIHI\G ( I ), !'jCREI'4ENT' SEOFI.AG' , 
" CNAME,EO,'CCMPNT'I GO TO 30 




GO TO 35 
I' THIS IS A 'COMPNTI CARD, DECREMENT 
ISEOFl .. AG' , 
TEST 'SEOrL~G', If '~E VALUE !S NOT '0' 
OR 11'. T~f ~~TA CA;:S A~E l~ AN ORDER 
THAT IS NOT PROCESS!3.E, If ERROR, 
TRANSfER TO Pr,INT E;~:R MESSAGE AND 
TERMINATE EXECUTIO~, 
IF CSEQrI.AG;LT.DIOR,S~CfLAG,GT,ll GO TO 120 
PICK UP 'COMPNT', IF' IT HAS NOT SEEN READ 
J'CSEOF'I.AG,EQ,1l GO TO 10 
C I C . 
610 
READ MASTER HE~CE~, S'ORE NU~BER 0' WORDS 

















rORHA TC 1Hl l 10 H ,lOX, 12, '1',12, 'I' , : 21 /) 
COMPUTE ANO EVALUaTE aUTO-CORREI.4TION 




CALL fClOSE( OJ) 
GO TO 60 
MOVE 10 TOP Of FILES 
UO REW1NO(021 
REwINDC· Q·3.'. 
c C PROCESS T~E NEXT :O~w.~D A~GLE: If ALI. 
C ANG~ES ~AVE seEN =RC~:SSEO, STOP, 
C 
1-1·1 
IFCI,L~.NU~A~G) ~O TO 60 
GO TO 10 
120 W'IITE(6.952) 
952 F'OAMAT(' ••• E~ROR ••• IMPROPER DATA CARD SEQUE\==-·EXECUTIO~ TER~INA 





~:"'~-" ~'~. "'"' ~" 
~'~"-. ~ ; ..... · .. F' ~·":I.~,..r: _ :,- .. ,., 









































IAUTCOQ' EVALUATEs T~~ AUTO-CORRELATION r_~crln~ or THE REGRESSIO~ RE51pU,LS rOR ~ POJLEO SA~PLE ~r :aTA SEG~E~TS. 
'AUTCOR' EXPECTS FILE'02' TO ?E ?nSITIO~E: ~T T~E FIRST 
HeADER of THE POOLED SA~PLe(~ASTER HEADER S~O~LO .LREADY 







THE cQHHANO ANGLE Nu~aEQ TO 9E seLCET~D 
T\~J: AQRolY CONTA IN ING THE ::lMPCNENTS TO BE 
SEL,EC!ED 
NUP3ER Of COMPONENTS TO =5 USED 
NUMBER Of ~OROS p[R RECO~: 0' !~E DATA 
VeCTnRS. (~ASTER HEADER .:-0 15) 






00 20 I~l.NUMC~PT 
MSAN(Il=O 
DO 20 J~l,B 
RESPRO ( I. J laO 
N (I i J ,aO 
INITIALIZE RESPROCI.J,,~(I,Jl. ~ND 
ME.'1( I I TO ZEiiO 
INPUT NEXT HEADER. !·C~E THE NU~BER OF 
DATA RECOqDS(~UH~EC) ~:~~5SpaNOl~G TO 
T~IS ~E~DER TO 8E REA; '~~M '03' 
READ(02.E"Oa2CO) DOy,D.TSEG,~OCE.NOLDWn,NUMRECI-ElD.TITLE 
BUILD. T~~ RESIDUAL T.SL~ 
~UMRES"O 
~SSIGN CTCNLR TO 55 :~ MO:E=S(cTNCL/Rl, 
OTHERWiSe ~SSIGNCTNCL: ~o 60 
ASStG~ 65 TO CTNCLR 


























































• __ .h'~;:':::-:::;lt"!".;.,..>._"·."~_.. t" 
INPUT 1 DATA YECT~R, IF WRONG CDH~lND 
A~Gl.e NUf'lE!Erl, S.K'!:: PReCESSING THIS ANGL.E, 
READClflLEI s~nIAL.,COATVECtK"K~2,~OP~~) 
IF'SEql.L/l00~~OOOO,N~,CO".~GI GO TO 65 
NUl'll!!:!!. NUM RES + 1 
DO 60 l=l,NU~CMPT 










GO TO CTNCLR,C62,65) 
NU\1RES.NUMRES.1 
CO 64 !:I,NUMC~PT 
RESIDUIL1I,~U~RES'=DE~LT 
CONTINUE 
ADD DEFAULT LI~e FOR CTNC L/R 
PROCESS T~IS RESIDUAL TA8L.E, 
seT J EnUAL TO THE LAC DISTANCE TO BE 
EVALUATED OURI~G THIS P4SS~ ~OVE to TOP 
. 0,. UBL.E 
IF WE AP.E STIL.L. l~ TH; TAg~e, pROCESS 
T~rs PAIR, OTHER~ISE, S~IP To INCREMENT 
\.AG DISUo.:CE, 
100 IFCI+J-NU~qES) 120,120,160 
120 CO 130 ICOMP:1,NUMCHP! 
DROP THIS PAI~ I~ DErAUL.T 
IF(R~SIDUAL(ICO~p.l),En,OEr~T,ORiRESIDUAL(ICO~P,I.J),EQ;OErLT) 
1 GO TO 130 
ORIGINAl; PAGE m 





F"'"~'" f,",O <0 
I 
i 















ADO THIS PRODUCT AT THE APPROPRIATE 





MOVE DOWN TABLE 
140 1-1.1 
GO TO 100 
160 CONTINUE 
GO TO 40 
COHPUTE AND OUTPUT 'INAL VALUES 
200 D~ 220 Iml,NUMC~PT 
WRiHE(6.950) CClI"ANG.COI"PNT(l, 
95Q 'ORMAT(lHO.'T~E COHHANp ANGLE NUMBER IS ',llI11X,'THE COMPONENT NU 
lHBER IS '.12) . 
MEA N ( I ) = M F.,Hi ! I ) IF' L O.l T HI ( I, 1 ) ) 
IoRiTE!6,9511 Hf;AN Cli 9'1 ,ORHAr(lH~i,r»S HE~N VALUE O~ THE RESiDUAL IS ',r6,41111 
\oIRITE(6.9521 
y.,2 ~1l"P'I ... TIU'u"Lt.U tJ\:.fAflCt:'d20'·CtJt'!tH, ..... T\UN ~Ur'CT1()'1"r"7, 
1 'CORRELATION COEffICIENT'.T11,'NU~BER O~ CASES'I 





~RITeC6.953) L.GOIST. COP~UNC, CORCOEF, N(l,Jl 
953 FORHAT(6X,12'T27,r7,4,T~5,r1;~.T83.131 














































































~AXI~UM ~I~ELIHOOO ESTIMATOR FOR SKYL.A5 ~ATA 
PURPOSE 
THIS PROGRAM IS A~ ACAPTATION OF T~E ~E~·~~ ~~O MEAOE 
A~GORITH~ F~UND a~ PA~E5 29~-30A DF'OP':':ZAT!O~ 'ECHNtaUES 
IN FORnAN', T41S TECIol'J!QUE IS usee T~ ':',: 1.iE M~xl"!IJ'1 
Ltl<L.IHOOD ESTIMAT~5 ~r REGRFSSIO~ COE~F!::;~TS, STANOARD 
DEVIATIO~5 or OIFFERE~T CAT~GORIES, A~J:·~~E~AT!ON 
COEFFICIENTS rOR A NON-LINEAR MODEL Of "l\~ ESTIMATES, 
THE OPENING ~ECTION AND THE L.iST 6 CAR~S -AVE 8Ee~ ADDEO 
TO INTERFACE ~ITH THE STANDARD SKYLAB OC=l~CGRAPHIC FIL.eS, 
THIS PROGRA~ PRESUPPOSES A TRANSGENERATl:\ ACTIVITY, 
DATA CARDS 
i) COMMAND ANGLE CONTROk CARD 





COL. 16~80 (THE COMMAND ~NGLE NUMBERS SEPARATED BY COMMAS. 
DO'~OT I~~LUOE A TRAIL.I~G C:~w4, A M4XIMU~ O~ 
OF FIV~ COMMA~D AHG~ES WAY ;~ SgECIFIEO) 
COMPO~JENT 
COL. 8-13 
COL. 16 .. e 0 
SEL.F-CTOIl CARO 
COMPNT (THE cO~PONENTS OF THE ~AT~ V:CTOR TO BE USED 
fOR T!oIE REGRESSION HODE\., >"EOS; S~OuL.O BE III 
OReER ~ITH THE ADOPESS ~~ ~:~10(WI FIRST, iHEN 
X1.X2,X3, THES~ SHCvLD BE SEPA.ATeo HY 
COMMAS wlr~ NO IRAILi~~ C~··~, ~ ~~XI~U~ u~ 
J VARIA9L.ES HAY BE usED 1\ ~~DITION TO L.OG10(~) 
NUMBER OF CORRELATION CCEFFIC1ENT5 
COL. 8-13 COHCOEF 
COL 16-17 NUMBER or CORREL.4 TlbN COEFF::IE~TS(12 rOR~'T' 
CATEGORY SPECIFICATION CARD 
COl. 8-13 eArlioR 
COL 16 .. 80 CT~O INTEGERS SEPAR~TED 3' 1 CO'lWA, THE FIRST 
INTEGER IS THE ~DDRSSS ~f -.: ~A'EGCRY 
IN~CRHATION I~ THE ~ATA VE:-:R. THE S~COND 
IN!EGeR IS THE NUMBER or C,"EGOqIES IN THIS 
PR08L,EM, 
ONE CAIlD CONrAINI~a T~E MAXIMUM ~UwS~= CF ITERATIONS AND 
THE NUHBER OF ItEPATICNS TO SE SKIPP:: 3ETWEE~ PRINTING 
T~E SIMPLEX-:FORMAT 6110 
THE ~EST OF r~E DATl CARDS ~RE EXACT~Y AS DESCRI9E~ IN 
THE M.NU1~ FOR T~IS .LGORIT~M, T~E r::wAT IS S(2x,F8,51 
THE V1L.UES fOA I~I'!AL ESTIH4TES MUS' ~~ \\PUT I~ THIS 





~""'~L .. ":\. 





































".'-".'" ', •.•.. _;.-.;;;--..,...- ~-. '~-""---"""-:~""""":""'1"l'~:~l""'>:";T'~'=~,'~1"~-'~~' , ~- '-.~"---' -"",''''"":"_ 
~_'!U:4i ... I( !~n ...... ,,:: .. _,.. 
ASCENCI~G ORDER BV C4TE~Oqy ~~~SEq),C~qRELAT!ON COEFF!-
rlON COEFfIC!fNTS(IN ORQE~ OF INCREASI~G LAG DISTANCE) 
.~.'=Te ••• THE TOTAL ~U~BER OF PARAHETERSINU~~ER OF ~EGReSSION 
• PA~A~ETeRS + NUMBER OF CAT~GORIES • ~u~3ER OF 





seT.UP ERROR OVERRIDE TO PROCESS DOUBLE 



















INPUT ~ASTeR ~eADeR 
READ(02,END~100' TITLe.DATE,NUMH!~D,WD?RO 
INITIAL CALL TO SU9POUTINE FUNel 
TO INPUT THE DATA fo~ THIS PAoeLEH AND 
SET-UP NEceSSARV OATA ST~UCTURes 
CALL, 'UNe! (COHA~J(; ONGCOU'iT' , COM"'lT ,11UMe~PT • CULoe, N'.iMCAT, 
1 NAeGPRAH,hUYHEAO'NUMCOE;~WO~AD,N.NP1,X,Z) 
NAINLINE fOR HELDER AND ~EAD HINIHIZ,TION ROUTINE 
READ CNI,0021 ALrA, BETA. GAM. Ace, 4 
FORHATC6(2X,FS.51) 
ReAD (NI,002) (X(l.J), J81,N) 



























 ,Jif;/", . . _ 
Q.I~/~*(2 •• ·.~)I.II~·1.1··.5-1.) 
P.(A/N·(2 •••• 511.IIN·ll.·.5.~-lil 
~.N·l 
00 lJQ 1,,2,H 
4P=1. 
DO 120 ,J"l,N 
AP:aAP+l, 
Irll.EO •• PI GO TO 135 
)II I,JI:)( l,Jl·O 






IrCAcc.EQ.O.IACC •• OOOl 
\,jRITE (NO.OO'JI 
FaRHAT C1Hl,10Xj2BHNELDE~ AND H2AO OPTIHIZATle~ 
WRITE INO,on4) 
rORHAT (/,2X,10~PARAHETERS I 
WRITE (NO,OO~) N, Ace, ALFAj BEH, GA~, 0\ 
~ORHAT (I,2X.AtJ~ " ,l~,4)(,l,!HAeCUGACY = r7t~I2)(,ajol"LPIojA a , 
F7,4,4X,7HRET4 " ,F7.4, 4)(,SHGAHMA a ,f7,4.'~.'~A " ,~7,4) 
WRITE (NO,OO" . 
FORMAT C/I,10Y.16HST.RTIN~ SIMPLEX) 
DO t4r. ,.1.ll=' 
WRITE I~O,b06i It,J,XII,J),J"l,NI 
FORHAT (/,2(lX,2H~I,12.~H,,12,2W)=,F8.51/6(!X.2MX(,12,"H,,12, 
2HI",FS.5,/411 X,2tJXI,12,l tJ ,,12,2H).,F8.5» 
CONTINUE 
(TRaO 
D.O. i55 t-l, NP1 
CALL FUNe II,M,Z,N.N!"11 
CONTINUE 
ITR"pll·l 
IF(lTR.GE.tT~AX) rro TO 1~~~ 
IF (IFRINT) l'j6,1~21156 
IFIITR.ITR/lpql~T.!~RINT) 162,158,162 
WRITE (NO,aOa) lIP 
FORMAT '1/,2X.17HITE~ATION NUM8ER ,13) 
DQ BO ,J-t,',II:>l 
WRITE (NO,OO~)IJ,I,X(J,tl,t.l.N) 
WRITE (No.on9) II,Z(II, l=l,NP11 
raRMAT (/,3(2X,2HFI.12,3HI a,f12,31) 
ZHI:oZC11 
ZLO'Z(l) 
DO 16J 1.2,NPl 
ORIGlNAll PAGEl J;s. 










Z L 0'"" /4 I Nt ( ZC I I , Z L 0 ) 
CO '165 l"l,·'lPl 
165 
C 
















DO 180 Jal,N 
SUMaO, 
DO 175 lal,NPl 
IF(K,EO,I) Go TO 175 
SUM- SU/4.XCl,J) 
CON.T I NUE 
XCEN C~,J)-SU~/EN 
I-IC 
~OCATE AND eVA~UATe ceNT~olc 
WRITEC42,9201(XCE~(K,J)~J:l,N) 
FORMATC'THE VA~WE5 OF ~CENT ARE1/l0Cf9,5,3X» 
CA~~ rUNC C!.XCEN~Z.~.NP1) 
ZCEN-ZCI) 
SUM-O, 
CO 185 l-l,'JPl 
IF CK,EQ,I) GO TO 18~ 
CHECK 'OR CONVERGENCe; STOP 1, CRITERIA 
IS HET, 
SY~·~UM.I'll)-lCEN).I'II)-~CcNI/~N 
185 CONTINUE . 
E",=SQRTCSU'1) 
IF (E"'.LT,ACC) GO TO 998 
C LOCATE AND EVALUATE PEFLECTtO POINT 
C 
c 
'CO .190 J"l,N 
XRef(K,J):XCENCK,J)·~LFA·CXCENIK,"')·XCK,J» 






CA~~ ,UNC C!.XRE"Z,~.NP1) 
ZREF.Z(I) 
DO 200 la!,'JPl 
IF CZLO.E~,Z(I» GO TO 205 
CONTI'-'UE 
L-I 
IF (ZREf.LE.Z(1» GO TO 240 
DO 207 1-1."1 
IFCZREF,LT;Z(tl) GO TO 20e 
GO TO 215 
CO 210 ","l,N 
304 
i 

















































~OC'TE AND eV'~U'TE CONTRACTEO POtNT 
DO 220 J::1.N 
~CON(K,JI·XCE~(K.J'.BErA·'X(K,J'-~CE~'K,JII 
I-K 
CALL rUNe (I,XCO~,Z.~.NF1' 
ZCO~.Z(11 
If (ZCON,~T,Z~I' GO TO 230 
IrCIREf,EC,O) GO TO 223 
IREf.O 
GO TO 150 
00 228 l:l.~Pl 
lFer,Ea,L) GO TO 228 
00 225 J=l.~ . 
X(I,JI=( XC I,J).X(L.JI)/2. 
CALL fUNC(I.X,Z,~.NP1) 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 150 
00 235 J.1,N 
X(K,JI=XCON(~,JI 
GO TO 150 
~OCATe ANe EVALuATE eXPA~DED POI~T 
DO 245 J.l,~ 
XeX(K,JI·XCEN(K,J).G'~·(XREf(K,J)-XCE~(K,JII 
t"K 
CALL rUNC CI,XEX;Z,N,NP1) 
ZEl(=Z( II 
IfCZF.X.LT,ZCL" ~O TO 2" 
00 250 J.l,~ 
XIK,JI=XHEf(K,J' 
Z(KlaZRef 
'GO TO 1511 
DO ;260 Js1,N 
X(K,J'=~EXIK,J' 
GO Tei 150 
WRITE (NO,~11i IT~4~ 
rORMAT (1II,10X.20HOI0 NOT CONVERGE I~ ,15'll~ITER'TIONS, 
URITS (NO.012) ZLO 
fORMAr (11,2X,21~OPTIHU~ VALUE ~r f _ ,E10,s, 
WRI.TE (NO/01J) 
fORMAT (1/,2X.27HOPTIHU~ VALUES or V'~IAaLcS 
00 JOe 1=1.N 
WRITE (NO.014) I. X(~Pl;l) 
~OR~~T (/,2X,2HX(.12.4H) •• lPE16.8) 
GO TO 40 
IfEIlPIDIO;!) 
flEWINO(031 Ir(ANGCOUNT.NE.NU~4NG) GO TO 20 
STOP 
eND 
ORIGlNAt PAGE 18 
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.U8ROUTINE rU~Cl(eOHA~Q.CO~P~T.NUHC~PT.CATL~C.\U~CA'.N~EG;· ,H. 
1 NU"HEAD'~U~COEr,MDP~D,~N,NP1.P4R4~,ZI 
PURPOSE 
rUNCl EVALUATES T~E FU~CTIOu fOR A GIVE~ =OI~T; 
THIS eVALt:ATION IS DONE BY PAPTITIONI\G T.E COVARIANCE HA:w\X 
BY DATA SEGMENTS. THIS CAN 9E DO~~ 6ECl0~E THEqe IS NO 
CORRELATIO~ SEThEEN OAT. SE~"~NT5. T~E VALUE or THE 
TOTAL fUNCTION IS THIS SUM 40PEP TCGETwE~ rOR ALL or T~E 
DATA SEG~ENTS:(THE I~VERSE or THe VECYa~ ,r QESIOUALS,. 
(THE INVERSE Of TME CCYAP.IANCE ~A.~tX)' (THE vecTOR Of ReSI~UAlS) • L~Glccor THE DETER~INA~T 
. O. THE COVARIANCE ~ATRIXI 
THiS SUBRCU'INE USES TI4E HIGH E~FICIE\.CY "ATRIXPACKAClECHi:~'P, 
TO INVERT T~E COVARIA~=E MATRIX AND CAlCULATE ITS DETER~I~A~T 
THIS SUBROUTINE HAS T~ ENTRV POI~TS; F~~Cl IS CALLED TO 












TH~ CQMMAND ANGLE NUMBER 
AN ARRAV CO~T41~ING T~E ~O~'ESES IN TI4E OATA 
VECTOR OF THE CO~OO~~~TS US~: fOq T~E 
REGRESSIC~ PR02LE~. THE!E M~sr ~E IN OReER, 
11 DEPENDENT VAaIABLE.2) C~~STA~T~.AO.J) COEFFI-
CtENTS--Al.A2,AJ. A1 15 Ri:wlqEC'~2 AND A3 
ARE OPTlo~AL TO 8E .~SED I~ LARGER MDDELS, 
NUMBER or CO~PONENIS rRC~ r~E O.T. VECTJR 
NEEDED FOR T"13 HODEL. 
LOCATION or THE CATEGORY WIT~IN THE O,TA VECTOR 
NUMBER Of CATEGb~IES 
NUHdER O';RaGRESSIO~ pAR!~~r!qS(THIS IS EQUAL TO 
NU~BER 0.1'" COMPONENTS) 
NUM9ER or HEADER~(OATA SEG~E~TSI USED fOR '~IS 
PROBI,EM 
NU~SER 01'" CORR~lT!O~ COErrICIE~TS 





















































































ze lNP11 • 
NUMseR or PARAMETERS rCR EAC~ POINT IN THE 
SIMPLEX 
NUMeER or POINTS I~ T~E SI~PLEX(NN·l) 
DATA SIMPLEX 














C.TFnOR~ INfOR~ATION fOR E.C~ ROW Of ~ 
COVARIA~Ce HAT~IX 
INPUT CAT A VECTOR Of S~YLAa OATA 
POINTER TO LAST ELEM~~T Of PREVIOUS HEADeR 
I~TEGER ADDRESS Of DAT~EC 
VECTOR C~NT4INl~G tHE NU~9ER OF USASLE SCANS 
IN EACh OArA ~6G·ENi 
VECTOR Of REGRESSION RESID~ALS 
VECTOR I)f TME SCHr ~IU~aE'lS :;CR~ESPO"': I'.JG TO 
TO EACH ROW Of X ANu cAC~ =L=ME~T of Y 
MATRIX CC~T'INING ONE CO~U~ ~O~ EACh SClTTE~I~G 
COE~fICIE~T US:~ IN T~E ~Eu~f.SSION PR03~Ew, 
VECTOR or GRI)UND TRUTH WI~~ ESTIMATES, THESE 
ESTi"A1E~ SHOU~O 8E LJG1C 1S T~E RESULT or l 
TRANGEN ACTIVITY 
DESCRIPTION Of P4RAHCI,Jl 
EACH ROW OF P&RA~!I,Jl cONT.I~S TWE V'L~E~ FO'l ALL or THE 
PAR.~ETEqS CO~R~spa~DI~G TO O"E POI~T I~ OWE SI~FLEX, TH~ 
p.RAMeTE~S .RE PAc~ED 'R~~ ~w~ LEfT E~~ or EA~" ~~~ I~ 
THIS OROEPJ l)REG~~SStO~ PA~.~ETEAS, 2)STA~D~qD :5VI.T:O~S, 
3) THE CC~RELATIO\ COErfIClc\TS, T~E TOTA~ ~u~aER OF 
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211 
INTEOE~ N(20), CATEGO~Y(2001. seA~I2~O), !OATVECt150I, HEAOERI27l, 
1 COHP"lT('HJ"C~"Tl -, 
REAL PARA"(21.2D)! Z(~ll. '(200), X(200,3', DATAMATXt2oo,4I, 










INITIALIZE HATRIX DI~ENSION fOR HEMP 
READER WEADER fOR NEXT DATA SEGHENT 
HEACER(5!=NUM8ER Of RECORDS IN THIS D~TA 
SEGMENT 
REAC IN CATA VECTORS 
~E~:;:3:::!r~:::~,,~=!.~~~~~! 
Ir(SERIAL/l00nOOOOO.N~.CCMA~G) GO TO ao 
CO 4~ J=1,~U~C~PT 
Ir WRON~ COMMAND ANGLE SKIP TO ENC 
OF' LOOP 
STOP.E VALUES IF' NOT OErAU~T,~LSO 
SCAN ~U~aF.qS AND eATE~ORY !NfOMMArlON, 
INDEl(:;CO/'iP,'H (J) 











GO TO eo 
60 I~l-l 
80 CONTINUE 
STORE ~UHeER or USABLE SCANS IN NIl) 

















































GO TO 211 
100 CALL ~CLOSE(O?I 
READCOJ,ENOaUOI 
110 CALL ~CLOSECOJ) 
RETURN 
ENTRY fUNCCI~Pl.PARAM,Z,NN,NP1' 










ROW or P.RA~ TO BE eV~LU'TE: 
ADDRess of SIMPLEX 
NyM~E~ Or r~"~H~~~~= 
N\lMBER or POINTS 
EVALUATED FUNCTION 
SCALE STANDARD DEVIAT::~ TO AVOre 
UNOERrLOI/ 
DO 180 ral,NUHCAT 
180 PARAI1(INP1,NREGPR"M.IIaPARA'1(I/;PL.'lREG?RAI1.1).~:, 
THIS LO~P HA'ILDLES EA -
• p'RTrTIQ~, F.AC~ S ~w 
A~O T~E~ ADDEO TO T" 
SEGMENTS, AT THE E~ 
THE DATA HAS aeEN p~ ~ 
DO 500 HEADCNTal,NUHHEAD 
IfCNCHEADC~T).EQ,OI GO TO 500 
309 
.:.TA. SEGM;;NT AS 
"~ S "'lOCESSED 
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DO 220 1~1.~(WE.QCNT) 
RESIDU,lLC I )~O 
Te~p·p~RAH(I~PlI11 
00 200 J~l.~U~CNPT-l 
200 TeHP=TeMP+X(I'F.NO~(AO,Jl.~ARAM(INP1.J.11 
220 RES I D U A L ( 1 ) " ( Y ( I • E ~ 0 HE:. D I ';TE'1'P I -1 0 , 
DO 260 l=l,N(~EACCNTI 
DO 260 J:l.NC~E.CCNTl 
260 COVAfHI.JI"O 
.1·1 
DO ~20 1.!.N(~EA~C~Tl 
CATI-CATEGORV(I.ENDHEADI 
ZERO OUf COVARIANce ~.TRIX 
BUI~O UP THE COV'RI.~CE MATRIX 
BUILD UP DIAGONAL ELE~ENT 
I'Cl,EQ.JI COVARel.J).PAR'MIINP11~~TI.NREG~qA~I •• 2 
JOO JeJ.1 ' 
!'fJ,~!,N!~~'~C~')1 GO Tn 3~n 
SUlLO orr DIAGONAL ELEMENTS 
~'~DlST:SCANeJ·E~DNE.~)-SC.N(l·ENDNEAOI 
l'eLAGCIST.GT.~U~COEF' Go TO 320 
CATJ·CA'EGaRY(J'F~rHE~CI 
COVARel.JlaPARAM(!~PlILAGDIST •• ~EGPRAH'NUH:4').P.RA"C!NPi, 
1 CATI.NREG?RAM).PARAMtIN?l.CATJ+NREGPR~~1 
eOVAReJ.llaCOV1RC!,JI 
GO TO 300 
~20 J a l.l 
CALL HEMP TO INVE~T T~E COV~R!ANCE 
MATRI~ AND EVALUATE rrs DETERHI~~NT 
CALL HEHINVCCOVAR.NeHEAOC~ll,SCRATCHIDETER~) 
" , , 













00 420 J~1,N'HEAOCNT) 
TEI'P#O 
00 400 1=1.NCH~4DC~T) 
400 TEMP:TEHP+RES1DUALel)-COVAR/I,JI 
420 ZCINP1)=ZCINP11+TEHPeHESIOUALeJ) 
SUM PRO~UCT A~D LOG10 or DETER~INANT 
:'I~Pl'·Z(I~~ll.ALOG(DETER~) 
PRINT WAR~ING ~ESS43E rr DETERMINANT IS 
LESS THAN OR E~UAL T: ZE~O, 
rrIDETERH.LE.o,l ~RITe(06.9~OI Zt21'. INP1. ~E'DCNT. CETERI' 
U; r:RMATC '~ETE'l~IN"'lT t:HROR".CAlL l.r3.1.4XI':1~.II.l21~X. 'HEADER' I 
: .17.A~"VALUE 1.1PE16.S) 
! ~: £ \;~EAt)'ENPHE A()H' (Hj;~OCljf) 
ro 60~ }.l,"UHCAT 
SCALE STANDARn DEVIATIONS DOWN TO 
!NPUT VALUES 
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SUBROUTINE INCANG (SIGHA.THETA.ICO~.WS.SIG~AC.RSIGMA) 
,wIS SUBROUTINE CO~RECTS THE SIG~A VALUES FRO" I~CID~~T ANG~e 
VARIATIONS BY USING THE FOLLowIN~ EaUATIO~ 
SIGHAC (8) = (COEFF~1.a.C).COEFf(2.a.C).LOG (~SII.(ANGLE-TW6TA' 
~ SIGMA (al 
DErINITIQN or T~E VA~IABLES 
COEFFU,B.CI: A IS.1 FOR INTERCE!PT TER~. 2 FOR S~OPf: TERH. 
a INtiICATESiPOLAAIZATION; 1 FORVV, 2 fOR MM. 
;'F'ORVH. 1 4FORHII. -
C I~D'ICATES CoH~IAIJD ANGL.E. 1 FOR 50. 2 FOR 43, 
;, FOR 32_ '" FOR 17. AND 5 ,OR 1 DEGREE, 
SIGHAC(I): CORRecTED SIGHA, SUBSCRIPT INDICATI~G THE 
POL.A~R~ItATION AS DEFINED A=~VE 
SIGHA (I): UNCORRECTE~ SIMGA. SUBSCRIPT !NCICATING THE 
POL.ARIZATION AS DEFINED AaOVE 
R~IGHA (I) • INCIDENT ANGL.e CORRECTION. SUBSCRI~T INDICATING 
POL.ARIZATION AS DEFINED ABOVE 
loiS :: WIND SPEED 
ANGL.E = STANDARD A~GLES( SET EQUAL TO 50, 43. 32, 17. AND 1 
DEGREE, 
THETA = INCIDENT ANGL.E 
THE PROGRAM CAL.CULATES THE CORRE:TED SCATrE~ING COEF~ICIENTS. 
SIGHACI!', fOR THE GIVEN INCIDENT ANG~EITHETA). CJMMAND 
ANGLEC ICOHI. AND THE SCATTcRINtO COEFFlCIENrS.SiGHAI I). 
DfHENS10N SIGHA(4). SlGHAC(4). COEFF(2.4.5).RSIG~.(4' 
DATA CaE., /-O,J587.0.0817.~O.7646.0.1471,-0.3J35.0.0;46. -O,3J85.D.0946'-O.4628ia"lJ6~.-O.8568.0'2343._0,!JJJ.O.101'. -O.333310.1015~-D.3238,O,2U16,-O.7363.D.~e15._0.Jl1~.o.120 7 • -O,3119.~'1207.-1"la74.J.1416.-1.1600.0.1244'O,C.O.o.o.0.0.0; 
-O,1813,O.d9 17.-0.1819.0.0917.0.0,C.O,O,O.O,OI . 
DATA DEFLT/~3777777777771 
I~ 'IW~~A~~~~~ff~J)a~OT~Olb8U Inl/~.EI; .jjEF'L:, 'T tin Tu lOti 
rF"ClCOH.LT.l.0R,ICO:~.Gr,SI GO T'J 100 
IF' IlCOM,EGI.ll ANGLE=50. 
IF IICOH.EQ.2) ANGLE=43. 
IF flCOM.EQ.3) ANGLE:;J2, 
H" CtcOH.eO,4) ANGL.E=17. 
IF IICOM.eO.5) ANGL.E= 1. 
IFlABSCANGLE-THETA),GT.2.1 GO TO 100 
DO 10 1=1.4 , 
IF ISIGHAlt).EQ.OEFLT) GU TO 200 
~SIGHAII) - (ANGLE-THETA).(CO~rr(1,I.ICOHI.COErF(2,I,ICOH). 
1 - ALOG10\W!j11 
SIGHAC (t) -= SIGHA( II • RSIGI1A( I) 
GO TO 10 
SIGMACC!) = DEF"LT 
~RsIG"'AC I, = DEFL.T 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 300 
DO 20 1=1,4 
RStGHA(!l = DEF"~ T 


































































TH~ SUBROUTINE ASPCOR CORRECTS SIGMA VALUES FROM ASPECT ANGLE 
VARIATIONS. 
rOR GIVEN SCAN NUMBER, COHMAND A~GLE NU~eER(ICOM), AND 
WIND SPeEDCWNoSPO), THE SIGHA IS COREECTEO aY ;OL~OWING 
EQUATION 
SIGMAC It) = SIGHA (I) • 0 lr WNDSPO.LE.6.5 ~NOTS 
a SIGHA II) • 'COerF(1.I.C)+COEFF(2,I'C)~~OG(WN05PO" 
·fIAANGl.E) 
WIoiERE 
rCAANGLE) a 0.498-0.1916 COS(AANGLE)-0,~0~2 COS(2.~A~GLE) 
·0.0978 COS(4.A4NGl.E) 
AANGLE = ,SPECT ANGLE IN RADIANS 
SIGHAC (1) = CORRECTED SIGMA, 1=1 FORiJV, 1"'2 rOR H~. 
SIGHA (I) "UNCORRECTED SIGMA, 1=1 FOR 'IV, 1=2 F'OR H~. 
"iii;;;'!' ,i, • :i,;::::':r ;.~::::L!: :~,,!O:r:T'I'\"'. C:11Q!,;CRTPT INUICATIHG 
POLARIZATION AS OEFI~ED ABOVE 
COEFrCA,B,c) = COEFF'ICIENTS, A=l F'OR T~E Co~srANT TERM, 
A=2 F'0R TItE SLOPE rERM, 8 I '-10 I CA TES Hj!: 
POLARIZATION (~:1 'OR vv, a:2 fOR HH, 
8-3 FOH VH, B;4 FOR HVI, 
C INCATES COMMAND ANGLE NU~9ER, 1 FOR '0; 
2 fOH 43, 3 F'OR 32 DEGREES). 
WNPSPD • WI~D SPEED, KNOTS 
DIHEN&ICN SIGMAC41,SIGMAC(4),COEFr(2.4,3I,RSIGM414) 
JAT" tCEr'I-~.269.6.735,-4.Qb~,6.57Y.-l0.649,~3.268'-10.649. 
• l J ,26B.-5,t06,6.S85,-4.765.6.54J,-10.627,13.200,"to.627,1~.200, 
• -5.299.6,6JO.-5.257.6,61S.-10.657,tJ.139,-10.657,lJ.139/ 
D~TA DE;LT/~177i77777117/ 
I. IASPANG.Eu.P~FL?l GO TO lUO 
IF' IWNCSPO,EQ.DEFLTl GO TO 100 
IF' I ICOH .Ea.CEfLTI GO TO lllO 
IF' IICOH.LT.l.CR.ICOI1.GT.JI tiO TO 600 
AANGLE • ASPANGo3.14159/180 
r = O.498-0.1916.C~S(AANGLEI-O,4042.COSI2.AA~GLEl 
• ·0. 097S.COS( 4oAA'iGLE I 
00 10 1:1.4 
IF' ISIGHAlll.EC.DEFLr.l GO TO 200 
IF' (WNCSPD,LE,6.5) GO TO 300 
RSIGMA (II = (C("EF'(ljl.ICO"l)+COcFF"2,1,ICOHhALOC10(~NDSPDI'.F' 
SIGMAC II) = SIGHAII )+RSIGHAIII 
GO TO 10 
SIGMAG (I) = OErLT 
RSIGHA(!) = DErl. T 
GO TO 10 
SIGHACClI a 5 IGH4( n 
RSIGMA( 1) = 0.0 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 400 
DO 20 1:104 
RSIGHA(1) = DEfLT 
SIOHAC(II " DErl.'r 
RETUA~J 
DO 30 1:1;4 
RSIGHA( I) : 0.0 
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THIS ROUTI:IE COMPUTES T>!E POLARIZED E"!ISSIVPIES A'lO 
ATTENUATIO~ AT 5J DEGREES INCIDENT '~GLE. THE I~CIDE~T 
ANGLE (THETA) AND WATER 'E~PFqATURE (T~) I~E :C~VERTED 
rROM DEGREES TO RADI,HS A~D rpOH DEGREES CE~TIGRAUE 
TO DEGREES KELVI'l INr!;R~ALLY, THE RCI)T!\!:: &l.:;0 CHECKS 
THE INPUT AR~UHENTS FOR DEFAULT VALUES, SHOUl.J T~!::R~ 
EXIST ANY ~ErAULTED INPUT PA~A"ETEPS. T~E Rou'I~E 
WILL RETUR~ DEFAUl.T VAl.UES FOR THE CORRESPONUING 
OUTPUT PARAMETERS , 
I~PUT PARAMETERS 
THETA = INCIDENT ~NGl.E COEGI 
Tlol = WATER TEHPEHATU~E (DEG C) 
TAPV = VERTICAL APPA~E~T TEMPERATURF (DEG K) 
TAPH = HORIZONTAL APPAR~NT TEHPERATURE (nEG K) 
SAL = SALINITY IN PP~ 
OUTPUT rARAHETERS 
ev = VERTICAL EMISSIVITY 
eH = HORIZONTAL ~HISSIVITY 
ATTEN ~ ATTENUATION (PB) 
IHTERNA~ PARAMETERS 
1 = A FLAG W41CH IS SET 10 OETER~INE ~HF.T~ER OR ~OT 
ALL TH~ OUiPUT P~RA~ETERS ARE DE'1Ul.TED ,OR THE 
50 bEGREE CASE, WWE~ 1=0, ALL T~E 50 GEPREE CAse 
PARAMETERS ARE C~FAULTED AhD TWER~ IS ~O NEED '0 
PERFORM THE CALCJLATIONS AT ·HE E\TRY POlNT ATwo 
~t~~:~ :~l. AL~.7g~ :U7r~r ~~~~~E7~: .;~~~~~ ~;~ 7~~ 
50 DEGREE C~SE A'lE NOT DEFAULT. I IS RESET TO 1 
fOR EACH NEW SGA~, 
COMPLEX RY,R>! 
RV,RH = POLARIZED FR5SNEL ~OE,FICIE~!S 
GAMMA = TRANSNITTA~C5 AT 50 DEGREES I\CIUENT A,GLE 
GAMANG = THANSHITTA~:E AT OTHER I~C!Oi~C~ ANGl.ES 
TABARY,TA8ARH = POLA~IZEry ~EAN ATMCS~~ERIC TEMP. 
TVAT,THAT = POLARIZEJ ATMOSP~ERIC TEM~ER~TURE:; 
T a ATMOSPHERIC OPACITY 
DATA DEFLT)0377777777777/ 
DATI< FR~Q. i/l~,9.1/ 
IFITHETA.EQ,DEFLT,OR,TW,EC,OEFLT,OR,TAPV,eC,OEFLT,OR,SAL.Ec,gErLT) 
lGO TO 2J CONVERT INCID~NT ANGl.E IN DeG TO RADI4~S 
CONVERT WATER TEMPERATURE I~ CEG C TO DEG K ANGRAD=THETA/57,J 
TWK=TW+VJ,18 
C CALCULATE THE VERTICAL E~lS5IVITY rC~ 



























CALCULATE VERTICAL BPIGHTNESS TEMPERATURE 
TBV=EV*TWK 
TveX=TAPV-Tav 
CALL AliE/IV <'iI/EX. THETA. GAMMA. A TTE 'I. T I 
CALL TATM (TVEX.GAH~A.TWk,TAPV,TV~T,TABARV) 
IFITAPH.EO.DEfLT) G~ TO 10 
CALL HEXCESS(TVEX,THEX) CALCULATE ~ORIZONrAL 9RIGHT~ESS TEHPERATUNe 
eH~T8H/TWK 
CALL TATH (THEX.GAH~A,THK,TAPH.THAT.TABAAHl 
GO To 30 
EH;:DEf'LT 







THIS E~TRY POINT cALCULATES THE POLARIZED 
EHtSSlVITIES ANO THE ATTENUATION Foq tNC!nE~T 
ANGLES OTHER TH~N 50 DEGREES. tHE HAtN RoUTINE 
IS CALLED ONCE TO DETERMINE THE POLARIZED ~EAN 
aTHOSPHERIC TEMPERATUPES (TAAARV AND T,BARHI AND THE 
A"'\OSPI-IERIC OPACITY (1:) 'UM tHI: ;,0 wc.:;;;,:;; C~::; .. ~:':~ 
SINCE THESE ArGUMENTS 'ARE CC~STA~T AT A~L OT-~R 
INCIDE4CE ANGLeS, Th~ EH!SSIVIT!ES A~O ATTE~UATtON 
M.Y BE OETERHlhED fO~ ANY INCIDENT ANGLE. 
IFtI.EQ.O.OR.THETA.EO.PEELT) GO TO 70 
ANGHAD~THETA/57.3 
SeCANG=l./COS(ANGRAO) C CALCULATE THE TRANSMITTANCE ANU ATT~NUlTIQ~ 
GAMANG=EXP(-SECA~G*TI 
ATTEN=-10 .• ALOG10(GA~ANGj 
IF(TAPV.eO.PEFLT.OR.TH.EO.OEfLTl GO TO 40 
TWK=TW+273 .18 
CALL EPS (TA8ARV,TA?V,GAHANG,TWK,EVI 
GO TO 50 . 
40 eVaDEFLT 
50 IFITAPH,E .DEFLT.OR.TW.eO.OEFLTl GO TO 60 
TWK=TW+;;:7 .18 
CALL EPS TA8ARH,TAPH,GAHANG,TWK.EHI 
GO jO 8e 
.60 EHaOEFL r 
GO TO 80 
70 EV"DEFLT 
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THIS RO~TI~E CORRECTS THE RADIOMETE~ Y~ASU~E~E~TS 
BY TRANSLATI~Q tHE OHJGHTNESS TE"?ERAT.;~ r~ ~ 
RErERENC~ BRIGHTNESS TeHPERATU~E S'S~: ~~ 290 DEGREE 
KELVIN WATER TEMPERArU~E AND THE ST'~~4~J A~~~E 
SPECIFIED, I 
INPUT PARAMETERS 
TW = WATER TEMPERATURE (DEG C) 
SAL = SALINITY IN pp~ 
THETA = INCIDENT ANGLE <D~G1 
STDANG = STA~DARD AN~LE CbEG) 
EV = VERTiCAL EMISSIVITY 
OUTpUT EH S HORIZONTAL ~HlSS1VIT' PAl'lAllETERS 
TBVREF = VERTICAl. REF'ERENCE TEMPER.·U~E COEG K) 




1F'IEV,eO,OEFLT.AND,EH,EQ,DEFLT) GO TO 100 




CONVERT INCIDENT ANGLE I~ DEG TO RADIANS 
~O~VEOT STA~DAon !~~!D~~P '~G~~ 
IN DEGHEES TO RAOIANS 
CONVERT WATER TEMPERATURE I~ O~G C TO C~G ~ 
CALCULATE THE rRESNEL CD~r'IC1E~TS AND 
THE E~ISSIV!TIES AT T~E CE~~ ~ATER 














CALCULATE THE rRESNEL COEr'IC1E~TS AND 
THE EMISSIV1T!ES .' TWE S·.'O~~~ kATE~ 
TEMPERATURE (290 DEG KELv:~l INC THE 
STANOAHO I~CIOEHT ANGLE 




TRANSLATE TO THE RErERE~CE WATER TE~P. GO TO 50 
I GO TO 60 




GO TO 2QO 
GO TO 80 
eo TBHREf=CEn T 































~ ."f'!"":-~·'~ <-.-'''' 
.. 
SUBROUTINE EPS(TK.TAP?GAMANG.T~K,E) 
THIS ROUTPlE CALCUL.ATES THE POL.ARIZE:! EMISSIVlTY U • 
GIVEN INCI~EHT ANGLE OTHER THAN ~O CEGREES, 
INP.IJT PARAMETERS 
. TK a POL.ARIZED MEA~ AT~nSPHERIC jE~PERATURE 
OUTpUT 
TAPP = POLARIZeO APPARf,NT TE~FE"ATURE (D~O Kl 
GAHANG = TRANSMITTANCE 
TWK = WATER TEMPERATURE (DEG Kl 
PARAHETER 









C nu S ROUT I'IE CAL.CUL.ATES THE HOR I Z~':TAL EXCESS TEMPEiU TU!'E 
C AS A FUNCTIO~ OF VERTICAL eXCESS TEMPERATURE. 
C 
C INPUT PARAMETER 
C V = Ve~TICAL EXCESS TEMPERATURI (OEG Kl 
C 0YTPUT PARAMETER 



















THIS ROU'I~E CALCUL.ATES THE POL~Rl~ED ~THOSPHERIC 
TEMPERATURE AT 50 OEUREES AND MEAN .T~OSP~ERIC TEH~. 
INPUT PAR'METE~S 
TE)(50 :! EXCESS TcHPE~ATURE ,OR 50 
DEGREES INCIDENT ANGLE (DEG ~\ 
GAMMA = TRANSMITTANCE AT '0 DEGqEES I~CIDE~T A~GLe 
TWK : ~ATER TEHPERAT~RE (DEG Kl 
TAPP = POLARIZED APP_RENT TE~PE~!TURE IDtG Kl 
OUTpUT pARAMeTERS 
TATH50 = POL~RIZcD ATMOSpHERIC TEMPERATURE (O~O ~I 















""' .•.... ~··c 
I. 











































SUBROUTINE ATTENV (TVEX50,l~ETA,G~M50,ATT~50,T) 
nHS ROUTI'JE CALCULATES THE ATTEfJLATIC'J,TRANSJ04ITT., .. ee, 
AND OPACITY A~ 50 DEGREES INCIDE~T A~GLE. 
INPUT PARAMETERS 
TVEX50 = VERTICAL eXCESS TEJ04PERATURE 
AT 50 nEGREES INCIDENT ANGL~ (D~~ K) 
THETA z INCIDENT A~GLE (DEG) 
OUTPUT PARaMETERS 
GAMSO '" TRAN5HI TTI.:JCE H 50 nEG~EES 
ATTN50 = ATTE~UATION AT 50 DEGREES lOa) 
T = ATMOSPHERic OPACITY 
X",TVEX50 I. 








THIS ROUTINE COHPUTES THE eLASSIClL 
rRESNEL REFLECTiON CDErVICIE'lTS FOR SEA WATER. 
THIS SURROUTINE HUST BE 1~ITtALIZE~ Bv 
CALLING THE SECONDARY E~rRY ROUTINE :IEC'. 
THE COHPLEX PERMITTIVITV IS CO~PUTE~ BY Ol&eo. 
ONCE H.VI~~ cOMPUTeo THE PERMITT!VrTV ro Q • PAPT!CULAR 
rREOUENCy(FREQ), ~AT~R TEHPER'TUREtTE~P), ANU 
SALINITy(SAL). FRESN~L HAy 9E C~LLED ~EPE~TEDLV 
fOR oiFrERE~r ~NGLES!THETA). 
INPUT PARAMETERS 
FREe : FREQUE~CY IN GHZ 
TEMP : T~HPERATURE(DEG K) 
SAL = SAL:NITY (~ pp~ 
TH~TA = INCIDENT ANGLE IRADIANS) 
OUTPUT P~RAMETERS 
RV • VERT. POL, FRES~EL COErr, (COMPLEX) 











THIS ENTRY POI~T CO~PUTE5 THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 
fOR SEA WATER. ALGO BASE:il ON PORTE'l'S 'oiO;jK (197U. 
(SEE S.T. WU AND ',K, FU~G'S nEPORT NASA CR 2329). 
CONVERT SALINrTV TO NORM~LITY (SEE STOGRY~ 1~Ee 
t'ITT ,UG. H71) 
S : S~L 
S.lt4.058E-09oS·1.205E~051·S·1.707E-02)·S 
T,TEMP-273.18 





D1 l.0+2,O.Rto P IO*R2 
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~"IL,.JojIJ~ n ?~?,·dillll_'I1I' 1 
" S48ROUTINE CATcn~(HE.O~R,lx,RECSIZE,SCA~,CO~A~C,IC~T) 


































TH,S ROUTINE RETURNS THE CATEGORY fOR A GIVEN DATA VEcTOR 
INPUT ~RGU~ENTS 







INTEGER OATA VECTOR 
NEil RECORD S.IZE 
SCAN NUMBER or THIS DATA VECTOR 
THE INTEGER VALUE Cf THE CATEGCRV 
ICA'-l, WEATHERSHIP OR AIRC~"T 2~ SHIP WITH AN~EHO"ETER or 
~, SHIP WITH A~~EMOHETER or 
~. VISUAL OBSERVATION 





IrCHEAOERC.I,LT,2Q) GO TO 30 
ICAT=5 
DO 20 1"29,5<),3 
If(tX(1I,\.T.2) GO TO 20 
If~I~(I}-l.\.T,ICAT) ICAT.tXII)41 
20 CONTI"luE 
RETUR'J JO lr(HEAtEA(1),~E.1S7.ANo.kEAOeR(11.NE,245' GO TO 40 
ICAT:6 . 
RE~UR~ 
40 lr'HEJctR(11,~E,lS6' Go TO eo 
NCELL • 5CAN~(S-COMA~G) 
Icn=5 IF(NCELL,GT,!,ANO,NCELL.LT,101 ICAT·l 
RETUFi~ 
eo IrIHEAOEFi(11.~E,2471 GO TO 100 
lCAT=3 
RETURN 
loa If(HEADER(1},NE,162l GO TO 120 
ICAToS 
I<ETURN 




































XR(~1 CONTAINS T~E REAL COHPCNE\'S or THE S'"~LED 
'UNcTION TO BE TR~NSFORHEn 
XI(~) CONTAIHS THE IHAGI~_R' Ccw~O~E~TS OF THE 
SAMPLEO FUNCTIO~ TO 8E TRA~srOqw;: 
N - •• NUMBER OF S4hPLE POINTS TO 8E TR&~S~OAHEO QUTfUT 
VR 
VI 
YRIN) CONTA!NS THE REAL COMPONE~!S or THE rOLDED 
'REQUe~ICy ~PECrRU'1 
YI(~) CONTAI~S TWE IMAGINARY CC~DO\ENTS OF T~E 











INTeGER P(l51, PRIME. R(63), _nRESS(isl 
DIMeNSION XR(Nl,XI(~I,VR(N).YI(N) 
SPECI'Y PRIME NUMEERS A~O 2. PI 
DATA R/2,3.5,7'11,13.17,19.23.29,31.J7,41,43,47.53,59.61.67,71,73, 







1 1,= 1"1 
Ir~I.EQ,64) GO TO 15 
riND THE M PRIME NUM9=~S !~ N ANO $TORE 
THEM IN P 




1F'(F'LOAT(RII).GT.S~RT(F'LOATIN11)·O,OOl) GO TO 
~p TO 2 . 
3 tF'eNl,EO,l) GO tg a 
15 M=H·1 
PCH)=Ni 
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DO 4 l=l.NTRANS 
DO 10 j(=l,L.DIV 
L.OC2=LOC1+1( 
DO 6 J:l.PRlHE 
YRtJ)=O 
YHJ'=O 
DO 6 L=l.PRIME 
DO EACH I.AVER 
DETERMINE NUMBER AND L.ENGTH a. TRAN~fOR~~ 
IN THE I.AYE~ 
DETEHHINE THE NUMBER AND ~eNGTH Of 
DIVISIONS IN ~AYER 
DO EACH TRANSfORM 
DETERMINE L.0CATION IMHEDIATELY aEfORE 
'TRANSrOR~ 
GO THOUG~ EACH INDEPENDENT PART Of THe 
TRANSrOR'1 
DETEHHINE FIRST LOCATION IN l~oePE~DEN' 
.pART 







( ~ ,. 
. 























TWIDU~E INDEPENDENT PART 
DO 10 Jo1·,PRIME 






lFtH,EQ,l) GO TO 5 
DO 12 K.liN 
KK,I<-l 
Iv4LfJE=N 









DO 14 J=ljHl 
J,JaM-J+l 
tV1LUF.=IVALue.PIJJI 
U~SCR1HBLE OUTPUT Ir N !S~'T PRIM~ 
GET eIT-REVERSED REPRESE~TATION Of KK 









5 DQ 7 I=l.N 
VR't I=xfH I) 
YIIt>=Xl(II 
IInn·o, 
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APPENDIX E 
ADDiTIONAL SCATTERGR.<\MS Of GROUI-..JD-TR:jTH WiND SPEEDS 
AND MICROWA"/E MEASUREMENTS FROM ;;L2 AND SL3 
The symbols used in the following scelHergrams indica~e the d'Jta segments 
from wh i cll ~he observal-j 0115 celme. The correjpondence between symbol s al,d I·he data 
segillents ore ~lS follows: 
~)!mb~! S,egme:-If Symbol Sea~! 
A 156-1 G 220-2 
B 157-1 H 220-3 
C 162-1 [ 220'~4 
0 216-1 J 245-2' 
E 216 ... 2 K 247-1 
F 220-1 L 252-1 
N()te~ A nt,!;TIeral indiciltes the number of multiple .,bservatioi1s for one 10c'Jtion 011 
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SC'::ltter'gra:n of aOVY at 500 incident angle 'tersus groUl'ld 
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Figure E.l.3. ScaNergraill of a O YH a" 500 incide!"It o"lgle versusgro'Jnd 
truth wind speed using logarithmic sCilles. Sl2 ai,d 3 
data. 
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F igu'"e E. 1. 5. Scclt~ergram of aO V.V ot 430 incident angl e versus grou!ld 
tru~h wind !lpe l3d using loga;-ithmic sc·ales. SL2 and 3 
data. 
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Figure E. 1.6. 
UP 'IN3181~d30J nNl~311V8S 
SC':I'L teigram of cr\U1 at '430 incident a ,gle versus grou'1d 
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Scclttergran of aO VI, at 43° incident angle ve:-sus ground 
truth wind speed ustng logarithmic scales. SL2 and 3 
data. 
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Figure E.l.9. SCIJ~teigra;TI of croW~1. 32° lncidellt angle versus gro'Jnd 
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H':i at 170 incident o',gle versus ground 
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SC'':Ittergram of 0 0 V'; at 170 inc ident angl e 

























SL2 and 3 
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SClltter~ram of aOHVat 17° ,inci?ent angle versus ground 
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Figure E.l. 17. Sco~teigram of (/0 vy or 1'::1 incident a:1g1 e versus ground 





























Figure E. 1.18. 






































HP ClN31~I~~30~ ONI~ztlV~S 
Scattergrom of (J0 H H ot 10 inc I dent 0'91 e YerSlis ground 
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. Figure E. 1. 19. Scattergram of aO'/H at 1 ° inciden~ ahg! e versus ground 
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Figure E ~ 1 .20. 
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SCll L teigio11 of 0-°';\1 ,j" 1° incident o'1gle versus ground 
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SG~,nei~ram of r:P,/.V a:' 50o.inci.dent angle versus grotJ.nd 
truth Wll1d speed uSing loga""thmlc sc(]les. The sc,o!'~ermg 
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Scatteigra.l1 of ero H.H dt 500 incidel1~ ongle versus ground 
~ruth wind speed u'slng logarithmic scoles. The scattering 
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Scattergram of vO VJi at 500 incident angl e versus grolJ:1d 
truth wind speed USIng logarithmic sCtJles. The scattering 
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Figure S.2.4. SCI)~te:-gram of 0-0 H.V at 500 incident a~g!e '/ersus ground 
truth wind speed uSIng logarithmic scr)les. The ;;cattering 
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0 L!"\ 0 .... lJ"\ ~ I N N C""\ m I I , I 
fIP , .lNll:)!~;::';::J !):-iI~3.tlV:)S 
Scotte~9ra." of 0'0'1:; at 43° incident a i1g1 e versus grolJnd 
tru~h WInd spe.:d lJ$in~ logarithmic scole;. The :;catte:-ing 
coefficients are adjusted to upwind. SL2 and 3 data. 
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Figure E.2.6. $catteigram of (I0 H.H a" 4.3° incident angl e versus gro'Jnd 
truth wind speed u'slna logarithmic scales. The :;c<l"tering 
cf)efficients a;-e 'Jdjusted to upwind. SL 2 and 3 data. 
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Sco~tergram of 0-° V~~ a~ 43° incide7lt angle versus ground 
truth wind speed usi'ng logarithmic sea! es. The $c(]~teiing 

























































































Sc\']ttergra.l1 of (P H.V a L 430 incident angle ve:sus grou:1d 
truth wind speed JSlng logarithmic scales. The 5catte:ing 
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Sca~tergram of 0 0 v.v at 320 incident a
'
1gl e versus ground 
tru~h wind speed using logarithmic scales. The SCllttering 
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Figure E.2.1J. SC\lf'teigram of 'J°:fH a~ 320 incldel1" al1gle versus groulld 
truth wind speed using logarithmic scales. The sca~te;ing 
coefficien~s are adjusted to upwind. SL2 and 3 da~a • 
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Figure E.2. 11. SCClHe.rgra'Tl of cP YH a~ 32~ in~ident a;"lgle versus gro.und 
truth wInd speed lJSlng logarithmic $c.Jles. The 3c'Jttering 





























































































Figure E.2.12. Sc(]tte~gram of a\iV a~ 32° incident aii~le veisusground 
truth wind speed usIng logarithmic sccll es •. The sC'Jttering 
coefficients are adjusted to upwind. SL2 and 3 dota. 
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ScaHergram of c? V a L 50~ incident angle versus ground tru~h wind speed u'fing logarithmic scoles. The sC'Jttering 
coefficients ate \1djusted ~o upwind a,d are corre::ted for 
atmospn ed c effe~ts. SL2 al,d 3 da~a. 
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SCf.1;te~~rO!TI of cP:-u at 5,)°. inei.de:1t ang! e versus grou.ld 
trutn wl~ld spead uSI~g 10gar"fthtnlC sCIJles. The se'Jttenng 
coefHeients are (Jdjusted {'o upwind ol,d aie cl)rreded for 
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Figure E.3.3. SCiJ"tergra,Tl of aO V,J, at 500 incident angle versus grou',d 
truth wind spe.3d using logarithmic scales. The scattering 
coefficients ote adjusted to upwil1d a:,d are ~oirected for 
a~mospJ,e:-ic effec~s. SL2 and 3 dd"a. 
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SCIJnei~ral1 of o-\tv at 500 , inci,dent angle versus grolJ,nd 
truth wind spe.3d U!iln9 !ogonthmlc SCll! es. The scoLte:'lng 
c'::>efficients me adjusted to upwind and a"e cl::>rrected for 
atmospl,eric effects. SL2 and 3 da~a. 
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APPENDIX F 
ADDITlOt"AL SCATTERGRAMS OF GROIJI"-ID-TRUTH WIND SPEEDS 
AND MICROWAVE M[-ASU~EMENT5 FROM SL4 
The symbols used in the following scattergrams indicate the d('l~a 'iegrnents 
from which the observations came. The correspondence be~we.:en symbols ':md dlJ~a 
segments are as follows: 
Symbol ?egm~nt ~T1bol ~eatne.,~ 
A 6-2 L 9-1 
B 334-1 L M 11-2 
C 334·-1 R N 24-1 
D 33:3--1 L 0 25-1 
E 33:3--1 R P '27-1 
F 4-1 L Q 29-1 
G 4"'1 R R 29--2 
H 7-1 L S 30-1 
I 7-1 R T 30-2 
J 8-1 L U 32-1 
K 8-1 R 
Note: A numeral indictJ~es the nUlT1be~ of mu!tiple oSservations for Oi,e local'iol' 
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SC 1Jttergra.11 of (l VH at 5~o incident angle versus ground 
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Figure F. 1 .5. SCIJ~teigram of aO V.v at 430 inciden~ angle versus ground 
truth wind speed using 10garithmicsc'J\e,; .. Sl4 d'J~a. 
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Figure f=. 1.7. 5ct)ttergrOll of cr\~I~ at 430 incident a"1a1e Versus ground 
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Figure F .1.8 •. SC(lttergra11 of '3°~-{V a~ 4'3° incident a:191e versus grolJ1d 
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Figure F. 1. 13. Scottergro,n of aO VV o~ 17° inciden~ angle versus ground 
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Figure !=. 1.14. 
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° ScaHergrali of 0'0: at 17 lncident a:,gle versus ground 
truth wind spead 0i\hg logarithmic SC(]' es. 514 dota. 
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SC'J~tergrom of croVH a!- 17° incident 019' e versusgrou1d truth wind speed 'JSlng logaiithmic ')cnle-.• SL4 doLo. 
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SCQ~tergra.ll of el,.,Valo 170 incident angle '1erS IJS ground 
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Figure F .1. 17. ScaHergrarn of aO\/V a~ 1° i:1cidellt angl e versus ground 
truth wind speed usind logarithmic 5crJles. Sl4 da~a. 
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Figure F.1.18. SC(l~tergra:n of a~HH at 10 incident angle versus groul)d 
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Figure F • 1 • 19. Scattergram of 00 VH a~ 10 inc ldent angl e '/ersu3 grotJlld 
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Figure !=. 1 :20. Scatteigram of cP,~V a~ 10 incident o:'1g!e versus ground 























































Figure F • '2. 1. SCllttergr?in of 0° VV. at 5()o i ~c id;nt oi1g1 e '/eiSU~ grOiJl1? ~r\Jth wl~,d SP'3i~d usmg logarithmIc 5Ct.l'e:; •. The scattenng 
coefficients a~e adju5ted to 'Jpwind. SL4 -:lata. 
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Figure f.2.2. Sc(]tter~rom of uOHH a~ 50o.inei.den~ angle '1erSUi grolJ~,d 
truth wind speed IJslng I030rlthmic sel]!es. The $e(]~teilng 
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Figure ~.'2.5. ScottergroTl of 0-0 VV ot 430 incident o,gle '·/ersus grol)nd 
tru~h wjj,d speed uSIng logarithmic scale;;. The scattering 
coeffi ci en~s are Cl.J justed 1'0 IJp'Ni nd. Sl4 ~a~a. 
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Figure F.2.7. SC(,.Inergro!n of O'\~H o~ 43° :ncldenl. a 191 e ve~sus ground 
truth wind speed uSing logarithmic SCiJ'e·;. The ~jca~te;-ing 
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Figu-e F.2.8. $co··teigram of O'\\,\/ a~ 43° in,:ide:1t and'e VeiSUS ground 
tru~h wind speed uSing loga,ithmic ->cIJ'e·,. The sC'Jtterin3 
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SC'lttergrcim of :ro vv o~ 320 incide:1t angle versus ground 
tru~h wind spead using logcl:-ithmic seal e3. The :;eqttering 
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SClltte:-~ram of (J'0 ~H a~ 320 .~nc;~ei1~ ai1gle '1eiSU!i g:ou~d 
truth wind speed \.Ising logarithmic SC(]l e·;. The sca terlng 
coeHicien~s o-e ~1djusted to upwin~. SL4 data. 
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